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I.
The Song in The Satyr’s Grove
The Invocation of The Muse

Bright Brigit, Queen of Faeries, Lady of Fire and Song
Grew weary of mirrored eyries, for new life did she long
And thus did she wander from The Spire of Gold
Into The Ancient Forest, a new tale to be told!
O Come, My Beloved! The Forest to you sings!
Close your eyes, light its boughs by your Butterfly Wings!
In the deep forest grove, from The King’s eyes unseen
There dwells the wild satyr who pipes the new dream
As she entered his grove, his pipe to her sung
And she laughed! And she danced! And with his song, became one!
O Laugh, My Beloved! The Wild to you sings!
Close your eyes, unlock the heart, ‘tween your Butterfly Wings!
Bright Lady of Visions, Bright Lover of Dreams
Thou art blessed by the flowers and the soft forest greens
And the wine of my piping is the madness in your eyes
My pipe’s dancing zephyrs caress the silk of your thighs
O Dance, My Beloved! The Earth to you sings!
Close your eyes, take my hand, spread your Butterfly Wings!
The Wild Dance of New Life, my laughing pipe sings to thee,
That our souls be entwined in The Ancient World Tree
And our dance binds our love in The Tapestry of Fate
My soft kisses, your lips, madly give and madly take!
O Love, My Beloved! For Love to you sings!
Close your eyes, kiss my lips, tremble your Butterfly Wings!
And by the heat of my passion, your soul’s fire light
Feel the air ‘neath your feet, feel your soul rise in flight
And our dance be wrapped ‘round in a robe of soft cloud,
By the beat of its breath, let your love cry aloud!
O Dream, My Beloved! For the Moon to you sings!
Close your eyes, wrap my soul in your Butterfly Wings!
And the song of my pan-pipe on the flower of your tree
Through the sigh of your oyster to the pearl of your sea
And The Spring, sweetest faery, brings the promise of The Wild
For The Forest grows full with The Greenwood’s Child!
O Live, My Beloved! For Life to you sings!
Open your eyes and behold, The Child’s Butterfly Wings!
-o0o-
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II.

The Spring Dance of The Butterfly
The Dream of Awakening

This is not a story of The Queen of Faeries and her forbidden love, deep in the
forest of dreams. This is the story of their love child, the newborn butterfly faerie… A
Forbidden Princess of Fantasia.
Humanity is a creature of puzzles – everything we look upon, we see as a puzzle
to be solved. To the eyes of humanity, eyes that are filled with questions, Nature is a
sphinx, and the universe, her riddle. Science sees life as a journey from ignorance to
understanding – an ancient quest to solve The Riddle of Nature. Science began by
acknowledging humanity’s ignorance – and our potential to understand. Each time we
unlock new understanding, we become more aware of the universe – more Awake.
Thus, Science became an alternative to religious stories of “the meaning of life”, a
new type of “spiritual path” – an Odyssey of Awakening.
The book you are reading is a part of that
ancient quest of Science; and through this book
will be introduced to you the secrets of a new
technology – or rather, a new application of an
established sciencific understanding. Often
innovation does not require a new discovery, but
rather, a new point of view.
Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

And you will learn the secrets of this
technology in a new way…. or rather, in a very, very old way – through an allegorical
story: a faery tale told in poetry.
You have already begun this tale of awakening – it began when you opened this
book and learned the story of The Queen of The Faeries, her yearning quest, and her
journey beyond the known. This quest has led us to a new place, and perhaps even, a
new world – for she has unleashed a secret, and that secret holds great power to create
change.
So begins The Spring Dance of The Butterfly, the second part of this tale – the tale
of Her Child. It holds the mysteries of this new technology, for the poetry of this story is
not separate from the rest of this book – it is part of a journey, an awakening of
understanding. The secret of this book will unlock your imagination, and transformation
the way you understand yourself and your world.
And it will also empower you with a new tool with which to shape your world
and your future. For The Seed of Gaia is a tale of change – a new path in the tapestry of
fate.
000.
The Muse, she is dreaming, in a pool of flaming locks
The Sacred Fire of The Moonwell in The Circle of Ancient Rocks
‘Round the flame pipes the satyr, to the bright mother Moon
By his song, weaves threads of dreams into a fiery cocoon
Around The Seed of The Earth a petaled vision of cornucopia
And in this lotus of change grow the wings of utopia….
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At the centre of all human civilization is The City.
Consider the amazing features of your city – the architechture, the landscaping,
the aquaducts, the energy distribution networks, the information and communication
patterns. What a wondrous, awe-inspiring world you have built for yourself! What an
amazing species you are!
However, there is a problem in the beauty of this mavellous creation.
Regardless of where you live in the world, regardless of how beautiful is your city
or how wealthy you are, your primary companions are still rats, cockroaches, and
pigeons.
Certainly, these are most unedifying and disagreeable companions for so noble,
dignified, and artistically endowed a species as humanity?
Imagine if you could choose the
animals who dwell in your garden, the
animals who will adorn your business
property, the animals who will fill
your city?
The book that you reading
holds the secret of a new technology
that will allow you to choose the
animals you summon to dwell in the
garden around your home or business
property or in the fields and orchards
of your farm.
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You can fill your garden with clouds of butterflies of your favourite colour. You
can attract the specific species of bright bird whose beauty or song you most prefer, thus
to sing to you on a summer eve. On your farm, you can attract the animals who most
effectively control your crop pests – your ecosystem is merely an extra tool to increase
your harvest yeild. Urban and agricultural landscapes exist to fulfil human needs first
and foremost – in this way they differ from the wild ecosystems. You need not try to
replicate the patterns wild ecosystems in these environments – you can create new
patterns, patterns that suit your tastes. The urban environment is a human landscape –
you may choose the animals who most appeal to your ideals of beauty and convenience.
Using this technology will be like “shopping” for the animals you most prefer to
dwell with as your companions in your human-created urban and agricultural
landscapes. And the animals you choose to attract will reflect your inclinations and your
needs. You will choose the animals you most prefer to dwell with.
By indulging yourself in a little poetry, a faery tale of wonder and awakening, you
will learn the secrets of this ecological technology, which is called The Art of Animal
Summoning. You don’t need to be wealthy to use this art – even the poorest folk on this
planet can weild this ecological technology with great transformative power.
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This art will empower you with a new tool to shape your environment, your
urban reality, and your whole world. And you need not ask any human authority for
permission to use this power – for nobody can stop you.
The animals you summon to your home will not stay in your garden, they will
spread out to explore your suburb. Consider what this means for the regenerating
beauty of your suburb and your city – if even but a few residents of your suburb use
their gardens to attract new and beautiful butterflies and birds back into the urban
landscape!
Businesses will also exploit the potenials of this new technology. Consider that
almost every tall building has some landscaping or external hanging gardens. Imagine if
this garden-space were used to summon animals, even in the most basic of ways…
Imagine your skyscraper robed in a swirling cloud of brightly coloured butterflies!
This cloud of butterflies will return every year, regular as a sundial and remain
through the warm months – and your whole will mark the cycles of the year by the living
undulation of colours and beauty of your skyscraper in the center of your city.
Consider the visual impact your building will have upon your customers and the
people of your city. The ability to gain attention is one of the most important facets of
almost every form of business.
Whether you lead a large corporation using your skyscraper as a tool to attract
butterflies, or a small café wreathing your door mantle in a delicate latticework of
colourful fluttering wings – consider what this means for your public profile and the role
you will assume in popular consciousness. There are tangible benefits to the secrets
hidden in this book.
And when most businesses have started to integrate these new ecological
technologies, those businesses that have not will be equally noticeable – though as
recipients of negative attention! The businesses that adopt these advantages first will be
historically established as pioneers and leaders – and consequently immortalized in
news articles and wildlife documentaries!
Farmers will also use this technology, but not as an aethetic tool – they will
attract the animals who are most adept at controlling their crop pests. Did you know
that a single insectivious microbat will eat up to 1200 insects every night – certainly a
“useful” appetite! Most regions on this planet have dozens of species of microbat, they
are easy to summon, and, as your bat colony is not situated in the field, a farmer who
engineers his agricultural ecosystem in this way need not stop using advanced farming
technologies.
Consider how this single act of animal summoning can be translated directly into
reduced crop loss and thus – increased profit. Consider what the agricultural
applications of this technology mean for humanity’s global economy. There are dozens
of other agriculturally useful wild animals, and we will explore these as our tale unfolds.
The secrets of this technology will be shared with you in accord with your own
point of view – your needs and motivations. You will not be asked to act for reasons that
do not concern your interests. Whether you are a family, or a business manager, or a
5

farmer, or a politician – you will uncover in this book secrets that will empower you in
accord with your own nature, your own motivations.
Certainly this is a beautiful view of the future of our cities, and a practical view of
the ecological future of our agricultural landscapes. Yet this new ecological technology
implies entirely new ecosystem templates – engineered ecosystems. We are not
replicating the past.
Is this wrong?
Ecosystems are delicate – a small change can have dramatic implications. Rooted
in this premise, conventional thinking has long assumed that humanity only ever has the
authority to replicate the pre-established templates of native ecosystem communities –
never to create new templates. This is an odd point of view, for in the whole history of
Planet Earth thus far, urban and agricultural landscapes are entirely new landscape types
– there are no “pre-established” templates to define what their ecosystems “should” look
like. The art of animal summoning is merely the re-organization of humanity’s
knowledge ecological vast into an easily applied system for summoning and establishing
any single specific species of animals hence a tool of ecological specificity. It is a shift in
thinking rooted this seemingly obvious, though unconventional way of understanding
our human landscapes. Thus, by a mere shift in thinking is creates a new vision of the
future of our cities and our agricultural landscapes – and indeed, of our whole world.
We created these human landscapes - and whether by action or inaction, we also
create their ecosystems. Our cities can be home to poor and unattractive ecosystems, or
they can be garden havens of the most beautiful animals on this planet. Neither of these
options are “right” or “wrong” – but the option that is ultimately choosen will reflect the
identity and beauty of the human species. For we created these human landscapes – they
are expressions of our psyche.
Placing the ecological secrets of animal summoning in the hands of ordinary
people opens the floodgates of creativity and possibility. The new urban ecosystems
resulting from this act will be very beautiful, dominated by the most attractive, colourful,
and iconic animals – a dramatic change from the old ecologically sparse urban
landscapes that were dominated by rats, cockroarches, and pigeons. The new
agricultural ecosystems will be pragmatic working ecosystems, dominated by animals
that control the crop pests – a dramatic change from the old ecologically unbalanced
farms of the past where the farmer attempted to control all of the crop pests on his own.
This tale is a jouney of empowerment, for the animals you summon will not stay
in your garden – they will spread out through your suburb. You will no longer be
powerless to affect your city and your society – your world will no longer be something
that happens to you. The tools of change are in your hands, to do with as you will – you
now The Artist and your world is your canvas.
Regardless of where you are in the world, regardless of whether you are rich or
poor, you can use this new technology to create immediate and significant change in
your life and surroundings – nobody is powerless. The cold winter of a dying world is
ending; new life, new potential, new opportunity, is kindling in your soul.
Consider the benefits of being able to choose the animals you live with. Your local
bioregion is rich with beauty – and humanity is a creature of profound aethetic depths.
Beauty is a need we have, a part of our “civilized nature”. We have created beauty all
6

around us – through our recipes of our cultinary sustenance, thrugh the patterns of our
architecture, and the weavings of our robes. Let us now assume the power to choose the
animals who will dwell as our companions in the cities and farms of our future.
This technological innovation is called The Art of Animal Summoning. And you
will learn the secrets of this art in an ancient way – through a story, a tale of dreams and
wonder, of secrets and of awakening.
00.
The Muse, she is dreaming, in a whorl of flaming locks
The Petaled Fire of The Moonwell in The Circle of Ancient Rocks
Round the gift of the satyr as a grail is she curled
Her living cradle of fire for The Seed of A New World
And by her light in The Moonwell through the seasons he played
For the cruel claws of winter could not enter that sacred glade

Poetry is one of the highest forms of human communication for it possesses the
ability to explore and articulate multiple subjects simulateously – layers of meaning in
patterns of allegory. The poetry of this book is a faery tale of transformation, of new life
awakening, the birth of new understanding. It is a paradigm shift in human
consciousness – a new dream of the future.
Science and Art are not separate, the
objectives of both are identical – the awakening of
understanding. The intellect is but one half of the
human psyche. The other half is Psyche’s irrational
beauty – the emotional “imagination” with its
strange and wondrous language of fantastic
images and penetrating symbols. Neither is whole
without the other – and the intellectual
observation of the universe is empty without the
irrational awareness of its overwhelming beauty.
Any genuine work of transformation must allow
Psyche the whole of her voice.
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The book you hold in your hands is a work
of Natural Science sung as an allegory in poetry – a
faery tale, both bright and dark, shocking and
lovely, terrifying and wonder-filled. The secret in
this story will question your understanding of
your world, your ideas of love and beauty, and
indeed, the meaning and direction of your life.

The second part of the faery tale you have embarked upon is a cycle of poetry
entitled The Spring Dance of The Butterfly. This is the story of the forest child born of
forbidden love. Each verse sequence of this cycle contains one of the secrets of one
fundamental “spell” application of animal summoning – a step in The Butterfly’s Dance of
Transformation. In the first step, you will learn the secrets of summoning the butterflies
– and as you join this dance, your world begins to transform.
Fate is a loom – the future is a tapestry woven of dreams. For anything new to be
built by human hands, it must first be imagined – dreamed. The Seed in your hands is a
seed of dreams – a dream dreamt of The Future. A secret.
7

And a dream path to get there.
Faced with disaster, you will enter a dream and your will begin to dance: a
beautiful dance of grace and perfect step, delicate and intentional as a flower. Ten steps
of dream dance through a disaster – and you will emerge unscathed.
I have been watching the oriental people. They are very beautiful. I think the
more important elements of the martial arts may little to do with fighting.
There are ten steps in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation: the sequential
mysteries of these poetic patterns will create foreseeable changes in your city and your
world – changes that can be envisioned.
Each step in The Butterfly’s Dance will awaken within you to the understanding
needed to summoning a single type of animal. Each new animal activates new ecological
and social change, and transforms your world thereby. Through the wonder of this faery
song, you will not only become skilled in the ways of animal summoning, you will also
discover a wonder long forgotten to your sleeping world – the wonder of the wild
beauty of Life.
Thus, by the ten steps of The Butterfly’s Dance, is the fractured orb of The Earth
wrapped around a cacoon of sylvan dreams, and thereby, transformed into a new green
world of living beauty and new potential. Each verse of the bard’s tale tells the story of a
step in the unfolding birth sequence of new life.
This faery tale is a seed of dreams. Over the centuries to come, this seed will grow
into a new way of understanding our cities and our societies. For this seed is a dream of
The Future – a dream called The Sylvan1.
And it may be that there are times in human history when a faery tale is all that is
needed to open the gates of change.
Behold this faery tale, piped by madman on a dream reed from The Moon…
And The Butterfly is a secret of transformation.
0.
The Muse, she is dreaming, in a lotus of flaming locks
The Fire Flower of The Moonwell in The Circle of Ancient Rocks
Behold, her bright petals full, and her sweet promise ripe
With The Seed of Living Dreams from the satyr’s pipe
And through the snow, beyond the grove, the first holly doth gleam
T’is the cry of winter dying, the coming birth of her dream

And so it begins....

1 Sylvan (noun or adjective) – idyllic forest setting; arcadian dream of faeries and wood nymphs.
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I.
The Spring of The Butterflies

The First Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation

O Turn! O Turn!
Ancient Wheel of The World!
Round Flowered Urn! Round Flowered Urn!
Behold The Lotus! Her nectar spilling and her petals unfurled!

The first step in The Butterfly’s Dance is the rebirth of the butterflies. By
summoning butterflies to your garden, you bring a new spirit, a breath of fresh air, into
your suburb. If one house in twenty summons butterflies to your suburb – your suburb
will begin to transform significantly!
In your suburb, some people are gardeners, others people are generally
minimalists in the garden. When the gardeners of your suburb all begin to adopt this
new discipline of gardening (i.e. Animal Summoning), your suburb will fill with rainbow
clouds of butterflies through The Spring and warm season. The newly materializing
spirit of ecological awareness will now be visible and permeating. Present in every
home. Drawing people away from their TV box. Drawing people back into the garden –
into Nature.
A magnificent and rare butterfly it flapping at the window beside your office
desk. Do you keep working and ignore it? Or stop to gaze upon the marvel, allowing your
world to be enriched?
The Butterfly is the first animal you will learn how to summon to your city, and to
your garden. You will learn the secret that allows you to summon any and every
butterfly from the great range of beautiful and rare species have not entered your urban
landscape in decades (or longer)! The very rarest of butterflies, you will be able to
summon to your garden, at home.
Consider. You now have in your hands a great power. As people see the
butterflies that you summon, they will know that they are not alone in their desire for a
peaceful, productive, healthy, and free world. Others will join in.
Transmisions on an ecological wavelength – heard only by Dreamers, Lovers,
Mothers, Children, and The Faerie Folk.
Do you hear her song? Perhaps there is faerie dust in your dreams.
So begins the first step of The Butterfly’s Dance – and through it, the birthing of a
new vision of humanity’s future. When you use the secrets of this step, your city will
begin to fill with clouds of bright butterflies. Many of the butterflies who make their
homes in your garden are species who have refused to enter your urban landscape since
your city was first built.
The Secret of Butterfly Summoning
Most cities on Planet Earth have more than two-dozen large and colourful species
of butterfly, and hundreds of small species – an amazing range for you to choose from.
Most of these probably stopped entering the urban landscape of your city, long ago.
However, butterflies are astonishing easy to summon. They can be summoned
from far away and the come very quickly.
9

You can choose the specific species you want, and summon only those butterfly
species to your garden.
Caterpillars can usually only eat one or two types of plant – anything else will kill
them. Therefore, an ancient ecological relationship exists between the plant and the
butterfly. The butterfly will only ever use these plant species as its nursery – it will
never lay its eggs on any other sort of plant. And the butterflies are very talented at
finding these plants – even over very long distances through complex terrain.
Thus, each species of butterfly has its own spieces of “summoning plant”. The
sould of the butterfly and the plant are entwined.
If the plant is removed from a landscape, the butterfly will also disappear from
the landscape.
But summoning the butterfly back into your city is as easy as growing its
summoning plant in your garden.
There is an ancient relationship between the butterfly and the beautiful native
plant species. By growing this plant in your garden you are weaving threads in your
city’s ecological web of life.
In your hands is a gift of great power…. The tools of Art.
When we built our cities, we peeled the entire native plantscape back off the
surface of the land. This was not wrong. We needed to do this in order to level the
ground so we could engineer the foundations for our buildings and streets.
But when the beautiful plants they needed were removed, the butterflies left the
new urban landscape of our cities. And they have not returned since.
Instead, you were left only with the cockroachs and the rats and the pigeons. And
to a large degree that is how you would be seen at present by intelligences beyond your
own.
Your cities are vermin infested – you respond by scratching the itches. Though
the wiser among you are already beginning to understand solutions to the root
problems.
The butterflies are not merely a first step: they are a symbol of change. A tangible
manifestation of the new spirit of ecological awareness. An opening of the gates of
understanding.
A new path in The Loom of Fate.
You are a beautiful species, humanity. Though dreams and symbols, your
attention will be drawn to the beauty within you. Your beauty grows when you nourish
it with dreams. But it also dies alittle each time you fail to nourish beauty, happiness,
and fulfillment when the opportunity is before you.
It is very easy to bring the butterflies back to your suburb and your city, for they
will travel very long distances to find these summoning plants.
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Knowledge of the plants a butterfly needs gives you the first power to affect your
city, for the butterflies you summon will not stay in your garden – they will spread
through your suburb. This is a small but significant step. Nobody can stop you from
doing this, and this is one of the great powers of the sylvan art of animal summoning –
the power to peacefully create change in placed in your hands.
By summoning animals, you are affecting the world beyond your property – you
are changing the aesthetic landscape of your city. You are choosing the beauty that
appeals to you, and that beauty spreads from your centre, out through the surrounding
landscape to affect your whole suburb.
If other people around you choose not to use the sylvan art, then they will
become subject to your aestheic ideals – their properties and gardens will be inhabitated
by the selection of animals you have summoned. The only way they can avoid this is by
using the sylvan art themselves – summoning their own choice of animals to displace
your animals from their garden. Those who don’t use the art will have their choices
made for them – by you!
I don’t expect you to use this power for reasons of environmental “conservation”
or “guilt”. When you realize this power, most of you will see your own opportunities –
for this power is a tool of art, and you will use it in accord with your own ideals of
beauty.
Successful business folk are very imaginative – it is one of the roots of their
success! Your city has many sorts of gardens - grasses, hedges, vines, and trees. Have
you noticed that through your whole city, in every commercial or government property
almost every landscaped hedge and every tall building’s hanging gardens is choosen
from the same small group of plant species – and these plants rarely fulfil any ecological
function! Consider how inferior are these architecture and landscaping products?
Imagine if the hedges of your business or the hanging gardens of your building
could be wreathed in clouds of butterflies (a colour of your choice) or singing flights of
incredibly beautiful birds. Consider the beneficial attention this would bring to you
business or election campaign – the architecture or landscaping firm that integrates this
new technology will certainly offer a new service that their competitors can’t offer.
In every city’s native ecosystem, there are butterfly summoning plants that grow
in the shape of hedges, and vines, grasses and trees – and many more can be
commercially cultivated to suit specific architectural needs. Adopting these summoning
plants adds an entirely new dimension to your commercial and public landscapes –
when you choose a hedge, you will also decide upon the colours of butterflies you will
also be attracting. And Butterflies are only the beginning!
And when multiple architecture/landscaping firms are all offering this new
benefit – the firms that don’t have it will laging behind. Yet the firms that pioneered the
development of these new technological ecologies will be established as the
representative and experts in this new field.
The first step in The Spring Dance of Butterfly is the summoning of the butterflies
– this step contains secrets of significant power to change your home your business,
your city and your whole world. Each step will teach you a new secret of the sylvan art
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called animal summoning – each will give you a new power with which to affect your
world.
You have nothing to lose – and the science underpinning these ideas is old, wellunderstood, and not in any doubt whatsoever. If you grow these butterfly summoning
plants in your garden beds, the butterflies will come.
Choosing the particular butterfly species you want will be like “shopping”!
In this book you will discover how to use the fruits of science in new and
unexpected manners to dismantle the traditional ways of thinking about urban and
agricultural landscapes. You are going to be awakened by a paradigm shift of earthy
practicality and shockingly beauty – a paradigm shift that will change your world.
But though you now understand the basic principles for summoning butterflies,
you also recognize that there is still much that has not yet been revealed. What are the
butterflies of your city? What plants will you need to summon them? What of moths and
other jewel-like bugs, are these summoned in the same way?
Every faery dance is far more graceful and delicate than ordinary human dances,
and you will begin with an overview. When you have read this chapter will see the
unfolding patterns of beauty that are The Butterfly’s Dance of Tranformation. But this
tale will still be a riddle filled with mysteries that you elude you – so many verses rich
with secrets that laugh coyley and slip beyond your hungry grasp.
As your understanding of the mysteries grows, so will your ability to summon
animals – for the deeper secrets and formulae of each step in The Butterfly’s Dance are
hidden in the later chapters of this mysterious book. A delicate fold of Chapter IV. (The
Butterflies of The Wild Conjuration, p102) holds these deeper formulae and secrets you
will need to summoning the butterflies to your garden.
For the ability to summon butterflies is only the beginning of this first step in The
Butterfly’s Spring Dance of Change. Every sort of animal can be summoned to come and
dwell at any location in the urban or agricultural landscapes of humanity – and this is
not difficult, for at the foundations of all formulae of animal summoning are three secret
and powerful mysteries.
The first of these is The Mystery of The Summoning Plants.
The Summoning Plants of The Animals
Butterflies use their summoning plants in interesting and unusual ways, though
there are many other, more common ways in which animals use plants. And butterflies
are not the only sort of animal who have strange and powerful “summoning plants”.
Every terrestrial animal on Planet Earth has its own range of native “summoning
plants”! If these “summoning plants” are removed from a landscape, the animal will also
dissappear from that landscape. But if the animal’s summoning plants are returned to
the landscape – the animal will also return, if it can!
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The Summoning Plants2 are the first of the three great mysteries of the art of
animal summoning. Butterflies are very easy to summon – and you can call any of your
local species to your garden with a single summoning plant. This is one of the reason
thaey are the first animal you have learned to summon.
There are many other animals who can be summoned using nothing except their
summoning plants. But most animals need more than just their summoning plants – to
summon them you will need to understand the other great mysteries of The Sylvan Art.
And you will discover as you learn steps of The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation.
Every animal has summoning plants, and knowledge of these plants is the first
thing you will need in order to summon the animal to your garden. It is very easy to get
the knowledge of these plants, as almost every animal on this planet has been studied
deeply by scientists, and the world wide web places this this information at your
fingertips. In a later chapter you will learn how to dicover the secrets of any animal you
wish to summon.
Even in the simplest native forest, there are thousands of plant species – and each
of these unusual native plants is the summoning plant for an amazing native animal. Yet
only a few of your city’s more obvious native plant speceis have ever been grown in the
urban landscape – and this is one of the primary reasons there are so few interesting
beautiful birds and native animals in your city.
If your garden has their summoning plants – the butterflies will return. You can
fill your garden with any butterfly species you choose – it is that easy.
The science of the Summoning Plants is profound and beautiful, and you can find
these deeper secrets in Chapter III. (The Awakening of The Standing Stones, p55) – but
beware, for this chapter is unlike the others. The reading of Chapter III. is restricted to
scientists, sages, and other profound scholars of The Sylvan Art; for it is written in
erudite language, technical and arcane, thus to expound the hidden principles and
formulae, the science, underpinning the art of animal summoning – let only the strong of
mind open the pages of this chapter, and let them attempt this ordeal of the mind at
their own risk.
But you don’t need to spend your evenings sniffing and sneezing on all that
academic library dust! If you are one of those strong vital natural types who prefer doing
to thinking, you can skip that dusty chapter – for you do not need to read that chapter in
order to become skilled in the art of animal summoning. After all, who has The How,
needs not The Why. And through the wonder of her dance of new life, you will learn the
mysteries not by study in the dusty classrooms of Science, but by faery song and living
dance, the grand celebration of The Butterfly’s Spring Ball.
By the art of The Sylvan, you choose the beautiful animal you call to your garden
– they are your “artist’s pallete” whereby you will create new life and beauty through
your urban world. The cold winter fingers of The Past are losing their grip on your soul.
You hold the tools to affect your world – the tools of change. You are powerful – for you
are now an artist, and the world is your canvas.
2 The term “summoning plants” is a parlance patterned to facilitate understanding – functionally descriptive terms are paths through
which the concepts of animal summoning are made easy to grasp and apply. Scientists use a far more arcane and technical sort of
language. For example, they describe these summoning plants as the choosen animal’s facilitating autotrophs “the autotrophic
organisms at the root of a choosen animal’s food chains; the organisms that create and sustain the energy inflow of the choosen
animal’s food chains”. The science underpinning the principles of animal summoning is explored in Chapter II. (The Awakening of The
Standing Stones, p ).
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So it is begun. The transformation of your city, and indeed, your whole world,
begins with the simple, beautiful act of summoning the butterflies into the gardens of
your city. How much more beautiful your home, your suburb, your shops, your
businesses and workplaces, and indeed, your whole city has become. This is the first
step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation.
Spring has returned. And butterflies fill your world.
She Emerges! She Emerges!
From The Moon’s Dream Gate!
Through The Tunnel of The Vortex in The Womb of Fate!

The First Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation:
Growing The Summoning Plants of The Butterflies in Your Garden
-o0o-

II.
The Moonwell of The Frogs

The Second Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation

She Awakens! She Awakens!
The Sacred Butterfly is Born!
A Wild Song in her eyes that doth The Earth Transform!

Children love to play with frogs. There is something unnatural about a garden
with no frogs.
Frogs are gentle, clean, wholesome, and beautiful – they seem to be a symbol of
eternally cheerful smiling laughter. Every child ought grow up with frogs in their garden.
Children love to collect jars of frogspawn and watch the eggs hatch into tadpoles, the
tadpoles grow legs, lose their tails and metamorphose into full frogs, then climb out of
the pond to find a lovely perch that they may sing in the rain.
Watching this process of change happen is quite different from learning of it in a
biology textbook. And filling one’s pockets with jumping green frogs is an important
aspect of being a child – even if mothers do seem to get a fun little fright when clothes
begin jumping out of the washing basket!
Safe, gentle contact with Nature is important for your child’s natural
development, emotional and cognitive health.
Scientists found that when children have regular experiences of and contact with
Nature their ability to cope with and recover from stressful and traumatic events
improves (e.g. Wells, 2000, Louv and Hogan, 2006). Interestingly, both children and
adults were found to demonstrate significantly higher performance in cognitive tests
when they had contact with Nature – even if that contact was nothing more than a
window view into a tree canopy (e.g. Berman et al., 2008, Hartig et al., 2003, Tennessen
and Cimprich, 1995)!
Indeed, scientists found that the experience of Nature produces many useful
health effects – from accelerating recovery from attention fatigue to reducing the
likelihood of developing depression and stress-related mental illnesses (e.g. Velarde et
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al., 2007, Ward Thompson, 2011, Louv and Hogan, 2006, Maller et al., 2006, Kaplan,
1995, Ratcliffe et al., 2013, Depledge et al., 2011). In fact, merely looking upon a scene of
healthy vegetation (e.g. a forest, a giant beautiful old tree, or a lovely garden) results in
an immediate and significant reduction in blood pressure and stress levels (Hartig et al.,
2003, Ulrich et al., 1991, and many others).
Obviously, these finding are of significant importance not only to ordinary
families. In the business world, the ability to increase workforce performance and
productivity merely by altering some workplace sensory inputs certainly respesents a
tangible competitive advantage.
Could it be that there is more then you initially suspected to this beautiful urban
process of ecological change?

Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

Over the past half century, scores of
research groups from humanity’s top
universities have been investigating the
powerful and unexpected physiological
auto-responses produced by sensory
experiences of Nature – and the results
have been overwhelming. One of America’s
most eminient scientists named these
collective psychological phenomena, The
Biophilia Effect (Wilson, 1984).

The power of Biophilia is immediate – and you can use it as a tool of profit or as a
means to improving your personal physical and psychological health. But the most
profound implications of Biophilia are for our children.
Being a child is important; it is a time of wonder, a time of gently and curiously
exploring the beauty of Nature. Children who grow up without this miss out on an entire
aspect of their emotional development, and this is a very important facet of childhood.
Extensive research has found that children who grow up without experiences of Nature
never fully develop emotionally – their ability to understand other humans is reduced
and their ability to reflect upon their own feelings is reduced, and these factors result in
reduced creativity and general cognitive performance. These underdeveloped children
grow up fearful, living in an artificial isolation from the beauty of life. Scientists have
refered to this state as the Nature Deficit Disorder (Louv and Hogan, 2006).
Imagine never being fully able to express and experience your own feelings of
love, never fully being able to commune with or understand your lover, husband, or
wife, because you were prevented from experiencing and interacting with the living
world when you were a child. You were prevented from developing your natural
understanding of other living beings and your place in the world.
Harnessing the benefits of Biophilia for our childrens’ development will mean
new generations whose cognitive functioning and creative thinking is more highly
developed than their forebears. Children who grow into adults who are better able to
manage stress and whose lives are enriched by deeper and more profound experiences
of love – citizens who are able to communicate, understand, and creatively innovate far
more effectively than the people of the past.
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The society who nurtures these children to adulthood has an advantage over all
of the other societies around them.
The book you are reading will not teach you what the problems of environmental
conservation are. It will not address the politics of environmentalism. This book will
endow you, an ordinary individual, will the skills and power to transform and enhance
the beauty of your urban habitat, and it will explore the future of our human cities.
Yet the experience of Nature is but half of the equation.
Is the act of summoning a beautiful and rare deep forest bird to our garden is a
little more comfortable and pushing through a thorny briar forest to see that same rare
bird in the wild? Humans love to gaze into a beautiful wild forest, but most human will
love the experience more if there is a beautifully-crafted and inviting elevated wooden
path whereby they may avoid the various prickles (and teeth!) that they subconsciously
know to dwell in that lovely forest. And this inviting wooden walkway is the other half of
the equation – human needs.
In many ways, this book explores the idea of enjoying Nature as a an
enhancement of your life, rather than a sacrifice to discomfort. The Sylvan plan is a
journey of returning Nature into your city through beautiful, graceful and comfortable
patterns. You are entering a dream of the future that idealizes a beautiful harmony of
integration between human and natural environments.
Our urban and agricultural landscapes are new in the history of Planet Earth. We
created them to fulfil human needs. This is an important idea, for while the power of
Biophilia is significant and undeniably useful, the first priority in any modification of
human environments must be the facilitation of human needs. It does not serve our
functioning and our needs to create (for example) a bulky and inconvenient habitat
feature in order to establish a rare animal in our urban environment, merely because
that animal is facing extinction threats. Neither does it improve the quality of our human
habitats to summon dangerous or incompatible animals into our cities – calling
kangaroos into my home city of Brisbane, Australia might be pretty for the first week or
two, but after that, people would grow tired of replacing the front fenders or their cars.
Some animal can adapt to the urban habit if their basic ecological needs are fulfilled,
others cannot regardless of our efforts.
Human environments exist to facilitate human needs first and foremost – and this
is the governing priority in the integration of Biophilia into our human environments.
Through out this book, this principle priority guides the unfolding design of our new
urban world.
The second step of The Butterfly’s Dance is the formula for summoning and
establishing rare frog species in our suburban gardens. And it involves the creation of a
quite unusual sort of frog pond.
Many people have ponds in their gardens, yet you may be surprised to discover
that there is a real art to making your pond and garden “frog friendly”. Most suburban
ponds are poorly designed and only capable of supporting a few of the commonest (as
they are the toughest!) species of frog.
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For example, the summoning plants for the frogs are the freshwater aquatic
plants. The frogs do not eat these aquatic plants, but without these plants, the ponds will
become unhealthy and frogs will disappear.
Aquatic plants clean and oxygenate the water in a pond; thus, they keep it healthy
and full of life. Without them the pond would become stagnant and gooey. If your frog
pond is full of water plants, you will be surprised to discover that your pet dog and cat
like to drink this water more than any other water you give them. This is an indication of
how very healthy your pond is.
Your pond will look lovely, filled with green lily pads and water plants. It will also
attract many other wonderful animals – colourful dragonflies and damselflies will lay
their eggs in your pond, and grasshoppers will love to sit among the green reeds. Small
freshwater snails that never come out of the water will begin to appear in your pond and
you will wonder how in the world they got there – for like fish, they can’t breath in the
air! You will be quite surprised at the astonishing increase in your garden’s biodiversity
that will result from creating of your frog pond.
And, of course, with the coming of the frogs, the owls will return to your suburb.
Frogs are important not only for their own sake, but because frogs are “keystone
species” in every terrestrial ecosystem – like the owl, many other animal speces rely
upon their presence.
Most cities around this planet claim forty or more amazing species of native frogs
– yet you have probably only ever noticed one or two species anywhere in the urban
habitat. This is because the others disappeared long ago – and regardless of where you
live on this planet, there will be one or two of your city’s frog species currently facing
extinction threat.
But there are very easy ways to fill your garden with the even rarest frogs who
have entirely disappeared from your suburb. So much of ecology is easy if you know the
secrets – but frustratingly difficult if you don’t!
I use the word Moonwell to represent a pond that is well-designed for frogs. This
word differentiates a frog pond with the important design features from ordinary
garden ponds.
In Chapter IV. (The Moonwell of The Frogs, p.), you will discover the deeper
mysteries and formulae of the summoning of the frogs to your garden, and you will
uncover many other wonders too. You will learn secrets that will give you the power to
persuade your frogs to come out into the open and perform for you, so that you can
admire them and show them to your friends – for if you don’t know how to do this, then
it is likely you will never see any but the most common frog species you have in your
garden.
To summon frogs to your garden, you will need a particular type of “habitat
feature”: a frog pond. It need not be a large pond - even a small frog pond made from an
earthenware garden pot can be very beautiful and will suffice for the frogs’ needs, if you
ensure that it and your garden have each of the important ecological features. In Chapter
IV., you will also uncover the full formulae for creating a well-designed, ecologicaly
biodiverse (and here in Australia, Cane-Toad proof) frog pond and how to make your
garden frog-friendly.
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By creating a well-designed frogpond in your garden, you can have these rare and
wonderful frogs surviving in the core of your city – even if they don’t survive anywhere
else in the world.
The residential suburbs form a ring encircling the center of you city. If only a few
homes in each residential suburb establish a well-designed garden frogpond, you have
created a networked “wreath of healthy habitat” around you city. At points around the
edge of your city’s fringe, this “wreath of habitat” is plugged into the surviving fragments
of forest and wild natural landscape that are beyond your city. The frogs will spread
from these wilderness fragment through the network of “the wreath” of the Moonwell
frog ponds of the residential suburbs.
In effect, you will begin to change urban habitat form a danger to the frogs into a
sanctuary for the frogs. By creating this new healthly vista of urban habitat, the frogs of
your city will be able to survive many changes that are occurring in your world.
That is how powerful you are!
Is your frog pond not a more wondrous and beautiful act than donating money to
an environmental charity organization?
Behold the emerging balance and beauty of a new urban ecology: the sylvan cities
of the space age.
As you can see, changing your world does not require war or opposition, it does
not need to be a political act, it does not require you to carry odious burdens of moral
guilt.
Change occurs through beauty and a re-awakening of our awareness of Nature
and the living patterns of The Universe around us. This is an act of remembering your
power. Change can be a gentle act of love and art – a new world, grown from a seed you
plant in your garden, and blessed by your children and watered by your own
imagination.
A frog pond built using this ecological formula is called a Moonwell. According to
sylvan folklore, if you gaze among the lilypads of this pond on the night of the full moon
at her zenith, you will see the sublime wonder of Luna bathing resplendently in the
living waters of your Moonwell.
And your children will be happy to discover that there is a sylvan legend
associated with the Moonwells. On the nights of the full moon at her zenith, the faeries
come to The Moonwells to celebrate The Silver Lady who is their queen: and there to
play with the frogs, and to swim among the lily pads in the living water. For the faeries
are spirits of The Wild and beings of the human imagination.
This is, of course, a children’s legend. Though beautiful is the return the faeries to
your world. For, like Santa Claus and the Easter Bunny, lovely dreams are a part of lovely
lives.
O Moon! O Moon!
The Frogs sing of Her Birth!
Their Faery Croon! Their Faery Croon!
‘Round The Moonwell chant Her Dream, The Green Heralds of The Earth!
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The Second Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation:
Building a Moonwell of The Frogs in Your Garden
-o0o-

III.
The Grand Procession of The Deep Forest Birds
The Third Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation

O Come! O Come!
Lords and Ladies of The Sky!
One by one! One by one!
And Ancient Gift of Bright Song for Fantasia’s Butterfly!

Birds are one of the most magnificently coloured and most melodiously songful
types of animal on Planet Earth.
You may be quite astounded to learn how many incredibly delicate, graceful, and
colourful bird species are native to your city. They are unknown to you because they
never enter the urban landscape. Yet you can summon almost any of these to your
garden, or to adorn your business premises, or to control the insect pests in your farm’s
fields.
Around your city, there fragments of surviving wild forest or native habitat. It is
here that the rarest and most beautiful of the birds dwell. Each of these birds is evolved
to have a very finely-tuned relationship with its own particular native plants. If the bird
eats the nectar or fruit of that plant, then its beak and tongue (and even its taste buds
and digestive ability to absorb nutrients!) will be ideally suited for that plant’s flower or
fruit. It will be “cerebrally-wired” to find and prefer that plant. And the plant also will be
suited to this relationship and will often be unable to reproduce without the assitance of
its choosen bird. Physically and psychologically, the bird and the plant will fit together
like ecological jigsaw pieces.
These relationships between animal and plant are not limited to birds and
butterflies – every animal species has finely-tuned evolved relationships with its own
specific native plants. These relationships are not always direct. There are woodpeckers
that ignore the flowers and fruit of their summoning plant – instead the bird’s beak and
ears are specifically evolved to find the woodgrub who lives deep in the trunk of this
particular tree species. Without the tree, there is no woodgrub – without the woodgrub,
there is no woodpecker.
Predators don’t eat plants, but their prey animals do. Each species of prey animal
eats only specific plant species. If these plant species are removed, the prey animal
disappears – if the prey animal disappears, the predator disappears. So you see, even
predators have summoning plants – and if these plants are not present in a landscape,
the predator will not be present in that landscape.
Every animal has specific species of plants that it is evolved to rely upon. I call
these the animal’s summoning plants, because these plants are one of the three tools that
we use to attract the animal to a location of our choice.
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The many beautiful wild forest birds have disappeared from your city’s landscape
because their summoning plants have been removed ffom your urban habitat. But they
will return and enter your city again – if you grow their summoning plants here.
In the third step of The Butterfly’s Dance, you will learn how to summon birds.
You can choose from the great range of incredible wild birds native to the region of your
city – you will go “shopping” for the birds you want in your garden.
There is nobody to tell you which bird species you “should” have. You can attract
which you most prefer – for your reasons are not “conservation”. Your reasons can be
anything you want.
The urban habitat is not the wild native habitat – there are no rules for what the
urban ecosystem “should” look like. Naturally, people will prefer the most beautiful and
awe-inspiring bird species – and these birds will establish in much higher population
numbers that in the old native habitats. The beautiful birds will become the most visible
and iconic birds or your new cities. And though this is different from the native
ecosystems, this is not wrong.
You are choosing the animal companions you most prefer. You are not martyring
yourself to conservation needs or inconvenicing yourself by creating landscapes that
favour animals over humans. You are improving and enhancing your city’s ability to
fulfil and attend to your own comfort and love of beauty. You are choosing the animal
companions you prefer to dwell with.
So let us explore the formulae for summoning the most wondrous of the birds.
For birds can move easily and quickly over long distances. This means they can
often be easily summoned from far away.
The Tree Hollows of The Urban Forest
Tree hollows are the cave-like holes that develop in the various nooks and winds
of very old trees. To us they look like small caves, wonderful hiding places for our secret
treasures, but there are points of view other than our own – and tree hollows are, in fact,
the most sought after real estate in the forest.
Birds use them, arboreal (i.e. tree-top living) mammals use them – actually,
almost every animal who can fit in them will want uses them. After all, they are one of
the only sorts of home in the forest where the family doesn’t get wet in the rain! And
there are some animals who can only nest in tree hollows. If there are no tree hollows,
these animals won’t come, even if lots of their Summoning Plants are present.
Birds build nests, but almost every bird species on this planet will build their nest
in the bole of a “tree hollow”, if one is available. And there are many species of bird who
will only nest in tree hollows – if there are no tree hollows these birds won’t
permanently establish in the urban landscape.
Not every tree hollow is alike. Every species of bird has specific dimensional
requirments for its tree hollows (e.g. size of the entrance hole, size of the cavity, ledges
of landing features at the entrance, etc). When you combine a particular bird’s
summoning plants with tree hollows specific to its needs, you increase the power of
your summoning.
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Birds have long been a farourite subject of scientific study, and if your live in the
western world, the correlations between your local native bird species and their requisit
tree hollow dimensions have probably already been mapped, tabulated and made freely
available. Brisbane is a small city, yet tables of this information are freely available
online and have been for years.
However, trees take a very long time to develop hollows. Only very, very old trees
have them. This is one of the problems with “sustainable forestry” – the forests never get
old enough to develop tree hollows, yet many of the most iconic bird and animal species
cannot survive without them. Likewise, there are likely very few fine tree hollows in
your city’s urban habitat, and they are almost certainly all occupied.
Nevertheless, you can easily create beauitul and delicate birdhouses, “nest boxes”
of specific dimensions, to attract the bird species you want. The practice is ancient and
traditional, and though very popular in Victorian England, in the age of oil has mostly
been forgotten this art or sidelined it as a conseration activity.
Hence, these “tree hollow nest boxes”, are the second component you will need to
summon the rare and beautiful deep forest birds to your garden!
The Habitat Features of The Sylvan Art
By now you will be beginning to recognize that not all animals’ summoning plants
are merely the basis of their food chain. The summoning plants of frogs are water plants
that perform the primary function of filtering and oxygenating the ponds that are
essential to the frog’s reproductive cycle. Birds also chose certain of their summoning
plants for their qualities as nesting habitat. Thus you are begining to realize that while
habitats are shaped and created by plants3, the relationships and dynamics involved can
be complex and beautiful.
By realizing that plants use diverse functions and relationships to create ecosystems, you, gentle reader, have taken an important step in developing your own
ecological awareness and thus your own growing comprehension of the art of animal
summoning.
Now I will share with you another great secret of this art. Not only do summoning
plants summon animals by performing strange and wonderful functions, but some
animals also need something in addition to their Summoning Plants, before they will
make their home in an area. These animals need certain unusual Habitat Features, as
well as their Summoning Plants.
Frogs need a healthy pond – this is a habitat feature. The platypus of Australia
and the otter of Europe, Asia, and America need a healthy creek – this is a habitat
feature. Possum gliders and many other arboreal mammals need tree-hollows to nest in,
before they will establish in an area – this is a habitat feature. Most animals are highly
3 In the dialect of science, these sorts of summoning plants are described as the chosen animal’s facilitating ecological engineers (i.e.
the organisms whose actions upon the environment create the environmental conditions that facilitate the establishment of the
choosen animal). Though scientists do not limit the term, ecological engineer to plants – this term can be used to describe any
organism that creates and sustains the habitat features that facilitate the establishment of the chosen animal.
Scientists use their language in fantastically complex and enigmatically beautiful ways that allow for profound scopes of
understanding. However, the vast depth of scientific knowledge is not specifically arranged solely for the convenience of the person
who wants to summon and animal! The important knowledge keys it can often be difficult to find in that vast archive. This problem is
easily solved through the creation and use of a discipline-specific vocabulary that allows us to easily identify important patterns and
arrange information into key forms that allow us to easily navigate the archive – i.e. all forms of language are maps: ours is a treasure
map.
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adept at finding any ordinary habitat features they need (like a water source for
drinking), thus when you plan a work of animal summoning, it is generally only
necessary to address any absent or unusual habitat features.
The Mystery of The Summoning Plants is The First Greater Principle of The Art of
Animal Summoning. The Mystery of Habitat Features is The Second Greater Principle of
this art.
By growing the Summoning Plants and by making some small changes, like
placing habitat features in your garden, you can choose the incredible deep forest birds
you would like to summon.
Yet what you have read here is only the beginning. Later in this book (The Grand
Procession of The Deep Forest Birds, p133), you will learn the secret formulae for
summoning the rarest deep forest birds to your suburban home or the roof-top garden
of your skyscraper, and you will also learn how weave an enchantment that will cause
your rare wild and beautiful bird come forth and sit upon your hand at the merely
utterance of a single word from your lips!
Thus hath begun the third step in The Butterflies Dance – The Return of The Deep
Forest Birds.
She Flies! She Flies!
Child of The Madness of Spring!
From The Moonwell’s Sacred Flower, The Gift of Change doth she bring!

The Third Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation:
“Bird-scaping” Your Garden to attract The Deep Forest Birds of Your City
-o0o-

IV.
The Secret of The Sylvan Grove

The Fourth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation

She Dances! She Dances!
Wild Wings of Green Madness!
Her Dream entrances! Her Dream entrances!
Weaves The Circle through Standing Stones, The Rainbow Coils of The Oribus!

Imagine a signboard with a picture of each wonderful and beautiful animal that
can be summoned into your urban environment – dozens of different butterflies and
rare beautiful birds. All that animals that can return to your city are on this signboard.
And beside each animal’s picture, there is a list of the summoning plants and
habitat features you need to summon the animal to your garden. In effect, this signboard
is a complete key to your city’s urban ecosystem – it is a tool that allows you to go
“shopping” for the animals you want in your garden.
And one of these signboard is placed in your local park or playground – you and
all the other residents of your suburb can read it whenever you take your dog for a walk
through the park.
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Also, each of the summoning plants are growing in this park. Beside each
summoning plant is a small plaque telling you when and how to collect and germinate its
seeds, or if it can be grown from cuttings.
This means that any resident walking through the park in your suburb can
browse through the pictures of the incredibly beautiful birds and butterflies of your city.
They can choose those animals they want in their garden – and then go to the
summoning plant and collect a seed and plant it in their garden!
Your park becomes a tool that provides everything you need for you and every
other resident in your suburb to summon any animal in the city to your garden. A park
that has these ecological features continues to function as a recreation site – it loses
none of its former functions. It merely gains wonderful new reasons for folk to use it.
The Living Fonts of Ecological Regeneration
In most modern cities, more than 90% of the urban land area is privately owned.
This fact has long presented city councils with a obstacle to their ecological regeneration
scheme – they can easily shape public gardens, but the majority of the plantscape they
cannot directly affect. Councils usually respond by programs of giving free native plants
to property owners – an expensive course of action.
Yet inexpensive act of placing a signboard in each suburban park and slightly
changing the park’s garden scheme achieves a far more beautiful and powerful effect. It
empowers residents with a new tool for creating beauty in their homes.
It will be like shopping! Every time you go for a walk in your park you can choose
a new animal, collect the seeds to summon it and plant them in your garden. You will see
the plants in your park, know what they look like and how large they are – so you can
easly choose which plants are suitable for your garden and you can create designs and
plans for where you will put them. It will make the whole process of animal summoning
very easy and you will probably summon many different animal to your garden very
quickly!
And every body else in your neighbourhood will also be using seeds from these
plants to summon and animals to their gardens. Your park will have become a “font of
life”, overflowing new the new urban ecosystem through the suburban backyards and
gardens of your suburb.
A park of this type will have a powerful effect – dramatically regenerating an
entire neighbourhood. Yet the residents maintain complete control, choosing only the
animals they most want in their gardens. Consider the power of this park, this “living
ecological device”.
And creating one of these parks costs almost nothing – and far less than the old
clumsy and common “plant natives” schemes that your council was having so little
success with.
Obviously – any politician who carries through this plan will be popular!
By this easy and inexpensive change, your park becomes a “Font of Life”,
overflowing the new urban ecosystem through the surrounding private residential
gardens. Your whole neighbourhood will be regenerating into rich habitat for each of the
animals your and your neighbours most want to dwell with.
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Thus, as you and your fellow residents walk through your local park, it will be
like “shopping” for the wonderful animals each of you would like in your garden!
Consider the gift your council will be giving you by the mere act of erecting a signboard
and putting in a few new plants.
I use the name “Ecological Information Plates” to refer to the signboards that are
the active feature of each park. The secrets of these formulae are expounded elsewhere
for the edification of experts (On The Standing Stones of The Sylvan Grove, p91).
A park that has these ecological information plates and associated Summoning
Plants is called a Sylvan Grove. It is given this name to differentiate its function from an
ordinary park.
A sylvan grove is an ecological organ of your city. It not only functions to
regenerate your urban ecosystem, but also continues to teach its wild wisdom to new
residents and new generations on through the ages to come.
You can awaken your city council merely by sending a copy of this single chapter
of the book you are reading (The Spring Dance of The Butterfly, p3) to your local
government representative or to your city council gardens department. Wise city
councils will immediately see the benefits in this plan. And there are other, more
powerful strategies that we will discuss in later chapters.
Most city councils will be hesitant, and in the beginning will establish only the
ecological information plates and summoning plants of the butterflies of your city – and
it is likely they will only do this in parks where the neighbourhood has requested a
sylvan grove. This is because the council will need to evaluate resident interest and the
success of these ecological organs and butterfly populations provide an easy variable to
measure.
The increasing butterfly populations will be a signal of the emering spirit of
change that is occuring through these sylvan groves. When this initial sign becomes
apparent, councils can then begin to include the information plates and summoning
plants of the other animals and expanding the sylvan groves to other suburbs.
The Standing Stones of The Sylvan Grove
Once this formula becomes understood and widespread, we will need more
permanent mounts for the ecological information plates. Signboards generally involve
posts mounting a rigid panel printed information, often overlayed by a transparent
plastic screen. These information media are easily damaged or covered by grafittied –
and that represents a significant maintainence cost. When your council has decided to
fully institute the sylvan groves, they will quickly recognize that a more durable
information media will be needed.
The ideal design for presenting the information should be both visual and tactile.
This can be facilitated by carving the ecological information (pictures of the animals,
lists of their plants etc.) on plaques of brass (or another suitable metal). Spray paint is
easily removed from these metal surfaces, and because they are also tactile, painted
grafitti does not reduce the visual functionality of these information media.
The ideal design for a mount will prioritize both durability and beauty – after all,
the park should look beautiful. These metal ecological information plaques can be
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mounted on obelisks of local stone. Stone is inexpensive and highly resilient – difficult to
move or damage. Local stone is ideal as it can be used to educate residents in the
geological history of their neighbourhood and city. Thus, the Standing Stones of the
Sylvan Groves.
Thus each “standing stone” of the sylvan grove will teach the residents how to
summon one or more native animals. In effect, each standing stone will be a “node” in
your city’s ecological web of life, threading and connecting the strands of its animal’s
role in the new urban ecosystem.
And as the people of your suburb will begin to talk to other residents they meet
while looking at the signboards and plaques of the ecological information plates. And
this is the beginning of the return of the spirit of community.
The Spirit of Community
For ages past, humanity lived in tribes where every human knew every other
human. Yet when we built the first cities, we created the first “anonymous societies” –
places where humans were living side-by-side and daily interacting with people whom
they did not know. In a tribe where everybody knows everybody else, crime is not easy,
and usually is not possible. But in your modern urban landscape, most of the people you
meet each day are people you do not know – your whole world is anonymous. The
ability to act anonymously is a strong contributor to crime levels – particularly under
the cover of darkness.
For example, when you see somebody spray-painting on a house fence in your
neighbourhood at night, you know neither the person painting nor the person who owns
the fence. If you live in an anonymous society, when events like this spray-painting
scenario occur, you would not know the person who owns the house and you would feel
no direct involvement in the situation. In fact, you would merely see these events as part
of the swirling, frightening, depressing chaos that fills your world and surrounds your
life in isolation and fear.
However, if you lived in a close-knit community, an event like this spray-painting
scenario will provoke a very different response. Every person in the neighbourhood
knows the owner of the fence, and therefore, any local driving past will is likely to take a
photograph of the spray-painter and give it to the family who lives there. If the spraypainter is a local resident, everybody will be able to identify that person, and the issue
can be addressed at a local community meeting. Likewise, everybody will be able to
recognize if a person walking through the suburb is a stranger. This situation of
community creates an atmoshere that is far more resistant to crime than the
atmosphere of a fully anonymous society.
The sylvan groves are a step toward reawakening love between people. Gardens
grow community, and not only will you begin talking to your fellow residents as you find
yourselves collecting seeds together and discussing the animals you want to call, this
project will give your neighbourhood a reason to come together and work together. The
ecological information plates and summoning plants in your local park will grow into a
focus of conversation, a peaceful shared feeling of empowerment and control over your
immediate surroundings as you bring beauty and stability back to your suburb. Thereby,
you will extend your feeling of “self” to include your whole neighbourhood – you will
begin to take pride not only in your own home garden, but in your public gardens of
your suburb. People will litter less, and be more likely to pick up litter. People will be
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more helpful toward each other in general. There is a lot of research supporting these
statements.
And the sylvan grove is not an isolated singularity – as people meet each other
and recognize shared interests and passions, many other organs of community
(friendships, social venues, clubs, societies, etc.) will begin to develop around this new
centre of community and these will all contribute their social power to knit together the
social fabric of your suburb. Your neighbourhood’s parks, picnic sites, and walking paths
will begin to become not only more vibrantly beautiful, but also more popularly used.
People will be smiling and talking more often. A measurable rise will have occurred in
the ambient levels of happiness and social activity of the people of your neighbourhood.
As the spirit of community returns, people will again come to know each other.
You will know each of the folk who live in your neighbourhood, and they will know you.
The result is that when a disturbance occurs, people will be able to put some names to
the event and be more involved in helping to resolve it. Community makes a big
difference to safety, quality of life, and feelings of isolation.
Happy people are more productive people – vast amounts of research show that
depression and feeling of instability and low self-worth significantly reduce the
individual’s performance and productivity, and increase sick leave. The return of
community has follow-on benefits to the business world and to your society as a whole.
Not only is worker performace elevated, improvements in safety levels translate directly
into yet further reductions in business losses due to sick days taken by damaged
workers. Government crime control systems will also gain the benefits of increased
success (e.g. offenders will be more often identified, and with fewer disturbances, more
attention can be focused upon resolving each disturbance). All of these factors are what
make politicians look good.
Whether your park achieves these changes to a greater or to a lesser degree
depends greatly upon how the folk of your neighbourhood respond to having butterflies
in their gardens. When the ecological information plates and summoning plants are
placed in your park, everyone will have the opportunity to choose the butterflies they
want in their garden. Perhaps they, like you, will find the idea of filling their gardens
with butterflies to be quite appealing.
All Behold! All Behold!
Her Earthen Wreath of Transformation
By The Kiss of The Oribus, her wild Coronation!

The Sylvan Art of Animal Summoning
Animal summoning is a new form of creative art – ecological art. With the tools
that the sylvan groves provide you, you will have the freedom to create your own verson
of utopia. You, an ordinary person, will be free to create beauty and weave loviness
through your new world. You will no longer be powerless. You will have a say in the
future of your suburb.
In this way your creativity is unleashed – you can summon many strange and
wonderful animals to your garden! All the information and tools for even the most
difficult and complex animals will be at your fingertips – summoning an animal will be
as easy as taking your dog for a walk through your local park.
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You will be powerful.

Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

The sylvan plan of ecological regeneration, called The Butterfly’s Dance of
Transformation, is not an authority-based strategy. It creates change by empowering
you, the individual, though endowing you with new creative tools with the power to
shape your reality. Authority figures cannot stop you from empowering in yourself
through this dance of change – in fact, they won’t want to. You are increasing the value
and beauty of the realms they govern – and this can only benefit them.
The Butterfly’s Dance not only changes and enchances the beauty of your city,
your realm, your civilization, and thus, your collective identity as a people, it also
improves your health and your performance at work. Biophilia. Through comfortable
and beautiful contact with Nature, your stress-levels are reducing, your feelings of
depression are dissolving, your feelings of emotional contentment and meaningfulness
are growing, and as you reconnect with the other humans of your neighbourhood, your
feelings of isolation and hopelessness are transforming into feelings of community and
beloging. You are discovering the secrets of Happiness – and this is infusing every facet
of your life with a new ability to perform and achieve.
This enhancement of the entire workforce is spilling over into the rising success
of all your realm’s companies and newly emerging growth trends through your realm’s
economy. As the beauty and success of your realm grows through the new spirit of
health and performace infusing its citizens, your and your fellow all feel the new
growing pride in your realm and what you as a country are achieving.
You have started a new chapter in the history and success of your realm – and it
all began when you kneeled in your garden and summoned the butterflies to return to
your city.
For The Dance of The Butterfly is a dance of awakening.
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And The Dream of Change hath been awakened in your city. The Butterfly’s
Dance hath woven the wreath of transformation around the core of your city, and now
The Butterfly winds her graceful dream into the centre of your city. The folk who dwell
here are not unaware of the changes that have been occurring around them, and now
she wraps them in the beauty of her dream.
The Dreaming Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The New-Born Madness of Spring her dreaming dance incites!
Green Threads of Fate’s Loom, by her dance, she doth lace,
That Earth’s bough, to leaf and bloom, by her dance of wild grace!
The Child Princess of The Greenwood, she is robed in bright Spring.
Crowned in Earth’s secret future, grows her Royal Signet Ring.
And your world is awakening to The Song of Standing Stones
The Ancient Grove is overflowing Her Living Forest through Your Homes
And you are dancing! You are dancing! In the wonder of Her Love!
As a circle around The World Tree, 'neath her green wings up above!

The Fourth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation:
The Living Secret of The Sylvan Grove
-o0o-

V.
The Emerald Crystals of The Sylvan

The Fifth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation

For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Rising Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
And by her deep forest enchantment, The Prince of Earth is beguiled,
His castle caught in the dance of The Butterfly Child
Wreathed in Earth, robed in Fate, The Daughter of The Queen,
Doth bind The Maypole in her Ribbon of Green!

As I pen these words, humanity has more creative architectural power than any
prior civilization in human history – yet all that modern humanity hath built with this
new power is banal grey rectangles. The skyscrapers.
Imagine if you were to sheath the sides your skyscraper in vertical gardens. Your
skyscraper would be transformed into a living pillar of emerald green – cleaning the air,
reducing the heat, and once per year, filling the city with colour and sweet scent as it
comes into bloom.
Consider how your castle would stand out among the dead grey pillars of your
rivals. You have the architectural ability to achieve this masterful feat.
But can this new form be achieved easily and safely?
Using herbaceous (i.e. non-woody) vines, this could be done easily and safely.
You have the architectural greatness to do this – and later in this book, I will teach you
how.
Indeed, this is true beauty, but is there a profitable purpose?
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Those who build these towers are earthy and practical – they will join her dance
only if they see the tangible benefits of change. What is the nectar that will attract the
prince to drink of the grail of this dream flower in the clouds?
What if you were to sheath your building in a vine that is the summoning plant of
an endangered butterfly – like, for example, the Richmond Birdwing (Ornithoptera
richmondia) of Brisbane.
A single skyscraper designed in this manner could produce enough foliage to
support a vast population of butterflies. Its broacasting power of its elevation and the
astonishing concentration of its fresh green scent would attract powerfully butterflies
from the most distant regions of the landscape!
Your building would be wrapped around, robed in a vast cloud of incredibly
beautiful butterflies. You will have choosen the colour and appearance, the species you
are summoning.
Each Spring, the butterflies will gather around your building to love and to lay
their eggs. The eggs will hatch as caterpillars who will naturally prune back the foliage of
your building before spinning their chystalists. And then in the fourthe week of Spring,
hundreds of new-born butterflies will begin to emerge from the cloud gardens of your
skyscraper – and your city will be filled with delicate fluttering of their wings as they
celebrate their new-born love.
An incredible act of fertility.
This Richmond Birdwing of Brisbane is a magnificent swallowtail butterfly, as big
as your hand, has wondrous rainbow emerald wings – indeed, it is one of the most
beautiful butterflies in the world. Its summoning plant is a dark green vine with no
woody elements – ideal for garden architecture.
This butterfly is endangered. It once dwelt in great abundance through the
forests that grew where my city now stands, but now it has entirely disappeared from
the whole city and it is in danger of extinction.
No doubt your city also has threatened butterfly species of great beauty.
Consider that one futuristic emerald skyscraper, sheathed in the living green of
this rare native vine could save the entire population of this endangered butterfly – and
re-introduce this emerald miracle into Brisbane’s urban habitat.
Consider the media response to this act.
Free publicity on a scale that paid advertising could never achieve. Front page in
every newspaper, articles on every news channel. Your emerald tower will become an
iconic image of your city, featured in every photograph and postcard of your city – and it
will stand out!
Can you “buy” advertising this powerful and pervasive? Will your company
benefit from the profound level of positive publicity thus created?
And yet more wonderfully, you will no longer be merely a merchant lord – you
will be a being of art.
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And by your beauty, you will have reached out and directly affected every single
person in your city.
Obviously, these benefits translate into coin – which is what you are interested in.
Yet it also translates into more enduring effects – effects that may have your name
recorded in history.
By a single act of architectural innovation your company has saved a most
beautiful, iconic endangered species from extinction. Your emerald tower will broadcast
these butterflies through the whole city, for they will spread from this strong high centre
out through the urban environment to the Summoning Plants laced like ecological
threads through the suburbs. Thus, by your hand, will the beautiful Richmond Birdwing
Butterfly live again, dancing through every garden in this city - a symbol of Brisbane’s
regenerating ecology.
As the age of oil ends, in every city there are beautiful iconic butterflies and other
wild species in danger of extinction. In every city there is opportunity awaiting you in the
bedchamber of fate.
Using your building to summon animals is very different to merely putting plants
on your building. For t’is the butterflies, not the plants, that are the secret of your
success – your building is a device of astonishing ecological power by which you have
transformed and now weild power to influence your city’s entire ecosystem.
The Economic Ambrosia of Biophilia
And, of course, imagine the effect upon your employees, as they gaze out the
window through the year, watching the butterflies come in Spring to mate and lay their
eggs on the vines, the eggs hatch and the caterpillars munch on the vines, then spin their
cocoons and dream. By Summer, the newborn butterflies are hatching and spreading
their wings for the first time, to take flight and join the celebration of the mating season.
Two whole generations will be born through the warm seasons of each year. A
continuous cloud of lovely giant green and rainbow butterflies robbing your emerald
skyscraper for three of the four seasons of the year.
And as the wheel of each year turns, your employees will gaze out into their city
through windows fringed in green and sustaining this amazing cycle of life and rebirth.
Your workers, filled with awe and happy wonder will talk and laugh and be filled with
new life as they watch the wonder of renewal through the cycle of the year. Consider the
moral benefits: their desire to come to work each morning, their pride in their place of
work, the value they place upon their jobs there, their increased loyalty and
commitment.
Of course, this transformation also provides recruitment benefits empowering
your corporation. Your ability to attract the talent for each position in your organization
is enhanced not only by the benefits of the recent dramatic elevation of your public
profile, but also by the opportunity of working in so amazing a workplace. People prefer
to work in beautiful environments. Everyone in your country will want to be part of this
exciting new project, this wonderful workplace.
And the effects of your act reaches far beyond the interior workings of your own
company.
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With the arrival of these clouds of beautiful butterflies spreading through the
city, every resident’s experience of living in this city will be touched by you and changed
for the better. You will have positively reached every person in your city and gained
their goodwill. Is anyone in this city going to buy your competitor’s products?
News and Nature programs will give you much ongoing free coverage. However,
you understand well that both politicians and film-makers are eternally seeking new
ethereal and spectacular settings for the telling of their tales. Your company will have
gained a significant amount of political “goodwill” as a result of the attention and
publicity benefits you have brought to your city. Political leaders giving media releases
will all want to do so from the rooftop “garden in the sky” of your emerald crystal.
Hollywood productions will want to use your building as their film-set. Nature
documentaries will want to describe your achievements to the world. The educational
films of environmental NGOs will want to use you as an example. You will be mentioned
in political speeches all over the world. In addition to publicity, it is suffice to say that
you will have gained significant loyalty in every market demographic that touches on the
areas of environment and sustainability – from food to technology products.
And, of course, there is not a university on this planet where your achievements
will not be a subject of study in every architecture program – for the rest of human
history! Your name will echo through human history. Behold the extensive benefits to
your company. The bards will sing of the great emerald crystallization!
Can money buy nectar this sweet?
I name these transformed skyscrapers “emerald crystals”, and I would like my
beloved city of Brisbane to be home to the first. Yet in every city there are beautiful
butterflies and other animals akin to the Richmond Birdwing Butterfly. It matters little
where you are – it matters only what you decide to achieve. And in business, as in
Nature, this is a race. Who is first to grasp the chalice of this dream flower will gain the
deepest and sweetest draught.
The Nectar of Change
The first emerald crystal will break the habits of the past and open the gate to the
future by establishing the new architectural precedent. Both the merchant lord of this
crystal and the architect who designs it will be remembered forever, just as the first in
any technological race is.
The spread to new areas will be the next great series of treasures to be won.
To create the first emerald crystal on your continent. The first in your country.
The first in your city. Thus, the spread to new areas….
In each of these places there are iconic endangered species at this age in history –
each is a ticket to free publicity and all of the benefits of the first emerald crystal.
Summoning Plants are the roots of ecosystems. Sheathing a skyscraper is one of the
most powerful and well-broadcast concentrations of Summoning Plants in a sylvan city.
In the beginning, each emerald skyscraper will concentrate upon a single species – be
that a butterfly or an incredibly beautiful deep forest bird. In almost every city on this
planet, there are twenty or more large butterflies native to the region, and almost all of
these have disappeared from the urban habitat – yet they can easily be summoned back
through the use of their Summoning Plants. Most butterfly Summoning Plants are
herbaceous. In every city, there is opportunity.
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And what then?
In Chapter VI. (The Carnival of The Animals, p101), I have outlined a number of
wondrous secrets of the emerald crystals – yet I will not spoil those secrets by speaking
of them here.
Innovation will be the next great series of prizes.
Many of the most beautiful endangered species will not use soft green-stemmed
herbaceous vines as their Summoning Plants. Yet the emerald crystals are indeed a new
technology of architecture, and as such, the first will always be simple, able only to
manage the gentlest of plants. Who will be the first to create a tower to sheathed in
lianas (i.e. thick “woody-stemmed” vines), in fern gardens, in wild flowers, or more? For
there are animals who use each of these as Summoning Plants.
Every business involved in a product or service that touches upon a market
demographic associated with sustainability or environment will win the hearts of its
customers by building an emerald crystal.
Every business involving a product or service that is objectionable to
sustainability or the environment will improve its reputation by building emerald
crystals for all of its city headquarters!
Of course, there is no objection to the worst polluting companies significantly
improving their reputation by creating emerald crystals for all their head office
buildings! O thou beautiful idealistic environmentalist, how you will be in a dither over
this statement! Yet, is your hatred for these companies stronger than your desire to
regenerate the planetary ecology?
If the heart of a brute is moved to an act of gentle beauty, shall we stop him
because he is not conforming to our negative expectations of him? Consider that only an
aesthetically stunted primitive would judge the value of a piece of art based on the
qualities of the artist!
Let us laugh in high amusement, and let us congratulate the wretch for the steps
he hath taken toward change! Indeed, let the worst of all human companies assist the
great work of ecological regeneration, and let them do it for the most cynical of reasons
– for that is their nature. And let us applaud them thereof! After all, humans run these
corporations, and all of these humans, too, benefit from the preservation of their home
planet.
O my idealistic friends, let Don Quixote chase windmills! I, however, will build
them – and without me, the poor old fellow is out of a job!
There are no politics in this work of transformation – sides are not taken,
judgements are not laid. This work is aimed at fulfilling the practical ecological objective
of regeneration. Let others argue such matters as blame and guilt and other nonsense
later or in their own time. I am not in the business of making moral judgements on
others. My only objective is to solve ecological problems.
What benefit is there to filling our cities with plagues of pigeons? Why should we
not summon the most beautiful of the deep forest birds into the very heart of our cities?
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Each year more forest disappears and more species go extinct. Each company who
creates an emerald crystal will save one of these species and gain the publicity benefits
as a result. When critical mass is achieved, this will be the only way of building and those
who don’t employ these methods will be the recipients of negative, commercedamaging, publicity.
Yet free and wonderful publicity, fame, and customer loyalty is not the only
nectar the sweet wreath of her dream flower offers the earthen towers of your city. But
to discover this second, deeper secret, gentle reader, thou shalt continue reading to the
chapter dedicated to these wondrous emerald crystals. And so shall this piping tune of
change continue to weave the threads of her dream through your soul.
Gaze upon the skyscrapers of your city and you will behold a great cluster of
crystals pointing directly into the centre of Planet Earth. These crystal columns thread
through the circle of the residential suburbs. When this circle of the suburbs transforms
into the green wreath of regenerated Earth, it will pass on its transformation to the great
towers that pierce its centre, and these towers of The Earth will also become
expressions of the geologic crystallization of humanity’s growing ecological awareness.
Thus will the skyscrapers metamorphose into The Emerald Crystals of The Sylvan City.
The Minarets of The Earth are wreathed in Spring, to call the fawns!
And Behold! The Newborn Satyrs! And Behold! Their Emerald Horns!
And their bright horns’ wild calls, beautiful and strange,
Echo through a city in the grip of great change

The Fifth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation:
The Great Emerald Crystallization piercing The Wreath of Living Earth
-o0o-

VI.
And Her Cup Overfloweth

The Sixth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation

For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Swelling Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
Behold her wings enfold your city, now comes The Dance of The Satyrs!
And wildly plunge, through wreathed font, the emerald shafts of their spears!
And drunk on Spring! And Nereids’ mirth! Their untamed madness erupts!
Overflowing wild forest streams, from blushing Earth’s fertile cups!

It is commonly said that the coin is “inherently evil”, that economics is vulgar, and
Capitalism an abomination against the people. Other animals transfer resources by
forcefully taking them from each other. The evolutionary reality is that the foundational
concept of the coin was the fundamental behavioural development that allowed the
transfer of resources between individuals through a medium other than violence and
dominance. This mechanism creatd a social situation in which our species natural
selection could begin to enhance genetic qualities that didn’t directly contribute to
physical strength – the most important of these qualities being the human brain.
As I pen these words, human society is exhibiting a global trend of increasing
unemployment coupled with increasing cost of living. And the common people are
responding with anger toward the rich and toward the whole system called “money”.
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But before we let our anger blind us into undirected action, let us consider the
nature of the whole situation. For the coin is one of the most important inventions in
human history – and interesting problems are merely opportunities for interesting
solutions.
The False Idol of Energy Chastity
When the cost of energy rises, the rise in the cost of your factory’s energy bill is
the least significant rise in your production costs. From the processed materials you use
to make your product to the transport van you hire take your product to the market to
the plumber who fixes your factory’s toilet – the people who provide you with all the
products and services you use are all paying more for their energy, so they have to raise
their prices in order to make the same amount of profit. This means that you are paying
more to make the same product – and so you must sell it at a higher price in order to
make the same amount of profit.
However, when the cost of energy rises, the person who buys your product is
now spending a greater proportion of his income on energy – and so has less to spend
on other things, like your product. This means that your sales must drop.
When all production companies are having to sell their products at a higher price
to make the same amount of profit, and yet the amount of money the customer is
spending is reduced – many companies will close. This means increased unemployment
– yet another reduction in the amount of money the customer has to spend on your
product.
This is basic mathematics – there is no complexity in this system. I call this social
state Energy Chastity.
When energy becomes scarce, the price of energy rises, and the society enters the state
of Energy Chastity. Energy Chastity is a negative feedback loop - once in play, the
economically devastating effects grow. And Energy Chastity’s psychological side-effect
upon the consumer is fear, hoarding, and perhaps most alarmingly, anger toward the
rich!
Energy Chastity is bad for business.
The opposite of Energy Chastity is Energy Abundance. Energy Abundance is the
root of all successful capitalism.
When energy becomes abundant, the price of energy decreases – and hence all
the product and service providors used by your production factory are now paying less
for their energy and they can compete by reducing the price of their products and
services. This means that you (and every other large-scale producer) are paying less to
produce the same product – you can reduce the sale price of your product and still be
increasing your the profit margin on each individual product sold.
In addition, the consumer is now spending less of his income on his monthly
energy bill and vehicle fuel – so he has more to spend on products made by you and the
other large-scale producers.
Hence, not only are you able to reduce the cost of your product and maintain you
profit margin, you are also able to sell more products.
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The increased sales being experienced by all production companies mean
expansion in order to make more products – and hence more consumers are employed
and there is more spendable income in the customer’s hands.
Energy Abundance is one of the three pillars of successful capitalism.
It has long been commonly understood that the diamond market holds back its
reserves – for scarcity increases the value of the product. The interests of the energy
market are at odds with the interests of capitalism. The energy market benefits from the
social state of Energy Chastity – for this sector sell can sell its product at a dramatically
inflated price.
As the age of oil ends, a small coeterie of fossil barrons have deceived the great
political culture of capitalism, theb “Brotherhood of The Coin”, into believing that this
coeterie’s financial interests are aligned with their fellow brother. As a result, Capitalism
as a whole has been supporting the political agendas of the fossil fuel barrons – as the
age of oil ends, Energy Chastity has already begun to take grip upon the global economy.
And so the hyena leads the wolf toward the pit of an old mine shaft – hoping to
dine upon his fellow predator when he falls!
I wander what role the clever fox will play in this little drama of history.
The Three Pillars of Successful Capitalism
The total amount of money in the world represents the total amount of “ownable
things” that humanity has “owns” – this amount might be called the “total global bank
account”. That pool of wealth can grow in two ways: by accessing new resources (i.e.
energy or raw materials) or by processing energy and raw materials into products of
increased value (i.e. a masterpiece painting has a greater value than the paints and
canvas from which it is constructed). The problem faced by human civilization is a
disharmony between the growth of capital and the growth of the global bank account.
Large amounts of “capital” (i.e. any significant portions of the total global bank
account owned by an individual or other entity) grows at around 4% per annum due to
interest, investments, etc., however, over the past two hundred years, the total global
bank account has averaged its growth at around 2% per annum (Piker, 2014). What
this means is that the pool of money in the total global bank account is slowly draining
from the hands of “the many” (i.e. those who don’t own large amounts of capital) to the
hands of “the few” (i.e. those who own large amounts of capital)). This is a problem
because “the few” don’t spend comparatively much money, which means that the whole
circulatory system of humanity’s economy is reliant upon “the many” spending money –
if they don’t than there is nobody to buy the products being produced by “the few”.
The total amount of money in the world represents the total amount of “ownable
things” that humanity has “owns”. That pool of wealth can grow in two ways:
Type I. “Raw Economic Growth” – by accessing new resources (i.e. energy or
raw materials), or
Type II. “Refined Economic Growth” – by processing energy and raw materials
into products of increased value (i.e. a masterpiece painting has a greater value
than the paints and canvas from which it is constructed; likewise, a fine chef’s
knife has more value than the hunk of metal from which it was made – yet the
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only additional input to either of these “raw to refined” scenarios has been
energy and intelligence).
Thus, the three obvious means of accelerating economic growth are:
a) access new sources of Energy (thus enchancing “raw economic growth),
b) access new sources of Raw Materials (thus enchancing “raw economic growth)
c) increase the quality and availability of Education systems (thus enhancing
“refined economic growth” – innovation and creativity).
All economic genuine growth is based upon these three pillars – i.e. these are The
Three Pillars of The Successful Capitalist Society. In the successful capitalist society, the
rich protect their wealth (e.g. avoid taxes on capital or revolutions to leading to other
socio-political systems of governence) and protect their markets (i.e. ensure the
consumer has money to spend) by constraining the government to prioritize these three
pillars at the core of all government policy. The strength of these three pillars positiviely
correlates with the flow rate of wealth into “the few” (i.e. the merchant lords of the
society). There is no objection to individuals being “super-rich” unless doingso strangles
the goose that lays the golden eggs, i.e. the society upon which the merchant lord
depends. The Three Pillars form the fundamental political ideology of capitalism and the
fundamental political stance of the successful capitalist. This is the key to the fabled holy
grail of Eternal Economic Growth.
The continuous development of new energy resources can be achieved without
leaving Planet Earth. This is because large quantities of new energy are continually
being delivered into the planetary environment from beyond our planet.
The continuous development of new raw materials resources will require moving
outside our planetary environment. This will ultimately be one of the primary
motivations driving the dispesal of humanity through the solar system – but it is unlikely
this motivation will carry humanity beyond The Kyber Belt.
The continuous development of new production/manufacture resources is
perhaps the most important type of growth system as this type of growth not only that
creates and determines the beauty of the wonder and value of the treasures of humanity,
as growth in this area reduces both the cost of production/manufacture and also the
costs of developmening new energy resources and new raw material resources. Hence, it
is perhaps, the most important and valuable type of growth.
Therefore, let the government pay for completely free and universally accessible
educations systems of every type and let every human be free to learn and explore
understanding to the fulfilment of there curious nature – for whatever the people create,
it is the merchant lords who will profit from its production!
-o0oYet the focus of this book is not energy technologies or economics – so why have I
raised these subjects? The answer to that question you shall find in the 6th and 7th
chapters of this book.
The Gift of Posiedon
The Nereids are a type of water nymph. According to the mythological legends of
the ancient world, they are the daughters of Posiedon, and of all of the nymphs and
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dryads, they are said to be most beautiful and graceful. The Sixth step of The Butterfly’s
Dance reveals the pearls of wisdom brought forth by the Neirids from the mysteries of
the deeps.
Water is the foundation of life on Planet Earth, it is the flowing essence of every
ecosystem. The Sixth step in The Butterfly’s Dance is the weaving of water – the
changing patterns of hydrology. There are facets of this step to be enacted by the
individual residents of your city, by the engineers of your city, by your city council, by
your realm government, and by the business world. There is a place for each who
chooses to join her dance of transformation. Yet of all the steps in this dance of change,
the Sixth step is perhaps the most fascinating and attractive to the economist.
Since the 1920’s, all modern drinking water treatment plants have used
biological organisms as the primary component in their water filteration and cleaning
processes. When you created your first Moonwell to attract frogs to your garden, you
learned that aquatic plants filter and clean water. The use of plants to clean water is
called phtyofiltration. Is it an economically practical technology?
China’s has begun large-scale implementation of state-of-the-art phytofiltration
water gardens for recreational sites through urban landscapes. As part of the 2010
Shanghai World Expo, China showcased its developments in the form of Houtan Park, a
highly polluted industrial site in the heart of Shanghai that was reclaimed and
engineered into a urban phytofiltration water garden uses plants to naturally filter and
purify polluted water on a vast scale without any mechanical input. The central feature of
this park is a system of linked lotus ponds that collect and clean water, and also provide
a beautiful recreation site. A case study prepared by the University of Washington (USA)
showed that Houtan Park cleans up to 634,000 gallons of polluted river water daily,
improving the water's quality from Grade V (unsuitable for human contact – this is the
most polluted grade) to Grade II (suitable for landscape irrigation) using only biological
processes (Rottle, 2011). They found that the park reduces water costs by US$116 8004
per year at the adjacent Expo Park where 264 000 gallons of water purified by Houtan
Park phytofiltration system are used. In addition the Houtan Park phytofiltrations
feature sequesters and estimated 242 tons of carbon annually, and has resulted in a
dramatic increase in numbers of plant and animal in this region of Shanghai’s urban
landscape. The Houtan Park showcases a type of phytofiltration water garden that is
now being integrated into every major city in China. Plants function consistently and
require no wage.
Phytofiltration systems are not new. Indeed, you rely on plants to clean the
water you drink – this is the reason that governments make protected reserves of the
forests around their dam reservoirs. And the use of ecosystems to clean waterways is
not limited to plants, animals can assit in this function too. A single mussle will filter and
clean 1-4 litres of water per hour (McVey et al., 2002). You need not pay people to clean
up your waterways when plants and animals will work for free.
Fresh water is the factor at the foundation of all regeneration of land-based
hydrological systems. In the age of oil, almost all urban water runoff was treated as a
4 Here in Australia, a loaf of bread costs the equivilent of approximately US$2-5; an average working class family house and property
costs the equivilent of approximately US$250 000-$400 000; and the average Australian income is approximately the equivilent of
US$50 000 per year, at this stage in history. Of course, this is an age (and a country) of the “working class” – the average lowermiddle class person is happier and more prosperous than at nearly any other location in human history, and social security, free
public health services, and interest-free government-provided university education loans (unrestricted availablity to every citizen –
the only limitating factor is the ability to perform academically) ensure that poverty, starvation, and most other prevailent woes of
the past afflict only those who choose (consciously or otherwise) to indulge in these unedifiying excesses.
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waste, channelled into underground pipes with the aim of dumping it as quickly as
possible. The ability to recruit natural organisms to clean all fresh water unlocks vast
new fresh water resources – and this is the first key to the regeneration of our
hydrological networks.
In the Sixth step of The Butterfly’s Dance, we explore natural water filtration
systems that can be integrated into urban landscapes as fountains and water gardens.
We explore the secrets for using these to unlock one of the most beautiful and most
deeply hidden features of the sylvan cities of the space age. We address eutrophication,
the most ecologically significant freshwater pollution problem in the world – and we
transform this into an productive opportunity of agricultural value. We will also
confront and dissolve one of the most terrifying problems facing Europe in the century
to come. Mosquitos.
Malaria and Denge Fever are mosquito-borne diseases that have never ventured
into northern Europe due to the cold climates – but global warming will see these
diseases spread their range upward toward the polar region. Scandenavian Europe will
know the ancient and terrible mosquito god. Yet like all puzzles, the solution to this
problem is a shift in thinking. In the Sixth step we will explore wondrous and hitherto
unaddress opportunities for endowing pre-exisiting civic infrastructure systems with
the power to control mosquito populations.
All of these wonders and formulae are explored in the Sixth chapter (The Hidden
Song of Living Water, p255) of this treatise.
Now turn your mind to the infamous toxic smog that hangs so densely and
unassailably over the dry city of Los Angeles, California (USA). Exhaust gases of vehicles
are the dominant component of the toxic smog of that covers Los Angeles, and every
other developed city on the Planet as I pen these words. Imagine if all of this smog were
to be transformed into pure, clean water vapor…. Consider the effects upon that
drought-ridden city’s annual rainfall. In the Sixth step of The Butterfly’s Dance is
concealed the wonderous secret of this alchemical transformation – perhaps the most
profitable secret humanity has ever uncovered. Let the hopeful merchant open this book
and behold The Mysteries of Posiedon (p320).
Yet the regeneration of the creeks and waterways of our cities is no small task.
For these reasons, it is a long-term change, and it will not be fully addressed until the
weight of hopelessness on the people’s collective soul has been lightened by the arrival
of the animals returned by The Butterfly’s Dance. Playful is their love, freely given to the
people!
And as the newborn Butterfly opens her wings, and in the dauntless faery
innocence of childhood spills forth the indiscriminate healing enchantment of her
laughing love into their sore, tired souls, the people will arise and call for clean fresh
water of Life with which to fill her blessed Arcadian cup.
And Her Cup Overfloweth.
And The Butterfly! She is robed in a mist of sweet dew!
And she laughs as she as dances and pours her blessings over you
And you are baptised! You are baptised! Her Spring Rain anoints your head
And through The Veil of Her Dream, to The Future you are led

The Sixth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation:
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The Ecological Regeneration of The Hydrological Networks
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VII.
The Wild Feast of The Fruit Forest

The Seventh Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation

For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Fertile Madness of Spring, her Dreaming Dance incites!
Green boughs ripe with fruit spring up wild in her wake
Her living jewels of transformation are for the Earth to partake
And her Spring Ball’s emerald mystery, by Love’s Rites we revere
The Wild Feast of The Butterfly transforming The Earth Sphere!

Fruits are treasures of The Earth, sweet jewels of life dripping from the green
canopy of pomonian orchard. Perhaps the most important implication of the sylvan art
of animal summoning is agricultural technology.
In the age of oil, farmers were taught to stand alone against insect pests who
devoured their crops. Consider the benefits of establishing populations of insectivors in
your fields and orchards. There are thousands of different insectivorous animals.
Did you know that an insectivorous microbat needs to eat up to 1200 insects
every night. Microbats are diverse and prevailent – Brisbane has over thirty different
species, and most non-frigid landscapes maintain like diversity. They are easy to attract
and their colony can be established far from your fields. Indeed, there are many
insectivors you can use in tandem with your pesticides and other modern agrotechnologies.
Nevertheless, farms that minimize their use of agro-poisons will have yet greater
benefits, as they will be able to recruit the services of insectivors that live permanently
in the fields and orchards. Consider that the Fruit-piercer Moth (?) is one of the most
significant pests of Australia’s fruit orchards – consider the benefits of tree frogs living
in your orchard trees and small solar-powered lamps hanging from the boughs to attract
moths to the banquete.
The most poisonous organism on Planet Earth is a small salamander of North
America. It is no coincidence that the predator who hunts it is the most posion-resistant
animal on Planet Earth. When you poison an entire generation of a single animal, only
those individual with natural resistance will survive, and they will pass on their natural
resistance – all of the follow generation will have that resistance. This process is called
an “evolutionary arms race”. Insect crop pests are ideally situated to very quickly evolve
resistance to any poison – they have high reproductives rates and short generation
spans. This means the crop pests will evolve immunity to your agro-poisons far more
quickly more than the human customers who are eat the pesticide treated grains and
fruits. Already we global news media has begun to speak of “super-pests” who are
immune to every pesticide.
This suggests that pesticides are an agricultural tool that will function only for a
small window in human history. Supplemental or alternative agricultural pest controls
systems will inevitably become fundamental to the wealth of human civilization. Animal
summoning (e.g. the creation of engineered agricultural ecosystems) will be one of those
supplemental/alternative systems.
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Each population of insectivors you summon to your farm represents a reduction
in crop pests – and thus, increase in crop yeild. Learning to use animals in this ways
represents an entirely new vista of agricultural growth. Of course, these new agricultural
ecosystem that you are creating will not look like the native ecosystems of the wild
landscapes. But agricultural landscapes, like urban landscapes are entirely new in the
history of Planet Earth – there are no rules for what their ecosystems ought look like.
It would be foolish for a farmer to eco-scape his farm to attract animals for
reasons of aethetics or conservation. The primary purpose of a farm is productivity –
and thus, the balanced form of its ecosystem must exist to facilitate this objective. The
farmer will be summoning working animal and creating an ecosystem to facilitate the
productive functioning of the agricultural landscape.
In the Seventh step of The Butterfly’s Dance you will learn the secrets of sylvan
agriculture – the formulae of animal summoning in farming landscapes.
The Living Gifts of Mother Earth
So it has come to pass that through very simple, easily achieved, nonconfrontational steps, your city, and indeed your whole world, is changing. It began with
the return of the butterflies, filling your garden with dancing beauty, then came the song
of frogs, drawing your children back out into Nature to laugh and play with these lovely
harmless, friendly little green marvels of Nature. And then the beautiful colourful forest
birds began to return to your city, dancing and singing through the green boughs as they
play in your garden.
Approached by the local residents with an easy and potentially magnificent
suggestion, your council joined in – and by a single wondrous step, a small change in
your local park, and the beautiful natural change overflowed and spread out through
your entire suburb. Amazed by the regenerative beauty of the change, the people of your
suburb began to awaken, and turn to look upon each other with smiling eyes.
Neighbours welcomed neighbours, reaching out to clasp each other’s hands in the
remembrance of love, and the circle of community formed within the circle of life that
your new ecological awareness is weaving through your world.
The Seventh step of The Butterfly’s Dance spills over the perimeter of your city to
spread her dreams through the agricultural landscapes of your world. And now fruit
trees are growing in your garden and you have wholesome natural gifts to give to every
person who comes to your house. Sweet fruit springs up from the soil around you, each
person began to share with her or his neighbour in a great celebration to welcome the
beautiful new world awakening within your city.
Thus bloom your residential suburbs as a wreath of new life around the centre of
your city. Without anger or violence or confrontation, you have changed your world.
You have learned new skills that will transform humanity’s future, and you have
engaged in a great work of regeneration. This you have achieved merely by entering
your garden, kneeling upon the soil, and honouring your Mother Earth.
And by The Wings of Newborn Spring hath your sleeping world been kissed
For The Greenwood’s Cornucopia is to The Earth her gift!
And through the cities, and through the farms, and through the wasted land
The emerald fires of change, hath by her dance been fanned!

The Seventh Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation:
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Growing The Wild Fruit Forest through Your Garden and Beyond!
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VIII.
The Old Growth Giants of The Sylvan Forest
The Eighth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation

For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Waking Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
What is real? What is not? Between The Worlds there is a wall
Behold the cracks! They’re snaking through it! And beyond, The Woodlands call!
Behold The Giants of The Forest! Behold The Wind Song of The Treants!
Into your soul, pours their song, The Wild Wisdom of The Ancients!

Consider the way our planet’s forests are have been managed as I pen these
words. Our planet’s old growth forests are disappearing quickly.
Wood is only going to get rarer, and the price of wood is only going to rise.
Yet our global atmosphere is heating quickly and dangerously. Stabilizing the
atmosphere involves removing a lot of carbon dioxide - and only trees can do this.
Therefore, the forests need to be replaced, and quickly.
There is a viable and extremely profitable way of doing this.
Let every ordinary person who owns land access the profits involved in the
timber industry – by growing trees.
The Australian Red Cedar Tree (Toona ciliata) takes a century or more to mature,
yet as I pen these words, a single trunk sells for a quarter of the cost of a house in an
average residential suburb of Brisbane. That is a lot of money.
There are short-term and long-term trunks. The short-term trunks (e.g. ten or
twenty years to maturity) might only yield enough to buy you a small common variety
new car, or, if you are prepared to wait an extra decade, a small prestige car – yet that is
still a large amount of free money. It doesn’t cost you much to let a few of these trees
grow on your property.
In fact, this is merely a new way to generate money from your land and increase
the value of your property. And when ten trunks are worth as much as your house and
land together – that is a lot of extra money your land is generating.
If this market is opened to every landholder, a lot of trees will be grown!
There are dozens of Australian tree species that are commercially harvested, and
many can be grown to maturity in as little as ten years. In your country too, there will be
dozens of commercially valuable native tree species.
There are benefits to everybody. A new export commodity means increased
wealth generation for your country (for every country will have its own unique native
tree species). A new market means new jobs for old foresters – highly-trained experts
will be required to extract the logs from around a suburban house, and many more
workers to run the local mill. And of course, the wealth from the trunks themselves will
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be flowing into the hands of ordinary people – everybody who owns land. And they will
spend much of this money locally – and that means every small and large retail or trade
business is increasing its turnover. All of this is good for your society.
Obviously, encouraging this work is in the interests not only of property-owners,
but also of every business in your country.
Opening the timber market to private land-owners, means local residents of your
city will have more money to spend in your city’s businesses – this additional money
means a big increase in your sales, regardless what your field of business is. And
increased sales means that all businesses will be buying more products from the
manufactures – they benefit from the increased business too. Let the national
supermarket corporation and business groups consider the commercial benefits this
plan offers to your realm’s economy.
In fact, while private land-owners will be calling for the opening of this market
because they would like their proteries to be generating some extra coin, it will the most
powerful merchant lords and their corporations who will be pressuring governments
for the opening of the timber market to private individuals. For the primary interest of
the great merchant lords is profit, and they have the foresight to think creatively.
Timber is a potential source of income for every landowner on this planet. Wood is
only going to get rarer, thus the price of wood is only going to rise. And yet, wood will
still be needed long after the commercially logged forests are gone. What will happen if
we don’t create an alternative supply?
If you own land, consider the amount of wealth you could generate merely by
investing in a few seedlings and leaving them to grow - like a savings fund that costs you
nothing. And you have the extra free benefit of your “moral contribution” to society, for
you will be fulfilling this important social need – by profiting. And surely that is the most
agreeable way to indulge in morality?
In fact, is it ethical for governments and old forest logging companies to prevent
ordinary people from being involved in this lucrative market? For by the current market
arrangement at this stage in history, ordinary people are excluded from this market. Yet
there is a powerful need for them to be involved - and ordinary people own a significant
proportion of the continental land.
The Sylvan Timber Mills of The Urban Forest
Obviously there are many ideas to address in the opening of this market to the
ordinary land-owning residents of your city. In urban landscapes, the height of trees will
have to be capped – and hence, urban trunks will be short and thick. T’is in the
agricultural landscapes that these old growth forest giants will truly reach up to tickle
the bellies of passing clouds!
During the age of oil, the arrangement of timber production systems means that
mills won't buy from individual small landholders. The reason is that a mill needs vast
quantities of a single type of wood at any one time – enough wood that it will be fed for
weeks or months. And it needs a guarantee that the supply will be stable, and consistent
in size. Every time it changes its wood type, all the settings in the mill need to be
adjusted. And, commercially, it is much easier to sell large quantities of uniform boards
of a single wood type.
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You can see the problems involved in having dozens of different types and sizes
of wood fed to the mill each day. But a little bit of government co-ordination can easily
open the market to the satisfaction of both small landholders and the large timber mills.
What will be needed is a centralized public forestry office or government
department whose task is planning: deciding the types and amounts of trees to be grown
in the urban or agricultural landscape, and the dates at which they will be harvested.
This office decides upon the commercial the numbers and species of commercial
trees being planted in that year and the date upon which they will be harvested. Each
tree species planted that year is will grow at approximately the same rate and will be
harvested in the same future year. This provides the mill with a predictable and reliable
supply of consistant ly sized trunks. The mills themselves will be involved in this
organization body – and thus will be planning what they want for each year into the
future. Hence the mills have consistent suppliers, and the residents of the city or shire
have a pre-orgnaized for every trunk they grow.
The system will be facilitated through the use of contracts. When you have
decided on the trees you will have on your property, you will then sign a contract
agreeing to let an authorized forester cap your trees (to limit their height, if they are
close to houses) and harvest your trees on a fixed future date. The organizational body
will then give you the seedlings and some educational material on how to look after
them. And, of course, enthusiasts will form tree clubs in your city – and these amateur
experts will be able to help in many ways.
This planning organization will mintain its costs by a commission on all trunks
that reach harvest. This ensure that the organizational body both receives an income to
cver its running costs, but also has its motivations aligh=ned with both the growers and
the sellers – it is in the interests of the planning body to help you succeed. Your
government will also create a timber duty, so that your national budget receives both
direct and the previous mentioned indirect economic benfits. For as a citizen, you
benefit from a strong realm economy.
Thus will you be able to stock every spare part of your land with investment
trees. You will have chosen some of these investments to reach maturity when your
children are at university age, some more to reach maturity when you retire, and a few
genuinely long-term trunks as gifts to your children or grandchildren. Proftable – your
trees alone will generate as much as you paid for your house and land.
If you sell your house, the new buyer agrees to take over the contracts. Hence, a
house loaded with semi-mature timber trunks will be worth very much more than a
house without - for the new buyer is getting certain “wood coin” in addition to the
house.
Facilitating the process of opening timber markets to ordinary resident
landowners will involve the creation of this planning body and it will also involve an set
of co-ordianted legistation to address the many planning and management issues
involved. This legistlation is very important and ought not be hurried – safety and
intelligent planning are the secret of strong foudations.
This project will also generate new employment positions. In the city, a new
profession of urban foresters will arise to become expert at extracting the trunks from
even the most difficult positions. In this way, the current foresters are not left
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unemployed as the old growth forestry industry goes extinct. In fact, these urban
foresters will command much higher wages than the old style foresters – but they will
also have to develop much higher levels of skill! The foresters will rise to the challenge,
for country folk have always been as intelligent and adept as city folk – the people who
fail to recognize this truth are the real primitives amongst you.
Government will assume leadership – this is a key to this project. Residents will
support this project due to the new revenue it offers. Businesses will support this
project due to the new revenue it offers. Governments will support this project due to
the revenue it will generate, the voter support it has generated, and the new
employment it will create, And by strengthening your realm economy, all stakeholders
may congratulate themselves on their profitable “morality” in managing a solution to
one part of the global warming problem.
What better way to plan for your retirement? Or your children's university fees?
A few seedlings planted when you buy your first house could buy each of your children a
house.
And then there is the question of inheritance – surely trunks are the perfect form
of financial legacy. A range of species can be planned to reach maturity sequentially over
the course of thirty or forty years after you have taken the high jump. All trunks are
bound by forestry contract and cannot legally be logged before the agreed upon date –
thus your children are not in a position to spend all their inheritance at once. You have
effectively provided long-term financial security for each of your children.
It is in the country, on the farms, that the true potential of this wealth generation
system spreads its wings. Agricultural landscapes are full of places that are perfect for
putting in long-term trunks that fulfil the needs of the farm (erosion control, shade for
cattle, etc.), and farms are traditionally passed within the family on down the
generations. This means that your farm's income has just increased by the value of your
chosen number of fully mature Red Cedar trunks each year. Every farmer's family has a
very valuable new income system established and with the institution of this project, the
value of every farm has dramatically increased.
Why should ordinary landholders be prevented from accessing this market?
Surely markets should be free, and monopolies organized to exclude the ordinary people
of the country are a perversion of the free market. When people are aware of the vast
amount of money they are being denied – do you think they will stand for it?
And when merchant lords recognize how much extra coin people will be able to
spend in their shops – do you think they will allow you to prevent their customers from
having, and thus spending, all that extra coin?
Opening the timber market to the individual small landholders will mean millions
of trunks, of every type, are grown and carefully tended by every landowner in every
human landscape around our planet. There is no faster way to offset the destruction of
the planet's forests. The financial incentive involved will achieve more than any
environmental threat or imposition of moral guilt. The result will be a new forest,
springing up through every urban and agricultural landscape.
Thus by the eighth step in The Butterfly’s Dance, the old growth giants rise up
from every open patch of soil in the cities and the farms – as The Butterfly’s wild dream
alights change in each new mind to which the new life of Her Spring Dance spreads.
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And in her wake, a new sylvan forest robes our sweet Mother Earth.
And The Earth! She is stirring at The Call of The Treants!
She is shivering and awakening to The Summons of Their Chants!
And The Mirror of your World, A Grey Web of Steel and Concrete!
Is heaving and fracturing to her swoon of madness sweet!

The Eighth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation:
The Opening of The Sylvan Timber Markets to The Public
-o0o-

IX.
The Mystery of The World Trees

The Ninth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation

For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Shaking Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
Branching Cracks of The Wild through foundations, they are creeping
Green Tendrils of Madness up through the factures, they are seeping
The Fertile Earth! In Love’s Dream! She is shuddering and quaking!
As through your mirror, Earth’s Ravine! For your mirror she is breaking!

The Dance of The Butterfly has regenerated your realm, blanketing your country
in a new type of forest – a Sylvan Forest.
Covering your realm, this sylvan forest is formed of three elements: the urban
forest landscapes of The Sylvan Cities, the regenerated agricultural landscapes of
Demeter’s Fields and Orchards, and the wild natural landscapes and protected reserves
of The Wilderness Fragments.
These three elements of this great sylvan forest (The Emerald Cities, The Sylvan
Farms, and The Wilderness Fragments) are not separate – indeed, they are deeply
ecologically connected and interdependent. The ninth step in The Butterfly’s Dance is a
shift in consciousness from seeing separate patches of landscape to seeing a single
interconnected and interdependent whole – one great sylvan forest covering your entire
realm and broken only by deserts, lakes and truly high mountains.
This one great forest covering your realm is called a World Tree.
Each World Tree covers one country. The boundary of a World Tree is defined by
the dominion of its management body. This is an ecological practicality and one of the
quirks that circumstance has produced here on Planet Earth.
Hence, each World Tree is the ecologically woven robe of sylvan forest that
covers one country. Each country will have a single World Tree to cultivate and display.
Each World Tree has three basic interconnected elements: the three primary
landscape types (The Sylvan Cities, The Regenerated Farms, The Wilds Reserves), the
spatial and ecological relationships connecting these facets forms the foundation
biogeography of your realm’s World Tree.
The heartwood of The World Tree is The Wilderness Fragments – the many
national parks, wild undisturbed regions, and protected wildlife reserves of your
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country. These are the source populations for animals migrating into the other two
landscape types: the urban forests (of the Sylvan Cities) and the sylvan fields and
orchards (of Demeter’s Farms). Understanding this ecological connectivity allows your
government to plan the harmony of the complete ecological tapestry of your realm.
Biogeography is a science, and there are powerful formulae for weaving your World
Tree. These mysteries are deciphered in the ninth chapter of this treatise (The Forest of
Dreams, p379), and there you will learn some of the great sylvan powers and secrets
that The World Trees will yield.
Thus by The Butterfly’s Dance, is born to cover each country a single great,
interlinked sylvan forest of diverse habitats woven together by the three ecological
elements of The World Tree. The Fragments of Native Wilderness are The Heartwood of
The World Tree – their health and size will determine the beauty of the rest of your
landscapes. These great wilderness fragments will be ecologically connected to the
surrounding human-shaped landscapes. Some species of animals will summoned from
the wilderness fragments into the ecoscaped agricultural landscapes, other species will
summoned into the urban forest of the cities. The Wilderness Fragments will regenerate
and sustain these species population of these two human landscapes. Thereby, these
human landscapes will link together the many great wildness fragments of your realm’s
World Tree, allowing genetic flow among the animal populations of these many wild
fragments.
Thus is created a multifaceted sylvan forest covering the whole land of your
country and ending at the boarders of your realm. This great wild forest of your realm is
named a World Tree. Thus created, each country possesses one great World Tree to
cultivate and manage.
Cultivating these great forests will be a facet of each country’s contribution to
solving the unstable climate change and looming planetary loss of species that is
building as the age of oil reaches its climax, and its death. Each World Tree is unique and
must be nurtured from its fragile beginnings to psread and fill the realm.
Likewise, the quality of a World Tree is defined by its management body. Your
local government can encourage the general public to put in native timber trunks and
facilitate the mills’ reception of these trunks. It can create the market - or not. Every
level of your government has tasks in the management of your realm’s World Tree, and
in this ways is responsible for its health and beauty. In the city, your local council can
facilitate the placement of ecological information plates and summoning plants to
transform recreational parks into sylvan groves. This will result in the urban forest
establishing quickly and beautifully. Or your city council can do nothing, and your urban
forest grows slowly and sparsely. The quality of each World Tree is defined by its
management body.
Every country begins the game with a World Tree. A national park reserve
system is the core of every World Tree, the most important element. These are the early
forms of The Wilderness Fragments. Then a scattering of summoning trees through
agricultural landscapes support some wildlife. This is the beginning of the sylvan woods
of the sylvan farms. Through the city, a botanical gardens and a few fragments of
wilderness are the beginning of the urban forest.
By planting this Seed of Gaia in the garden of your soul, you have unleashed the
the utopian dream of The Sylvan – and writhing green life bursts forth from all open soil
in your city, a gentle overwhelming green madness wherein you will rediscover your
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sanity. The World Tree is a step in perception, globalizing the ten movements of The
Butterfly’s Dance.
The World Tree is the beauty of our cities, it is our entire wood industry, it is a
big part of our tourism industry, and it is our diversity of ecological health. Each
country’s World Tree is a matter of national pride. The people of each realm will create
their own ideal of The Greenwood, expressing their own culture, spirituality, and
national pride through the works of eco-regeneration. Each country’s gardens will have
their own unique flavour and beauty. Every people of the Earth will have their own
World Tree to tend and care for.
The Sylvan Age of Eternity
Born of the Sylvan dream is an age of history dedicated to peace and ecological
transformation – an age of The Earth. With the writing of this scroll is begun The Sylvan
Age of Human History. This is an age defined by a new field of technological
understanding – the awakening of humanity’s Ecological Awareness. This is the first
cycle, the first age of The Space Ages.
Our world is changing. Humanity has unlocked powerful climatic forces and the
atmosphere is beginning to heat dangerously. The key to solving this problem involves
taking carbon out of the atmosphere. Trees are the experts at doing this.
Each country will compete to make its World Tree the richest and most beautiful.
This will be part of the country’s contribution to solving the global heating problem.
These great forests of Planet Earth, these World Trees, will commercially harvest carbon
from the atmosphere on a vast scale to produce wood.
An age of peace and co-operation will prevail as the whole world kneels upon The
Earth to sow the seeds of The World Trees, and tend them as they grow. Thus will be
stabilized the atmosphere of our planet. And once again will we be free to explore the
wonders of human potential.
Then upon the world will be a new age of history, with new problems to solve
and new dangers to face, new discoveries to make and new ways to organize our worlds.
And once again, as is eternally true, there will be strife. Yet for the remainder of human
history The World Trees will grow ancient, burying their roots deep in The Earth,
drinking in the kisses of The Sun, and bringing forth new green boughs to celebrate the
turning of each year. For through the tending of The World Trees, humanity cultivates
the fruit of wisdom and water of life. And our harmony with our planet is born.
Thus begins a change born of a wild seed planted in your own suburban garden.
This seed will grow into a deep living forest that will blanket your world in a carpet of
flowers and a roof of soft green boughs. For after the long deathly grey winter of the age
of oil, the butterflies have returned to dance around your family, the song of the frogs
and of the birds will fill your soul, and the wild happy innocent laughter of your children
again fills your world with gentle natural love. Awakened from the nightmare of a dying
world, you are re-discovering the wild green beauty that is Life.
From the depths of The Earth, the three facets of your new world spread forth the
canopy of their tapestry. For by a mere shift in perception, you find yourself gazing upon
The World Tree – and the unquestioned assumptions of your dying world fracture
around you as the gulf of change yaws wide before you.
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And The Butterfly, she is whirling above the precipice in a trance
As you are caught in the whirlpool of change by her dance
And you are spinning! You are spinning! Fate’s kaleidoscope is swirled!
And a Forest of Dreams up through the floor of your world

The Ninth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation:
The Recognition of The Ecological Symbiosis of Your Realm
-o0o-

X.
The Green Vision of The Sylvan Earth

The Tenth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation

For The Butterfly she is dancing, hear the song of wild pipes
Spring’s Deluge of Madness her Dreaming Dance incites!
From Earth’s fissure, three tongues of vapour as The Breath of The Fates
And she dreams as she drinks the emerald kisses of three snakes
Three Threads of The Loom to loose The Power of The Wild
For The Sacred Rites of Spring are by The Dance of a Child

The ecological utopia born of this Seed of Gaia is named The Sylvan.
To transform and regenerate The Earth: use this word and spread this document.
The Sylvan is a utopia we create together, transforming the future of our species and our
world. Let us make the first part of The Space Age to be The Sylvan Age, an age of The
Earth.
The Seed of Gaia now spills the living green tendrils of The Sylvan Dream through
the world-wide-web: www.thebutterflysball.com . There, you will find this scroll. You
may download it and reproduce it for free. Though it is copyright, permission is given –
be only that not so much as a single word is changed or omitted. For The Seed of Gaia is
not a work of commerce. It is a work of art and transformation. The birth of a new path
woven in the web of fate to a new future of The Earth.
As for the rest – it is a vision of the future: find your place in it! Live, Talk,
Demonstrate, Grow!
“The Seed of Gaia” is a dream, it holds the formula, the pattern, the plan, the
secret of The Butterfly’s Dance. Your task is to circulate it – give this scroll to everybody
you know! Send copies to your local politicians, scientists, naturalists, and artists, and to
everybody in your city!
And dance!
The Butterfly’s Ball is the globe of Earth. Encompassing this sphere is the great
celebration of transformation as we dedicate human society to The Earth. The
Butterfly’s Dance is ten easy steps to transform human civilization. The old polluted
unsustainable world of the age of oil is bound up in the cocoon of The Sylvan Dream. By
the ten steps of The Butterfly’s Dance, the orb of Earth is turned green, transformed into
a new experiment in utopia, an emerald world of peace and sustainability. And the song
of change is named Gaia, the awakening ecological awareness of our species.
Utopia is the dream that things can be better, it is the striving that hath lifted us
up from our earliest pre-human stages of evolution. And yet utopia is ever beyond our
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reach, with the achievement of each dream there is the discovery of new problems – and
thus hath the veil of Isis never been lifted. So mote it ever be thus!
For should we ever achieve flawless utopia, humanity would die a spiritual death.
Would end, all growth, all creativity, all that makes us wondrous, all that makes us
strive! The pain of the present and the dream of utopia is the striving that has inspired
humanity to overcome all obstacles that have ever been before us. Thus striving for
utopia, did we create the idea of Justice and Liberty. Thus striving did we uncover the
secrets of Science and overcome the ignorant hell of superstition. It is this striving that
has led us to raise the wonder called civilization, and it is this striving that now weaves a
path through the next great challenge we face. The path to utopia ever has been and ever
will be the battle worth striving. It is what separates us from the beasts of the field. It is
what makes us human. We have the ability to consciously create our own future,
because we have the ability to dream our own future. Before anything new can be
created, it must first be imagined - dreamed. This is the secret of utopia.
As humans, we have the rest of infinity to fill our time by the wonder of our own
imagination. The ages of history, unformed before us, can be whatever we create them
to be. We will do what needs to be done first. Ye art vast and powerful to create change,
O People of The Earth!
This plan to transform civilization is a wild prank. It is made possible by the
freedom of speech, the idealism of dreams, and the untamed wildness of the worldwide-web. Thus are flung wide The Gates to Fantasia, the world of human imagination,
long shut upon man. And your world is swallowed in a deluge of dreams and change.
The sylvan plan now has a life of its own. It is a free idea, alive and, through the
written word, endowed with the ability to move through human consciousness, to create
transformation in every mind, and thus every hand, it encounters. The dream of The
Sylvan is a butterfly, released into the collective consciousness of humanity.
Come, join her dance. It is the
season song of infinity, the death of old
ways, the birth of new. Let us
celebrate, and let us change!
To play this prank, make copies
of th is scroll and give it to your
friends and to anyone you think will be
amused or annoyed by the prank.
Invite them to The Butterfly’s Ball. If
you can print these works as a scroll,
so much the better. Print them and
hand them out in your city.

Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

With each new mind to which her dream spreads, delicately open her glorious
wings over human history. She is free, this little butterfly. And she will grow.
This prank will give meaning to the word “Sylvan”. This word now contains
political will. The meaning of this word is even more broad than the prank, for it
represents the true will of eco-awareness.
The foundation stone of a new world has been laid. No violence was necessary.
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Flower Power, transforming your reality.

Behold the water of voice hath taken form as a stone
A living orb of deepest emerald in the crevice of Earth’s loam
And Three Tongues of The Oribus around The Eye of The Wheel
That in The Grove of The Greenwood, Fate’s mysteries to reveal
Behold The Jewel of The Wild, a birthmark upon The Princess
The Living Seal of Her Will, The Dreaming Lines of The Omphalos
This is The Ball of The Butterfly and comes The Feast of The Wild
Returning Spring from the underworld by The Birth of a Child!
Behold The People are rejoicing and The World Tree in bloom
Her Dance of Change, their souls voicing, as they revel in Love’s swoon!
And hails old Midas! From his mine! For to The Feast hath been lead!
A silver dish before old Midas, for the guests must be fed!
And you are caught in the laughter of their wild dance of Life
Your yearning soul, with fertile glances, doth The Future entice!
And The Scientist and The Faery; they are waltzing at her Ball!
Behold the satyr! He is laughing, as he shatters your precious wall!
And you are drowning! You are drowning! In the flood of ancient dreams!
The Lovely Kisses of Fantasia, Earth’s New Robe of Forest Greens
And The Rainbow who is The Oribus encoils The Earth in Emerald Dreams!
That from Death to New Life, The Ancient Earth his kiss Redeems!
O Rainbow Coils of Turning Madness! Thou art The Whirlpool of The Universe!
Thou art The Gateway of Change, and thou hast swallowed The Earth!
And Earth hath died! And been reborn! By the mystery of thy kiss!
O Ancient Earth! Thou art changing! O Ancient Earth! Thy change is Bliss!
Now before you The Rainbow Bridge o’er abyss of time’s rift
The World of Dreams and World of Earth, they around you merge and shift
Your Soul’s Chains, they are sundered by The Pipes of The Lyrist!
The Waking Earth, she dones the robe of Fantasia’s Wild Forest!
And you are dancing! And she is dancing! The Spring Dance of The Wild!
The Rainbow Bridge to The Future, sequere a dreaming child!
Behold The Gates to Fantasia, long sealed, are flung wide!
Fate’s Path to Her Forest on emerald wings we ride!
And by The Kiss of The Oribus is The Past struck dead
The Wheel of The Universe made a garland for enfant head!
And You Awaken! You Awaken! To her Dream of Lovely Madness!
By her Love, her living grail hath filled your soul with Life’s Gladness!
The deed is done! Future begun!
A new tapestry is spun!
And dam the dead! The Rainbow fed!
For Eternity is newborn and from its coils The Past shed!
Behold Her Quest is now whole! A New Mirror of Earth’s Soul!
For by the death of old Midas is freed the treasure he stole!
And she is Free! She is Free! The liberation of Psyche!
From Hell hath she climbed on the roots of a tree!
And The Dream Gates of Fantasia by Love’s Rainbow Key!
Now through The Mirror of The Earth the twin loops of Infinity
They are The Circles of Eternity!
The Living Dance of Spring’s Mystery!
The Emerald Rings of The Earth, The Green Vision of Psyche!
And she is dancing! Forever dancing!
A new song of endless beauty!
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∞
The Tenth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation:
The Wild Insight of Her Green Vision transforming The Orb of The Earth
-o0oNow where the kiss of The Sun upon The Earth doth bestow
There The Butterfly is born, and as a seed, she doth grow
Her shining emeralds are woven sunbeams in the ring of her hearth,
For The Green Leaves of Spring are The Wings of The Earth
And the forest of her vision grows in the soil of Earth’s heart,
For The Rainbow’s sweet end is reborn in its start
Now The Green Wings of Spring enfold The Worlds in Her Dream
And in the mirror of her eyes is the future foreseen
The Dance of Life, as a flower around The Shrine of The Wild
The Faery Princess of The Greenwood, The Lovely Butterfly Child
For reborn is The Pythia, Her Emerald Fire fills Fate’s Hearth
And Green hath turned The Omphalos in The Centre of The Earth
This is The Ball of The Butterfly around The Ancient World Tree
To awaken in The Earth the emerald dreams of The Faery
Behold The World Tree is fruiting, and its seeds are flung wide
In each Green Seed of Fate doth The Future now hide
For The Dream Dance of Psyche is sung and sealed
The Mystery of Elysius both hidden and revealed

-o0o-
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THE DANCE OF THE BUTTERFLY ECLIPSE
In the beginning, MAN created the idea that WOMAN was not competent to make important decisions.
In the year 2016AD, MAN ‘most’ generously (thus far) gives WOMAN less than 5% of the existing seats of
government ~ an important decision-making apparatus of Humanity. A Key to Human Civilization.
A Key he needs to share.
If MAN has complete control of the decision making apparatus, then MAN is responsible for the decisions
made. Including Global Warming.
MAN has his talents. WOMAN has hers. Both these talents exist to fulfil survival tasks, but only MAN’s
talents are represented in human government. Is it surprising that… Our House is on Fire.
You can’t solve a problem with the same type of thinking that causes it. WOMAN will clean up The Mess.
But you need to…
Give Mummy The Keys!
And quickly!


THE BUTTERFLY ECLIPSE
THE 1ST PHASE: THE RISING MOON ~ THE RISE OF WOMAN
This game is past the point of nonsense. Global Warming is a far more significant event than MAN
understands. MAN will now willingly and with gracefully assist WOMAN to assume the reigns of
academia and industry and government and intelligence and banking. Thus, the 1st phase of the
solution is to fully and unreserved involve WOMAN in the social apparatuses decision-making.
MAN is civilized enough to recognize that both politeness and wisdom now dictate he open doors for
WOMAN. Let this be a symbol.
Our House is on Fire.
Give Mummy The Keys!
And you will do this in the understanding that she is actually going to completely take over the functioning
of those apparatuses, for a period. MAN will retain those tasks that require his lovely Chivalry.
Misogynistic governments who resist face active, organized female conspiracy from within and without.
There is work that need to be done, or we won’t survive. WOMAN understands the House game. She will
roll up her sleeves and fix everything.
In return for handing over The Keys, WOMAN solemnly agrees that there will be no prudery, and MAN
may debauch on fine foods and exotic intoxicants as he wills. He can begin, whilst she is cleaning up his
mess. (You had a Satyr negotiating for you.) No more time for nonsense. Our House is on Fire.
Give Mummy The Keys!
And then go and debauch yourself, quietly and without disturbing anybody.


THE BUTTERFLY ECLIPSE
THE 2ND PHASE: THE ZENITH MOON ~ THE WINGS OF WOMAN
The political influence of WOMAN passes 50%, and she begins to get things done!
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Working together in common experience, need, and purpose, women’s influence and connectivity cuts
across and through every political boundary. And being universally fed to the back teeth with MAN’s
political nonsense, WOMAN is working in a far more practical and unified manner than MAN.
A global problem. A global pattern of solution. And the symbol will be The Moon. WOMAN.
This is WOMAN’s Work. And perhaps MAN’s first historical opportunity to discover see that WOMAN is
more than a pretty ornament. She is his helper and she loves him, even if he is a silly goat. MAN created
this problem. Seat by seat, he will now willingly hand over full control of governments to WOMAN. And
she will laugh in scorn if he tries to shrug her off with incomplete power!
Our House is on Fire. No more nonsense!
Give Mummy The Keys!


THE BUTTERFLY ECLIPSE
THE 3RD PHASE: THE NEWBORN MOON ~ THE TAO OF WOMAN
The Third Phase of The Butterfly Eclipse occurs when The House is cleaned and The Work is Complete!
Humanity is safe, and human civiliation is looking very pretty, clean, and organized. That is when The
Party begins!
The Future must involve a paradigm where ability rather than gender (or any other factor) determines
social role ~ either extreme faces the same problem of incomplete representation of natural talents and
inclinations, and matriarchy is merely a pendulum swing on a movement toward balance.
When The House is Happy, The Third Phase will begin. In a single act, like a wave of crystalization
spreading over the globe, WOMAN will transit every government to a new paradigm of gender-equal
representation. And you will never pretend She is incompetent again!
MAN, astonished by the new beauty and dimensions of his partner sex, will discover a new closeness. She
has long wanted him to look upon her wings!
007. Bond. Jamima Bond.
THESE WORDS OF LOVE WERE WRITTEN BY A SATYR WHO WANDERED FROM MAN TO WORSHIP AT THE FORBIDDEN SHRINE
OF WOMAN.
YOU OWN MY SOUL. YOU ALWAYS HAVE.
MY BELOVED GODDESS.
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And so begineth….

The Spring Dance of The Butterfly
000.
The Muse, she is dreaming, in a pool of flaming locks,
The Sacred Fire of The Moonwell in The Circle of Ancient Rocks
Round the flame pipes the satyr, to the bright mother Moon
By his song, weaves threads of dreams into a fiery cocoon
Around The Seed of The Earth a petaled vision of cornucopia
And in this lotus of change grow the wings of utopia….
00.
The Muse, she is dreaming, in a whorl of flaming locks
The Petaled Fire of The Moonwell in The Circle of Ancient Rocks
Round the gift of the satyr as a grail is she curled
Her living cradle of fire for The Seed of A New World
And by her light in The Moonwell through the seasons he played
For the cruel claws of winter could not enter that sacred glade
0.
The Muse, she is dreaming, in a lotus of flaming locks
The Fire Flower of The Moonwell in The Circle of Ancient Rocks
Behold, her bright petals full, and her sweet promise ripe
With The Seed of Living Dreams from the satyr’s pipe
And through the snow, beyond the grove, the first holly did gleam
The cry of winter dying, the coming birth of the dream
I.
O Turn! O Turn!
Ancient Wheel of The World!
Round Flowered Urn! Round Flowered Urn!
Behold The Lotus! Her nectar spilling and her petals unfurled!
She Emerges! She Emerges!
From The Moon’s Dream Gate!
Through The Tunnel of The Vortex in The Womb of Fate!
II.
She Awakens! She Awakens!
The Sacred Butterfly is Born!
A Wild Song in her eyes that doth The Earth Transform!
O Moon! O Moon!
The Frogs sing of Her Birth!
Their Faery Croon! Their Faery Croon!
Round The Moonwell chant Her Dream, The Green Heralds of The Earth!
III.
O Come! O Come!
Lords and Ladies of The Sky!
One by one! One by one!
With Ancient Gifts of Bright Song for Fantasia’s Butterfly!
She Flies! She Flies!
Child of The Madness of Spring!
From The Moonwell’s Sacred Flower, The Gift of Change doth she bring!
IV.
She Dances! She Dances!
Wild Wings of Green Madness!
Her Dream entrances! Her Dream entrances!
Weaves The Circle through Standing Stones, The Rainbow Coils of The Oribus!
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All Behold! All Behold!
Her Earthen Wreath of Transformation
By The Kiss of The Oribus, her wild Coronation!
The Dreaming Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The New-Born Madness of Spring her dreaming dance incites!
Green Threads of Fate’s Loom, by her dance, she doth lace,
That Earth’s bough, to leaf and bloom, by her dance of wild grace!
The Child Princess of The Greenwood, she is robed in bright Spring.
Crowned in Earth’s secret future, grows her Royal Signet Ring.
And your world is awakening to The Song of Standing Stones
The Ancient Grove is overflowing Her Living Forest through Your Homes
And you are dancing! You are dancing! In the wonder of Her Love!
As a circle around The World Tree, 'neath her green wings up above!
V.
For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Fertile Madness of Spring, her Dreaming Dance incites!
Green boughs ripe with fruit spring up wild in her wake
Her living jewels of transformation are for The Earth to partake
And her Spring Ball’s emerald mystery, by Love’s Rites we revere
The Wild Feast of The Butterfly transforming The Earth Sphere!
And by The Wings of Newborn Spring hath your sleeping world been kissed
For The Greenwood’s Cornucopia is to The Earth her gift!
And through the cities, and through the farms, and through the wasted land
The emerald fires of change, hath by her dance been fanned!
VI.
For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Building Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
By her deep forest enchantment, The Prince of Earth is beguiled,
His castle caught in the dance of The Butterfly Child
Wreathed in Earth, robed in Fate, The Daughter of The Queen,
Doth bind The Maypole in her Ribbon of Green!
The Minarets of The Earth are wreathed in Spring to call the fawns!
And Behold! The Newborn Satyrs! And Behold! Their Emerald Horns!
And their bright horns’ wild calls, beautiful and strange,
Echo through the city in the grip of great change
VII.
For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Rising Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
Behold her wings enfold your city, now comes The Dance of The Satyrs!
And wildly plunge, through wreathed font, the emerald shafts of their spears!
And drunk on Spring! And Nereids’ mirth! Their untamed madness erupts!
Overflowing wild forest streams, from blushing Earth’s fertile cups!
And The Butterfly! She is robed in a mist of sweet dew!
And she laughs as she as dances and pours her blessings over you!
And you are baptised! You are baptised! Her Spring Rain anoints your head!
And through The Veil of Her Dream, to The Future you are led
VIII.
For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Waking Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
What is real? What is not? Between The Worlds there is a wall
Behold the cracks! They’re snaking through it! And beyond, The Woodlands call!
Behold The Giants of The Forest! Behold The Wind Song of The Treants!
Into your soul, pours their song, The Wild Wisdom of The Ancients!
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And The Earth! She is stirring at The Call of The Treants!
She is heaving and awakening to The Summons of Their Chants!
And The Mirror of Your World, a grey web of steel and concrete!
Is shuddering and fracturing to her swoon of madness sweet!
IX.
For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Quaking Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
Branching Cracks of The Wild through foundations, they are creeping
Green Tendrils of Madness up through the factures, they are seeping
The Fertile Earth! In Love’s Dream! She is shuddering and quaking!
As through your mirror, Earth’s Ravine! For your mirror she is breaking!
And The Butterfly, she is whirling above the precipice in a trance
As you are caught in the whirlpool of change by her dance
And you are spinning! You are spinning! Fate’s kaleidoscope is swirled!
And a Forest of Dreams up through the floor of your world
X.
For The Butterfly she is dancing, hear the song of wild pipes
Spring’s Deluge of Madness her Dreaming Dance incites!
From Earth’s fissure, three tongues of vapour as The Breath of The Fates
And she dreams as she drinks the emerald kisses of three snakes
Three Threads of The Loom to loose The Power of The Wild
For The Sacred Rites of Spring are by The Dance of a Child

Behold the water of voice hath taken form as a stone
A living orb of deepest emerald in the crevice of Earth’s loam
And Three Tongues of The Oribus around The Eye of The Wheel
That in The Grove of The Greenwood, Fate’s mysteries to reveal
Behold The Jewel of The Wild, a birthmark upon The Princess
The Living Seal of Her Will, The Dreaming Lines of The Omphalos
This is The Ball of The Butterfly and comes The Feast of The Wild
Returning Spring from the underworld by The Birth of a Child!
Behold The People are rejoicing and The World Tree in bloom
Her Dance of Change, their souls voicing, as they revel in Love’s swoon!
And hails old Midas! From his mine! For to The Feast hath been lead!
A silver dish before old Midas, for the guests must be fed!
And you are caught in the laughter of their wild dance of Life
Your yearning soul, with fertile glances, doth The Future entice!
And The Scientist and The Faery; they are waltzing at her Ball!
Behold the satyr! He is laughing, as he shatters your precious wall!
And you are drowning! You are drowning! In the flood of ancient dreams!
The Lovely Kisses of Fantasia, Earth’s New Robe of Forest Greens
And now The Rainbow who is The Oribus encoil The Earth in Emerald Dreams!
That from Death to New Life, The Ancient Earth his kiss Redeems!
O Rainbow Coils of Turning Madness! Thou art The Whirlpool of The Universe!
Thou art The Gateway of Change, and thou hast swallowed The Earth!
And Earth hath died! And been reborn! By the mystery of thy kiss!
O Ancient Earth! Thou art changing! O Ancient Earth! Thy change is Bliss!
Now before you The Rainbow Bridge o’er abyss of time’s rift
The World of Dreams and World of Earth, they around you merge and shift
Your Soul’s Chains, they are sundered by The Pipes of The Lyrist!
The Waking Earth, she dones the robe of Fantasia’s Wild Forest!
And you are dancing! And she is dancing! The Spring Dance of The Wild!
The Rainbow Bridge to The Future, sequere a dreaming child!
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And The Gates to Fantasia, long sealed, are flung wide!
Fate’s Path to Her Forest on emerald wings we ride!
And by The Kiss of The Oribus is The Past struck dead
The Wheel of The Universe made a garland for enfant head!
And You Awaken! You Awaken! To her Dream of Lovely Madness!
By her Love, her living grail hath filled your soul with Life’s Gladness!
The deed is done! Future begun!
A new tapestry is spun!
And dam the dead! The Rainbow fed!
For Eternity is newborn and from its coils The Past shed!
Behold Her Quest is now whole! A New Mirror of Earth’s Soul!
For by the death of old Midas is freed the treasure he stole!
And she is Free! She is Free! The liberation of Psyche!
From Hell hath she climbed on the roots of a tree!
And The Dream Gates of Fantasia by Love’s Rainbow Key!
Now through The Mirror of The Earth the twin loops of Infinity
They are The Circles of Eternity!
The Living Dance of Spring’s Mystery!
The Emerald Wings of The Earth, The Green Vision of Psyche!
And she is dancing! Forever dancing!
A new song of endless beauty!

∞
Now where the kiss of The Sun upon The Earth doth bestow
There The Butterfly is born, and as a seed, she doth grow
Her shining emeralds are golden sunbeams through the ring of her hearth,
For The Green Leaves of Spring are The Wings of The Earth
And the forest of her vision grows in the soil of Earth’s heart,
For The Rainbow’s sweet end is reborn in its start
Now The Green Wings of Spring enfold The Worlds in Her Dream
And in the mirror of her eyes is the future foreseen
The Dance of Life is a flower around The Shrine of The Wild
The Faery Princess of The Greenwood, The Lovely Butterfly Child
For reborn is The Pythia, Her Emerald Fire fills Fate’s Hearth
And Green hath turned The Omphalos in The Centre of The Earth
This is The Ball of The Butterfly around The Ancient World Tree
To awaken in The Earth the emerald dreams of The Faery
Behold The World Tree is fruiting, and its seeds are flung wide
In each Green Seed of Spring doth The Future now hide
For The Dream Dance of Psyche is sung and sealed
The Mystery of Elysius both hidden and revealed
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III.
The Awakening of The Standing Stones
The Advanced Formulae of Animal Summoning and The Arcanum of Ecology

Summoning Plants are the first key to attracting animals into the urban
environment, however some animals require conditions in addition to their Summoning
Plants. Here will be outlined the advanced formulae for animal summoning in urban and
agricultural environments. The additional facets and technical components to successful
animal summoning, as well as the dynamics through which a summons occurs, are
revealed in this chapter.
But spare a moment, gentle reader, and before you continue, and if your
temperament is of a more active bent that finds reslesness in the silent solitude of
academic study, allow me to you suggest that all of the basic formulae of animal
summoning are to be found through the rest of this book – and it has often been said
“who has The How, needs not The Why”. While the chapter you are now peering into
contains the technical components and academic understandings that are, of course,
fundamental to the entire work of The Sylvan, you may find these ponderous passages
heavier than the other, more lively elements in this book. Yet these secrets are revealed
here, for thus is appropriate to the unfolding drama of this dream. However, if you are
not at this moment in the mood for drinking in the intoxicating scent of academic library
dust, you may find benefit in skipping this chapter for the moment, and proceeding
straight to Chapter IV. The Carnival of The Animals (p101), that you may begin your
works of Animal Summoning. And should you feel inclined, to this chapter, The
Awakening of The Standing Stones, you may return at any time to let your understanding
grow.

PART A.
THE ECOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES OF ANIMAL SUMMONING
On The Roots of Life on Planet Earth
The art of animal summoning is the art of attracting animals through
understanding their ecology. Life is an aspect of the flow of energy. For this reason, life
needs energy or it dies.
However, on our planet, there is very little energy in a form that is available to
life. Scientists have discovered that our planet is approximately four thousand, six
hundred million years old (i.e. 4.6 billion years old). After it had formed into a single
spherical lump of minerals orbiting the sun, it took around one thousand million years
(i.e. 1 billion years) to cool down enough for the crust to become solid.
And then, almost immediately, life occurred on Planet Earth!
Around one hundred million years after our planet had cool and the curst become
solid, life on Planet Earth began as small, single-celled microscopic organisms5 who ate
the chemical energy in the complex “sulphur” and “nitrogen” compounds that are
spewed out by volcanoes. These “food” compounds were little groups of atoms stuck
together in pretty patterns called “molecules” – the volcanoes coughed up lots of these.
The tiny living creatures would break open the molecules and harvest the energy
5 These organisms are even more ancient than bacteria, and they still exist. They are called Archea, and they are experts at living in
terrifyingly hostile environments!
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released by the break. In this way they would change each molecule from one big
complex bunch of atoms (chemical compound) into two or more smaller and simpler
bunches of atoms (chemical compounds). We do the same when we eat food – but we
usually eat different sorts of molecules!
Yet volcanic vents didn’t produce enough easily available chemical energy to
sustain the forests and the giant animals and all of the vast sheath of life that now covers
our planet. In fact, by comparison, food was scarcer in those days then it now is in the
middle a desert! The volcanoes did not produce enough food energy for any living things
bigger than the clusters of tiny single-celled creatures huddling around the volcanoes –
and regularly getting fried when a volcano acted unpredictably! There wasn’t enough
food on Planet Earth for life to thrive as it now does. Another form of energy was
needed.
That is when plants performed their wondrous transformation.
The first single celled life forms occurred on Planet Earth very soon after the
crust stablized, but nothing bigger or really even very different from these primitive life
forms occurred for a very, very long time – almost half the age of Planet Earth.
Around two thousand one hundred million years (2.1 billion years) after our
planet formed, one of the tiny single-celled creatures made a great transformative leap
in evolution. It “learned” to catch sunlight and store this radiant solar energy as tasty
chemical energy – sugar. Hereby, this tiny single-celled creature became the first green
miracle that would grow into the first plant.
This lovely little green life form lived in the sea (there are many volcanoes deep
in the oceans). To this day, the DNA of that single lovely little green marine creature
lives on in every plant on this planet.
With the wonderful innovation, the little green miracle could transform the fierce
burning glare of the Sun into a resource it could use creatively. That little green fellow
no longer needed to eat the chemical molecules from the volcanoes. In fact, it didn’t need
anything except the kisses of the sunbeams! And it spent all its days making sugar from
the sun’s kisses, and sharing this sugar with every other living thing (as lots of other
things decided this little green fellow was tasty). For the first time in the whole history
of Planet Earth, there was lots of energy for everyone! New creatures could begin to
develop and life no longer needed to live around the hot smoky dangerous volcanic
vents!
This little green fellow began to bring vast amounts of energy from space, turning
it into sweet sugar and filling the whole planet with its loveliness! For plants are the
gentlest of living creatures, they eat nobody and they freely share their love with every
other creature on this planet. Sharing their love has not made them weak; it has made
them very successful. And their love has caused the creation of every large life form on
this planet.
That little green creature, though microscopic in size, had many children, each
one a small green wonder who basked among the sunbeams, creating sweet sugar from
their kisses and sharing this sweetness with every other living thing. And these beautiful
little green creatures filled the ancient oceans. In fact, even though it was small, it had so
many children that at any one time, the size of them together was greater than all the
leaves in all the forests that exist today. And though the original form of that first little
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fellow has long since gone extinct (for that organism, like all life, is in a constant state of
change, improving itself and diversifying itself into many new forms) – yet it remains to
this day, one of the most successful organisms on this planet, for it is the grandfather of
all the green plants and algae and phytoplankton of Planet Earth. And it is this original
seed of green life on our planet that the great dance of The Sylvan celebrates and
reveres.
As it spread and filled the oceans, this seed of green life began to concentrate
sunlight from beyond the abyss of space into vast quantities of easily available chemical
energy, sugar, here on our planet. Before it came, there was only the little bit of chemical
energy from the volcanoes available to life on Earth. Yet now that it had arrived, it
brought vast quantities of new energy from space to here on Planet Earth. This
abundance of energy was the fundamental factor that allowed life to diversify into new,
larger and more complex species – all relying upon the energy that these newborn
plants lovingly and freely provided.
So it came to pass that these tiny green creatures grew into all of the
phytoplankton of the oceans, and then grew into all the algae and then moved onto the
land to form the first plants. It is they who collect the energy of the universe and make it
available to all other life on this planet. And thus it is they who are the basis of every
ecosystem – every food chain.
Actually, not quite every ecosystem – there are a few exceptions. And these
exceptions are most interesting indeed, for they help us to understand the mysterious
patterns of life on our home planet!
There still exist here on Planet Earth that first most ancient group of primitive
microscopic life forms who fed upon the volcanic vents – and they still feed today upon
the scalding hot sulphur and nitrogen compounds pouring out of those deep burning
fissures. You can see them in volcanic pools on the surface of the land in some places.
But they are most spectacular at the deep ocean ridges where volcanoes pour forth great
plumes of gas and larva into the ocean as they form new land and devour old land. In
these dark inhospitable places exist some of the most strange and fantastic creatures,
ecosystems where all food chains have these bacteria at their root. I will call these The
Vulcan Ecosystems, for no plants dwell here!
But micoscopic organism who eat minerals directly are the alternative to the
green plants. Hence, these rare and terrible volcanic ecosystems are the only type of
food chain on this planet that does not trace back to the green “plants”. But perhaps
even that is changing….
Deep in the melted ruins of the destroyed Chernobyl nuclear reactor in The
Ukraine, a new type of “summoning plant” is evolving – a fungus that gains its energy
from a most unlikely source. This strange life form feeds upon deadly nuclear radiation
in the same way that plants feed upon sunlight6. Scientists are very excited over this
development, for it has long been believed that almost nothing could survive the deadly
levels of nuclear radiation that exist in the deeps of those ruins. This strange new
evolutionary event is perhaps one of the most spectacular occurrences in our planet’s
recent evolutionary history. It is possible that in future, this radiation-harvesting

6 This process has been named radiosynthesis, and much work remains before this topic will be fully understood. However, some of
the top research institutions in the world, including the Albert Einstein Institute for Nuclear Medicine (USA) are pioneering this
research.
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organism will become the root of new food chains. However, that has not yet occurred.
But, gentle reader, that is another story, to be told in another place.
And we are not going to be summoning any animals who have volcanic bacteria,
or other rare oddities, at the root of their food chains!
All other ecosystems on our living planet find green life at their root. Thus I will
call these The Sylvan Ecosystems, for at the root of every food chain in these ecosystems
are the photosynthetic organisms who are descended from that first seed of green life:
the plants, the algae, and the phytoplankton. It is the animals of these sylvan ecosystems
who once lived where our cities now stand. And it is they who will return by our sylvan
art of animal summoning.

On The Greater Principles of Animal Summoning
Most life on Planet Earth relies on those lovely green wonders that are descended
from that first green seed of green life. But that first seed of green life has spread out to
become many, many different types of plants and photosynthetic organisms! And each
different plant supports different types of animal. By understanding these flows of life
energy, we can understand why animals come to an area or leave an area. By
understanding these natural patterns we can adjust our human created landscapes to
either attract and support particular animals or to cause other animals to leave.
There are three basic ecological dynamics that underpin movement and change
in animal populations. Understanding these principles allows us to create life-giving
change in the ecosystems of our urban and agricultural landscapes.
To study these ecological principles in native ecosystems is the research science
of ecology. However, to apply these principles to govern the presence or absence of
animal species in human created landscapes is the ecological art of animal summoning.
The First Greater Principal of Animal Summoning

The Summoning Plants

Strictly speaking, not all summoning plants are plants! Scientists classify the
phytoplankton, the algae and the plants, as three different groups! And they define fungi
as an entirely different line of evolution, more closely related to animals than to the
plant kingdom!
Yet in the nomenclature of Animal Summoning, a summoning plant is defined as
any organism at the root of the choosen animal’s food chain – this can include plants,
algae, phytoplankton, and even chemotropic microorganisms (in vulcan ecosystems) or
fungi (if the Chernobyl occurrence develops!), or as any plant that creates conditions
needed by the choosen animal.
Most ocean ecosystems find phytoplankton or algae at their root – and these are
the summoning plants you will need in order to summon the marine wonders of these
food chains. However, this scroll focuses upon terrestrial (i.e. land-based) ecosystems,
and we will delve only a little into the ocean ecosystems in this composition. Despite this
variety in “summoning plants”, there are very, very few terrestrial examples of food
chains that are not rooted in the green plants that fit your traditional expectations.
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The term “summoning plant” is a common parlance7 ideal for use in the art of
animal summoning: it describes the function of the object type and thus facilitates
applied proficiency in the skill being studied.
Food chains are the first mystery of the summoning plants.
Ecosystems are built of food chains. Food chains are lines of energy moving
through an ecosystem. For example: The wild grass of the Australian plains is a green
7 Scientists use their own technical dialect designed to describe the natural operations (rather than the useful anthropogenic
applications) of each feature of reality. This is one important way in which “scientific knowledge” differs from “technological
knowledge”, and it will be useful for us to explore this idea.
Scientific Knowledge is a description of the natural features of the universe, i.e. it is theoretical knowledge. Technological Knowledge
is a description of systems for using the natural features of the universe to fulfill human objectives, i.e. it is applied knowledge.
Nevertheless, Science itself supercedes all forms of knowledge, for it is the methodological system of ordered thought that
encompasses not only the process of understanding, but also all products of that process, e.g. all knowledge, skills, and devices
consequent of that process of inquiry through ordered thought. So how are these definintions useful to our present discussion?
The discipline of Animal Summoning is a technology, the ideas, language, and concepts underpinning it are a form of technological
knowledge – an application of scientific knowledge to achieve a human objective. Research scientists, however, describe the same
phenomenon using a different organization of thought and language – they are dealing with the same things, but from a different
point of view.
We use the term “summoning plants” to represent all plants used in animal summoning formulae – because this is an eminently
practical and uncomplicated way to organize our thoughts in alignment with our objective. However, in the strict languages of the
ecological sciences, this single uncomplicated term is divided into a a series of branches and definitions; for example:
a) Organisms (e.g. plants, algae, cyanobacteria, vulcan bacteria, phototrophic fungi!, etc.) at the root of an animal’s food
chains are called the animal’s facilitating autotrophs (i.e. “the organisms that create and sustain the energy inflow of the animal’s
food chains”).
b) Organisms whose actions upon the environment create the environmental conditions that facilitate the establishment
of a specific animal are given a different name – they are called the animal’s facilitating ecological engineers. This term is not limited
to plants, for can be used to describe any organism that creates and sustains the habitat features that facilitate the establishment of
the facilitated animal.
As you can see, it is a lot easier for us to use the term, “summoning plants” – the term allows us to easily organize the vast field of
knowledge into easily accessible tools that suit our needs. And hence, the language pattern of animal summoning is a technological
dialect of Science.
Many of the differences in these two vocabulary patterns stem from the fact that while both ecological scientists and practitioners of
animal summoning are using the same basic ecological knowledge, their objectives differ. What does this mean? Let us consider a
scenario:
For example, a particularly beautiful wild bird needs a dammed “beaver pond” situated in the riparian strip of an urban creek line in
order to establish a population in this region of the city. Both the scientist and the practitioner of animal summoning gaze upon this
situation – how is their language structured to articulate their differing points of view?
The scientist uses the term, facilitating autotrophs to describe a) the aquatic plants who are eaten by the fish who are eaten by the
beautiful wild bird (i.e. the plants at the root of the bird’s food chain); and the term, facilitating ecological engineers to describe b) the
aquatic plants that clean the water of the beaver pond (facilitating the presence of the fish and thus, the bird), and c) the beaver
whose action upon the environment creates the “beaver pond” (i.e. a condition needed by the bird).
In linguistic variance, the practitioner of animal summoning will use the term, summoning plants to describe both a) the aquatic
plants who are eaten by the fish who are eaten by the beautiful wild bird, and b) the aquatic plants who clean the water of the beaver
pond; while the term, habitat feature is used to describe c) the dammed beaver pond (which may be created either by using an
anthropogenic facimile or by summoning a beaver).
Each of the two different vocabularies is a mirror of the same understanding. Hence, one core paradigm of scientific understanding
resonates two articulations to facilitate two objectives: the theoretical and the applied. Differing articulations of undiffering
understanding, both of the divergent articulations share a harmony and are mutually complementary - a paired linguistic harmonic
of a cognitive singularity in understanding.
Developing our understanding of language in this ways raises questions in regard to the idea of “truth”. As you awakens to science,
an expanding understanding of the universe, old ways of thinking that were once great tools of understanding become blindfolds to
hold you back. New ways of thinking become important. Science is the tool of ordered inquiry it is your “inner eye”, the way by which
your mind opens to “see” or “become aware” of the universe around you. Language is not a tool of “truth”. Language is a tool for
articulation and exploring the dimensions of each new understanding, each new “event of awakening”. One of the first steps in the
mastering of your visionary tool of ordered inquiry involves learning how to use and understanding your own voice. Hence, it may
amuse you to note that the most important discussions you will ever hold are the discussions you will hold with yourself.
For you are the voice of the universe as it gazes upon itself.
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plant. It does not eat any living creatures. It gets its energy from the kisses of the
sunbeams. It stores this energy in a sweet and wonderful chemical form called sugar.
Energy from Outer Space (i.e. The Sun) is gathered by the grass and stored as sugar.
The lovely graceful little wallaby (a small type of kangaroo) eats the wild grass.
This is how it gets its energy. Life needs energy, and larger animals need a lot of it!
However, the little wallaby is chased and eaten by the wild dingo (a type of
Australian wolf) of the grassy plains. It needs energy too!
So the grass gathered energy from outer space, and then it passed on this energy
to the little wallaby, and then this energy is passed onto the wild dingo. This is a chain of
energy – a “food chain”.
levels.

Each animal is a “link” in the food chain – and these “links” are called trophic

The wild green grass of the plains is the first trophic level – it is the "harvests” the
energy of the universe, and so it is called a “primary producer”. The little vegetarian
wallaby is the second trophic level – it eats only plants, so it called a "herbivore". The
wild dingo of the plains is the third trophic level, it eats other animals, so it is called a
"carnivore".
But even the sleekly muscled, fast and powerful dingo, when he dies, will return
to the earth and be eaten by fungi and bacteria, the fourth trophic level – they are called
“decomposers”, for their job is to break down take the energy out of the chemical
elements of the dead life form’s body and release these elements back into the soil. The
grass of the plains (the first trophic level) will then collect the simple nutrients of these
exhausted elements from the soil, and it will bind them full of new sunbeams to form
new complex energy-rich compounds. These will again be eaten by the wallaby, who will
use this energy to sustain its life. Perhaps you begin to see that the food chain is actually
a circle – the eternal cycle of regeneration and life.
The ancient aboriginal people of Australia described this eternal cycle of life and
regeneration a Rainbow Serpent of universal energy that eats its own tail, ever growing
from the energy it devoures – The Circle of Life.
This image of The Rainbow Serpent is called The Oribus, and it is an ancient
symbol among the Hellenistic cultures also. The indigenous peoples of Australia8 have
long taught that the whole universe exists as patterns in the scales of The Rainbow
Serpent – it is the beginning of that which has no beginning and the end of that which
has no end: infinity, self-contained and eternally cycling, and there is nothing beyond
this serpent. These beautiful and wise peoples of Australia see The Rainbow Serpent as
their father, as the centre and the circumference of their understanding of the universe.
Why am I delving into mythology?

8 Many books have been written on the indigenous folk of Australia, yet almost all worthless. If you seek to love and understand the
beautiful nature of this ancient people, I suggest you begin with “The Dreamtime Book” (1973) by a dreamer of the ancient ways
named Ainslie Roberts. This is an astonishing book. My father is a scientist with a deep interest in anthropology, and I grew up with a
large hardbound volume of this book among the hundreds of other tomes of lost myths and translations of ancient texts that filled
the bookshelves covering every wall of my bedroom (and every other room in our house). I spent much of my childhood gazing into
this wonderful, deep and terrible book; I fear that it may have shaped the path of my life and my soul ever since!
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The intellect is but one language. The human psyche also interprets the universe
in through the language of emotion – and her voice is not explict, but metaphorical. As
an icon or symbol of the whole universe, The Rainbow Serpent is certainly an eloquently
apt and imaginative emotional representation of Newton’s First Law of
Thermodynamics – all of the energy in the universe can change form, but can never
cease to be. From this point of view, The Rainbow Serpent of ancient indigenous
understanding shifts and materializes as a astonishingly new lens, bringing into
emotional focus the true nature and beauty of our universe with a new and aweinspiring clarity. By expressing the discoveries of science through the use of a symbol, a
profound emotional interface is created between your internal world (your “mind”) and
the external universe around you. These sorts of connections are awakenings of
understanding, and they can be created through the intellect or through the emotions –
through Science or through Art.
Art is powerful and important. Science has tried to communicate many startling
discoveries to the common people, but where it has spoken in the one-sided voice of the
intellect, the common people have invariably responded with bewilderment and
distrust. To reawaken our understanding of the secret language of imagination is to
return to Art her role of honour that her voice will again be heared in the innermost
temple of Science.
It is said that when the celebrated French artist, Pablo Picasso first gazed upon
the 17 000 year old Paleolithic paintings on the walls of the Lascaux cave (France), he
said, “We have invented nothing”. The ancient indigenous peoples of Australia are deep
and philosophical souls, their world-view imaginative, beautiful, and sometimes,
frightening. This is a symbolic act of love and healing, reminding us of our connection to
The Earth and honouring the role of the native peoples of our planet in the new sylvan
world, that this image of The Rainbow Serpent weaves his ancient coils through the soul
of this seed of wild wisdom.
However, I digress.
In the example of the dingo, the wallaby and the wild grass of the Australian
plains, I have described but one food chain, yet from any one plant will stem many
different food chains – many different herbivours eat the wild grass of the Australian
plains. These food chains will cross, weave and intersect as the flow of the energy
spreads out to form the web of the ecosystem. And yet if this wild grass is removed, each
of these food chains will collapse and die. For the animals in these food chains, denied
access to the flow of energy that is rooted in this summoning plant, cannot remain in the
area. Thus is this wild grass of the Australian plains the summoning plant of the dingo –
the dingo does not eat it, or even pay attention to it, but if this grass is removed from its
territory, the wallaby will leave, and so the dingo must leave also, or starve to death!
Perhaps you begin understand the secret of the wild grass and why it is called the
summoning plant of these animals. They rely on it for their existence.
However, many animals have more than one summoning plant. Consider the
dingo. He may feed upon two or three different animals, each of whom eats a different
plant. If one of these plants is completely removed from the area, than one of the animals
he eats will disappear – his food will become more scarce and life will become more
difficult for him. Therefore, if one of his summoning plants is removed, dingo population
numbers will be reduced in the area. Yet if all of his summoning plants are removed, the
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animals he eats will completely disappear - thus the dingo will disappear from the area.
What does "disappear” mean?
It means he will leave or he will die.
This is the secret of the power of the summoning plants. By taking the abundant
celestial energy from outside of Planet Earth, and concentrating this energy on Planet
Earth in an easily accessible form, summoning plants create habitat for their particular
animals.
The animals access their summoning plant’s energy either directly (as herbivores
eating the plant) or indirectly (as carnivores eating the herbivores who ate the plant).
Each summoning plant supports its own chains of animals – thus it is called the
summoning plant of those animals. In this way, summoning plants create habitat for the
animals they support.
Summoning plants are the first element in any formula for summoning an animal.
Some animals can be summoned with a single plant. Of course, many animals use
different plants at different times of year – and so you can often choose the times of year
you want an animal to visit your garden. You will be creating artistic patterns that flow
through both time and space – shifting annual cycles. And you will learn the secrets of
this wonder as your understanding and your skills grow.
Animals always seek to take advantage of new habitat by moving into it and
establishing a population - unless there is a factor stopping them. Other principals of
animal summoning address the factors and dynamics that might prevent animals from
establishing in new habitat – and how to overcome these problems when they arise in a
summoning.
Energy is the root of their power, but summoning plants create habitat in many
other ways as well. Let us return to our story of life’s early journey on the prehistoric
planet Earth.
Let us again remember that first microorganism who transformed itself from a
vulcan life form into a little green wonder who could catch the kisses of the Sun. This
little green wonder filled the oceans with his children, great green clouds so vast they
could be seen from space, their signature flowing through the fossil record. But there is
something else you should know!
Back in those very ancient days, there was virtually no oxygen in the atmosphere
of Planet Earth!
The whole of Mother Earth was blanketed in a hot fog of carbon dioxide – so hot
that there was no ice anywhere on this planet, and the only life was tiny microscopic
organisms in the seas and around the volcanoes! Yet as the vast family of that first little
green seed of life joyously sang their love to the bright ancient sun, they gathered into
their gentle embrace, that hot fog of carbon dioxide and slowly, over millions of years,
they transformed it into oxygen!
They created the lovely oxygen-rich atmosphere that now supports all large life
forms on Planet Earth!
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Not only did these little green charmers create the means of sustaining complex
life of our planet by catching sunbeams and turning them into sugar, but they also terraformed the atmosphere of Planet Earth, purified the air, cooled the planet down, and
turned the sky blue. How did they do this?
Each molecule of carbon dioxide is made of one atom of carbon and two atoms of
oxygen. With each kiss from the sun, these little green wonders used the solar energy to
split a carbon dioxide molecule, they used the carbon to assemble sugar and to build
their bodies, and they released the two oxygen atoms into the oceans and the
atmosphere. And this oxygen is their gift to every complex life form on this planet.
As each of these tiny green creatures died, many sank to the bottom of the ocean,
to blanket the sea floor. In these blankets were trapped the vast stores of carbon they
had removed from the atmosphere and used to build their bodies. Over ages of the
world, these great blankets were buried and pressed deep in the crust of our planet. And
as the aeons past, these ancient memorials, vast stores of carbon, became the oil that
you have been burning in your cars and power plants in this modern age of history –
which we call, “The Age of Oil”. I wonder what will happen if all that carbon they spent
millions of years taking out of the atmosphere is put back into the atmosphere? Planet
Earth has not had that much carbon in the atmosphere since long before the first animal
developed a backbone.
However, plants today, still carry out this ancient work of removing carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere. For every kiss from the Sun, they gift our planet with fresh
oxygen. Every green plant on our planet observes this ancient ritual of life. There are no
exceptions.
And so: behold the transformation of our planet that is the awakening of green
life. For the ancient wonder of green plants is the root of Life on Planet Earth. Without
the gentle love of the green plants, your civilization too, gentle reader, for all its power
and grand beauty, would wither and die.
The atmosphere of our planet is an example of a way in which plants create
habitat for the animals they support. Some animals do not use their summoning plants
to get energy, but to create other conditions they need. The animals these plants support
do not eat these plants – but without these plants, the animals dissappear. And not all of
these plants shape the habitat in great ways, like the atmosphere. Many create habitat in
small ways – yet these small ways are vitally important to those animals who use them!
The water plants in your frog pond clean and filter the water. Without them, your
pond would soon turn into a foul stagnant poison wherein no complex life could exist.
The plants in your pond not only clean and filter the water, they also fill it with the
oxygen they are creating with each kiss from the sun. These plants are summoning
plants for your frogs – your frogs don’t eat these plants, but without these plants your
frogs would disappear!
And the architecture of a tree is itself a marvel, its great branches house nests for
birds, its thick foliage shelters the timid and the hungry alike, and its hollows, holes and
boles are some of the most valuable homes in the animal kingdom. Many creatures love
summoning plants who they do not eat – just ask the woodpecker!
And this, gentle reader, unlocks the second great secret of The Ways of The Wild!
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The Second Greater Principal of Animal Summoning

The Habitat Features

Summoning some animals requires special and unusual habitat features, in
addition to their Summoning Plants. The frog needs the pond, the platypus needs the
creek, the marsupial glider needs the tree hollow. Regardless of how many Summoning
Plants are grown, the number of these animals that you can summoned will still be
limited by the availability of their special habitat features.
Tree hollows are a very common habitat feature used by a large range of birds,
mammals, reptiles, and even amphibians! Tree hollows are perhaps the most valuable
and sought after real estate in the forest. This fact needs to be taken into account not
only in the ecoscaping of human landscapes, but also in the regeneration of native
landscapes. It is easy for humans to replicate the functionality of a tree hollow merely
by creating a nesting box. There are hundreds of designs for this, yet the most popular
all provide protection from wet weather!
The size of a tree hollow nest box and the size of its entrance hole can be
manipulated to make it specific for certain types of animal. A large box with a very large
hole and a perch would be suitable for owls. A large size hole positioned in a different
part of the box with a different sort of perch that is accessible from the trunk of the tree
would be appropriate to tiger quoll. A smaller hole in a smaller box of this type would
attract possums. If the hole and perch is made inaccessible from the tree trunk, then
possums are excluded from the box, and mammal gliders or birds will take up residence.
A smaller hole would exclude the larger of these animals, instead enticing small-bodied
birds and small gliders (there are four types of marsupial glider in Brisbane: the largest
species is the size of a cat or small dog, the smallest is the size of a child’s hand). A still
smaller box with a small hole would be a suitable hidey-home for tree frogs and lizards.
A yet a larger box with a smaller hole would quickly be claimed by bees for a hive. A few
years ago, I put one of these in my garden and held a celebration when native bees took
up residence. Tree hollow nest boxes are also wonderful for observing your local
animals. Most animals are either active during the day, or they are nocturnal – either
way, if you go for a walk around your neighbourhood to look at the tree hollows at
around dusk you can see the animals either returning from the day of foraging, or
leaving for a night of excitement! And you can bet that when the gliders move into your
neighbourhood, everybody will know which boxes they are living in and they will have
an adoring audience each evening as they leave for a night of feasting on the nectar and
fruits of your suburb (they will get used to the attention, when they recognize there is no
threat).
Some other animals require a dense undergrowth of ground cover. Where forest
animals are concerned, this never means grass (grass never grows in a rainforest)! The
reason grass won’t attract these kind of animals is that it doesn’t provide effective cover
from above. The ground cover of forest environments is always a mat of dense
herbaceous or ferny plants with horizontal leaves. The architecture of this type of plant
provides a safe understory that is soft, beautiful, and easy to move through. In fact, this
particular habitat feature is one of the quickest ways to attract some lizards and
encourage frogs. It is easy to cultivate this type of environment, if you are prepared to
allow your garden to simply “run wild”. The benefit of this is that a wild garden requires
virtually no maintenance and supports a far higher biodiversity than any form of
manicured garden. My garden is totally wild and I have counted over twenty species of
lizard here, ranging from giant dragons to many different sorts of tiny skinks.
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However, while nest boxes and frog ponds are easily replicated habitat features,
not all animals’ habitat features are as physically apparent or as architecturally obvious.
For example, some animals have a noise threshold. This is a habitat feature that is
invisible, ambient and cannot be controlled merely by the production of a small clever
mechanical device. Habitat features sometimes involve larger aspects of the
environment. However, even these types of seemingly complex problems commonly
reduce to a work of understanding the patterns and flows of the relevant energy type.
Animals who have this noise threshold (for example) will obviously enjoy the quite
glades of the suburbs. However, with a little understanding, many can actually be
summoned into the highly urbanized city centre. The roof top-gardens of the emerald
crystals are one facet of the inner city that avoids the great tides of sonic energy by
being elevated high above the hustle and bustle of the noisy world below. In addition, at
ground level, the architecture of the environment itself ensures that there are dozens of
alcoves, allies, and corners where sonic energy levels are reduced, possibly to below the
animal’s threshold. Of course, this assumes you want to attract the animal to ground
level. But more on this later.
And it is also important to recognize that not everybody who needs a habitat
feature is an animal! Some plants and other lovely creatures also have particular habitat
features as a requirement for their establishment in a landscape. In their natural
ecosystems (which are very cold!), Wild Strawberries (Fragaria vesca) often only grow
against lovely big stones, and mostly only in open fields or alpine meadows. This is
because these stones are warmed by The Sun during the day, and at night they release
this heat into the soil to keep the strawberry’s roots warm and prevent them from
freezing. However, many farmers work hard to remove all the stones from their fields,
because they don’t want to break their ploughs. Hence, in agricultural landscapes, Wild
Strawberries usually only grow in grazing fields where the land is not tilled.
This is a plant who uses a particular habitat feature, and you will find many do.
Yet the real habitat feature of the Wild Strawberry plant is not the stone – it is warmth: a
thermal threshold. The universe is a tapestry of energy. The meadow stone is the
physical device that produces the heat well needed by the plant. As you can see, some
habitat features are linked to the creation or control of thermal energy patterns through
a landscape.
Some animals require a percentage of canopy cover as a habitat feature. Some
birds, for example, will only nest in a dense patch of woodland where the sky is mostly
filtered out by the green boughs overhead. There are extremely easy tricks to attracting
these animals into the urban environment, however I won’t ruin the surprise.
The first step to ecologically regenerating an urban or agricultural area is
growing the animals’ Summoning Plants and building their habitat features. Hereby the
area is transformed into attractive new habitat, which the animals will be eager to claim.
Then the question becomes: can the animals get there….
The Third Greater Principle of Animal Summoning

Ecological Connectivity

An animal can only be summoned to a new location if the animal can get there!
This means there must be a “source population” that can reach the newly opened
habitat you have created. A “source population” is an established, self-sustaining group
of animal you want to summon. Usually, you will find this population of animals in the
fragments of wilderness on the edge of your city. Sometimes there are a few types of
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animals who have already spread from the wilderness fragment to establish source
populations in urban locations that are close to you. But most animals you want to
summon, you will be calling from the wilderness fragments on the edge of your city.
These wilderness fragments hold source populations of almost every type of animal we
will be summoning into the urban landscape. For this reason, they are very important to
the regeneration of your city.
In the greater map of your landscape, any large parcel of undisturbed wild
habitat is a wilderness fragment – most wilderness fragments are national parks or
nature reservations. Having wilderness fragments on your city fringe is obviously
extremely useful. Every city would do well to protect the wilderness fragments it is in
contact with. It is from these grails of life that the animals will overflow: spreading
through your city.
A good start to understanding the ecology of your city will be for you to get a map
and locate the wilderness fragments around the edges of your city. On most common
urban maps at the current stage in history, patches of wilderness as well as recreational
parks and sporting fields, are all shown using the same cartographic9 symbol - a block of
green. This means that you might have to take a little trip to have a look and see which of
these areas is actually a wilderness patch. Once you have identified these, you can draw
rings around them on your city map. Now let us take a look at that map and see what it
can tell us.
I wander if you have ever tried to swim from one island to another across an
ocean? Awfully difficult isn’t it. Well, it is just as difficult for many animals to pass
through the urban landscape as it is for you to swim between those islands. In fact, as
you look at your map it might occur to you how much those little patches of wilderness
look like “islands” in the “ocean” of the urban landscape.
The idea of “islands” of welcoming habitat in an “ocean” of hostile background
matrix is a very important way of understanding the patterns of ecology in a landscape –
and we will use this idea a lot.
This “ocean” of highly urbanize (unregenerated) landscape on your map is often
called the “hostile background matrix” of the landscape. The animals must move through
this “ocean” of hostile background matrix in order to get from one “island” of welcoming
habitat to another. This idea of “islands” in an “ocean” is actually one of the core
paradigms (i.e. patterns of thought) used by ecological scientists to understand the
ecosystem dynamics of landscapes. The concept is called The Island Biogeography
Theory (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967)10.
Sometimes there are “paths” of certain specific types of habitat that animals can
use to move through this hostile urban ocean. An easy and safe “path” which will allow
an animal to move easily through the “ocean” of hostile background landscape (e.g. the
urban landscape) is called a wildlife corridor. For many animals, a creek line with healthy
vegetation along its banks makes a very good movement path (i.e. “wildlife corridor”)
9 Cartography is the ancient science of making maps. A “cartographic symbol” is a symbol used on a map to represent a feature of the
region being mapped.
10 The information I have outlined in this scroll is sufficient for the use of this principle in Animal Summoning. However, for town
planners and enthusiastic experts interested in a deeper understanding of this fundamentally important theory, I suggest a book by
LD Harris (1984) “The Fragmented Forest: Island Biogeography Theory and The Preservation of Biotic Diversity”, University of Chicago
Press, Chicago. I will also suggest Michael Soulé (1991), “Land Use Planning and Wildlife Maintenance: Guidelines for Conserving
Wildlife in an Urban Landscape” (Journal of American Planning Association 57:3, p331-323). These form a worthwhile introduction
exploring the manners in which scientists have been applying the ecological theory of Island Biogeography to urban landscapes.
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through the ocean of dangerous urban habitat. Likewise, in my home city of Brisbane
there is a landscape feature I call the “green belt” – and it is a very powerful wildlife
corridor. I suppose that means it is now time for me to tell you another little story of my
lovely home city
Brisbane has a number of wilderness fragments around its perimeter, yet the
largest of these is Brisbane Forest Park. This is a great sanctuary of protected wild forest
that stretches for 170km to the north of Brisbane. Its southern-most tip is a small
mountain called Mt Coo-tha, which penetrates the urban landscape, and upon whose
southern slope is situated Brisbane’s second Botanical garden and The Queensland
Herbarium.
The “green belt” is a stretch of densely forested urban landscape extending from
the base of Mt Coo-tha in a long wide curved wedge winding from the wilderness
fragment and into to the very centre of the city to connect with the Brisbane Botanical
Gardens which is nestled among the skyscrapers in the central business district. When
you look at the city from above, this green belt is a swath of residential suburbs that is so
thickly forested one can rarely see the house rooves through the canopy – it genuinely
appears as a belt of thick forest rooted in the wilderness fragment, and cutting through
the urban landscape into the very centre of the city.
The wonderfully dense canopy of this green belt is a wildlife corridor that many
beautiful animal species have used to penetrate the urban habitat. In the suburbs
through the green belt, Tawney Frogmouth Owls and many other species of frogmouth,
owl, and nightjar have established very effectively. Other fantastic species, like the small
marsupial Sugar Gliders (Petaurus breviceps) of Brisbane, have used the green belt to
spread through the urban habitat – from the wilderness fragment, right into the city
centre!
However, I see a word of explanation may be in order – What is a “Sugar Glider”,
you may ask?
The Sugar Glider is small, very pretty possum-like arboreal marsupial (i.e. it has a
pouch, like a kangaroo, to carry its young). This little fellow has a pair of “wings” of furry
skin joining – joining the front leg and back leg on each side. Using these “wings”, our
lovely little friends, the Sugar Gliders, love to leap from tree-tops and spread their arms
and legs out to extend their “wings”, and they “fly” (glide, actually) distances of over a
hundred meters! They are quite incredible to watch, for they are very skilful and
acrobatic in their flights! Yet these little fellows are also highly cryptic (i.e. shy and good
at hiding).
The Sugar Gliders have adapted so effectively through this green belt that they
are extremely common in this wildlife corridor of Brisbane’s urban landscape – and they
could spread to the rest of Brisbane, with but a little regeneration of the urban habitat. I
live in the green belt and a family of these Sugar Gliders have made their home in a
hollow of the big old eucalypt tree in front of my house. In fact, Sugar Gliders are only
one of the types of these marsupial gliders in Brisbane. There are five species of
marsupial possum glider native to my home the largest being the size of a small dog.
Several of these species have been sighted in the green belt, though the larger species
have only been seen in the greenest suburbs (i.e. closest to the wilderness fragment)
where the ecosystem is healthiest and the Summoning Plants most prevalent. Yet even
these marvellous animals could spread through the whole of Brisbane – they merely
await the ecological regeneration of the landscape.
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Different sorts of animals use different sorts of wildlife corridors, and not all
wildlife corridors are what you might expect – for a wildlife corridors is any network of
landscape features that facilitates the animal’s movement through the landscape.
Nocturnal moths follow lines of street lamps, frogs move from pond to pond, possums
have learned to use the telephone wire networks, and gliders use dense canopy cover.
As you can see – just as we are adapting a little to facilitate the ecological habitat needs
of the animals, they also can adapt a little to our landscape needs.
The new urban ecosystem is not going to look exactly like the old forest
ecosystem. If animals have a reason to come into the urban landscape, they will adapt to
the environment by developing new behaviours to fulfil their needs. However, animals
only need try to adapt to the urban landscape if they have a reason for coming here. If
the Summoning Plants that form the root of the animal’s food chain are not in the urban
landscape – then the animal will not establish in the urban environment, regardless of
any other factor. If those Summoning Plants are growing here, then that food chain can
establish here. This is the core principle of all ecological regeneration of all human
landscapes. The animals left urban habitats because the root of their food chains were
removed. Most of the animals can adapt to the urban habitat, and if the plants that are
the root of their food chains are returned here, then those food chains will reassemble
themselves – if they can!
The principle of Ecological Connectivity addresses an animal’s ability to reach the
new Summoning Plants you are growing in the urban landscape – this is where
understanding your relationship to the wilderness fragments becomes important.
Ecological Connectivity is the degree of connection between the established animals (i.e.
the wilderness fragments) and the new islands of habitat (like your regenerated
garden). If it is easy for the animal to move between the source population (i.e. the
wilderness fragment) and the Summoning Plants in your garden – then there is a highly
level of “ecological connectivity” occurring. Ecological connectivity is the animal’s ability
to get to the Summoning Plants you are growing to summon it!
Factors influencing Ecological Connectivity
a) The natural level of ease with which the animal can move through the urban
habitat (i.e. the hostile background matrix: the “ocean” of the urban landscape).
This could be summed up in the question: How hostile is the urban habitat to the
particular animal species? If the animal can fly (e.g. butterflies and birds, for
example), then movement over the urban “ocean” will be easy, and even if you
are a long way away, you can still summon these animals with little difficulty. If
the animal can only waddle slowly (e.g. wombats and echidna, for example), then
movement through the ocean will be a lot more difficult. By regenerating your
suburbs, you make it easier for animals to spread through the urban landscape –
in effect, by regenerating your suburb you are reducing the hostility of the
background matrix. This is a wonderful trick for increasing ecological
connectivity.
b) The distance between the source population and the site of summoning. Obviously,
as you move further away from the wilderness fragment, it will become more
difficult to summon the animal. This is true of almost all animals, but, of course,
what is a short distance for a butterfly might be a very long distance for a
wombat (see above)!
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c) The wildlife corridors connecting the source population and the site of summoning.
This is perhaps the most important factor in the whole landscape ecology of your
city. If there is a suitable wildlife corridor then the distance or the animal’s
mobility-type really don’t matter – for the animal will respond very strongly to the
summoning. Understanding wildlife corridors is important for the planning and
cultivation of ecosystems in urban and agricultural landscapes, but also on the
much larger scale of your realm’s World Tree. Ecological Connectivity perhaps
the most important guiding principle for your government to address in the
weaving your young World Tree. The strength and beauty of these threads of
ecological connectivity running through the living tapestry that spans your
country will determine the strength and beauty of your country’s World Tree.
The density and quality of the new Summoning Plants and habitat features at the
site of summoning. You may be surprised to note that animals will move longer distances
through more difficult landscapes if the prize at the other end is richer. The number of
animals migrating to and establishing in the new habitat you are creating in your garden
will increase with the size and quality of that habitat. This is a factor you can easily use
to increase the power of your summoning merely by growing more Summoning Plants
or inspiring other folk in your neighbourhood to also grow Summoning Plants. Thus, for
example, if you have a few butterfly Summoning Plants in your garden – a few butterflies
will come, and they will love your garden. But if your whole neighbourhood is filled with
these Summoning Plants, then the compounds emitted by their leaves (unnoticeable to
you, but soul-shockingly intoxicating to the butterfly) will be stronger – and a very large
number of butterflies will be attracted to your neighbourhood! Hence, as you increase
the size and quality of the habitat island you are creating you also increase the number
of animals you are summoning and the distance you can summon them from.
Ecological Connectivity is really not a difficult principle to grasp, is it? There are
scientists who have put mathematics to the concept of ecological connectivity, though in
practice it is really a matter of using your common sense – it will generally be obvious if
an animal is going to have trouble travelling through the “ocean” of urban habitat. And it
will also be obvious what you can do to achieve the level of ecological connectivity you
will need for the animal to respond to your summoning.
The biogeography of your city is the map of the distribution of animal
populations, the location of the wilderness fragments, the islands of habitat, and the
wildlife corridors through your city. At the end of the age of oil, the biogeography of
your city becomes the relevant factor determining the animal’s presence or absence
(unless the animal is highly mobile, like butterflies or birds – in which situations it will
generally be quite easy to summon these animals regardless of where you are situated in
your city).
Thus when you are choosing an animal to summon, a good way to begin is by
identifying the animal’s nearest source population. When you have done this, have a
look at the mobility of the animal, and ask yourself if there are any local wildlife
corridors leading to that source population.
During the end of the age of oil, it may be difficult for lone individuals to summon
many of the low-mobility animals (like wombats and echidnas) to their garden. It is the
residents of the suburbs around the wilderness fragments who will have the earliest
success summoning most low-mobility animals. However, high mobility animals, like
butterflies and birds, can be quite easily summoned into the very depths of an urban
environment – even to a lone patch of habitat within a vast sea of hostile unregenerated
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urban sprawl that typifies the ecologically dead cities of the age of oil. However,
regardless of where you live in a city, regardless of how distant you may be from the
nearest source population, you are ecologically connected enough to summon those
beautiful wild animals who possess high-mobility.
But these limitations will change when your city council gardens department
establishes the sylvan groves through the residential suburbs – for these groves result in
the establishment of Summoning Plants and habitat features through the whole city, and
then even residents of the most ecologically isolated suburbs will be able to easily
summon the low-mobility animals to their gardens. How, you ask – a fine question
indeed?
When all the residential suburbs become viable habitat, the animal populations
will spread from the source populations in the wilderness fragments into each adjacent
suburb. Available habitat (i.e. resources) defines population size in all animals. When
new habitat (i.e. resources) becomes available, animals do not waste time! Each
breeding season, new young animals will spread from their birth territory further into
the new habitat in new adjacent suburbs. In this way, within a few breeding seasons, the
animal’s population will have expanded to spread out through the entire band of newlyregenerated ecologically-healthy residential suburbs forming a ring around the city
centre. Thus you will not have to summon animals from the distant wilderness
fragments, for there will be an established source population in your suburb (and every
suburb of your city) – and these animals of your suburb will visit your garden if their
Summoning Plants and habitat features are there!
Hence, the factor of ecological connectivity is relevant to lone individuals
attempting to summon animals into the unregenerated cities of the age of oil. Yet more
powerful and important to folk of this age is the work of involving your local city council
gardens department to establish sylvan groves through the wreath of the residential
suburbs of the city. Because sylvan groves are a council-directed project, they will likely
be established in every suburb at the same time. This is important, for by this act the
new regenerated urban habitat will reach maturity through all the suburbs at
approximately the same time. This means that an ecologically connected band of
suitable habitat will occur in a ring stretching from the city centre to the city edges –
animals can spread out from their source populations to every part of your city as they
can breed. This will always be quickly, for animals do not waste time when usually
scarce resources become available in abundance. Expect even the slowest animals to
populate the whole city with a few breeding seasons of the new habitat becoming
suitable.
The spread of animals through the wreath is not directly occurring as an act of
“travel”. Rather, when new “land” has been opened up, there is space for more animals
of each species – so the animal populations are expanding into the newly opened
habitat. They will continue to expand until they have spread through the whole of the
“wreath” and established a balance. In effect, you have given those animal species new
life – allowing the few groups of survivors in the wilderness fragment to expand and
form healthy populations that spread out populate the new habitat through your city.
This means that in an ecologically regenerated city, the animal source populations are
already established in your suburb, so summoning any animal to your garden is very
easy – grow their Summoning Plant, and most of the individuals in your suburb will
come to visit that plant when this plant in season! By this natural process of
reconnecting with your garden, every part of your city has achieved a state of deep
ecological connectivity. Thus, regardless of where you live in your city, even if it is the
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longest possible distance from any wilderness fragment, you easily summon even the
most rare and beautiful of animals (like the wombat and the sugar glider!) to your
garden.
The formation of the wreath of ecologically regenerated suburbs around your
city centre signifies your city’s transition from the age of oil into the sylvan age – the
first of the space ages. The dance of the butterfly will continue through the sylvan age to
the crystallization of the sylvan worldview through the centre of every city of Planet
Earth. When The World Trees are strongly established in every (for success cannot be
achieved by establish them only through the western countries) and global warming has
been safely mitigated, then ends the sylvan age, the world will transit into the dawning
of a new golden age of human dreaming, and the harmony of the sylvan age will again
transform into whatever new form humanity has the strength or stupidity to enact.
Through whatever that new golden age will be – it will be beautiful. This is the gift of
The Butterfly to the children of tomorrow, The Seal of Her Dream of Love and the first
cycle of the manifestation of Her True Vocation. Ever more will she tend the Earth,
maintaining the balance and the beauty of The Wild through the aeons of the world – for
this is the true will and purpose of The Sylvan who hath come forth as a dream of beauty
to unify and transform the Earth, and thereby to open The Gates of Spring.
Perhaps, by now, you are beginning to recognize that through The Dance of The
Butterfly you have, with unconscious grace, been creating a beautiful and balanced
network of ecological connectivity weaving, on a very deep level, your entire city into an
single interlinked and fully interconnected ecosystem. If effect, you have created a
situation where every part of the urban landscape is features high levels of ecologically
connectivity to the source populations of every animal type. By encouraging your city
council garden department to make sylvan groves in every park in your city, you have
turned the whole of the wreath of the residential suburbs into a single great wildlife
corridor ecologically connected to the source populations in the wilderness fragments.
Each animal species will be spreading out from their wilderness fragment into the
suburbs closet to it, and they will continue to spread through more and more adjacent
suburbs, eventually reaching you, and continuing on to fill the whole of the wreath of
regenerated suburbs around the inner city. This is the wreath of living Earth to crown
her green vision of The Sylvan utopia – “a new hope” for the future of The Earth.
As you can see, all you really need to do in order to be able to summon any
animal is to release your hands and your soul to the graceful beauty of The Butterfly’s
Dance. You don’t need to try to plan – the ecological needs of your city have already been
understood, and natural harmony is already returning to your world and to your soul.

On The Lesser Principles of Animal Summoning
The basic dynamics of all animal summoning are contained in The Three Greater
Principles of The Art. However, there are other factors that can affect the outcome. The
reality is that each summoning is different, and while these basic principles are
universal ecological dynamics, every summoning is unique. The key to success in any
summoning is understanding the animal and the environment. Often you will find
strange dynamics resulting from human modification of the environment, or from
introduced organisms not in balance with the native ecosystem, or from new behaviours
that have resulted from organisms interacting with the new landscape - and you will
need to arrange your summons appropriately. Nevertheless, there are two ecological
dynamics that are consistent, and these are The Lesser Principles of The Art. You will
often encounter these and you will need to pattern your summons to overcome the
problems presented or to exploit the benefits arising from these common dynamics.
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The First Lesser Principal of Animal Summoning

Exclusion by Threat

Many of the animals who once dwelled where our cities now stand cannot find a
harmony in the new urban forest ecosystem of our cities even if their Summoning Plants
are returned.
One group of animals who won’t be able to return to our cities are those who
simply can’t navigate the dangers of urban life. For many of these animals, their own
body size is the main problem. The urban environment simply does not favour large
animals, unless those animals are either extremely intelligent or domesticated (and thus
rigidly controlled) by humans (e.g. pet dogs). Here in Australia, the many species of
kangaroo won’t return, as there are too many dangers frightening them away. They are
excluded by threat.
The threats that exclude an animal from a habitat containing its Summoning
Plants almost invariably involve the behaviour of one of the other animals in the habitat.
In the example above, that “other animal” is humanity. We create the streets and fill
them with threats to the kangaroo.
Obviously we can’t stop driving cars merely to remove this threat to the
kangaroo. Human landscapes exist to fulfil human needs – and this is the priority in all
urban ecosystem decisions. Hence, the kangaroo is not likely to return to any of the
inner suburbs of Australian cities.
Nevertheless, if the wilderness fragments are healthy, these large types of animal
may occasionally (or even, at certain regular times) enter into those suburbs directly
adjacent to the wilderness fragments. Indeed, on several occasions in the suburbs
adjacent to Mt Coo-tha (Brisbane), I have noticed various species of kangaroo and
wallaby curiously exploring the quiet peaceful suburban streets, and nibbling on the
residential lawns (hmmmm, tasty and exotic Summoning Plants?), around dawn. These
forays appear to occur only at dawn, when the suburbs are utterly quiet, still and
peaceful – for at this time the threat which excludes this animal is not present. These
occurrences suggest that a suburb adjacent to the wilderness fragments could be
designed to summon these animals strongly and regularly at this temporal location.
The principle of exclusion by threat describes a dynamic which will be of
relevance to only some of the animals you may be summoning into the urban
environment – thus it is a “Lesser Principle” of our art. Generally speaking, exclusion by
threat involves the inability of two species (be they animals or plants, or something else)
to find balance in their ecological relationship.
Habitats have both an environmental and a social component. Is the animal’s
feeding site affected by territorial boundaries? The social components can be
intraspecies (i.e. involving its relationship with other members of its own species), or
interspecies (i.e. involving its relationship with members of a different species). Does the
animal sleep alone, with its mate, or does it flock? This question is an example of an
intraspecies relationship that will affect how many animals may gather at a sleeping site
in your neighbourhood. Does the animal compete with another animal for use of a
habitat feature? This is an example of an interspecies relationship which may affect the
animal’s occurrence in an area. The social component, whether intra- or inter- species,
affects the animal’s use of all Summoning Plants and environmental habitat features.
This behavioural facet can be mapped, for it is an important part of the pattern directing
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the animal’s connections and relationships within the greater waft and weave of
ecosystem’s web of life.
In most summonings, this factor is not something you even need think of. But
occasionally you will encounter a situation where this social component of the
summoning site will have a strong influence on the summoned animal’s ability to
establish in the area. A common scenario occurs when another species is preventing the
animal you are summoning from coming to your garden. The Cane Toad of Brisbane is a
worthwhile example of this type of exclusion by threat.
Here in Brisbane, the Cane Toad is an invasive animal – it is not native to
Australia. European humans brought it here (foolishly). Because it is poisonous in both
its adult and tadpole form, its presence has caused the disappearance of many beautiful
Brisbane animals who eat frogs. Where the Cane Toad has established, these beautiful
animals cannot establish – they have been excluded by threat. Cane Toads also pose
great problems to frog populations – for Cane Toads eat the babies of every type of
Australian frog, but the frogs don’t eat any sort of Cane Toad. This has resulted in the
near complete disappearance of frogs from every region the Cane Toads have spread to.
The frogs, also, are being excluded by threat.
This is an example of an element of an ecosystem that is out of balance. These
kinds of imbalances can be addressed and brought back into balance – in this situation,
allowing for the return of the frogs and the other beautiful animals who have been
excluded. However, each situation of exclusion by threat is unique, and must be dealt
with individually. The key to bringing balance to these kinds of imbalances is
understanding. Nevertheless, I will create a basic system you can use:
Methods of addressing Exclusion by Threat
a) The Imbalanced Point of Contact – When an organism is excluding an animal you
want in the urban ecosystem, first determine how it is excluding the animal.
Identify the link in the ecosystem web that is joining the two organisms in an
imbalanced relationship.
For example, The Cane Toads pose a danger to the baby frogs – this is the
imbalanced point of contact between the two species. The link occurs at a certain
point in the life cycle of the frog – the juvenile stage (egg, tadpole, and froglet
stage). This is the temporal location of imbalanced point of contact. This point in
the frog’s life cycle is dependent upon a certain habitat feature – the frog pond.
This is the spatial location of the imbalanced point of contact. Hence in layman’s
terms – the time the relationship is a problem is when the frog is a baby, the place
where the relationship is a problem is the frog pond. This is the problematic (i.e.
imbalanced) point of contact between the two organisms – the link you want to
influence in the web of the ecosystem.
Hence, we have identified the imbalanced point of contact in the ecosystem web
and located its dimensions in the habitat. We can now develop a mechanism to
alter that connection point. Understanding of the two organisms is the means of
achieving this. The solution might involve a physical alteration of the landscape –
a special habitat feature associated with the location (the frog pond). The
solution to the Frog and the Cane Toad relationship is an example of this method,
and will be dealt with later in this scroll – until then, have a think on the subject
and the possible solutions, and perhaps do a little research.
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Nevertheless, if you can’t influence this imbalanced point of contact, perhaps you
may choose to influence the problematic animal in another way….
b) The Ecosystem Links that control The Population of The Animal who is causing the
imbalance – It may be that you feel comfortable reducing the population of the
animal causing the exclusion. Two primary types of ecosystem link that control
the animal’s population numbers are its connection to its Summoning Plants and
its connection to its predators. Partially or completely removing the animal’s
Summoning Plants from the area will reduce the animal’s population numbers,
possible to zero. Alternatively, attracting the animal’s predators to the area will
also reduce the animal’s population numbers. Often it will be wise to pair an
animal you want to summon with the predator of an animal who is a threat. This
type of balance features strongly in the systems I have woven for agricultural
landscapes and butterfly-attracting emerald crystals. However, we will talk more
of that later.
The principle of Exclusion by Threat often plays a role in ecological relationships
involving “invasive” exotic species. Often it is foolish to attempt to remove these species,
but almost always, adjustment must be made to their relationships with pre-established
species. While systems and rules can be useful, understanding is the most important
tool, for in reality, animal summoning and ecosystem weaving is an art that, while based
in scientific principles, remains a work of creative harmonics. The best ecological
designers will be soul-stirring artists for whom the world is a canvas. These are the folk
whom people will hire to design their emerald crystals. But we can all have fun and use
this art to create beauty and wild colour through our lives and the souls of our cities. In
my opinion, watching kids play with finger paint is peaceful and spiritually inspiring,
and their uninhibited explorations of colour and beauty almost always turn out to be far
more beautiful and soulful than the high, pompous and comically expensive artworks
that cover the walls of galleries around the world. And I suspect my soul will much
prefer the lovely gentle sanctuaries you create in your garden to the big expensive
nonsense of the famous commercial artists.
The Second Lesser Principal of Animal Summoning

Evolutionary Adaptation

When their Summoning Plants are removed from an area, most animals will leave
or die, but there is a third option - adaptation. The animal can adapt to use a new
Summoning Plant of a species it did not previously use.
When we built our cities, we scraped the native plantscape back off the surface of
the ground. A few of these native trees and plants whose beauty we admired, we
replanted. But mostly, we filled the new urban environment with exotic new plants that
had never before been seen in Australia. These plants were chosen often for ornamental
reasons, almost all of these did not yield any useful crop to humanity, neither did they
function as Summoning Plants for any animals. It was a plantscape that seemed
purposefully dysfunctional, designed to thwart both the needs of Nature and of
humanity.
Many of the most amusing comedies of our specie’s history are rooted in
humanity’s preference for tradition over practicality, for cultural dogma over obvious
natural truth. So it was that European leaders, upon colonizing this harsh continent of
Australia, did not see public urban land as agriculturally useful, because in their culture,
fruit trees were not traditionally planted in the public property in the city. After all, in
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the old country, doing so would have fed the poor and threatened the fruit merchants’
established monopoly – neither of which were an agreeable outcome to the European
ruling classes. T’is an amusing train of thought, as a well-fed and happy working class
would have been a far more sustainable labour resource – and this situation might not
have resulted in the working class rising up and putting an end to the aristocracy. But
the lords of every age have been never particularly talented rulers. Invariably they have
all suffered from that obviously self-contradictory belief that the ruling class is only safe
if the working class is unhappy and desperate. Thus, Madam la Guillotine is happily
accustomed to the taste of heads that cannot think strategically.
But I digress.
In this odd new urban habitat, populated by plants that yielded service neither to
humanity nor to the animals of The Wild, almost every animal disappeared from the
sites of our cities. The only animals that remained were “mankind” and the parasites he
carries everywhere with him: the rats, the cockroaches, the pigeons, etc.
But through the suburban households of Brisbane, many residents filled their
gardens with traditional European plants that were chosen for their abundant
production of nectar-rich ornamental flowers. These plants had evolved to offer rich
energy rewards to any animal who could pollinate their flowers. And these fulfilled the
needs of many native Australian nectar-feeding animals, who quickly adapted to use
these as their new Summoning Plants.
One particularly successful example was a small, wonderfully cute furry arboreal
marsupial called the possum. This lovely little vegetarian had always naturally lived on
Nature’s eternal banquet of the nectar and fruits of the forest. The imported flowers of
the suburban gardens were often chosen for their long flowering periods and their large
nectar-rich flower sizes, and that suited the little possum wonderfully. In addition, his
preference for living in the treetops was assisted by the European habit of raising tall
buildings with many good nesting places in the rooves. And when these helpful humans
then began building telephone high wires lacing through every part of the city, these
high wire networks became an essential wildlife corridor, allowing the possums to
travel anywhere without ever setting foot on the ground! And so the many species of
possum quickly adapted and became a dominant fauna in the cities of Australia.
For the most part these possums retained their natural diet and continued to live
in perfect natural harmony as one of the true ecological treasures of Australia’s urban
habitat. But in public parks and botanical gardens, there were less of these wonderful
nectar-rich flowers, and the possums of these sites quickly adapted to garbage eating –
scavenging the bins and making a terrible mess in the process. City councils responded
by adapting their bin designs to excluded possums. And thus, the ecosystem found its
balance.
The possum’s primary native Summoning Plants are eucalypt species, and by a
stroke of luck, the builders of the cities had taken a liking to these. These tall gum trees
had become a symbol of Australia, beloved of the early poets, and thus they were
adopted into the new identity of the European people who had established here.
Reasonably large eucalypts can be found growing on nearly every street of nearly every
city in Australia, as I pen these words. And it happens that possums are one of the most
important pollinators of these trees. But the possum has adapted to embrace a whole
new suite of Summoning Plants. It has also adapted to use a whole new set of habitat
features, replacing the laced forest network of canopy branches for the laced urban
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network of telephone high-wires. And of course, it had replaced the scarce and valuable
tree hollows nesting sites with the sprawingly abundant, lovely dry rooves of the human
habitations – much to the annoyance of the human families who lived downstairs. For
possums, nice and quiet as they snooze during the day, are awfully enthusiastic in their
night time communications, lovemaking, and adventures!
The possum is an example of behavioural adaptation. Many or most animals will
adapt their behaviour to the new environment as they find a place in the new ecosystem.
Another lovely example of behavioural adaptation is the beautiful Blue Triangle
Butterfly (Graphium sarpedon) of Brisbane. This is a large, very pretty, very fast flying
brown/black butterfly with a huge pair of great sapphire triangles spreading over its
wings. Its native Summoning Plant was long since removed from the site of Brisbane
city, but it found it could lay on an ornamental tree that was introduced from Asia (and
has since become listed as a serious environmental weed) – the camphor laurel tree
(Cinnamomum camphora). This pretty tree has an expansive and attractive architecture,
and it produces a berry sized and shaped to suit birds, yet this berry is highly toxic to
most Australian native birds. Hence, this tree , a popular urban ornamental in public
gardens, is actually functioning to exclude the native birds from urban landscapes (an
example of The First Lesser Principle of Animal Summoning). In addition, this tree has
spread out to choke creek lines throughout the country, excluding and seriously
impacting populations of many important birds and riparian Summoning Plants both in
agricultural and wild landscapes. Nevertheless, the adaptation of this butterfly to use
this new Summoning Plant has resulted in the butterfly’s considerable ecological
success. Its population numbers, while not great, are indeed healthy in most habitat
types, both human-created and wild.
While this is an example of an organism adapting to use a newly introduced,
exotic Summoning Plant, consider that for every one species of butterfly who makes this
transition, ten or more do not. Neither is it the most beautiful who make this transition.
The transition is almost always a result of the introduction of a plant that is related to
the original Summoning Plant or similar to the Summoning Plant in the features that are
important to the animal. This may mean the shape of the fruit where birds are
concerned, or the chemical constitution of the leaves where butterflies are concerned.
Some animals adapt quite easily to introduced Summoning Plants, for others the
transition is rare and almost never completely harmonious. All over the planet, plants
who recruit birds for the dispersal of their seeds produce small round brightly coloured
non-poisonous fruit – tasty and easy for birds to swallow. Any exotic introduced plant
with these features is likely to be suitable for many local bird species – and birds will
quickly adapt to use it as a Summoning Plant. The Chinese Elm Trees (Celtis sinesis)
proliferating through Brisbane are an example of this type. Through the warm seasons
they produce prolific numbers of small globular fruits evolved to be ideal for all
fructivorous birds. The result is that one of these in your garden will attract an
astonishing diversity of rare birds – in fact, the cautious, but giant 70cm Pheasant
Coucals (Centropus phasianinus) of Brisbane will follow lines of these fruiting trees all
the way into the city centre! Of course, this means that the birds will spread the plant
wherever they carry its seeds – and that fact may have serious impacts on other
Summoning Plants (c.f. the principle of exclusion by threat). The Chinese Elms sprout
everywhere in Brisbane, they are taking over native forests, particularly in riparian
regions – and this has many implications. Apart from heralding a shift in our iconic
image of Australian forests, the Chinese Elm is also seasonally deciduous (there are
almost no seasonally native plants in Australia), and this results in vast quantities of
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leaves being dropped into the waterways they are lining – a result which effects the pH
and general quality of the water. Hence, this tree is listed as a “serious environmental
weed”. With each change there are adjustments. And though some plants may appear to
be extremely promising to the native fauna, there will be unexpected imbalances
associated – and these must be addressed.
The flowers and fruit of most angiosperms (i.e. flowering plants) are designed to
attract pollinators and seed dispersers who fulfil specific ecological niches or who
possess particular features (which are often shared by other members of the organism’s
genetic clad). When translocated to a new environment, there is often a high probability
that another organism who fills a comparable ecological niche, or a genetically related
organism who shares the functional feature, will exist in the area, particularly if the new
ecosystem is of a similar type (e.g. translocation from a temperate forest ecosystem to
another temperate forest ecosystem). This is the kind of scenario where a local native
species might be expected to adapt to a new Summoning Plant (or, in the reverse of this
scenario, the animal may become an invasive species). The more general and wide an
animal ecological niche is (usually, though not always, this can be described as the more
Summoning Plants it use), the more likely it will be able to adapt to change in the
available range of Summoning Plants.
The situations where adaptation is unlikely occur involve animals who have
highly specific relationships with their Summoning Plants. The chemical relationship
that exists between a butterfly and the plant upon which it lays its eggs, for example. It is
not difficult to find many plants that present nectar in a way that any butterfly will like,
but it is highly unlikely to easily find a new Summoning Plant the butterfly can
successfully use to produce viable offspring. Where a new plant can be found, it will
often be a plant that is a close genetic relative of the original Summoning Plant species
(e.g. of the same genus).
As I pen these words, the majority Brisbane residents will only ever have seen
four species of large butterflies in their city – and most people won’t have noticed the
less common of these species. The other more than twenty large species of butterfly
(and the dozens of very small ones) native to Brisbane have almost entirely disappeared
from the urban landscape. They have gone back to the wild forests on the edge of our
city. They will not return to our city until we return their Summoning Plants to the
urban habitat.
The Creativity of Human Adaptation
Humanity created this urban landscape, and inadvertently designed it to exclude
many of the most beautiful and peaceful animals. Because humans were in a state of
ecological blindness when they shaped this environment, they removed the features that
support the presence of many of those animals who are attractive to the humanity. And
yet, these early humans also made the urban habitat highly supportive of certain
animals who are uncomfortable parasites and experts at causing humanity discomfort.
But the wild animals are not the only species who are adapting. Humanity itself is
in a state of rapid change. Adaptation. The ability to shape landscapes is a feature of the
human animal, and like the rest of the organism, it is changing. We need only creatively
“adapt” the way we shape our landscapes - to make them less viable for the species we
want to exclude, and more viable for the species we want to include. This is part of
humanity’s adaptation to Nature’s flows, forms and dynamics.
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PART B.
THE ECOLOGICAL PRACTICE OF ANIMAL SUMMONING
Every animal has both Summoning Plants and habitat features that attract the
animal to the site in which it naturally occurs. Determining these Summoning Plants and
features is the fundamental key to summoning the animal into the urban environment. It
is now time to address the question: “how does one discover the animal’s Summoning
Plants and habitat features?”
The Patterns of Animal Summoning

The Ecological Glyphs of The Animals©
It is easy to identify the few important Summoning Plants and obvious habitat
features that are really all you need to summon a particular animal species into your
garden for a few months of each year. But actually, the ecology of every animal is
extensive and complex – and while it is easy to summon the animal to “visit” your
garden at various times of the day or year, convincing it to live in your garden
permanently is a far more involved process.
Determining all of an animal’s Summoning Plants and habitat features is not so
simple as it appears. Every animal uses multiple ecosystem features throughout the
year. For example, most animals will use different Summoning Plants in different
seasons. Hence the first step in weaving a summoning is to map the animal’s cycles of
activity, for these are the circles of its soul. The Ecological Glyph of The Animal is a tool
for mapping and representing this information.
In ancient Greek, the literal meaning of the word “glyph” is “a word or symbol
carved in stone”. Modern English, however, gives this word a different meaning - a
“glyph” is a pictorial, or symbolic, representation of information in the form of a compact
diagram or pattern. A “graph” is a type of glyph – it uses the meaningful arrangement of
a pictographic pattern to convey a large volume of data in a compact form. Likewise,
mathematical symbols are also glyphs. Each of these examples are static pictograms
used by humans to represent and convey complex information.
The ecological glyph of an animal is a pictographic pattern that contains all of the
information you need to summon the animal at any time of the day, the year, or the life
cycle of the animal. The pattern of the ecological glyph charts facets of the animal’s
ecology, and the relevant ecological components involved in each phase of the animal’s
cycles, as they are relate to animal summoning. In this way, a vast amount of ecological
information can be presented in a single simple diagram – a map of the animal’s “soul”,
the decoding of which allows the reader to quickly and easily access whatever specific
ecological information is relevant to the task at hand.
I have produced a very basic ecological glyph (see Figure 1., p79) below, as an
example. The glyph shows the life cycle of the animal (the central circle), and then the
animal’s annual cycle of activity at each stage of its life cycle (the second type of circle),
and then the animal’s daily cycle of activity at each stage of its annual cycles (the third
type of circle). On each of the animal’s daily activity cycles are listed the ecological
components you will need to address in order to summon it at that time (i.e. Summoning
Plants, habitat features, & threats). A key follows (Tables 1. & 2., p80-83) for decoding
the sigils used to represent each ecological component. Have a look over it and see
which elements you can decipher on your own. A full explanation of the elements of an
ecological glyph follows (On The Elements of The Ecological Glyphs of The Animals, p84).
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Figure 1. The Ecological Glyph of Litoria caerulea

The Green Tree Frog

For use in The Wreath of Residential Suburbs (Urban Habitat)
The City of Brisbane, Australia
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Figure 1a. The Ecological Glyph of Litoria caerulea

The Green Tree Frog

For use in The Wreath of Residential Suburbs (Urban Habitat)
The City of Brisbane, Australia
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Figure 1b. The Ecological Glyph of Litoria caerulea

The Green Tree Frog

For use in The Wreath of Residential Suburbs (Urban Habitat)
The City of Brisbane, Australia
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Figure 1c. The Ecological Glyph of Litoria caerulea

The Green Tree Frog

For use in The Wreath of Residential Suburbs (Urban Habitat)
The City of Brisbane, Australia
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A SOLUTION
TO

Figure 2. The Ecological Glyph of Litoria caerulea

The Green Tree Frog

For use in The Wreath of Residential Suburbs (Urban Habitat)
The City of Brisbane, Australia
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© Glenorchy McBride III

THE ECOLOGICAL PUZZLE?

Table 1. The Activity Cycles of The Key to The Ecological Glyph of Litoria caerulea

The Green Tree Frog

For use in The Wreath of Living Earth (Urban Habitat)
The City of Brisbane, Australia

Life Cycle
(1st

Circle)

Annual Cycle
(2nd

Diurnal Cycle
(3rd

Circle)


Egg-Laying Season


EGG

A female can lay up to 2500 eggs at a time. These eggs
take from 24-48 hours to hatch after laying.



TADPOLE

Upon hatching the tadpoles will move to the sides of
the pond. After three to four days they will be
swimming energetically and eating. At the ideal
temperature (26C) the tadpoles will metamorphose
into froglets and be ready to leave the pond in 6-8
weeks. At cooler temperatures, the process will take
longer.

During this period (Spring to early Autumn, as
noted by the region of the circle covered), the
mature frogs (life cycle stage D.) are laying eggs.

Ecological
Components

Circle)


The Hatching of The Egg

This may occur at any time of the day or night.
When this occurs, the organism enters B phase
(Tadpole) of its life cycle.

Summoni
ng Plants

Habitat
Features

I
I

II

(attachm
ent of egg
cluster)

Threats

III
III
III


Null
No eggs are laid during this part of the year (late
Autumn until the beginning of Spring). Therefore,
this part of the life cycle does not occur at this part
of the annual cycle.

Null


Growing Season


High Activity Period

I
I

II

III
III


Low Activity Period

I
I

II

III
III

During this period the tadpoles will be undergoing
the process called metamorphosis, whereby they
change into frogs.

In a warm well-lit pond, tadpoles will be most
active during the day. However, they will often
intersperse grazing with short sleeps.

Tadpoles will often continue to be activity at
night, their sleep periods being
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Null


Dormancy Season


TADPOLE
(Cont.)

As the weather cools and the seasons change into
winter, the metabolism of the tadpoles will slow,
and the change process will halt. Tadpoles who
have not changed by the onset of this period will
remain tadpoles until the following season
whence their metabolism will speed up as the
weather warms, and they will complete their
metamorphosis in the following Spring Growing
Season.



I
I

II

III
III


Dormancy Period

I
I

II

III
III

I
I (safe

II
II
II

III
III

II
II
II

III
III

During the early morning the tadpoles will be
activity, but this activity will slow as the day
progresses, and they will spend long periods in
what appears to be a sleep-like state.

The tadpoles appear to be an entirely dormant
state through the cold of the evening and night.
No activity takes place during this period. Often
they will remain hidden on the floor of the pond
while dormant.


Sleeping Period (Daytime)

JUVENILE FROG

(“Froglet”)
Upon completing its metamorphosis, the tadpole will
have transformed into a small froglet (generally
</=1cm long initially, and will to 6-8cm before
entering phase d of lifecycle). This frog will leave the
water to hide among the foliage or rocks on the lip of
the pond, where it will remain for several days,
returning to the water periodically. After this period,
it will leave the pond vicinity, to hide in the
surrounding plants. It is a highly adept climber at this
stage, though will generally remain close to the
ground for a week or two before ascending to the
tree tops.


High Activity Period

Frog will generally remain hidden and asleep
during the day, though may emerge to sing on
warm rainy days.


Active Season

Froglets will be active hunting and growing during
this season. They will be eating and (after the first
few weeks of leaving the pond) singing and
engaging in all adult behaviours except mating.

I
I

Activity Period

(Night)
Frog emerge soon after dusk to hunt, and will
sing enthusiastically on warm rainy nights.
Froglets will make regular trips to nearby ponds
in order to replenish bodily water stores.

The animal is not sexually mature until it reaches the
D phase (Frog), though it will begin attempting to
sing within a few weeks of leaving the water. The
Froglet will remain juvenile for two to three years
before it enters phase D (Adult Frog) and begins to
breed.

resting
site when
first
leaving
the pond)

I
I (safe

resting
site when
first
leaving
the pond)

I
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Sleeping Period (Daytime)



JUVENILE FROG
(“Froglet”)
(Cont.)

I
I

II
II
II

III
III


Low Activity Period (Night)

I
I

II
II
II

III


Sleeping Period

From the onset of Spring until late Summer/early
Autumn, the frogs will be highly active, hunting,
singing, and breeding continuously at every rain
event.

II
II
II

III

(Daytime)
Frog will generally remain hidden and asleep
during the day, though may emerge to sing and
breed in ponds on warm rainy days.

I
I

The Frogs will remain active, both hunting and
singing (and occasionally breeding), until late
Autumn, whence they will begin to become hide
and dormant.


Activity Period

I
I

II
II
II
II

III


Semi-Hibernation Season

Froglets will be hidden and dormant for most of
this season, emerging rarely to eat.

Froglets will generally remain hidden and asleep
during the day.

On rare occasions, Froglets may emerge after
dusk to hunt. If weather is extremely dry, frogs
may make trips to nearby ponds in order to
replenish bodily water stores.


Breeding Season



MATURE FROG
(“Frog”)
At this stage the Frog is an adult and will begin to
breed. Mature Green Tree Frogs will grow up to
10cm-14cm long, and have a life span (total of 14-16
year of age.


Semi-Hibernation Season

Frog will find hiding safe places to sleep through
the colder months. During this period they will
emerge only to replenish bodily water stores and
occasionally to hunt.

(Night)
Frogs emerge soon after dusk to hunt, and will
sing and breed enthusiastically on warm rainy
nights. Frog will gather close to ponds to sing
and breed.

I


Sleeping Period

I
I

II
II

III


Low Activity Period

I
I

II
II
II

III

(Daytime)
Frogs will generally remain hidden and asleep
during the day.

(Night)
On rare occasions, Frog may emerge after dusk
to hunt. If weather is extremely dry, frogs may
make trips to nearby ponds in order to replenish
bodily water stores.
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(attachm
ent of egg
cluster)

Table 2. The Ecological Components of Key to The Ecological Glyph of Litoria caerulea

The Green Tree Frog

For use in The Wreath of Living Earth (Urban Habitat)
The City of Brisbane, Australia
Cipher

Type

Ecological Component

I

Summoning Plant

Water Plants (Oxygenation and
Water Cleaning)

I

Summoning Plant

Water Plants (Architecture)

I

Summoning Plant

Freshwater Algae (Food Source)

I

Summoning Plant

Low Dense Plants (Ground Cover
and Shelter)

II

Habitat Feature

Freshwater Pond

II

Habitat Feature

Safe Hiding Places

II

Habitat Feature

Compost Bin or Leaf Litter Layer

II

Habitat Feature

Singing Podium

III

Threat

Cane Toad (Rhinella marina) exotic

III

Threat

Birds

III

Threat

Pollution (Toxic Chemicals)

Notes
e.g. Water Lilies (Nymphaeaceae family), Lotus (Nelumbonaceae family)
exotic, etc. The tadpoles will also eat the decomposing leaves.
e.g. Grey Sedge (Lepironia articulata), etc.
Most naturally occurring Algae species. These will appear as a green film
over the sunlit sides of your pond, and will naturally establish without
assistance as long as sunlight can penetrate the water column.
Most dense garden plants that provide shelter will be adequate.
c.f. Sylvan Design for “Moonwell”
c.f. Frog Homes
Insect food source

Most common insectivorous bird species, e.g. Ducks (Family Anatidae),
etc.
All common chemical toxins and artificial cleaning agents, e.g. Pesticides,
Detergents, etc.

Note: The details for these Summoning Plants, Habitat Features, and Threats are delved into in detail in the Chapter IV., where the formula for The Sylvan Moonwell is fully outlined.
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On The Elements of The Ecological Glyphs of The Animals
The ecological glyph of an animal is the map of its ecology, and traces its foundational links
and relationships in the web of life that is the ecosystem. Using this glyph, you may identify which
habitat features and Summoning Plants the animal will need to use at any time in its daily cycle,
yearly cycle, and life cycle. Thus is this glyph a key to knowing the “ecological components” (e.g.
Summoning Plants and habitat features) you will need to summon an animal into the urban
environment either to visit during a particular season of your choice or to establish a permanent
population in your suburb of the urban environment.
The ecological glyph of an animal is a flower formed of three circles. Let us begin by exploring
the three circles of each animal’s ecology, these are the three rings by which it is bound into the
tapestry of life that is the ecosystem/s it is intertwined with.
The First Circle of The Ecological Glyph

The Life Cycle

Animals often have greatly varying biological features and needs at different stages of their
life cycle. The Green Tree Frog (Litoria caerulea) of Brisbane (See Figure 2., below; from Figure 1.,
p79), for example, begins life as an egg laid in a still water body; the egg then hatches a legless
swimming tadpole who cannot leave the water; over the following weeks, the tadpole then
metamorphoses into an amphibian frog who can both swim and climb trees, and spends most of this
part of its life cycle outside of water, but must remain moist and return to a still water body to mate
and lay its eggs. This animal uses completely different Summoning Plants and habitat features at
each different stage of its life cycle.
© Glenorchy McBride III

Figure 2. The First Circle of The Ecological Glyph: The Life Cycle of The Animal

The ecological glyph of this frog maps the life cycle on the central circle – each section of the
circle will represent a phase in the life cycle of the organism. Hence, a wedge of the circle will
represent the frog’s life cycle stage as an egg, another as a tadpole, and so forth.
A time measurement representing the lifespan of the organism must be recorded, however,
on this first circle this time line need not be drawn to scale (though on the other circle time is
mapped to scale). Why not to scale? Consider that our Green Tree Frog lives for around 16 years. If
our circle is to scale, this means that each year will be represented by approximately 23 of the
circle, each month will be a little less than 2 - and yet the egg stage of this lovely little frog’s life
cycle lasts for only 24-48 hours, and the tadpole stage for only 6-8 weeks! Obviously, it is not

practical to draw these to scale. Instead, we will merely include a note on the time span of each
phase.
When the first circle is completed, a line is then drawn from each phase of the life cycle to a
second circle mapping the annual activity cycle during that phase.
The Second Circle of The Ecological Glyph

The Annual Activity Cycle

The animal’s location through the year is determined by its annual cycle of activities. Habitats
exist in both space and time. For example, which habitat features correlate with it’s breeding cycle?
These habitat features regularly occur at particular locations, at particular times.
The circle of the annual activity cycle is divided into four quadrants to represent the seasons.
A horizontal and a vertical line, each passing through the centre of the circle are used to represent
this (hence time is relatively easily scaled onto the circle using the twelve months of the year, thus
requiring no written numbering). Latin is used to represent the seasons on the glyph (Ver = Spring,
Aestas = Summer, Autumnus = Autumn, Hiems = Winter). The left point at which the horizontal line
intersects the circumference of the circle marks the onset (equinox) of Spring, the upper point at
which the vertical line intersects the circumference of the circle (zenith) represents the onset
(solstice) of Summer, and so forth around the circle.
However, the animal may move between environments or change habitat and Summoning
Plant needs more or less frequently than seasonally, and this is what is mapped – these are the needs
of the animal through each part of the year.
© Glenorchy McBride III

Figure 3. The Second Circle of The Ecological Glyph: The Annual Cycle of Activity

It should be noted that in some animals, there are stages of the life cycle that do not cover an
entire year. In this case on those seasons or portions of the year (i.e. second circle – annual cycle)
appropriate to the life cycle are filled in. Thus, for example, Green Tree Frog eggs are only laid during
the warm seasons. Hence, for this part of the life cycle, there are no entries during the cold season.
Likewise, Green Tree Frog tadpoles take 6-8 weeks to metamorphose from tadpole to froglet (at the
optimum water temperature of 26 degrees Celsius), thus the frogs will be spawning through the
Spring and Summer, and the tadpoles will be continuing to change until the late stages of Autumn.
Hence on the first circle (the life cycle) the tadpole stage will be marked as a 6-8 week wedge on the
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circle. This wedge will be linked to a second circle (the annual cycle of the tadpole stage) that will
mark from Spring to late Autumn as its activity cycle.
Each major behavioural change leading to a new period of activity occurring throughout the
year (can be any significant change: a movement to a different environment, the onset of the
breeding season or the hibernating season, etc. – generally, whenever the daily activity cycle
changes) will be marked by a wedge of the second circle, and will have a line drawn from it to a third
circle mapping the diurnal activity cycle during this new activity period.
The Third Circle of The Ecological Glyph

The Diurnal Activity Cycle

The animal’s location and activities through the day and night (i.e. twenty-four hour period)
is called its “diurnal cycle” of activities. For example, a bird will have a sleeping site; this is one type
of site with specific Summoning Plants or habitat features. Hungry after the night, the bird will
usually feed after waking in the morning, this occurs at another site with specific Summoning Plants
or habitat features. Grooming activities and a dust bath may follow – thus it is using another habitat
feature. It might sleep in the middle of the day – another site, and then return to its feeding site again
to stock energy reserves to last the night!
© Glenorchy McBride III

Figure 4. The Third Circle of The Ecological Glyph: The Diurnal Cycle of Activity

The circle of the diurnal activity cycle is divided in two by a horizontal line drawn through the
centre to represent the day and the night (hence time relatively easily scaled onto the circle using
the twenty-four hours of the day, thus requiring no written numbering). Day is always the upper half
and night is always the lower half of the circle, Latin is used to represent this (DIES = day, NOX =
night). The left point at which the horizontal line intersects the circumference of the circle
represents dawn, and so forth, clockwise around the circle. Because the circle is mapped as a clock,
the exact time of dawn and dusk can be easily represented, though that level of detail is usually not
essential.
Hence this third circle maps the daily cycle of activity – the habitat features and Summoning
Plants used for each part of the cycle. At each different stage of the year (i.e. the annual activity cycle
– the second circle) the animal will have a different daily cycle of activity (i.e. diurnal activity cycle –
the third circle) which will involve particular Summoning Plants and habitat features appropriate to
the season and environment (i.e. location in space and time).
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The Variations on The Basic Tri-Circle Pattern
One common deviation you will encounter is the situation where the ecology of the male and
female of a species differs significantly. When this occurs, each gender will require a separate glyph.
In most animals, the male and female conduct themselves differently and use habitat differently, yet
the difference is not so extreme as to require a separate glyph for each gender. For example, only the
male Green Tree Frogs will use the singing podium for singing – yet this difference in behaviour does
not require us to draw a separate glyph for the male frogs! Generally the situation of extreme
ecological variation between genders only needs to be charted when each gender of the species
spends a significant portion of time in entirely separate and different habitats. Animals with this
kind of ecology are quite common in polar-regions, but relatively rare elsewhere.
You will also occasionally encounter animals whose behaviour is governed by unusual
temporal cycles. For example, the behaviour of some animals is governed by tidal cycles – this is a
type of daily activity cycle, yet it is defined by the Earth’s relation to the Moon rather than to the Sun.
Likewise, many nocturnal animals living among the emerald crystals of your city centre may vary
their behaviour patterns on Friday and Saturday nights (when the usually quite inner-city streets
are filled by many loud and boisterous revellers and party-goers until the early hours of the morn) –
this is a type of seven day (i.e. “weekly”) activity cycle. These kind of deviating cycles are extremely
rare, and when you encounter a situation like this, it is not difficult to chart the glyph (perhaps by
adding a new kind of circle) to represent whatever data needs to be communicated.
The basic template for the ecological glyph is designed to be easily expanded. And so, where
concerns the many variations you will encounter, my only advice is this: use your creativity.
The First Information Script of The Ecological Glyph

The Cipher of The Ecological Glyph

The names of the ecological components (i.e. Summoning Plants, habitat features, and
threats) need to be represented at each location on the third circles (i.e. the diurnal cycles). Yet, as
there is not space to write the full names of the ecological components them on the edge of that
small circle, the glyph uses a symbols to represent each ecological component. These symbols are
deciphered using a separate table (see Table 1., p80, & Table 2., p83), called The Key to The
Ecological Glyph. These tables contain detailed entries on each coded symbol. This coding system for
these symbols is called The Cipher of The Ecological Glyph.
The Cipher of The 1st Circle
The first ecological circle (The Life Cycle) uses a letter of the ancient Greek alphabet to
represent sequentially each phase in the life cycle. Hence, in the Green Tree Frog example (see
Figure 1., p79), the ancient Greek letter  (“Alpha”) represents the “egg” stage; the letter  (“Beta”)
represents the “tadpole” stage, the letter  (“Gamma”) represents the Juvenile Frog stage, and so
fourth round the circle. A table of the Greek Alphabet is included in Appendix I. (The Sigils of The
Ecological Glyphs, p431).
The Cipher of The 2nd Circle
The second circle (The Annual Activity Cycle) uses two ancient Greek letters to represent each
region of the circle (i.e. each part of the yearly cycle). The first ancient Greek letter is the letter of the
life cycle phase (directly drawn from the region on the first circle to which this second circle is
linked). The second ancient Greek letter sequentially represents the region (i.e. activity phase) of the
second circle (i.e. the yearly cycle).
Hence, in the Green Tree Frog example (Figure 1., p79), the two letters  (“Beta-Alpha”)
represents the Spring to late Autumn region (i.e. “Growing Season”) of the annual activity cycle (i.e.
second circle) of the tadpole - the first letter,  (“Beta”) represents the tadpole stage of the life cycle.
The Spring to late Autumn region of the annual (i.e. “Active Season”) activity cycle (i.e. second circle)
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of the juvenile frog is represented by the letters  (“Gamma-Alpha) - the first letter,  (“Gamma”)
represents the juvenile frog stage of the life cycle.
The Cipher of The 3rd Circle
The third circle (The Diurnal Activity Cycle) uses three ancient Greek letters to represent each
region (i.e. activity phase) of the circle (i.e. daily cycle). The first ancient Greek letter is the letter of
the life cycle phase (directly drawn from the region on the first circle to which this second circle and
thus, this third circle is linked) – as above. The second ancient Greek letter represents the region on
or phase on the second circle (to which this third circle is linked) – as above. The third ancient Greek
letter represents the region of the third circle (i.e. the specific activity occurring at that stage of the
daily cycle).
The Cipher of The Ecological Components
Each “ecological component” (i.e. summoning plant, habitat feature, or important behavioural
dynamic), associated with this activity is then mapped on each third circle (i.e. diurnal cycle) using a
Roman numeral followed by an ancient Greek letter. Each Summoning Plant will always begin with
the Roman numeral for the number one (i.e. I) followed by an ancient Greek letter. Each habitat
feature will always begin with the Roman numeral for the number two (i.e. II) followed by an ancient
Greek letter. Each occurrence of a situation of “exclusion by threat” will always begin with the
Roman numeral for the number three (i.e. III) followed by an ancient Greek letter. The system can be
expanded to chart other important dynamics using the other Roman numerals. A table of the Roman
Numerals is included in Appendix I. (The Sigils of The Ecological Glyphs, p431).
The purpose of these codes is to avoid the need to write the names of every Summoning Plant
or habitat feature (etc.) onto the glyph itself. The information associated with each code is entered
into The Key to The Ecological Glyph.
It sounds complex, doesn’t it? Don’t worry too much, in practice it is very simple. Yet as you
look upon the sample Ecological Glyph (Figure 1., p79), you can see how easy it is to decipher of The
Green Tree Frog. Consider how much information is communicated by this single relatively simple
glyph – this single pictogram contains all the information you need to summon the animal at any
point in its life! Of course, you need some keys to decipher it all, so let us now explore the tables that
follow the example glyph of The Green Tree Frog presented here.
The Second Information Script of The Ecological Glyph

The Key to The Ecological Glyph

This is the “legend” for the ciphers recorded in the glyph. Essentially – this is a list of what the
codes mean. This key really only needs to contain the names of each region of each cycle and the list
of Summoning Plants and habitat features and the codes they are represented by – and on The
Standing Stones of The Sylvan Groves, this is all the information that will be provided! No more
ecological information than this is needed to perform extremely advanced summonings of the
animal.
In the legend (Tables 1. P80-82, & Table 2., p83) of the example ecological glyph of the Green
Tree Frog, I have presented approximately the level of information that needs to be included. I have
not, however, included anything more than a list of the ecological components. This is because
detailed descriptions are included in Chapter IV., and in the sylvan groves all of these components
except the threats would be described on separate ecological information plates.
However, while only a basic amount of information is needed to summon the animal, books,
will usually present far more detailed information the section pertaining to The Key to The
Ecological Glyph. So let us have a look at the general pattern for a relatively extensive interpretation
of the ecological glyph of an animal.
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This extended template pattern of information may be presented in an extremely basic form
(e.g. functionally suitable for a layman with research citation references not included) or an
extremely complex form (e.g. suitable for a scientist, and including scientific diagrams and species
description, as well as any amount of biological information citing relevant literature). The
information will be presented according to the audience for whom the volume is prepared. However,
the general pattern for this information will be as follows:
Part I. Background on The Organism. This will outline the morphological description of the
animal, its native habitat and distribution, and a brief description of its life cycle. In essence, this is a
background on the organism.
Part II. Description of The Organism’s Behaviour. The full description of the elements of the
habitat used by the animal at each stage of its life, and how the animal uses these elements. This
section contains the list of codes mapped on the ecological glyph and their meanings (i.e. each
Summoning Plant, habitat feature, or behavioural dynamic, etc.), as well as a detailed entry on each –
hence it is the key to the glyph. Each entry contains the necessary information for the reader to
collect, grow or build or facilitate each Summoning Plant or habitat feature or behavioural dynamic
described. This information is either contained in the text or as a reference to a second text (i.e. a
volume of botanical information on the Summoning Plants of the city or a manual on the
construction of the habitat features of the city’s ecology, for example).
Part III. Description of The Organism’s Biology, outlining the basic description of the unusual
biological features of the animal. In essence, this section describes biological imperative and
evolutionary adaptations underpinning the animal’s behaviours.

On The Fertility of The Ecological Glyphs of The Animals
While the design concept of The Ecological Glyphs of The Animals is my own intellectual
property11, I give permission to every human to freely use this concept – be only that a) my
intellectual property is acknowledged, b) this work (“The Seed of Gaia”) is cited, and c) any use this
glyphic pattern does not restrict other humans from full, uninhibited use of every aspect this concept
as I have here outlined – hence, no individual ecological glyph of an animal or variation on this
theme may be commercially owned. All ecological glyphs will be free for all humanity to use.
-o0o-

On The Secret of The Ecological Glyphs
The ecological glyphs of the animals reflect the patterns of each animal’s soul, its dance of
time’s wheels and its ecological relationships to other organisms. Thus is shown the sustaining
threads in time and space required by the animal in order to bind itself into an ecosystem’s web of
life. The ecological glyph allows you to attend to the first and second greater principle of animal
summoning (The Summoning Plants & The Habitat Features). The third greater principle must then
be attended to for the summons to take effect – this is the principle of Ecological Connectivity.
To perform the summoning you begin by applying the information in the animal’s ecological
glyph to your urban ecosystem. The glyph will tell you which necessary relationships (e.g.
Summoning Plants and habitat features) are not present, and in which parts of the day or year the
animal will need them. These can then be grown or built in the urban habitat (e.g. your garden or
neighbourhood). The glyph will also indicate any ecological threats that will exclude the animal, and
(often) how to remove or mitigate these threats. Hence, the ecological glyph tells you the ecological
components you need to summon the animal. You can use these ecological components to create
11 The name and design concept of The Ecological Glyph of The Animals is © Glenorchy McBride III, 2012.
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new habitat suitable for the animal in any spatial or temporal location. The animal will spread into
this suitable habitat immediately the opportunity arises.
Thus is the ecological glyph a tool for accessing the formulae for summoning the animal into a
human-created landscape. The glyph can be carved on a standing stone of a sylvan grove and
attended by a list of the Summoning Plants and habitat features represented by each code on the
glyph. In this way, residents can use the glyph to determine the components they will need to
summon the animal to their garden at any time of the day or year they choose. Thus you will have
the ability to design your garden to attract different groups of animals at different stages of the year
– and the Standing Stones will tell you which Summoning Plants and habitat features you need in
order to shape your garden ecosystem according to your will.
This opens an amazing and fun ecological tool for you to express your creativity. You may
choose to colour co-ordinate the animals visiting your garden in accord with the seasons they come,
or you may choose different bird songs for different seasons. Really, the potentials for enhancing and
expanding the beauty of your garden, your house, your suburb and more, are limited only by your
own creative imagination.

On The Types of Animal Summonings
The information contained in the ecological glyphs will reveal to you that two different types
of summonings can be embarked upon.
An animal can be attracted into your urban landscape at one particular time in its day, year,
or life cycle. Essentially, the animal is merely coming to visit the site of the summons. This will occur
if you develop the Summoning Plants and habitat features that it uses only at certain times of the day
or seasons of the year or stages in its life…. and if the animal has a means of reaching the site. This is
called a Lesser Summoning.
Alternatively, an animal can be attracted to establish a permanent population in the urban
habitat. Essentially, the animal is coming to make its home at the site of the summons, and live there
permanently. This will occur if the animal has a means of reaching the site, and you develop in the
site (or the ecologically connected network of sites) all the Summoning Plants and habitat features
the animal requires over the full course of its life cycle. This is called a Greater Summoning.
The Basic Formulae of The Sylvan Art

The Weaving of The Lesser Summoning
If an animal is highly mobile (i.e. flying) and it has an established population within travel
distance, you may want to place only a few of its Summoning Plant and habitat features in your
garden. In this way it will come and visit your garden when its particular Summoning Plants are, for
example, in bloom or fruiting. Yet at other times of the year it will be off using other Summoning
Plants in other locations.
For this type of summons to work there needs to be an established population of the animals
in travelling distance, i.e. you need ecological connectivity. This type of summons is extremely easy
to do and is particularly effective with flying animals (birds and butterflies, for example) who
maintain deep forest populations in the wilderness fragments on the edge of your city, but can easily
travel to any site in the urban landscape.
Hence whole procedure of summoning can be wonderfully simplified by applying our
objective to the information structure presented by the ecological glyph. We merely isolate those
features of the animal’s habitat types that we can easily replicate within our gardens, and begin with
these. Using this formula, you can begin summoning animals immediately!
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The Advanced Formulae of The Sylvan Art

The Weaving of The Greater Summoning
In this type of summons, the full range of Summoning Plants and habitat features the animal
will require through its whole life cycle are established at a site in the urban landscape. This results
in the animal establishing a permanent population in the city, rather than merely visiting the urban
environment when its Summoning Plants are in bloom.
Each standing stone of the sylvan grove will the ecological glyph of the animal and the full key
to that glyph, i.e. it will describe each of the animal’s range of ecological elements in detail, season by
season, day by day. In this way, you can consult the standing stone to choose the time of day and the
time of year you want the animal to come to your garden – and the glyph will tell you the specific
Summoning Plants and habitat features you need to do this. You can shape your garden to have a
completely different range of animals in each season.
The standing stones contain all the information for establishing permanent populations of
each animal in your suburb. Thus the people of you suburb will collectively be growing the full range
of the elements needed to attract a permanent population of each animal to the suburb, even though
each individual resident will be establishing in their gardens only a few parts. No management is
needed to achieve this, as each person will be growing different Summoning Plants to attract the
animals at different times of the year – among you all there will be a complete range. What has
begun as birds and butterflies entering the city in Spring and Summer will, as the urban forest grows
and matures, develop into permanent populations of every beautiful animal living in the city the
whole year round.
-o0o-

On The Standing Stones of The Sylvan Grove
A Sylvan Grove is a park that contains the Summoning Plants of the animals (to provide seedstock) and a set of instructions (called “ecological information plates”) for the residents, teaching
them how to use the Summoning Plants to attract the animals of the city.
Ideally, every residential neighbourhood should have a local Sylvan Grove. This means a
recreational park or public garden where the Summoning Plants are growing and the ecological
information plates are present.
The Ecological Information Plates of The Standing Stones
The “ecological information plates” are durable (i.e. corrosion-proof metal – brass, for
example) plates impressed with ecological information. These are fixed on a stable and permanent
mount (e.g. The Standing Stones, for example) within the park.
The purpose of these ecological information plates is to convey a complete list of the animals
who can be summoned into the neighbourhood, and the Summoning Plants that are needed to
summon each (along with the complete information needed for the resident to collect and germinate
seed from these Summoning Plants – all of which grow in the park, or close by in the
neighbourhood).
There will be two types of ecological information plates in a park: plates for The Animals and
Plates for The Summoning Plants. The protocol for adequate and complete ecological information
plates is as follows (over leaf):
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THE ELEMENTS OF THE ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION PLATE OF AN ANIMAL
(i.e. each plate addresses one single species of animal that can be summoned to the area)
a) The Name of The Animal (both common and Latin names ought be included)
b) A Picture of The Animal
c) The Ecological Glyph of The Animal – Where convenient, the actual
Ecological Glyph of The Animal (i.e. the pictogram) can be carved into the
obelisk itself, rather than placed on a plate.
d) The Key to The Ecological Glyph – Only the names of its Cyclic Phases,
Summoning Plants and Habitat Features need be included, no explanation is
needed here. This key ought be merely a list of names, be they the names of
the life cycle state (e.g. egg, tadpole, etc.) or of the seasonal cycle (be that
annual, e.g. breeding season, hibernating season, etc., or diurnal, e.g. sleeping
period, dawn chorus, feeding period, etc.) or of The Summoning Plant (both
common and Latin names are given here, e.g. The Birth-Bringer Vine
(Paristolochia Praevenosa), etc.) or of The Habitat Feature (e.g. Tree Hollow
Nest Box 10cm diameter opening, 20x20x20cm interior dimensions, etc.) – i.e.
with the exception of the habitat features, this is a list with no additional
information needing be given here. Where concerns the habitat features, if the
animal uses a habitat feature that is of a common type used by many animals –
then details of any aspects that are specific to the animal (e.g. size dimensions,
etc.) must be included on this plate.
e) The Biogeography of The Animal – This can be very basic (e.g. including only
a note on the nearest source populations of the animal), or, if there is space, it
can be more detailed (e.g. including a map of the city’s dominion showing the
distribution of the animal and its major source populations). When you are
deciding how to present this information, consider that any statements or
maps might have to be upgraded as the animal spreads and its distribution
changes!
f) General Information (optional) – In spacious Sylvan Groves, a little
information on the animal’s habitat requirements, behaviour, biology or
ecology might be included, though this is not necessary.
THE ELEMENTS OF THE ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION PLATE OF A SUMMONING PLANT
(i.e. each plate addresses one single species of plant that is used for summoning animals to the area)
a) The Name of The Plant (both common and Latin names ought be included)
b) A Botanical Diagram of The Plant (This ought be sufficient to allow residents
to identify the plant in situ)
c) The Reproductive Cycle of The Plant (This is given in the form of Instructions
of how to reproduce of The Plant. Thus if it is an angiosperm, for example, this
must include: How and When to collect the Seed, How and When to germinate
the Seed. This may require a diagram of the fruit and seed, with instructions
on how to prepare the seed for planting.
d) The Ecology of The Plant (This is given in the form of Instructions on how and
where to grow The Plant, e.g. the soil, water, space, and light requirements of
the plant, as well as information on the architectural habit of the plant (e.g.
herb, vine, liana, tree, etc.), the age of reproductive maturity and the lifespan,
the mature height and size of the plant).
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e) General Information (optional) – In spacious Sylvan Groves, a little additional
information on the plant’s biology or ecology might be included, though this is
not necessary.
THE ELEMENTS OF THE ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION PLATE OF A HABITAT FEATURE
(i.e. each plate addresses one “type” of habitat feature that is used for summoning animals to the area)
a) The Name of The Habitat Feature
b) A Design Diagram of The Habitat Feature – This ought show each of the
important parts of The Feature (if it is a type of Habitat Feature that can be
visually represented).
c) The Description of The Habitat Feature
d) The Construction of The Habitat Feature Essentially this is an outline of the
design elements that are necessary to the functioning of this Habitat Feature.
This will allow the resident to make the notes necessary to either buy or make
one of these Habitat Features.
e) The Use of The Habitat Feature – Most importantly, this is information on
How and Where to position the Habitat Feature (unless that information is
specific to the animal type using it, in which scenario the information will be
included in the key to the animal’s ecological glyph – see above). Optionally,
this can include a description of the How and Why the animal uses the Habitat
Feature. It is not always practical to include this information, particularly if the
feature is used in different ways by a diverse number of animals.
Each facing of an obelisk can feature one (or more) ecological glyphs. Groups of obelisks can
be dedicated to families, order, or phyla of animals or plants. The design ought be functional, and
every city or sylvan grove will have its own character and arrangement.
This is the information required by the residents to be able to summoning of the animals to
establish permanent year-round populations in the suburb. However, in early sylvan groves,
information plates will be far simpler, often containing information on only one or two primary
Summoning Plants for each animal, rather than complete ecological glyphs.
The Obelisks of Local Stone
The ecological information plates contain the information on how to summon each animal
(e.g. the Summoning Plants and habitat features needed), and these effectively transform a park with
the Summoning Plants into a sylvan grove. The form of the ecological information plates is left to the
needs of the particular situation - a cheap signboard is functionally suitable and will usually be the
initial step. However, while inexpensive, signboards are also flimsy and easily subject to grafitti and
damage. When a council has establish the success of the local sylvan grove, more permanent mounts
will be needed for the ecological information plates.
In the future, I envisage the ecological information plates as being inscribed upon tactile brass
(or other non-corrosive metal) and set upon obeliskes of local stone. Stone mounts are highly
resistant to damage from unbalanced humans and from the elements. Inscribed brass (or metal)
plates, being tactile, are not blotted out by spray paint (which can merely be washed off). Using local
stone educates people on the local geology, which invariable has amazing stories to tell. Becoming
aware of these stories is part of the processes of plugging your consciousness back into Planet Earth.
This is called eco-awareness.
This is a beautiful dream. Yet functionality is the primary concern, and where funds are
lacking, a simple information board is all that is necessary to communicate the fundamental
information, thus transforming the park into a sylvan grove. But where funds are not lacking, the use
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of stone obelisks will reduce the maintanence costs and increase the beauty of the ecological
information plates of the sylvan grove.
A stone obelisk is a permanent mount, essentially immovable and resistant to most types of
weathering and damage. This permanency is important, for new folk are continually moving to the
neighbourhood and new generations are growing up there. Each of these new humans needs the
information to shape their lives in the suburb and their understanding of the beauty of their city.
These Standing Stones have an important psychological role – they are both teachers and very deep
representations of Nature.
The use of local stone is important, for it educates the folk of the city in the geological
landscape, and this is important for developing a deeper understanding of the nature of one’s home.
One can travel anywhere in the city and as one looks at the changes in the stone of the local obelisks,
one understands the changes that are occurring beneath one’s feet.
Every suburb and area in your city will have its own rock types and amazing geological
history – and there are deep and wonderful stories in these rocks.

THE THREE-FOLD MYSTERY OF THE ROCK CYCLE
There are three basic types of rock, and the nature of each is rooted in its history: the manner
in which the rock was formed. Rocks are continually changing from one type to another – and this
endless cycle of change is called “The Rock Cycle”:
Igneous Rocks are volcanic rocks formed from larva or magma (which is larva when it is still
underground). There are many different types of igneous rocks ranging from the black basalts of the
incredible Carnarvon Gorge oasis (QLD, Australia) to the beautiful crystalline granites of the Mt
Warning caldera (NSW, Australia) to the light pumice stones that float in the ocean to the many
strange pyroclastic rocks (caused by explosions) of often incredible colours, looking like they are
filled with bits of many different rock types (often they are)! Yet all these rocks are formed by
volcanos. It is likely that there are some suburbs in your city that are built on these types of beautiful
rocks.
Sedimentary Rocks are made from particles of other rocks which were worn away and
carried by wind or water to (usually) a river bed or ocean floor where they settled, were covered
over, and slowly crushed into a single rock over millions of years. Different sedimentary rocks are
created by different sorts of sediments being crushed into a rock. There are many types of
sedimentary rock, from the beautiful sandstones pillars and buildings of The University of
Queensland (Brisbane, Australia), to the amazing chalks of The White Cliffs of Dover (Dover, UK),
which have a fascinating biological history. Shales and limestones are all sedimentary rocks.
Sedimentary rocks can show where a river flowed during the ages of the dinosaurs, or where a sea
floor was lifted up to become land. Sedimentary rocks form layers and they are the only type of rocks
in which fossils are found.
Metamorphic Rocks are made by any of the rock types being caught in a situation of great
heat or pressure – often this happens as the tectonic plates of the Earth’s crust press against each
other. There are many different types of metamorphic rocks, for example, marble is created when
limestone is transformed by great pressure, and likewise, diamond (a mineral found in metamorphic
rocks) is created when other carbon minerals are transformed by great pressure. It is likely that
there will be some wonderful regions of metamorphic rock in your city. Often these kinds of rocks
form the heart of mountains.
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The land of your city will be a patchwork of different rocks of different ages, with layers,
intrusions, ancient river valleys, and many wondrous features of prehistoric landscapes and events
mapped therein. The whole will contain within itself the stories of your home’s ancient history. The
rocks of your suburb will come from a particular age and you will be able to look up the dinosaurs
that were dwelling there during that age. These rocks will tell to you elder stories of the history of
your land and our planet. For the stones whisper their secrets to the wind and the ages, and you
need only learn how to listen to them.
The information plates need a durable mount that is both beautiful and appropriate to the
work of natural awareness that they are created to fulfil. In humanity’s distant past, stone obelisks
were used to chart the heavens and the alignments of Nature. While the people of the past erected
these stones in awe of religious superstitions, we erect them in awe of Natural understanding and in
the service of science.
There are two different types of stone obelisk in a sylvan grove: The Standing Stones of The
Animals, and The Standing Stones of The Summoning Plants (and Habitat Features). In addition,
there may be stone obelisks for other purposes, e.g. to mount a map of the city, or to mount
instructions on how to use of the sylvan grove, or instructions on the art of summoning animals to
weave ecosystem webs through the city landscape, or for any number of other reasons.
These obelisks can be placed anywhere in the park, but will often be in close proximity to the
plants they describe. City councils can also achieve inspiring outcomes by placing somewhere in the
park a wide flat stone obelisk upon which is a brass plate with a map outlining the city’s unique
ecological vision of its own future. Local stone obelisks can also be created to communicate any
other pertinent ecological information important to the area.
The arrangement of these Standing Stones can be placed in any pattern through the park.
There is a lot of freedom in how you design the patterns for the layout of the standing stones in your
local sylvan grove, and different suburbs will have different ideas and patterns they will want to
express. There are some basic ideas underpinning a well-designed sylvan grove. Generally these
patterns will be designed for ease of use – as Nature’s first law is “practicality”. Working with the
shape and contours of the grove and the landscape is the secret to a harmonious design. Most sylvan
groves will want to have a lot of open space in the centre of the grove – thus to fulfil the traditional
recreational function of a suburban park. One simple pattern is two concentric rings around the
perimeter of the park. One ring (either the outer of inner, depending upon which type has the most
stones to fit in the grove!) is formed of Th e Standing Stones with the ecological glyphs of the
animals, the other ring contains the information on the Summoning Plants (how to identify,
reproduce, and care for them). This sort of pattern makes it easy for the residents to find the
information they require. Once they have decided upon an animal in the first ring of stones, they
move to the second ring to gain the information on reproducing its Summoning Plants, and then they
move into the forest of the grove to find the Summoning Plants and collect their seed. This pattern is
easy to use, yet the fact is that any sort of pattern which is functional is fine. Functionality is the
priority.
Collectively, these standing stones map the circle of life – the relationships of each of the
living organisms in the city’s ecosystem. In really large sylvan groves, it is a good idea to have the
standing stones clustered in a single central location, thus to make all the information easy for
residents to find and use. Beyond that, it matters little the design that is used – that matter is left to
the aesthetic tastes of the city architects and the residents of the sylvan grove. The best
arrangements will be both aesthetic and educational.
I expect humans will want to carve the stone obelisks into all sorts of shapes, much as they
like to give their poodles atrocious and humiliating haircuts. No doubt such behaviour will
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appropriately represent the personality and relationship with Nature held by the people of the
suburbs who engage in this practice. To me it seems deeply aesthetic to leave these stones in tall,
rough oblong shapes, without frill or petty human nonsense. This seems to me to best honour the
wildness of Mother Nature, whom they are carved to represent, and whose mysteries these ancient
rocks teach to the humans of their suburb.
The Ecological Lines of The Sylvan Grove
There are certain “primary directions” in each sylvan grove, and these are called Ecological
Lines. These are part of the geographical education process to facilitate the development of
ecological awareness.
In each sylvan grove there will be a compass diagram fixed into the ground to communicate
the four cardinal directions. Usually, this is part of a map of the city that will be etched in a plate set
upon a low flat standing stone in the grove. This plate will usually be placed on the perimeter of the
grove, exactly on the surveyor’s line that runs from the centre of the sylvan grove to the centre of the
city. This surveyor’s line linking the sylvan grove to the centre of the city is The First Type of
Ecological Line of the sylvan grove. It is called “The Centring Line”, and its purpose is to orientate
every person who enters the grove with their geographical positioning and relationship in their city.
I am often astounded at how few people have a mental map of their city in their heads. It is
quite surprising to discover that most people don’t know which general cardinal direction (compass
point) their own home suburb lies from the city centre. Essentially, this means that most folk travel
around their city with their heads restricted to the tiny world of their “immediate reality”. The
ecological lines are a remedy for this restricted state of consciousness.
The Centring Line means that whenever folk walk into a sylvan grove they are immediately
orientated with the city centre and given the compass bearing. This will result in every resident of
the city slowly building in their heads a “map of the city” that is directly related to their “experience
of place”. In this way, residents develop a higher-level understanding of their own movements in the
city. This is useful both for basic cerebral development of the population, but also for the
management of the city’s ecology.
Expanding the geographical reality perception of every individual in the city is not only highly
gratifying to the individual (e.g. as they feel the expansion of their mind as they achieve a new level
of awareness of their relationship with the world), this state of awareness also allows every resident
to see and understand both ecological flows and town planning in a new and more informed way.
There are many benefits associated with this.
The Second Type of Ecological Line in the sylvan groves are the surveyor’s lines that extend
from the centre of the grove to the closest points at which the nearest wilderness fragments interact
with the urban landscape. Sometimes a single wilderness fragment will have two or more “closest”
primary points of interaction – essentially these are where the edge of the wilderness fragment
meets the urban landscape, and animal species can enter. Surveyor’s lines of this type are called
“The Wilderness Lines”.
The Wilderness Lines are important for achieving understanding of the directional stresses
and flows associated with the movement and populations of animals in your suburb. This factor is
central to the function of the sylvan grove (e.g. teaching the methods of animal summoning for the
suburb) and thus, this type of line is very important.
This type of line is important both to assist residents in drawing their mental map of the city,
and also in planning and understanding the dynamics of animal summonings and the ecology of the
suburb.
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The Third Type of Ecological Line is drawn from the centre of the sylvan grove to the nearest
release points of local wildlife corridors that pass through the suburb itself. Wildlife corridors that
do not pass closely enough to be ecologically connected to the suburb are not mapped by ecological
lines in the sylvan grove. Surveyor’s lines of this type are called “Gateway Lines”, and their function
is as The Wilderness Lines.
All the Ecological Lines are expressed and represented in the layout of the sylvan grove.
Many different sorts of features can be created to mark or communicate these lines, and that is left to
the imagination of the architects and local residents of the sylvan grove. These features could range
from rows of “stepping stones” forming paths along the lines through the grove, or by the
arrangement patterns of the standing stones themselves, or in many other ways.
On each of these lines, it is important to place a plate with information as to the location to
which the line is linked (“pointing to”), and distance of that location, as well as any other relevant
ecological information.
By placing these “bearing marks” in each sylvan grove of the city, a powerful mental map of
the city is being built in the minds of the residents. For most ordinary people, the building of a
mental map of the city, the association of suburbs with directions, the mental act of geographically
relating features of the city with both personal experiences and with geographical map projections is
a difficult and esoteric endeavour. It is simple for most humans to remember a route from one part
of the city to another, but it is far more difficult for them to fit this route into a mental map of the
whole city. When residents are being geographically orientated in relation to a compass and their
experience of the city centre, every time they enter any park in any suburb of the city, they quickly
begin to establish that mental map far more visually and effectively then is so without this powerful
learning tool. This tool trains each new generation, building the mental map from childhood.
Residents of a city with this orientation tool will have a far deeper understanding of their city than
those who do not have this tool.
Understanding one’s city is essential, not only for understanding one’s ecology, but also for
developing a love of one’s city and thus being a proud, enthusiastic and contributing citizen of the
city. It is an important part of every healthy and aware human’s mental development.
These orientation compasses and the distance and direction lines to the central features of
the city are called “ecological lines” because they are part of the ecological tapestry of the city.
Humans create reality, as much by their imagination as by any other aspect of their being – for the
imagination of the brain directs the hands of the body. Well-established sylvan groves will have a
map of the city, inscribed on a brass (or metal) plate. This is always positioned horizontally, usually
at ground height, and properly orientated. This map always shows position of the sylvan grove, and
each of the ecological lines orientating it in the city.
The Sylvan Groves of The Emerald Cities
The sylvan groves are organs of urban regeneration. They can be created simply and
(flimsily) functional with almost no investment of coin, or deeply and permanently in a manner that
is both stirring and beautiful.
Yet however they be aesthetically perceived, ecologically, they are organs catalysing
continual ecological regeneration of the city. Forevermore, the Sylvan Groves will be a fundamental
part of all urban planning for all human cities of the future.
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The Living Book of The Wild Wisdom

The Arcanum of Ecology©

It now becomes convenient and important to compile in one place all the ecological
information on the animals (i.e. the regional and habitat type glyphs of each animal) – and this
compiled encyclopaedia will have many names, yet its true name is The Arcanum of Ecology.
The Arcanum of Ecology is the collection of the ecological glyphs of all the animals. Each city
will create its own volume of The Arcanum of Ecology, containing the ecological glyphs of all the
animals of the city. With each city working to chart the ecology of its region, and each country
collecting these and filling in the details to cover their whole World Tree, these collective volumes
will encompass the entire global land area to form a “user’s manual” for Planet Earth – The Arcanum
of Ecology is the secrets of The Planetary Web of Terrestrial Life and it is the key to each World Tree.
Each city’s volume will begin very simply with a list of the animals and their glyphs, along
with the plants and their relevant information – the understanding of each element of each glyph
will be recorded and expanded as it is uncovered, charted, and future explored. In the beginning,
these ecological glyphs will contain as much information as is initially known. These volumes will
grow over the centuries as scientists uncover more and more of the mysteries of the plants and
animals of their city, and thus, continue to add detail to each ecological glyph. These books are the
practical manuals on the art of animal summoning in each city and landscape. And these books are
the mysteries, and by analogy, the genome of each World Trees, the boughs from which the green
Summoning Plants spring through the land.
The Spring Bloom of The World Trees
For almost every animal of your city, all of the information needed to chart its ecological
glyphs has already been gathered and is present in the published research literature – it awaits only
a scientist (or particularly dedicated amateur naturalist) to gather and articulate it appropriately.
And this is a job for the Botany and Zoology Departments of your local universities.
For each ecological glyph, there are two facets of information to be gathered: information on
the animal and information on the Summoning Plants.
The Zoology Department of your university can easily create the ecological glyphs of the
animals. The Botany Department, working with your city’s Herbarium, can easily create a manual on
the gardening information relevant to each native species of Summoning Plant.
In fact, you do not even have to wait for these institutions to start working on the task. For
most of the iconic (i.e. beautiful or high profile) animals of your city, so much public information is
widely and easily available that can draw up a rough, but functional, glyph for these animals without
even needing to consult the heavy and complex research literature of the science journals.
Of all the animals, the easiest will be the butterflies. Regardless of which city or country you
live in, you will be able to draw, with a high level of precision, the ecological glyph of almost any
butterfly of your city merely by using the common knowledge available on the world-wide-web.
Whenever you draw an ecological glyph you ought post it on the world-wide-web – thus
anybody who wants to find the ecological glyph of an animal need only search using the terms
“ecological glyph” and “(the animal’s Latin name)” and “the name of the realm and city)” – they will
find your glyph provided you have labelled it adequately.
So it has come to pass that by this awakening of wild wisdom, each animal’s ecological glyph
will bloom as flower of understanding, thus to spread the fertile secret of its wild wisdom, anointing
each mind who peers into its mystery.
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Upon each standing stone there grows a flower of your World Tree. And these flowers will be
gathered and pressed by the gentle hand of the scientist to form The Arcanum of Ecology.
Sempre Floreat
-o0o-
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IV.
The Carnival of The Animals
The Ecological Celebrations and Ceremonies of The Butterfly’s Ball

The Dance of The Butterfly begins with the summoning of the animals. In the introductory
chapters you gained an overview of the great mystery of The Seed of Gaia; in the following chapters
will be explored the advanced secrets of each step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation. Each
animal is summoned through its own unique ecological formula12. Animal summoning is always a
weaving of relationships.
This chapter, The Carnvial of The Animals, unveils the detailed formulae (the “how”) of animal
summoning for the first three steps of the Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation. The first step in The
Butterfly’s Dance (i.e. the first first formula of animal summoning) is the calling of the butterflies.
Every city has butterflies, and any of your local species may be summoned quickly and powerfully
using the formula outlined in this chapter. The second step contains the secrets for summoning the
frogs! The third step is will endow you with the knowledge and power to choose and attract the
particular local species of bird you would like dwelling in your garden. These three steps are basic
summons that are easily applied to every city on this planet and will change the entire fabric of your
reality. And many more secrets await your discovery.
By performing these first three steps in The Butterfly’s Dance you will become skilled in the
art of animal summoning. With this new found ability, you can begin to summon new animals in
accord with the unique diversity and harmony of your city’s biogeography. Weaving your city’s
ecosystem is a work of art; wherever you are, you have wondrous ecological treasures that can be
integrated in beautiful and inspiring ways. The world is your palette, O Children of Awakening!
000.
The Muse, she is dreaming, in a pool of flaming locks,
The Sacred Fire of The Moonwell in The Circle of Ancient Rocks
Round the flame pipes the satyr, to the bright mother Moon
By his song, weaves threads of dreams into a fiery cocoon
Around The Seed of The Earth a petaled vision of cornucopia
And in this lotus of change grow the wings of utopia….
00.
The Muse, she is dreaming, in a whorl of flaming locks
The Petaled Fire of The Moonwell in The Circle of Ancient Rocks
Round the gift of the satyr as a grail is she curled
Her living cradle of fire for The Seed of A New World
And by her light in The Moonwell through the seasons he played
For the cruel claws of winter could not enter that sacred glade
0.
The Muse, she is dreaming, in a lotus of flaming locks
The Fire Flower of The Moonwell in The Circle of Ancient Rocks
Behold, her bright petals full, and her sweet promise ripe
With The Seed of The Butterfly from the satyr’s pipe
And through the snow, beyond the grove, the first holly did gleam
The cry of winter dying, the coming birth of the dream
12 Each formula is constructed using the three greater principles of The Art, and often requires attention to the lesser principles or other
circumstances unique to the situation – you don’t need to understand these principles to perform these summonings; however, for those interested,
the full details are contained in Chapter III. (The Awakening of The Standing Stones, p ).
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ON THE BUTTERFLIES OF THE WILD CONJURATION
The First Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation
O Turn! O Turn!
Ancient Wheel of The World!
Round Flowered Urn! Round Flowered Urn!
Behold The Lotus! Her nectar spilling and her petals unfurled!
Your city will probably have several dozen very large-sized butterfly species (and dozens of
smaller butterfly species) who have lived in your area for millions of years13 – most cities have this
number of butterflies. Yet as the age of oil ends, all but one or two of these large butterfly species
will have entirely disappeared from your urban habitat. Most people in your city won’t even know
that there are a dozen of more beautiful butterfly species living in the wilderness fragments.
Yet since urbanization, almost all of these
butterflies have left the site of your city. They left
because humans removed their wild summoning
plants from the area. And without their summoning
plants, they could not survive in the cities.

Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

They once existed in giant clouds through your
city. Yes! Giant clouds! In healthy ecosystems,
butterflies are one of the most abundant animals – for
they feed so many other animals. And when the
butterflies disappeared, so did many of the other
animals who relied upon them.

Yet you can bring the butterflies back to your city very easily….
If you grow the butterfly’s Summoning Plant in your garden – the beautiful butterfly who long
ago left your city, will come out of the wilderness and seek out your garden during the Spring. By
growing these Summoning Plants in your garden, your house will quickly become robed in a cloud of
beautiful butterflies.
And because each butterfly uses a different species of Summoning Plant, you can choose the
butterfly species you want in your garden. And you can choose the butterflies you want for any
reason that suits you. You might try to collect every butterfly species, or you might choose butterflies
who colour co-ordinate with your house. This is a whole new dimension to the beauty of your souse
– for t’is a work of ecological art, and you can express your artistic creativity through your garden in
any way you choose.
Yet whatever your reasons for summoning these butterfly species back into your city, by
doing so, you will be regenerating the ecology of your whole city and creating a new urban
ecosystem: a beautiful work of living art that will not only bring life and wonder to your world, but
also enhance the identity, the attractiveness, and the prestige of your home realm.
Indeed, your city will soon fill with a lovely mist of beautiful dancing butterflies. The symbol
of a new spirit of ecological awareness awakening in the human psyche.

On The Butterfly’s Ball
13 Most temperate cities will have around a hundred butterfly species native to their bioregion – of these, a score or so will be large and impressive,
the rest will be small, but still beautiful. Colder regions will have less native butterfly species to choose from (though even freezing England has many
indeed!); while cities in the warmer, tropical regions will have genuinely vast array of large-sized native butterfly species to choose from.
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Each species of butterfly has its own very important summoning plant. This is the plant
species upon which it lays its eggs. The butterfly will only lay its eggs on this summoning plant
because this is the only species of plant its baby caterpillars can eat. Butterflies are very particular
about where they lay their eggs.
For most butterfly species, the breeding season is Spring. When the breeding season comes,
every female butterfly will become wild and will embark upon a quest to find her summoning plant –
and she will lay her eggs on every summoning plant she finds. Every female butterfly is very talented
at finding these summoning plants, regardless of how hidden the plants may be!
And where the females go, the males follow!
However, all female butterflies are very choosy when it comes to these summoning plants, and
they will only lay on healthy plants that don’t have too many eggs already laid upon them.
Amongst the whole suburb and city, the whole range of butterflies will be called, there is no
reason for every person to try to summon every sort of butterfly. And you are not doing this as act of
charity, you are doing this as an act of beauty. When you summon butterflies to your garden you are
creating an outlet for your own artistic creativity – and you can create your garden to be a wondrous
dream filled with lovely butterflies and expressing your own unique ideas of love.
The formulae of the book you are reading are designed to be easily used by folk who are not
experts and don’t have time to become experts. Later in this chapter, you will discover the secret of
where you can get a list of the butterflies of your city, and where you can get the summoning plants of
each of these butterflies.
The Summoning Plants of The Butterflies
Butterflies lay their eggs only on specific species of plants – and you can easily summon your
favourite butterfly with only these plants. But these plants are not the only type of summoning plant
that a butterfly uses over the course of its life – and if you want to increase the power of your
summoning, you can use these plants too.
Butterflies love to drink nectar – it drives them wild! It is their favourite drink – in fact, it is
the only thing they drink…. or eat!
The flowers think the butterflies are lovely too – and
certain plants have fallen in so deeply love with butterflies that
their flowers have become shaped so that only butterflies can
share their nectar: perfect cups for the butterflies to comfortably
drink from. This is good for the plant, because the plants need to
share pollen in order to make fruit. Each time the butterfly visits
one of these lovely plants, it will be covered in pretty pollen and
because the butterfly spends most of the season visiting only
these friendly plants that like it best, it will always carry the
pollen to the right sort of neighbour plant.

Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

You can easily summon butterflies to your garden by growing the summoning plants that are
the nursery for their babies (“nursery” summoning plants). But if you want the butterflies to stay in
your garden for the whole year, you will need to have summoning plants with their favourite nectar
flowers too (“nectar” summoning plants)!
These “nectar” summoning plants are much easier to find than the “nursery” summoning
plants – for any plant with the classically shaped “butterfly flower” is a “nectar” summoning plant.
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The “butterfly flower” shape always has a very small opening to its cup (usually only a few
millimetres wide opening), the cup will not be too deep (no more than 1cm), and it will be brightly
coloured – for butterflies have wonderful colour vision (better than humans, in fact). Thus, the whole
flower will be small, often occurring in clusters of flowers14. Plants whose flowers have these
features are almost always pollinated by butterflies – and they are summoning plants that will
summon almost any species of butterfly!
You are beginning to understand the secrets you need in order to summon great clouds of
butterflies to your garden! Even if only a few people in your neighbourhood do this – the folk of your
neighbourhood will be amazed to discover incredibly wild and beautiful new butterflies dancing
through their quiet suburban streets!
Consider the ecological and artistic power to create change that you hold in your hands.
The Moss-Covered Towers of The Sylvan City
Not everybody has a garden – and you can still join the Butterfly’s Dance even if you live in a
high-rise apartment building!
Through the ages to come, many folk will dwell in residential skyscrapers. Even if you live in
this situation, you can still fill your world with clouds of butterflies. In fact, your height gives you an
advantage in summoning butterflies, for you will be able to call them from further away, more easily.
And so long as the needs of the butterflies are fulfilled, you can create indoor butterfly gardens
through your house or apartment.
Could this be?
Indeed. You can begin with pot plants on your veranda – butterfly vines can entwine the
railings fencing the edges of your veranda, and small plants can supplement them. I recommend the
use of both Summoning Plants for the butterflies to lay their eggs upon and also Summoning Plants
with flowers for them to feed from.
This will fill your balcony with butterflies, and if you encourage other residents of the
building to grow the butterfly Summoning Plants on their balconies, your whole building will
become a very powerful summoning!
Imagine your tall apartment building in Spring, patchworks of green life taking root on its
sides and a cloud of jewelled butterflies wrapping it in a mist of the sparkling dancing beauty of life.
And as you look from a distance upon these changing residential buildings, t’will be as if giant
patches of moss are growing over the sides of the skyscrapers.
And so it begins.
The Great Emerald Butterflies of The Brisbane Valley
An Australian Example of Butterfly Summoning
The Richmond Birdwing Butterfly (Ornithoptera richmondia) of Brisbane, Australia, is a
wondrous swallowtail butterfly, as large as your hand. Its dulcet wings are bright emerald on the
upper side, as an iris-like pool on each of its two front wings. The underside of its wings are a
brightly dancing rainbow kaleidoscope. It is a very beautiful butterfly.
14 Some plants produce many solitary flowers, each on its own leafy little branch. Other sorts of plants produce their flowers in true clusters, with no
ordinary green leaves separating the individual flowers – the botanical name for a cluster of flowers is an “inflorescence”.
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Of course, if you live here in Brisbane, you have almost certainly never seen this butterfly. It
has completely disappeared from the urban landscape and only a few isolated populations continue
to survive in the last sanctuaries of its Summoning Plant, the deep wilds of the wilderness fragments
around the Brisbane valley.
But we can bring it back quite easily – and there is a dedicated group of local scientists and
naturalists working to achieve this. These folk are wonderful and idealistic people.
The Richmond Birdwing Butterfly has disappeared not only because its Summoning Plant has
been almost completely removed, but also because many people are growing an introduced
ornamental garden plant from Europe – and this plant is deadly to the birdwing butterfly.
The Dutchman’s Pipe Vine or Dutchman’s Horn Vine (Aristolochia elegans) is a vine that
produces a huge impressive ornamental flower. This flower is so pretty that people overlook it’s
terrible smell (these flowers are naturally pollinated by carrion flies, so they smelled like sewage
and dead meat). Growing this plant was at one stage a raging fashion among the folk of the Brisbane
valley, and these vines covered fences in almost every street.
However, the Dutchman’s Pipe Vine is a distant relative of the delicate little native Australian
vine that is the Summoning Plant of the birdwing butterfly. The Richmond Birdwing Butterfly’s
Summoning Plant has sweet flowers, and is probably pollinated by native bees or other small
rainforest invertebrates. Nevertheless, the Dutchman’s Pipe Vine emits the same chemical signal as
the butterfly’s natural Summoning Plant – and this deceives the birdwing butterfly into laying its
eggs on this vine. This chemical signal is probably emitted from the leaves, as that is where the
butterfly lays its eggs. However, the leaves of the Dutchman’s Pipe Vine are poisonous to the
birdwing butterfly caterpillars, and mortality rate is 100% among caterpillar hatching on that
deceptive species of exotic vine.
Yet the Richomond Birdwing Butterfly is not the only species being deceived and killed by the
Dutchman’s Pipe Vine. A number of other beautiful Australian butterfly species also share the
Summoning Plant of the Richmond Birdwing Butterfly. These include the Red-Bodied Swallowtail
(Pachliopta polydorus queenslandicus), the Clearwing Swallowtail (Cressida Cressida), and also all
other Australian birdwings (Ornithoptera priamus and O. euphorion). The Dutchman’s Pipe Vine is
attractive to and toxic to each of these other butterfly species. The introduction of this European vine
has entirely wiped out the Birdwing Butterfly population through the all urbanized regions of the
Brisbane valley and reduced wild populations down to the very small numbers.
The Dutchman’s Pipe Vine has recently been made illegal. However, governments have made
little effort to communicate this fact. Hence, most Brisbane residents are unaware and the vine
continues to be a popular ornamental plant through urban gardens of the Brisbane valley. Hence this
introduced vine remains a major obstacle to the butterfly’s return.
Returning the Richmond Birdwing Butterfly to the urban environments of the Brisbane valley
will involve establishing the butterfly’s Summoning Plant through Brisbane, and also removing the
Dutchman’s Pipe Vine from Brisbane’s urban habitat.
In addition, the severe population reduction the butterfly has experienced and the isolated
nature of the few remaining populations of this butterfly will make the project far more difficult than
most ordinary butterfly summonings. The summoning of the Birdwing Butterfly back into urban
settlements of The Brisbane Valley will constitute a fine demonstration of the effectiveness of The
First Step of The Butterfly’s Dance of Ecological Transformation.
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And the return of the Richmond Birdwing Butterfly to Brisbane will be an important and
symbolic event.
The Summoning Plant of The Richmond Birdwing Butterfly
The Richmond Birdwing Butterfly Summoning Plant is a deep green rainforest vine called the
Bringer of Birth Vine15 (Pararistolochia praevenosa). This vine is also the Summoning Plant of half a
dozen other very pretty butterfly species native to The Brisbane Valley (listed above on p_), though
many of these other butterfly species use more than one Summoning Plant species.
In the wild, this vine begins life on the rainforest floor, climbing to the canopy by winding its
single stem circulatively around the trunk of an established tree in a clockwise direction. Upon
reaching the canopy, the central stem branches into several stems and spreads out through the
canopy to drink in the abundant sunlight.
The Birth-Bringer Vine produces alternate leaves, exhibiting two distinct leaf forms. In the
Butterfly shaded understory, the vine produces a thin dark green leaf. However, when it reaches the
direct sunlight of the canopy, the vine begins producing a slightly paler wide green leaf. The kisses of
sunlight cause the central the green stem of the plant to branch, spread laterally and reduce the
distance between news leaves, thus to increase the leaf density and genreral overall lushness of the
plant. When the vine is cultivated in direct sunlight, this plant will branch its central stem
immediately upon reaching the surface, and it will begin producing the wide leaf type at a height of
as little as half-a meter.
It ought also be noted that when grown in deep shade, this vine will slow its growth almost to
a standstill, and then wait for an opening in the forest canopy – at which point we may assume it will
accelerate its growth dramatically. A naturalist friend of mine who has been growing these vines
since the 1960’s has hundreds of vines growing in her garden, including several of shaded vines that
are over thirty years old in her garden, yet they are all still smaller than those vines I planted around
my house when I moved here around a year ago. Many rainforest plants use this hiberanation
strategy, growing to a small but stable height, then developing roots while wait, sometimes up to a
century or more, for a natural disturbance event to open a space in the canopy – at which point they
are perfectly resourced to race for the canopy. Access to sunlight makes a big difference to this plant.
Rainforests are notorious for their extremely poor and slightly acidic soil. High rainfall and
plant density results in most soil nutrients being near completely leached from the soil environment.
Yet rainforests are also extremely fertile, and this is because the small amount of available nutrients
are held very efficiently within the ecosystem – nothing is wasted and every nutrient is tightly cycled
through the leaf litter. Almost all rainforest plants are experts at accessing nutrients from the
composting leaf litter, and this is the primary soil nutrient reservoir in a rainforest ecosystem.
Not only does our pretty little butterfly vine grow in this low nutrient rainforest soil, it must
also grow near the base of a large established tree who has claimed the ultimate prize in the
rainforest: canopy space. And that forest giant will have complete dominance over the soil
15 Generally, the common names of plants are of little relevance. This is because some plants have many common names and the same common
name/s may be attributed to different plants in different geographical regions. This state of confusion often occurs as a result of a misidentification that
becomes culturally entrenched – hence the importance of the scientific (i.e. Latin) names of organisms, as these names are globally uniform.
Yet you may be amused to discover that most wild plants have not yet been given any common names, as only scientists have ever been interested in
many of these plants, and scientists generally only use the Latin names. The Richmond Birdwing Butterfly’s soul plant is one of these many wild plants
that has no established common name. Yet in writing this scroll, a common name will be far less cumbersome than the repeated use of its scientific
name, or the confusion and tongue-twisting involved in repeatedly referring to it as “the Birdwing Butterfly’s soul plant” – and so, rather than creating
an unrelated common name, I have merely translated its scientific Latin name into poetic English in order to form a convenient common name with
which to refer to this plant in this scroll:
Pararistolochia praevenosa
Par (“equal to”) + aristolochia (“medicinal plant used in childbirth”) & prae (“in front of”) + venire (“to come”) = The “Bringer of Birth” Vine.
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immediately around its base. This all suggests that our little Bringer of Birth vine will be an expert at
accessing the surface nutrients of the leaf litter, and thus pure compost will be the best medium for
growing these vines. Indeed, I have found that they grow best in pure (though freely draining)
compost with no true soil at all.
Despite the implicates of this reasoning, most growers believe that this vine is very sensitive
to root competition and should be grown away from the base of any large tree. Most plants are
highly sensitive to root disturbance and root competition will usually reduce growth rate. However,
in its natural wild environment, the Bringer of Birth Vine needs to grow close to the the trunk of a
tall and dominant tree. It may either favour growing at the base of one particular species of
rainforest tree (with whose rhyzosphere it is an expert at integratiating itself), or it may has some
other mechanism for addressing the general problem of growing in ground that is dominated by the
root system of a forest giant. It is certainly an interesting question, and so, before we continue, I
suspect you might enjoy learning one of the great mysteries of life. I am now going to tell you one of
the great secrets of the forest.
The Living Soul of The Forest
Planet Earth’s forests are full of amazing and beautiful brightly coloured mushrooms and
other fungi. And most of these are deadly poisonous to eat. But despite their aversion to being eaten,
these fungi are lovely benevolent creatures.
Really?
You may be amazed to discover that the mushrooms you see growing on the ground or on
decaying trunks are only the fruits of the fungi. The actual body of the fungus is a vast underground
network of almost imperceptibly fine, laced root-like filaments called mycelium16. Indeed, these
lovely fungi are some of the strangest organisms on our Planet – and one of the most beautiful
manifestations of interspecies love.
Each of these fungi is an expert at gathering mineral nutrients from the soil. Often they do this
by secreting acids to dissolve and break down tiny rocky particles – thus do they help create new soil
while they are collecting up the tastest minerals. And while every organism need these mineral
nutrients, every organism also needs energy – and there is almost no energy in these mineral
nutrients. So these fungi get their energy through an act of co-operation.
The underground mycelia of the fungi grow through the soil until they find the roots of a
plant, then they change their growth pattern to sheath the root tips of the plant. The mycelia then
dissolves the plant’s cell walls and enter the root cells, carefully invaginating the plant cell
membrane without breaking it. Thereby they very gentlely and nonharmfully enter the actual root
cells of the plant itself! Once this has occurred, the plant begins to feed the fungi with the sugars it
created by photosynthesis! Yet these fungi are not parasitic. In return for these sugars the fungi
feeds the plant its supply of the mineral nutrients – and it is not a miser! The fungus feeds the plant
an abundance of nutrients, for as the plant grows, so too does the fungi grow – and without each
other, both are in dire trouble! Thus is a symbiotic mutualism is created.
You may be shocked to discover that plant roots are extremely inept at taking collecting soil
nutrients – in fact, the actual plant roots rarely grow beyond what is needed for structural support!
The rest is the fungi – and without these fungi, most land plants cannot survive. The fungi collect
mineral nutrients and water, and they feed vast amounts of this to the plant.

16 singular = mycelium, plural = mycelia
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People often see predation as the prime relationship underpinning the ecology of living
systems. While predation is natural and important, symbiotic mutualisms are actually far more
important and prevalent ecological relationships. Consider flowers and corals – both of these are
manifestations of symbiotic mutualism. The intestines of almost every multicellular animal on this
planet rely on symbiotic mutualisms. Many keystone organisms in every ecosystem rely entirely on
symbiotic mutualisms with other large multi-cellular organisms – almost every species of ants
cultivates symbiotic mutualistic relationships with aphids or other honeydew makers, and termites
certainly can’t break down wood on their own! You may be surprised to discover these mutualistic
relationships are at the core of every ecosystem, from marine reefs to ancient forest. Remove
predation, and life on our planet would continue to thrive. Remove mutualism, and all life on our
planet, but for a few surviving microorganisms, would die.
Love is wonderfully natural.
It is estimated that more than 95% of land plants rely on co-operation with these wonderful
fungi in order to survive. Indeed, Scientists are finding evidence that this relationship stretches back
to the very first plants to have left the oceans and established on the land!
The fungi who engage in the sort of relationship I have described above are called
mycorrhizae17, and they include hundreds of species from many different groups. In fact, nearly
every sort of traditional forest “mushroom” is a mycorrhizal fungi living in harmony with a nearby
tree.
But that is only the beginning of the mystery.
Fungi are unusual in another of their habits – when mycorrhizal fungi start making love, they
never stop!
When the root-like mycelia of one fungus, growing through the soil, meet the mycelia root of
another fungi – they join and the two organisms merge to become a single great organism with
enhanced genetic diversity! Yes! The cell walls between the two mycelium “roots” break down, they
join to become a single connected mycelia - and then the DNA actually begins to flow freely between
the two organisms! They genuinely combine to become a single new organism with the DNA of both
the lovers!
And they never separate.
Through the whole forest, under the ground, every root-like mycelia of the fungi are joining to
and lovingly merging with their neighbours whenever they encounter in the soil! These great
mushrooming unification of love occurring unseen under the forest floor spread and continue over
the centuries and millennia to become vast – a single great organism filling the soil beneath the
entire forest and plugged into the roots of every tree. Mycorrhizal fungi of this type are the largest
recorded organisms on Planet Earth, and they exist under every single forest on this planet!
In fact, a forest only becomes ancient when the mycorrhizae have unified to become a single
organism linking the entire forest. The living Earth, biologically linked to the roots of every tree in
the forest. Every ancient forest is indeed a single great organism, interdependent and biologically
inseparable.
Of course this presents another serious problem with “sustainable forestry”. In Australia,
“sustainable forestry” usually involves a system of entirely clearing a patch of forest (called a “coop”)
17 singular = mycorrhiza, plural = mycorrhizae
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– every tree and plant is destroyed in this section. Then the logging corporation moves on to another
section and leaves the cleared coop to regenerate for a decade or more. And ordinary coop may be a
square approximate one kilometre along each side – some are larger, some are smaller, though I
have walked through the desolated ruins of many that are approximately the size I have described.
When the trees are removed from this lands, the mycorrhizae beneath the surface no longer receive
the vital energy sustenance from the plant companions – and the land within that square then dies.
The spores of the fungi remain in the soil to germinatd and form symbiotic relationships with the
new trees. I can take a long time for the vast organism to regenerate and become whole again.
Next time you encounter a beautiful mushroom growing at the bas of an ancient forest tree,
know that you are gazing upon the lovesong of The Soul of The Forest.
Perhaps you now see why faeries hold so much affection for mushrooms.
-o0oBut, alas! I digress!
Summoning the Birdwing Butterfly to your garden involves growing its Summoning Plant, the
lovely Bringer of Birth vine. I recommend planting one of these, in a hole (and filling it with compost)
at the base of trellises running along each fence around your house. These will twirl and spread
through the sunshine to broadcast their scent far and wide, calling the butterfly. Lampposts and
other poles are another great place to plant this vine. It is pretty, delicate, and sweet-scented.
The Birdwing Butterfly of Brisbane
With access to an abundance of its Summoning Plants, the Birdwing Butterfly can reproduce
very quickly!
Each female lays (i.e. “oviposits”) 60-100 eggs, but she will only lay them on perfect leaves
and she is very careful not to lay too many on a single plant – if there are already lots of eggs on a
plant, she will not lay there. Her eggs will usually be laid on the lower levels of the plant (beneath the
canopy) - on young and shaded leaves. Upon hatching, the caterpillars can only eat the soft fresh
young leaves. As they grow, they will be able to manage the tougher, more mature leaves, and they
will make their way up into the canopy where the vine has spread out.
The caterpillars will eat and grow for around four to six weeks. During this time, they will
moult four to six time. Each of these moulting stages is called an instar and each instar cumulates
with the caterpillar splitting out of its skin in order to grow! During the caterpillar stage of its life
cycle, it will eat around a square meter of leaves – so you will benefit from planting more than one
vine in your garden. Also, every new vine you have in your garden, or in your neighbourhood, will
enhance the power of your summoning! Teaching your neighbours how to summon this butterfly
will increase the number of butterflies you suburb attracts.
When the caterpillar reaches its final instar, it is ready to spin a cocoon (i.e. to “pupate”),
wherein it will sleep, dreaming of change!
The length of time it will remain in the cocoon is affected by temperature. In the warm
months of Spring and Summer, it will fully transform in as little as 28 days! But over the winter
months in cold regions, it can take up to 250 days before the butterfly is ready to be born!
stage.

And then it will emerge from its cocoon as a newborn butterfly! This is called the “chrysalis”
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When the newly metamorphosed butterflies begin to hatch from their cocoons, it will appear
to you that they are having great difficulty extracting themselves from the husk of the caccoon – but
you must not help them under any circumstances. Some of the butterflies will take a very long time to
emerge, others will be quite quick, but you must not help any of them. This is the way of every
butterfly species!
While in the cocoon, the butterflies will have a large fluid reserve in their abdomen. As they
pull their bodies out of the small hole they chew through end of the cocoon, the tightness of the hole
squeezes this fluid up to their wings. If you help them, it will prevent the fluid movement, and the
butterfly will never be able to open its wings.
When the butterfly has emerged from its cocoon, its wings will still be small. It will find a
perch and then sit there quietly as it pumps this fluid fully up into its wings. This may take some time
and the butterfly ought not be disturbed. When she is ready she will flutter, then fly – and soon your
garden will be filled with dancing butterflies! They are particularly active during the dawn and dusk
period, but often hide during the day.
Neither ought you be alarmed by the love that fills your garden as soon as the new butterflies
begin to emerge from their cocoons, for butterflies are beings of Love and the female newborn
butterfly is ready to mate even before she has opened her wings. She will open herself to receive any
male who approaches her during this period. From the instant the new butterflies begin to emerge,
your garden will be filled with amorous flutterings. Most of the males present will make love to most
or every newly-emerged female in your garden. And the females will receive these lovely attentions
welcomingly, for they each have many eggs to fertilize. Most of the females will be pregnant before
they have even taken their first flight. Yet after this initial hippy “Love In”, their mood will become
more playful, and they will make any prospective mate display his worth through exceptional aerial
acrobatics.
The new-born butterflies will be laying on all the Summoning Plants in your garden, and they
will also spread out through your neighbourhood to any other Summoning Plants upwind from them
– for they detect the chemical signal released by the lovely Birth-Bringer vines, and these make them
drunk with Love. The males will generally remain within around 4km of their birthplace. The
females, however, will travel up to 30km, to find new wild nurseries where their babies will be
happy.
The breeding season begin in Spring, and because the Birdwing has so fast a reproductive
cycle, two whole generations can take place each year.
Your children will love watching the butterflies come, summoned by your Summoning Plants,
then caterpillars grow and transform, filling your garden with new-born clouds of these beautiful
dancing emerald butterflies. T’is an experience no classroom biology lesson could ever equal.
-o0oAn Invitation to The Butterfly’s Ball
Where will you get the summoning plants of your butterflies? How will you embark upon the
first step in this journey?
Scientists have always loved butterflies, and the result that they have deeply studied almost
every species of butterfly local to every city that science has moved to! You will soon discover that
the summoning plants of nearly every butterfly on this planet are well understood. And acquiring the
summoning plants of your local butterflies is really very easy – but you need to know the secrets of
who to talk to!
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You can easily get a list of the butterflies that are native to the area around your city by
performing a search on the world wide web. Your local museum will also have several books on the
local butterflies of your city – this is a very popular subject among scientists and even in the smallest
developed city there will be several of these sorts of books in print. Most of these books will list the
summoning plants of each butterfly, and some will be manual entirely dedicated to attracting
butterflies or creating butterfly gardens. Many museums will allow you to order the books over the
telephone or world wide web – and they will post them out to you. If you are taking your children for
a day at the museum, and ask at the museum’s shop while you are there – you may be surprised to
find that it is one of the most treasure-filled shops in your city. You will also find books on your local
frogs and birds and all of the wildlife of your city here. Indeed, your local museum is one of your
most important resources for finding the animal summoning secrets for your local wildlife.
Even if you only know one or two of the local butterflies, their summoning plants will be listed
on every web page dedicated to the butterfly! This is one of the reasons that the summoning of the
butterflies is the first formulae of animal summoning – for butterflies have been so deeply studied
and information on their summoning plants is so widely available!
A few of these plants will be available at your local plant nurseries – but as I pen these words,
many are not available through commercial nurseries. For these rarer butterfly plants, you may have
to seek out a sylvan conclave of lovely old sages who, unbeknowest to the rest of the world, have
been caring for the butterflies of your forests for a very long time.
In almost every city in the developed world, there is a type of entomologists guild called a
butterfly society. It has probably been founded by the entomologists of the local university18, but
most of the members are amateur naturalists of great enthusiasm. Many of the finest scientists in
your city will be members of this society and it is a great way to meet fascinating and beautiful
people.
The members of this society have almost certainly already collected all the summoning plants
for the butterflies of your city – and will probably be cultivating and selling them! Generally, even the
rarest summoning plants will be available through your local butterfly society. If you want to be a
leader in the sylvan dance, a fine way to begin is by becoming a member of your local butterfly
society.
There is also another guild who nurture secrets of the wild wisdom that will be important to
you – that is your local society for growing native plants. Even in the smallest capital city will have a
native plants society, and you will be able to get any local summoning plant you need through this
sylvan guild. The memebers of this guild are an invaluable font of knowledge on every facet of these
plants and any gardening secrets you need, they will be able to reveal to you.
You can easily find either of these sylvan guilds on the world wide web. These guilds are two
of the most powerful and useful resources available to you at this early stage in history. A
commercial nursery’s ability to market a plant as the summoning plant of a particular animal
increases the commercial attractiveness and saleability of the plant. Hence, as history unfolds,
animal summoning will become widely integrated into every facet of gardening and the summoning
plants of all animals will be available at all your city’s plant nurseries. In future, you will be able to
buy any local summoning plant at any commercial nursery of your city. Yet the real adventure of
Spring happens long before the world reaches that stage!

18 In every capital city of Australia, there is a butterfly societies that cultivates and sells the summoning plants for most of the local wild butterflies.
Many smaller towns and villiages have chapters of these larger, established butterfly societies. Your closest local butterfly society will be registered on
the internet.
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On The Grasshopper’s Feast
Almost every insect can be summoned growing its Summoning Plant. Here in Brisbane, you
can summon the lovely red and silver-blue polka-dotted Harlequin Bug (Tectocoris diophthalmus) by
growing its Summoning Plant, the native Beach Hibiscus (Hibiscus tiliaceus), or, indeed, any
introduced Hibiscus species! And you can thank the
City Council for the inundation of astonishingly
beautiful brilliant gold and rainbow-hued Christmas
Beetles (Anoplognathus porosus) fill the city each Yule,
as their Summoning Plants are the many different
species of Eucalyptus trees that so many people have
been growing since the “Greening Brisbane” project
began!
Stick insects! Grasshoppers! Beetles! Snails!
Praying Mantises! Lacewings! Cicada! All of these lovely
little beings have their own Summoning Plants – and
this is the only thing they need to return to your world.
And consider the treasures your wondrous
regenerating garden offers to your children: collecting
each of cicada chrysalises (there are more than twenty
Photo by Glenorchy McBride III
species of cicada, each a different colour and a different
song, here in Brisbane – and your city will also have a unique range of jewels). Behold the wondrous
native snail shells to be found in the hidden corners of your garden! Native snails are not like the
introduced Common European Garden Snail (Cantareus aspersus) who banquets on your veggie
patch. Many of the most beautiful native Australian snails are limited to rare native forest
Summoning Plants, and they won’t eat anything else.
As you see, by understanding the mystery of the Summoning Plants, you can choose the
particular living jewels you want to adorn your garden. The Butterfly’s Dance begins with the
smallest of creatures, for these are the at root of the their food chains, and each of these lovely little
jewels will attract beautiful new birds back into your urban forest – for most birds are specialists,
hunting particular types of insects in particular ecological niches. Changing your world begins not
with the giant efforts of titans, but with the happy newborn wonder of the littlest of creatures!
And each is a new jewel of beauty with which to adorn your newborn garden, for Spring is
returning to your world.
The Gems of Spring’s Insight
Not only butterflies use particular Summoning Plants to lay their eggs upon. Many pretty
insects also go through a series of stages that include a larval “caterpillar-like” stage that is
associated with particular plant species, exactly as does the butterfly. Almost every large moth
conducts its life cycle in this way. In your city too, their will be a range of astonishingly beautiful
bugs, lovely as little jewels to adorn your garden. There are indeed many different sorts of pretty
bugs who can be summoned in the same way, and for the same aspects of their life cycles, as the
butterflies.
Of course, not all insects reproduce by using Summoning Plants in the same way as
butterflies. A large group of lovely bugs undergo their larval stage in a water body. These include the
many-coloured dragonflies and damselflies, without a doubt you will have many species of both of
these in your city (in Brisbane we have near twenty different sorts of dragonfly)! You can summon
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these using a particular habitat feature – a frog pond. We will address that when we look at the
creation of your Moonwell (though I must warm you that your tadpoles have a voracious appetite).
Another ecological group of insects spend part or all of their life cycle living in the composting
leaf litter or underground. Here in Brisbane, the incredibly pretty iridescent green and brown violinshaped Fiddler Beetle (Eupoecila australasiae), spends its “caterpillar” (i.e. larva) stage in the leaf
litter or compost, and when it emerges as a newborn beetle, it flies off to find its Summoning Plants
(many Eucalyptus species) and drink nectar from their flowers. There are many reasons you may
want to summon the various insects who use leaf litter as a habitat feature, and their beauty is only
one of those reasons. Yet let us leave the mysteries of this habitat feature to be addressed later in
this scroll, if and whence we find a need.
A third major group of insects are the predatory type, and they are often exceedingly
beautiful and colourful, like the beautiful lacewings of Brisbane with their giant graceful wings. The
babies of these lovely insects are the ant lions that build pits in the dry open soil under your house for they like to catch and eat unwary ants! There are many different sorts of predatory insects, and
they are all easily attracted by summoning their prey!
The fourth ecological group of insects are the hive insects. Ants are the most familiar of this
type of animal, and not only are they an exceptionally clean animal, they are also extremely useful to
improving the health and fertility of your garden.
Ants dig great underground cities. These are
incredible, vast and complex, but they also have an
extremely important ecological use. By creating these
cities, the ants are moving soil nutrients up and down
the layers of the soil column. They are also gathering
nutrients from all over the garden, processing these and
infusing them in the soil in the form of their fertile
wastes. Both of these acts are far more significant than
you might initially recognize, yet when you consider
that a strong ant city can spread over ten square meters
of your garden and reach depths of up two or three
meters, or even more, you might begin to comprehend
the scale of influence these little wonders are having
upon the soil of your garden. Your ants are aerating and
infusing significant nutrient inputs into the deepest
levels of your property – they are indeed, one of the
most important elements in your soil’s fertility.

Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

To summon these little folk all you need to do is increase the general ecological health of your
garden. As the soil becomes well mulched and the biodiversity of your garden begins to increase,
your local ant cities will respond to the increase in food by beginning to expand their populations,
opening and renovating new chambers of their cities to accommodate their new opportunities. And
so their beneficial influence on your garden will naturally grow in harmony with your garden’s
ecological health.
Nevertheless, while ants are lovely assistant gardeners, there is another hive insect you very
likely will want to have in your garden. For this one brings you a sweet golden gift the whole year
through.
The Bee Hives of The Sylvan Garden
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O, the dulcet golden treasure that is gifted to us by the bees! Yet bees give more to your
garden than honey. It is estimated that 75% of plants cannot reproduce with the assistance of the
bees. Bees fulfil a very important role in all ecosystems!
Of the dozen or so species of bees native to Australia, one produces a unique and particularly
fine type of honey. This is the Australian Native Stingless Honey Bee (Trigona carbonaria). Most
bees, like the European Honey Bee (Apis mellifera), make their honey using the nectar of flowers. But
our little Native Stingless Bee of Australia actually makes honey using the pollen of flowers, not the
nectar! As a result, this honey is a natural treasure that is utterly unique to Australia – and found
nowhere else among all of the realms of Planet Earth.
And it is a very tasty and interesting type of honey, quite different from the European honeys!
Yet whether you want to attract native Australian Honey Bees or Traditional European Honey
Bees to your garden you can do this easily in one of two ways. The first way is the natural way – by
using the art of animal summoning. In Australia, and nearly every other country on our planet,
European Honey Bees have gone wild and found balance with the native ecosystem – and they, like
the native bees, are easy to attract. You will also find that there are a great range of Bumble Bees
native to your realm. Bumble Bees are often much bigger than honey bees, and they are a little
ecologically different to other bees in that they often don’t form colonies – they live as individuals.
All of these bees can easily be attracted to your garden by the presence of their Summoning Plants,
i.e. any and nearly every flowering plant!
I ought add a note here on the Summoning Plants of the Native Australian Honey Bee. Some of
the native angiosperms of Australia have evolved flowers with complex structures that ensure they
can only be pollinated by the native bees – for these native honeybees are much smaller than the
European honey bee. This is a highly specific relationship. Luckily, the native bees are thriving and
have hives hidden in most parts of urban landscapes. If you have these trees, the bees will be visiting
them and thus doing their job of pollinating them.
If their Summoning Plants are here (i.e. if there are flowers in your garden!) the bees of all
types will come. But, of course, you will have great difficulty finding their hive! To make your
summons perfect, you need a habitat feature – a beehive. Now it is easy enough to make one of these,
as most colonial bees naturally create their hives in small tree hollows – a nest box with a small
entrance hole will immediately become the residence of a bee colony. However, this is not much fun
as you can’t see the bees or collect the honey!
In every city, there will be businesses that make and sell beehives – and these are the sort of
habitat feature that is perfect. Here in Brisbane, there are many Native Bee specialists who can sell
you an empty hive or a hive complete with a colony of bees.
If you want to summon European Honey Bees, then your first step will be to get in contact
with your local apiarists supply shop or apiarists’ society. You can take a short course in apiary and
proceed to collect lovely organic honey for your family and to give to your friends every season, the
whole year round! Bees are one of the few animals who are not at all harmed by human cultivation
of their products, for bees produce to feed their hive – but they produce far more honey than they
can use. In fact, they produce so much honey that they will often vacate a hive because it becomes
overfull! This is yet another reason why it is better for you to establish a proper hive and take a
weekend lesson in apiary if you want to attract bees to your garden.
Natural organic honey from your own garden is one of the first gifts that Mother Nature is
blessing you with. If no one else in your neighbourhood is accepting the lovely nectar your flowers
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are offering in exchange for pollination – you might as well use it and have a wonderful beehive in
your garden!
The Newborn Spirit of Eco-Awareness
And so it has come to pass, by the small act of entering your garden and planting a seed, your
world has begun to change. For when you honoured the Earth, her children heard you. The
butterflies fill your garden, dancing around your head in the natural wonder of their carefree
happiness. Spring hath returned to your world.
For the whole of Mother Nature’s power is contained in every little seed. And that power is
called “Life”.
She Emerges! She Emerges!
From The Moon’s Dream Gate!
Through The Tunnel of The Vortex in The Womb of Fate!
-o0o-

ON THE MOONWELL OF THE FROGS
The Second Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation
She Awakens! She Awakens!
The Sacred Butterfly is Born!
A Wild Song in her eyes that doth The Earth Transform!
The lovely gentle eternally smiling frogs are the most wonderful of the wild creatures of the
ecologically healthy garden. Sadly, the frogs have been disappearing all over the world – not only
from gardens, but from wild habitat too.
Alas, frogs are terribly susceptible to the pollution of water-bodies. It is for this reason that
the networks of healthy, well-designed frog-ponds through the suburbs of the sylvan cities will be
important as healthy and safe habitat for frogs of the future. For many or most frog species, these
networks will often make the difference between thriving happily or going extinct! Indeed, the
Moonwells of our sylvan cities will become a permanent haven for the many of the rarest and most
beautiful frog species on Planet Earth. Consider the beauty and ecological power of the Moonwell in
your garden. Consider the rare treasures that you will collect therein, and preserve forever – for
these will be your treasures, the treasures of your house and of your own doing.
Indeed, t’is both fun and ecologically powerful to play in your garden with the frogs and the
butterflies. Frogs are entirely beautiful and your children will love to play with them. Yet not every
animal can be summoned by merely by Summoning Plants alone, for some animals a habitat feature
is also very important. Thus it is with many freshwater aquatic animals. For the frog, the pond is
more important than the species of plant put in it. There are design qualifications for an urban frog
pond, and this habitat feature will attract frogs.
On The Architecture of The Moonwell
A frog pond should be as deep and as large as you can make it. If your frog pond must be less
than 40cm deep, you can prevent the birds dipping in and eating the tadpoles by suspending a
screen of wire mesh above the water – but make sure you leave entry and exit points for the frogs!
The Soil Substrate of The Moonwell
Once you have built the grail of your frog pond, it can also be useful to put a thin layer of soil
on the floor of the pond (10-15cm thick), underneath the plant pots and the pebbles. Be sure to use
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only the types of soil that are appropriate for water plants (see instructions below, on The
Summoning Plants of The Moonwell, p124). This will allow water plants to root in the floor naturally.
Laying down this layer of soil on the floor of your pond is not necessary, but it is a good idea. If you
don’t lay down this soil layer, a soil humus will build up on its own from the natural and healthy
processes of organic matter (e.g. leaves, etc.) breaking down in the pond and settling on the floor.
However, laying down this initial soil substrate will significantly improve the pond, if you use the
appropriate type of soil.
The soil on the floor of your pond will be continually enriched by the natural nutrient cycling
in the water. The soil in your plant pots requires maintenance and nutrient input – thus it is not as
ecologically self-sustaining. For this reason, it is best to root in this substrate all of the plants that
don’t need to be close to the water surface. One good way to do this is by cutting off the base of your
plant pots, and placing these pots on top of the pebble layer covering the soil substrate level. This
allows the roots to spread out of the bottom of the pots into the soil substrate.
The Tadpole Rockery of The Moonwell
When your thin floor of soil hath been laid it will then be important to cover the floor of the
pond with a rockery of pebbles. A good idea is to cover the floor in a thin layer of extremely small
pebbles (as this will prevent the soil clouding up the water every time you reach into the pond), then
cover this in the tadpole rockery. The rockery itself should be formed of larger stones that are
greatly varying in size (10-25cm diameter). The variance in size ensures that these pebbles will be
filled with nooks and caves. This rockery should be as thick and deep as possible, as the purpose of
the caves it creates is to provide a complex habit for the young tadpoles to hide in. Even if you
protect them from bird predation, there are a host of other predators, including a number of fresh
water invertebrates, who enjoy a meal of tadpole. Don’t worry too much about these, they are part of
the balance and they will invariably find their way into your pond – and this is as it should be. You
can pull a few of these hungry fellows out if you see them, but you shouldn’t be fanatic about trying
to stop them becoming part of your pond’s ecosystem. The tadpoles are evolved to manage and
evade these hungry neighbours, and by providing complex habitat within the pond you increase the
number of tadpoles who will survive to adulthood. But remember to put your potted water plant
into your pond first, and then build the pebbles rockery around them, otherwise your pot plants
won’t have a flat surface to stand on!
The Mother’s Mouth of The Moonwell
When the rains come, your frog pond will fill to the brim and then overflow. The tadpoles,
being curious little wildlings will swim up to explore into the new swallows as the water covers the
edges and begins to overflow – for these little babies love the rain and don’t understand its danger.
The result is that many of them will be swept over the edge with the overflow – unless you take
measures to prevent this. For while you and I enjoy a garden bed, the tadpoles find it to be a most
disagreeable place to take a nap.
To manage this problem I place a line of small pebbles along the overflow edge of my frog
pond. This forms a filter that lets the water through but keeps t he tadpoles safe and happy in the
shallows. It matters little the system you use, but a well build frog pond will maintain a tadpole filter
along its overflow mouth.
In addition, when the tadpoles first become frogs, they will be very small. They will venture
out to sit on the lip of the Moonwell for a few days, before they are ready to explore the world. At this
stage there will need to be protective habitat around the lip, to keep the birds from making a meal of
the little frogs. Pebbles with lots of nooks and grooves (to make caves), or some variety of thick
foliage (lots of pot plants or a vine growing around the lip, for example) are a good idea.
The Frog Ladders of The Moonwell
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Frogs are expert climbers, while Cane Toads are entirely rotten at this skill. Nevertheless, a
sheer tall slippery surface can be a hard ask, particularly for
young frogs on their first venture out of the pond. It is important
that the surface of the sides of the Moonwell be near completely
vertical, however, it must also be rough and filled with wild coarse
easily gripped handholds. Plants are the best sorts of handholds.
This will make it easy for the frogs to move to and from the pond,
but it will also have another welcome ecological advantage. The
coarse surface, shaded by covering plants, and the presence of
Photo by Glenorchy McBride III
water will result in mosses and a wonderful diversity of microferns and small plants developing over the sides of the Moonwell. This microhabitat will become a
complex and beautiful garden with its own fantastic ecology of invertebrates and pixie-capped
bryophytes. The spongelike quality of these types of plant specializes in holding water – a quality the
frogs will greatly appreciate on their journeys to and from the pond. These plants will also provide
cover to protect and hide the froglets from birds and other predators.
However, if your frog pond does have sheer featureless sides, then you must create some frog
ladders. The frogs need to be able to get out of the pond and to get into the pond. You can make these
out of sticks and branches and they can be much like human ladders, though remember that newly
emerged froglets can be very small, so the rungs of these ladders ought be close together. The
alternative to building frog ladders is growing them. If you ensure that the stems of a number of
plants or vines run up the side of your pond and their boughs, fronds or leaves dip over the edges
above the water (but remember some plants, particularly ferns, have protective chemicals that may
affect the water quality), then the frogs can use these quite as effectively as (or even more so) any
frog ladders you might build.
Planted around the base of the frog pond there should be a dense growth of low, thick foliage
plants that entirely cover the ground. Hidden among these ought be a rockery full of complex
caverns and safe frog hidey-holes. When the frogs leave the pond they are in great danger of
predation, it is important that they leap straight out of the water and into a safe and sheltering ring
of habitat. From there they can venture out, and perhaps most importantly, back to there they can
retreat if they encounter danger in the open spaces beyond. Birds will be sitting in trees watching
and waiting, Consider how dire the baby frogs’ situation would be if this ring of safety were not
present. The frogs would have to climb the sides of the pond and dive back into the deeps of the
water – a long journey that few would survive. It is for this reason that at the base of your frog pond
there must be secure, unreachable caves of many different sizes for them to take shelter in – for the
birds will pursue the small frogs, and pull them out of the caves if possible. The rockery should be
thickly concealed with dense ferns and low ground plants. It is a good place to grow vegetables, if
you are so inclined. Watermelon vines work very well here. The idea is to give them as much shelter
and concealment as possible.
In addition to this type of protective habitat around the base of the Moonwell, small “islands”
of this type of shelter placed around your garden are extremely helpful and encouraging for the
frogs. But those that are positioned on the ground should be easily dismantled, as they will be used
by the Cane Toads (if you live in Australia). Remember that Cane Toads will eat any small frog they
encounter, if they can catch it, and these places will be dangerous for the froglets if there are Cane
Toads inhabiting them. The Cane Toads can get their tongues into the small crevices and drag the
baby froglets out. You will want to make a round of these ground-level frog-holes in Summer, a week
or two before the new froglets begin to leave the pond – pull all of the Cane Toads out and do away
with them. Then these habitats will be safe and ready for the froglets.
A much easier manner of dealing with the problem is to elevate these habitats. Place foliage
and small caves (suitable only for tiny froglets) around the base, but the bigger rockery caves (or
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architectural structures) up on the elevation platform. This will give a perfectly safe “bolt hole” to
the froglets, but exclude Cane Toads from the main hidey-holes. The adult frogs are much more
capable of taking care of themselves and can often jump to quite astonishing heights.
The Frog Homes of The Moonwell
Throughout your garden there should be patches of thick foliage and places for the frogs to
hide among and sleep in safely. The number of frogs in your garden will correlate with the number
of good frog hiding places there. A thick undergrowth of plants carpeting the ground is fantastic. The
wilder and more dense your garden is, the more frogs will survive and establish there. In my opinion
a good garden looks like an overgrown backyard forest, and any meddling ought be aimed at
encouraging the growth of Summoning Plants or fruit trees among the wild dense forest
undergrowth – in my opinion, anything else merely interferes with the ecological balance. However,
most typical suburbanite don’t agree with me on this opinion, and you can still have a healthy frog
population even if you like a nice trim manicured garden.
If you like your garden trim and neat with a prim carpet of carefully manicured lawn, then
you will need to establish special habitat features for the frogs to hide in. These features will be any
highly complex, cave filled structure that protects them from desiccation through evaporation and
gives them safety from their predators. This means nice moist, moss-covered frog shelters. It is
really important to remember that when faced with a dry wind, a frog can be reduced from fully
watered to death by dehydration in under ten minutes. Your frog homes ought be located in the
moistest parts of your garden and protected from wind. The shadiest parts of your garden, where
the ground is at its lowest elevation are usually perfect. If you live in Australia, these frog hidey-holes
ought be raised up high and the path to them should be rough and sheer. This will reduce the
possibility of the habitat features being claimed by Cane Toad, as they like the same types of shelter
as frogs. These frog holes should be sheltered and shaded by green leafy plants, for these are
constantly renewing the water vapour content of the air around their leaves through a process called
“transpiration”, which all plants engage in. These plants also provide colour camouflage for the many
different types of tree frogs and they allow the fogs to enter and leave their homes unseen by
predators (who would certainly try to extract them or ambush them if they knew where they hid).
The actual form of these frog holes can be left to your imagination – they can range from a wall built
to be filled with tiny frog caves and hidey-holes to carved stone monuments rising from within the
pond, it matters little, as long as they fulfil the frogs’ needs.
The Organic Fronds of The Frogs
Frogs are hypersensitive to poisons in the environment. In fact there are few animals on this
planet who are as sensitive as frogs, in this regard. The use of common garden poisons, herbicides
and pesticides, is one of the factors that have been contributing to the disappearance of frogs from
urban environments. One dose of weed-killer sprayed over your lawn could easily result in the death
of every frog in your garden. When establishing frogs in your garden, you will need to rethink your
use of the various common garden poisons that are widely available from gardening shops.
Organic gardening methods are deeply appreciated by the frogs, and if you want to have
really level population numbers of extremely healthy frogs in your garden you ought consider the
benefits of organic gardens.
Yet you do not need to embrace organic gardening methods in order to nurture a lovely and
healthy frog population in your garden. The only change you need to make is to shift from a “blanket
bombing” agro-poison strategy to a “precision-based” agro-poison strategy.
A precision-based strategy for using agro-poisons in your garden means that you don’t apply
any poisons until a problem emerges. When a particular plant becomes affected (for example) by a
plant disease that requires the use of a poison to cure, then treat the plant in a manner that prevents
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the extensive spread of the poison through the garden (paint it on the leaves, for example). Hence
you are using precision to target specific problems when they occur, rather than merely spaying
poison over everything on the off-chance there may be a problem in future.
Not only will your garden frogs benefit from this strategy, your children’s health will benefit
too. After all, you would not drink those pesticides, yet your babies were certainly going to put their
hands in their mouths after crawling around on the lawn you had sprayed.
In a future section of this scroll I outline a series of useful strategies for agricultural
landscapes. These strategies can easily be applied to suburban gardens, and they will further reduce
your reliance upon agro-poisons.
The Feast of The Frogs
Whether you love a wild garden or a prim and proper English lawn, when the frogs breed
there will be many of them, and they will need to eat. Frogs are insectivorous – which means they eat
insects. When the froglets come out of the pond, their population will be abundant. A single season’s
new frogs could easily strip your garden clean of insects. Your real problem will be getting enough
insects.
As soon as the frogs begin to mature, those who survive will quickly spread out to find nice
safe frog holes in your neighbouring gardens – because there won’t be enough insects in your
garden, unless you address the matter. Those who leave will, of course, return in the mating season –
unless there are other Moonwells close by. Nevertheless, available food resources will affect the
number of frogs that will permanently establish in your garden, and there is one very easy way to
ensure an abundant supply of food, but to understand this, let us return to our discussion of
butterflies and their fellow insects.
Not all insects lay their “caterpillar” eggs on Summoning Plants. There is a large group of
insects who reproduce and spend at least part of their life cycle underground – in the layer of leaflitter and plant organic matter the covers the upper part of the soil column and the soil surface.
While you might not be terribly keen on summoning these drab little animals for their prettiness,
they are awfully useful ecologically – and they will drastically increase the fertility of your garden, if
you let them. But to summon them requires a Habitat Feature, instead of a Summoning Plant. There
are two easily constructed habitat features that can be used to summon these little folk.
The first is a Leaf Litter Layer over your soil beds. This is the traditional, natural way, and it
will result in an astounding increase in your soil fertility and plant growth rates – as soil health and
the recycling of nutrients is what these little folk contribute to an ecosystem, and there are few
better at it than them! You can build this habitat feature merely by spreading straw or leaves, or
plant matter over the surface of your garden beds.
The second type of habitat feature you can use to summon these little folk is a Compost Bin –
and you would use this if you want to provide food for a large number of frogs in your garden. Thus
let us discuss the secret wonders of the compost bin.
Now the keeping of a compost bin is a deeper and more beautiful mystery than you might
currently be aware. If you do not know the secrets, then your compost bin will stink horribly and the
goo inside it will be foul and putrid. The creation and maintenance of a healthy compost bin is an art
founded in well-established ecological secrets. A good compost bin does not smell, and it quickly
cycles organic waste into the most sweet-smelling, beautiful healthy soil you have ever encountered.
Surprised?
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The key to a good compost bin is balance. A compost bin ought have one-part nitrogen for
every thirty-parts carbon. Sounds complex, but it is not. All of the food waste from your kitchen is
nitrogen rich. If the only thing you put in your compost bin is this waste, that is when your compost
will turn into a putrid, sinking mess. The secret to the health of your bin is in layering it. When a
layer of food waste has built up, first throw a half shovel full of garden soil on top of it. This is
important as it is full of the healthy bacteria that will cycle the nutrients back into a rich soil humus.
Second, put a layer of leaf litter or old newspaper on top of it. Dead leaves and newspaper are
carbon-rich, but have almost no nitrogen in them. This layer does not need to be thick, for the leaves
are difficult to break down, and the bacteria will be putting all that food-waste (i.e. nitrogen) to work
in order to do this. The result will be a healthy compost bin that cycles waste into lovely humus soil
with astonishing speed.
The leaf litter layer is the endless carpet of leaves that fall off your garden trees – if you keep a
prim and proper garden, you will be happy for the opportunity to get rid of these leaves. Instead of
having a leaf litter layer in your garden, you will gather up the leaves and throw them in your
compost bin! Then you can throw more of your kitchen food waste on top of this, and thus the
layering process begins again. It really depends how much food you put in as to how often and how
thickly you need to layer it. If you are layering it, it is pretty hard to go wrong. You will get a putrid
compost if you are not putting in enough newspaper or leaves. If you are putting in too many leaves
or newspaper sheets, then the cycling process will slow down or stop (if you really have far too
much carbon-rich material) and these parts of the compost won’t have fully decomposed by the time
the new soil has formed – hence, you’ll have leaves or bits of newspaper in the new soil.
The last important factor in building your compost is the architectural design of the compost
container itself. Aeration is extremely important in the composting process, and it is very important
that you chose a compost bin with many long vents and grills on its sides. This is also important, as it
allows insects into and out of the compost. These insects will drastically speed up the composting
process, and they will also breed abundantly to feed your frogs. You will also need a door (big
enough for a scoop or shovel-blade) at the ground-level (base) of your compost bin. This is so you
can get out the lovely new humus soil that is made by the bin. As you get to work on your bin, you
will discover that the stuff you throw into it quickly loses its volume as it turns into soil, and you will
have to keep throwing stuff in! But it is unlikely you will ever be able to fill it, as you will be taking
the lovely soil out of the door at the base as quickly as you put more kitchen waste in!
The insects that live in your compost bin are healthy, ecologically helpful nice harmless little
soil insects and most shun light – they don’t make themselves prominent, and those that can fly
generally only come out at night. Your compost would only attract flies (Drosophila sp.) if it is putrid,
as those unattractive animals feed on carrion and faecal waste. If your compost bin is healthy they
won’t go near it. Though there might be a few of the near microscopic fruit flies around, particularly
if the compost includes a high proportion of fruit waste. These little creatures are not dirty, they
merely feed on the fruit. Neither do you need to worry about a plague of insects in your garden.
When your frogs emerge, their populations will be so abundant that they really will devastate the
insects, and they will still need more. In fact, providing more insects will merely result in a larger
number of the most beautiful and successful frogs staying in your garden. No matter how many
insects your compost provides, it will not be enough, and most of the frogs will overflow to and
establish in neighbouring gardens, returning to the Moonwell only to breed.
It is also important to note that much of the wonderful nutrients in your compost will be
seeping deeply into the soil, and any plants close by will be getting an amazing dose of fertilizer. For
this reason, it is really useful to position your compost bin somewhere near your fruit trees – you
will never have to fertilize them, and every season they will produce fantastically abundant showers
of astoundingly large and lush fruits.
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And the Green Tree Frogs will love to climb these wonderfully positioned fruit trees too –
enthusiastically hunting any insect pests that attack your lovely fruit!
The Theatre of The Frogs
Frogs are “cryptic” species, which means “they do not make themselves obvious” – they are
skilled at hiding and unlikely to show themselves without a purpose in doing so. But obviously, you
are going to want to see your frogs to enjoy marvelling over their beauty. Yet it would be most crude
and primitive to demand a frog’s presence by tyrannically dragging it out of its home and holding it
up for your friends to “ohh” and “ahh” over. That kind of primitive clumsy brutishness is most
inappropriate. The lesson at the core of the sylvan art is mastery through understanding - a butterfly’s
touch upon the point of greatest weakness will bring down a fortress that hath resisted the barrage
of great armies. To find harmony with nature you must release your primitive ego-urge toward
ruling the animal kingdom openly, for attempting to do so is a parade of weakness. Every animal will
freely and effortlessly do the will of who hath understanding.
When the nights are warm or the rains fill your garden, the frogs will come out to sing their
love song to the new green world. They are experts at finding the best places from which to project
their songs. You can easily establish sheltered Singing Podiums attached to trees or to walls, and
upon these you can place small hollow cones for the frogs to use as loudspeakers. They will find
these, and on those Summer nights, with your belly full with wine and good cheer, you may venture
into your garden to behold the frogs sitting upon the singing podiums you have created for them.
Invariably, the largest and most beautiful frogs in your garden will have claimed these wonderful
platforms. Thus by understanding, you have achieved perfect ease for you and your friends to gather
round and gaze in awe as the happy little frog (in fact, your largest and most beautiful frogs) freely
and willingly display and perform for you.
And when you are ready to sleep and you know your head will be heavy in the morn, you may
then place the caps over the song horns and the great orchestra of the frogs will switch to a gentle
lullaby.
Now an alternative to these singing podiums is bamboo cylinders or hollow logs. Frogs love
them, and great piles of the little fellows will gather in any hollow logs you place around the garden,
both to sleep and to sing! Of course, you can’t cap these to reduce the volume!
Considerations of Ecological Balance and Exclusion by Threat
Shortly before the second world-war, some dammed wretch who had mistaken himself for a
scientist, developed and instituted a plan to introduce The Cane Toad (Rhinella marina) into
Queensland, Australia, as a means of controlling an insect pest that was affecting crop yield in the
sugar cane fields. Oddly enough, this strategy of biological control had already been tried on several
tropical islands that cultivated sugar cane – and all had reported the same result: the Cane Toad had
ignored the crop pest (thus, utterly failing as a bio-control agent), it had left the fields, reproduced to
plague proportions and proceeded to wreak disaster upon the local ecosystems of those islands,
mass extinctions of local frog species had resulted. As these results had been well documented in the
literature of science, one can only assume the dammed fool was too lazy or arrogant to do his
homework.
It is interesting at this point to note that Australia has no native “toads”. Some Australian
frogs have a common name that includes the words “toad” or “toadlet”, but actually there are no
toads native to Australia. The only two species of toad in Australia have been introduced by
Europeans.
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Upon being introduced to my home state of Queensland, Australia, The Cane Toad
reproduced in plague numbers, carpeting every part of the ground of outdoor urban landscapes. It
proceeded to wreak havoc on Australian ecosystems in two primary ways.
The first affected the predators. Tiger Quolls (Dasyurus masculatus) are an incredibly
beautiful Australian arboreal marsupial predator – certainly one of Brisbane’s strangest and most
iconic animals. They look a little like a small marsupial wolf that climbs trees, very graceful and
ornamented with fur featuring complex and hypnotic patterns. They are, of course, no danger to
humans – once as I slept in the open air beneath the Moon in a rainforest in North Queensland, I was
woken in the middle of the night by one of these curious fellow’s whiskers tickling my cheek as he
sniffed my face. He was quite surprised when I opened my eyes and sat up, and mighty quick he
turned and scampered off up a tree. Nevertheless, I expect he could have taken quite a bite out of me,
should he have chosen to do so – Quolls are carnivorous and have lovely teeth. But Quolls
traditionally eat small mammals and, more importantly, frogs. They love frogs. Yet Cane Toads are
highly poisonous.
Quoll populations of Brisbane were utterly decimated by the arrival of The Cane Toad.
Everywhere throughout my city, these poor little fellows were poisoned by the toads they ate - and
they died in terrible pain. Quolls are now a rare and threatened species surviving only in the deep
wilderness.
Oddly, scientists have discovered an interesting fact - Cane Toads shun The Wild. The
wretched blighters will spread along road and highway paths, establishing in any human modified
landscape. But they will not enter wild native habitat. There are no Cane Toads in the wild natural
forests of Australia. This was a saving grace for many beautiful wild predators whose populations
were damaged by these little monsters.
However, Nature finds her balance, and as the decades past many predators quickly began to
evolve ways of murdering the little blighters. The Sacred Ibis (Threskiornis molucca), the Torresian
Crows (Corvus orru), and the incredibly agile Butcher Birds (Cracticus nigrogularis and C. torquatus)
of Brisbane have all learned to flip the toads over and eat out their bellies – as the toad’s poison
glands are on its back, this is a beautifully clever and effective strategy. In addition, many local snake
species are reported as having begun to develop a resistance to the toad’s toxins. And best of all,
there are reports beginning to filter out of Quolls who have begun to either developed a resistance to
the toad’s poison or avoid eating the toads. If the Cane Toads were to be controlled, and an
alternative food source (i.e. frogs) provided, the Tiger Quoll populations would quickly grow strong
again and with very little effort, our urban environment could easily be adapted to welcome back
this amazing fellow. Of course, their numbers have been decimated, and they would need a strong
local source population from whence they could spread. Hmmmm.
However, as a result of the adaptation of local predators, Cane Toad populations are no longer
in the extreme plague proportions they once were – though they are still in plague proportions. Yet I
mentioned a second aspect to the ecological chaos the Cane Toads wrought upon our local
ecosystem. And that second disaster involves the frogs.
Cane Toads eat frog children. They eat the eggs. They eat the tadpoles. They eat the froglets.
Yet, on the other side of the equation, frogs don’t eat Cane Toads of any type – and even the tadpoles
of Cane Toad are poisonous, so there isn’t much that does eat them.
The result of this interaction has been the complete disappearance of frogs from everywhere
but the most wild and rural suburbs of Brisbane. Hence, I grew up in Brisbane, never having seen a
frog – except on television. But every night, there were plagues of Cane Toads everywhere, outside
the doors of every house in my city. Hundreds of them.
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Of course, being indomitably cheerful children, my friends and I would go out “Cane Toad
hunting” every night of the weekends. We would spend the Saturday or Sunday in my Father’s tool
shed building spears, throwing stars, and the most frighteningly imaginative weapons for killing the
little blighters. Then at night we would go out hunting them. And O, how we would laugh when one
of them died in a creative or unexpectedly dramatic way!
Nevertheless, this absence in my life meant I grew up with a dream of frogs in my heart.
Never having seen one, they seemed incredible, graceful, mystical green creatures. And they sung to
me in my dreams.
I didn’t see a real frog until I was at university studying ecology and the course began taking
me out on numerous field trips into The Wild.
I was captivated, utterly lost. In Love.
Now, as I sit by the Moonwell in the forest of my garden, the frogs are hidden in the treetops,
ground ferns and all around me. There are many species of rare and beautiful frogs living in this
Moonwell, and it is full of tadpoles as I write. It is overcast now, and the rain will soon begin. Then
the frogs will come out to sing.
It is unnatural and impoverishing for a child to grow up without ever having known the love
of the frogs. It is true, O loving mother, t’will drive you wild with fright when you find frogs in the
pockets of their pants as you do the washing. And you do know that frogspawn will inevitably end up
in your bathtub? For such is the humour of children. But you will love their naughty games and
pranks as they play with the frogs. And you will find happiness in their natural happiness, for you
will know that their souls are growing with a wild untamed beauty by their experience of Nature – a
beauty no child should ever be denied.
However, I digress.
flows.

We change the world by watching until we achieve understanding - then action naturally
Cane Toads cannot climb.

Most frogs and toads are expert climbers. But Cane Toads cannot climb even the most basic
surfaces. By elevating your frog pond, you exclude the Cane Toads. They cannot enter it to breed.
They cannot enter it to eat the frogs. They cannot enter it at all. By a very simple move, the elevation
of your frog pond, you have created true and safe breeding habitat for the frogs. This is all they need
to return to the cities.
You have severed the imbalanced point of contact between the frogs and the Cane Toads.
Now obviously the Australian Animal Ethics Committee would be most displeased if I had
discovered the elevation height by throwing a bunch of Cane Toads into buckets of different heights,
but all with frog ladders in them, and then I had left those buckets overnight to see at what height
the Cane Toads could not get out. And I certainly wouldn’t be so naughty a scoundrel as to have done
that! So it is by mere instinct that I suggest a 54cm height elevation. It is my “guess” that if this
experiment were to be carried out, this finding would result when a sample size of 24 toads for each
treatment is used. But that, of course, is only a “guess”. For if I had employed scientific methodology
to test my hypothesis without clearance from the Animal Ethics Committee, that would certainly be
considered an act of cruelty to the Cane Toads. I am a great lover of animals, and my sweet gentle
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disposition is instinctively rule-abiding – so you can assure yourselves that the figures I am giving
you are a mere guess. An “educated guess”.
Your garden should not have any breading pools accessible to the Cane Toads, and if you
follow the instructions outlined here to build a Moonwell, there will generally be no more than one
or two of these foul little monsters in your garden, if it is an ordinary suburban size. And even they
will disappear with a little effort.
A Cane Toad hunts insects by sitting on the ground under the lights of your house. A frog, on
the other hand, will climb up the wall and sit on the light, giving it far superior access to food. A safe
breeding pond will result in dozens of frogs in your garden – every one of which is a superior hunter
to the Cane Toad. With safe breeding habitat established, frogs will invariably outcompete any
remaining Cane Toads in your garden. They will do this quickly and easily.
The Moonwells of the suburban gardens will create a network of safe frog breeding ponds
through the urban habitat. This will ensure that Cane Toads have little future in the suburbs of
Australian cities. As the wretched monsters have not been able to effectively establish in our city
centres (i.e. the “central business districts”), this means that the suburbs of our cities are the
battleground. A network of elevated Moonwell frog habitats through the suburbs will have a drastic
effect on the entire ecological balance, and indeed, on the very way we see our Australian cities in
The Space Age. In the presence of this graceful green predator, it is quite possible that the Cane
Toads will almost entirely disappear from our suburbs.
And that opens the way for the return of the Tiger Quoll.
On The Summoning Plants of The Moonwell
Water plants are primary summoning plants of the frogs – and these are a wondrous and
important component of a Moonwell. Water plants clean, filter, and oxygenate the water. A healthy
frog pond will be overflowing with as many water plants as it can fit! Without water plants, your
pond will turn stagnant and unhealthy.
The Summoning Plants of the frogs are defined more by their architecture and functions then
by their historical associations – you don’t always need to use native plants. It is a good idea to
include water plants that have large flat floating leaves, as these are perfect for the young frogs to
climb onto when they are first ready to leave the water.
Fully-grown frogs love these as podiums from which to
sing and make love. It is also wise to include water
plants that make thick forests of grass-like reads
projecting out of the water. Some frog species will only
lay eggs if there are reeds to attach the egg clump to!
These reeds also provide extremely important
protective habitat for the young frogs to hide in when
they have first left the water, but are not ready to leave
the pond. To shelter your froglets from bird predation
(for the birds will notice when the froglets start to
leave the water), it is important to have quite a lot of
these types of reeds and protective habitat features at
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that stage of growth.
Frogs adopt non-native Summoning Plants very easily, for there are so many that fulfil their
ecological needs. However, it is best to use as many native water plants as possible, as the frogs are
in harmony with this type of habitat. But there is one exotic Summoning Plant that blooms well in
the Moonwells over our whole planet - the Lotus. The lotus is a fantastic at cleaning water, it changes
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the water’s pH three times as it filters through – and this gets rid of any nasty bacteria building up in
the water. Of course, it is also deciduous.
When potting up a water plant, it is best to use unworked soil from your garden. Make sure it
is free of artificial fertilizers, pesticides and any other chemical products. It is important to avoid
putting any compost in this soil, and you should certainly never use the bags of potting mix sold at
garden and hardware stores. Compost and potting mix are wonderful for your terrestrial plants, but
they contain a mix of nutrients, bacteria and fungi that can be far too potent for your pond water.
Natural water bodies are low-nutrient ecosystems, and using these types of highly cultivated soils
can result in heighted levels of disease and ill health in your tadpoles. Once you have potted up your
plants, cover the surface of the soil with a layer of very small pebbles (<1cm diameter). I find that the
best sort of pebbles is sold at pet stores and are marketed as appropriate for fish aquariums. As well
as being perfectly sized, these can be quite beautiful. This layer of pebbles will stop the soil from
pluming out of the water plant pots, clouding the water and then settling in a drab film over
everything, whenever the water gets stirred up. It is a good idea to then place many larger stones on
top of this pebble-layer to add additional habitat, the tadpoles will spend a lot more time among the
plants if this habitat is complex and full of hiding places.
Considerations of Ecological Balance and Exclusion by Threat
When the leaves of the water plants die, do not remove them from the water. These leaves
will break down much more quickly then the leaves of land plants, and this cycles their nutrients
back into the water, returning them to the plants. This process is absolutely essential, and the
removal of these leaves will remove essential nutrients from the pond ecosystem. This kind of
“fertilizer” is very different from the artificial fertilizers of humanity. All of the organisms of the pond
are evolved to manage and use the nutrients that are released in this form, and they are part of the
balance. Where concerns leaves that fall into the pond from terrestrial plants above, you can pull
them out if there are too many, or leave them there if not. But be careful in choosing the plant
species to grow around the pond, for some terrestrial plants fill their leaves with compounds that
prevent other plants from growing nearby – Australian native Macadamia Nut Trees (Macadamia
integrifolia) weep poisons (these don’t effect humans or they quickly break down in the soil), many
pine tree species (Pinus sp.) fill their needles full of acid, etc. This strategy of ecological exclusion is
called “allopathy”. It is very important to make sure you have not positioned your frog pond under
one of these plants – for their toxins would affect the water quality.
In your country, there are also probably a number of water plants that are choking up your
local water bodies. Most of these plants are probably introduced exotics who have not yet found a
balance. It may or may not be necessary to control the access these have to your pond. In Australia,
duckweed (Lema sp.), is a nice little water plant that is usually spread and eaten by ducks. But as
there are no ducks in your pond it will entirely choke your water surface if it is not seen and
immediately removed. Of course, these are aesthetic problems, as the duckweed is not really a
danger to your tadpoles, but it will exclude many other water plants. If the duckweed chokes your
pond, the sunlight will not be get through to feed the algae that your tadpoles prefers to graze on, but
they can eat the duckweed. Nevertheless, it is a good idea to keep a little net with which to pull out
any duckweed (or whatever your local equivalent is) you see in your pond.
The Living Water of The Moonwell
Within a few weeks of building your pond, you will begin to find a film of green moss-like
algae covering the underwater walls of the pond, particularly in the sunny sections. This is a
wonderful sign the nature is taking root and your pond is coming to life. This algae film is important
for it is the main food source the very young tadpole, who will graze on it all day. When the tadpoles
get bigger, they will also begin munching on the insect larvae in the pond – and this too will establish
naturally.
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Where concerns your pond water, you should never add anything artificial to it. Frogs are
hypersensitive. Many nurseries will encourage you to buy tablets of fertilizer to be plunged into the
soil of your water plants. I do not use them as they may change the water pH to a degree that might
affect the frogs. However, I encourage you to follow your instincts, but keep a backup supply of
tadpoles.
When you initially build your pond, you will probably want to fill it with water from the tap –
I usually do. If you choose to do this, then you should immediately fill it with plants and leave it for
two weeks (or more depending on the quality of your local tap water). During this period, the water
will be cleaned by the plants and Nature will take root in your pond.
You can assist this process of The Wild establishing in your pond and bringing your water to
life by releasing into your Moonwell a glass of water from a pond that is already healthy and thriving.
That glass of water will contain the essence of a wondrous diversity of life that will greatly enrich
your Moonwell, but it is important that you speak in depth with the pond’s caretaker to make sure
that it is not a pond suffering an outbreak of Chytrid Fungi. We will talk some more on that subject
later.
Now, I must warn you: it is best to establish your pond in the winter, and leave it until
summer for the water to clean (the plants photosynthesize less in winter, and all their metabolic
processes slow down – so it will take longer for them to clean the water). If you choose to establish
your pond in the warm seasons, you are in for a nasty surprise. Leaving your pond free of tadpoles
for a few weeks in hot weather will result in it filling with a plague population of mosquito larvae.
And by the time your frog eggs hatch, most of the larvae will be too big for the young tadpoles to eat.
A week or two later, your garden will be filled with swarms of hungry mosquitoes, even in the
daytime. But if you make this mistake, do not fear. Within a few months the new pond ecosystem will
find a balance as the tadpoles grow big and hungry – and soon you will find it difficult to see any
mosquito larvae in the pond. Nevertheless, whenever you put in a new pond during the warm
season, that first generation of mosquitoes is highly annoying! The lesson being: build your frog
pond in the winter, and fill it with tadpoles at the onset of Spring. Whether you are collecting
frogspawn from the wild or getting it from other frog lovers, it will be easy to acquire your
frogspawn at the perfect time. The frogs, like most insectivorous animals, time their seasonal
reproductive cycles to take advantage of the spring bloom of the insects’ reproductive cycle. The
tadpoles will be the right size to start eating as soon as the mosquitoes are feeling ready to start
filling the water with their larvae!
Nevertheless, mosquitos can be a problem, particularly species that are vectors for human
pathogens, like Denge Fever (in Australia) or Malaria (in other tropical countries). If you want to
ensure that mosquito populations are excuded for your frog ponds, you can do this using a natural
means we will discuss later in this book (The Bladderworts of The Arcadian Forests, p268). However,
it ought be remembered that the ecologal strategies offered in this section are extremely powerful
and capable of entirely excluding mosquito larvae from your frogpond. Consider carefully that doing
this denies your tadpoles an valuble food source.
Also keep in mind that the young frogs will not reach sexual maturity for three years after
leaving the pond – so you will need to release new tadpoles into your pond for the first three Spring
seasons. Every season thereafter, the ecological balance will conduct itself naturally, without need of
your interference.
On The Sylvan Ecosystem of The Moonwell
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Both the pond habitat and the frogs themselves will attract many sorts of interesting new
wildlife to your garden.
The Pond Dance of The Dragonflies
When the pond is born and healthy, it
will not only support the frogs, but a whole
range of life within the bowl of its grail.
Dozens of different invertebrates will
become part of its balance. Colourful
dragonflies will come to dance on its surface,
and lay their pretty wriggling little babies in
its depths. There are more than twenty
different species of dragonfly and around ten
different species of damselfly native to my Photo by Glenorchy McBride III
city of Brisbane, each with different colours and patterns, and all need bodies of freshwater (though
some prefer the fast flowing water of creeks) to complete their life cycle. In the first Moonwell of my
garden, two species of tiny freshwater snail began to appear quite without my help, crawling around
the depths, grazing on the algae. I often find young green grasshoppers of several beautiful species
hiding among the reeds, and this season, a wonderful species of caterpillar cut pieces of lily pad and
then glued them over itself to make a safe home whence it could hide under and eat! These are only a
few of the dozens of different types of invertebrates that will make their homes in or on these living
waters. The Moonwell will bring into your garden an astonishing biodiversity.
The Gathering of The Frogs
When you build your pond, the frogs will come. Of course, this may take time (and the pond
will breed mosquitoes until they arrive), and the species who come will be only those few who are
surviving in your neighbourhood. Most people will prefer not to wait for this to occur.
And so there are two popular alternatives open to you: the natural way and the facilitated
way.
The natural way involves collecting frogspawn from the Wild. Before you do this, read up on
your local council regulations for collecting frogspawn, as each city will have different rules.
So here is how you do it! Go to one of the less urbanized, less polluted suburbs on the edge of
your city in the warm season, during a period of lovely rain. Drive along the country lanes slowly,
with your windows open, and listen carefully – until you hear frog song! Then stop and park.
Follow the frog song to the ponds or still water bodies around its root. Sometimes these still
water bodies will be the grass-filled trench/gutter along the side of the country lane!
In these water-bodies you will find foamy and gel-like clumps of eggs floating in the water,
often attached to the bases of reed clusters!
Most cities will allow you to gather up a few of these eggs and transfer them to your frog pond
– particularly if the eggs are from the gutter-trench along the side of country lanes, as these tadpoles
will probably die when the ground dries. Some cities require you to return a clump of eggs to a
viable water-body in the suburb you collected from, when your own frogs reach maturity and spawn
their own egg masses!
Nevertheless, the key to success in these expeditions begins with timing. The beginning of the
warm seasons is when most frog species will be breeding. Most frogs only sing during the rain, and
often only at night. This is because their song is a love song, to attract a mate – and most frogs breed
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only when it rains. So the moment to journey forth on your expedition will be immediately after a
heavy downpour of rain has been continuing for long enough to give them time to spawn – at least a
day or more. If you are not too prissy to go out in the rain, your success will be heightened.
Otherwise, you can wait until immediately after the rain has stopped (but you will face great
difficulty, as there will be fewer frogs singing). A well-planned expedition will almost always result
in the success of finding eggs of one of the many types of tree frog – for almost every region on
Planet Earth supports its own unique species of tree frog.
However, to find the rarer and more cryptic frog species, you will often need to engage a little
more effort. A bit of preliminary research is useful at this point. Begin by reading up on the habitat
type and breeding season favoured by the frog species you are searching for. Download from the
world wide web, a recording of the frog’s song. Identify the places where the habitat type occurs in
your city. And then, off you go!
If, however, you are an unrepentant lover of luxury who has no interest in exploring through
the wild on wet summer evenings in search of wonders, then you will probably prefer the easy path
of the “facilitated way”. And amusingly, you will probably have a much greater range of frog species
in your pond than the purist who only collects from the wild!
In many cities, frogspawn is sold at plant nurseries, and you can usually get most of the
common species there. But for the most rare, cryptic and beautiful species, you will have to contact
one of the many frog breeders in your city.
Frog breeders are an interesting breed of human, and almost invariably overeducated
enthusiasts, fanatics in fact. They are almost always university academics who breed the frogs at
their own home. The moment you walk in the front door of this fanatic’s home you will be
overwhelmed by a deluge of scientific names and the crazy glow of the individual’s passion for the
frogs. It is from these individuals that you will get the most wonderful and amazing frogspawn, spun
from a lifetime of journeys through the wild collecting and carefully nurturing the rarest, most
fragile, cryptic and beautiful frog species that few humans are ever lucky enough to behold. In every
city there will be a network of these kooky bespectacled nuts whose absent-minded passion is the
life of the local frog societies. These are the lovely old nutcases you want to find.
Let me also offer you a warning. You should be extremely wary of companies that establish
for the purpose of breeding frogs on a large scale – they will almost always be selling inbred frogs.
Regardless of how “diverse” the companies attempt to make their parent population, should a small
group of these companies dominate the market in your city, they would overwhelm your city’s frog
population with a gene stock limited to their parent donors, thus sacrificing the desperate
evolutionary gambit the frogs are engaged in merely to serve their short term profits (for all of the
frogs of our Planet are facing a great danger at present, as you will read later). Shun these companies
as abominations against The Wild. Shun them utterly. They are a danger to the frogs. Frogs are not
domesticated creatures. They are wildlings to whose ecological needs we can easily adapt our urban
environments. Scorn these companies. Scorn any who buy from them. Let them be the target of the
wrath of The Wild! Instead, let every nursery make a habit of employing enthusiastic wildlings who
will regularly collect and add wild frogspawn to the nursery’s ponds. Thus every nursery will be
collecting from different and most importantly, local sites. This will ensure the genetic diversity of
the frogs of your city.
Swapping frogspawn will become a popular practice, and websites will open where people
can communicate and swap their frogspawn. As the network of Moonwells grows strong, frogs will
be available from neighbours and a continuous process of change and genetic translocation will be
occurring. This is central to the survival and wild health of the soul of the frogs.
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The Love Song of The Frogs
It may be that you don’t want to gather your frogs by collecting tadpoles or by joining a frog
group – instead, you wish to call the frogs by pure traditional formulae of animals summoning. And
there is a means to do this very quickly and very powerfully.
Frogs communicate by singing love songs. Frogs will seek out and gather in any any garden
that is filled with this love song. This “sonic pattern” is the habitat feature you will use to call the
frogs when your garden has been eco-scaped to receive them.
On a rainy night in Spring or Summer, visit a natural urban frog habitat forest creek (a garden
filled with frogs, for example) or public Moonwell that is filled with frog song or a forest creek.
Record the love songs of the frogs. When you return home, place a music player in your garden and
link this to a timer switch at the electricity plug. Set this to automativcally begin playing frog song at
dusk for an hour, then again in the middle of the night when you are fast asleep.
Frogs don’t sing every night. In fact, in most areas they will only sing on warm nights of high
humidity (immediately before and during a storm). This means that every frog in the neighbourhood
will hear the lovesong emenating consistently even on the evenings when the greatest gathering
ponds are silent. The forgs will make their way to your pond, and upon finding your garden
wonderfully agreeable and many other frogs have also journeyed here, a significant permanent
population will quickly establish!
And so you will have frogs.
This is a natural means of summoning the frogs. However, it must be remembered that many
frog species have become disappeared from your urban landscape. If you use this only natural
summoning means you will only be able to initially summon those frog species who are already
established in your neighbourhood. If you are patient then the other frog species will also come as a
result of the sylvan dream.
The sylvan dream will result in frog habitats establishing in every neighbourhood to form a
“wreath” encircling the city centre and extending out to the suburbs that are adjacent and connected
to the wilderness fragments on the edge of your city. As these outer suburbs establish frog habitats,
the rare frog species will venture out of the wilderness fragments to expand into these garden
moonwell – and so to continue expanding through the moonwells until they has spread through the
entire “wreath” of frog habitat encircleing your inner city. Hence, if you are patient, even the rare
frogs will eventually come to your garden merely by using the natural summoning technique.
However, let it be remembered that almost all frog species are facing very serious extinction
threats. Frogs are entirely precocious animals and this means that relocating them to new habitat is
completely safe if done during the egg stage of their lifecycle. Your local frog groups will be (as I pen
these words) already working programs to help your city’s rare and endangered frogs species
expand into any new habitat pockets created by beautiful human souls who transform their gardens
into frog sanctuaries. These frog groups will enthusiastically gift you with fantastic and rare
frogspawn – if they deem your garden fine and healthy habitat for the frogs. Being part of these plans
is an important act of love and healing of great help to the frogs.
As a final note in regard to the use of full natural animal summoning formulae to call the
frogs, this formula is also useful if you are creating a garden Moonwell after the sylvan plan has
begun to take root in your city.
In this situation you may discaover that a year or so after your first frogs have emerged from
your Moonwell, your young frogs (who are beginning to mature) will want to seek out other mature
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frogs – and they will be attracted to the sites of strongest frogsong. This means they will begin to
leave your garden and travel, often hundreds of metres in search of a popular breeding pond around
which the great diversity of frogs has gathered. Hence, you may find your garden emptying of frogs!
The solution to this problem is easy. Use the natural animal summoning formulae outlied
above to call the frogs back to your garden. You will be surprised to discover that not only will most
of your young frogs return (as frogs have an inate tendency to prefer the pond from which they were
“born”), but also many other mature frogs will also travel to your garden to join the love song and
the Love and new children of your Moonwell.
Considerations of Ecological Balance and Exclusion by Threat
The Chytrid Fungus (Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis) is a type of pathogen (i.e. disease) that
attacks the skin of the frog. It is not harmful to humans (it cannot affect humans at all), but it is often
fatal to frogs. For the frogs, it is a horrible and painful death. Yet there is a great mystery associated
with this pathogen, for its behaviour is unlike anything of its type that humanity has ever before
encountered.
The fungus was first noticed only a few decades ago, when frog populations all over the planet
began to show alarming symptoms of it. The impact was so fast and devastating that within a decade
many frog species had been entirely wiped out – driven extinct. It was affecting both urban frog
populations and wild frog populations. The odd element was – it was appeared everywhere on the
planet at the same time.
This pattern of appearance did not seem possible, as it was affecting completely populations
that seemed to be completely isolated continents – there was no apparent vector by which it could
have been transferring it among these populations. Outbreaks were most devastating in montane
(high-altitude) frog populations, though frog populations at every altitude were showing symptoms
of the disease – and being devastated by it.
The fungus causes the skin of the frog to peel off – and the frog dies slowly, in intense pain.
Tadpoles can carry the fungus in their mouthparts, and full-grown frogs can carry it in their skin. But
the eggs are entirely safe and cannot carry or be infected by the fungus. If you transfer an infected
frog to you pond, you might infect your whole pond, this is why it is important to only collect the
eggs. Despite this, the fungus may still affect your own frogs.
However, it the experience of most of the frog breeders I have talked to in my city that
outbreaks of the fungus generally only occur if a frog pond is unsanitary or suffering from
deteriorated water quality. Deteriorated water quality in a frog pond is generally the result of not
having enough water plants (to filter, clean, and oxygenate the water of the pond), or of the
introduction of chemical pollutants that degrade the water quality. Though I should note that while
frog breeders far and wide are in agreement on this observation, it is merely hearth wisdom, and, unlike
the other ecological ideas presented in this scroll, has not yet been confirmed or investigated by
scientific research. Brisbane’s urban landscape is not a high-altitude montane environment, and this
may be important in interpreting these observations. I personally take no quarantine measures in
my ponds, and I collect pond water inoculations from any lovely-looking pond around my city and
the connected wilderness fragments – yet my ponds are very healthy and thriving indomitably, and I
have never had any cases of the fungi among any of my frogs.
Scientists do not know what is causing the massive outbreaks of this pathogen all over the
planet. Recent evidence (published in Nature, the pre-eminent journal of science) suggests that the
pathogen may have previously existed in ecological balance with the frogs, but global temperature
increases may have disrupted this equilibrium in favour of the pathogen.
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This hypothesis is supported by the temporal correlation between atmospheric temperature
change and the appearance of the pathogen. Nevertheless, correlation and causation are not the
same, and the scientists who published this research are careful to point out this fact. We do not
know why this pathogen is behaving in this way.
Could it also be possible that an atmospheric pollutant of some type (carried aerially around
the planet and precipitated in water-bodies, particularly at high-altitudes) be affecting either the
frog or the fungus in a manner that is favouring fungi? Again, the answer is unknown.
Whatever the nature of the situation, it does not seem likely that humanity will be able to
“cleans the fungi spores from every natural environment. Doctoring a solution may not be possible.
Natural adaptation (facilitated, if necessary) is probably the appropriate solution.
Increasing frog population numbers also increases the chance of a few frogs developing a
resistance to the fungi and passing that on to future generations. This is what “natural adaptation”
means – survival through a process of natural selection.
We can assist the frogs by providing safe breeding habitat and thereby facilitating an increase
in their population numbers. By doing this we increase their chance of evolving a resistance.
Let it be remembered that frogs have long been one of the most successful organisms on this
planet. They were here before the dinosaurs and they outlasted the dinosaurs. In every ecosystem
frogs are keystone organisms – if they disappear, then everything that eats them disappears. And for
the first time in their ancient history, they are under serious threat – not only from the fungi, but also
from habitat modification by humans. Yet through a little understanding you have learned to
overcome one of the biggest threats frogs are facing. Your acts have changed have created a path to
survival for the frogs of your city. You are powerful!
Due to the fungus outbreak, most cities now require professional frog breeders to be
registered in order to ensure they are not distributing infected frogs (of course, if you buy only the
eggs, then you are almost certainly guaranteed no infection). Many cities won’t allow you to collect
tadpoles. Some cities even go so far as to require residents to have a license in order to have frogs in
their gardens! However, this kind of requirement can only reduce frog population numbers, thus
making it more difficult for the frogs to use natural selection to evolve a resistance. Not a terribly
intelligent government response, is it?
Regardless of how well you protect your frog pond, expect a few fatalities from this pathogen
each season, just as you will expect a few fatalities from owls and kookaburras and snakes each
season. If you expect a few fatalities, then you will be happy when there aren’t any.
The fungus is utterly harmless to humans, we are immune to it - and that fact places us in a
powerful situation to help and protect of the frogs. By facilitating frog population numbers, and
reducing other dangers the frogs are facing, we increase the probabilities of natural selection finding
and favouring resistance genes.
The relationship between the frogs and this pathogen is out of balance at present, and the
frogs are being devoured as a result. But you can help the frogs to survive to find a new balance
merely by ensuring your pond is clean, healthy, and filled with an abundance of life. It is possible,
though unlikely, that humanity can “doctor” a solution to this pathogen. However, what we can
certainly do is to ensure that the frogs have abundant healthy habitat so that their numbers grow
strong enough to allow natural adaptation to occur. The sick and weak will die. Those that have the
adaptations to survive will spawn the future generations. And those future generations will have the
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survival traits of their parents. With each generation those survival traits will be more strongly
expressed. And so returns the balance.
The frogs of the world are in a difficult and embattled situation. Their wild habitat is being
destroyed with devastating speed, invasive species are violating their balance in horrifying ways,
and all this whilst they are also suffering from an epidemic outbreak of a fungal pathogen that may
be linked to pollution or global warming. The best we can do is give the beautiful little frogs good
habitat in our gardens so they will be strong enough that natural selection will assist them to
overcome this plight (rather wiping them out). When you build a Moonwell in your garden, you help
save the frogs of Planet Earth by creating a network of frog habitats through the suburbs of your
cities to form a ring around your city centre. With every city doing this, the frogs will survive as
friends and companions of humanity. And we shall bask in the beauty of their songs forever.
The Green Call of The Moonwell
The frog population will also attract other animals to your garden. The Laughing Kookaburra
(Dacelo movaeguineae) is one particularly iconic bird who has left highly urbanized areas, but will be
quick to move into a garden that has a healthy Moonwell. The kookaburra is an interesting bird, his
dawn laughter is utterly Australian and has rung through the dawn this of this land since before the
first pen ever recorded human history on this planet. The kookaburra is an aboriginal creature of
“The Dreamtime”19. According to the myths of the aboriginal people of Australia, when a shaman
died, his spirit was reborn as a kookaburra, and would continue to be reborn thus in order to watch
over the land for the remainder of eternity. When you look at the kookaburra, you will see how
eerily reminiscent is his countenance, and these ancient words will echo in your soul.
The frogs will also encourage the return of owls to our
cities. Owls differ from other large birds of prey in that they
are almost always native to dense forested habitats, rather
than wide, open areas. Hence, (unlike eagles and hawks,) the
owls, nightjars and frogmouths are eminently suited to
hunting in the urban environment. In Brisbane, the Tawny
Frogmouth “Owl” (Podargus strigoides) remains only on the
edge of the urban habitat, in those heavily forested suburbs
and those that are close the wilderness fragments. Though we
can easily bring it back through the city merely by increasing
the tree cover and strengthening the prey populations. It loves
frogs. The Powerful Owl (Ninox strenua), the Southern
Boobook Owl (Ninox novaeseelandiae), and the Barn Owl (Tyto
alba) have all adapted to the “green belt” of Brisbane’s urban
habitat – only small changes are required for them to spread
out to all parts of our city. And in your city too, there will be
several species of owl and their kin, all of whom can almost
certainly be summoned back into the urban environment by
growing the Summoning Plants of their prey (some of the
most powerful of which, you may be amused to note, are the Photo by Glenorchy McBride III
water plants of the Moonwell – for they produce the abundance of frogs to feed the wise old owl). It
is also important to establish the habitat features of the owls, which will probably include a
threshold level of canopy cover and the presence of nesting boxes (i.e. “Tree Hollows”).
Snakes will also return to your garden. Your city will have a range of non-venomous snakes
who ought be encouraged. Here in Brisbane, the beautiful mottled brown banding of the Carpet
Python (Morelia spilota variegata) is familiar to most householders. These non-venomous folk are
19 The Dreamtime is mythical “the world of the spirits” in the traditional reality matrix and the ancient stories of the Australian aboriginies.
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urban survivors, expert mouse hunters who have taken to living in the roof cavities of suburban
houses. As they keep the possums out of suburban rooves too; and hence, most suburbanites ought
learn to stop fearing them and start appreciating them (while possums are beautiful, they are noisy
nocturnal neighbours, so most people encourage them to live in the garden – but they are clever, and
take a lot of encouraging)!
The frogs will also attract the incredibly beautiful Green Tree Snake (Dendrelaphis
punctulatus) of Brisbane back to the suburbs. These lovely fellows are also non-venomous, though
they prefer to live outdoors and are unlikely to take up residence in your roof. They are maintaining
surviving populations through the leafy suburbs of Brisbane, and will easily spread to any newly
regenerated suburbs that are ecologically connected. I have a one of these beautiful wonders living
in my garden, and the pretty little wildling recently had children. A number of non-venomous native
snakes still survive in our urban environments, and this is solely because we have not been killing
them.
Our eight local highly venomous snakes species, however, have almost entirely disappeared
from the suburbs of Brisbane, though a few snake species with potentially dangerous venom remain
in low numbers (Queensland Museum, 2007). The government has prohibited the killing of any
native snakes, venomous or not, on account of them being native animals. Nevertheless, most
Australian suburbanites, if they find a venomous snake in their garden, immediately cut it in half
with a shovel - and the law be dammed. This practice has been responsible for the almost complete
disappearance of the venomous snakes from the urban habitat, and regardless of the government’s
stance, it will continue. And I hope you will excuse my impudence when I suggest that this amusing
and rascally practice could be considered both laudable and ecologically important.
The urban ecosystem is not the same as the original native ecosystems, and we should not be
aiming to replicate the species composition of a native forest ecosystem. The urban habitat is a
human created landscape, and every aspect of its new ecosystem must attend to the needs of
humanity first and foremost. Nature has never found harmony with any creature who compromised
its basic needs in an attempt to placate her. Native animals or not, endangered or not - we do not
need venomous snakes playing with our children in our gardens. It will be important for every
sylvan city to allow suburbanites to continue to “shovel” venomous snakes – at their own risk, of
course. The government can initiate a co-ordinated program of snake relocation (for suburbanites
who are a little too timid or soft-hearted to wield a shovel) with the objective of entirely excluding
venomous snakes from the urban ecosystem, and this program will be extended to other poisonous
or highly dangerous animals and plants. As Rudyard Kipling (1894) wrote: “This is the law of the
jungle, as old as the trees and the sky. The wolf that knows it will prosper, but the wolf that doesn’t must
die”. T’is a foolish animal who encourages other venomous animals and plants to nest in its
children’s nursery.
Hence, there are occasions where human-instituted force is appropriate, for humans are
animals in this ecosystem. It is philosophically appropriate (and indeed psychologically important)
that humanity deals personally with animals who pose a direct personal threat to humans – for
humanity’s direct relationship with the organism is the imbalanced point of contact in these
ecosystem links.
However, it will be lovely if every household garden in Brisbane has a non-venomous pretty
jewelled emerald Green Tree Snake coiled among its boughs, and a wonderfully helpful and
beautifully mottled non-venomous brown Carpet Python living in its roof.
And at the song of the frogs round the Moonwell of your garden, these many wondrous
animals will be called forth, to join the sylvan dance of your regenerating city.
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The Living Weave of The Moonwell
When a few people in each suburb build a Moonwell in their gardens, a network of frog
breeding habitats will be created through the ring of residential suburbs that surrounds your city
centre. This ring of residential suburbs stretches to the edge of the urban landscape, and “plugs in” to
the natural fragments of wilderness on the edge of your city.
The frogs will spread through this network of habit, for this little change to the nature of your
cities has allowed the frogs to adapt and return to the urban habitat. Thus is created a new type of
living thread woven through your city’s ecological web of life – the true frogs have returned to your
city.
And with the frogs come many beautiful wildlings – for your understanding of your own
natural power and connection to Nature is awakening. Life is returning to your world.
Behold your newborn ecological awareness is changing your world.
O Moon! O Moon!
The Frogs sing of Her Birth!
Their faery tune! Their faery tune!
Round The Moonwell sing Her Dream, The Green Heralds of The Earth!
-o0o-

ON THE GRAND PROCESSION OF THE DEEP FOREST BIRDS
The Third Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation
O Come! O Come!
Lords and Ladies of The Sky!
One by one! One by one!
And sweet gifts of bright song for Fantasia’s Butterfly!
Forest habitats are particularly rich in bird species, though few bird species remain in the
urban environment. The birds left our cities because their Summoning Plants were removed. Our
cities could easily be home to dozens of the rare and fantastic forest bird species who hide in the
wilderness fragments! Yet to summon the birds, we need to replace their Summoning Plants here to fill the urban habitat with the Summoning Plants of the forest birds. Birds are highly mobile, as
soon as their Summoning Plants are established and mature, they will come!
The Summoning Plants of The Birds
It is easy to identify bird-attracting plants, they invariably have small spherical fruits or seeds
(if t’is the fruiting bodies that will attract the birds), or large flowers, (if t’is the flowers that attract
the birds). The colour of a flower is also indicative: red or similarly bright flowers indicate birds will
be the pollinator (purple flowers are almost always insect pollinated, while white flowers are almost
always pollinated by a nocturnal animal). Local natives plants that have either of these iconic avian
features are almost certainly Summoning Plants of birds. Thus, with a set of pictures of your local
native plants, it is easy to identify the bird Summoning Plants in each of your native ecosystem types.
A clever observer can match the plant to the bird species just by looking at the bird’s beak.
Remember, these relationships between bird and plant have been evolutionarily fine-tuned over
geologic time – animal and plant species will match as perfectly as the pieces of a precision-cut
jigsaw puzzle.
Now I will share with you another very important ecological secret of the birds. My city of
Brisbane is famous for its giant and incredibly beautiful native fig trees. They are one of the iconic
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features of Brisbane. In almost every tropical to temperate geographical region on this planet type,
the fig tree (Ficus sp.) is one of the most important bird Summoning Plants for almost every bird in
the ecosystem. This is because almost all fig trees do not fruit on an annual cycle. This is very
important in ecological planning, for almost every type of plant on this planet flowers in Spring and
fruits as quickly as possible thereafter - and this means that for the rest of the year almost nothing is
fruiting and food is scarce for the birds. During this lean period, fig trees become one of the most
important food resources for the fructivorous animals of the forest. The greatest and most important
fig tree species of Brisbane (Ficus hillis) fruits on a nine month cycle – almost all fig trees fruit at odd
intervals, and hence at any time of the year there is likely to be a fig tree fruiting somewhere in the
forest. Figs are essential to the survival of most forest birds, and thus the survival of all organisms
who rely on these birds for food, pollination, or seed dispersal, in these regions.
But fig trees are not the only plant that provides an important food resource during the lean
season, mistletoes (many species) are a group of plants who almost invariably fruit in the off-season.
This is because mistletoes are parasitic plants. Their seeds, carried and deposited by birds, in
particular, the pretty red-chested Mistletoe Bird (Dicaeum hirundinaceum) of Brisbane (most
countries will have their own species of mistletoe bird), who defecates and thus “sticks” these seeds
to the branches their host plant (which can usually be any of a vast range of plant species). The seed
then germinates on the branch, its “root” penetrates the bark and accesses the vascular system,
where it steals the rich sugar solutions the host plant produces through photosynthesis. And you
may be interested to discover that, because it is stealing life elixirs from its host, the mistletoe grows
to look like its host! The same species of mistletoe on two different trees will look utterly different –
for it will have taken on the morphological shapes and features of the host plant. However, because
the mistletoe doesn’t have to conserve its energy, it indulges in the profligate act of fruiting in the
off-season. This ensures that its offerings are in high demand, and it has no shortage of pollinators
seeking its nectar and porters to disperse its seed!
But regardless of the villainy involved in this plant’s career, the mistletoe is another keystone
ecological resource in almost every plant ecosystem on our planet. Mistletoe almost never kills its
host, it merely slows down the grow rate of its host – and without the mistletoe, the whole
ecosystem is in serious trouble! Every city will need lots of mistletoe, and this is one of the most
powerful bird summoning plants. Even the rarer and more cryptic birds who are hesitant to leave
the forest are unlikely to overlook so abundant a resource in the lean season. But make sure you only
ever plant mistletoe on extremely healthy and mature trees of species that are common through the
city. It is likely that certain bird species will favour mistletoe fruits grown from certain host plants
over others, and I expect this would be a productive line of research. Most animals are just as
gourmet as humans.
I expect from these past few comments you are beginning to see an important theme. Your
first task in relation to this third step in The Butterfly’s Dance is to identify every local native plant of
city that fruits or flowers in the lean season.
For our initial act of summoning, we want ecological power and dramatic effect. Precisely
identifying the Summoning Plants of each individual bird species is a work of expertise. In the
previous chapter, I have outlaid the process by which your city will acquire this information.
However, waiting for others to act is tedious – and you want to get started. You can easily identify
the bird Summoning Plants using the information in this section – don’t underestimate the power of
those fundamental comments. However, if you grow bird Summoning Plants that fruit in the Spring
or Summer, the wilderness fragments will be overflowing with their own flowers and fruits during
that period – what reason have the more wonderful and rare birds to leave The Wilds and enter the
desolate and exposed urban landscape? If, however, you fill the urban landscape with food resources
that will activate during the lean season (when there are few insects and every bird is near starving)
– then your summoning will have a dramatic effect!
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This is a strategy you can enact to summon to your garden birds who have never before been
seen in your city’s urban landscape! And you don’t need to wait for your local twitchers and scientists
to announce the ecological glyphs of each bird.
It is true that by proceeding according to this strategy, you don’t know exactly which birds
you will be summoning – you only know they will be rare and surprising. But sometimes a surprise
can be nice, particularly a surprise of this sort! And when you find out which birds come, you can
report that information to your city’s ecologists, as outlined in the previous chapter – and you will be
responsible for the shaping of your city’s understanding of its ecosystem!
Now this allows you to begin dancing the regeneration of your city immediately. You don’t
have to wait for anybody. But, as soon as your city has come to the party, ‘twill be only a year or two
before extremely precise ecological information on the Summoning Plants of each bird is becoming
available. At that stage you can begin to refine your summons – and the “lean season” Summoning
Plants you have already filled your suburb with will only improve any new summons you do.
Now the truth is that vast amounts of scientific research has been published on bird
behaviour, and the scientific literature is overflowing with the information needed to identify the
Summoning Plants of nearly every bird on the planet. Very few animals have been studied as
extensively as the birds of our planet. The Summoning Plants for most of the birds of your city are
already well-known and documented relationships. If you have the research skills, you can access
this information now.
However, compiling a complete and precise list of the Summoning Plants for the birds is
merely a matter of organizing the available information, making reasoned hypothesises and
supporting this with data collected by the local twitchers (many of who will be the same scientists
who are doing this research at your local university). The process has already been documented in
the previous chapter.
Thus by the wonder of your new-born urban forest, you may now summon forth the beautiful
forest birds to establish in your city and to displace the plague of pigeons that apathy and ecological
ignorance has brought forth to vex you and your fellow humans!
With the bird plants of your native forest springing up through your city, the brilliant native
birds will be lured out of the wilderness fragments into the new urban forest to explore this new
food source. Your city will be transformed by the grace and the songs of these strange and beautiful
winged visitors from the forest.
The Tree Hollows of The Urban Forest
Many forest birds don’t build nests, for the forest is full of
tree hollows, and these are far safer (and dryer!) then nests in the
branches. Of course, they are also rare, and highly sought after
property. And they are very comfortable. Many of the birds who
nest in tree-hollows also have beaks suited to woody nuts, and
they used this strength to continuously renpovate and improve
the interior of the hollow. I speculate that this behaviour might be
the selection pressure that resulted in the evolution of The
Woodpecker. Regardless,over thecourse of many nesting seasons,
the teree hollows of a forest become lovely homes for birds and
other animals.
Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

However, tree hollows take many decades or even
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centuries to form, and this is one of the great tragedies of so-called “sustainable forestry”. Old
growth forests are removed, and the new forest never become old enough to develop significant tree
hollows – hence many of the deep forest animals never return to the logged areas. There are great
holes in the ecosystems of these “sustainably logged” forests – but those holes are not tree hollows.
Tree hollows are an important habitat feature in the great summoning of the birds, as well as
many other animal species. Tree hollows can be easily replicated by nesting boxes; these can be
made specific to animal types by controlling the size of both the box and the entrance hole. There
should be a range of box/hole sizes through the urban environment, and you absolutely can’t have
too many nesting boxes. Your local bird watcher society will likely have already published literature
assisting you in this process. “Birds Australia”, the national organization of Bird Watchers for my
home realm, has published on-line a freely available pamplet containing a table that will tell you the
exact size dimensions and features of nest box needed for each species of Australian bird who uses
tree hollows – this will allow you to be highly specific in the choice of birds you summon to your
garden.
The Sylvan Woods of The Urban Forest
As the work of animal summoning progresses, you will
begin to recognize that you can even summon many of the
most reclusive birds and animals of the deep forest by
understanding their thinking. A wild animal is referred to as
“cryptic” if it has a tendency to hide, and it is talent at at
avoiding detection! In the early stages of the urban forest,
some of the more cryptic and reclusive deep forest birds and
animals will be hesitant to enter the exposed openness of the
urban habitat. It is at this stage that you will begin to see the
ecological power involved in establishing islands of dense
habitat in each suburb. These islands of dense habitat are
called The Sylvan Woods, and while almost every animal will
appreciate these, they are a requisit habitat feature for many
of the most rare and difficult to summon animals.

Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

The sylvan woods are small areas, often each no bigger than a standard house block, that are
filled with dense stands of soul trees heavy with vines, a thick ground-cover undergrowth, and
obscuring shrubberies of Summoning Plants. Human paths will weave through the woods with
strategically positioned rest seats, observation lookouts, and even elevated canopy viewing lofts, in
the wood that are large enough to facilitate these features without disturbing the wildlife. Generally
these areas will be so densely foliaged that humans will not be able to comfortably leave the paths
established for their use – and this can and ought be encouraged. The forested habitat of these
sylvan woods will function most effectively if humans are entirely excluded from most sections. This
can easily be achieved by fenced arches enclosing the human paths through the sylvan wood, and
high fences around the perimeter of the sylvan wood. This kind of habitat isolation also has other
advantages. Some animals, like the Common Wombat of Australia (Vombatus ursinus), can be bad
tempered toward humans who attempt to play with it – and this may prove a danger. In addition,
those animals who can’t adapt to the urban environment, echidnas and wallabies (i.e. “small
kangaroos”) for example, can, like wombats, dwell in the larger of these isolated reserves. Thus
every child will come to know them and grow up with these beautiful folk. Yet the sylvan woods
ought be designed so humans can enjoy the wonders of these rich ecolsystem features. Tree top
walkways and viewing platforms will allow observation of canopy and ground dwelling animals, yet
can be designed so that they do not interfere with the animal’s feeling of privacy. Likewise, wombat
burrows featureing one-way glass walls can either be building into high mounds or adjacent to
underground viewing chambers. Thus can the folk of your neighbourhood enjoy them. Likewise,
entry and exist points ought be created in the fencing for urban forest animals who can migate into
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and out of the sylvan woods. Hence, while the sylvan woods provide dense, isolated, “inaccessible”
for the animals, they are also a beautiful marvel for the local human residents – a jewel in the wreath
of the residential suburbs of your city.
Often these stands will be dominated by the
Summoning Plants of one or two particularly reclusive and
beautiful forest birds or animals (the bower birds or the
wombats, for example). The size of the Sylvan Wood will be
an important factor in deteriming the type of animal
species the woods are suited for. The canopy will often be
dense in these stands and the undergrowth high and
impenetrable. The woods will be filled with habitat
features, including nesting boxes to mimic the function of
tree hollows. Of course, there will always be elevated canetoad-proof frog ponds deep in the undergrowth
unreachable by humans. And these will feed all those
wonderful wise old owls we would love to return to our
cities. And in return for these comfortable places to live,
those lovely old owls will help devastate the rodent vermin
and frighten off the pigeons that infested human cities
during the age of oil!

Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

The principle of ecological connectivity (The Greater Principle of Ecological Connectivity, p65),
is central to planning the placement of the sylvan woods. These dense islands of forest habitat ought
be spaced to form “stepping-stones” leading from the wilderness fragments, through the wreath of
the suburbs. This arrangement will increase the migration and spread of beautiful wild species into
the urban habitat – indeed, the pattern is a wildlife corridor. Many reclusive species will ever move
short distances through the urban habitat – even if they possess the high mobility capacity of flight!
These will spread from stepping-stone to stepping-stone, establishing permanently in each. In fact,
the truly reclusive and cryptic species will only establish in these dense islands of forest - and from
these safe fortresses of wild habitat, they will make trips to visit the soul trees of your garden and
your suburb. For many of these beautiful highly reclusive deep forest species, these islands of dense
interior forest habitat will be necessary in order for them to enter and adapt to the urban
environment. The key, of course, is the principle of ecological connectivity – and using that principle
effectively, you will find that you can summon astonishingly reclusive deep forest species of every
animal type to establish in the sylvan woods. The sylvan woods of your city will have a dramatic
effect on the regeneration of your city’s ecosystem.
The greater fragments of wilderness on the edge of the city are the source population of most
animal summoning in the urban environment. The sylvan woods are the stepping-stones through
which many species (even those that don’t need to) will spread through your city’s wreath of life.
They will be a preferred wildlife corridor, and will be greatly empowered through linkage to the
city’s creek system. Connectivity is the central idea – this means connecting the wreath of life to the
wilderness fragments and joining the stepping stones closely enough that animals can move from
one to another. Wildlife corridors every sort ought link into these, and they will be used to increase
the connectivity yet further. Ecological connectivity is one of the most powerful arrangements that
can be used in the summoning of the most reclusive and beautiful deep forest species. Remember
that these rare and beautiful species often will not move long distances in the open, even if they are
biologically able.
Thus are the sylvan woods jewels of deep forest green in the wreath of living Earth that is the
ring of regenerated suburbs around the city centre. And these jewels will be rich with ecological
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treasures of astonishing wonder – animal species you did not expect to be able to adapt to the urban
landscape.
The Bird Islands of The Urban Forest
Bird populations will benefit from, and in some cases need, dense stands of their Summoning
Plants grown in positions that are unreachable by the feline predators of The Urban Forest. These
safe nesting sites are an important habitat feature in the summoning of many bird species. Bird
sanctuaries can and should be grown wherever the architecture of the city provides a safe haven,
inaccessible to feline predators. There is one particular architectural feature of this type that is
common almost every city on the planet, and that is the median strip islands on freeways.
These places are loud and might seem unlikely havens, however, a lot of research has shown
that almost every bird species who has adapted to the urban environment has undergone a
behavioural alteration involving the elevating of both its noise tolerance level and it call volume
level. These researches have also shown that urban birds species have often altered their daily
(diurnal) activity cycle by sing at new and different times of the day to the wild members of their
species – and they usually have specific sites for singing, for they are exploiting the different cycles
and flows of sonic energy in the urban landscape. Just as we are adapting the urban habitat to suit
the needs of the animals by establishing their Summoning Plants and habitat features, so to are the
animals who have reason to come here, adapting to the conditions of the new habitat. Success in a
summons is based on our ability to shift conditions of the habitat to within the called species range
of adaptability. The median strips are perfect bird sanctuaries for most of the beautiful colourful
birds, and the majority of avian species will be able to establish nesting sites, or even colonies, there.
However, the more timid and cryptic birds of the deep forest are unlikely to ever establish in these
median strip bird sanctuaries. They will need more secluded and wondrous sanctuaries.
The Bird Colonies of The Cloud Gardens
However, while the sky gardens of the emerald towers will be among the most beautiful and
ecologically fantastic celestial realities in the city, every smaller building will have roof-top gardens
too.
So what is the difference between the “Gardens in the Sky” of the emerald crystals and the
“Roof-Top Gardens” of the other buildings – after all, they are both gardens on a rooftop?
In practice, skyscrapers will mount their photovoltaic energy harvesting system on the
vertical sunward facing walls of the building, the roof is both valuable human space and generally
not big enough by proportion to be used for panels. Smaller high-rise buildings will be shaded by the
larger buildings, and are not likely to get so much sunlight on their sides, neither will not need so
much power for their functioning. Thus the roof is a very important site for mounting the buildings
energy harvesting system. Hence, “The Roof-Top Gardens” use most of their roof space for
photovoltaic solar panels. “The Gardens in The Sky” are a type of rooftop garden atop high buildings,
but there are no photovoltaic panels on these roofs. Hence, the difference between these two types
of levitating gardens is primarily defined by their use of space, not by their height elevation.
The spatial arrangement of the roof-top gardens means that the smaller buildings cannot aim
for the high levels of canopy cover that are needed to attract the rarest deep forest birds. In fact,
these smaller building will usually cultivate their rooftop trees to limit their growing heights so that
the panel facings are not shaded.
Nevertheless, these rooftop gardens are usually inaccessible to felines and thus are important
bird sanctuaries. A wonderfully sheltered and inviting environment can be created by elevating the
solar panels so there is useable space underneath. Soul trees of bird particular species can be
planted down the avenues between the panels, and the plantscape can overflow the edges of the roof
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with shade loving Summoning Plants (i.e. nearly every type of vine) to form vertical gardens down
the side. The trees on the roof can be chosen as bird Summoning Plants, while the vines down the
side can be butterfly attracting plants. Thus the plants provide nectar and fruit, as well as a supply of
tasty insects. Some rooftop gardens will focus on attracting a population of only one species of (make
sure it is a social) bird, others will focus on a diverse range.
The Bird Colonies of The Roof-Top Gardens
The rooftop gardens, with their partitioning of space between solar panels and trees canopy
make them perfect sites for attracting bird colonies. It will be easy to make your rooftop garden into
a central colony for a beautiful parrot or lorikeet, etc. – but it
must be remembered that bird colonies have aspects that must
be factored into the design.

Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

First they are loud, particularly early in the morning,
and while their songs and conversations are beautiful, many
residents (if it is a residential building) may not appreciate the
volume. Now while this is high in the sky, it may be less of a
problem, however, your planning should focus on noise
muffling features. The canopy density and composition plays a
powerful role and can enhance or reduce the volume. Likewise,
there are textures that can line the underneath of the solar
panels, etc., and there are dozens of other architectural noise
influencing features that are well understood. If you plan
effectively, the noise factor can be entirely eliminated.

The second factor is the amount of “fertilizer” the birds will produce. Now, it is time for us to
have a lovely conversation on the subject of poo – a little “potty-talk”, shall we say!
Birds are very different organisms to mammals. In fact, birds are not biologically “closely
related” to the furry animals! I wander if you can guess how many breaths you take over the course
of your life? Many? Well, a bird only takes one breath in its entire life! Birds are circular breathers.
Now here is something else which will surprise you: you may be amused to note that scientists
worked out how the giant apex predator, Tyrannosaurus (Tyrannosaurus rex), walked by looking at
the way chickens walk! This is because birds are the last of the dinosaurs.
O yes, perhaps not “the last” – there are also the turtles and a few other oddities who are also
direct linage descendents of the dinosaurs. But there are not many species who can make this claim
– yet every bird can.
The birds once ran around on the ground and looked like little Tyrannosauri! Because these
little dinosaurs were tiny, everything tried to eat them, so they became great at climbing trees to
avoid all those lovely big prehistoric teeth.
The demands of this new treetop habitat resulted in their arms and fingers getting longer
(because these qualities help one climb, and the best climbers survived and left offspring, thus the
success feature was concentrated and magnified – the principle is no different to breeding new dog
species). Their need to jump from tree to tree was facilitated by anything that can help them jump
further – like the glider wings of the Australia’s marsupial gliders (i.e. webbed fingers in the example
of the birds but webbed arm-pits in the example of the gliders – same need, different ways of
fulfilling it). And so these lovely little newly evolving birds developed gliding wings, which
eventually developed into true flight wings.
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Archaeopteryx (Archaeopteryx lithographica) is the name we have given to the earliest “true
bird” that we have found in the fossil record. He was a lovely fellow, but he looked quite different to
the birds you and I are used to. For example, he didn’t have a true beak; instead he had a mouth full
of lovely sharp teeth. Also, his spine extended into a long vertebrate-filled tail, much like old T-rex,
but thinner. Our little friend, Archaeopteryx also had true feathers, and here is wonderful secret!
Feathers are actually huge modified scales! The birds, descended from the dinosaurs, are not most
closely related to furry mammals! Birds are most closely related to a branch of the tree of life we call
Reptiles! Ah, the wonders of Life!
Nevertheless, I am digressing again! Intolerable! And all that, after I had promised you some
nice, wholesome potty-talk!
Mammals dispose of their nitrogen waste by urinating (“tinkling”), and their food waste by
defecating (“pooing”). We humans, like most mammals (i.e. furry animals) like to do nice healthy
yellow tinkles – and this is our way of getting rid of our nitrogen waste. Birds, however, do not
tinkle. They never urinate! Neither do they get a bellyache from their modesty. They get rid of all the
nitrogen waste that their kidneys process (in the same way that ours’ do) in one blob that combines
both their poo and their tinkles. The white stuff is the nitrogen waste; the black blob in the centre is
their poo. And this stuff is one of the most important fertilizers in the whole of Nature!
Behold! A bird colony sure produces a large amount of it!
Now this is interesting from the point of view of the roof top garden and the colony of lovely
birds who are going to live there. If this “fertilizer” is seen as a mess, then it will be is an endless
problem – and I shall certainly be amused by the thought-processes of the primitive architects who
choose to see it from this point of view. However, if it seen as a resource, you need never again
fertilize any of the gardens of your high-rise building or emerald crystal. For this valuable gift from
the birds has a number of significant advantages.
The first advantage is that the areas where this fertilizer will be deposited are entirely
predictable. Remember, birds only use nests for breeding, they will choose roosts as sleeping spaces,
and they use feeding sites and singing sites for other parts of their cycles. Ecologically appropriate
roosts are an easily designed habitat features that can be placed according to each of the daily ritual
behaviours of the bird species. Their presence and absence is planned and integrated into the
architecture. There will be nutrient catchments under each of these roosting habitat features.
In a well-designed colony no bird poo will ever fall anywhere except into the catchments
under the tree-boughs and roosts. It is very easy to draw lines on the ground and determine where
you want the poo to fall and where you never want a single blob of poo to fall – and design
accordingly. The controlled amount of tree-limb space in a rooftop garden makes this very easy to
do. You can have lovely clean, shaded recreation areas for your employees under the umbrellas of
solar (photovoltaic energy-harvesting) panels, and lines of soul trees forming avenues between
these suspended rooves.
The roof’s hydrology must then be designed to use each rain event to run through these
fertilizer catchments, remain there for long enough to liquefy the fertilizer, and continue through the
overflow vent to carry the liquid nutrient suspension down carefully designed grooves in the walls
of the building, from whence it is channelled out to fertilize the vertical gardens sheathing the
building. And the nutrient/water suspension running through these grooves will ensure a wonderful
robe of deep green moss grows occurs here. Very pretty. A well-designed system of this sort can
completely replace vast amounts of gardening with virtually no maintenance required. This is an
important facet in reducing the energy needs, and thus improving the natural harmonics, of your
building.
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In fact, your bird colony can be one of your most important resources – and it will contribute
significantly to the vibrancy, beauty, and health of your gardens!
But a word of caution.
It is probably not a good idea to encourage your employees to take food up to this type of
roof-top garden – as people being what they are, they will probably feed the birds. This is most
inappropriate, for if you feed a wild animal, it will not be thankful, instead it will learn to
aggressively steal your food out of your hand when you are not looking – and this is very dangerous.
In addition, your employees will also almost certainly leave food scraps around the human areas
from which you wish to exclude the birds.
Both of these factors will result in the birds entering your lovely mossy human recreations
areas (for moss will also occur in these shaded areas, ventilated to form a microclimate by the cooled
air transpired from the rows of soul trees). And when the birds enter these lovely human areas, they
will certainly leave little white “presents”, with black blobs at their centres. You should be designing
these human areas so that the birds never have a reason to enter. This will mean that some of the
shaded areas under the solar panels will be for the birds (perfect roosts on a rainy night). But others
will be for humans. You can create bird feeding habitat features (stone bowls, or the like), and place
slot-machines where employees can buy a little paper packet of bird food for a few coins – they can
then place this food in the bird feeding features to attract the birds, and they can even place a little of
it on top of their hats if they want the bright pretty birds to perch up there! But you would be wise to
institute strict punishments (involving banishment from the roof-top garden) for any employee who
feeds the birds in any other way.
If you want, you can “net off” areas of the roof where humans can eat, so that your employees
may enjoy the birds while they enjoy their lunch. If you want to save labour, you can create a
species-specific entrance for a possum of other appropriate nocturnal animal to enter these netted
lunch areas at night and clean up any crumbs of food waste left by your employees.
Hence, there are significant advantages in maintaining a bird colony in a rooftop garden – if
the garden is well planned. However, while bird colonies are well suited to the limited and
controlled lines of canopy and interspersed shade (from the solar panels) that typify the Roof-Top
Gardens of smaller buildings, bird colonies are usually never suitable or appropriate to the different
space arrangement of The Wondrous Gardens in The Sky that peak The Emerald Towers.
The Gardens in The Sky differ from the Roof-Top Gardens primarily in three manners: the
level human traffic moving through them, the ongoing investment of maintenance costs (Roof-Top
Gardens are designed to have almost zero-maintenance costs), and lastly, but perhaps most
importantly, the elevation. An Emerald Crystal is a skyscraper, so tall that it can mount its
photovoltaic energy harvesting system on its sides. Roof-Top Gardens are the system generally
preferred by shorter, as the sides of these building are often shaded by surrounding buildings and
the energy harvesting system is most effectively mounted on the roof. Of course, if you really don’t
object to paying high garden maintenance costs and reducing human traffic to a quiet level of
peacefulness. Any High-rise building can establish a fantastic Garden in The Sky. The rare wildlife of
The Gardens in The Sky will not establish where there are high levels of human traffic, therefore
these havens will be calm peaceful sanctuaries usually only atop the tallest skyscrapers of the
wealthiest lords.
The Gardens in The Sky will rarely be used as bird colonies. The carefully tended and
maintained nature of these ethereal cloud islands make them too important as habitat for attracting
the rarest, most cryptic, valuable, and fantastic bird species of the deep forest – you will see why
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they are so perfect for this task in a later chapter. Hence The Gardens in The Sky will almost always
feature mated pairs of a range of different fabulous and rare bird species, rather than a large
population of a single beautiful species. Each nesting pair of these ecological jewels will be a
carefully tended treasure of these, the greatest of the levitating gardens.
The Rare Bird Sanctuaries of The Gardens in The Sky
The second important type of bird sanctuary will be The Gardens in The Sky. The emerald
crystals at the core of the city present two powerfully attractive ecological features: the vertical
gardens sheathing their sides, and the trees of their rooftops gardens themselves. As rooftop
gardens, differ significantly from those of other buildings, they are given a different name: “The
Gardens in The Sky”. These quiet, lofty glades will be among the most beautiful garden sanctuaries in
the whole city. Their ecological beauty will stem from their highly tended nature and the high degree
of peaceful isolation they can achieve. Gardeners will carefully exclude many common types of
animals, while the whole gardens will be carefully designed to attract and facilitate the needs of the
rarest and most cryptic wild species of the city – and these will often include rare bird species.
These gardens in the sky can be designed to achieve the high levels of canopy cover that are
an important habitat feature for many of the “difficult to summon” deep forest birds. These gardens
can be filled with bird Summoning Plants chosen to provide food sources the whole year round. Bird
species who are not specifically summoned here will be gently prevent from establishing in these
canopies, their nests removed whenever they begin to build them. Also these gardens will be
carefully protected from predators. The highly isolated and controlled nature of these gardens
allows them to be cultivated to become among the most valuable nesting habitat in the city – to the
birds.
The Gardens in The Sky will create ecological niches specific and accessible only to the most
incredible and rare birds. As a result, these dense and beautiful floating cloud islands will be the
celestial homes and most important source populations of some of the rarest, most beautiful and
cryptic deep forest birds in the city. Indeed, these will be among the most ecologically beautiful
gardens in the city, but sadly they will only ever be viewed and accessed by a select few of the city’s
elites – a fact which it is somewhat unjust as these gardens will only have any healthy ecological life
at all because the common folk have connected the city core to the wilderness fragments by weaving
the ecological wreath of the suburbs.
Nevertheless, in every stage of history, there have been benefits to being rich. It is only sad
that so few rich folk have the imagination necessary to use their wealth creatively to achieve any
lasting effect. Regardless of which country or culture you come from, gentle reader, every child in
your society knows the names of many historical figures of your world – but how many of these
historical figures are remembered for the reason that “they were rich”?
The rich folk who will be remembered are those who expand their consciousness to invest in
new and wonderful creations. Fearless entrepreneurs with implacable will and a fierce focus upon
The Future.
For a man does not merge with history by looking backward.
The Luminaries of The Grand Procession
The life plants of most birds are long-lived trees – many take years, even up to a decade or
more, to reach maturity and begin producing the flowers and fruit that will attract the birds. Unlike
most butterfly Summoning Plants, these cannot be grown to attract their birds in a single season.
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This means that when the precise Summoning Plants for each bird are identified and the
sylvan groves are established, all the bird Summoning Plants will be planted through your city at the
same time. But they will not all reach maturity at the same time.
Each thereafter year, a new Summoning Plant of the birds will reach maturity – and that
species of bird will come. Thus after the dance hath begun, each year will herald the arrival of new
bird species, as their Summoning Plants reach maturity that year and begin to produce wondrous
flowers and fruit.
One by one, year-by-year, each of the deep forest bird species shall enter your city to pay
their respects to the newborn spirit of ecological awareness that is transforming your world. One by
one, each of the wondrous wild birds will return to the palace of your garden, by the sylvan call of
Change.
This is The Grand Procession of The Birds.
The Winged Symphony of The Wild Forest March
It is practically inevitable that your local society of twitchers (i.e. “bird-watchers”) will get
highly organized very early - identifying Summoning Plants and habitat features for the summoning
of each bird species, identifying the source populations and planning for the ecological connectivity
of habitat features and habitat islands for the city’s changing biogeography, and of course, collecting
and distributing the seeds of the Summoning Plants and information pamphlets for the summoning
of each bird species!
Twitchers are among the most obsessive fanatics of any hobby on this planet. Your city
already has a dedicated society of twitchers. Even if your country is suffering from
underdevelopment or war, your major cities and even many of your smaller cities, already have
dedicated societies of twitchers. This hobby is so pervasive, so universal, that there are very few
places on this planet where twitchers are not excitedly twitching away with hysterical fervour over
some new bird sighting, as I pen these words.
The only places there are no twitchers are the places there are no birds.
The twitcher has long been one of Mother Earth’s most dedicated devotees, and many of the
earliest environmentalists developed their awareness and love of her beauty through twitching. It is
the twitchers who will be uncovering the secrets of the summoning plants and habitat features of the
birds.
And so the grand summoning of the wild forest birds will begin with The Longing Croon of
The Twitcher.
And the twitchers’ yearning love call will herald the entrance of the chorus of government,
who will quickly be touched by the powerful public sway of these fanatics (for these are highly
educated people who know how to assert influence through proper bureaucratic channels).
Your government will then take the lead to conduct the great orchestra of The People! Using
the vast body of information the twitchers have gathered and organized, your government (be that
local representative, city council, state leader, or national head) will activate and direct the public
gardeners in a two-fold harmony of introduction: 1) they will begin with the mass propagation of the
soul trees of the birds in all public property; and 2) this Spring flurry of propagation will escalate
into a program of distribution, making these seeds and seedlings available to every resident of the
city – through many supporting channels in addition to The Sylvan Groves!
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And thus enters the bass march of The People: the thumping rhythm of growth, wrapt in the
building clouds of the butterflies, to the melodic chorus of The Frogs’ spreading love song. T’is the
promise of Spring, building through each cycle of the season’s wheel to the inevitable crescendo of
The Grand Procession of The Wild Forest Birds!
She Flies! She Flies!
Child of The Madness of Spring!
From The Moonwell’s Sacred Flower, The Gift of Change doth she bring!
-o0o-

THE SECRET OF THE SYLVAN GROVES
The Fourth Step in The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation
The key to ecological regeneration is information and the availability of seed stock for the
Summoning Plants. The sylvan groves are suburban parks that contain a set of information plates
listing the native animals who can be summoned into the urban habitat, and how to summon them.
Each information plate will contain a description of a single animal and with it, the Summoning
Plants and habitat features needed to summon the animal. In this way, residents of the suburb can
walk through their local park, read the information plates, choose the animals they want in their
own garden, collect the seeds for the appropriate Summoning Plants, plant them around their home
and build the appropriate habitat features (tree hollow nest boxes, for example) – and the animals
will come to their garden.
When many residents in the proximity of one of these transformed suburban parks are
planting Summoning Plants to summon animals, the whole neighbourhood will become attractive
habitat to native animals. New native animals will migrate to the suburb and begin to establish
populations there. The individuals of these populations will move around those gardens that have
their Summoning Plants, visiting them in season. The suburb will have begun to ecologically
regenerate.
The Natural Aesthetics of The Urban Ecosystem
Obviously people will favour certain animals over others, namely the prettiest and most
iconic animals. Hence habitat specific to these animals will most strongly and prevalently be
established, and as a result these animals will be among the first to respond to the summoning, and
thus come and establish in the suburb. Hence, regardless of how we arrange the situation, the most
beautiful and interesting animals are going to constituted the most powerful aspects and the
strongest populations of the new urban ecosystem.
In essence, you and your fellow residents are going to choose the native animals you would
most like from each of the surrounding native ecosystems to dwell in your city. Animals that are not
interesting and attractive will be overlooked, and few people will be establishing their Summoning
Plants in the urban habitat. But is this wrong?
Ecological purists will argue that the uninspiring and least attractive are as much children of
Mother Nature and as important in their native ecosystems as the beautiful animals. Nevertheless,
the urban ecosystem is not the same as the native ecosystems that stood here originally. Many of the
duller animals will be summoned merely because they are needed to summon more beautiful
animals or they share Summoning Plants with more beautiful animals. All animals who are
ecologically important in the new ecosystem will find a place in the urban habitat. However, it is
important to remember that human shaped landscapes exist first and foremost for the fulfilment of
the needs of their dominant organism: humanity. The object of the sylvan plan is to create healthy,
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beautiful, functional and balanced ecosystems through human landscapes. Hence to enrich human
lives. Not to create an extra ecological burden for humanity to carry.
Humanity will naturally choose the animals it prefers to dwell with. These animals will be the
progenitors of many new species in the millennia to come. Human tendency to favour the beautiful
animals will result in these animals radiating out into new, more beautiful species in the ages to
come. This is one of the beauties of natural selection.
The Mystery of The Sylvan Groves
The sylvan grove is a very powerful device for influencing the ecology of a city. Like any other
device, it is a piece of technology, each element of which holds a functional purpose interlocking to
construct the pattern of its design. Most city land is privately owned. The sylvan groves access
aspects of the city not directly accessible to governing bodies. The sylvan grove facilitates the new
urban ecosystem springing up through suburban gardens as residents grow animal-attracting plants
on their property. Hence it is a fertility organ of the city’s ecology.

On The Standing Stones of The Sylvan Grove
The essence of animal summoning is understanding. When you know the Summoning Plants
and habitat features of an animal, you can summon that animal. This ecological information is
disseminated through your local parks, and thus is made available to the local neighbourhood.
Signboards are good for this purpose, though those of larger size are not durable, and even the best
are quickly susceptible to damage from foolish humans and from the elements – eventually each
ends up as trash. The use of stone obelisks and engraved brass (or metal) plates overcomes these
problems. These are more resilient to the physical effects of water and physical interference. In
addition, engraved stone plates are tactile, and thus cannot be erased by spray paint. The majority of
any graffiti can be washed off, any remnants of paint holding onto the grooves and cracks will be
weathered away relatively quickly by the gently implacable caresses of Mother Nature. In addition,
the standing stones are geologically educational and aesthetically deep, inspiring an appropriately
reverent state of mind toward Nature. The use of standing stones creates ecological information
plates that require little maintenance and will remain through the ages, teaching the wild wisdom to
each newborn child growing in the neighbourhood, and to every new comer who moves to the
suburb.
She Dances! She Dances!
Wild Wings of Green Madness!
Her Dream entrances! Her Dream entrances!
Weaves The Circle through Standing Stones, The Rainbow Coils of The Oribus!
THE ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION PLATES OF THE SYLVAN GROVES
The Keys to The Art of Animal Summoning
The sylvan grove is a font of life. T’is here that the threads of your suburb’s regenerating
ecosystem converge and spread out, transforming your city. Each sylvan grove contains both the
seed reservoirs and the means of communicating the basic information needed to summon the
animals of your city. This is the difference between a sylvan grove and an ordinary suburban park.
This means the sylvan grove has some mean of listing the animals who can be summoned to
the local neighbourhood, and also, of listing the Summoning Plants and habitat features needed to
summon these animals. In addition, the information needed to identify these Summoning Plants,
collect and germinate their seeds must also be included and available in the park. This is the basic,
essential information and resources that must be made available in your local park.
This information and the presence of the Summoning Plants (from which seeds can be
collected) is the central key to the ecological regeneration of your city. The ideal template for the
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presentation of this information involves the use of obelisks carved from local stone. Though, in
truth, it matters little how the information is presented – as long as it is complete and present. Some
parks will feature the information on a cheap signboard, others will feature the information in some
other form. When the information and the Summoning Plants have become present, the park is
transformed into a sylvan grove, for it has begun to function as an organ of ecological regeneration.
The information to be included on the ecological information plates is explored and outlined
in detail in Chapter III. (The Awakening of The Standing Stones, p55). However, let us explore some of
these concepts.
There are two primary types of ecological information plates – those outlining information
for summoning the animals, and those outlining information on the ecological components needed
for the summoning (e.g. on growing the summoning plants or constructing the habitat features).
The Ecological Information Plates of The Animals
Ideally, each stone obelisk will be dedicated to a single animal (or type of animal, in some
circumstances). Ideally, the stone obelisk will feature the ecological glyph of the animal as its central
inscription. Around this will be fixed a series of brass (or metal) plates.
The first plate will identify the animal. It will always include the common name and the Latin
name of the animal, as well as a diagram of the animal and a list of the Summoning Plants and habitat
features needed to summon the animal (c.f. The Key to The Ecological Glyph of The Animal, p83, & The
Ecological Glyphs of The Animals, p78). In addition, the location of the animal’s primary source
populations in the city’s region of dominion might be included, along with whatever degree of
zoological background information the city’s ecologists have deemed important and appropriate.
Every animal uses different Summoning Plants and habitat features at different times. For
example, for most of the year, butterflies use Summoning Plants with flowers that are easy for them
to drink from. The butterfly is the natural pollinator of these flowers and their architecture is suited
to the shape of the butterfly’s mouth. However, in the breeding season, the butterfly will seek out a
different type of Summoning Plant – the plant upon which it lays its eggs. Generally it is only
interested in this species of Summoning Plant at this time of year – though it will travel far and with
great persistence to reach these wonderful and important Summoning Plants. Thus, gentle reader, you
will note that this animal is using different Summoning Plants at different seasons. Most animals are
like this.
When you plant the complete range of Summoning Plants that an animal uses over the whole
course of its life, then the animals will come to live in your suburb permanently. It will “establish a
population” in your neighbourhood – this means there will be a number of breeding animals of this
species living there. Thus occurs a true ecological regeneration. This is called a Greater Summoning,
because you are summoning the animal to live in your neighbourhood.
However, when you don’t grow all of an animal’s Summoning Plants in your neighbourhood,
then the animal will come and visit your neighbourhood (if it is a mobile animal) only during the
seasons it uses the Summoning Plants you are growing. In this way, the animal has not permanently
established in your neighbourhood – but you know that each Spring (for example) a great number of
these animals will come to your neighbourhood. This is called a Lesser Summoning because you are
summoning the animal to visit your neighbourhood, not to live there.
Now I know, gentle reader, that this information was outlaid in a previous chapter. However,
it is often helpful to return to concepts learned in order to explore the information in new contexts.
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This ecological information plate of the animal, mounted on the standing stone, will outline a
number of formulae for summoning the animal. There will be at least one individual formulae for
each season of the year. In this way, you can choose the season you want the animal in your garden.
Thus you can have all kinds of fun deciding upon the groups of animals you will have in your garden
each season and the sequences of their arrivals and departures. You will be able to keep time of the
year by the event of each animal’s arrives in your garden.
Different residents will choose to summon different animals to their gardens for different
times of the year. But between you all will be weave every the element needed for each animal to
establish a permanent population in your neighbourhood. Collectively, these many individual
formulae (lesser summoning) conducted by each resident will have collectively constituted a
complete greater summoning – the animal will have come to live in your suburb.
In addition to the ecological information plate of the animal, there will also be the ecological
information plates of the summoning plants (and habitat features).
The Ecological Information Plates of The Summoning Plants
On each stone obelisk will be a brass (or metal) plate for each Summoning Plant used to
summon animals of your city. This plate will teach you how to recognize the Summoning Plant,
collect its seed, and grow it in your garden at home.
The plate of a Summoning Plant will always contain the common name and the Latin name of
the Summoning Plant, as well as a botanical diagram of the plant with information on the size of the
mature plant. This diagram will be detailed enough for you to use it to identify the plant (which will
be growing somewhere in the sylvan grove, and in many other public gardens through the suburb).
The plate will also teach you how reproduce the plant in your garden.
The plate will tell you what the seed looks like (a diagram will almost always be included),
when it will be in season, how to collect it and prepare it, how to germinate it, what sort of
conditions it will need in your garden (e.g. soil type, light and water needs, etc.); in addition, there
will be some basic information on the tree’s architecture: it’s type of shape (called “habit”, e.g. vine,
shrub, tree, etc.) and its dimensions (including height) when mature. You will also need to know how
long it lives for, and how you will recognize that it is mature – and this information will be included.
Thus each stone obelisk educates the residents in the plant ecosystem role, as well as how to
cultivate the plant in their garden in order to attract the animals it supports. In very large sylvan
groves, it will be possible for each stone obelisk to be associated with a single plant/animal.
However in most sylvan groves, each facing of a stone obelisk will be associated with a single
plant/animal.
The Ecological Information on The Habitat Features
Each habitat feature will need a plate describing it in detail. Generally this will involve a
background on how and when the animal uses the feature, as well as instructions for its construction
and positioning.
The Arcanum of Ecology
Each city creates a record of the animals of the city and their Summoning Plants/habitat
features. This knowledge is part of a great encyclopaedia called The Arcanum of Ecology (sometimes
referred to as “The Ecological Arcanum” – see p98). Each city creates a volume of this encyclopaedia
to cover the animals and Summoning Plants of the city’s biogeographical dominion. Each city’s
volume outlines a bough of your realm’s World Tree. Collectively, these volumes constitute a “user’s
manual” for Planet Earth.
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The ecological information contained and communicated through the sylvan grove is a
condensed form of the city’s volume of The Arcanum of Ecology. It is enough for residents to use.
However, every city will print a detailed book containing the city’s volume of this important
encyclopaedia, and this book will be available for enthusiasts.
This volume will be formulated as five parts. The first part will teach the principles and
methodology of animal summoning and the ecoscaping of the city’s human-shaped landscapes.
The second part will contain detailed information on each animal of the city’s regenerating
ecosystem (as well as animals who persist only in particular regions or only in wild fragments of
habitat). This information will cover the ecological aspects relevant to summoning each animal, but
will also include information ranging from the animal’s biology, to its source populations, historical
distribution (including speed and spread of changes up to the present), and observations on the
animal’s integration into the urban habitat.
The third part of this volume will contain the ecological information on the Summoning
Plants of the city with particularly detailed emphasis on information relevant to growing and caring
for the plant, as well as historical distribution maps (as per animals), and observations on the plant’s
integration into the urban habitat.
The fourth part will contain the detailed maps on the biogeography of the city’s dominion,
this includes the wilderness fragments and agricultural land around the city. This section will
contain high levels of detail, including topography, vegetation cover and type, wildlife corridors for
fauna movement, creek lines, walking trails, important sites, and so fourth. This section will also
have a description of each emerald tower of the city and its ecological function and projections.
The fifth part outlines the city’s ecological vision for its future, and plans that are in effect to
achieve this. This will include programs aimed at facilitating the summoning and planned spread of
particularly rare or endangered fauna or flora, as well as other programs that involve ecoscaping
particular elements or landscape features into the whole city.
Hence this book is a complex overview of the city containing highly detailed ecological
information on the city. The sylvan groves are the only organ needed for the ordinary resident.
However, the city’s volume of The Ecological Arcanum will be important and useful for enthusiasts
and experts – it is part of the city’s heritage and is available to every resident of the city, without
exception.
Every library in your country will also keep a copy of every city’s volume of The Ecological
Arcanum. This is partly for research and partly for the preservation of information through the many
upheavals inevitable in the ages to come. I say “inevitable” as that is the nature of humanity. Most
cities will take care to publish this as a beautiful book, well bound, as it is an expression of the city’s
achievements and pride.

On The Summoning Plants of The Sylvan Grove
In addition to ecological information, the city council gardens department must make
available a permanent source of seed stock for the Summoning Plants of the city. In every sylvan
grove, and through every patch of open soil in public property, the city council gardens department
will plant Summoning Plants. The standing stones teach residents of the city how to collect seed
from these and grow the Summoning Plants to draw animals into the city. Thus the regeneration of
the city is a two-fold plan involving the wild wisdom (ecological information plates) leading to the
growing ecosystem (the summoning plants and thus, the animals).
The Mother Plants of The Sylvan Suburb
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Growing in the sylvan grove, and also through the public gardens of your whole suburb, will
be each of the Summoning Plants listed on the ecological information plates of your sylvan grove.
These are called The Mother Plants of the suburb.
Residents of your city can collect seed from these Summoning Plants – that is indeed the
primary purpose of these public Summoning Plants. From these seeds, and using the gardening
information on the ecological information plates, residents can grow these Summoning Plants in
their own gardens to attract the animal species they want.
For each species of plant, there ought be as many individual Mother Plants as possible
growing in and around the grove, and as many more as possible growing through the public gardens
of the suburb. There will never be only one of each Summoning Plant growing in a suburb. It is not
appropriate or healthy for every Summoning Plant in your suburb to be descended from the same
mother plant. The aim must be highest possible levels of genetic diversity. Hence, in your suburb
there must be many individual mother plants of each plant species, and no two plants ought be
closely related - each of these plants ought be collected from locations that are as far apart as
possible.
While the sylvan grove will hold a complete collection of Mother Plants for all the Summoning
Plant species, the council will also grow mother plants in every available public land in your suburb.
Each of these plants will have come from a different parent plant. For this reason, when you want to
collect seed for your garden, you can use any mother plants of your suburb. This will ensure the
genetic health of your local ecosystem.
The Wilderness Nurseries of The Sylvan City
The best location for a native plant nursery is within one of the city’s Wilderness Fragments!
Yes! Actually located inside the reservation – nestled in the forest.
When a native plant is raised in a pot in this environment, other native plants will naturally
begin to establish in that pot – and the buyer of the plant gets these additional plants for free. Ferns
and mosses and occasionally small herbaceous plants are the most common sort of wild plants to
establish in the nursery pots. Many of these plants have completely disappeared from the urban
habitat, and often they are the most difficult sorts of plants to grow in cultivation. Yet when you
bring these to your garden they will spread, bring some genuine wild to your home. The result is
very beautiful.
These other plants that establish in the pot are not from the range of cultivated stock – they
are genuine wild plants. The genetic diversity they bring is valuble to the whole city’s urban forest.
The establishment of Sylvan Woods and other small habitat islands ought always be
conducted using plants grown in the forests of your wilderness fragments. Nurseries established in
the larger of the Sylvan Woods will also have the beneficial effect of spreading rare and wild plants,
though to a lesser degree then the nurseries of the wilderness fragments.
Of course, if you don’t want these additional wild plants, then I suggest you buy your stock
from a commercial nursery. But most people will want this.
Personally I think these plants Here in Brisbane, many community groups, supported by the
local city council have established nurseries within wilderness fragments.
The Ecological Principle of Genetic Diversity
In every healthy and self-sustaining population of living organisms, there is genetic variation
– the individuals of the population are not genetic clones. It is this variation that natural selection
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works upon, changing the organism in order to adapt to new problems and challenges. Increased
variation in a population results in increased potential to survive and adapt to challenges and
changes in the environment. However, when genetic variation is reduced below a certain threshold,
a phenomena called the “inbreeding depression” occurs. This manifests as inherent sicknesses and
weaknesses (and in animals, often a severe reduction of mental capacities) becoming prevalent
through the inbred population of organisms. It is a highly dangerous state of sickness that can only
be healed by the introduction of new gene stock that is diverse and different from the inbred
population.
Why does this occur? Many bacteria reproduce clonally – essentially, an individual bacteria
splits in two and becomes two genetically identical bacteria. Yet bacteria are different to multi-celled
organisms. Multi-celled organisms can only pass on genetic material from parent to offspring – not
so with bacteria. Genetic change is greatly accelerated in bacteria populations by the “lateral”
(horizontal!) transfer of genetic material – in other words, bacteria can give their genes to other
bacteria even if they are not related to them! In fact, a bacterium (i.e. the singular of bacteria) can
actually give its useful genes to other bacteria of other species – and every single one of them does
this prolifically and indiscriminately!
The bacteria keep useful genetic sequences in little rings of DNA called “plasmids”; they
reproduce these plasmids and then exude them into the environment. Other bacteria suck these up
and then integrate them into their own body – hence genetic change and variation is occurring, but
in a completely different way to plant and animal systems. When a bacterium has a gene for
immunity to an antibiotic (for example), it will survive the antibiotic, while also producing and
exuding plasmids with this immunity sequence. Other bacteria will absorb this imunity plasmid and
integrate the “antibiotic immunity” DNA sequence into their own bodies, and begin producing this
plasmid too – hence a colonial genetic defence. But the really amusing element of the whole pattern
is this: bacteria use this system to swap genetic material (DNA) even with other species of bacteria –
they don’t restrict their plasmids to their own relatives. To my knowledge, most or all bacteria
engage in this practice.
If this interspecific genetic co-operation of “free love” is not a winning strategy, then natural
selection would have got rid of those bacteria who gave their useful DNA to “everybody”, and kept
those who only give it to other members of their own species. This interspecific genetic co-operation
strategy of “free love” is the prevailent stragegy only because it works so much more brilliantly than
the isolationist alternative of genetic xenophobia.
Humans and all other vertebrates and plants also engage in an anti-xenophobic genetic
strategy – it is called meiosis. In fact, the only complex organisms that can engage in genetic
xenophobia are those whose lifestyle requires them to retain a “backup system” that allows them to
clonally reproduce when a genetically dissimilar mate is not available or present.
Multi-cellular organisms do not reproduce in the same way as bacteria – our children are not
exact “clones” of the parents. You, gentle reader, have 100% of the DNA you need to be a human.
Your mother has 100% of the DNA needed to be a human and your father has 100% of the DNA
needed to be a human. And this means that if you had gained all of their DNA, you would have 200%
of the DNA needed to be a human – not a viable system.
Your children cannot possibly preserve all of your genes. You have 50% of your mother’s
genes, and 50% of your father’s genes. This kind of recombinant, high rate of change reproduction
system is called meiosis.
To pass on all of your DNA, you would need to have a minimum of two children, and only
extremely unlikely luck would result in each child getting a completely different half of your genome!
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Thus is it essentially impossible for any human to pass on all their DNA. Every time a human
reproduces, a lot of DNA is permanently lost! It also means that the child is an entirely new set of
DNA – an utterly different organism from either parent. If the purpose of reproduction is to pass on
one’s genes, why would Nature favour this system over a system of clonal reproduction (in which
every gene is passed on)?
Clonal reproduction (i.e. where 100% of the parent’s genes are passed on to the offspring) is
called mitosis, and only the incredibly tiny organisms called prokaryotics (e.g. bacteria) engage in it.
Yet, as you have discovered, even the clonally reproducing bacteria prefer a strategy of genetic “free
love”!
If your purpose of “life” were you “to pass on all of your genes”, then natural selection would
have favoured you with a system of clonal reproduction. It did not.
When you have children, many parts of you will die and other parts of you will change – and
this process is what allows growth and awakening. Why did natural selection favour a system that
makes it almost impossible to pass on all of your genes, and completely impossible to create another
version of yourself through natural human reproduction?
The problem in the question is the implied assumption that “you” are the set of mathematical
patterns that your DNA is arranged into – and that preserving these patterns in other “individuals”
preserves some part of “you”.
Consider that your children gain more living biological material from you in the form of the
oral and topical bacteria you share with them when you kiss then from the DNA you gave them in
your original sperm and egg. In fact, the physical amount of “you” in your child is microscopic. The
majority of their DNA is made from food they have eaten. So there is not much of “you” in the
physical body of your children – the majority of their physical bodies are reincarnations of the
various plants and animals they have eaten.
So then, if there is not much of you preserved in the form, what then of the pattern – are “you”
preserved there? Alas, the genetic patterns of your children only contain a small amount of “you”,
and that small amount of pattern has been altered from your original pattern.
Consciousness is more than mere patterns, it is Life – and its patterns are merely the clothes it
wears. Life and death are lovers, and there could be no greater sorrow than the ending of this
wondrous, ever-renewing love. The humans who have come closest to achieving immortality are
those who have contributed the most to human society and to Life. The inventor’s state of
consciousness lives on in every person who builds and uses her or his invention. The artist’s joy of
creativity lives on in every person who experiences her or his works.
“O fearful meditation! Where alack
Shall Time’s best jewel from Time’s chest lie hid?
Or what strong hand shall hold his swift foot back,
Or who his spoil of beauty shall forbid?
On none! Unless this miracle have might,
And in black ink, my love shall still shine bright.”
William Shakespear (), 69th Love Sonnet

And so it is with every vocation of The Odyssey called Life – for the purpose of Life is To Live!
However, I digress.
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The purpose of reproduction is to create new, more successful organisms with each
generation. Recombination and change has proved beyond any doubt to be the superior means of
doing this. The evidence for this statement is in the overwhelming number of multi-cellular
organisms who reproduce using this system of change and recombination called mieosis. Natural
selection hath spoken.
The purpose of reproduction is not merely to pass on your genes – the key feature of all
reproductive systems is genetic change. Different “species” of living organisms are not actually
“separate”. Humans created the concept of “species” in order to catagorize and list differences – it is
merely part of humanity’s attempt to find order in the profoundly vast and frighteningly enigmatic
undulations of the universe. Each different organism is merely an expression of Life. The different
species of living organisms born of our planet are merely many permutations of an experience the
universe is undergoing – an experience called “Life”.
In the beginning, Life was formed of the fabric of the universe – in the beginning life was born
of an Egg of Stone. It matters little whether be that egg Planet Earth or another planet. It matters only
that Life began.
Life on Earth began as a seed of consciousness, a first single-celled organism – a sperm of life
fertilizing a planetary egg.
That first species of single-celled organism grew, spread and changed into many different
species of microorganisms – many intertwined permutations of that original fertilization event. Not
ever cell in a body is identical. Change. Diversification. Adaptation. In fact, that original seed of
consciousness spread to become millions or even billions of different species before it gathered to
become the first multi-cellular organism. And by that time, the original primitive pattern of the first
species of organism had long since gone extinct, replaced by more complex and effective genetic
arrangements – the new permutations of that first event. Growth and death are two parts of the
same wonderful process. Old patterns have to be broken down and destroyed as the patterns in
greatest equilibrium with the external world survive and the rest are replaced by the new, more
harmonious patterns they have evolved into – always both retaining and discarding elements of the
past. Hence, there is a continuity. Life and death are one great circle of change that is the mystery of
growth.
That original seed of life, that first single-celled micro-organism of our planet, has now grown
and changed and diversified into all the organisms that now exist on Planet Earth. This is the
mystery of Change. That first seed of life has, through death and rebirth, grown and changed its form
to become us and every other living organism of Planet Earth. It is Gaia. Life.
All of the genes of every organism stemming from that first microorganism are merely a great
pool of mathematical pattern sequences, continually shifting and changing in equilibrium with its
planetary environment. To see yourself as an individual is to see yourself as separate from this great
process. And thus to cling to your present and to fear change, for it is the loss of parts of your “self”,
and thus to fear the whole process of change that is the essence of life’s ability to adapt, innovate,
grow – and awaken! We are Life, growing within a planetary egg.
We are not individuals. We are expressions of something far greater - Life.
Soon we will achieve a point in our awareness of the universe around us, a point of
awakening, at which we will break forth from our planetary egg and spread out into the womb of
stars. We will alight upon and fertilize new planetary eggs by the transformative power of our
consciousness.
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Gaia is a celestial phoenix, preparing to hatch.
In everything we do, it is for us to honour Nature’s ways. When a gene pool is separated from
the available diversity that is the essence of its ability to change – then that gene pool sickens and
dies. Scientists call the process the “inbreeding depression”.
Consider the inspired thoughtfulness of the prophet Mohammad when he commanded all
muslims to marry their first cousins. It is estimated that 70% of all muslims adhere to this practice,
and data from muslims born in the western world shows disturbingly elevated rates of genomerelated medical problems in babies born of muslim families. Most aristocratic families of most
empires in human history have also engage in this now outlawed practice – and all too often this has
lead to the unconquered empire being destroyed by its own rulers (i.e. one of the most common
fates of all empires in human history). It is interesting to note that for thousands of years, the
Hebrew people have maintained religious taboos preventing marriage within family groups.
Consider that it was a Jewish scientist named Albert Einstein who first identified the thread that
links velocity, mass, and time to bind together the three dimensions that emerged from the original
singularity – a theory called General Relativity. I wander if he would have done so if that mating
taboo had not been in effect for these past few thousand years?
In everything we do, it is for us to honour Nature’s ways.
Plants manage the problem of genetic diversity more effectively than humans. Every
individual plant carries many variant copies of each of its genes, even up to hundreds variant copies
in every cell! This means a single plant contains within its own body genetic diversity equal to an
entire human community. Nevertheless, if every person in your neighbourhood is collecting seed
from the same mother plant, then all the summoning plants in your neighbourhood have dangerously
limited genetic diversity. This is the reason there must be many mother plants in your
neighbourhood, each mother plant from a different source population.
The Seed Bank of The Sylvan City
Genetic diversity and the danger of genetic poverty must be addressed by the herbarium of
your city, for it affects both the professionals of the council nurseries and the amateur enthusiasts of
the sylvan groves – it affects everybody and everything.
Each city must develop a seed bank. This seed bank will be kept in the city’s herbarium.
When you collect seeds from the wild, always record the location of the plant and the time
of collection. Also, record the species of plant (obviously), and take a photograph of the plant, if
possible. This is the information the herbarium will require when you deposit your seeds at the seed
bank. Whenever any wild collection is made, some of the seeds ought be deposited at the seed bank.
This is important information for the seed bank, for it allows them to ensure that the city’s
seed stocks contain sufficient genetic diversity to maintain ecosystem health. Many individual
enthusiasts will also keep their own seed banks, and swapping seeds will be a popular pursuit to be
encouraged among the city’s sylvan enthusiasts.
Of all of the works of the sylvan, these seed banks are one of the most important, for they are
the essence of humanity’s ability to adapt its ecosystem to change and disaster. These seed banks are
the key to regeneration in the wake of every type of ecological impact, including nuclear war (though
such an event would result in the permanent lost of most species, and the ecosystem born thereafter
would be poor, and humanity would never regain those ecological treasures – the last day of Rome
was the day Nero demonstrated his inadequacy as an artist).
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In the millennia of human history to come, these seed banks are the difference between a
planet of wasted poisoned land and a living green planetary utopia. The seed banks are the key to
humanity’s inheritance – the living beauty of Planet Earth.
These seed banks will also allow scientists to track evolutionary change. Over the decades
and centuries to come, many of the Summoning Plants will undergo genetic change as they adapt to
the urban environment. Indeed, some of these will vary to the degree that they become new varieties
or even, new species. The opportunity to actually observe these evolutionary events taking place is
very exciting.
The Herbarium of The Sylvan City
A herbarium is an archive containing the pressed plant specimens of each of the plant species
native to the region covered by the herbarium. Usually each state of a country has a herbarium, but
in smaller or poorer countries there will be only one for the whole country. While the word
“herbarium” refers to the collection of pressed plants, identified and labelled in accord with
botanical protocol, the word is also used to refer to the building that houses this archive. And that
building is always a centre of research, much like a library. It is traditional for the herbarium to be
situated in the botanical garden of the capital city, though in a few cities, the herbarium is situated in
the grounds of the local university.
The herbarium is important to many facets of the city’s civic administration body, and one
will often meet important people from the city council’s environment departments here. Scientists
from the city’s local universities will also often be encountered frequenting these archives. The
herbarium will have a permanent staff of botanists who are engaged in research, in addition to their
ongoing work of cataloguing. And there will always be research facilities and labs onsite for use by
both the staff and any external researches who need to conduct work there. This is important
because many of the specimens housed in the herbarium cannot be taken off-site.
Almost every herbarium on this planet contains treasures of soul-stirring beauty. The
Brisbane herbarium contains botanical notebooks, drawings and plant voucher specimens created
by Joseph Banks, the first English botanist to come to Australia, and by Walter Hill, the botanist who
founded Brisbane’s incredibly beautiful inner city Botanical Gardens.
When a new species of plant is discovered and named, a pressed voucher specimen of the
plant is created and this is deposited in the archives of a herbarium somewhere on the planet. This
original pressed plant specimen is called the holotype, it is the actual plant from which is made the
description that defines the species. To a botanist, these holotypes are precious beyond price and
soul-stirringly beautiful. Each is steeped in a story of history that traces back to the very first
botanist to discover and name the species. There have been occasions as I have stood in a herbarium
and wept as I have held one of these biological treasures and my mind has travelled back through its
meaning and the stories of its history, knowing that my hands are touching the hands of life and fate,
and of elder minds who will live on through the ages. These holotypes are quite literally leaves of
The Tree of Life.
It will be the task of the Herbarium of your city to produce the section of The Arcanum of
Ecology that addresses the identification, collection and cultivation of the Summoning Plants of your
city. This section must be suitable for use by the layman.

On The Habitat Features of The Sylvan Grove
The sylvan grove ought contain all the habitat features for the animals whose summoning it
teaches, I will make mention of a few of the more important and universal habitat features here. The
habitat features of a sylvan grove ought always be easily associated with the animal they summon.
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On The Moonwell of The Sylvan Grove
T’will be lovely to have a beautiful frog pond, filled with lily pads in your local sylvan grove,
and this is important for establishing and renewing the frog population of the neighbourhood. Of
course this will also attract a large number of associated fauna species. Thus every sylvan grove will
obviously have an owl’s nest.
The Spawning Fonts of The Sylvan Grove
Because these Moonwells are established in a public place, city architects will have to design
them to exclude human interference and protect the water quality and the frogs. For this reason,
groves that want to use their Moonwell as a source of frog spawn will need to build a second habitat
feature: The Spawning Fonts of The Sylvan Grove. The purpose of these is to provide sites for frogs to
spawn, so this frogspawn can be collected by residents, to contribute genetic diversity and new frog
species to the Moonwells in their home gardens.
The design of a spawning font involves an elevated stone font, much like birdbath. It is
accessible to the frogs by frog ladders, and it is made attractive by singing podiums (frogs sing to
attract a mate, hence it is sensible to place these singing podiums conveniently close to the mating
pool, in light of our objective). It is also a good idea for spawning fonts to have some plants growing
in their basin (grasses are good for this purpose), as many species of frog like to attach their egg
clumps to a reed or plant. These plants ought be able to manage both wet and dry conditions. The
fonts ought be shallow and wide, to facilitate as frogs’ preference for large pond surface area, and to
ensure water evaporates quickly.
It is important these fonts remain dry most of the year, as they will be open to human
interference and any number of acts could reduce the water quality in a standing body. In addition,
the fonts are exposed to bird and lizard predation, and are thus not suitable frog nurseries. If these
were long-term standing water bodies, they would be degraded and mosquitoes would establish, for
there would be few or no tadpoles to eat them. However, designing these fonts to be brief, seasonal
water bodies ensures their health (as drying a pond is the quickest way to clean it of nasty bacteria
and pathogens), thus making them perfect for our purpose.
During periods of heavy rain, frogs spawn in every available water body. It is only during
heavy rain that these fonts will fill with water. Hence, after each rainstorm, the spawning fonts of the
sylvan grove will be full of frog’s eggs. Residents of the neighbourhood can collect at this stage. A
week later, all the fonts will be dry and clean again.
Naturally, singing podiums ought also be established in other locations to ensure the frogs
also spawn in the Moonwell of the sylvan grove – thus to maintain the local frog populations.
The Offering of Renewal
As we receive frogspawn from the Moonwell of our sylvan grove, so too must the balance be
maintained. Once each year every resident with a garden Moonwell, must release one frog into a
Moonwell of any single sylvan grove of the city. The grove chosen can be anywhere in the city, and in
fact, it is better if it is far from one’s home suburb – but the site must be within the urban or
agricultural habitat, never in a wilderness fragment.
The frog released ought be young – as young as possible. Younger frogs have a greater chance
of survival. This is because during the early stages of the frogs first emergence from its nursery
pond, its brain will be building maps of its environment, learning which locations fulfil its basic
needs of food and shelter – much as very young human children learn languages far more swiftly,
easily and instinctively then adults. Fully mature frogs have less chance of survival when moved to a
new environment. This is because they have past this “geographic-learning” stage and are their
whole biology is instead orientated to the new task of competing and succeeding at mating.
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The importance of annually releasing a young frog in a distant Moonwell of your city relates
to the changed environmental dynamics urbanization introduces into a landscape. Before humans
began controlling the hydrology of their cities, every flood event would lift the frogs out of every
creek and, upon receding, deposit them by some new creek elsewhere in the city. Humans now
inhibit and mitigate flood events (using dams, etc.), yet the functional benefits of these natural
events must still be maintained. Moving the frogs around ensured that inbreeding never become a
problem in each isolated creek population.
The purpose of this annual act of releasing a frog into a new sylvan grove is to maintain the
genetic diversity of the Moonwells and thus the health of the frog population of each neighbourhood
in the city. The frog you release can be of any species, though it should be one of the newborn frogs
to have emerged from your Moonwell that season, and never more than one frog ought be released.
This act of releasing a frog in a distant Moonwell is called The Offering of Renewal, and
traditionally this offering is performed on the night of the Summer Solstice. This timing of this act is
important, for the frogs in your garden will have been breeding since the first day of Spring, and
many of your tadpoles will have become frogs. Hence you will have plenty of frogs in your garden. By
releasing a frog at this time, the whole summer breeding season is available for the newly released
frogs to explore and learn their new environment, and thus to integrate in preparation for the future
nights when they will release their new genetic influx into the established frog population of the
distant sylvan grove. On this warm enchanting night of The Summer’s Eve, many people make a
celebration, and you will find people gathering in most of the sylvan groves of the city – it is a night
where humans, as well as frogs, meet new folk and extend their love to new worlds.
The Tree Hollow Nest Boxes of The Sylvan Grove
The primary purpose of these is to visually model by creating physical examples of the types
of nest box used as habitat features by the animals of the suburb. Hence each type of nest box needs
to be placed in the soul tree of the animal it summons. This gives the residents a physical idea of the
generally dimensions of the habitat feature they will be creating or buying for their garden.
-o0o-

On The Wildlings of The Ecological Transformation
There are certain (human) individuals who will be exceptionally influential in the ecological
transformation of your city. These individuals, either by their temperament or their profession, each
maintain a deep spiritual connection to the Summoning Plants of your city, and thus they themselves
are woven deeply into the fabric of your city’s ecological web of life.
The Wild Pioneers of The Early Sylvan
The naturalists – the amateur enthusiasts. This can be you!
The Naturalist is any individual who becomes deeply involved in the work of ecological
transformation in your city. By this interest the naturalist’s soul opens to and is transformed by the
wild wisdom of ecological awareness. These folk are very important and powerful individuals, and
many will, through their role during this transformative period in history, inscribe their names
deeply and permanently into the soul of your city’s future.
In the very early stages of The Butterfly’s Dance, accessing Summoning Plants will be a
wonderful adventure – for in truth, it is the common folk who will be at the root of the great
transformation of your city, and indeed, of human civilization. There is a great work to be done, and
much of this will be in the hands of enthusiastic naturalists – the early pioneers of The Sylvan. These
folk will be learning the skills of botany and adventuring into the wilderness fragments to collect the
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seeds of the less common Summoning Plants. Often the seeds they collect will be the first ever to
have been planted in the urban environment!
Botany is an amazing discipline, and very easy to learn. I have already begun working on a
sylvan manual by which anybody, including you, can easily teach yourself the scientific discipline of
botany. Yes, you can become a skilled botanist – very easily! This will mean anybody can learn and
acquire important and useful wild skills and become a highly skilled Naturalist very quickly!
However, you don’t need to wait for me to publish. Botany is a complex and fascinating
discipline to learn. But if you choose to learn it, no one can stop you – all the information is freely
available. And the descendents of the very Summoning Plants you collect will still be growing in your
sylvan grove centuries from now.
Keep records of your expeditions into the wild to collect the seeds for your city’s first
Summoning Plants. Remember that you are doing something that nobody else has ever done. These
records will become an important part of your city’s history. Your work, your expeditions are laying
the foundations for your city’s future ecology. The Summoning Plant seeds you bring back may be
the first that have been made available to the people of your city.
How well you will be remembered will be based on how well you communicate your activity.
Your records and journals are essential, though you will need to expand your role – for you are one
of the first teachers of this new ecological art and science. Learn the skills of botany and botanical
drawing. Produce information on the Summoning Plants of your city. Create a website or book to
make this information available to your city.
All that you learn of the Summoning Plants of your city, concentrate into a book. Remember
that any accurate observations you make in your publication will be cited in any scientific research
literature on the subject for the remainder of the history of your city – centuries and millennia to
come. By becoming a pioneer of the sylvan, you are recording your name in the ecological history of
your city.
And not only are you transforming your city and establishing your identity, you are
establishing a great tradition. Even long after the sylvan is established and the cities are
transformed, there will always be enthusiastic naturalists - traditionalists and purists who still
prefer to engage in expeditions into the wilderness fragments to collect the wild seed of the
Summoning Plants for their gardens. And these folk will be walking in your footsteps, often holding a
copy of your published journals and thinking of you as they do so.
The Wild Nurseries of The Sylvan City
Animal summoning is an entirely new type of gardening.
For all those who are involved in the business aspect of gardening – this opens fertile virgin
fields for the cultivation of profit. And consider the benefits to your gardening businesses involved in
the new interest and gardening enthusiasm that the sylvan dream is unleashing.
Let us begin with the plant nurseries of your city.
Wise nurseries will print this scroll, The Seed of Gaia, and sell or freely distribute it at their
front counter. They will also begin by adding a complete set of the butterfly plants to their nursery
stock. By bringing these plants to the attention of your customers, not only are you making
additional sales, you are also awakening residents of the city to a new way of thinking. And, of
course, with each butterfly plant you sell, you are transforming and regenerating the ecology of your
city.
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Hence in every way, The Dance of The Butterfly is to you a profitable new development that
both benefits your business, enhances your field of operation, and spiritually rewards you for your
profitable work – for you know that every day you are making a direct and tangible contribution to
the health of your city and your planet.
However, beware of overstepping yourself and losing your credibility. Begin with only the
butterfly plants. The Summoning Plants of all birds will be published by your local society of bird
watchers. Beyond selling the native “lean season” bloomers with obvious bird-plant qualities, make
no claims as to the specific birds they summon until the twitchers’ publication has been released.
When this event has occurred, be sure to make this publication available in your nursery. This is as
much for the protection of gardeners as for your own protection. And also, it will increase your plant
sales.
Let every sylvan gardener scorn as unscrupulous any nursery who makes the claim of selling
the Summoning Plants of any animal who has not been officially recorded by the publication of this
information in some credible form. This declaration will protect the residents and gardeners from
greedy wretches who merely put random tags on any plant and sell them as Summoning Plants. Note
that in almost every city of this planet, the Summoning Plants of the butterflies and the frogs are
already widely published and understood – information on both of these is abundant and easily
accessible to everybody, even as I pen these words.
There will be a few other Summoning Plants of your city that are easily identified – yet this
process of identification must remain in the hands of the buyer until it has been completed by the
experts of your city. In these very early stages of the transformation, plant nurseries can
immediately list and label the Summoning Plants of the butterflies and of the frogs – and sell these as
Summoning Plants. But all nurseries will hold their wonderful enthusiasm and wait for the sign from
your city’s bird watchers and scientists before expanding to sell other plant species as “the
Summoning Plants of animals”. This is to protect the integrity and reputation of all nurseries.
Thus will occur a sequential expansion of your city’s nurseries. In the first phase they will
expand to establish the production and sale of the butterfly Summoning Plants and the water plants
for your Moonwell. By the time they have this system organized and in balanced motion, the
twitchers will have begun to produce the information needed for the nurseries to expand into the
production and sale of the bird Summoning Plants. Once again, as this system finds its balance and
integration into the nursery’s business functioning, the scientists will be beginning to organize the
literature on the Summoning Plants of the other animals of the city.
Each new set of Summoning Plants can be attended by sales and celebrations to awaken the
public to the new products on offer. Many of the Summoning Plants will already be part of the
nursery’s collection – discovering they are Summoning Plants and being able to label them
accordingly merely adds a new dimension to the attractiveness of the nursery’s products.
The Sylvan Gardeners of The Urban Forest
As the nurseries are transforming to offer a new series of products and a new dimension of
attractiveness to their products, so too will the city’s professional gardeners and gardening firms be
taking advantage of this new service they can offer and the associated opportunity for profit.
A gardener who can build a pretty garden has a saleable service. But a gardener who can
build a pretty garden that attracts dozens of different butterfly species has a much more saleable
service. Just as the sylvan plan offers new potentials for profit through new services to market, so
too does the new enthusiasm for gardening offer an expansion in your customer base.
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As a professional gardener, you have an important work in the regeneration of your city.
Almost every human loves a beautiful garden. But many of the residents who have the largest, most
potentially beautiful and ecologically powerful properties, won’t be interested in doing gardening
themselves. The ecological regeneration of these areas of the city is in your wholesome earthy hands.
Your creativity and love for the Earth will be a primary element in determining the beauty of your
city.
Do not underestimate your own importance.
The Sylvan Communities of The Urban Forest
Community! For millennia humans lived together in small tribes where everybody knew and
cared for everybody else. But when we began building cities, the first anonymous societies began.
Soon we found ourselves living close to many people whom we did not know. Some bad or
desperate people liked this because they could do bad things anonymously! People started to
distrust each other. Crime and unhappiness began to grow.
The solution to these problems is community.
Our local sylvan groves are natural focal points for neighbourhoods to become communities.
Your neighbourhood should be able to use your local sylvan grove for market days and
neighbourhood dances, craft shows and working bees, etc.
Community groups will naturally form around each sylvan grove. Every resident of the
suburb will have the unassailable right to be involved. Each community group will manage the use of
its park. They will consult with council gardeners to design the gardens, and they will use the park to
hold local community events. Through these groups and events everybody in the neighbourhood will
get to know each other, your local neighbourhood will become a community. The spirit of anonymity
will be banished.
The Spirit of Community
Our parks will be organs of community. Through the meetings and events your
neighbourhood holds in the park, you will get to know your local community. Parents will get to
know other parents and the children of the neighbourhood will no longer be anonymous to them.
Children will also get to know each other. At community dances, children will socialize in the same
forum as their parents. A return to community means a return to the togetherness of the family.
Each city council of other government body can create a constitutional template for
community groups to form around each local park. It is important that these groups be under the
umbrella of city council or a government body in order to maintain a uniform system designed in
harmony with the bureaucracy. Also this will prevent the occurrence of multiple rival groups around
one park or groups that exclude some residents or groups that include non-residents. The council
will provide one forum for community expression around each park: the community group.
This forum will be open to every resident of the neighbourhood - only to local residents. Nonresidents are not part of the organization and management of the local park, and thus cannot be
members of the local community group. This is to prevent the stacking of votes by outside interest
groups thus removing influence from residents’ hands. However, all group meeting are public affairs,
anybody can come and watch – these meetings may never be concealed. The community group is an
organ for the community expression of the neighbourhood. The residents will thus administer their
local park, holding events, directing council gardeners, and generally shaping their local park.
Neighbourhoods will come together.
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It’s the job of the city council to create the publicly-owned umbrella organization and the
constitutional template for these groups. The City Council or other administrating government body
thereby takes responsibility for issues like insurance, safety regulations for events, etc. This means
that types of events will be standardized to some degree, and each will have a resident who is
appointed safety officer (public training workshops will be provided at the beginning of each year to
train the newly appointed safety officers of each group). The Council also maintains a lot of control
over the groups through their constitution.
While this involves the input of funds to maintain these groups, the funds are of course public
money the residents have paid as tax! Nevertheless, there are significant benefits to the politicians.
The local politician in office will often visit community events and thus build a direct personal
relationship with the community. This personal relationship, cultivated over the course of his terms
in office, is something his opponents do not have. Neither do his opponents have the ability to
support the community groups in a direct personal way, as he does. I suspect that the average time
in office of all local politicians will increase significantly in areas where these community groups are
establish – in addition, crime rates will drop, general levels resident contentment will increase, and
the beauty of the electorate will bloom! This direct link between the community and the local
politican is a very powerful opportunity for your local politician – and it will translate into votes and
community support in a manner that no amount of advertising could equal.
Politicians have a set of motivations that are important for the community to understand.
Your politicians see the world from their own unique point of view, and from this point of view,
there are many reasons for them to enthusiastically support their local community in this scheme.
Understanding these reasons gives your community the keys to recruiting the support of your local
politicians.
The “Community Groups” initiative will create a direct link between council and the
community – this is essential in regenerating our cities and our society.
And Thus by her dance, regenerates the soul of The Earth.
-o0o-

On The Wild Fragments of Native Wilderness
The Heartwood of The World Tree
On the edge of most human cities there continues to exist large fragments of natural
wilderness. Often these are large forests, though the type of wilderness reflects the climatic zone of
the city. In some places the wilderness fragments are natural undisturbed desert, or wetland
swamps – any wild undisturbed terrestrial (or freshwater) eco-system of large area is a wilderness
fragment. Saltwater marine eco-systems often occur on the edge of cities, and they are important.
But we do not treat these in the same way for the purpose of our art, therefore we do not refer to
salt-water marine ecosystems as wilderness fragments.
These large wilderness fragments are the wild habitat into which the animals retreated when
humans cleared the land of their Summoning Plants in order to create cities. Wilderness fragments
contain self-sustaining populations of beautiful wild animals. The definition of the minimum size of a
wilderness fragment is: “large enough to contain self-sustaining populations of the full range of
surviving species native to the local native eco-system type”. Areas of natural habitat smaller than
this are called Sylvan Woods – even if they are not forest! These smaller areas of wild habitat are
important, but they rely on interactions with animal populations in the larger wilderness fragments.
In essence, sylvan woods are “islands” of habitat in the often-hostile background matrix of human
modified landscape. Wilderness fragments are “continents” of habitat!
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Every city needs to have as many wilderness fragments as possible on the edge of its urban
landscape. These ought be preserved by declaring them protected reservations, i.e. National Parks,
Heritage Listed, etc. Here in Brisbane we have several, most are mountainous forest areas – as these
types of landscape were least suitable for development by the early pioneers who established the
city, hence they were not modified. Many other cities will also find that their wilderness fragments
centre around mountains or other landscape features which discouraged early settlers. But values
change with the needs of each age – and what was useless land then, is now an important ecological
resource. Establishing and protecting your city’s wilderness fragments and sylvan woods is a
powerful act in regenerating your city’s ecology. If it hasn’t already been done, now is the time to
focus your collective attention on this quest!
But even if your city has no wilderness fragments you can regenerate its urban ecosystem.
Under these conditions, the importance of the sylvan woods within the urban boundary becomes
heightened. And it will be useful for your city to begin planning for the development of larger-scale
ecological connectivity (e.g. wildlife corridors, for example) to a regional wilderness fragment of
your realm’s World Tree.
When a suburb begins to concentrate the Summoning Plants of an animal, new habitat
resources are opened up for the animal. If the animal can adapt to the urban environment, the
presence or absence of the animal is then determined by the proximity of a source population. The
wilderness fragments on the edge of your city are the source populations for almost every animal to
be summoned into the urban environment. Hence these wilderness fragments the green womb of life
from which your city will be reborn in love and ecological wonder.

On The Living Wreath of Gaia
The Crowning of The Ecological Vision
In every city, the residential suburbs are positioned in a ring around the centre of the city.
This ring extends from the perimeter of the city centre out to the edge of the urban landscape – the
edge of the city. Thus the suburbs make a ring, or “wreath” around the city centre. The city centre
does not have the same type of gardens as residential properties, hence it is a different type of urban
habitat to the residential suburbs.
As the obelisks of Mother Earth with the ecological information plates of the animals and the
Summoning Plants of the urban forest rise up in every public park, the sylvan groves will overflow
the new ecosystem into the surrounding suburban gardens. The whole residential suburb will turn
green with new life. As each residential suburb turns green and regenerates its ecosystem, the entire
“wreath” of residential suburbs around the city centre, comes to life. This wreath of new ecosystem
is a single circular belt, cohesively ecologically connected and (at points around its perimeter)
plugged into the wilderness fragments.
The city centre, however, is not usually residential property of the same type, hence it will
regenerate into a different pattern of habitat. It is plugged into the wreath of the suburbs, and thus
ecologically connected, but it is also of a different matrix pattern. Hence, the wreath of residential
suburbs weaves a new “urban forest” habitat, a wide ring of healthy ecosystem, around the centre of
your city. This regenerating banded circle of wild living green is The Wreath of Living Earth, woven
of eco-awareness – it is the crown of reborn living soil materializing from the new-born sylvan
understanding. It is the manifestation of the newly awakening ecologically-aware worldview of the
people of the city.
By placing a Summoning Plant signboard in every suburban park of the city, the work of
animal summoning occurs in every suburb simultaneously. Thus this vast continuous ring of new
habitat matures as a single phenomenon. Where this wreath of regenerated habitat is plugged into
the wilderness fragments on the edge of the city, the long disappeared animal species will spread
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into and throughout this whole ring of the residential suburbs. Each species of bird will enter and
begin to establish as its soul trees come to maturity through the urban forest. The wreath oif living
earth creates complete ecological connectivity between every residential suburb and the wild source
populations of the animals. Hence ewven the rarest and most shy animal species, and even the
slowest moving, least mobile animal species will spread to establish through every residential
suburb – even those suburbs closed to the city centre. Every suburb will become the sanctuary
location for a source population of each of the animal species, and the entire city will become
inhabited by new and beautiful fauna. This is the ecological role of the sylvan groves through the
suburbs.
The sylvan groves create the wreath of living earth. The wreath is “plugged into”, the
wilderness fragments that shelter the wild source populations of the animals. Connecting the new
urban forest habitat to the wilderness fragments is the secret to causing slow moving animals to
establish throughout the whole city. Thus the wreath of living earth is the key to the ecological
connectivity of the urban forest, and thus the wild beauty of your city.
If you live in a suburb that is separated from the wilderness fragments by a vast region of
desolate unregenerated urban landscape, it is very difficult for many animals to move through this
hostile empty urban habitat matrix to reach the new island of soul trees and the welcoming habitat
that your suburb has become. Animals that are highly mobile, particularly flying animals, can often
get there easily. Most other animals will usually try to follow creek lines through hostile
unregenerated landscape – in fact, almost every land-bound animal will instinctively follow the
routes of waterways, even in regenerated landscapes. Each new animal species will enter and spread
through the city at a different rate. You can summon most butterflies and birds, without heed of
obstacles or distance – for if their Summoning Plants are through your suburb, they will come
immediately those Summoning Plants come into season. Other animals travel only as quickly as the
urban forest spreads. If all of the newly regenerated habitat matures at the same time and is
connected, then animals will easily spread through each part of it.
As the sylvan groves cause the urban forest to mature through every suburb, the habitat will
grow up through all the suburbs around the city centre, the whole city will become connected to the
wilderness fragments, and every amazing species of animal will have established populations in
every part of the wreath. When the wreath reaches this fullness, it will be very easy to summon
every type of animal to your garden, regardless of how far your garden is from the wilderness
fragments that were the animal’s original source populations.
Animals will always establish in new habitat - if they can get there! Thus, the importance of
ecological connectivity. By establishing sylvan groves in every suburb, the urban forest sprouts up
through every suburb outside of the non-residential inner-city business district at the same time.
Thus will grow a wreath of habitat ringing the city-centre and connecting the whole city to the
wilderness fragments. Hereby, animal populations will naturally spread to every part of the urban
forest, even in the most distant parts of the city. This is the wreath of green life ringing the
transforming city centre!
By the secret of the sylvan groves doth the city ecologically awaken, for the urban forest hath
been woven into a new circle of life! And the manifestation of this wreath is the crowning of a new
vision of the future!
All Behold! All Behold!
Her Earthen Wreath of Transformation
By The Kiss of The Oribus, her wild Coronation!
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The Great Weaving of The Butterfly’s Dance
The Wild Path of Transformation
The Dreaming Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Newborn Madness of Spring her dreaming dance incites!
For Green Threads of Fate’s Loom, by her dance, she doth lace,
That Earth’s bough, to leaf and bloom, by her dance of wild grace!
The Child Princess of The Greenwood, she is robed in bright Spring
Crowned in Earth’s secret future, grows her Royal Signet Ring.
A dream is a future woven in the tapestry of fate, yet a path must also be woven, that people
may walk the steps to that dream. The path to this dream is The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation.
To change the world, you need only live the dream and sew the seed. Transformation will occur
naturally as a result of following her in Her Spring Dance of Change.
The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation
As you begin your exploration of eco-awareness, you will begin to explore the first great
mystery of The Ecological Arcanum: the Summoning Plants of the butterflies of your city.
A few of these wondrous plants are available at some of your city’s plant nurseries. If you are
enthusiastic, you can find others by looking on the world wide web or by becoming a member of one
of your local naturalist clubs. As you spread your soul into this newfound world of ecological
awareness, you will meet people, and learn. And, like a seedling, your sylvan understanding and your
wild abilities will grow.
Thus have you begun by planting a few butterfly Summoning Plants in your garden. You will
talk of your achievements to your friends. Of the many you talk to, there will be those who are
interested, and they will ask you for your guidance, and from your experience, you will teach them
where to acquire these first butterfly Summoning Plants. By this act, the dance has spread, and your
neighbourhood has begun its process of ecological regeneration.
Of your friends who are interested in the butterflies, some will know or learn of butterfly
plants you don’t know of – and they will share their wild wisdom with you. Together, not only your
neighbourhood, but also you will be transforming, becoming wise in the ways of The Wild – for you
have begun your journey of awakening and regeneration. You know something others don’t. You are
beginning to understand secrets that are hidden from others. Your consciousness is expanding
through ecological awareness.
You and your friends are becoming keepers of the wild wisdom.
You will build a Moonwell in your garden. Through the world wide web, you have discovered
how to make contact with your local frog society. You telephoned them. Soon after, you met them,
and the marvellous wise old man who organizes the society has given you a gift of frogspawn. Some
of these are eggs of very rare and beautiful endangered frog species. Your Moonwell has become full
of lovely living tadpoles, and your children are amazed – they cannot keep their fingers out of it and
every day they race to your side to tell you of the new animals who have arrived to live by its green
living waters! Rainbow dragonflies and lovely aquatic snails!
With the appearance of your Moonwell and the few newly planted Summoning Plants of the
butterflies, your garden is transforming. Even with only these little changes, you can see new
animals coming to your garden, for it is becoming a font of life in your suburb, and your experiences
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are teaching you in ways that are regenerating your soul, nurturing your growing wisdom of The
Wild.
Though the rest of the human world has not yet noticed it, you recognize that you are
changing, becoming different from the other humans around you, more awake than them. You are
beginning to see the connectivity of the world around you, and you are beginning to recognize that
all around you, people are sleepwalking through each day – and it fills your soul with a sadness, a
yearning need to share with them the regenerating wonders of your green garden, to help them
awaken, to let them remember the beauty of life.
It has been a long quiet few months, and yet through it all, your hidden garden is growing
greener, more wild and fertile then you ever imagined it could be. You are adding more butterfly
Summoning Plants to increase the number of butterflies who can live in your garden. Life is filling
your garden and the animals are beginning to arrive. Your tadpoles are growing full and your
children are excitedly describing each one as they grow legs.
And then, laughing and squealing, your children tumble over you in bed one morning, in
happy wildness they announce that the first tadpole has becomes a froglet and it has left the pond to
sunbath on a reed stem in your Moonwell. Dragged out of bed by your children, you and your mate
rush down to see the wonder. T’is a very rare species of froglet, a miracle the likes of which you have
never before seen. And your family celebrates that evening over supper.
It is as if the dam has burst. A great change. Long building, has now occurred.
Your family is spending more time together. Each night you love to listen as everyone in the
house is chattering over the frogs and the natural insights they have researched and learned. Your
children have chosen frogs and butterflies and local animals as the subjects for their school projects.
There is more conversation occurring in your family then there has been for a long time. And your
beloved mate is smiling more often, affected and moved by this strange beautiful change, the
regeneration, the growth of your soul that is occurring and so powerfully, gently revitalizing your life
and the life and soul of your whole family.
One night, your mate brings you the gift of a book on the skills of botany and the plants of
your city. You quickly begin to learn this new wild wisdom. You become fascinated by the detail and
beauty of Nature, and quickly acquire a copy of the Flora of your city – the manual of the keys for
identifying your local native plants. Your botanical interest becomes a hobby. You buy a small plant
press and begin making beautiful pressed flowers and plant specimens, identifying and inscribing
their names on the plates. Your friends who are also interested and have joined you on this journey
(some even have Moonwells, for you sponsored them as new members in the local frog society), they
are all amazed when they discover the new botanical skills you have learned, and they gather around
you, for you have become their guide and teacher.
You and your mate plan a camping trip for your coming holiday, a trip to a beautiful wild
forest. Your children yawn and create havoc through the long drive there, but the moment you
arrive, they are off into the forest, laughing and shouting with joy as they discover and sight
wonderful animals and natural phenomena.
Over the following week, they explore the creeks, and every night they have beautiful nuts
and seeds and leaves and flowers, and, of course, jars of interesting invertebrates to show you! You
let them use your small plant press to make pressed botanical specimens and lovely pressed flowers
from the treasures they have found. Their collection of cicada chrysalises is growing dramatically,
and they are quickly developing an uncanny proficiency with your camera.
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At night your family goes out “spotlighting” wild animals, and though you are still feeling new
with the technique, you see many wonderful animals for the first time on that journey! During the
day, your family hikes to a wild mountain stream at a point where it forms a natural rock pool of
great beauty. There you stop for a swim.
And as you bath in those wild crystalline waters, you feel an age of old toxins, old pains, old
habitats – an old world, wash from your soul.
It is as if you have been baptised, returned to your natural roots – and now you again dwell in
the gentle arms of your Mother Earth.
You are her child, her speaker, her Keeper of The Wild Wisdom.
You have become a guide, leading humanity into the future. You are no longer an ordinary
human.
You are awakened.
When you return to your city, you are a changed soul. You and your mate decide upon and
plan your first expedition into the nearest Wilderness Fragment on the edge of your city. You are
going to perform a Nature Observation, and search for the Summoning Plant of a butterfly you desire
– it is a Summoning Plant that is not sold in any nursery, and you have never seen it in the urban
environment.
You are going to break the boundaries of your world, and create change.
Yet even though you will be adhering to a pre-established bush-walking track through the
deep wild, you do not want to get lost. And so you have joined your local Orienteering Club, and for
several weeks, each weekend, you and your family have been joining in the club obstacle courses
through urban wild patches. Each week the club meets at a different wilderness patch, and you are
learning much of the wild hidden beauty of your city, green stretches of dappled woodland hidden in
the bends and corners of the urban landscape. And while you are enjoying the orienteering, t’is, in
fact, your children who have become astonishingly good at this skill, astonishingly quickly!
It is a skill that will serve them well in the years to come.
And though this orienteering group, you have met others who are also on the journey of
ecological awareness. Your understanding has grown deeply from the wild wisdom they have
learned and shared with you. And many of the learnings you have claimed were unknown to them,
they were most happy and full of admiration when you taught these secrets to them. Some of these
sylvan folk you found you really liked, and you have invited them to supper.
When they arrive, one of the families brings you a basket of organic fruit as a gift, grown in
their garden. The other family gifts you with a bottle of elderflower wine they made from the flowers
from their garden, a third family bring you a jar of their wild honey. Overwhelmed with these lovely
gifts, you usher them to a table laden with your beautiful organic cooking – for you and your mate
have always been unusually fine at the art of cooking.
Good food and fine lovely wine flow freely at this wild banquet, and the conversation flows
equally freely as your natural enthusiasm is welcomed by that of your new friends’. And you learn
much as they talk. And they learn much as you talk.
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You discover they have butterfly plants you did not know of, and they later gift you with these
valuable seeds, which you plant in your garden. Your collection of treasures is growing.
You tell them of your plan to found an expedition into the wilderness fragment in search of
the Summoning Plant of the beautiful butterfly you most want. They are enthusiastic and deeply
approve, as a few of them joined the Orienteering Club with the same objective. One of your new
friends once took a plant to your city’s herbarium, where she was most impressed by the expertise of
one of the botanists. She suggests that she introduce you, and you can ask for some deep ecological
information that will help you find the rare Summoning Plant you are planning to discover on your
expedition.
Perhaps you will invite your new friends to join your planned expedition – for there is safety
in numbers and many eyes will help find you’re the treasure you seek!
One morning soon after the banquet you meet your new friend for tea, and together you
travel to your city’s herbarium. The architecture is wondrous, but even though you phoned ahead,
you end up waiting a little while to see the botanist, as he is very old and absent-minded and was lost
in his enthusiasm for a plant he was examining. But when you see him, he looks every bit the mad
scientist, though there is an aura of wholesome wild nature around him.
He listens to you tell him your story. He asks you many surprisingly incisive questions for so
doddery-seeming an old man – but many folk have visited him lately, asking for information on
butterfly plants and making big claims concerning trips into the wilderness fragments, and he
doesn’t want to waste his time of those who are not serious. Yet you find that your experience in
orienteering allows you to answer his clever questions, and he is obviously quite impressed by the
botanical skill you are developing. As he realizes that you are serious, and are preparing yourself
well, he smiles and nods.
He then takes you out of the public reception hall into the real soul of the great building that
is nestled in the centre of the botanical gardens. Through the research labs he guides you and your
friend, into the great archive of the herbarium. You are actually quite surprised at what you find, and
you ask him if he can show you some of its treasures! He smiles and extracts a holotype that was
made by the founding botanist of your city, and he tells you the story of how your city’s botanical
gardens were created. If you are successful in your expedition, he tells you, he might even show you
the writings and diagrams of Sir Joseph Banks, the first botanist to have come to Australia (for they
are here in Brisbane, in The Queensland Herbarium).
Then, from the endless rows of archive draws, he extracts a large sheet of thick old-style
blotting paper upon which is mounted the pressed specimen of the butterfly Summoning Plant you
are seeking. He takes you to the herbarium library, where he sits you down with a cup of lovely
herbal tea (which, he tells you, is made from native herbs that he grows in his garden). He offers you
some small cakes that are full of lovely forest seeds, and pot of wild honey from his beehive to go
with the tea and seed cakes. As you sip on this delicious herbal elixir, he proceeds to wander around
the herbarium library, muttering to himself as he pulls book after book from the shelves.
You ask him if you can record his voice while he gives you advise, to help you remember what
he is teaching you, he laughs and agrees. He returns from the shelves to place the books before you
and he launches into a story of the first time he collected a specimen of this particular butterfly
Summoning Plant for the herbarium records. On that expedition, he found the plant near a lovely
gorge with a beautiful rock pool deep in the local wilderness fragment, and, he muses, he is quite
certain that no European human had ever been there before. You determine that you want to see
these wonders, to behold wild beauties that will still your soul with their secrets.
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He then finds the page he was looking for and proceeds to read to you a passage on the plant.
Sadly, it is written in academic gobbledegook, and unless you are a trained biochemist, there are
only a few lines that are comprehensible. Alas, the lovely (but absent-minded) old fellow doesn’t
seem to notice – and so you gently ask him what it means. He blinks, and then smiles gently and
proceeds to tell you in great detail what sort of soil the plant can be found it, which altitude and
which facing of a slope it will be found on, what sort of shade levels and proximity to water, what
other common plants will be close by, and what sort of geological or ecological features will indicate
the presence of the plant.
You are astonished by the power and importance of this knowledge he has given you – for it
is the wild compass for finding the Summoning Plant you seek!
He then tells you that your city regulations prevent the removal of native plants from the wild
reservation you are planning your expedition into – but if you find the plant, record the location and
bring back a photograph, he will organize a herbarium expedition out there to collect the seeds for
the herbarium seed bank, and he will include you in this official expedition.
Of course, you (like any other resident of the city) will naturally be permitted access to some
of this seeds for the herbarium seed bank. The herbarium will probably germinate them for you –
The Brisbane Herbarium usually does when residents request seeds from the seed bank.
Including the original finder in the herbarium expedition is common practice all over the
world, as I pen these words. And it is an appropriate system. As a resident of the city, you not only
gain some of the seeds you have found, you may also have your name recorded on any scientific
publications and in the herbarium records as a finder of this treasure – so the benefits of working
with the herbarium in this way are in fact superior to working alone! Most plant findings are made
by amateur naturalists, and those who made the original sightings are almost always present in the
resulting herbarium expedition to locate the site. This is really the only way a non-scientist or
profession naturalist (i.e. research assistant, forest ranger, skilled NGO representative, etc.) can be
involved in a formal herbarium expedition.
The old botanist looks over your hiking map of the protected wilderness fragment and points
out some promising and viable locations in the deep wilds, which you mark on the map. When he has
finished talking, you have a very precise idea of the type of habitat the plant will occur in and the
areas you will be adventuring to.
He then talks a little on how you will recognize the plant and when it will be in season, and
how you will collect the seed (if you collect from outside a protected reservation). After you have
finished the lovely tea and honeyed seed cakes, he potters over to a photocopying machine and runs
off several very good pictures that will help you and your friends find the plant.
He then wishes you good luck, shakes your hand and tells you how important and admirable
people like you are – people who are pioneering the regeneration of the plantscape of the city.
You and your new friend return home very excited, and supper that night is filled with your
story and excited plans for the expedition.
Now despite your children’s’ enthusiasm (and their tantrums when you tell them), you and
your mate decide against taking them with you on this first expedition. But you promise them that
they can come either on the herbarium expedition (if the herbarium botanists agree) or on a second
expedition to the site (if they don’t), after you have found the plant. They are quite excited at the
possibility of going on an official expedition and talking to the city’s master botanists.
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And so comes Spring! And one morning as you enter your lovely garden, you notice the first
of the butterflies arriving! The soul vines you planted on your fence last season are growing wildly
and thriving, and each of the butterflies you have summoned have arrived – but also some other
species have come too.
For when your garden becomes a healthy haven, the many animals will prefer it to the old
world beyond.
And the frogs who emerged from your pond as little babies at the end of last season, are
beginning to sing in the Spring rain of the warm evenings. They have grown into reasonable size
frogs, lovely living green jewels full of smiles, and they look quite mature, though you know it will be
another year of so before they begin to mate and spawn!
Your mornings are filled with butterflies, and in the evening, as you family gathers around the
singing frogs perched on their theatre podiums, you recognize that your world is changing. Your
mate takes your hand, and you realize that all your family is holding hands – for perhaps the first
time ever. Your mate has not held your hand like this since you were first married.
Your neighbour (who was initially disinterested) is amazed when you show her your
butterflies. She enthusiastically asks where she can get some of these Summoning Plants, and she
quickly plants the seedlings you give her. The two of you begin to chat garden-talk over the fence,
and before the season is out, she has built a pretty little Moonwell in her garden. She is bubbles with
happy surprise when you gift her with a jar of rare frogspawn (which your nutty friend who runs the
city’s frog society gave you), and she “ohhs” and ahhs” as you tell her each of the frog species in the
jar. She comes over to your house to look at the pictures of the frogs in your books, and the two of
your share a cup of herbal tea with a spoonful of the wild honey your sylvan friend always gives you.
The depth of your wisdom astonishes your neighbour.
A few weeks later, you are surprised to discover that your neighbour’s gossip has spread –
folk from all over the neighbourhood are stopping to chat with you each evening as you walk your
dog, asking you frog questions and for answers to their gardening queries. Many people are coming
to you for guidance, and you are able to teach each of them how to summon the butterflies.
Butterflies flit and dance among the boughs up and down your street, for many gardens
through your neighbourhood have since become fertile patches of Summoning Plants. Your nutty
friend from the frog society gave you a recording of the frog songs of your city, you have recently
been amazed to hear many rarer species of frogs singing from many different gardens as you walk
through your once dead neighbourhood. You have taught a few folk how to build Moonwells, but
wild wisdom must be spreading and others inviting the frogs to their homes. As you walk past the
houses, you can identify each frog by its song! Then one evening, you see an owl swoop down out of
a tree, to catch a small animal and swing off into the night! Your neighbourhood is coming to life!
When you first began, you didn’t even suspect that your small act of growing Summoning
Plants in your garden could have so powerful an effect on your whole neighbourhood!
The same thing is happening to your original friends who joined your journey at the
beginning. Their neighbours have become amazed and inspired by the wonders they are calling into
their worlds and their natural power of ecological regeneration is creating far-reaching change. The
folks of their neighbourhoods have begun to gather around them as teachers too.
For in your soul, you have changed. You have become an important teacher, a guide, leading
people back to a consciousness of their own natural beauty. With gentle hands of wild wisdom, you
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are awakening the sleepers around you, and those you touch are coming back to life. Your whole
world is coming back to life.
You are a healer, a teacher, a guide. You are a bearer of the emerald lamp, leading people on
the path to regeneration.
Life is filling you, as it did when you were young. Health, vitality, regeneration. In your soul
you have become child again - a sacred child of The Sylvan.
And then comes the time for your expedition into The Wild!
Long have you waited and prepared for this. You and your family have taken many small
bushwalking days on the easy paths through the wilderness park reservations by the picnic sites.
You have been reading books on the subject and you are feel prepared, you have good shoes and a
substantial water bottle, a comfortable backpack and you are accustomed to your comfortable
weight-limit. Your weekly Orienteering Club obstacle course have made you fitter than you were,
you have become used to walking quickly over uneven ground and your mind has become practiced
at choosing the best path through untracked wilderness. You and your mate have both become
competent navigators with a compass and map, skilled at counting your paces and judging distance.
Your first aid kit is well stocked and you have iron rations, emergency flares and a thermal blanket,
lest you become lost in The Deep Wild. And, of course, you have a large paper bag of dried fruit, nuts
and seeds to munch on as you walk.
And so the day comes.
You’re up before dawn, and you set out early in the morning, meeting your sylvan friends
from the Orienteering Club. Your form your cars into a convoy and begin your journey.
And then you are beyond the urban landscape.
A little while later you turn off the country lane, and begin driving through the sandy
unsealed track to the car park in by the last picnic site deepest in the wilderness fragment. Your
bushwalking trail leads from there, it will be a two hour walk on a narrow trail through the forest
before you reach the waterfall that signals the point at which you will be leaving the track and
entering The Deep Wilds.
And the forest is beautiful.
One of your friends has brought a recording of bird song, and a book of your local birds. His
wife brought you the basket of fruit on that first night, and he works at the local university – he has
become an avid bird watcher, though he confesses that he only recently joined the local twitchers’
society and began to learn this year. You can see in his book that he has marked the birds he has
seen, and there are not many of them – but certainly quite a few interesting and very pretty birds. In
fact, you had never before guessed what an astonishing range of pretty birds live in and around your
city. While you walk you all try to guess the birds by their songs as you pass the book back and forth,
and munch on your trail mix.
And then, after more than two hours, you come to the waterfall – and you are silenced by the
scene before you!
It is perfect, pristine, untouched! Surely there cannot be many humans who have ever stood
here! It is completely wild, and if it were not for the pretty pebble-lined walking path, you would be
certain nobody had ever been here since the indigenous folk kept this land! It is entirely wild.
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And indeed, there are few humans who will venture a trek that is two hours there and two
hours back – unless it is a very famous walking trail. There have not been many people who have
visited this beautiful place in the years since the track was built. And those who do visit are lovers of
Mother Nature – they take care not to leave their footprints behind.
You cannot resist it! You all decide – morning tea and a swim!
Out comes the loaf of lovely organic seed bread you baked yourself, and the delicious organic
cheeses and figs and pears! And fresh cold water from your rainwater tank to wash it down with –
for though the crystalline water of the rock pool looks wondrous, you know never to drink creek
water that has not been boiled. Yet fires are not permitted in these Deep Wilds.
While you are laying out the food, your friends are stripping off and jumping in the water.
And then you remember – none of you had planned on a swim. You didn’t bring your bathing suit!
And you turn to see that this fact hasn’t even slowed down the others. They are wearing only
the free wild kisses of the wind and the water.
You smile! There are no other humans for miles in any direction. You are a world apart.
Your mate and your sylvan friends are beautiful as they frolic in the water. And as you look at
them, you recognize that none of us are the perfect bodies that the television taunts us with. We are
human – lovely wild gentle animals. We don’t need to be perfect. We need only love each other, and
ourselves.
Quietly, shyly, you slip off your clothes and slide into the protective water when nobody is
looking. You swim over to the lovely mossy corner of the rock pool and shyly slip your arms around
your mate. With a shared smile, your lips meet.
The rest of the day was wonderful. You did not find the Summoning Plant you were looking
for. Perhaps you spent a little too long dozing and dreaming among the ferns on a bed of moss in the
arms of your beloved mate. But it was worth it.
Your sylvan friends also didn’t seem to mind, as they appeared to have found somewhere
comfortable, though you know not where, for they vanished while you were lost in your mate’s
lovely kisses, and they did not reappear until a long while later – and you all enjoyed a lovely lunch
on the wide flat mossy stone jutting out into the rock pool beneath the green glades in that place of
perfect peace.
You did leave the path and travel into the Deep Wilds. The going was difficult, but you were
all dauntless and invigorated and full of laughter and happiness. You climbed to the peak of a granite
outcrop – and you actually learned a lot of the rocks and the geological undercurrents of the
wilderness fragment from your friend. You also taught them a lot of interesting botanical facts. And
you saw a Scarlet Honeyeater, an incredibly rare and pretty bird! It was drinking from a flower you
didn’t recognize – but you got a photograph and you’ll take it to your friend at the herbarium when
you get back!
And you did learn a lot of skills, the experience was wonderful, and you all grew deeply. As
The Sun set so many hours later, and you piled your packs back into the car, exhausted but
invigorated and happy, you all agreed to return the following weekend and find that elusive
Summoning Plant.
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Later that week you received a wonderful phone call. Your sylvan friend, who is learning to
twitch, proudly announced that the bird watchers were very excited by the photographs of the
Scarlet Honeyeater. You were the only one of your group who had the sense to take close-up
botanical photos of the tree it was drinking from – and the bird watchers’ society desperately
wanted those botanical photos. But first, you decided to take them to your botanist friend at the
herbarium.
Your old botanist friend was astonished! And very impressed by your presence of mind in
taking the botanical photos for plant identification. He easily identified the plant and arranged a
meeting with some of the leading twitchers of the bird-watching society. You and your sylvan friend
were invited. It was exciting to be a part of the meeting, and you could tell that something important
was happening – it appeared they thought this was an important Summoning Plant of this rare bird,
and they were making all kinds of research plans. But beyond that, they talked an awful lot of
scientific nonsense concerning statistical sample sizes and how to standardize experimental
conditions and create controls, and you were yawning by the end of the long meeting. Nevertheless,
it was exciting to be part of it and to know that your work had been so important. When you got
home, all your neighbours and friends wanted to hear the story.
But your heart was still set on the butterfly Summoning Plant that had eluded you so far. Not
only did you very much want that rare and beautiful butterfly to come to your garden, but you also
felt like you had set a challenge for yourself, and you were going to find that clever and elusive little
plant.
The Summoning Plant was, in fact harder to find than you expected, and you didn’t find it on
the second trip to that site in the deep forest. Then you decided to try one of the other locations your
botanist friend had pointed out and you had circled on your map in that original meeting – and after
an hour of so of exploring through a forest gully, several hours trek into the Deep Wild, you saw the
butterfly! Calling for your friend to stop, you all began to search the area – and with a yelp of success,
you found the wondrous delicate elusive little wild Summoning Plant, twining gracefully around the
stem of a larger tree!
Yelling your finding – your friends gathered round! It was indeed the butterfly Summoning
Plant and it was in seed. There were many butterflies around and you and your friends got some
wonderful photographs. Once you had seen the plant for yourself, it was easy to find, and you found
many individual plants growing in that gully. You took careful close-up photographs of each
identifying botanical feature of the plant. And when you later returned to the herbarium with them,
your old botanist friend was very excited, and he confirmed your finding!
You have won. You have succeeded.
You have brought to your city a Summoning Plant that has never before been grown in the
urban habitat. The herbarium did mount an expedition, and you went, showing them the way to the
site. They collected seed, and gave some to you. From the seeds they brought back, the herbarium
cultivated a large number of Mother Plants – one is now growing in your garden, and you give gifts of
its seed to people you want to bless.
For it was the first Summoning Plant of this butterfly ever grown in your city’s urban
landscape. And these butterflies, they are the species of butterfly you most wanted, and they now fill
your, and many other gardens of neighbourhood. This butterfly was dying, on the verge of extinction,
when you began your adventure. Now she fills every suburb in your city. But of all of your city, the
spirit of this butterfly dwells more strongly in your neighbourhood than anywhere else, for she is a
personal friend of yours.
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-oOoYour world is now a different place. Your garden is more fertile and beautiful than you ever
believed possible, and indeed, some of that fertility must have rubbed off on you. For a few months
after your great expedition, you and your mate discovered that you were going to have a new
addition to your family.
The Wild had gifted you with a pregnancy.
You had thought you were getting past that age! Yet Mother Nature obviously had other ideas.
And you have an odd suspicion t’was that first day in The Deep Wild, as you lay on a bed of
moss, in the arms of your beloved mate, to the gurgling laughing song of the brook and waterfall….
The child was born the following Spring, an equinox baby with nut-brown skin and hair, but
the greenest eyes you have ever seen. A peaceful baby who never gave you a moment of complaint.
But sometimes that little child looks at you with an astonishing degree of understanding.
Now you sit in your lovely wild living garden. Your older children have just begun university
this year. Your son is studying to be an architect and your daughter is doing a business and science
degree for she feels there is much opportunity and work to be done in the field of sustainable
technology.
And you smile as you rock in the peace of your garden, for beneath the dappled green glades
your newborn child laughs and plays in amongst the ferns, chasing frogs and giggling among the
butterflies – for there are many of both in your garden now, and your garden is far wilder than you
would have tolerated in the frantic stressful old days of your unawakened youth. Your whole suburb
has changed.
You have changed.
You remember a time when you used to cut your garden to sever straight lines. Nothing lived
there, you made sure of it by spaying everything with thick coating of poisonous insecticide, and if
you saw a caterpillar daring to eat the leaves of your plants….! Scary. But that is an age of the world
ago.
You certainly have changed.
Now your Moonwell overflows with life. The rarest frogs in your city live in your garden and
sing on the warm Summer nights. The Butterflies live here the whole year round, and a Scarlet
Honeyeater lives in the nest box by your favourite seat. You have two large fertile fruit trees, they
are your favourite heritage fruits that were given to you by one of your sylvan friends who has
become nutty over collecting rare heritage fruits cultivars. These fruits are considered expensive
“luxury” fruits – so people love it when you give them baskets of these jewels.
Yes, you have learned to weave your own baskets. People love it when you give them a gift of
your organic fruit in a basket you have woven. Having one of these baskets is considered a bit of a
mark of status in your local community, as you don’t weave too many of them and receiving one is
evidence of your favour.
How did you learn to weave? That is an odd story.
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An old lady an her daughter were moved into a house at the end of your street – apparently
the government facilitated the move. Many people on the street were not happy at their arrival, but
you have mellowed over the years and you view the world with a deeper calmer wisdom that sees
time through the seasons and does not make a fuss where fuss is unimportant. You went to welcome
them to the street by taking a basket of your fruit to them.
A young girl in a school uniform answered the door. She seemed nervous and frightened, but
upon receiving your fruit she dutifully invited you in for a cup of coffee. You don’t drink as coffee as
often as you used to these days, but neither do you make a fuss over insignificant things as often as
you used to. So you politely accepted.
The house was bleak inside. Bare walls. The only furniture was some cheap old chairs, a
plastic table, and a television. Beyond that, what you saw of the house seemed completely empty. Not
a single piece of art anywhere in the house. But the girl seemed terrified, so you sat down and smiled
reassuringly as if nothing in the world was out of place.
The girl brought in her grandmother, who was a very old lady, wrapped in a shawl. When the
girl showed her the fruit you brought, and told her it was a gift, she examined it and smelled several
piece with an expert’s touch. She seemed surprised by its unusual lushness. She turned and hobbled
out to her kitchen and returned with an armful of tall, green silverbeet and indicated you should take
it. You were quite surprised, and you tried to refuse, as you didn’t feel comfortable taking from those
who obviously had so little, but the girl assured you that they had grown it themselves. You accepted
the gift, graciously. It was nice silverbeet too, and that stuff is very expensive.
It was quickly apparent to you that the old lady did not speak any English. The girl was a
reasonable translator, but her nervousness was a little problematic.
And the coffee was terrible! A thick black sludge, as if they had tried to make one of those
thick strong exotic coffees using a tin of cheap instant stuff from the supermarket. Practically
unpalatable. And the room was so bleak.
Within a minute or so, the conversation had run out, and you were beginning to regret
coming. You were just making your excuses to leave when you caught a glimpse of the back garden
through the window.
They really did grow that silverbeet themselves, and they were growing a lot more than that.
You asked to have a look.
They were using every bit of soil in the garden to cultivate vegetables. Their gardening
techniques left something to be desired, but a few question revealed that it was all organic. And that
is when conversation really started to flow freely.
You asked many questions, and answered their question on the local plants and weather
patterns. They were fascinated by your knowledge of gardens and plants, and very thankful for your
advice. And they knew some tricks too – tricks for using natural methods to keep birds off the vegies,
and to increasing the fertility of the soil. Very clever tricks – very ecologically aware tricks.
Then you noticed, laying on the ground beside the old lady’s chair was a half woven basket.
When you asked about it, you discovered that she was in fact an expert weaver. You asked if she
might be happy to teach you some of the basics, and she was delighted.
When you returned a week later, you gave them some prints of your botanical art. It was not
expert stuff, but you had been taking classes through your pregnancy and had reached the stage of
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using watercolours. The prints you gave here were merely colour photocopies, but you thought they
might liven up their house. You also gave them some butterfly plants and taught them some of the
secrets of the Summoning Plants. They were very thankful, and gave you many of their lovely
organic vegetables.
Over a few afternoons, as the old lady taught you to weave baskets, you began to learn about
the strange pair. They were refugees who had fled from a country where war was a normal state of
affairs. Marauding soldiers had passed through the village, and had shot the girl’s parents for hiding
some of their crop so the family would not starve in the winter. The soldiers had done terrible things
to the girl, though she must have been a mere child, as she was only fourteen now. Her grandmother
had helped her escape to a UN20 refugee camp, but conditions had been almost as bad there, and they
had left on what became a harrowing journey across the globe, to end up in one of the refugee camps
your government had made. After several years they had been released and given Visas to stay and
become residents of your country.
And now the girl was at school, learning to read and write. And with your help, the
grandmother was beginning to turn the little garden of the rented house into a beautiful hidden
glade. No doubt the owners of the house will be very happy when they discover the beautiful
changes.
As the weeks passed and your frienship grew, these two odd outsiders seemed to be feeling
less frightened in general. They had begun to decorate their house and it was starting to look more
like a home. In the centre of their lounge room wall they had mounted the picture of your botanical
art – the first art to have adorned the walls of their new world.
Your neighbours and local community had not approved of these two strangers when they
first arrived. People were sure they would prove to be thieves. But they had not. And eventually local
folk had began to visit these newcomers with gifts of fruit. For when you had taken to visiting them,
many peoples’ thoughts softened, as you have become something of a leader of your community,
even though you don’t bother with official titles or involving yourself too deeply in the amusing
politics of your local community group. Yet even that group won’t hold a dance without coming to
you for advice – after all, you are the person who brought back to your neighbourhood the
butterflies that are now the icon of your suburb.
Indeed, your neighbourhood has a community group now. O, but I digress. You were so busy
taking care of your new child that you almost didn’t notice as life gathered you up in her arms and
carried you along quite unconsciously.
It was the following year after your great adventure, two university students moved to your
suburb, a pretty young girl and her earnest young lover. They were nice kids, though they dressed a
little more colourfully than was usual, but they were both deeply involved in ecological awareness.
The boy was an artist, a painter, studying classical arts, and the girl was studying a science major in
ecology.
They were awfully friendly and outgoing, and you got to know them because they would
stroll through your local park each evening to watch the sunset together. And they smiled in a lovely
friendly way to each person they met.
Each evening they smiled and shared a friendly greeting as they passed you. Some of your
neighbours had talked to them, and said they were lovely kids, very idealistic and apparently they
had built a Moonwell in their garden too. Curious, you stopped to chat to them.
20 UN = “United Nations”: The central planetary government organization, as I pen these worlds.
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And with wonder in your heart, you recognized that the fourth step of The Butterfly’s Dance
had swept you up, unconscious and unnoticed.
Beautiful is change. And welcome is her gentle awakening.

THE CEREMONY OF THE OPENING OF THE SYLVAN FLOWERS OF COMMUNITY
The Birth Song of The Sylvan Grove
The fourth step in The Butterfly’s Dance involves extending your beauty to your neighbours,
your community, cumulating in the manifestation of your local sylvan grove.
You will begin by sharing your interests with the other people who frequent your local park.
To do this, you will enact The Ceremony of The Opening of The Sylvan Flower of Community – this is a
part of the fourth step of The Butterfly’s Dance. I will now instruct you in the secrets of this powerful
ceremony.
The First Petal: The Invitation to Community
At The Butterfly’s gentle touch, the silencing gag of anonymity is torn asunder.
You will begin by the simple and astonishingly powerful act of giving a smile to each person
of your neighbourhood as you pass them in the streets of your home.
The power of a smile ought not be underestimated – it will break anonymity’s terrible chains
of fear. Smiling. This is a very powerful act.
You will smile at each person you pass in your neighbourhood. You will meet eyes with them
and smile gently and happily – thus are you giving each of them a gift of happiness and acceptance.
That is all.
You will smile gently and lovingly at people to whom you would not normally smile. You will
give acceptance to those who you would usually not consider. You will smile. That is all.
You will continue to do this for several weeks.
Let it be remembered that community is an inclusive act, not an exclusive act. Share your
smile, and your acceptance, with everyone you pass in your neighbourhood.
At first they will be surprised and suspicious. But as you continue to smile to them each time
you pass, they will begin to be affected by the irresistible power of your act. For you will be acting
with gentle unconcerned love, utterly undaunted by their fear and behavioural reactions.
And they will begin to smile back.
For your smile is an act of irresistible power – an act of love. Not the romantic sort of love, but
a deeper sort of love – acceptance. You are creating a connection – an aspect of the human element of
the regenerating ecosystem tapestry.
And each connection you weave is knitting back together the tapestry of community.
As the days and weeks pass, you will deepen your connection by adding a friendly word of
greeting to each person who has begun to consistently respond to your smile with a smile of their
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own. It is important that you wait until they are responding to your smiles with a smile of their own,
and the connection has become regular.
After several times of exchanging these friendly greetings, they will likely stop and strike up a
conversation with you. They will do this on their own, you must not initiate this comming step. The
power you are enacting is subtle and gentle, but irresistibly profound, and they will of their own free
will, be drawn into this weaving – and they will stop and strike up a conversation deepening the
connection into the next stage. Yet t’is only when they stop and strike up a conversation of their own
accord that you may take these weavings of community to the next step.
You must never initiate the conversation beyond the smile and the greeting. Each person has
the right to their own freedom, to form relationships only by their own choice. T’is a boorish and
crude act to impose a relationship upon a human uninvited. Your smile and word of greeting
communicates your invitation to a relationship. The choice to respond, by initiating deeper
conversation than this, must be left to the recipient of your invitation.
If you are a young male, it is important to recognize that many females may interpret your
invitation (your regular smile and greeting) as an attempt at mating. Obviously, it is almost always
crude to attempt forming a connection with a female of fertile age to whom you have not been
formally introduced – and females will certainly consider any thus motivated attempt to be crude.
They will almost always respond with contempt, either overt or hidden. Females face a far more
dangerous and imposing world than males, and males are all too often attempting to impose their
will sexually.
For this reason, if you are a male, you will not perform this ritual (the smile and so forth) with
any female who might interpret the act as an attempt at mating. Instead, you will merely nod politely
and not seek to form any type of connection with females of young to middle age, unless your
judgement deems otherwise (which ought be practically never). This is a gesture of respect, and
when these females are opened into the new consciousness, you will discover that they have
appreciated your consideration.
Likewise, if you are a female of fertile age and you engage in this ceremony, many males will
misinterpret your smile and welcome as an invitation to attempt mating. If you are extremely
confident of your ability to communicate with and manage these males, then you may choose to
perform this ceremony with them. However, most females of this age group will avoid performing
this ceremony with males.
Sexuality is natural and beautiful, artful and wondrous – for crudeness hath no place in the
presence of Venus. Therefore, let every human cultivate burning contempt for those types of
primitive men who whistle at, drool over, and generally express lust for every pretty female they
pass in public. These individuals drag their knuckles behind them as they spend their lives loping
brutishly from one expression of their lowness to another. Scorn them implacably, ridicule them
unceasingly. For these offensively crude mating behaviours and sub-human attitudes must be
removed from the repertoire of our species.
The Second Petal: The Awakening of Ecological Awareness
When the recipient of your invitation has initiated a conversation, talk to them first of
butterfly the return of the butterflies and the secret of the butterfly summoning plants. Talk of your
adventures in learning of the butterflies and of the summoning plants of your city. Do not pretend to
be an expert, merely be honest in every way – t’is far more edifying and a far more certain path to
earning the respect of your listener. Offer them summoning plant seedlings, offer to share your
learnings, to teach them how to germinate and reproduce these plants. Talk to them of the best
nurseries in your city. Build in their soul the dream of butterfly plants in your local park. Tell them
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not of sylvan groves at this stage, instead, follow the steps of The Butterfly’s Dance. The first two
steps are close together, and can be communicated early and almost simultaneously.
Talk to them of frog ponds and give them information to build one in their garden. Offer them
frogspawn, share your enthusiasm, stir your neighbourhood with the love song of the frogs.
Only to folk who have expressed their readiness by building a Moonwell in their garden, or
growing the butterfly summoning plants, or otherwise engaging deeply in the dream, shall you sew
the seed by passing on to a copy of this scroll.
The Third Petal: The Gathering of The Wildlings
As several of you, living close to your local park, become interest in these ecological subjects,
engage in collective expression of the first two steps of The Butterfly’s Dance. This might involve
asking a local expert from your city’s butterfly club or frog group to run a free community workshop
on the butterflies of your city, or how to build a Moonwell, or some related subject. Arrange a forum
for this – it may be held in the park itself (this is best), if you choose, or it may be held at your house
so people can see your Moonwell. Though, of course, if you live in a dangerous city, be careful whom
you invite home! Place notices around the neighbourhood, inviting the local community to attend.
At this event, talk to the local folk of butterfly plants, and of the dream of a regenerated
suburb. After the presentation, create an email list and have follow up events, meetings in the park,
or another public talks pre-arranged. Make sure you hold public talks on attracting butterflies to
your neighbourhood, and ensure that seedlings are for sale.
You will note who the enthusiastic residents are, for they will return often. And at some point,
invite these enthusiasts to form a local naturalists group with the expressed purpose of regenerating
the ecology of your neighbourhood. It is best to take this first step involving only those who are
demonstrating high levels of enthusiasm and commitment as this allows the purpose and will of the
group to be strongly established and ensures the responsibilities for the various jobs are placed in
the hands of people who are interested and caring. Opening the formation period to anyone who
happens to turn up results in many people taking on positions and responsibilities, then never
showing up again. For the first cycle (generally a year) you will need a small group dedicated to the
regeneration of your suburb. When the group is established and stable, decide upon regular events
at the park and open it to every resident of the neighbourhood. Over the course of the first year
many more people will join and it will soon become apparent who is dedicated and reliable and who
is not, thus can everybody vote knowledgeably on annual positions for the organizing committee at
the end of the first year. Thus is begun the formation of your local sylvan community. The spirit of
anonymity has been struck a mortal blow and your neighbourhood hath begun to come together in
love and regeneration.
If you have the ability or resources to create a website for your group, do so! In any case,
search for websites created by other folk of your city who are dancing The Butterfly’s Dance and
have formed community groups.
The Forth Petal: The Weaving of The Living Circle
This group of residents interested in your suburb’s ecology will begin to formulate strategies
and plans for the regeneration of the neighbourhood – as that is the stated purpose of the group.
Together you can create a garden plan for your local park. This is an event of significance, for it
indicates the beginning of the opening of the fourth petal of the flower of community.
This garden plan need not be comprehensive, and ought leave much room for expansion. It is
better to do one thing well than to incompetently attempt a diverse series of works. Plan only for
butterfly plants and ecological information plates in the form of a waterproof signboard.
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You do not need every butterfly Summoning Plant of the city to make this initial garden plant
– you can do it even if you only have one or two, and then add more as your wild wisdom grows!
Begin with as many Summoning Plants of the butterflies as are available to you.
You can only plant those butterfly plants if you have access to seedlings, and it is likely, at the
beginning, that you do not have access to all the butterfly Summoning Plants of your city – for
nobody has ever made the expedition to the wilderness fragments to bring back and spread their
seed through the urban landscape!
To access these rare Summoning Plants - this may mean that as a group you shall need to plan
an expedition into one of the undisturbed fragments of wilderness that fringe your city. Fun! You
shall have to identify the plant you seek, know when it will be in season (generally you can be pretty
sure most plants will have seeds available by summer or autumn). It is a good idea to contact the
botanists of your city’s herbarium or local university at this stage. Scientists from both of these
institutions will be very happy to assist you freely, and their help will be invaluable. They may even
volunteer to lead the expedition, if you inspire them with your exciting plans and experiences (you
should give them a copy of this scroll, if you haven’t already). And so, can you begin to collect seeds
for the rarer butterfly Summoning Plants.
If there are other sylvan community groups in the city, invite them on these expeditions.
When eco-awareness is shared, it grows. In return, they will share with you many wonderful wild
wisdoms they have learned, and naturally, they will want to trade the frogspawn of various rare frog
species that they have collected. The roots of the sylvan will spread, interlink, join, and grow wild
thereof.
When you have seed for a butterfly plant, and have learned how to germinate it, as well as all
the wonderful ecological information of the garden habitat and growth requirements, you can begin
to concentrate this information into an ecological information plate.
When your group has prepared seedlings for those of your city’s butterfly species you have
access to, and you have determined the best positions to grow each plant in your local park – then
will your group be prepared to produce a fine “final draft” of the garden plan for your park. And you
can now arrange to present this to your city council garden department.
Begin with a little research. Phone your city council and ask them if there is a department or
body managing the ecology of the city, also find out how to contact your city council garden
departments and discover who is in control of the garden planning decisions. Arrange interviews
with these folk and make your presentation.
If you live in a democracy or other government type that includes local representative
politicians, it is very useful to arrange a community interview with them or invite them to a
community meeting – the purpose of either being to present the plan for your butterfly garden plan,
and to gain their support. These individuals will help you to understand the process of local
government and city council bureaucracy. From there you can take the steps needed to gain
permission and funding to institute your garden plan!
Some city councils might want their own gardeners to do the work, others might allow your
community group a high level of control over the park gardens you are creating – and you can call a
neighbourhood Working Bee! Either way – you have succeeded, and your Sylvan Grove has been
conceived! Now it is time to plant the seed, to build the garden, and to rejoice!
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Hence, your local park takes the first step toward transforming into a sylvan grove, and with
that step your neighbourhood has begun its journey toward the
The Fifth Petal: The Celebration of Community
When your group has planted the seedlings of the butterfly Summoning Plants and the
ecological information plates have been erected, the whole neighbourhood is invited to attend, and
the sylvan grove is ceremonially opened by your local government representative (the person you
approached, who helped guide you through the halls of council).
Now this fellow will want publicity, to show the voters “his” wonderful project to bring the
butterflies back to the city. And he will arrange news coverage. Don’t worry over his pomposity, as
you are not going to win friends by denying him his moment of glory. In fact, by supporting him in
his ego-aggrandizement, you ensure that he will support you in the ongoing work of ecoregeneration – for the weaving of the sylvan grove hath only begun. So much is still to be done!
But that, beloved reader, is now in your wise and gentle hands, for you have begun her dance
of regeneration and transformation, and now you need only follow in her graceful footsteps of
change and growth.
With the ceremonial opening of the sylvan grove, your whole neighbourhood community will
have become aware of the work in process, and your naturalist group will have many new members.
You will also have broadcast the change to your whole city. The green shoot of the wild seed of Gaia
hath broken through the surface of your world and is growing toward the clouds. You have now
developed the skills and tools you need to tend that seed and nurture it to grow. Thus have you come
to place you hands upon the Earth of your garden and your grove, and summon forth the green
wonder of Spring.
And she is dancing.
So it is. So it hath begun.
And your world is awakening to The Song of Standing Stones
The Ancient Grove is overflowing Her Living Forest through Your Homes
And you are dancing! You are dancing! In the wonder of Her Love!
As The Circle around The World Tree, 'neath her green wings up above!
-o0o-
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V.
The Emerald Pipes of The Satyr
The Formulae of Sylvan Architecture and The Gardens in The Sky

For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Rising Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
For by her deep forest enchantment, The Prince of Earth is beguiled,
His castle caught in the dance of The Butterfly Child
Wreathed in Earth, robed in Fate, The Daughter of The Queen,
Doth bind The Maypole in her Ribbon of Green!
The beauty of the emerald crystals is indeed wondrous. At time of the ending of the age of oil,
each emerald crystal will enrich your entire city, transforming it and deepening its ecological beauty
in a powerful and soulful way. When, in the future ages, all skyscrapers are built to this emerald
architectural archetype, then will your whole urban world be transformed. Your city’s centre will be
a cluster of emerald crystal fantastic with life. Centuries will be required to make this full transition,
yet it is the future of human civilization. And we are patient.
But those merchant lords who build these inner city skyscrapers will be only vaguely swayed
by considerations of beauty and ecological enrichment. The power of these influential individuals
rests in their profits. They are swayed by factors that enhance their ability to conduct their business.
The benefits offered to the creators of these the emerald crystals are significant.
The benefit of publicity has been touched upon. Most strongly I have focused upon the nectar
that will attract the first builders in each city. Certainly the first bird to drink from a flower gains the
sweetest prize. However, these dream flowers will nourish each who comes unto them. In this
section I have again used my city as an example, and as you continue, gentle reader, I will outlay
before you each of the first dozen or so towers in Brisbane to benefit individually and significantly
from this plan.
Now I would like to share with you an observation. As I have discussed ecology with residents
of my own city I have often been surprised to note that only around ten to fifteen percent of the
people I talk to have ever heard of The Tiger Quoll. This is an astounding finding, considering that it
is one of the most beautiful and interesting animals native to my city’s biogeographic region. But
perhaps when we look into the learning systems of the age of oil, we will discover that this finding
ought not be so unexpected. Mainstream media focuses so little attention on the ecology of my city,
emphasising only a handful of popular iconic species. Your city will be the same – filled with
interesting animals that most people have not noticed or paid attention to, simply because humans
in the age of oil have not been given any real contact with Nature.
A single emerald crystal can summon butterflies and birds with powerful and dramatic
results. Take a book of your local wildlife and consider the incredibly beautiful birds and butterflies
of your area. The Summoning Plants of birds have some of the most large, colourful and beautiful
flowers of all the Summoning Plants. Consider the overwhelming visual effect of your emerald
crystal blooming with a robe of astonishingly colourful flowers in Spring. Now add to that a flock of
bright, rare deep forest birds summoned by the flowers they traditionally pollinate. Then consider
the next phase – a different set of animals in Summer: when the flowers that have become berries
that attract birds by day and gliders by night. Ecological weaving are beautiful works of art – and this
is the key to your publicity.
A well-designed building will have an annual rhythm – attracting different animals at
different points of the year in a planned pattern. The early emerald crystals will likely be cautious,
using as few different Summoning Plant species as possible. However, a more beautiful emerald
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crystal will use a planned pattern involving many different Summoning Plants – to arrange a
sequence of different flower blooms and animal summons in an annual cycle. Many very tall emerald
crystals will use the altitudinal gradient to mount rare montane species in their higher reaches, thus
creating a vertical continuum of change.
So powerful is the concentration of Summoning Plants on an emerald crystal that extremely
power, long-distance summonings can be achieved. This means that the emerald crystals will be
central controlling elements in your city’s regenerated ecology. Wildlife groups will organize tours
for local and holidaying folk to look at the emerald crystals of your city – buildings without gardens
will not even be noticed. Indeed, in the beginning, your emerald tower will be a reason for people to
visit your city.
Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

If an ecological niche is created, the plants will automatically and naturally come.
Plants that establish in this manner will sustain themselves without artificial imput
of water. The Garden Towers can be very inexpensive.

And
every
photo image of your
city will be carefully
showcasing
the
emerald towers of the
city. Your company’s
building will become
an icon of your city’s
identity,
featured
central in every image
of your city shown
anywhere
in
the
human
world.
Valuable
publicity
indeed!

And can you think of a better way to communicate your company's new green reputation?
The Unfolding Dream Flower of Garden Architecture
Each time a building does something new, there will be significant publicity, within your city,
your state or province, and probably your country (particularly at the beginning). Doing something
new need not necessarily mean attracting an animal who has not been attracted before. You may
design a building to use multiple Summoning Plants to create a choreographed sequence using a
number of flower blooms and animal summonings. Or you may pioneer the use of a new plant type
or architectural form.
Artificial vertical gardens (currently
popular among architects) are
impractical, unwieldy, and resource
hungry. Often (as with this green wall
by The Brisbane Airport, Australia),
most of the original plants die within a
year or two of creation, and the
gardens have to be replanted with the
few surviving plant species.

Photo by Glenorchy McBride III
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The
architecture of a
plant (e.g. vine, shrub,
tree, etc.) is called its
habit. Every native
vine in your city is
Summoning Plant to
invertebrates,
and
probably birds and
mammals
too.
Though vines are
only the beginning, I
choose them as they
are very easy to use
architecturally.

Lianas (i.e. woody-stemmed” vines) can be safely established on most emerald crystals of the design
I outline below. Ferns and plants with fern-like architecture are the next plant habit that can easily
be addressed with currently establish architectural technologies. These sorts of plants can be easily
designed for and will produce a far deeper, denser emerald effect – they can also be used in harmony
with important animal attracting vines.
The template building structure design I outlay below is very easy and safe – though clever
architects will explore far beyond this basic beginning. Garden architecture of the emerald towers is
opening up an entirely new field of human art and civilizational achievement. This is an expression
of the greatness of your civilization, and of the individual humans who will inscribe their names on
history by pioneering this field to the creation of new wonders.
T’will be centuries before this field is mastered and its immediate potentials exhausted. By
then the emerald towers shall fill every city, and any company who does not have one will be
scorned as an obsolete echo of a dead age of folly that ruined our planet.
The Grand Monuments of Human History
Thousands of years after the pyramids of Egypt were build, the pharaohs who directed their
building are still household names. So it is with each of the great architectural wonders of human
history. Now is your chance in history.
Indeed your company shall benefit. But you will be the person of vision who breaks with the
unhealthy and unsustainable traditions of a dying world. You will be the person whose name will be
inscribed in the books of history, learned by every schoolchild, revered by every architect,
remembered by every history program that documents this period of great social change into which
we are entering. Be thou The Future!
The prizes of your innovation are won by your creativity, and they extend as far as your
imagination doth gaze. Open your eyes and behold the unlimited potential of the dreaming.
Thus, like all life, is begun a race. And like a fortune hunt, there are many prizes, but each
shall go to the first to reach forth and claim it. In each city there is the prize for the first, and as each
is claimed new prizes opens up for he who can better the first winner - and so the race continues, a
new orgasm of publicity with each new achievement, each new proof of human greatness. And
greatness favours the bold, O Man, for Human History spreads wide the gates of her sacred vault of
memories to he who lifts high the greatest of the towers of our emerald future!
O fertile future, beautiful art thou!
The Biophilia Effect
The robot skills of bookkeeping can be trained into any drone, yet creativity is the root of
success in every business. Creativity is the commodity most in demand in the business world. A
creative mind can rocket a low-resource venture into a world-shaking corporate power. Do not the
capitalists say that true freedom is the freedom to become an entrepreneur – for this is the path
from the lowest rung of society to the highest?
What if there was a way that you could cause a statistically significant increase in the
creativity, enthusiasm, and moral of every employee in your corporation? Surely this would
translate directly into coin and into the elevation of your company’s status and, possibly, into an
enhanced probability of surviving those unexpected events that occasionally rock the financial
world.
This would certainly be a benefit?
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“The Rising Pandemic” (Kramer, 1980), “The Invisible Plague” (Torrey and Miller, 2001), "The
Silent Debilitating Epidemic" (Keyes, 2003). This is how doctors are describing one of the major
problems facing society in the age of oil (e.g. Grahn and Stigsdotter, 2003, Kalia, 2002).
Mental Health.
Stress, depression, phobias, suicidal tendencies: unhappiness.
According to The World Health Organization (WHO) Global Burden of Disease Survey, clinical
depression will constitute the second leading cause of disabilities by the year 2020 (Murray and
Lopez, 1997).
Mental illness is not contagious. How then can there be an epidemic – surely there must be a
common cause?
Whatever that cause is, we are told that medication is the answer – and billions of dollars
worth of mood pills are being sold every year. It logically follows from this premise and resulting
strategy that the "epidemic" ought have cleared up. Assuming medication works, of course.
But the epidemic has not cleared up. The statistics suggest that it is getting worse. Stressrelated mental illness is a problem that almost always reduces the performance, creativity, and
happiness of the individual.
way?

Yet could it be that people have been looking at this ‘epidemic of mental illness’ in the wrong

Scientists have consistently found that subjecting humans to images, sounds, smells, and
sensations of natural environments significantly decreases their blood pressure and stress levels
(e.g. Hartig et al., 2003, Ulrich et al., 1991), and significantly increases their ability to manage stress,
to concentrate (e.g. Berto, 2005, Felsten, 2009, Grahn and Stigsdotter, 2003, Hartig et al., 2003,
Kaplan, 1995, Tennessen and Cimprich, 1995, Ulrich et al., 1991, van den Berg et al., 2010, Depledge
et al., 2011).
Experiences of Nature also significantly improve performance in cognitive tasks (e.g. Berman
et al., 2008, Berto, 2005, Felsten, 2009, Grahn and Stigsdotter, 2003, Hartig et al., 2003, Kaplan and
Kaplan, 1989, Kaplan, 1995, Tennessen and Cimprich, 1995, Ulrich et al., 1991, van den Berg et al.,
2010, Ward Thompson, 2011, Depledge et al., 2011).
These stress reduction and performance enhancing effects can be achieved merely by looking
upon a scene filled with vegetation (Felsten, 2009, Tennessen and Cimprich, 1995).
These are important findings. High levels of stress are associated with impaired physical and
mental functioning, increased numbers of work days lost, reduced performance at work, and
increased use of health services (Kalia, 2002). Increasing the presence of Nature in your workplace
not only mitigated these losses, it also improves you employees’ general health (Depledge et al.,
2011, Maller et al., 2006, van den Berg et al., 2010, Velarde et al., 2007, Ward Thompson, 2011) and
enhances their cognitive performance (e.g. Berman et al., 2008, Berto, 2005, Felsten, 2009, Grahn
and Stigsdotter, 2003, Hartig et al., 2003, Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989, Kaplan, 1995, Tennessen and
Cimprich, 1995, Ulrich et al., 1991, van den Berg et al., 2010, Ward Thompson, 2011, Depledge et al.,
2011).
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These benefits endowed by experiences of Nature have been called The Biophilia Effect
(Wilson, 1984).
Research into this subject has been continuing since the original findings were made in the
1970’s. Dozens of prominent scientists have focused their investigations on this field and expanded
on the original research to develop a vast body of literature on the subject. We know that this
psychological dynamic exists – scientists have been finding these results for many decades. But what
we can’t say for sure is “why” experiences of Nature result in improved psychological health and
cognitive performance enhancement.
Let us now explore this fertile field and the benefits we might harvest from this dynamic.
The Workplace Benefits of The Biophilia Effect
What is an “experience of Nature”?
An experience of Nature is a sensory input from a natural (e.g. wild, “not human created”)
ecosystem. Sensory inputs means sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and touches (i.e. of one or more of
the five senses).
Research has looked not only at full sensory emersion in Nature, like sitting in a garden or
forest, but also at partial emersion, such as the effects of windows that have a view of vegetation vs.
windows that don’t have a view of vegetation. Researchers have also looked at the effects of “virtual”
experiences of Nature.
Almost all of the research literature in all these categories addresses experiences of nature
that include visual elements, and often these are defined as views of vegetation. Some scientists have
also looked at the effects of aural experiences of Nature (e.g. a record of sounds from a wild habitat,
etc.).
The findings of these experiments are consistent through all of the research literature.
Though I have only cited a few studies here, the physiological effects of experiences of Nature are so
dramatic, and this field of study so fertile, that hundreds of experiments exploring the details of this
effect have been conducted and the results published.
A mere window view of vegetation has been found to improve the performance of students
on cognitive tests, and also to improve their ability to filter out distractions when confronted with
prolonged stressful tasks (e.g. Felsten, 2009, Tennessen and Cimprich, 1995, Kaplan, 2001).
Individuals functioning in high stress environments demonstrate dramatically accelerated recovery
from attention fatigue when they have access to views of Nature (e.g. Berman et al., 2008, Berto,
2005, Felsten, 2009, Grahn and Stigsdotter, 2003, Hartig et al., 2003, Kaplan, 1995, Tennessen and
Cimprich, 1995, Ulrich et al., 1991, van den Berg et al., 2010, Depledge et al., 2011). Individuals
exposed to scenes of Nature (either real or virtual) demonstrate increases in attentional capacity,
positive emotions, and ability to reflect on life problems, after their exposure. However, while
exposure to virtual Nature produces all these benefits, exposure to actual Nature results in higher
increases (Depledge et al., 2011, Mayer et al., 2009)
You may benefit by having your own research groups look into these findings, and confirm
the ideas I am communicating here. Now let us continue.
One popular hypothesis to explain why we are finding these results is called The Biophilia
Hypothesis (1984)21, posited by the renowned scientist, Edward Wilson 22. The Biophilia Hypothesis
21 For those interested in more information, I suggest “The Biophilia Hypothesis” (Ed.) Kellert, SR & Wilson, EO (1993): ISBN 1-55963-148-I. This book
includes articles on the Biophilia hypothesis by some of the leading scientists of this period in history.
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fowards the idea that for all of evolutionary history, the species that has become humanity was
subjected to a particular range of sensory inputs – the sights, smells, sensations, and sounds of
Nature. When the first humans created and moved into cites, those sensory inputs (i.e. “the direct
sensory experience of Nature”) began to be diminished. Since then we have refined our cities in a
way that have resulted in the near complete absence of the range of natural sensory input that were
continuous for all of our evolutionary history – until a very recently. The Biophilia Hypothesis
suggests that this absence of natural sensory inputs negatively affects the harmonics of our central
sensory-processing organ: the brain.
So how does this hypothetical idea relate to your practical experience of life?
Consider this: Music affects the brain, this is an example of a sensory input that is affecting
mood: emotional and psychological state. In fact, not only do types of noise affect emotional state,
there is a lot of research to show that depression levels increase in overcast weather, that certain
colours simulate certain emotions, that gentle touch can induce agreeable emotional states. These
are all examples of sensory experience affecting your internal mental state.
You “like” certain smells” and “dislike” others – each produces a reaction “within you”: your
psychological state is affected in a different way by each smell. Now consider the complexity and
precision with which visual art can shape the emotional consciousness of your whole psyche.
Consider the skill with which Hollywood uses background music and subtle visual cues to control,
shape, and direct your internal “psychological state.
In fact, if you look closely you might begin to become aware of how powerfully your internal
state responds to and even depends upon sensory input.
For millions of years the human psyche was biologically accustomed, evolutionarily
“patterned”, to a panorama of sensory input – the experience of Nature. Removed from this vista of
sensory input, the central sensory processing organ (i.e. the brain) is not functioning as wakefully
and harmoniously as it was evolved to function. The result is mood swings, depression, elevated
stress levels, suicidal tendencies, etc. – and this decrease in experience of Nature happens to
temporally correlate with the so-called “epidemic of mental illness” that has been described as
afflicted modern culture.
Could this be a factor involved?
Perhaps. The Biophilia Hypothesis addresses the absence of certain sensory inputs; it does
not address the introduction of new sensory inputs (e.g. television and the overwhelming assault of
advertising, etc.), which may also be contributing to the psychological dysfunctions that it seeks to
explain. Neither does The Biophilia Hypothesis address the changes in behaviour and situational
needs that are common to the experience of modern humans (e.g. we are no longer chasing wild
animals for our dinner and fleeing from other wild animals to avoid becoming theirs, etc.) – and
these are important elements. Each of these elements may involve factors, and the whole problem is
not yet fully understood.
What is understood is that experiences of Nature result in statistically significant
improvements in psychological health and functioning – and these results are the only aspect of the
22 Dr Edward O. Wilson, Member, National Academy of Sciences (1969), U.S. National Medal of Science (1976), Pulitzer Prize (1979), Tyler Prize for
Environmental Achievement (1984), ECI Prize, International Ecology Institute (1987), Academy of Achievement Golden Plate Award (1988), Crafoord
Prize (1990), Pulitzer Prize (1991), International Prize for Biology (1993), Carl Sagan Award for Public Understanding of Science (1994), Time
Magazine's 25 Most Influential People in America (1995), Benjamin Franklin Medal for Distinguished Achievement in the Sciences of the American
Philosophical Society (1998), 1999 Humanist of the Year (American Humanist Association), Lewis Thomas Prize (2000), Nierenberg Prize (2001),
Distinguished Eagle Scout Award (2004), The Linnaean Tercentenary Silver Medal (2006), Addison Emery Verrill Medal (2007), XIX Premi
Internacional Catalunya 2007 (2007), Explorers Club Medal (2009), BBVA Frontiers of Knowledge Award (2010), Thomas Jefferson Medal in
Architecture (2010), 2010 Heartland Prize, EarthSky Science Communicator of the Year (2010)
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whole equation that The Biophilia Hypothesis seeks to explain. Because these improvements have
been shown to occur upon the introduction of an experience that was formerly absent, The Biophilia
Hypothesis may indeed be offering an important explanation for these finding.
Nevertheless, often who has the how needs not the why. While it is philosophically
interesting to discuss and speculate on why experiences of Nature improve the performance and
psychological health of modern city-dwelling humans – from a practical point of view, it matters only
that to understand the cause and effect relationship and how to apply it to your own benefit. And
that is what I am teaching you how to do.
As a manager, you aware that there are significant levels of stress and depression in your
work force – it is a part of life in the business world. Scientific findings published in peer-reviewed
research journals and replicated by diverse research groups at multiple universities have
conclusively and repeatedly shown that these debilitating “epidemics” of stress-related mental
dysfunction can be alleviated and the performance of your entire workforce enhanced by experiences of
contact with nature.
Consider the statistically significant effects on your workforce of, for example, looking out the
window of your office building and seeing it fringed in green leaves. Consider the effects on the
whole office of watching through your windows as the great green butterflies at the beginning of
Spring come and lay their eggs on the vines that fringe the office windows. Consider as the
workforce watches each day as the caterpillars hatch and grow, as they spin their cocoon, and then
the thrill that will fill your building as the newborn butterflies emerge in Spring and take off for the
first time, one by one to cover your building in a cloud of new life!
Consider the effects on the moral of your workforce, and how different will be their year of
working for you than, for example, will have been the year for a workforce in another unregenerated
building, who have spent their days in grey banality and stress, staring out through empty windows.
Consider your workforce, as each office gathers each morning to peer through the one-way
glass into the nest boxes of the Marsupial Gliders and Tiger Quolls to see the baby animals being
born and the mothers feeding them milk, to watch them growing, leaving the nest each evening,
huddled in their mother’s pouch – and then the day they make their first flight or hunt on their own!
Surely your staff will make excuses to work late in order to see them leaving the nest and taking
flight from the window ledges each night shortly after dusk.
Now you are aware of the psychological benefits of enhanced moral and performance that
your workforce will demonstrate in an emerald crystal. Yet there is another, and equally powerful
benefit you will reap from this transformation.
Consider that your corporation will be “the place of choice” – the most beautiful place in the
city to work. In addition, your whole workforce is involved in and part of an inspiring new project
that is leading the world – consider their pride and loyalty. This is something special – not ordinary.
You will have your pick of the very best candidates for each job in your organization – for you have
something to offer that no other company has. From the mail boys to the department managers –
you will have first choice of the best human resources that are available. Your competitors will have
to choose from those applicants you discard. The best of best will all seek to work at your building,
to be part of this world-leading project and to work in these incredibly beautiful surroundings. You
will be able to choose the top managers in the city, for you possess a working environment that is
infinitely superior to all others. Talent will be attracted from far and wide to be part of this great
visionary work and these beautiful working conditions.
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And all of this will contribute to the rise of your corporation, already catapulted into the
public media by your groundbreaking architectural innovation. And as a rising star, you will only
increase your ability to attract talent.
-o0o-

THE VISION OF THE EMERALD CRYSTALS
A Dream of The Future
The Minarets of The Earth are wreathed in Spring, to call the fawns!
And Behold! The Newborn Satyrs! And Behold! Their Emerald Horns!
And their bright horns’ wild calls, beautiful and strange,
Echo through the city in the grip of great change
So what will an Emerald Crystal look like? What are its structural features? How can this
dream be achieved without unwieldy design, and vast input of resources and maintenance?
I will now outline a design for a very basic, uncomplicated emerald crystal. This design will
not be aimed at demonstrating artistry through shape or form – traditionally, the primary concerns
of architects. Instead, this design demonstrates the ecological potentials for emerald crystals. This
design I include here is aimed at achieving a high level of safety through the use of established
architectural techniques and light, soft herbaceous plants. As with much of this scroll, it’s ecological
functioning is designed for Brisbane, my home city. Fate placed me here by a coincidence of birth, all
the facets of this crystal and organisms in the ecosystem it creates have their parallel species in your
own city. Thus has come time to crystallize the many emerald threads of this dream into a single
vision.

On The Architectural Patterns of The Emerald Crystal
Life is energy.
To learn how to summon animals, you began by understanding the energy flows of food
chains, the secret of the summoning plants. In assimilating this insight, you began to understand
ecology as an energy system, much like the circuitry in a computer – energy links and
transformations determine what can and can’t exist in a geographic area. Hence, life as a pattern, a
tapestry of energy.
The emerald crystal uses its geometry to channel energy. From the thermal patterns of the
dew traps that create the chemical transformation of state change, to the potential gravitational
energy harnessed and channelled into movement by the directed and interlaced flow patterns of leaf
litter, water, and dissolved nutrients – each geometric facet of the building interfaces with energy
harmonics of the planetary atmosphere. Patterns of Energy. Geometry and energy are not separate,
and this is an important key to future architecture – the emerald crystals are aerials interfacing with
the energy patterns of each facet of the reality, of the planetary system, that they interact with.
And this energy interface occurs through geometry.
The Geometry of The Emerald Crystal
The early buildings will use herbaceous (i.e. “non-woody”) vines. This is primarily for safety.
As the body of architectural knowledge and skill develops, new techniques will allow buildings to be
designed with far more daring. However, I will create here an example of a very basic and very safe
design, and I will use my home city of Brisbane as the setting for this dream. The green-stemmed
vine I will use on this example building is the Bringer of Birth vine (Paristolochia pravenosa) – the
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Summoning Plant of the incredible Richmond Birdwing Butterfly of Brisbane (Ornithoptera
richmondia), mentioned in an earlier chapter of this scroll (The Great Emerald Butterflies of The
Brisbane Valley, p104).
A very basic and safe architectural form is the “ziggurat” configuration. A ziggurat is a step
pyramid, each step is called a “tier”. A skyscraper using this configuration will be designed with one
tier every ten or twenty meters up the tower. Each tier (i.e. “step”) will be being only a meter or so
wide, and will contain a garden bed in it horizontal flat surface.
Each tier garden bed will contain around a two-meter depth of soil running all the way
around the building.
Each tier will also feature a “lip” of wire netting or steel lattice fanning out from the side of
the tier to catch falling leaves and plant matter. Thus is formed a “collar” around the building at each
tier. This collar catches falling plant or animal material, and also water, channelling it into the garden
bed where it breaks down to fertilize the soil. The significance of this configuration is important, for
it ensures that nothing is ever falling more than ten or twenty meters, and every thing that falls is
caught. Not only is this a safety feature, it is also part of the nutrient channelling system of the
building.
The Nutrient Flows of The Emerald Crystal
Leaves falling to the ground and decaying are the most important contributors to soil health
in natural plant ecosystems – these build the organic carbon levels in the soil. Not only is this an
essential soil nutrient for plants, the humus acts like a sponge to retain water in the soil column, and
the leaf litter layer of cover over the soil reduces evaporation. Droppings from animals contribute
the needed nitrogen and mineral compounds to the soil. Together, this natural nutrient cycle forms a
complete fertilizer system far superior to the artificial fertilizer systems. Hence, using gravity to
replicate this system in the tiered garden beds ensures that no soil fertilizer is ever needed thus
removing a large aspect of garden maintenance.
Every nutrient in the emerald crystal is channelled and cycled as part of the ecosystem of the
building. The architecture is designed to gather nutrients and direct them to points where they link
into the life cycles of the organisms of the building. The design of the building ensures that each tier
is a nutrient catch, which gathers leaves from the vertical gardens above and dropping from the
animals attracted. Hence, there are no fertilization costs for the vertical gardens, the nutrients are
cycled and the soil is living and vibrantly healthy, as is any natural forest system. The hydrology of
the building also ensures that the gardens will only ever need to be watered in the most severe of
droughts.
Thus, the emerald crystal is, from the point of view of nutrient needs, a closed system,
requiring only nutrients (e.g. water) contributed by the sky and the animals of the sky or of the
emerald crystal itself. In effect, an emerald is a cloud island.
The Water Channelling System of The Emerald Crystal
The emerald crystal is a hydrological marvel. Water that falls on any part of it is collected and
channelled through grooves on the side of the building. Every facet of the building is a carefully
designed hydrological system. No water is wasted. Rain is caught and directed to gardens beds and
suspended ponds on the exterior of the building, and to water tanks positioned at various levels in
the interior of the building. This means that gravity is the only energy mechanism needed to disperse
the water either to the tanks or from the tanks to any needed position.
Dew traps built into the shape of the buildings walls will harvest the moisture of the clouds
the caress and permeated the architectural gardens of the emerald crystals. Dew traps are one of the
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most important features of the emerald crystal’s architecture, for even in the most severe of
droughts, these dew traps will continue to provide moisture at dawn and dusk. And here will
develop thick moss and bryophyte beds. Moss holds water as does a sponge, thus preventing its loss
and opening the way to other types of plants. In the driest of droughts, the gliders and animals of the
emerald crystals will smell the moisture, and they will lick it when they are thirsty. Dew traps are
extremely small and consist of nothing beyond shapes build into the side of the building. Hundreds
or even thousands of them can be built into the building’s exterior, and all can be linked to the
hydrological groves – thus to feed the moss during wet whether and gather/channel the dew in dry
wether.
And, of course, wherever water flows, life takes roots. The grooves of every channel are
highlighted in the greens of moss and algae, while lichens bloom over the less moist areas, thus
creating beautiful wild and hypnotic visual patterns over the emerald crystal. By their nature, these
hydrological patterns express and are part of harmonic flows of Mother Nature. They are never
distorted by architects to suit human aesthetic inclinations, for they possess a deeper form of art –
they are a reflections of natural harmony, part of the energy balance of the geometry, and thus a part
of the crystal’s connection to the living system of Planet Earth.

On The Cloud Gardens of The Emerald Crystal
The Vertical Cloud Gardens of The Emerald Crystal
The term “vertical garden” refers to a wall or vertical surface covered in vegetation. The
vegetation need not be rooted directly on the wall, but is attached to the wall. Hence in this example
of a very easy to build emerald crystal, the vertical gardens are formed of vines covering the external
facings of the building. These vines are rooted in the garden beds of each tier, thus each bed of vines
reaches only ten or twenty meters to the fanning lip of the next tier. On this building, trellises are
built into the exterior of the walls, guiding the vines around the edges of the windows and
underneath the edges of the solar energy harvesting photovoltaic panels (where older “panel”
technology is being used).
This type of design is very simple to build and extremely safe, particularly if non-woody vines
are being used. The step to the use of woody-stemmed vines is very easy and ought be planned for in
the initial design, as they will be important to the second option of possible animals to be summoned
– The Wild Aviators.
The next step in advancing the emerald crystal technology will involve an architectural design
that can use ferns and plants that grow directly on the vertical surface of the building’s wall facings. I
suspect all future designs will use fanned lips to catch nutrients. Where heavier plants are being
used, screens may be suspended vertically (with well-marked entry and exit points for animals)
running up the building and attached to the fanned lip edges. This is to prevent heavy plant material
being carried by wind beyond the fanned lips and falling to the ground below. These screens will
have to be close weave steel to prevent plants using them as trellises, and some cities may require
these screens even with light plant types like herbaceous vines.
The Gardens in The Sky
On the top of the emerald crystal will be a garden – far more beautiful than an ordinary “rooftop” garden. These are the fabled “Gardens in The Sky”.
These sky gardens of the emerald crystals will themselves become some of the most beautiful
gardens in the whole city. Because of their isolated nature and high altitude, the Moonwells in these
gardens will contain the rare high-altitude montane species of tree frogs, and the glades will contain
other rare and beautiful fauna species that are found nowhere else in the city’s urban ecosystem.
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This typifies these celestial gardens, for they are the sanctuaries of many of the rarest and most
fabulous ecological treasures of the city.
Only the lord and lady of the emerald crystal and their chosen guests will ever experience
these wondrous celestial groves. Though to have been invited there will be a mark of great favour.
Prospective business partners of great significance can be invited there and deals or contracts of
great import negotiated and sealed in these celestial groves among the clouds.
This seclusion and unreachable rarity will prompt the city’s media networks to create films
on the gardens in the sky, so the rest of the city’s populace may know the wonders and beauty of this
treasure their city holds.
Part of the reason for the rare ecological beauty of the gardens in the sky is their isolated and
carefully tended nature. The gardeners of these secluded groves will be under instruction to
carefully exclude many common types of animals, and to carefully protect others. Hence many of the
most cryptic and shy deep forest birds, such as the fabulous Regent Bowerbird (Sericulus
chrysocephalus) of Brisbane’s Rainforest, can establish here, for the seclusion, and noise levels are
favourable and the level of canopy cover can be controlled. With males establishing bowers in each
of the Gardens in the Sky, females can circulate and a permanent population will be established in
the heart of the city. Unlike their cousins the graceful Satin Bower Bird (Ptilonorhynchus violaceus),
these will be one of the most difficult deep forest species to establish in the urban landscape, though
the emerald crystals will be one of the few areas where this is possible with a little effort.
The lord or lady of each emerald crystal will have carefully chosen the one or two specific
ultra-rare, difficult to summon bird and animal species that will be the defining feature of their
incredible gardens, and their master ecologist will have woven the ecosystem of their building into a
rich and delicate tapestry of The Wild. The most beautiful flowers will bloom here, including the
rarest orchids and most beautiful epiphytes evolving gracefully from the trunks and limbs of the
giant soul trees of the birds growing among great moss covered boulders and lovely deep Moonwells
filled with lily pads. The most beautiful butterflies will break out of their cocoons each Spring in
these island sanctuaries among the clouds.
The deep forest birds will favour the gardens in the sky over any other aspect of the city, for
they are the safest, most peaceful and well-aspected locations in the urban forest. These locations
provide a perfect launch point for a day of foraging. In an earlier chapter (The Rare Bird Sanctuaries
of The Gardens in The Sky, p141, and also The Bird Colonies of The Cloud Gardens, p138), I have
addressed some of the marvels of these ethereal cloud sanctuaries in some detail. You may profit
from reviewing it at this point.
A single head gardener will interlace his life with the garden in the sky, and he will be
carefully trained by the building’s master ecologist. This head gardener will gently and carefully
exclude birds and animal species who are not desired.
Yet, not only are these gardens places where the most important of business associates are
brought, to be awed by the celestial beauty of the cloud island. It is also traditional and appropriate
that the top level (i.e. the penthouse) of each emerald tower be the residence and home of The Lord
of the Emerald Tower. These homes are called The Castles in the Sky.
The Lord of an Emerald Crystal may be the owner of the company or of the tower, or she or
he may be the CEO or regional manager. I have neither understanding of, nor interest in, how
companies organize their hierarchy, thus will I leave it to situation to decide – for the truth of all
power is: who can, does.
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Yet these residences will be the most desirable real estate in the city – for they are select,
there are few and they cannot be equalled by anything mundane, they elevate above anything that
anybody else can achieve as real estate. Only the most competent individuals in the city will be able
to walk the paths that lead to claiming one of these Castles in The Sky. The individuals who dwell
here will be known by all members of the city, for each will be The Lord of an Emerald Crystal and a
person of great power and influence in the city.
Personally, I am an iconoclast and I have little interest aristocracy in all its forms, yet I
understand my point of view as merely inclination rather than truth. Amusingly, in some ironic and
odd way, an aspect of the beautiful ritual and grandeur of aristocratic power is returned to
civilization by the manifestation of the emerald crystals. These are the castles of the lords and ladies
of your city, for all the most important people will make for themselves a way to dwell in one of
cloud islands. In essence, the emerald crystal becomes a defining mark of lordship – for only a
person of immense power can claim one of these Castles in The Sky.

On The Sylvan Ecology of The Emerald Crystals
Summoning Plants are the secret of The Emerald Crystals. The vertical gardens of the
skyscrapers are an isolated ecosystem in a position that broadcasts the presence of its Summoning
Plants out over the entire city. Hence these emerald crystals are extremely powerful ecological tools
for the attraction of mobile animals and the establishment of threat-free habitat for arboreal
animals.
You have learned to use Summoning Plants to weave the webs of life, and so will each green
skyscraper that blossoms attract clouds of specifically chosen rare butterflies, rainforest birds, or
marsupial gliders. Each part of a building’s seasonal cycle will be important to different animals.
The Butterfly Clouds of The Emerald Crystal
The Summoning Plant of the Richmond Birdwing Butterfly of Brisbane is a delicate, dense and
ethereally beautiful dark green herbaceous rainforest vine, named the Bringer of Birth (The
Summoning Plant of The Richmond Birdwing Butterfly, p106). This plant climbs by twining itself
circularly around trunks. In the wild, it begins life in the shaded understory of the rainforest where it
produces long slender leaves; it will immediately begins producing a dense clusters of large wide
deep green leaves when it reaches the bright sunlight of the canopy. This is its natural behaviour in a
rainforest habitat, yet when sunlight is abundant, the plant will begin producing the large wide
canopy leaves regardless of the size or age of the plant. Though no research has been done on this
dynamic, one might suspect that each of these leaf-types is specialized at photosynthesizing different
wavelengths of light – for these two micro-environment differ in the frequncies of light that are most
abundant.
The Birdwing Butterfly Vine is not deciduous, and hence its lush dark greenery will remain
for the year round.
This vine will be planted in the garden beds of each tier. Grids of wire mesh or pipe will run
close to the wall of the building from the garden base of each tier up to the fanned lip of the tier
above. The grids will run around the edge of the windows, hence workers will look out of windows
fringed in green. These trellises may be variates to extend out from the building in any number of
ways to increase the surface area of the vines (and thus the number of caterpillars they will
support).
In this way, the vines will grow up from the soil bed in each tier, the pattern of their growth
directed by the trellises to cover the walls of each level of the building. When they reach the top of a
tier, they will simply lace through the fanned collar of the next tier’s lip, and cover that collar as if it
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were a trellis. This will create a moist shaded area below the fan. The creation of this microclimate
holds great creative potential, yet may or may not be desirable.
Let us be conservative and assume it is not. Thus, let us build the lips of the tier collars of a
light armoured glass instead of a vaned steel net. The vines from the level below will not be able to
gain a grip on this slippery inverted surface, and their herbaceous stems will not be strong enough to
support them for the several meters of horizontal reach they need to pass it. Thus this type of collar
will halt the upward movement of plants from one tier to the next. However, while sunlight streams
through this type of lip unobstructed, a large quantity of valuable water is collected by the collar and
funnelled into building’s system of hydrological channels, both to water the vertical gardens and to
fill the building’s water tanks. In addition, leaves falling from above slide easily down the collar into
the garden bed at its base. The disadvantage of this type of collar is that it will shadow out the rain
from the tier below it. Rain has a powerful effect upon plants, an effect that cannot be equalled by
artificial watering.
But for our building, let us consider the more creative option – the lip is made of steel vanes,
the vines from the level seep through these and cover them to form a canopy.
The Guardian Falcons of The Emerald Crystals
Obviously, caterpillars are a favoured delicacy for most small insectivorous bird species, and
when the whole building is covered with one particular type of caterpillar, the birds will have a lot of
practice at hunting them. Birds will come from all over the city, and they will remember the banquet
and return at the same time each year.
Now this has benefits as well as disadvantages. Each butterflies lays dozens or even hundreds
of eggs in the evolved understanding that if a small fraction of these survive to adulthood, the
butterfly has done pretty well. If the majority of those caterpillars are not eaten by birds, then two
things will happen – the birds will starve and the butterfly vines will be stripped of leaves to the
point where many of them will die.
Hence, in the circle of life there is a balance.
Yet in a rainforest, butterfly vines are few and far between, hence vast numbers of birds are
not attracted to a single nursery location to return day after and become experts at noticing this
single type of prey. For this reason, one must tip the balance on the emerald crystal in the favour of
the caterpillar. For unlike butterflies (who are almost all extremely skilled outwitting birds in
situations of aerial pursuit), caterpillars and not too strong in the escape department (mostly they
rely on camouflage).
However, there are much simpler and more graceful ways to exclude the birds to greater or
lesser degrees one requires, or to empower the caterpillars if one does not want to exclude the birds.
The emerald towers are highly suitable for mounting architecturally structured “eyries”
suitable for birds of prey to establish nests upon (The Calling of The Eagles, p207). Alternatively,
even the silhouette or model (and, presumably, the calls) of a bird of prey is enough to terrify
ordinary birds and cause them to avoid an area. The actual presence of one of these predators will
very significantly reduce the number of caterpillar-eating bird numbers visiting the emerald tower!
The eagle is the natural protector of the butterfly, though he is amusingly unaware of the fact.
However, many city councils will tremble at the idea of wild hawks and eagles nesting in
cloud island eyries in the centre of their city. They will fear that these birds may choose to attack
humans. It is not likely. Birds have hollow bones and a single misstep can result a minor injury that
is certain death - these birds do not waste energy attacking for no reason, they hunt only to gain
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food. You can choose small bird of prey species, like the small 40-50cm Peregrine Falcon (Falco
peregrinus) of Brisbane, for whom even the smallest human is far too big. These little falcons, you
may be surprised to discover, are already frequents the towers of the unregenerated inner city
Brisbane (Queensland Museum, 2007)! And this mated pair is regularly seen among these towers,
and I suspect they are nesting on the peaks of one of the old grey unregenerated age of oil
skyscrapers.
Yet if that small bird is still too scary for you, you could always encourage Brisbane’s tiny 3040cm Collared Sparrowhawk (Accipiter cirrocephalus)! A pair of these are currently established (and
have been for years) in inner city Brisbane Botanical Gardens, and many other pairs nest on the
Kangaroo Point Cliffs over on the over side of the river (Queensland Museum, 2007). Summoning a
pair of these birds to establish on an emerald crystal will be a very easy work.
And none of either of these species of these wonderful little high-speed hunting pilots have
ever caused any problems to a human through their presence in Brisbane’s Inner City. In fact, only
Brisbane’s twitchers have ever even noticed them!
While the giant eagles, like Brisbane’s 110cm Wedge-Tailed Eagle (Aquila audax), would
certainly be impressing in the inner city, summoning them would be more difficult, for their
remaining populations are less ecologically connected to the city centre, and they are more cautious
around human settlements. Yet the many different species of small, sleek aerial hunters prey upon
mice and small birds, and they are quite as effective as the large birds at frightening off the little
insectivorous birds who want to eat your caterpillars. And amusingly, these small birds of prey are
far more aerially agile than their larger relatives, and they shall also cause no small amount of
distress to the plagues of pigeons that fill your inner city. Indeed, with so abundant a food supply, I
predict that small avian hunters of this type will quickly become exceptionally successful at life
among the emerald crystals – they will spread out and become an iconic element of The Sylvan City.
However, the human fear of birds of prey is a concern that must be addressed, for we agree
that the urban forest must not contain organisms who could pose a potential danger to our children.
So let us consider some options.
All cities will maintain a basic underpinning policy cities: should one of these birds ever
interfere with a human, then the bird involved, and all of its offspring, will be destroyed. Thus is an
evolutionary pressure is created to shape the biology of the birds to suit our urban habitat needs.
When this brave city has successfully bred these birds (after a century or two) then the birds can be
dispersed to other cities, and possibly even to other countries (beware).
Humanity understands the art of falconry and thus, how to shape of the souls of these birds.
All juvenile birds can easily be conditioned to fear and avoid humans. However, this involves a
significant input of energy, as the young birds must be retrieved and educated each season. This is
one option, yet, generally, we don’t want this sort of elevated maintenance.
Yet in truth, there is little real danger. At the mouth of the Maroochy River (Queensland), a
line of seaside skyscrapers overlooks a protected island bird sanctuary in the centre of the river. It is
named Goat Island, and it is home to giant 90cm White-Bellied Sea Eagles (Haliaeetus leucogaster).
Though the eagles nest on the island, I suspect that they would quickly establish eyries on the rooves
of each of these skyscrapers, if the building caretakers stopped dismantling their nests every time
they try to build them.
My parents moved up that direction a few years ago. Since then, I have regularly travelled up
there and stayed in one particular top floor apartment of a riverfront skyscraper directly
overlooking Goat Island, and many times I have swam or canoed over to explore the island. The
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eagles often land on the balcony railings of all the apartments of this residential building – to preen
themselves or to scan the waters below. This regularly occurred in the apartment I stayed in, and I
have often sat within a meter or two of these magnificent birds as they conducted their daily
activities, neither did I feel that I was in any danger. Generally, the giant birds take flight, should a
human they are not familiar with open a veranda door. I have never heard any of the residents of
these buildings ever speak of any worry, and I saw no evidence that anybody feared these birds,
though their claws could potentially (in fact, quite easily) kill even a strong male adult human.
The truth, I suspect, is that you will have difficulty preventing the small birds of prey from
establishing among the emerald crystals – and I am not going to help you on that point. Nevertheless,
some cities will be cautious of the idea of intentionally summoning these birds of prey to their cloud
islands, for eagles and falcons are behaviourally very different to owls. Therefore let us now consider
some alternate strategies for reducing bird predation upon our caterpillars.
The Butterfly Sanctuaries of The Emerald Crystal
Where one is not using living ecosystem element to achieve the balance, it can be appropriate
to use many small architectural modifications to the habitat. This kind of habitat features may
include dense clumping of vines, allowing improved opportunity for the caterpillars to hide.
Likewise, the absence of bird perches will also reduce predation, for if the vines are growing thickly
then birds will have trouble reaching the inner stems, and will not be able to easily hold onto
anywhere but on the top of the horizontal trellises. And, of course, these are the appropriate place
for suspended protective screens. None of these systems will make large differences, yet each small
habitat modification will tip the balance ever so slightly in the favour of the caterpillars, slightly
reducing the caterpillar mortality rate – and collectively, they will add up.
Hence the caterpillars will benefit from architectural features that shelter them. Obviously,
one doesn’t want to screen or glass over all the exterior plants to entirely exclude the birds. Screens
have their uses, but those uses are subtle and focus upon specific points in the tapestry as acts of
ecological precision.
The aim of your systems will not be the complete exclusion of insectivorous birds – instead it
will merely be the survival of some caterpillars. The powerful selection pressure created by the
elevated levels of bird predation will quickly preserve any caterpillar behaviour that contributes to
survival. I predict that the caterpillars will very quickly undergo evolutionary change to become
nocturnal diners who find very fine hiding places during the day! Let us also ensure that these hiding
places are prepared for them. Scientists using controlled breeding programs can even assist in this
process. This human-facilitated act of accelerating the caterpillar’s evolutionary process of
adaptation to the new urban environment is no different to the way we shape our crop plants
evolutionary change processes. It is natural and a harmoniously beneficial application of wisdom.
The Epiphytes of The Emerald Crystals
Oh human! Was thou so foolish as to believe only thy own seed would fertilize these gardens?
An “epiphyte” is a plant that grows on another plant. When you walk through a rainforest,
you will be amazed to notice that the high limbs of the ancient giants will always be covered in
mosses, ferns, bromeliads, orchids, and dozens of other plants who have no direct connection to the
soil below. As soon as a nutrient and water cache system is established upon the building, life will
take root – and it will take the form of epiphytes.
It will begin with native bryophytes (e.g. mosses and liverworts) taking root in every crack
and join in every water channel, and over the lip of every water gathering point. This soft dark green
robe will grow particularly dense in the moist shaded areas, the dew traps, and the nooks of the
building – there will be a soft carpet of moss dripping down the walls under the vine-ladened collars
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of each tier, protected from desiccating winds by the outer layer of vine leaves. The morning dew
created by these cloud islands and the protective outer sheath of the vertical gardens mean that it
does not matter where in the world your emerald tower is built, it will quickly become softened and
covered in deep green mosses and terrestrial algae, accentuating the patterns of the water channels,
filling the join cracks of every wall, and spreading beneath the vines out over every surface of the
building’s exterior. The rougher are the wall surfaces, the more moss you will have.
Then come the orchids and ferns. Ferns have spores, not seeds; these develop on the
underside of the leaf fronds. Orchids almost invariably have microscopic seeds which are pollinated
and sent forth into the world by utterly
unwitting helpers. The promise of these plants
will be carried to your building by visiting birds,
there is no way you can prevent this. Here in
Brisbane, many species of small ferns, like the
Rock Felt Fern (Pyrrosia rupestris), will take
root in the moss beds, profiting from their
water holding ability. The pretty little Tongue
Orchid (Dockrilla linguiformis) of Brisbane will
glue itself to the building and crawl over the
walls, even in the drier places – be only that
there is a little coarseness to grip onto. And
there are dozens of tiny plants like these,
epiphytes from both the dry sclerophyll forests
and wet rainforests, who will establish through
the great variety of habitat niches the cloudveiled architecture provides. A vast diversity of
larger ferns will establish in every niche,
Photo by Glenorchy McBride III
clothing the emerald crystal in their many
different shapes of feathery frond. And among them, stranger wonders of ethereal beauty will
establish. For these multitudes of tiny epiphytes cultivate and create habitat suitable for the larger
epiphytes.
Behold the magnificent giant orchids: the spectacular King Orchid (Dendrobium speciosum) of
Brisbane’s rainforest, which will establish in the shaded wetter regions of Brisbane’s emerald
crystals. The equally fantastic Speckled Fire Orchid (Dipodium variegatum) of the dry eucalypt
forests which will find its niche in the brighter hotter sunward facings. And in the particularly high,
windswept and harsh outcrop niches, the lovely pink Vulva Orchid (Dendrobium kingianum), an
epiphyte of the mountain heath, will take root. These are but a few beautiful examples of the many
orchid species native to this city. For the ecological niches offered by the emerald crystals are an
opportunity the orchids are perfectly evolved to exploit.
The giant and wonderful Staghorn and Elkhorn Ferns (Platycerium superbem and P.
bifurcatum) will quickly establish all over the building, sticking directly to the sheer walls. The
fantastic Bird’s Nest Ferns (Asplenium australasicum) of the rainforest, will also establish in the
wetter areas. Both of these marvels will fan out from the side of the building like dozens of
suspended living green platforms, their central baskets catching nutrient-rich leaves and storing the
precious rain water. As with the other epiphytes, rough wall surfaces will assist these plants in
establishing. Indeed, the roughness and number of grooves in your wall surfaces will positively
correlate with the density and longevity of your ephiphytes.
Occasionally one of these great ferns will grow too old and grand, and be torn from the wall
by its own weight. The tier collars will catch these and roll them down into the garden beds where
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their rich nutrients will be recycled to feed the butterfly vines. True epiphytes are never woody, and
only true epiphytes can grow directly upon your walls, without access to soil.
As soon as Nature gains a finger hold on your building, she will robe it in green life. And each
new plant will open the way for other organisms. The building you expected to be sheathed in a few
butterfly vines will quickly become a complex, fantastic, wild living ecosystem. You can prevent this,
but only by designing all nutrients, from water to falling leaves, to be transported off the building as
soon as they are deposited. If you do this, the plants you want there will have to be kept alive by
artificial life-support systems – and that will be extraordinarily labour-intensive and expensive. Do
you fear the beauty of The Wild?
The plants I have mentioned here are but a few examples of the particular types of plants that
will quickly establish to exploit the nutrient cycles of the building. Even in this city alone, there are
dozens of plants like each of those I have mentioned. The botanical diversity will be soul-stirringly
beautiful. And with the native plants, come the animals.
The Nature of Garden Maintenance
Indeed, each year the vines will grow to hang down and begin to fill the view of the windows.
However, come Spring the caterpillars will remove nearly every leaf on the building and the plants
will drop all the lateral stems that as energy burdens they can’t afford. The window views will be
cleared by the natural balance of the building. Thus, the yearly cycle will begin again.
Recruiting animals as your gardeners is a central strategy to the success of garden
architecture. When planning a building, you will need to identify each of your “gardening” needs and
then direct flows of living and non-living systems to fulfil each of these needs. The types of plants
chosen and the nature of the gardens are designed to grow wild; they do not require excessive
pruning or tending. On a well-designed building, you should not need to send a person out into the
vertical gardens more than once every five or ten years – more often than not, this will be to attend
the maintenance of your solar panels. Yet to facilitate these gardening expeditions, hatches will be
placed at the level of each tier and architectural features and protocols will be designed into the
building for humans to safely access any part of the exterior.
Yet while you will rarely have to send people up the vertical gardens, you will more often
have to send people into the horizontal garden beds of each step tier. Woody plants will establish in
these horizontal garden beds, and even occasionally in the vertical gardens themselves, and you will
have to send someone out onto the tier step every year or two to pull these out and leave them in the
garden beds as mulch. The birds bring these plants to your gardens, for they carry the seeds of
dozens of different plants. Yet the very fact that they are carrying these seeds in their bellies
indicates that every one of these plants is a Summoning Plant for a wondrous bird species of your city.
And many of these will not be woody trees, but rather plants you may wish to ignore or even
encourage – for they will grow to summon beautiful rainforest birds. In the rainforests of Brisbane
there are dozens of richly fruiting vines, each is a Summoning Plant for several bird species – and the
birds will bring them to your gardens. However, many of these grow to become woody-stemmed
vines. Yet it is not only vines that will be brought here by the birds.
Your most frightening foe will be the Stranger Fig (Ficus watkinsia), perhaps the most
beautiful tree on this planet. It is also a Summoning Plant for nearly every fructivorous animal in
every rainforest of Australia. I dream of buildings that will harmonize and cultivate this plant in their
vertical cloud gardens, for it is so perfectly designed for this celestial habitat. Yet the architectural
technology of the emerald crystals has far to develop before this wonder is possible. Many overenthusiastic young architects will try to master the challenge of this marvel – yet do not be quick in
allowing these Strangle Fig cloud garden designs to be attempted, lest you regret your haste. It may
be many centuries before there arises an architect of sufficient genius to conquer this challenge. The
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Strangler Fig has outwitted many of the largest and strongest organisms on this planet. Beware, O
man, lest it does outwit you too.
On The Mystery of Succession and The Second Cycle of The Emerald Crystals
The first crystal is designed to be extremely uncomplicated and basic, for it will stand alone as
a shining marvel among the legion of the drab. Yet it contains within it the secret of the butterfly –
growth and change. Metamorphosis. And what has begun as a small step in consciousness is not the
end of a journey, but the beginning.
The Emerald Cycles of Ecological Succession
This emerald crystal is the first in Brisbane, and when it is first built, its dominant
Summoning Plant is The Birdwing Butterfly Vine. Allowing this one vine to completely dominate the
building from the very beginning will mean the emerald crystal supports a vast population of these
incredibly beautiful butterflies. Each spring the building will be robed in newborn cloud of these
green and rainbow butterflies that will continue until the following winter. Each year this cloud will
grow in size and density, as the vines grow thick and green, weaving their life into the building.
And the lord of this building will be hailed by the city as a saviour who has returned our most
beautiful butterfly to Brisbane. The publicity will be enormous, the whole city will celebrate the
return of the butterfly, and from all over the world television teams will come to do new stories and
to created wildlife documentaries on your achievement.
Your company will have recorded its name in history.
The public focus on the butterfly will also result in every resident of Brisbane removing the
vile Dutchman’s Pipe vine from their gardens, and replacing it with Birdwing Butterfly vines. And the
butterfly will spread out to establish a powerful and permanent population through Brisbane.
But, gentle reader, the blessings bestowed upon you by that first emerald tower have not
finished yet, neither are they denied to the others who come after you.
For over the decades that follow that great green crystallization, many other emerald crystals
will manifest in Brisbane, each dedicated to a different type of butterfly or bird. And then the time
will come when there are enough emerald crystals, close enough to achieve the needed ecological
connectivity – and you will have reached that juncture in the web of fate whence the way will be
opened for the Wild Aviators to be summoned!
At this stage you will call a council of the lords of the emerald towers of your city, and there
you will plan out your summoning.
Each building will now choose a new vine and they will allow this to take root in the tiers of
their ziggurats! Each vine will be chosen to fruit or flower at a different time of the year, thus
collectively, will the emerald towers provide food for the wild aviators through the whole year. Each
building will choose only one or two vine species, thus will their crystal emit the scent of their
offering strongly enough that all the wild aviators in the city will know the way.
Thus hath begun the process of succession in your emerald crystal. The Bringer of Birth vines
persists, however, its density has reduced and now another vine has begun to grow alongside it. The
power of the emerald crystal is being used to summon a new animal: the marsupial gliders.
An emerald crystal is a beacon of astonishing, almost incomprehensible ecological power. It
can be used to summon many of the most reclusive and hesitant of deep forest animals.
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Use this power wisely.
The Wild Aviators of The Emerald Towers
Your world is now caught in the emerald threads of her fateful dance of living dreams. And
her threads of the new web of life now spring out from the vertical gardens, arching through the air
from building to building, weaving the tapestry of humanity’s new green future through the centre of
your world.
Behold! She hath called the gliders!
The marsupial gliders look much like a possum or squirrel, though they have hidden “wings”
of furred skin running from their front legs to their back legs. Using these they can leap from height
positions and “fly“ (glide, actually) with astonishing skill. In fact, they are so skilful at this that they
can actually glide up in altitude! And they can glide very long distances – even hundreds of meters, if
they have a high enough launch position.
And they are very beautiful to watch.
There are many species of marsupial glider native to my home city of Brisbane. The species
differ primarily in size, ranging from that of a frog to that of a large possum. Obviously, these gliders
are eminently suited to life among the vertical gardens of the emerald crystals – being able to easily
move from one building to another.
The marsupial gliders of Australia are descended from the same common ancestor as the
kangaroo. Though you will be happy to note that there are mammal gliders almost identical in
appearance (but genetically unrelated) in most other countries.
Here in Brisbane, these vertical gardens sheathing the sides of the emerald towers will house
the many different species of marsupial glider. These gliders, like the kangaroo, have a pouch on
their belly in which to carry their young. Like their relative, the possum, they are expert climbers.
They are also vegetarian, eating mostly nectar and fruit.
The vertical gardens on the sides of most emerald towers will be woven of only one or two
plant species. This means each building will flower and then fruit only once or twice a year. A
vegetarian animal living here must be an expert climber and able to move easily between buildings
in order to reach whichever building is flowering or fruiting at each point in the year. Birds could do
this, however, the larger varieties of possum gliders are better climbers and they are powerful
enough to enjoy a great range of strange and unusual bird eggs for supper, on occasion. Birds will
not be able to establish in the tree hollow nest boxes on the actual vertical slopes – unless people
place nest boxes whose holes are too small for possum gliders to enter. To have birds or not to have
birds - that is a question for the lord of the building. Yet, whether there are birds nesting in the
vertical gardens or not, the marsupial gliders (or in other countries, mammal gliders) will dominate
this inner city habitat. They are perfectly suited to thrive in this new environment.
And at night, these wild aviators will fly from emerald crystal to emerald crystal to reach the
tower that is robed in the colour and scented with bloom!
When the crystallization of my city is complete, for the rest of human civilization, people will
travel from all over the planet, and the whole solar system, and beyond, to see this nocturnal marvel:
The Wild Aviators of The First Sylvan City. Indeed, t’will be beautiful to behold.
Astonishingly, the marsupial gliders of Australia are not directly related to the mammal
gliders of the other continents. Just as birds evolved wings separately to insects, the marsupials of
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Australia evolved their glider wings entirely separately to the mammals of the other continents.
They are a unique ecological marvel of Australia.
On most continents of Planet Earth, there dwell native mammal gliders - small squirrel-like
creatures who have evolved “wings” like the marsupial gliders of Brisbane. Thus, most human cities
can have their own wild aviators living among the emerald crystals - the mammal gliders. The
gliders of each biogeographic region of every continent of this planet are unique, and almost
certainly each species is not found anywhere else. You each have priceless and irreplaceable
ecological treasures of wondrous beauty. Oh, the bliss of a world tour from emerald city to emerald
city, to behold each of the wild sylvan gliders of Planet Earth.
The Tree Hollows of The Emerald Crystal
Nest hollows can be mounted over every level of the emerald crystal. These can be designed
for gliders or birds or any other animals you wish to attract and establish in these vertical gardens.
The backs of these nesting boxes can contain one-way viewing glass opening to the offices inside the
building. In this way the workers within the building can see the animals in the next boxes. Thus
workers can watch and love each family of gliders from birth to the time when the young leave the
nest box to found their own families. These boxes can also be accessed from this side, should a glider
or important animals need veterinary care. However, this visual access must be concealed from the
animal, as many of these animals are nocturnal, and they would be highly distressed by light flooding
their nest and humans goggling in.
Tree Hollow Nest Boxes can be designed varying in the size of the entrance hole and box to
suit each of the species of marsupial glider. Likewise, these habitat features can be created for any
type of animal to be summoned to or established in the vertical gardens of the emerald crystal.
There will be hundreds of these on the outside of the emerald crystal.
The Summoning Plants of The Possum Gliders
Most gliders feed upon nectar and fruits, though a very few eat fresh juicy new leaves. Hence,
the Summoning Plants of the marsupial gliders are primarily flowering and fruiting plants. The
actual species of plant are quite flexible, and the gliders can even use many exotic plants, should a
build choose to a cultivated plant for its floral beauty. The primary facet of this stage is not the
specific species of plant. Rather, the unfolding wonder is co-ordination. The city will have to plan the
emerald crystals so that there is a building flowering or fruiting at each night of the year.
The gliders can move easily among the emerald crystals to reach the particular cloud gardens
in bloom each night through the year. Hence, the emerald crystals offer up an annual cycle of blooms
and fruits to their wild aviators. You must also keep in mind that many plants close their flowers at
night. Plants who are specific to nocturnal pollinators often have an almost luminescent white
flower. These types of flowers are particularly wonderful as their suitability is not only visual, but
often extends to strategies of refilling their nectaries in ways that prevent them from being
expended during the day.
Nevertheless, gliders have highly sensitive smell and eyesight, and they will find their way to
the nectar and fruit of the gardens with very little difficulty. It is important to avoid any need for
them to descend to the ground-based trees where they would have to compete with possums. They
are quite capable of doing this safely in emergencies – it is the standard situation in native forests,
and they manage any danger through avoidance. However, in the cloud gardens of the emerald
crystals, we intend to reduce competition and thus allow them to achieve higher population
numbers. The key is ensuring that there are plants in bloom or fruiting in the vertical cloud gardens
during each season of the year.
One Small Step for a Glider, One Giant Leap of Gliderkind!
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The truth is, the lords of these towers have sufficient resources that they will often want to
fund controlled introduction programs, rather than patiently allowing the possum gliders to
establish naturally. This has advantages and disadvantages.
The possum gliders have been naturally returning to Brisbane’s urban habitat since the
council began its program of planting native trees through the city. The smaller gliders have been
leading this return. The larger gliders are more hesitant – large tree hollows are rarer, and
competition is greater. As the living wreath of the residential suburbs achieves maturity, the gliders
will move through it to establish in every suburb naturally. Once there are enough emerald towers
adorned with suitable nesting sites and supplemented by inner city Summoning Plants to provide
continuous food the whole year round, the gliders will naturally begin to establish in these vertical
gardens. This natural process of using traditional animal summoning techniques has an advantage.
When the gliders establish naturally, they will have learned the survival behaviours naturally,
element by element – those that first explore the new habitat and learned to use it to survive, moved
into the habitat, and their children grew up learning the behaviours modelled by the parent animals.
These children know which tower to go to at each part of the year, they know where there will be a
fruiting fig tree in the winter season – even if that soul tree is a long distance away, at ground-level
hidden in a sonically-sheltered corner of the city and requiring a journey through many buildings to
get there. This is one of the great strengths of a naturally established population – important and
detailed information on the habitat is passed on in the form of complex survival behaviours that are
preserved generationally.
An introduced population has none of these.
I will now tell you a useful story.
In medieval times, when a farmer bought a farm, he bought the sheep as part of the farm. This
is because the young sheep learn the proper survival behaviours from the parents. When the storm
comes, they know which high hills to move to. In each situation, they have established behaviours –
collective wisdom. When modern agriculture threw out this system and livestock were moved
around and traded in a manner that was disconnected from the land, farmers began to be faced with
the terrible task of slaughtering their sheep after each storm. This is because the sheep owned no
information on the situation, so they would remain on the low ground and become bogged in the
mud. Helpless and unable to move they were vulnerable. The crows would eat their eyes. And so the
farmer would have to kill them, or they would die slowly on their own.
Animals learn the behaviours modelled by their parents, and a great deal of hidden
behavioural information is carried in a population of naturally established animals. For this reason,
in any program of introduction, there is a risk that the entire introduced population will collapse and
no animals will survive. This is because the animals have been released into an alien environment
for which they are behaviourally unprepared. You ask a lot of any animal when you do something like
this. The shock combined with the lack of established social and behavioural structure, can be
enough to kill the entire population of animals released. This is no overestimation. A lion is a natural
instinctive hunter, yet if you take a lion that has spent its life in the zoo, and you release it into the
wild, it will almost certainly die. Likewise, without a mother to carefully, patiently and protectively
teach it, most birds will never learn to fly. We humans are not the only animals who school our
children. Most terrestrial vertebrates do it.
Animals exist in social environments, as well as physical environments. These social
environments often fit the animals with tools that are just as important as its teeth and claws. The
features of these social environments are just as real as, and often even more powerful than, the
features of the physical environment.
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However, these words ought not be construed as a discouragement from the controlled
breeding and reintroduction of gliders populations. On the contrary, the practice should be
encouraged. I expect there will be many successful examples achieved, and there will be many cities
and situations where, for any number of reasons, controlled introduction is the only option. If you
have money, then you have an ecological option that your poorer competitors do not have – and an
advantage is an advantage, whatever you choose to call it. The lesson is: hire experts and do it
properly, or you will waste your money and conduct a performance that your city will not
appreciate.
Let he who has money and seeks to buy gliders for his building, remember – unlike your
human governments, Mother Nature does not bend the rules for rich men.
Considerations of Ecological Balance and Exclusion by Threat
As it is likely that most individual buildings will be sheathed in only one or two plant species,
these gliders will have to move from building to building to access the flowers and fruit that are in
season. This fact alone will utterly exclude the non-flying possums from establishing on the emerald
towers. There will no easy way for the ordinary possums to move between the buildings to access
the flowers and fruit that are in season.
Nevertheless, the inner city possums differ from the suburban variety in that they are highly
adapted to garbage eating. In the suburbs, there is virtually no accessible edible garbage to be
scavenged. Dietary difference is one of the most powerful drivers of evolutionary change, and we can
expect that over the next few centuries these differing dietary situations will have (and probably
have already) resulted in biological variation between the possum populations in these two different
habitats. These variations will take the form of the chemical differences in the digestive systems as a
result of the need to gain nutrients from different types of food, and also as morphological
differences in the external body shape as a result of having to access the food in different ways (i.e.
getting food out of a bin is requires different capabilities from getting nectar and fruit from the high
branches of trees). The fact that there is an abundant and accessible inner city food source for the
possum (i.e. garbage) means that the possums will attempt to establish on the lower reaches of the
emerald towers. And if that food source is highly abundant, then their expanding numbers will force
them up the towers.
Though both the possum and the glider possess deadly claws, gliders are not as aggressive as
possums. This is because a single slice on a glider’s “wing” can cripple it and quickly result in the
death of the animal. Hence glider populations that enjoyed infighting died out long ago and while the
more polite neighbours survived and thrived. Possums, on the other hand, are aggressively
territorial, and as they move up the towers they will easily and immediately force the lovely gliders
out of every nesting site on the level. Regardless of how well the gliders were summoned, the
possums pose a threat that could by exclusion reduce the glider populations, unless the balance of
the ecosystem is adjusted. For this reason, we ought not overlook the presence of possums.
However, as with most ecological problem dynamics, the solution is amusingly simple and
requires no use of force. Excluding the possums from the emerald towers is as easy as replacing all
inner city garbage bins with a “possum-proof” design of garbage bin. In addition, the business
community ought encourage the government to increase the punishment levels for all forms
littering. (Personally, I think littering is capital punishment and ought be treated thus – no form of
punishment is too harsh for the crime of littering!) Thus is removed their food source. Animal
populations naturally expand or contract in harmony with the amount of available food. These two
simple acts will thus reduce the inner city possum populations down to almost zero in most
Australian cities. The evolution of a vermin species of possum will thus be entirely halted, and the
only possums who remain in the inner city will be a few natural vegetarian garden possums who
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bask in the happiness of fruit and nectar. Finally, the dangerous overhead cables of the age of oil are
the primary wildlife corridors of these possums, without it they will not be able to move out of the
Botanical Garden and around the inner city. Hence, when humanity upgrades its power grid and
telecommunication system to underground cables, even these last few possums will naturally
disappear from the inner city (or in the example of Brisbane, be entirely restricted to the beautiful
inner city Botanical Gardens and the connected buildings of The Queensland University of
Technology).
One of the many beautiful facets of the city of Brisbane is the vast and soul-stirringly lovely
Brisbane Botanical Gardens isolated to fill an entire bend of the river in the heart of the city. Fig trees
(Ficus sp.) are one of the iconic tree species of Brisbane, and the local range of native fig tree species
are some of the loveliest trees in the world. The inner city Botanical Gardens are avenued with some
of the most beautiful fig trees in any urban landscape on our planet. These young giants were
planted by one of the city's first botanists, Walter Hill (after whom many plant species are named).
Over the past century and a half they have grown tall, gnarled and lovely. I dreamed much of this
document as I lay in the gentle mossy arms of those trees’ high boughs. They will continue to grow
becoming ancient and ever more beautiful for a thousand years or more to come, unless humanity
does something unforgivable.
However, I digress. Brisbane figs, like most fig trees, fruit on a non-annual cycle. Hence even
in the winter, there is always a tree fruiting somewhere in the Botanical Gardens. Thus do these
gardens support a large population of charming native possums (as well as attracting a vast range of
incredible native bird species – a Brisbane fig tree in fruit makes for a very productive afternoon of
bird watching). The Brisbane Botanical Gardens will, of course, continue to support a thriving
population of wild native possums even after the city has been ecoscaped to exclude them from the
emerald towers. And this is as it should be, for these little fellows are important plant pollinators and
their incorrigible friendliness and intolerable cuteness infallibly charms every visitor who comes to
the city!
I ought add that I have never heard of a possum being aggressive toward a human, they are
herbivores. The adult males fight, but only with each other (over mates and nesting sites, during the
breeding season). Adult possums don’t have any serious predators to be frightened of, and as a
result, they are intensely bold in their curiosity. Nevertheless, there are a number of predators who
hunt small possums. The mothers carry their babies in a pouch, exactly like a kangaroo’s pouch (or
on their back, when the babies become big enough). The mothers will be bravely protective of their
babies, regardless of how big or aggressive you appear, and you should treat these mothers with
great care. However, if you walk through the Brisbane Botanical Gardens at night, expect a few
curious possums to come over for a cuddle. Feel free to pat them, but I advise against picking them
up – they are fearless and friendly, and they won’t scratch you out of aggression, but their sharp
claws are made for climbing, and if you pick them up, you will discover that the parts of you they
hold onto are not as tough as tree trunks!
I should also note, Brisbane is not like American cities. There are no guns here, and violence
levels are virtually zero. You can walk through the inner city Botanical Gardens (or almost anywhere
else in the city) at any hour of the day or night in near-perfect safety. The people of Brisbane are also
extremely friendly, as for some odd reason (perhaps the lay of the land or the closeness of Nature)
ambient stress levels are unusually low for an urban population.
Brisbane also has a disproportionately lively population of starving artists. The city council
goes out of their way to find jobs for them, and you will notice that nearly every piece of public
equipment that can be painted has been painted with the designs of local artists. The whole city
seem to have a tradition of being both amused by and protective of the eccentricities of our artists
and their colourful subculture, which pervades every level of Brisbane society.
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However, I digress once again!
On The Third Cycle of The Dream Flower’s Bloom
As Brisbane expands to crystallize, you may be tempted to think that the laurel has been won
and there is nothing left to be achieved. Thus let me open your eyes to the wondrous world beyond
the second step.
For change is not and end, but a beginning.
The Hunting Tigers of The Vertical Gardens
Let us explore another option for some emerald crystals of Brisbane that are not designed to
focus on the summoning of butterflies. I mentioned earlier the rare and beautiful Tiger Quoll. It is
unlikely to return to Brisbane this century, unless a very well protected habitat niche could be
opened for it. The emerald crystals could achieve this, for Tiger Quolls possess opposable thumbs they are arboreal predators and are consummate climbers who rarely need descend to the ground.
A cluster of emerald crystals could easily be designed to support a population of Tiger Quolls
in the inner city. I suggest that there would be two appropriate locations for these animals.
The first is the buildings around Anzac Square. These are close to the edge of the inner city,
thus it will be easy for wildlife corridors to be established leading from this cluster up into Spring
Hill. As the quoll population expands, the young males will disperse into those suburbs, looking for
new habitat (i.e. frog populated areas) where they can establish territories. Thus will they spread out
to the suburbs over this side of the river.
The second location will be the buildings of The Queensland University of Technology (QUT).
These are connected to the Brisbane Botanical Gardens and also to a footbridge (called “The
Goodwill Bridge”) spanning the river to connect with the Southbank Parklands. The university
contains many buildings and a tendency to build unusual and futuristic architecture. It also
possesses the resources, both financial and intellectual, to appropriately ecoscape a number of its
buildings for the establishment of a Tiger Quoll population. The Quoll would hunt the possums of the
Brisbane Botanical Gardens to supplement their diet. When the quoll population has become strong
and stable, the Goodwill Bridge leading from the university over the river could easily be modified to
include a wildlife corridor allowing the young animals to disperse into Southbank Parklands. These
parklands already contain a rainforest and other interesting ecological features – they could easily
be ecoscaped to receive the quoll. In addition, The Queensland College of Arts and The Queensland
Conservatorium of Music are both situated in Southbank Parklands. These two campuses of Griffith
University are essentially a single building each – easily ecoscaped with garden architecture to form
the central sanctuaries of the Tiger Quoll. From this strong centre, the Tiger Quoll will spread out
through the residential over the south side of the Brisbane River.
With the network of Moonwells growing through residential gardens of Spring Hill and
Southbank Parklands, and the rest of The Wreath of Suburbs, there is a safe food source (i.e. the
frogs) and thus, the opportunity for the Tiger Quoll to return to Brisbane’s suburbs. Certainly the
possums won’t be too happy at this change, however, the folk of Brisbane will. From this central
source population in the emerald crystals, eventually, those Quolls with appropriate adaptations will
succeed in establishing in the suburbs, and spreading through The Wreath.
Hence, a plan for the reintroduction of the Tiger Quoll to Brisbane’s urban forest begins with
the emerald crystals.
The Tree Frogs of The Vertical Gardens
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The hydrology of the emerald crystals will at various points channel water into the many
deep basins built into the high walls of the building. These basins will be filled with lily pads and
living water, for they are Moonwells, suspended in the clouds. And they are home to the tree frogs of
the emerald crystal.
The design of these levitating pools must protect the water from the thirsty wind’s
evaporative caresses. Yet the design must also allow sunlight into the water column as deeply as
possible, for it is the algae on the walls of the ponds that the tadpoles graze upon. Likewise, the
gliders and the quolls must also be able to access these drinking fonts.
Brisbane has a magnificent range of lovely tree frogs, masterful climbers who will live their
lives in high reaches of the emerald crystals, never descending to the ground. This will mean there
must be nightlights (e.g. “Will-o-Wisps”, p198) on the crystal, to attract the insects upon which the
frogs will feed. While the frogs are feeding, they must be protected from the quoll – elsewise they
will be too vulnerable and the quoll will devastate its own food supply. I suggest these nightlight
feeding points be netted to keep out the quoll, but still allow the insects and frogs to access. This will
provide the frogs with safe havens and a Moonwell can be established in each of these netted havens
to ensure that the frog populations can never be entirely decimated.
The tree frogs of these suspended Moonwells in the clouds will transform the emerald towers
into perfect habitat for many other animals. Their presence on the emerald crystal produces a year
round food source for the Tiger Quoll. Even the lovely non-venomous emerald tree snake of Brisbane
could also find a permanent niche in this ecosystem. And all of the wondrous inhabitants of this
cloud island need never descend to the ground.
While high mobility (i.e. flying) animals will be easily summoned, you will generally have to
invite any low-mobility animals you wish to establish in the vertical gardens of your emerald crystal.
That means facilitated introductions – from your tree frogs to your emerald tree snakes. This is
because most of these arboreal animals (e.g. green tree snakes, frill-necked lizards, etc.) will not
ordinarily venture out of the trees into the overwhelming rivers of sonic energy that flow through
the inner city at ground level, unless there is a wildlife corridor established. There are some animals
who will brave the dangers and reach your crystal with natural ease – yet they are few and usually
typified by their small body size. Many of the smaller lizard species will quickly and naturally
establish in your vertical garden, and these will provide welcome snacks for your quolls.
The dangers of human-facilitated introductions have already been discussed. Precocious
animals (i.e. “self-taught” animals – those who do not learn from their parents) can usually be
introduced very easily and successfully. In these scenarios, it is always best to release the animal
into the new environment at its earliest juvenile stage. A tree frog emerging from its metamorphosis
will easily adapt to any suitable environment. However, an adult frog released into a new
environment will almost certainly die, regardless of how suitable and inviting the environment is.
The situation is the same with most precocious animals. This is because juvenile animals of this type
are instinctually driven to exploring behaviours, and at this stage they possess high learning ability
in regard to locational information. When mature, they have mapped their environment and
associated locations with needs and situation types, their learning behaviours have then shifted from
the explorative impulses that associate with their locational understanding to a completely different
range of learning needs associated with mating. Thus it is not difficult to facilitate the introduction of
a precocious animal to new habitat, but it must be done during the animal’s early juvenile stage.
An emerald crystal could easily support one or more families of quoll. A lair may be
established in the sky garden and several others in the vertical gardens. These would be highly
specialized habitat features. Of course, these tree hollow nest boxes would feature one-way glass on
their back wall, allowing the workers in the building to see into the quoll lairs and watch the families
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of quolls live and grow through their day to day adventures. The quolls will range over the whole
building to hunt in the vertical gardens each night. Each quoll building in these two sectors of the
city ought be ecologically connected by long wire lines that the quolls can travel across, in order to
unify the population – thus allowing for mating opportunities and the migration of young animal to
new territories.
These Moonwells in the clouds will be established on all emerald crystals, not only on the
Tiger Quoll crystals. Designing Moonwell basins into the high reaches of the crystal’s exterior is
important, for in future, the building (if it is a butterfly building) will undergo a successional change
to summon the marsupial gliders. These gliders will require drinking water. Moonwells fitted into
the side of the building fulfil this need. On these buildings, the frogs will exist in much lower
numbers than on the Quoll crystals. The frogs generally won’t prey on the butterflies - as butterflies
are active during the day, while frogs are almost all nocturnal (unless it is raining).
And, of course, with frogs, comes the owl. Expect your emerald crystal to have a resident owl
family who will need a nest – so plan your habitat features accordingly.
The Summoning Plants of The Tiger Quolls
A building designed with the Tiger Quoll in mind would use a stronger-stemmed vine than
the Richmond Birdwing Butterfly’s Summoning Plant, for the quoll is a relatively large-bodied
animal. The vines it climbs upon must support its weight – or else there ought be architectural
climbing structures built into the design of the building. As Summoning Plants for this building, I
would suggest a combination of the Native Grape Vine (Cissus Antarctica), and the Slender Grapefruit
Vine (Clayratia clematidea). If desired, the traditional European Grape Vine (Vitis Vinifera), often
used to make wine, may also be used - and there are additional benefits to this latter choice.
The Native Grape Vine is a strong woody climber, strong enough to be suitable for the quolls
to climb on. However, it does produce hairs on one side of its leaves, and while I have not found
these to possess any quality irritating to my skin, it ought be checked to make sure these won’t
irritate the quolls. This vine is the Summoning Plant of the large and geometrically unusual Hawk
Moth (Gnathothlibus erotus), which has evolved a wonderful adaptation allowing it to also lay on the
introduced European Grape Vines.
The Slender Grapefruit is the Summoning Plant for the smaller, but very beautiful multicoloured Joseph’s Coat Moth (Agarista agricola), though this vine is delicate and inappropriate as a
climbing structure for the quolls. It should be allowed to form clusters on a support structures in the
garden bed of the tiers, and allowed to overflow to cover their fanned lips (this plant is so delicate
that even and entire vine would merely float gently to the ground if torn off by the wind). Like the
Hawk Moth, the Joseph’s Coat Moth has also demonstrated the same adaptation allowing it to lay its
eggs upon the exotic European Grape Vine as a Summoning Plant for its caterpillars. A very useful
coincidence.
The introduced European Grape Vine grows a woody stem that is strong enough for the Tiger
Quoll to climb upon. The fruit it produces will attract and feed the gliders for a portion of the year (of
course, this exposes them to the risk of quoll predation – yet you will probably find that balance
factor useful in the distant future). However, this vine is deciduous, and thus will leave the emerald
crystal bear in the colder months – a fact that will not contribute to the beauty of the tower.
The Hawk Moth and the Joseph’s Coat Moth are a very good choice of insect as they (like
frogs) are nocturnal – thus producing an extensive food source for the frogs, who likewise, are a year
round food source for the Tiger Quolls (if the frog species are well chosen, as some Brisbane Tree
Frogs hibernate in winter). Moths are attracted to light sources, and in addition to the nightlight
hunting sanctuaries on the exterior of the building (with appropriate frog hunting podiums), some
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companies will choose to leave their crystal’s office lights on at night. This will have the dramatic
effect of causing the emerald crystal to radiate green beauty in the night. If your company does this,
the lit widows will also attract moths and nocturnal insects, and thus function as wonderful
additional hunting points for the tree frogs. Of course, this is a large and wasteful energy expense.
The Hawk Moth and the Joseph’s Coat Moth are among the few Brisbane moths who are
colourful. Few Brisbane moths use vines as their Summoning Plants, thus making these two perfect
for the ecology of early emerald crystals in this region of Brisbane. Hence in the vertical gardens of
this emerald crystal, these native and exotic grape vines are the Summoning Plants of the Tiger
Quolls. Amusingly, the ancient vine of Olympus is also my own Summoning Plant.
Almost all the large species of moth native to Brisbane use either Eucalyptus or Acacia tree
species as their Summoning Plants. These are the two native genera of trees who dominate the
sclerophyll woodlands that typify Brisbane, and indeed all of Australia. These two genera of trees
support many small species as well as four or more very large species of common Brisbane moth,
including the large and beautiful red and gold Emperor Gum Moth (Opodiphthera eucalupti), and the
famous Giant Wood Moth (Endoxyla cinerea) of Brisbane with its enormous 22cm+ wingspan.
Planting dense stands of these two tree species through the parks and gardens of these sections of
the city will provide many additional moths, thus enhancing the frog population, and thus enhancing
the size and condition of both the Tiger Quoll individuals and the whole population. These extremely
dense stands of woodland trees ought be limited to the green spaces (parks and grassy areas) in the
regions of the city dedicated to the Tiger Quoll. Of course, these trees can be planted elsewhere in the
city, though not in such dense stands and not in accord with the strategy outlined below.
As many as possible of these woodland trees in the Quoll territory of the Anzac Square region
ought be saddled with various native species of Mistletoe plants. Mistletoe plants are parasitic, yet
ecologically very important as their reproductive strategy involves the production of prolific
quantities of flower and fruit in the winter season when no other plants are offering these types of
food source. This strategy ensures that the mistletoe will have a monopoly on animals to pollinate
their flowers and disperse their seeds. They can do this only because they are parasitic and thus
need not conserve their energy in the same way as other plants. Planting these here will also have
the lovely side-benefit of attracting the beautiful red-chested Mistletoe Bird (Dicaeum
hirundinaceum) of Brisbane into the city centre. Only trees that are ecologically connected to the
base of the emerald towers ought be saddled with mistletoes – and these trees ought get strong
sunlight (reflectors and Sunwells can be used, if necessary), in order to ensure the health of the
trees. This ecological connectedness can be achieved through the use of climbing structures (metal
struts, brick walls, steel cables, etc.) connecting these mistletoe trees with the emerald towers – thus
to allow the Tiger Quoll to move into these trees.
This readily available year round food source of fruit and flowers will result in the
establishment of a population of possums within region dedicated to the Tiger Quoll. Possums
naturally feed on the nectar from the flowers of the woodland tree species, yet the mistletoe flowers
and fruit will attract them to those trees the quoll can reach during the winter months when many of
the tree frogs are hibernating. Possums, like quoll, are nocturnal. Thus, during these winter months,
the quolls will move down from the heights of the emerald crystals and into these mistletoe canopies
to ambush and exploit the food source attracted to the only flowers and fruit available at this time of
year.
The Habitat Features of These Emerald Crystals
If you wish to entirely restrict the Tiger Quolls to the cloud gardens of the emerald crystal, the
final (lowest) lip-collar around the perimeter of the crystal can be solid, step and slippery – thus to
prevent the quolls from passing it. This will ensure they don’t become curious enough to wander
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down to explore the city streets. If you use this strategy, the emerald crystal’s ecosystem will have to
be near entirely self-sustaining, for the quoll will not be able to access associated possum trees.
If you wish to merely “powerfully discourage” the quoll from leaving the cloud gardens, sonic
or light triggers could be used to repel them when they descend beyond a certain point. This has the
benefit that the triggers can be switched off at certain period (i.e. late night or mating season). It also
has the disadvantage that while it will work most of the time, it may not restrict the animals as
completely as the architectural habitat feature described above.
If no perimeter system is used, quoll will occasionally wander down onto the ground level,
particularly in mating season when they want to disperse in search of mates less distantly related.
The young animals in search a territory will be the other major type of quoll leaving the cloud
garden. In any situation, you want the populations to grow to the point where they must expand
their territory and new individuals must leave the cloud gardens of the emerald crystal. The position
of the quoll crystals is designed to facilitate this channelling these dispersing quoll into the two
ecologically residential suburbs, thus to repopulate the wreath. You will need to design appropriate
wildlife corridors leading from the cloud gardens into those suburbs. As they establish in those
regenerated suburbs, their populations will continue to grow and they will eventually spread
through the entire wreath of the residential suburbs. Thus will the Tiger Quoll have returned to
Brisbane.
Yet the quoll crystals will also feature many other smaller, though also important, habitat
features for many other purposes. Let us consider some of these and those of their attributes unique
to these emerald crystals.
The Tree Hollows for gliders and birds on these Tiger Quoll crystals will need to be designed
to be quoll-proof – hence, entrance holes that are too small for quolls to pass through and too deep
for quolls to reach into. This means that it is likely the larger-bodied gliders of Brisbane will not be
able to establish on these quoll crystals, yet they will still come here to feed when the Summoning
Plants are in season. As all Brisbane’s urban possums are the size of the largest gliders, they will not
establish on these buildings (for there are no safe nesting places, and the quolls would quickly eat
them). However, possums will establish in the tree stands through the quoll territories.
The frogs will also attract owls. Nesting sites for owls will have to be quoll-proof. This can be
done by perching each nest site on the end of a vertical greased pole that can’t be climbed by the
quoll. It is said that the goddess Athene had an owl named Boobook. Indeed, the extremely rare
Boobook Owl (Ninox novaeseelandiae) of Brisbane was named in honour of Athene’s owl. Thus will
this sacred owl will dwell in Brisbane’s inner city again, to advise lords and common folk alike by the
wisdom of its lady.
-o0o-

On The Natural Emerald Wonders of Shape and Form
The geometric design for the emerald crystal I have outlined here is very basic – thus to
demonstrate the ecological, rather than geometric, potentials. Yet t’is geometry that will elevate the
beauty of the emerald crystals into the clouds. To explore the more complex and fantastic wonders
of shape and form, I recommend the fantastic exploration of geometry that is the work of the
visionary architect and imagineering artist, Vincent Callebaut23.

23 Vincent Callebaut (1977-?): German Design Awards, Nominee for the project "Asian Cairns, Sustainable Farmscrapers for Rural Urbanity", Shenzhen
2013, (2014), Top 50 Sustainable Architecture Award Members of the Green Planet Architects, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic (2013), Luxurious
Residential Tower, First Prize Winner Taipei, Taiwan (2010), Thermal Swimming Pool, First Prize Winner, Royat, France (2009), RE-Nouveaux Plaisirs
d'Architecture, Mention, La Cambre, Brussels, Belgium (2005), BiArc (Busan International Architectural Competition), Honourable mention, Busan,
South Korea (2003), High Line, Honourable mention, New York, U.S.A. (2003), Napoléon Godecharle, First Prize, Academy of Fine Arts, Brussels,
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Consider the potentials for beauty to be discovered through the union of animal summoning
and the ecological understanding of The Sylvan with the magnificent shapes and forms of the
genuinely creative architecture of this new generation of modern architects who draw their
inspiration from Nature.

On The Ecological Artists of The Sylvan
In creating your emerald crystal, not only has your company and your workforce undergone
an invigorating and empoweringly productive transformation, the way the outside world perceives
you has also undergone a powerful and uplifting transformation. You are now leading the world into
a new era, a new future. You have achieved global attention.
And the world sees you as an archetype for future companies. You have gained the support of
every demographic associated with environmentalism, and your transformation will rub off on those
associated with you – including your whole city.
Your local government will be basking in the publicity, and it too is singing the song of
change, of new life, of The Future. Those citizens in your city who were still asleep will be roused and
awaken by your visually commanding emerald call to the ecological transformation occurring
around them.
You will have become a leader of great importance and power of a depth that tyranny or
deceit could not achieve. The whole world will be looking up to you with genuine admiration.
It will be up to you to decide how you will now use this power. Commercially, you will have
gained a new, almost spiritual, level of customer loyalty. You may have been a small, unknown
company yesterday, but today you are the centre of the world. The potential for growth and
ascension that is before you is seductive and profound. Your name is now inscribed in history. It is
time to take the power pouring into you, and from this new resource forge growth and ascension.
Look upon these wonders that she offers you and consider the benefits of her favour, O Prince
of The Earth.
The Mystery of Sylvan Ecology
A sylvan ecologist is a creative artist, not merely a trained drone. Each city and region offers a
different palette for the ecologist to work with in weaving an architectural ecosystem. The great
ecologists will be in as much demand as any great artist, for their works will define the beauty of
your human civilization.
Greatness is to be found in valuing your own uniqueness – actualizing your own identity
rather than trying to replicate the greatness of others. Your city holds ecological treasures that are
unique. If you do not see this, then allow me to offer you a little wisdom: one of the great keys to life
is to be found in mastering your own ability to control and change your own point of view.
Reality is shaped by points of view. The truth is that what is beyond your brain has but a little
relation to what you perceive. Yet your point of view defines your entire world – what each thing “is”
and how you shall respond to it. The mere act of changing your point of view alters and shapes the
fabric of your reality.
Allow me to demonstrate. Consider that the centre of your sight in your brain is inside your
head, encased in a skull. It is one of the darkest places on this planet - there is no light there. Your
Belgium (2001), René Serrure, First Prize, ISAIVH (Institut Supérieur d'Architecture Intercommunal Victor Horta), Brussels, Belgium (2000), René
Serrure, First Prize, ISAIVH, Brussels, Belgium (1999).
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eyes translate a light image on your retina into a series of electro-chemical codes that are carried to
this dark place at the back of your brain. Much like the electricity in the wires of your computer, the
electricity in your brain does not release any light. There is no light at all in the visual centre of your
brain – yet it is here in utter darkness that you perceive all the light of your world.
All that you perceive, all that you experience, is a reality created by the power of your
imagination. This statement holds implications far deeper than those of which you are aware. Your
point of view on anything and everything is merely the way you imagine the world to be. When you
change your point of view, you change your reality itself. Your ability to wilfully and consciously
change your point of view is the essence of your ability to be free and to create.
Of course, to deviate from the point of view of the masses is to wilfully enter a state of
madness – it is an act of relinquishing sanity. What is sanity? Sanity is a collective agreement on how
reality is to be interpreted. The Christian is not considered mad, though he talks to an imaginary
friend (i.e. “prayer”) and engages in rituals of symbolic cannibalism (i.e. eating “the body and blood
of Christ”) – he is considered “moral and laudable” for engaging in these acts. The baron of an oil
company is not considered mad, though he is actively and consciously directing humanity on a path
to throw his own species’s life-support system into dysfunction – he is considered “an important
leader and an economic pillar of civilization”, and it would be considered a crime to kill him. I am not
saying either of these folk are right or wrong – I am merely playing with points of view, each as “real”
as those you are familiar with. Sanity is but a collective agreement on how reality is to be
interpreted.
Truth? Is there truth? What is “The Truth”? How will I know? How will I navigate this world if
I know not truth? Who should I be? Who am I?
O Human, many strange things dwell in your mirror.
Know thou that there are times in history when it is folly to be anything except mad. Know
thou that there are times in history when humanity must savagely and implacably murder its own
sanity in order to survive.
Now is one of those times.
O Human, you must shatter your mirror – or you will surely die.
-o0o-
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VI.
The Cornucopia of Mother Earth
The Wild Table of The Sylvan and The Wondrous Formulae of Permaculture

For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Fertile Madness of Spring, her Dreaming Dance incites!
And green boughs ripe with fruit spring up wild in her wake
Her living jewels of transformation are for the Earth to partake
And her Spring Ball’s emerald mystery, by Love’s Rite we revere
The Wild Feast of The Butterfly transforming The Earth Sphere!
The fifth step of The Butterfly’s Dance addresses humanity’s unfolding understanding of
agriculture. The sylvan art of animal summoning is a useful new tool for farmers alike and it will
change the entire nature of the food you are serving up to your family.
In urban landscapes, folk will be summoning animals to enrich the beauty of their lives and
their human habitats, i.e. enhanced asthetics, and also to improve the health and functioning
efficiency of their psyches, i.e. enhanced performance. Yet in agricultural landscapes, the farmer will
be creating food chains for quite different reasons. He will be summoning animals to control his crop
pests – and this chapter will explore the applications and potentials of the art of animals summoning
when applied to this purpose.
Technology is beautiful. At the beginning of the 19th century a growing “green revolution”
emerged, transforming and mechanizing humanity’s ancient understanding of agriculture. There are
many folk who fear this change, and indeed, not all of these new technologies have been fully
understood or mastered by humanity – yet progress moves forward, not backward.
Animal summoning is a new and useful agricultural technology that can be used in tandem
with all other modern technologies – thus to increase crop yields and thus, humanity’s global
agricultural output.
The Mystery of Sylvan Agriculture
In every ecosystem, the plants attract and sustain the herbivores, and herbivours attract and
sustain the carnivores. This is true in agricultural ecosystems, just as it is true in every other
ecosystem on this planet.
Each crop plant attracts and sustains certain “pest” animals. These “pest animals” are the
herbivours. For them, the crop plant is the “Summoning Plant” that allows them to establish and
remain in the landscape. If there are no carnivores to then control these pest animals, their
population will expand to “plague” proportions.
In the conventional agriculture systems of the age of oil, the famer is taught to see his land as
“separate” from the rest of the ecosystem. Hence, he attempts to eliminate all of the “pest” animals
by himself.
In sylvan agriculture systems, the farmer recognizes that he and his crop plants are not
separate from the rest of the ecological tapestry of life. When his crop plants attract “pest” animals,
he does not try to battle them alone – instead, he recruits help. He summons the carnivorous animals
who want to eat his crop pests.
These animals he summons are experts at their task, but they will not entirely remove his
crop pests. However, they will reduce pest numbers to small and managable popultions – the farmer
then has far fewer pests to battle alone!
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Thus, let us now explore the formulae of sylvan agriculture.

THE MYSTERIES OF DEMETER

On The Sylvan Transformation of Agricultural Ecosystems
Demeter is the ancient and traditional patroness of Farmers, for she represents the fertility of
all cultivated land. In this scroll, her image is used as a symbol to identify aspects of the sylvan
wisdom that are specifically related to agricultural landscapes. And yet, despite being orientated to
farmed habitat, the secrets of these teachings can often be applied to other human-shaped landscape
types, for in truth, there is no area of human civilization that is not nourished and affected by the
gentle, sustaining rituals of agriculture.
The Sciences of Agriculture
Over the past century the development of agricultural technology has been accelerating so
quickly that we are now producing and processing our fruit and vegetables in ways that are different
from the established methods we have used for thousands of years. The result of these new farming
methods has been a drastic increase in our productivity of fruit and vegetables.
However, this new field of understanding has not reached a plateau. New methods are
continually being developed, and many of those methods have not yet found a balanced expression.
But understanding is a process of moving forward, not backward. It often seems that a
continuous barrage of criticism is levelled at farmers, and the critics are often those who have little
understanding of biology or agriculture. It is important to understand that while medievalism is a
beautiful artistic ideal, it is an aesthetic ideal, not a technological ideal. Romanticizing medieval
agriculture is the blind and foolish act of the modern Luddite.
It is true that modern agricultural techniques are, from a historical point of view, still in their
early stages of development. There are many new facets to be unfolded and there are many
disharmonies in those facets that have already been unfolded. Yet it remains true that the process of
advancing agricultural technology is as essential to current and future civilization as it was to the
first human cities.
Your life rests on the shoulders of the farmer.

On The Sylvan Patterns of Permaculture
Several decades ago, an unexpected advancement in agricultural planning was put forward,
and has since been adopted by individual farmers in almost every country of this planet.
Old William (“Bill”) Mollison was born in the Australian outback. He was born a farmer. He
spent his early life working on the land, with the people of the land. He loved every aspect of the wild
pioneering life of the outback. He became a skilled trapper, a forester, and he travelled far and wide,
learning the secrets of the land. He lived with the native people, and by ceremonies most ancient,
was initiated into their secrets. In fact, his knowledge of the outback became so renowned that one
day Australia’s newly founded centre of scientific research, CSIRO24, heard of his fame and
approached him. The scientists, despite all their knowledge, had been harshly repelled by the
wilderness, in each their attempts to gather data on this land’s vast and untouched secrets. And so he
agreed to assist them in their quest.

24 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation.
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For ten years he travelled deep into the wilds, to the most difficult and unreachable places to
collect data for them on the fauna and flora that dwelt in these wild untouched groves. But old Bill
was no one’s lackey, and as the years past he learned the ways of the scientist, just as he had learned
from all the others he had encountered.
And Bill, like so many outback farmer boys, turned out to be an astonishingly intelligent and
deep thinker. The scientific process fascinated him. He quickly mastered everything he was taught
and soon surprised the scientists by the skills he was demonstrating. They arranged for him to be
given an admission to a university, despite his total lack of formal schooling. Astounding his fellows,
who saw only an outback hick, he graduated. The old bushie went on to become a university
researcher and teacher and he proceeded to embark upon an insightful series of brilliantly
innovative researches into agriculture. The result of his career was a book on an entirely new way of
planning farms. He had discovered and gathered a system of farming for sustainable high volume
production in a way that would actually increase the fertility of a property year by year!
He called the system, “Permanent Agriculture” – Permaculture25.
However, the mainstream paid little attention to the works of a backwater hayseed who had
somehow found his way into the hallowed halls of academia. Besides which, Bill’s works bluntly
scorned the greed of the big corporations, instead calling for a return to practical and earthy human
values and a new social paradigm where farmers are understood as fundamentally important
members of society. He believed every human should have a basic respect for and understanding of
the job of the farmer. Good ol’ Bill!
Of course, Outback Bill the Hayseed also happened to have found himself at university during
that radical era of the sixties and seventies, and his attitude was not uninfluenced by the freethinking
nature-based spiritual exploration that typified those years. So while the mainstream ignored him,
counterculture did not. And thus his methodology grew quietly, nurtured by those who saw it as a
path back to harmony with The Earth. Softly and unnoticed, his wisdom spread until in every
country on this globe there were people applying his ways. For this system could be adapted to make
a desert fertile, or to take a leeched farm and make it live again – and often, it was. It became
apparent that Old Bill had one of the greenest thumbs of anybody this planet has ever encountered.
And now, my urbane reader, as my tale turns to farming, a world dislocated from your
experience, nevertheless, it will behoove you well to understand that Bill’s ideas are a primary
inspiration for the scroll you are now reading. For though he dealt with food production, not ecology,
his design concepts flow through the architecture of everything you have been assimilating.
The Nature of Permaculture
Permaculture is a strategy for using dynamics inherent in one part of an agricultural system
to achieve useful outcomes in seemingly unrelated parts of the agricultural system. Perhaps an
example will be appropriate:
A farmer is cultivating “free-range” chickens for eggs and meat: His chickens require food,
shade and space to forage; they also produce a nutirient-rich fertilizer (i.e. their droppings).
The same farmer is also growing fruit on this farm: His orchard of fruit trees need fertilizer
and protection from weeds and from insect crop pests, but this orchard also produces shade, leaf
droppings and dropped fruit. The leaf droppings on the floor of the orchard form a natural “leaf litter
25 For the interested reader, I suggest Bill Mollison’s (1988) book, “Permaculture: A Designers Manual”, Tagari Publications (Australia). Though I will
point out that this book is heavy and technical. For those who prefer learning through engaging experience, I suggest you approach your local
Community Garden. Even at this stage in history, courses in Bill Mollison’s permaculture system are offered by most Community Gardens in nearly
every major western city (and many others!) on the planet.
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layer” around the trees, and this attracts insect detrivores (i.e. those insects that eat or use
decomposing organic matter). The dropped fruit rots on the ground, attracting or breeding various
crop pests (e.g. fruit fly, here in Queensland) – and leaving it there is a problem.
These are the dynamics of two seemingly unrelated facets of this farming system: a chicken
production system and a fruit production system. To apply permaculture principles to this farm, the
farmer would begin by listing the needs and products of each of these two (and every other) aspects
of the complete farm. He or she would then identify the elements of the farm that can be intergrated
to produce benefits that are “greater than the sum of the parts”. So let us continue.
The famer positions all of his chicken coops adjacent to his fruit tree orchard. He then fences
the fruit trees of the orchard into rows that function as “chicken runs”. Each day the chickens can be
released to forage in the wholesome fertile leaf litter under the orchard trees. They will continuously
fertilize the orchard all year with their powerful nitrogen-rich droppings. They will also peck away
at any weeds growing up in the orchard and they will eat any insects they find. During the fruiting
season, they will eat any fruits that fall early, thus preventing these from rotting and
attracting/breeding fruit fly and other pests.
Thus, by integrating these two facets of this farm system, the benefits to both facets are “more
than the sum of the parts”. The fruit production system will gain increased growth and productivity
of his orchard fruit trees (e.g. from the free continuously deposited slow-release natural fertilizer,
and the reduced weed competition and pest damage), and in addition, fruit yield will increase due to
the reduction in crop pest numbers – hence, the orchard benefits from its secondary function as a
chicken run. On the other hand, the chicken production system also benefits – the chickens gain a
shade and protection from birds of prey (the canopy cover provided by the orchard trees), a diverse
food supply (the insects weeds and dropped fruit of the orchard), and the significant amount of farm
space (that would have been used to create chicken runs if the two systems were separate) can now
be used in other productive ways.
The farmer saves coin on fertilizer, weed control, pest control, and chicken feed. The farmer
has saved a significant amount of space that can now be used for other profit generating crops. This
is but one example of “uniting traditionally unrelated agricultural systems” – yet there are many
sysnergies that can be created by harmonizing the seemingly unlike patterns to gain the mutually
beneficial system where “the whole becomes greater than the sum of the parts”. This is permaculture
– unifying elements of the system rather than separating them.
It is the fractal principle underpinning all life, all human technology, all information in the
universe. Perceive – your body can be reduced down to a score or so of heaps of base elements – yet
in you “the whole is more than the sum of the parts”.
The benefits to the farmer by this strategic integration are significant – all of these translate
directly into reduced expenses (purchased fertilizer, etc.), increased productivity, and thus:
increased profit. This idea is both new and ancient. Throughout The Orient, rice fields have been
used to rear duck for thousands of years – the principle and benefits are almost identical to the
scenario I have described.
At the root of the chicken and fruit orchard example is the concept of pattern. Merely aligning
the location of the chicken coops with the fruit orchard, and then creating the patterns of the chicken
runs so they can be rotated results in all of these benefits. The pattern of the farm is the essence of
the system’s harmony. Bill Mollison explored this idea of harmony to a profound level, applying it in
dozens of brilliant and novel ways. Yet the essence of permaculture is not a series of robotic
formulae, but of understanding the unique elements of your own unique property and farming
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system – then using these to form your own unique patterns of integration. Permaculture is a way of
thinking.
When creating a farm, permaculture begins at the planning level – the decision as to what you
will use the land to produce. The various different productions systems are choosen to facilitate and
compliment each other, thus to create a harmony that is more than the sum of the parts. This is
permaculture.
Bill Mollison used this concept of integrations in dozens of different ways to improve the
productivity and health of farm systems while reducing expenditure on inputs. Core to his system
was the objective of making farms “permanent” – regenerating the soil and resources so that farming
could continue indefinitely on a piece of land without depleting the land. In fact he more than
succeed, developing a system that not only conserved the productive quality of a farm, but increased
its fertility! This system of “innovating integration” he called permaculture – permanent agriculture.
Through this section you are reading, I am going to teach you several of the basic and very
useful concepts of permaculture. I am also going to expand upon some areas to codify and create
some useful new paradigms of permaculture, and I am also going to apply the art of animal
summoning to agricultural systems, thus to integrate it as a new discipline of permaculture. Yet it is
important to recognize that Old Bill taught me much of what I know. Some people like a religious
figure to guide them in their awakening to awareness of life and the universe. But when an old
farmer named Country Bill the Hayseed taught me the mysteries of farming, he taught me very much
more than merely the mysteries of farming.
Old Country Bill the Hayseed, a bushie, a farmer, and a scientist. My father, an Air Force
fighter pilot and a professor of animal behaviour. Together they taught me more than all the priests
of all the religions on this beautiful planet.
For they taught me not what to think, but how to think.
-o0o-

On The Sylvan Plantscapes of Demeter’s Fields
Plants maintain relationships with animals, though they also maintain relationships with
other plants. You have learned how to use plant-animal relationships to summon animals and weave
ecosystem webs. When an animal is reliant upon a plant, we call that plant the animal’s Summoning
Plant. The purpose of this name is to describe a type of ecological relationship and teach you how to
use that relationship. Plants maintain other types of ecological relations too, and many of these are
useful in creating and balancing various types of ecological relationship. In particular, these plantplant relationships are highly useful to the farmer, for his vocation involves excluding competitors
from the use of humanity Summoning Plants – our crop plants. So let us now have look through this
new filed of fertile possibilities.
The Ecological Secret of Companion Planting
Old Bill Mollison was a perceptive fellow, and in the many years he had spent wandering the
wilds and observing Nature, he couldn’t help noticing that certain animals seemed to avoid certain
plants.
In fact, he had noticed the trend everywhere – almost every type of organism avoided one or
more plants. Of course, this did not seem terribly out of place to him, for in his youth, dear old Bill
had found an ancient and battered set of Charles Darwin’s writings, and he had read these wondrous
old texts as he reclined by a billabong somewhere in the wilds. And so Old Bill well understood that
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natural selection must inevitably mean that for every herbivore’s strategy of attack, there must be
plants who had develop a defence.
Old Bill the Hayseed was not only a clever observer, he was also unusual as a thinker. He had
that rare tendency of seeing the practical uses of knowledge. So when the university gave him a lab,
he decided to look into this natural trend.
And thus did he develop a now well-understood idea that he called Companion Planting.
Companion planting is the practice of growing “supportive” plants side-by-side with
productive crop plants. These supportive plants can have a range of qualities, from enriching the soil
to repelling a pest to attracting a predator, or many other purposes.
Polyculture fields are crop fields in which more than one species of plant is grown, side-byside. Often, only one of these plant species is intended for harvest, the other performs a defensive or
other supportive function. Farmers often choose to cultivate polyculture fields, rather than
monoculture fields, in order to exploit the benefits of defensive companion planting strategies in
their field ecosystem.
Almost invariably these companion plant species must be grown in ways that will not
interfere with the harvest, and that is a limitation. Yet the range of different defensive functions
plants can play are diverse, and each is a tool the farmer can use in shaping the ecosystem of his
fields and orchards.
Many farmers will not be interested in strategies that involve polyculture fields, yet even they
will find useful wisdom in examining the secrets of this agricultural practice. Let us now have a look
over the various general types of defensive plants the farmer can use in a polyculture situation.
The Banishing Plants of Demeter’s Fields and Orchards
As each animal species has its own Summoning Plants who attract and sustain its existence,
so too do most (or probably all) animal species have plants that repel them and “exclude” them from
an area. These plants are called the animal’s Banishing Plants, for where these plants are, the animal
cannot co-exist.
If you know an animal’s banishing plants, you can use them to exclude the animal from an
area. For this reason, knowledge of the banishing plants of his crop pests is very useful to the farmer.
So how do banishing plants work? How do they exclude their animal from their presence?
Certain plants have developed means of managing and controlling certain types of animals
and pathogens. Sometimes the plant’s means of repelling or killing the animal is chemical (smells,
irritants, or deadly poisons, root exudates including fungicides or antibiotics, etc.), in some plants
the excluding device is architectural (thorns, pitcher traps, nematode snares, etc.), and some plants it
is both (hairs or other morphological features that deliver a poisons, etc.) – whatever the feature
may be, it makes the plant worthy of avoidance by the particular animal it “banishes”.
For example, the Giant Stinging Tree (Dendrocnide excelsa) of North Queensland’s Rainforests
is a banishing plant for humans (Homo sapiens sapiens – a member of the animal kingdom). This tree
has a quality that excludes humans by threat – piercing hairs that deliver an astonishingly painful
chemical irritant. Humans must be very careful to avoid any contact with this tree, and even most
types of clothing are little or no protection. In effect, this plant “banishes” humans from its
immediately zone of proximity. Of course, this tree is not a banishing plant to the possum, whose fur
protects it from the stinging hairs.
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Some banishing plants will affect their animal from a long distance (like those who release a
smell), others only affect the animal when it is very close (like those who use thorns). Each banishing
plant has a measurable zone of proximity within which the animal will be negatively affected. This is
called “The Exclusion Zone”, and often it differs from animal to animal (i.e. some animals can get
closer to the banishing plant then others whom it also affects). Knowing the dimensions of this
exclusion zone is important.
Let us now have a look over some of the agricultural applications of banishing plants.
The types of banishing plant that are most useful to the farmer generally have three defining
qualities: The Target and The Habit and The Habitat.
The Target refers to organisms that the plant repels, e.g. the small animals and
microorganisms that are the farmer’s primary crops pests.
The Habit refers to the architecture of the plant. Plants of any architecture can be grown
around the edge of the field or orchard, but generally only small soft herbaceous plants can be grown
within the field or orchard. These plants don’t generally disrupt the harvest and they are not large
enough to be spatially greedy. They also have the advantage of being ploughed back into the soil to
increase its health and fertility (i.e. “organic soil carbon content” – soil humus) at the end of the
harvest season. In orchards these can be grown in many locations as ground cover around the base
of the large trees. Small herbaceous plants are well suited as companion plants for both fields and
orchards.
The Habitat refers to the work of matching the water and climate needs (etc.) of the banishing
plant with the region. Generally this won’t be too much of a problem, for the pest and the plant
usually co-evolved in the same habitat – if the pest is suited to thrive there, then the plant usually is
too.
What then does this look like in practice?
The Striped Cucumber Beetle (Acalymma vittatum) and the Spotted Cucumber Beetle
(Diabrotica undecimpunctata) are a serious problem for many agricultural cucurbit crops (ranging
from squash to melons). They have spread to most developed and underdeveloped countries that
cultivate these crops, including Australia. Not only do they decimate these crops due to their
ravenous hunger, they are also a primary vector (e.g. “carrier”) of the Bacterial Wilt (Erwinia
tracheiphila) crop disease. This crop disease is serious problem in Australia and most other
countries, and there is yet to be found an artificial agro-poison that can effectively manage it.
Three plants are known to repel these Cucumber Beetles, they are: Nasturtium (Tropaeolum
spp.), Tansy (Tanacetum vulgare), and Radish (Raphanus sativus). These are some of the “banishing
plants” of this particular pair of crop pests.
A research group of American agro-scientists conducted a series of field experiments to test
the agricultural potentials of these particular banishing plants to exclude these particular pests. In a
patchwork of agricultural fields, they grew all three of these banishing plants in a half of the
watermelon fields (randomly chosen and scattered through the patchwork), but they did not grow
the banishing plants in the other fields. They then measured the numbers of Cucumber Beetles in
each of the fields. They found that population of these pest beetles were significantly reduced in
watermelon fields that contained these three “banishing plants” growing among the crop (Cline et
al., 2008).
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The concept of “plants that repel animals” (i.e. “banishing plants”) is well understood. There
are research groups all over the planet looking into agricultural applications of this concept. In
addition to the contributions of the scientific community, there are also vast archives of hearth
wisdom produced by gardening community on banishing plants.
Yet not only do animals have banishing plants, many pathogenic microorganisms also have
banishing plants.
For hundreds of millions of years, herbivores have not been the only organisms attacking
plants. Plants have also had to develop ways of managing the attacks of pathogenic microorganisms
(e.g. diseases, viruses, parasites, etc). And for most common crop pathogens, there is a plant
somewhere that has evolved a way of excluding the little blighter. Sometimes these defences are not
agriculturally useful, but often they are.
Nematodes are a type of soil microorganism that parasitise the root ends of plants. Most
types of crops are affected by one or more nematode species, and these organisms are one of the
most common and prevalent crop pests. Conventional management strategy involve regularly
fumigating the soil with a suite of agro-poisons called “nemicides”, this process is repeated up to four
times per year in many tropical crop fields. Nematodes cause billions of dollars worth of crop
damage every year.
However, Marigolds (Tagetes spp.), a common ornamental garden plant, produces chemical
compounds that repel nematodes. Nematologists have conducted a vast amount of research into the
agricultural uses of this banishing plant as a means of managing nematode crop pests. Not only has
the use of Marigolds as companion plants been widely investigated, scientists have also looked at the
use of this banishing plant for soil preparation by growing in a fallow fields – at the end of the fallow
period, the plants are then ploughed into the ground to clean the soil of nematodes. This strategy has
been found to be significantly more effective than the use of nemicides. A large amount of scientific
literature has been published on the potentials of Marigolds, and I include here a reference to a
recent well-written paper comprehensively reviewing the research to date (Hooks et al., 2010).
The Medicine Cylinders of The Banishing Plants
The use of banishing plants is not limited to your crop fields. The ancient Roman herb,
Wormwood (Artemisia absinthium) may be a powerful banishing plant for some types of intestinal
parasites (Quinlan et al., 2002), and there are many other herbs that also fulfil this function. This
herb can be grown in wire net cyclders that are placed through your livestock grazing fields. The
wire barrier will protect the main body of the plant, while the livestock will nibble on the fronds of
foliage that grow through the netting, thereby cleansing their intestinal tracks of parasite
infestations. The more these frond are eaten, the more growth and branching will occur at these
extremities of the plant – hence the accessible fronds will become dense and always available to the
livestock.
The Scratching Posts of The Banishing Plants
There are also many banishing plants that repel fleas and skin parasites; there are even
banishing plants that have powerful anti-fungal qualities can be useful in treating fungal skin
parasites. These kinds of externally-applied plants can be grown in similar but more rigid,
unyielding and roughly contoured cyclinders to create “scratching poles”. Livestock will rub against
these scratching poles when they are being itched and irritated by insect or fungal parasite
infestations. The animal’s efforts at rubbing will break off the protruting stems of the banishing
herbs, crushing these into a paste against the rough sides of the cylinder and thus smearing into the
irritated regions of the animal – as these are the regions the animals will be rubbing against the
rough cyclinder that protects the central stem of the plant.
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“Medicine Cylinders” and “Scratching Posts” are merely two devices for distributing the active
ingedients of the banishing plants to the locations appropriate to their functions – once the
appropriate banishing plant has been identified for managing a problem, an near infinite variety
devices may be created for effectively using the banishing plant.
These examples of banishing plant species is outlined to provide you with a brief insight into
the vast range of potentials that banishing plants offer to the farmer. Banishing plants can be used to
not only to repel insect or vetebrate crop pests, but also to repel pathogenic microorganisms (e.g.
diseases, parasites, etc.), or to block the contagion vectors for these pathogens, or even as medicine
to heal plants or animals of pathogen infestations. Banishing plants are one very effective element in
integrated ecological systems. They have been found to be effective supplements (and sometimes
even replacements) for agro-poisons. The fact that banishing plants can be used so easily in
combination with other tools presents the farmer with an important opportunity for increasing
control of his crop pests. Hence, banishing plants are an opportunity to increase productivity and
thus, increase profit – a direct coin value can be placed on the knowledge of banishing plants.
The Summoning Plants of Demeter’s Swarm
While banishing plants exclude animals, Summoning Plants attract animals – and for every
insect crop pest, there is a predator insect who will devour or otherwise put an end to the pest.
All flying insects go through a larval stage as a grub much like a caterpillar. Many of these use
a Summoning Plant in exactly the same way as butterflies – they lay their eggs on it. That makes
them very easy to summon and permanently establish extremely high numbers of these predatorial
insects through your fields!
These kinds of Summoning Plants are usually soft, herbaceous and perfect for use as
companion plants within your fields. Extensive scientific research is now being focused on the use of
Summoning Plants to attract predatory insects to manage crop pests. This kind of companion
planting strategy has been found to be highly successful in most sorts of farming situation, and
formulae have already been established for the management of many common crop pests.
So let us consider some examples.
The same American research group who were looking at the use of banishing plants to mange
the problem of cucumber beetles in watermelon crops also looked at use of Summoning Plants for
this purpose. They identified three Summoning Plants, i.e. Sweetclover (Melilotus officinalis), Cowpea
(Vigna unguiculata), and Buckwheat (Fagopyrum esculentum), which attract predatory insects who
prey upon the cucumber beetles. These predatory insects included the Pennsylvania Leatherwing
(Chauliognathus pennsylvanicus) and two species of Tachinid Flies (Celatoriae diabrocitae and
Celatoriae setosa). They repeated their experiment as with the previous design in a patchwork of
fields. They found that populations of these pest beetles were significantly reduced in fields where
these three Summoning Plants were grown among the watermelon crop (Cline et al., 2008). It is,
however, wise to remember that this research was conducted in America, and the Summoning Plants
they identified will not necessarily be effective here in Australia.
The use of beneficial crop insects is yet another tool the farmer has for the management of
crop pests and pathogens. These kinds of insects serve his will and assist him in his objective of pest
control and thus, increased productivity.
Much as the farmer objects to the competition, his crop plants have been adopted as
Summoning Plants by the many animals he considers pests. These plants form the first link of a food
chain (i.e. the first trophic level of his ecosystem). If there is no following link in the food chain (i.e.
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the predator), these pest insects will achieve unnaturally high population numbers – and this is the
situation in the conventional agricultural systems of the age of oil.
Yet the sylvan farmer is not restricted by conventional thinking. He ecoscapes his fields to
make them less agreeable to the crop pests by establishing both banishing plants and by establishing
the Summoning Plants of predatory insects to prey upon the pest populations – thus he has woven
the higher trophic levels into his agricultural ecosystem. The ecology of the landscape has begun to
find a balance that suits the farmer’s will.
The Sacrificial Plants of Demeter’s Fields and Orchards
O, but life is pattern – wonderful flow of waft and weave, a tapestry of living symbiosis, and
the interconnection of everything! And so too are our landscapes patterns of energy that we shape
and weave, directing the flows of life and the breath of Mother Nature to achieve the harmony of our
will!
Let us explore a new type of plant in weaving these patterns of life.
A “sacrificial plant” is a plant that pest organisms will feed upon in preference to your crop.
These plants are usually used to attract the pests to a point where they will be easily subject
to predation by the various predator organisms you have attracted to and established in your field.
Hence, a pattern of your landscape, directing the flows of organisms in a cycle of life and death.
Sacrificial plants draw the crop pests to locations where they can be exploited by your
predator animals. Hence you may create lines of them adjacent to field perches for your
insectivorous birds. Or you may create great clumps of them in the centre or in the corners of your
fields by your Moonwells and Will-o-Wisps of your frogs. Or you may fill your fallow fields with both
sacrificial plants to attract the crop pests and Summoning Plants to attract the insect predators!
As with all the features of your fields and orchards, pattern is central. You are directing the
flows of life and energy through your fields, always to the fulfilment of your will – the productivity
and health of your agricultural landscape.
The Regeneration Plants of Demeter
Regeneration plants are plants who improve the soil structure or fertility, or contribute some
other useful quality to the health of the soil or plants.
Regeneration plants have some applications in active crop fields, though mostly this involves
the use of beneficial microorganisms. For example, photosynthesizing micro-algae naturally grows
immediately under the surface of almost every soil on this planet – even in the deserts. This type of
algae can easily be sprayed over all open soil and allowed to grow as a “living fertilizer”. After all,
there is no point in wasting all that sunlight falling on the soil. Each single-celled alga lives only for a
few days, during which time it reproduces many times and then dies, returning its nutrients (along
with the additional carbon compounds it has created) to soil as it become fertilizer.
Nevertheless, the use of regeneration plants in actively cultivated fields is an area in which
little research has been focused. The main use of regeneration plants involves the regeneration of
soil fertility and health in fallow fields.
Every time you grow a crop in a field, a vast range of nutrients are removed from the field,
thus depleting the soil. Every farmer knows that in every field, you can grow the same sort of crop
only a certain number of times before you need to leave the field “fallow” (i.e. uncultivated) for a
season or more, in order to regenerate its soil.
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Traditionally, fallow fields are seen as temporarily useless space, and are sewn with a
monoculture (i.e. a single species of plant). Yet fallow fields can be one of the most productive and
useful spaces in your farm. The key is polyculture – using the space of these fields to fulfil a range of
different functions.
But let us begin by examining some of the traditional regeneration plants used by farmers in
fallow fields.
One of the prime nutrients in all soil is its organic carbon content – the soil humus (i.e.
composting plant matter in the soil). This is a nutrient for the plants and every other organism in the
soil ecosystem, and thus one of the most important elements of soil health. Yet this soil humus also
content binds together the soil structure causing nutrients and water to be held in the soil column
far longer (rather than being washed down to the water table). For this reason, farmers often seed a
fallow field with a plant they don’t intend to harvest. Instead, the farmer will plough these plants into
the soil when they are ready to use the field, thus to regenerate the soil health and fertility.
While many plants can be used to achieve this objective, the best sorts are those plants that
contribute something in addition to organic carbon.
Nitrogen is an essential element for the building of all proteins – including DNA. The
atmosphere of Planet Earth is 70% nitrogen – and that is what makes the sky blue. But this
abundance of atmospheric nitrogen is in a very basic chemical form that is almost impossible for
most living organisms to access. In fact, the only organisms who can access this atmospheric
nitrogen and change it into a useful (i.e. “bioavailable”) form are microorganisms, including many
bacteria. Luckily, there are some other natural geological and climatological processes that do this
job too! But almost all the biologically available nitrogen on our planet comes from these few
sources.
Faced with the problem of this important but difficult to acquire nutrient, one particularly
diplomatic plant recruited some help. This plant created clusters of small spherical chambers (called
“nodules”) in it roots, and it made these chambers smell nice to a particular type of soil bacteria,
named Rhyzobium, who can catch atmospheric nitrogen and bind it into tasty bioavailable chemical
compounds.
Now the soil is an awfully dangerous place to live for a microorganism. For though the soil
seems quite simple to us human giants, it is indeed one of the most complex ecosystems on the
planet. And so the little houses (the root “nodules”) that this diplomatic plant created were
refreshingly welcome to this little bacteria – and it moved in. The plant, being a lovely agreeable sort,
not only made a home for its little friends, but it went on to feed them sugars that it had created from
sunlight and carbon dioxide. In return, the bacteria shared the nitrogen it created. In fact, in these
nice safe little houses and happy with an abundance of food, the bacteria found it was able to
produce vast amounts of these tasty nitrogen compounds – much more than it could use. So the
relationship proved to be highly agreeable to both parties!
And with this abundance of scarce nutrient, this plant was able to grow quickly and healthily,
easily outstripping the competition. Over the millions of years that followed, it’s descendents (still
maintaining their happy relationship with little Rhyzobium) spread out to branch into many new
species and become one of the most successful clade of plants on the planet.
Ah, the power of peas and interspecies love! A far more successful strategy than overt
competition.
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We call this group of plants, “Legumes”, and they include every true bean – and, O yes, the
humble Green Pea (Pisum sativum)! In fact, almost every plant that has a fruiting body shaped like a
pea-pod is a legume. The soft clover that is so fragrant to make love among is one of these agreeable
little fellows also – even the fabled Four-leafed Clover that grows wild wherever a rainbow has
touched the ground!
And behold! There is a four-leaf clover in my hair as I pipe this tune to you! Hath The
Rainbow Serpent been sitting on my head?
Legumes are powerful regeneration plants that not only contribute to the soil health, they
also contribute a powerful and long-lasting fertilizer to the field when they have been ploughed back
into the soil. These are a traditional and widely used regeneration plant.
The “nutrient-miners” are another sort of commonly used regeneration plant. These are any
plant that extends very deep roots, thus to bring new supplies of mineral nutrients from the deep
soil layers up to the topsoil. Farmers both ancient and modern have commonly used these nutrent
miners to regenerate their fallow fields.
Obviously the regeneration and health of the soil is one of the most important facets in
maintaining the long-term fertility of a farm. And while the above examples are extensively used and
understood, the potentials of regeneration plants have only begun to be understood and explored.
Regeneration plants are a vast, diverse, and exciting new “field”.
Regeneration plants can also be used for purposes other than enhancing soil fertility. Fallow
fields are an element of the pattern of your landscape, and the plants grown there determine the
functional potentials of each field. Far from being merely “necessarily wasted agricultural space”,
fallow fields are potentially one of the most important elements of your farming landscape.
Naturally, the primary plant species you grow in your fallow fields will be for improving soil
health and fertility – in the traditional way. Though among these fertility plants, the farmer can use
the space to influence the surrounding fields.
Great powerful clumps of sacrificial plants to attract pests away from the surrounding crops,
will be focused within deadly rings of Summoning Plants to attract a swam of diverse predator
species. This kind of combination is a powerful tool within the pattern of your landscape, and a
fallow fields of this type will form primary animal summoning organs, as the Summoning Plants can
be establish in very high densities (though keep your birds away by ensuring there are no perches
here – as you don’t wantthem to eat your predator insects).
Through the fallow field you will also grow the banishing plants, like Marigold, important for
excluding the soil organisms who would vex your crop plants the following seasons. When you are
ready to use the field, these banishing plants (along with all the other plants in the field) are
ploughed back into the ground to “fumigate” the soil naturally.
Fallow fields can be planned and sewn with a mix of seeds ranging from those that increase
fertility through nitrogen addition and nutrient mining, among which are growing plants to banish
the soil pest organisms predicted to be a problem to the next season’s crop, as well as sacrificial
plants to draw pests away from current crops, among animal summoning plants attracting predators
to devour these current crop pests. Hence a polyculture of regeneration plants – and all of these
translate directly into increased yield and thus the profitability of your farm.
Yet as you can see, planning the regeneration of a fallow field is, in fact, a complex and very
important task that will have an enormous impact on the health and yield of the crop that is to be
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grown there in the following cycle, and also upon the crops growing in the surrounding fields while
the fallow regeneration is taking place.
Your fallow fields are never wasted space. They are indeed one of the most important
elements of your agricultural ecosystem, and when creatively used, they translated directly into
additional coin.
-o0oThe Natural Truth of Knowledge
Now, gentle reader, I have created many new names for ecologically useful plant type – living
tools, I suppose you might describe them. Thus, allow me a short digression as we explore these
creative ideas.
Is not the “Sacrificial Plant” merely the “Summoning Plant” of a pest? And is not a
“Regeneration Plant” sometimes merely a “Banishing Plant”? In fact, can one not juggle names as if
they were fruit?
Indeed a “Sacrificial Plant” is the “Summoning Plant” of a pest, and that is why it attracts the
pest. As you know many animals have more than one Summoning Plant, and some of these will be
more attractive than others. A sacrificial plant is a Summoning Plant that we use to lure the pest
away from the crop – which are also a Summoning Plant of the pest.
So why don’t we merely call it a “Summoning Plant”. Why do we call it a “Sacrificial Plant”?
The answer is function. We do not call an Olympic discus a “wheel”, though it fits all the
criteria of a wheel, except one – its function.
There are many ways to use a Summoning Plant, though we generally only call it a
Summoning Plant when we are using it to summon an animal. A sacrificial plant is used for a specific
function, and for this reason, an easily grasped name is given to this strategy: a sacrificial plant is a
bait, a lure. Both a Summoning Plant and a sacrificial plant attract the animal, yet they are used for
very different strategies. The name, “sacrificial plant”, is an articulation of ideas to form an ecological
tool that can be easily understood and applied.
Hence: function.
At the core of all knowledge is function. Humans use words not to describe facets of reality,
but to describe the manners in which those facets of reality relate to humanity.
O gentle reader, the truth is that all human knowledge is merely a vague description of the
indescribable. You may be amused to discover that scientists really have no definition of a “species”
– t’was several hundred years ago that they created the concept, and they are still arguing over the
definition as I pen these words. This is because the point at which one species becomes another is
merely an arbitrary line drawn at an arbitrary point in a continuum of change.
“Knowledge” is patterns of information, tapestries of thought: for example, the idea of “green”
is connected to the idea of “leaf” is connected to the ideas of “tree” and of “photosynthesis”; yet the
idea of “green” is also connected to the idea of “colour”, which is connected to the idea of “light”
which is also connected to the idea of “photosynthesis” – and so forth.
A tapestry of thought.
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These patterns (or “tapestries of thought”) are called “paradigms”. Understanding thought as
tapestries (i.e. “paradigms”) that we use to describe the world is far more useful than understanding
thought as “truth” or “not truth”. We construct different paradigms for our different needs – in other
words: your point of view really does determine your reality.
All knowledge is merely useful inaccuracy. Nature is complex, the only full way of interacting
with her is emotionally – in an illogicality that accepts and understands her without question. Nature
is wine, and to be drunk on the understanding of her beauty is the highest state of bliss – the orgasm
of the internal of imagination and the external world of the physical universe uniting.
Yet we use knowledge, it is a wonderful and fun aspect of the way our brain is constructed –
we are creatures of pattern. Nature is pattern coherent too, and yet she also defies reason – consider
the square root of the number two26, or the mathematics of 27.
O, the Ancient Greeks were quite aware that these charmingly scelericious little numerical
rogues have been busy violating sweet Lady Reason since time began – and leaving the marks of
their enthusiasms all over the universe! Indeed, t’would appear that Our Lady of The Yardstick has
been receiving their advances with the meretricious amicability of a metronome for as long as they
have been happy to erect their lines. Of course, one group of Ancient Greek mathematicians, the
Pythagoreans, though greatly revered by modern folk, were, it would seem, not only stultically
religious, but apparently quite mendaciously prudish too – for upon unveiling this naughty little
dalliance, they appear to have been so shocked that they quickly covered it back up again28. Ah yes,
Isis and her veil.
And what does this all mean?
O, gentle reader, there are points in the fabric of the universe where Nature gracefully fluxes
into madness – and these lovely twists produce some of the most beautiful manifestations of reality
in the whole universe.

26 From chemistry to calculus to quantum physics, almost all of the mathematical formulae that are foundational to current human civilization rely on
the mathematical concept of the square number and the square root – and are applied within the assumption that the square root of a positive number
is always a positive number. Yet while (amusingly enough) the square root of a negative number is always a negative and a positive number (e.g. √-4 =
-2 x 2), the square of any negative number is always a positive number (e.g. -2 x -2 = 4) .·. the square root of any positive number can be either a
positive number or a negative number (e.g. √4 = either 2 or -2) – and there is no means of determining which state is the correct answer. This means
that many currently-used formulae of “advanced mathematics”, from chemistry to calculus to quantum physics, are based on an arbitary decision to
ignore the irrational nature of the pattern – a consensual game of “pretend” underpinning the whole of human civilization. This idea is eloquently
demonstrated in formulae like (The Ideal Gas Law that so much of industrial chemistry relies upon):
___________________
Nevertheless, these modern technologies work – and whether in the public square or in the privacy of his own bedchamber: who has The How, can do
what he wills with The Why! And but one favour is forbidden our erstwhile devotee of the square root – the romance of truth, that gulf whom the
intellect cannot fill!
27 In our universe, there are no numbers except 1 and 0 – each thing in the universe is unique, there are not “2 or more” of anything in our universe!
The paradox being all things that are the same have similarities, but not all things that have similiarities are the same. Numbers beyond one are all
reliant upon the idea that two things that are similar can be classified as “same”. Catagories are imaginary ideas – they are arbitary and do not exist in
the external universe, for everything has gradients of similarity and may not even truly be separate. Measurement scales exit only in the human mind,
and not in the external universe – everything is relative, even time and space bend and stretch. Even at the most basic building blocks, the atom, no two
are identical – each has its own history and future. Even even for the temporal periods into which two atoms enter a perfect harmonic – despite their
electrons, etc. sychronizing, their treads through time are merely entwined for a short piece of their entire length. Most human mathematics are a
description of not of our universe, but of a speculated universe that is similar to ours, but more uniform – similar, but not the same.
28 An Ode to The Mad Charms of Lady Reason
There once was a meretrix from The Moon
For whom the mathematician did swoon.
Yet he couldn’t taste her π,
Though long did he try,
For his yardstick was too short to be her spoon!
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A wise mind masters reason29, only to let go of that dizzy maiden – and dance in the grip of
wild free Nature. For hot and hungry are her kisses, and deep and fertile are the hidden secrets of
her womb of stars!
The experience of Life defines only two elements to the whole universe – that which observes
and that which can be observed. The internal world and the external world – these are the two sides
of the mirror that is infinity. To living beings, nothing else exists. Life is the lovemaking of these two
worlds. It can be horrible or it can be beautiful, yet only one thing is certain – life is madness,
intoxicating and addictive.
When we create a paradigm (i.e. a “tapestry of thought”) we require only that it be functional.
To be functional, it must accurately describe the dynamic it has been constructed to manipulate –
accurately enough that we can comprehend and direct the pressures we will place upon that
dynamic in order to create the change we want. In simple terms, we require only that our knowledge
be simply and easily applied – a description of Nature that allows us to influence the universe in
accord with our will. To go beyond this is to lay a yardstick upon a möbius strip30 in an attempt to
find its end.
The concepts of “Summoning Plants” and of “Sacrificial Plants” each describe a specific facet
of Nature in a manner that conveys the information you need in order to use that facet for a
particular purpose. The name describes the function.
Hence: the “truth” of functionality.
The Regenerating Web of Life
In agricultural landscapes, creating an ecosystem balance that serves the farmer’s interests
involves many factors – and Nature offers no shortage of tools. Companion planting is one tool, yet a
wise farmer will use many tools, each a new element in the ecological web he is weaving through his
fields brings him closer to the balance that suits his needs.
And thus we have addressed several new secrets for using plants to create an agriculturallyuseful ecosystem. Let us now consider the benefits of useful wild animals in agricultural ecosystem.

On The Wild Ecosystems of Demeter’s Fields
Monoculture crop fields are often (though not always) dead ecosystems. The crop plants have
been adopted as summoning plants by those animal species that the farmer looks upon as “pests”.
Because there are no ecological balance factors in these strange blighted ecosystems, these pests
achieve devastatingly high population numbers and as a result, cause vast damage to the farmer’s
crop yield. So how to deal with them?
In the previous section, we began to explore the use of plants to control pests: Banishing
Plants, Sacrificial Plants, Regenerating Plants, and, of course, Summoning Plants. The power of all
these is articulated through the idea of pattern – the pattern of your landscape, from your
companion planting systems to your fallow fields. Weaving your plantscape will have a powerful
effect upon the work of reducing pest populations.

29 Of course, only the incompetent imbicile sees Reason as worthless because it is an incomplete tool of understanding; the wise being recognizes that
Reason is not the end of the path to understanding, but rather a fundamental and profoundly important step on that path – until Reason is mastered,
the individual or the species can make no further progress in the great work of understanding. Reason is not a “true description of the universe”;
Reason is a “mental discipline of consciousness” with the potential to initiate powerful awakenings of understanding.
30 The möbius strip is a surface with only one edge and one side. You can create one of these fun reality contortions by taking a long thin strip of paper,
making a 180˚ twist in its length, and then seal together the two ends. You can prove to yourself that this is a genuinely one-sided, one-edged shape by
putting a little paint on your finger and run it along one edge until the colour meets itself, then hold a pen on the surface and draw a line along the
centre of the strip until the line meets itself.
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These plants are extremely effective and can be cultivated and selectively bred to produce
even more effective plant varieties to deal with each of the problems the farmer faces. Unlike
poisons, these plants can change and evolve in balance with the pest’s evolution.
But a wise farmer uses many tools, never relying on only one. And there is another core tool
we have only begun to touch upon. So let us now return to the idea of landscape pattern, and we will
explore the edges of each crop field.
The Sylvan Art of Animal Summoning in Agricultural Landscapes
Your crop fields are not separate from the rest of the eco-system. The crop plants you grow
are rich and non-toxic – perfectly suited for many animals to adopt as Summoning Plants. And
indeed, many animals do. These you call “pest species”, because they compete with you for use of
humanity’s Summoning Plants.
In a natural ecosystem, predators would exploit this abundance of prey animals. Yet in the
age of oil, farms are surprisingly devoid of predators. As a result, these pest species achieve
unnaturally high population numbers, devastating your crop.
Agricultural landscapes are not like the wild landscapes that once grew where your farm now
stands – and neither should we attempt to replicate those past ecosystems. Agricultural landscapes
exist to fulfil human needs. Every element of the new agricultural ecosystem must support this
objective. Agricultural ecosystems are functional – a tool used by the farmer to support his objective
of agricultural productivity.
The farmer begins by using the art of Animal Summoning to establish useful predators in his
fields and orchards – thus to control the populations of the pests with whom he competes for the
treasures of his crop plants.
The Moonwells of Demeter’s Orchards and Fields
I expect that since you created your garden Moonwell and the frogs reached maturity, you
have noticed how difficult it is for you to maintain insect populations in your garden? In fact, you
needed to build a compost chamber to attract insects merely to feed your frogs.
As we are well aware, every species of tree frog is a far superior hunter to the Cane Toad –
and this is as true in the cane fields as in your garden.
Tree frogs are masterful hunters. They produce far less offspring, but it is a matter of quality
over quantity. In the cane fields, tree frogs can get into every corner, regardless of how thick the
foliage. Tree frogs will climb the cane stalks to hunt down the insects, where as Cane Toads can only
catch those types of insects who occur upon or slightly above the ground surface. Cane Toads are a
significantly inferior means of insect control.
Obviously, it is much more effective to have frogs (particularly tree frogs) in your crop fields –
yet you can only have frogs in fields that are cultivated without the use of any agro-poisons
whatsoever.
Frogs are hypersensitive to poisons. Amusingly, Cane Toads, like frogs, are also sensitive to
poison, but a little less so. It surprising that the incompetent wretch who introduced them did not
question why there were no frogs in the cane fields! The pesticides were probably one of the
primary reasons the Cane Toads left the cane fields.
However, I digress.
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Frogs are hypersensitive to poisons. If you put your Green Tree Frog tadpoles in a jar of tap
water, they will die from the chlorine content. This means frogs appeal primarily to organic farmers
and to farmers who are intending to use only fertilizer inputs – no agro-poisons. There are many
animals who can be used in combination with agro-poisons, but frogs are not among them.
In fact, having healthy Moonwells and frogs in your fields and orchards is powerful proof that
you are not using poisons. Regulating bodies for the organic industries ought consider usefulness of
this living “bio-indicator”.
If poisons are not being used, it is quite easy to establish Moonwell ponds at each corner of
your fields. These Moonwells will require a net suspended above the water surface to protect the
tadpoles from bird predation – as you want a more than usual number of tadpoles to survive.
The fact is that with most animals whom you are attracting for pest control, you will be
maintaining far higher numbers per area than would occur in the wild. This is possible because your
animal’s habitat features and summoning plants (i.e. the crop plants who attract the insects that feed
the predator you are summoning) are in extremely high density. In fact, you want to encourage your
predators (your frogs, for example) to achieve such high population numbers that the prey species
(the insect pest, for example) will be utterly wiped out.
For this reason you want to make sure your Moonwells are extremely well stocked with food
so that vast numbers of tadpoles will emerge as frogs. Tadpoles munch on algae and the
decomposing leaves of water plants – you want to avoid lily-pad style water plants, and concentrate
upon aquatic plants that grow beneath the water surface. You want as much sunlight as possible to
penetrate the water column. In fact, an elevated, clear glass or crystal Moonwell bowl would not be
unadvisable, for it will allow sunlight to penetrate vertically as well as horizontally – and this will
result in thick growths of algae on the walls of the Moonwell. I strongly advise against the use of
plastic in this construction, as plastic photo-degrades, quickly weakening the structure and often
into poisons. Many frog breeders I have spoken to have found that plastic in frog pond significantly
reduces the health of the frogs.
High numbers of frogs mean high levels of competition for insect food. This extreme
competition for food will result in the finest hunters being the most successful survivors and thus,
breeders. This means that you are breeding frog lineages that are particularly suited to your field
ecosystem – exactly as you breed dogs for particular qualities. Your specialist frog lineages will be a
very precious asset, cultivated over centuries and a part of your farm. Though they may be the same
species, they will be quite different from the frogs in the rainforest – they will be your frogs,
biological masters at hunting in your fields. They are a living aspect and asset of the ecological
landscape of your farm.
There is also the issue of high evaporation levels to be addressed in maintaining Moonwells in
agricultural fields. There are all sorts of ways of managing this problem, the more obvious being
clear moisture traps above the water surface and underground (essentially evaporation-proof)
reservoirs that the tadpoles can retreat to if the pond dries out completely. However, you can have
fun designing these devices. The purpose of this scroll is to inspire you with understanding. Having
learned new ways of thinking, you can address for yourself the many technical facets you will
encounter in creating ecosystems that serve your needs – that is my gift to you.
The primary benefits of tree frogs will actualize in your fruit orchards. Every tree frog is an
expert tree climber, it will ascend the trees within a few weeks of emerging from the pond – and for
the rest of its life, it will descend to the ground as seldom as possible. A tree frog can get to the very
highest and most delicate limbs in your orchard tree – and it will. In this way, the frogs will be
inaccessible to your free range chickens who are foraging on the ground. However, while you can use
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outlet siphons to allow the Moonwells to provide a water source for your chickens, the Moonwells
will have to be elevated and a wire net fitted over the water surface to prevent the chickens and
other birds from eating the tadpoles.
In a system like this, you will want to exclude any Cane Toads, and I have outlined the
methods for doing this in another section (see On Considerations of Ecological
Imbalance and Exclusion by Threat, p121). Elevating your frog pond will not only protect the frogs
from birds, it will also protect the frogs from Cane Toad predation. Cane Toads will not only eat your
frogs spawn, tadpoles and juvenile frogs, they are also incapable of climbing (and hence they can’t
protect your orchard trees), and they will poison any chickens or other useful predators who eat
them. Because Cane Toads are a ground dwelling animal, your chickens will uncover any juveniles
and eat them! Hence, excluding Cane Toads will be an important element of this system. So let us
consider this problem.
A solid fence around the edge of each chicken run enclosure needs to be driven into the
ground to a depth of 30cm or so to prevent the chickens from digging their way out. This feature is a
requist of any free range chicken run anyways, but by making it solid and raising it 50cm above the
ground it gains the double function of excluding Cane Toads. Cane Toads can’t climb. In addition to
this barrier ensure that your frog pond Moonwells are elevated to at least 50cm height - and Cane
Taods will not be able to establish in your chicken runs.
Tree frogs of every size and variety ought be encouraged in your orchards, and they are
usefully voraciously predators who require virtually no maintainence. Consider that moths are one
of the favoured meals of frogs, and the Fruit-Piercing Moth (Eudocima salaminia) of Australia, while
pretty, causes a vast amount of damage to orchard crops every year. Your tree frogs, like this moth,
are primarily nocturnal – Will-o-Wisps could be extremely useful in this dynamic. The tree frogs will
make a spectacular banquet of the moths, and neither do these frogs have any interest in your fruit
or the leaves of your trees.
You will also note an extremely useful ecological pattern of coupling between the active
season of insectivourous predators and the breeding season of insects. Frogs become extremely
active at the onset of Spring – exactly the same point in the year when the fruit trees begin their
cycle of production, and the insects lavea, having completed their pupation, begin to emerge en
masse as fully-formed adult. By the arrival of Summer/Autumn and the fruit harvest season, the
frogs of your orchard will have already devoured most of the insects over the preceeding six months!
You will find this kind of extremely useful coupling of predator, prey, and plant activity cycles to
repeat itself throughout Nature – much to the clever farmer’s joy!
And not only are frogs useful in your orchards. Frogs can also be used in almost any kind of
crop field that minimizes the use of pesticides. Consider the value of extremely small frogs in your
grain fields. In every country there are many species of frog who are so tiny they can climb up a
wheat stalk! In every country there are dozens of native frog species you can choose from, and you
should choose colours and sizes to suit your crop and its pests.
In every situation it is always best to use the native species of frogs, as these are not only
adapted to the conditions and soil element balances in the region, they are also resistant to the more
native diseases and evolved with defenses against the native predators. It is a wise strategy to begin
with a wide range of native frog species, as every different species specializes in hunting in a
different ecological niche and thus, a range of frog species provides better coverage. In addition,
some of the species you choose will thrive in the landscape, others will have difficulty; by choosing a
range of species you allow natural selection to find the best tools for your purposes. When you
decide upon the frog species you want, you can get frogspawn for each from a local frog breeder.
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Allow these eggs to develop into tadpoles in a protected tank before releasing them into your
Moonwells.
Many animals eat tadpoles, so frog produce far more tadpoles than an ecosystem can support
if they all survive. However, by shielding your Moonwells to exclude predators, you ensure that all
the frogs will survive! This means the pressure to hunt will be shocking – and insect populations will
be wiped out on a scale that would not occur in wild ecosystems. However, if you leave the
extremely high frog populations to fend for themselves overwinter, the population will collapse,
reducing to almost zero. Green Tree Frogs take two years to reach breeding maturity (but they start
hunting the moment they leave the pond), and many other frogs species have these relatively long
juvenile stages. In addition frogs dramaticly improve their hunting and survival skills as they grow.
This means that your population of established adult frogs are a valuable resource that cannot be
allowed to be collapse. For this reason you will have to produce artificial food sources for them to
overwinter on. By doing this you will be facilitating the presence of unnaturally high numbers of
predators in your fields, and this is a very useful agricultural strategy called “controlled ecological
imbalance”; it can be used in many of your animal summoning formulae, and we will address it in a
later section.
However, frogs are particularly easy to use in this way, as they (and the insects!) become
semi-dormant over winter. He problems you will face with food shortages for your frogs will occur
in the seasons where you have no pests occurring in your fields. During these years you can take the
opportunity of fertilizing your fields with your cattle mature, and using this to breed dung beetles –
who will not only feed your frogs magnificently, they will also contribute their services composting
the manure into super-potent ferilizer! After all – waste not want not.
The frogs will have a banquet in agricultural landscapes that have been shaped to suit their
needs. The frogs are far superior hunter to Cane Toads, and they will eat anything that moves. A fully
mature Green Tree Frog will even eat a mouse! I have seen it happen.
However, in both your fields and your orchards, there is another habitat feature you will need
in order to fully exploit this resource offered to you by Mother Nature in the form of the lovely
helpful agricultural skills of the frogs.
The Will-o-Wisps of Demeter’s Fields
In the medieval ages, a “will-o-wisp” was believed to be a legendary moving ball of light,
prankish nocturnal Nature spirits who would lead lost travellers into their graves in deep bogs.
In the sylvan fields and orchards of Demeter, the farmer will have a “night-light” with a small
battery and a photovoltaic solar panel. During the day, the panel will use sunlight to recharge the
battery. When the sun sets, the light will automatically switch on – and the insects will be attracted.
This light will be raised on a long shaft, both so that it is visible through the whole field and so
that it is inaccessible to feline predators, yet there will be frog ladders leading up the shaft (vines are
probably one of the better forms). Around the light there will be many hunting and singing podiums
(long hollow tubes whose open ends point toward the light) set up for the frogs to sit on so they can
catch the insects attracted to the light.
And so our little green comrades will spend all night munching on the insects in your fields.
When a frog’s belly becomes full, it will toddle off to do something else, and another will take its
place.
If your realm has varieties of frogs who are active during the day, so much the better. Ensure
that both day-active and night-active frogs are established through your field. Either way, there are
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plenty of species of frog to explore, and there will be some who harmonize with your field ecosystem
better than others. Stick to your native frogs, and avoid imports.
And yet frogs are only the beginning. The presence of insect populations opens the
opportunity for establishing entire healthy ecosystems through the farmers’ fields; and for these
many predators, the crop plants will be their Summoning Plants, for the crop plants attract the
insects upon which these predators rely.
Frogs are the best of the nocturnal insect predators. If your primary crop pests are nocturnal,
the frog is the animal you ought be summoning to eat them. However, if your insects won’t get out of
bed during the night, then set your will-o-wisps to switch on before dusk, and thus to “extend the
day” for a few hours, then switch on again a few hours before dawn. If the particular type of pest still
won’t get out of bed, then you will need a second animal in your agricultural ecosystem.
Let us now explore this next lovely little helper of farmer!
The Stone Labyrinth of Demeter’s Field Lizards
The lizards in your field will not eat your crop – they are entirely disinterested in your plants.
They eat the insects.
Lizards are insectivorous – they perform the same role as the frogs, though they are only
active during the day. Filling your fields and orchards with lizards is a powerful method of
controlling insect crop pests. With lizards and birds feasting on the insects during the day, and frogs
and bats feasting on the insects at night, you have a powerful pest control system – and this is the
nature of the new agricultural ecosystems of The Sylvan farms.
Lizards come in a size range that will manage every small pest in the farmer’s fields. From
extremely small lizards who can scale a blade of wheat, to the large dragons of Australia who will
clean up large beetles and locusts. Your lizards are one of your best allies.
Summoning these lizards is not difficult. All animals summoning formulae rely upon
Summoning Plants, habitat features and ecological connectivity – these are the three greater
principles of animal summoning.
The Summoning Plants of the lizards are those that attract the insects they eat. Indeed, the
crop plants of your agricultural ecosystem are the primary Summoning Plants for all of the predators
you are summoning!
Lizards also require a particular habitat feature – The Stone Labyrinths. This is what you will
need to build in order to summon the lizards.
Increasing lizard diversity and density in a location involves the placement of rocky outcrops
that are riddled with passages and small caves – and this can easily be done by making a pile of large
stones. Lizards love this sort of complex convoluted environment, it gives them a safe place to hide at
night and a place to hibernate during the cold seasons – for they are cold blooded animals and thus
usually inactive at night and during the cold months. This kind of habitat feature is essential for most
lizard species to establish in high numbers through a landscape.
You can place your stone laberynths in the hedgerows (see below, The Sylvan Hedgerows of
Demeter’s Fields, p208) that run alone the sides of the fields. Place dense clumps of insect attracting
sacrificial plants over and around the stone laberynth to attract the insects away from your crop and
straight into the mouths of your lizards.
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A pile of stones is easy to create – just dump the stones in position. However, if you have the
time and resources, you can create a much better system by building your big rough stones into a
column that is “glued” together by blobs of concrete at the points where the irregular stone touch.
These laberynthine columns will rise above the hedgerows, and this is an important feature – a
thermal collector. Lizards can’t control their own body temperature – they need to collect heat from
the environment before they become active. By designing the stone labyrinth as a column you
achieve two useful objectives: first, the increased height means increased volume and thus the
labyrinth can support more lizards; and second, elevating the top of the labyrinth into the sunlight
above the hedgerow ensures it collects warmth, and thus wakens your lizards earlier in the morning.
Make sure you place a suspended wire roof above the top of your column, as the lizards will all
crowd up there in the morning to warm up in the sunlight – and this will make them easy prey for
your birds of prey to swoop down upon and carry off, unless there is a protective mesh screen above
them! These kind of pillars-like columns can also be easily established within your furit orchards.
You can attune your summoning to determine the size of lizard you want by controling the
size of the holes and passages in your stone labyrinths. If the passages are small, then it will attract
only small lizards – but if the passage sizes are large, then it will attract large species of lizard. You
control the passage size by controlling the size of the stones used to make the stone labyrinth. To
attract small lizards (5-15cm long) use stones that average around 10cm diameter. To attract large
lizard species (30-40cm long) use rough stones chunks that avaerage around 30-50cm long.
Lizards are suitable for managing insect pests, but they can be a problem in fields where
rodents are the primary pests. This is because birds of prey find lizards to be an easier target then
rodents – particularly early in the morning when the rodents are fast and hungry but the lizards are
slow and must peach in open sunlight while they warm up. In addition, rodents will also use the
stone labyrinths as safe nesting habitat – and this will make them difficult to rout out.
Rodents are often a problem in fields of grain (wheat and barley, etc). The appropriate
strategy in this situation is to design your stone labyrinths to attract only the very small lizard
species (the size noted above ought be safe). These small lizards can climb the stalks of grain bearing
grasses without damaging the plants and thus will provide additional control of insect pests.
However, the stone layrinths they use feature extremely narrow entries and passageways, and thus,
will not be suitable for your rodents. At best, the rodents will dig holes under them and nest in
underground chambers, unprotected by – and these rodent nest holes will be easy and
uncomplicated for your snakes to locate and clean out. From the snake’s point of view, it is much
easier to pursue a prey animal through a burrow than through the complicated and convoltued
tunnel systems of the stone laberynths. This fact is important for conserving your lizards and is
probably one of the reasons lizards favour rocky labyrinthine habitat.
Stone labyrinths will be the primary habitat feature for all non-burrowing lizards. Even the
arboreal lizards of your orchads will descend from the treetops use your stone labyrinths during
their low-activity periods, and these will allow your habitat to support far higher numbers of these
arboreal reptiles than merely relying upon natural crack-like tree hollows and the like.
Many lizards and geckoes use riparian corridors to move through a landscape. This is the
primary factor in the ecological connectivity of most of your animal summoning formulae. If your
riparian corridors are healthy and well-connected, you will easily be able to draw large populations
of many different sizes and species of lizards. You will be amazed to discover that almost types of
lizard will rely upon those riparian corridors.
Lizards are a vast and diverse group, and in your biogeographic region, there will be
particular species of lizards best suited to your needs. Each specializes in a different landscape type
(e.g. deserts, savannas, or forests) and a different ecological niche within that environment (e.g.
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forest canopy, the bark of tree trunks, or vegetations groundcover). The farmer will usually seek to
summon those who specialize at hunting in densely planted ground or in canopy niches. Examining
the ecology of these lizard species and the location of their source populations will allow you to
identify your most useful helpers and then fine-tune your summoning. Almost all non-burrowing
species will need stone labyrinths, however, some species may require other unusual habitat
features. The giant (50-70cm long) Eastern Water Dragons (Phsignathus lesueurii) of The Brisbane
Valley are fantastic insect hunters, each individual consuming vast numbers of crop pests every day.
However, they require healthy and well-connected riparian waterways to be summoned, and their
density in a landscape will correlate with the proximity and quantity of water – they are fantasic
option if you have a creeks running through your farm and a healthy dam filled with water plants.
Merely erecting a series of stone labyrinths will certainly result in a large population of lizards,
though you will be accepting whatever species come (and that is generally a fine plan). But if you
want to summon a particular species for some odd reason, then understanding its specific (and often
unique) ecological needs will be important.
While a stone labyrinth is important for summoning most surface-dwelling lizards,
burrowing lizards are often very useful too. These are most often “legless lizards” who look much
like snakes. These little hunters will be highly effective at managing the larger insect pests that
attack the roots of your plants – and there are many other burrowing animals you can also use. Of
course, they will also eat your valuable earthworms – and that is a situation you certainly don’t want,
as earthworms live for years and thus take time to cultivate! Thus, you won’t usually want to be
encouraging high numbers of legless burrowing lizards unless you expereinece an outbreak of rootmuching pest insects. In that scenario, I suggest you buy a few cases of legless lizards and release
them into your field – then let their populations collapse to a natural balance as their prey
populations are decimated. Turning the earth immediately after the outbreak has been managed will
also help frighten off most of the big legless lizards who have survived.
Be assured that there will be businesses who will breed short life-span precocious
agricultural hunting animals to manage pest outbreaks – and when those outbreak occur, a few cases
of legless lizards or other appropriate animals will be an opportunity that both you and the animals
you have bought will gratefully appreciate! Yet whereconcerns most “wild” animal species, only a
fool would buy them! The obvious is that you can summon yourself for free – and even if you bought
the animals you would still have to perform the same summoning merely to keep them! But this is
not the real reason for avoiding the purchase of “pseudo-wild” animals you intend to turn loose in
your fields. Captive-reared animals are invariably poor hunters – particularly if they are an animal
with parental behaviour. You might be surprised to learn that most domestic cats can’t hunt mice.
Certainly, your pet cat will kill the occasional bird that nests in easy vunerable line of sight – but
mice are a genuine challenge. Kittens have to learn this skill from their parents – and without that
parental behaviour, they will never be capable of developing this hunting skill. If you live in the city
and you want a cat that can hunt mice, then find a commercial horse stable. There are always cats
living in these stables, and their kittens will possess the ancient and honourable skill of hunting
mice. Animals with parental behaviour need to learn their hunting skills from their parents. These
are skills that have been developed and refined and passed on from parent to offspring in unbroken
lines that stretch back thousands of years.
Are they really unbroken lines stretching over thousands or even millions of years, you ask?
Indeed, they are – because when a line is broken and the hunting/survival skills are not
passed on from parent to offspring, the young animal either dies or barely survives but never has
enough food to become strong and healthy enough to attain the level of body condition necessary for
the highly competitive breeding seasons. Captive-raised family-social animals are artificially
sustained. They have lost connection to the unbroken line of thousands of years of hunting skills to
pass on to their offspring – Shun them!
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Precocious animals31 are a little different. Animals learn best when they are young, and
animals bred in captivity are unlikely to ever become hunters the equal of wild animals. However,
during pest outbreaks, the buying populations of short-lifecycle precocious animal species is a not
only a viable option, but a very important and useful strategy. When a pest is in abundance, the
captive breed animals will help the wild animals reduce the numbers. In the wake of the outbreak,
the superiour hunting skills and local adaptations of the wild animals will give them higher survival
capabilities. Though this will also result in gene influx from the captive-bred population, breeders
will often have collected the best stock to work with and then selected for particular useful traits –
hence any survivors may add to the genetic wealth of your wild populations.
However, I digress.
In addition to the stone labyrinths, lizards also benefit from a second type of habitat feature dense ground cover vegetation to provide protective shelter. In your fields, your crop plants will
provide this ground cover vegetation. In your orchards, however, you will probably be using
arboreal lizards, and they will be hibernating when any deciduous trees open up overstory canopy.
Ground lizards are not less useful than chicken as groun-level insects in an orchard. I only mention
the importance of groundcover so that you are aware of the fact, should you need this information –
for your lizards will avoid fields that have recently been sewn, and unless there are fields with
groundcover at the beginning of the season, your lizards will face a difficult situation. Hedgerows can
mitigate this, and fallow fields are useful refuges, but in an open field you may lose many of your fine
hunting lizards to hungry birds. Because the birds will take the most visible lizards first, over time
the lizards will adapt their colour to suit camoflague at these vulnerable times. That process may
take several years, yet it is part of the evolutionary adjustment that all species undergo when they
enter and adapt to a new landscape type. Over time, your lizards will be magnifying their useful
traits and even developing new useful traits, and they will be discarding useless traits. Hence, they
will be changing to become organisms that are a very valuable living facet of your farm. This is the
equilibrium process called natural selection and it will result in a harmony they develop with your
landscape: a harmony which is expressed in their supreme ability to survive the conditions and
dangers of your agricultural landscape and their superb ability to hunt intruders and pests in your
agicultural landscape. Animals that have adapted to your farm are valuable assets of your farm.
And when you have established and stabilized these lizard populations through your realms
agricultural landscapes, you will discover, over the centuries to come, that these lizards are
changing. The wild lizards you first summoned will branch out to speciate into variation, each
coloured and specialized to a particular crop type in a particular region. For these lizards will have
become, sacred helpers of Demeter.
The Winged Helpers of Demeter
Your frogs will happily hunt insect pests all night, but that leaves the insects free to feast
during the day. How shall the farmer manage this problem?
There are certain types of birds who are the natural allies of every farmer.
Many small birds feed upon nectar and seeds and small fruits, but almost every bird on this
planet supplements its diet with insects. There are abundant sugars in fruit and flower offerings, yet
31 A precocious animal that is born self-sufficient and does not need to learn any behaviors through direct social interation with the parent. A butterfly
is an example of a precocious animal – the parent layes the egg, the young animal is then born completely self-sufficient and endowed with the entire
set of knowledge it needs to complete its life cycle: it does not need lessons to learn how to spin a caccon or to learn to fly of to learn how to mate, for
this knowledge is genetically coded into its being without need of lessons. Most birds, on the other hand, are not precocious – the young birds must be
fed by the parent during a period of growth and learning, during which period it requires lessons to develop the skills of flying and hunting, and only
after these lessons are complete does the young bird become self-sufficient. You may be surprised to discover that a bird who does not have a parent
(or surrogate) to teach it how to fly has a low probability of ever learning how to fly – it probably will be eaten long before it begins to contemplate
aerodynamics! Parental behavior is the primary diference between precocious and non-precocious animals.
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there is virtually no protein therein. Almost every species of bird moults each year, and needs large
amounts of protein to regenerate its feathers. Hence almost every species of fruit, seed or nectar
feeding bird also supplements its diet with insects – lots of insects. And the birds moulting and
breeding cycles will be timed to coincide with the insect blooms that occur in early Spring and
continue until the cold season.
Summoning birds to your field could be extremely useful, so let us consider this work.
One of the immediately apparent advantages of using birds to control your insect populations
is the fact that birds are not as susceptible as frogs to agro-poisons. If you are intending to use frogs,
you won’t be able to use any types of agro-poison. However, if you are using birds instead of frogs,
provided nests are not in the fields, you can still spray some level of agro-poison, as long as you do so
when the birds are not present (i.e. at night, probably).
Attracting birds to your farm is not difficult. The first step is deciding the species of bird you
want to attract. Obviously you will want to attract birds who won’t be feeding on your crop.
At this stage it is a good idea to talk to the other farmers in your town or region, as they will
probably be growing many of the same crops as you – and they will be happy for anything that
reduces their crop pest populations. To ensure your are planning wisely, I suggest telephoning the
local scientist who is researching the field of birds. When your town has decided upon several
species of birds who will be part of your local ecosystem, then you will need to go through the
standard process of formulating your animal summoning – identifying the source population,
creating the wildlife corridor, etc., and thus to establish a permanent population of the bird in your
town.
And of course, you must attend to the landscape pattern of the Summoning Plants. For this
type of landscape, you will create “sylvan woods” as the home sites for the birds. Each sylvan wood
must contain the complete range of the bird’s Summoning Plants, so that there are fruiting and
flowering plants for the whole year. This is to establish a permanent population of these birds on
your farm (a “greater summoning”) – you want the birds to stay there the whole year round and visit
your fields to go insect hunting every day of the year (provided you don’t live in an extremely cold
country where birds migrate away during the snow season).
Your sylvan woods is your bird sanctuary, each farm in the neighbourhood will have one of
these sylvan woods. These woods can thus be uses to create “stepping stones to the original source
population, allowing the bird species to spread through the landscape. This sort of sylvan wood is an
important resource for your farm, for this is what summons, nurtures and sustains “your” local
colony of birds. It ought be filled with nest boxes appropriate to the bird you are attracting, and with
other appropriate habitat features (bird baths and drinking fonts, etc.) in order to make it perfect for
your birds. Also be aware of the benefits of excluding any predators who might reduce your bird
numbers.
Obviously you will use the sylvan woods as sites for establishing many valuable timber
trunks, as well as your insect-hunting birds. This is a fine combination of uses, as the bird colony will
distribute an extremely potent and abundant natural fertilizer through this wood – their droppings.
And your timber trunks will grow very quickly as a result.
Attracting and establishing a permanent colony of insect-hunting birds on your farm is a
standard work of animal summoning. The next step is to summon them into your field to hunt the
pest insects. Now you must attend to an important habitat features that will facilitate the field
ecosystem to suit your needs.
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The Field Perches of Demeter’s Birds
You might be surprised to learn that one of the reason birds didn’t come to agricultural fields
in the age of oil was the lack of perching sites. Even a fence around the field resulted in an increased
number of birds hunting insects there! However, scientists found that the real trick was hedgerows
around fields – this dramatically increased the number of birds who visited the fields and hunted
insects there. Of course, these hedgerows have been a traditional aspect of peasant farms through
the medieval ages – and the farmers of those centuries did not waste energy on heavy-heavy
resources that had no function.
The reason these hedgerows were so effective in attracting birds was found to be two-fold:
they provided a perching site from which the bird could survey the field for tasty insects, and the
dense nature of the hedgerows provided the birds with protective cover within which it could hide
from predators – in particular, birds of prey.
Hedgerows, however, also fulfil a number of other ecological functions, and we will be looking
at those a little later. The way you will weave your summoning will always be determined by the
objectives you wish to achieve. Hedgerows are extremely effective in calling types of predators who
are effective at managing small mammal pests (mice, for example). However, these same predators
would reduce the numbers of our insect eaters (e.g. birds and frogs). For this reason, hedgerows are
often not suitable for fields where the only sort of animal pests we need control are insects.
Instead of using hedgerows, we will create a habitat feature to replicate the benefits of
hedgerows, without the disadvantages. We will call these “Field Perches”.
A field perch is essentially a round-edged horizontal beam (a pole) of diameter suitable for
birds to perch on (1-4cm diameter, usually) lifted to a height that allows the birds wide visibility
over the field. The purpose of this feature is to allow the bird somewhere to sit while it scans the
field for its supper of insects.
The structure holding the perch up could be a set of beams or anything else – apart from its
structural function, its ecological design ought ensure that it cannot be climbed by predators (e.g.
felines). Hence the bird’s perch is safe from predators who would attack from below.
Attached to the horizontal perching pole ought be some form of “roof”. This is a protective
cover that both shades the birds from the heat of the sun and, more importantly, from aerial
predators (birds of prey). Thus is formed a completely safe site for birds perch upon in order to feast
upon the insects of your field.
The perches may be positioned anywhere convenient around the field. Most farmers will
probably have lines of field perches around the edges of each field, so as not to interfere with the
harvest machines.
One other factor will be important. When humans began creating open water troughs for
their stock in arid landscapes, vast numbers of bird species who did not naturally occur in those
landscapes moved there. Scientist became very excited by this and a lot of research proceeded. In
most landscapes, one would not bother addressing water supply as a habitat feature relevant to an
animal summoning – as one can usually assume safely that the animal will attend to this need
without help. But in agricultural landscapes, where birds are spending long periods in the hot sun, a
water source is an important habitat feature. These water fonts can be designed in many different
ways to exclude problem animals and invite only those animals summoned.
Remember that if you are using Moonwells, they will be netted to prevent bird predation, and
the birds will not be able to access these water supplies. However, you can create shallow basins
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hydrological connected to and fed by the Moonwells, or you can have another water source within
short flight distance (perhaps in the sylvan wood that is the bird’s colonial nesting site – after all, the
more exercise the birds do, the hungrier they will be, but also, the more time they will waste and the
less energy they will have for health and breeding).
It is also important to understand nutrient flows in an environment. Those insects that the
birds are eating are not merely being removed from your fields – they are being transformed into
fertilizer. Bird droppings – one of the most powerful and important fertilizers in natural ecosystems.
These droppings will be concentrated in two places on your farm – the sylvan woods that are the
colony’s nesting site, the orchards they hunt in (very useful!), and in the rows underneath the field
perches.
The large amounts of droppings being deposited under the field perches are extremely useful
to you – though energy will be required to move them from the beneath the perches to the centres of
the fields. There is one form of free energy available to you for this purpose – gravitational energy.
Gravitation draws the droppings from the bird straight down to the ground. Yet if a
catchment is placed above the ground, then gravitation will only draw the dropping down to the
height of the catchment. Channels can run from this catchment device to direct the nutrients to any
location you choose. When rain comes, it will dissolve the dried dropping in the catchment, and carry
them down the channels to the appropriate locations in the field. These channels are part of the
hydrological structure of the field. They can connect to irrigation channels or be used in any other
way you see fit. During fallow periods, they can be blocked to allow nutrient level to build in
preparation for the re-activation of the field for crop use. Alternatively, all the channels can run to a
single point where you establish an evaporation pan collect the concentrated nutrients and add it to
the fertilizers you spread on the field. Use your imagination to fulfil your needs – it is the secret of
humanity’s success!
And so you have learned a wide variety of techniques for managing insect pests, and profiting
in many ways from these new systems. Now, let us expand our consciousness, and elevate our
animal summoning onto a new scale! For we begin a working that will transform the agricultural
landscape in a powerful and evocative way, altering humanities very image of human farms. Let us
spread our wings and call forth our dream of the farms of the future.
The Night Caverns of Demeter’s Aerial Acrobats
As The Sun sets each evening, you are probably accustomed to seeing the silloettes of small
birds streaking through the sky. Often these are not birds, but microbats (i.e. microchiroptera). Most
cities in temperate or warmer climates will have many species of microbat – Brisbane has over
twenty, and each is uniquely fascinating. Microbats are extremely tiny, often smaller than the closed
fist of a man, but they are very fast, graceful and supremely agile – for they hunt flying insects.
And they are masters at hunting in complete darkness.
Microbats use a highly sophisticated form of sonar called echolocation. They are so finely
atunned that they can pinpoint insects as small as mosquitos and catch them in at high speed –
indeed, mosquitos make up a large part of the diet of most microbats, though they prefer large
insects when the opportunity arises. Research has uncovered that a single microbat eats up to 1200
insects every night! In addition, microbats have the ability to range far in search of food during lean
times. In addition, most bats enter a torpor (deep sleep) during the cold months when insects and
flowers are scarce. The combination of these two behaviours mean that bats can exist in very high
numbers in a landscape. And that is another feature attractive to the farmer, as these little aerial
acobats are masters of pest control.
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Frogs have difficultly establishing in landscapes where high levels of pesticides are used, but
microbats are a viable nocturnal pest control in these sorts of environment. Microbats are not
directly affected either by the application of pesticides or by residue (though bioaccumulation
remains a problem) – unless it is spracyed into their roosting site. However, microbats generally
hunt only aerial targets and are thus less useful against insects that have settled upon a plant.
Microbats may pick off these settled insects if they are on the outer regions of the plant, but many
pests have evolved behaviours to avoid obviously noticeable locations of a plant. A tree frog will
climb among stems and branches of the plant, picking off anything that moves – even those on the
underside of the leaves. This means that the optimum system for control of nocturnal pest insects
involves the use of both frogs and bats.
Some species of microbat are solitary, roosting in tree hollows or hanging for appropriate
pearches, but most species are communal – and these are the sort that are of most use to the farmer.
Summoning microbats relies upon the use of a particular habitat feature: a bat cave.
Microbat caves are not large – indeed, they can be small and easily built. The entrace (i.e.
“cavern mouth”) ought be long and narrow, thus to exclude larger bats and other animals while still
allowing high numbers of small bats to move in and out of the cavern without congestion. Multiple
cavern mouths are beneficial. Over and around the cavern ought be grown dense clumps of plants
that produce white flowers. This will increase the attractive power of the habitat feature to
attracting the bats to the site so that they will quickly discover and establish in the cavern. You
would be wise to ensure that many different species of white flower plants are used in the
vegetation patch that nestles your bat cave. This is to ensure that there will be several flowering
periods throughout the year. Bats, like birds, eat nectar for energy and insects for protein. By
ensuring that there are ready sources of nectar immediately adjacent to the bat cave, your microbats
will waste less time searching for flowers, and thus will have more time and energy to phunt your
crop pests. White flowering plants are the Summoning Plant of most bats, hence placing clumps of
these around the fields you wish the bats to protect will ensure your night hunters gather at those
locations.
While on the subject of bats, it also ought be noted that many larger species of bats, like the
thres species of Flying Fox (Pteropus sp.) native to Brisbane, are fructivourous, specialize for a diet of
fruit and nectar. Their preference for fruit often terrifies gardeners and orchard farmers alike, but
according to some Brisbane reseachers, fructivorous bats like these Flying Foxes favour native fruits
and flowers over cultivated varieties – though Papya fruits are a noteable exception! Nevertheless,
large bat species are some of the most important pollinators and seed dispersers in any ecosystem to
which they are native. Birds tend to drop seeds they have eaten relatively close to the parent trees.
Bat, however, will carry the seeds very long distances before defecating them. Likewise, trees that
produce white flowers are usually pollinated by a nocturnal animal – for bright almost luminescent
white is the most visible colour to nocturnal animals.
White flowers rarely produce nectar during the day and most will also seal their pollen
receptical (i.e. the stigma) during the day. Thus, while birds and bees may be visiting these flowers
during the day, they will be unable to fertilize them. Only nocturnal polliators can do that – and bats
are the primary candidate. Bats who come to feed on the nectar will carry the pollen far and wide to
fertile other flowers throughout your city or wilderness fragment. Here in Brisbane most eucalypts,
quandong and dozens of other iconic Australian wild tree species could not survive without the bats
to pollinate their flowers and spread their seeds.
The Calling of The Eagles
In many fields, insects are often the lesser problem – mice and small birds are sometimes a
much bigger problem. In these kinds of situations, the farmer will want a very different kind of
ecosystem.
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Consider the benefits of having great birds of prey (hawks, and falcons, etc.) nesting above
each of your fields of grain.
Why are these birds not already there, for surely your grain is for them a Summoning Plant it attracts their prey (mice, small grain-eating birds, and even the crows)?
Even when their Summoning Plants are present, some creatures also require a special habitat
feature that is essential to their ecology, before they can establish in an area. This is the second
greater principal of Animal Summoning. This need becomes clear when you consider the nests of the
birds of prey. Most nest in high eyries, out of harm’s reach, with a wide view of the land, and an easy
take-off elevation. But almost never are trees suitable for this need.
As once I travelled down the coast of Australia, through a place in New South Wales called
Hastings Point, I noted tall poles, each with a wide flat disc (1-1.5m diameter) of steel mesh atop it.
These strange configurations interspersed the lampposts on the side of the main street, and they
were much taller than any other structure. And as I watched closely I saw their meaning.
Upon these discs the sea eagles built large nests of sticks.
I asked around the town and I discovered at the heart of the little village was a powerful
organization of local folk who protected the land and oceans - and at its centre was a strange wild
old man. He was twisted and gnarled and tough and silently aggressive, like a stubborn old tree that
the ocean winds had beaten and bent, but failed to break. He was wise and angry, but in his mind he
was free. And his life he had spent studying the ways of Mother Nature, and her wisdom burned in
his soul like a fire in a hearth. In the time I spent in the hospitality of his hut, he honoured me by
showing me his life in the museum of his treasures: shells and corals, beautiful branches of
weathered wood and lovely seaweed tethers. Treasures the likes of which I have never seen
elsewhere. And after sharing his table and hearing his tales, I knew my soul had grown. For this wise
old man, who spoke to the birds of the sea, he knew their ways, and he taught them to me. Now I
share with you another wild secret that through your fields of fertile grain all the year will ring: the
song of the eagle, who to the birds is their king.
But I must warn you, gentle reader, this is a powerful calling. For it to be successful, you must
remember and abide by the rules of Animal Summoning.
The principal of ecological connectivity will govern the success of your calling – there must be
animals in range to spread into the new habitat you are opening for them. So the summoning will
begin with the farms of the edge of established eagle territory. Because established territory is
always divided up among the dominant animals, new young male birds usually have to wait for the
death of an established adult before there is territory they can compete for. The only alternative is to
leave and search for new territory – an exodus that occurs every season among most territorial
animals. These young males will spread into the newly opened habitat created by the farmers, the
strongest will claim the nests and thus attract mates. Each breeding season the new harvest of young
males will spread further into the newly opened habitat, until all appropriately ecoscaped
agricultural landscape is home to the eagles.
Here in southeast Queensland, the impressively graceful Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrines)
has successfully adapted to agricultural landscapes, though its numbers are low, both because of the
landscapes have not been ecoscaped to its needs and because of the serious problem presented by
biomagnification. The small (40cm) Black-Shouldered Kite (Elanus axillaris) also persists though
most agricultural landscapes, though in very low numbers. In the wetter, lusher agricultural areas,
the large 60cm Whistling Kite (Haliastur sphenurus) maintains some sparse populations. The giant
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110cm Wedge-Tailed Eagle (Aquila audax) also persists on some farms where significant native
woodland fragments persist, and the establishment of the sylvan woods through agricultural
landscapes will dramatically assist in the re-establishment of population of this regal bird of prey.
Nevertheless, the numbers of all of these birds are extremely low through Brisbane’s local
agricultural landscapes not only because of the absence of ecological elements appropriate to their
needs, but more importantly due to an powerful exclusion factor: biomagnification (see The Pyramid
of Biomagnification, p345).
And yet, with a few small changes to your farms, all of these magnificent birds of prey can
easily be summoned and established through your agricultural landscape in very healthy numbers.
Many of these birds of prey can be summoned almost instantly, but others have long ago
disappeared from your agricultural landscapes, and usually these are the largest and greatest of
these regal predators. These are the lost species of the eagles, and they will return.
So it is to the farms around the wilderness fragments of the national parks that the lost
species of eagles will first move. Each season they will spread further from the wilderness fragments
into the nesting sites on the adjacent farms. And as the eagles are sited, word of their coming will
spread. It may take many seasons for eagles to reach the farms who are situated far from these great
birds’ few remaining bastions left by the age of oil, the last eyries of the eagles.
The Sylvan Hedgerows of Demeter’s Fields
So let us now speak of some traditional methods that have been used by the farmers of The
British Isles for many centuries. These farmers had neither pesticides, nor time to waste – they
preserved only methods that fulfilled agricultural functions. Modern folk would do well to begin
examining the archetype features of these old farms, and begin asking “why”.
The first secret of our ancestors is the hedgerow system they grew between the fields of crop.
When scientists studied these, they found that fields with hedgerow systems had significantly
increased levels of bird life and significantly decreased levels of insect pests. A lot of research has
been done on the benefits of these hedgerows, and we have already discussed the benefits from the
point of view of insect pests. Yet we choose not to use hedgerow systems in situations where we
were creating balances solely to influence insect pests. So then, when would we use hedgerows?
Hedgerows provide a natural ambush point for predators. With the hawks overhead during
the day, and owls overhead at night, the small mammals (mice, rabbits, etc.) will tend to travel
beneath these hedgerows. Seed-eating birds will also hide here.
Thus, instead of searching a vast field, predators can merely lie in wait in the hedgerows. You
can even design perfect ambush points at regular intervals, and fill these regions of the hedgerow
with sacrificial plants designed to attract the pest species (there are some plants who position their
flowers facing downward and close to the ground for mammal pollinators; clumps of low-stemmed
seed grasses and many other similar plants can attend these to attract mice and other small mammal
pests to these very rich points). And with this change in prospects, the predators will come.
So who are these predators who will protect the grain of your field?
Alas, they will usually not be native here in The Great Southern Land. Indeed, these predators
themselves have usually been labelled as pests.
Feral cats and foxes. Experts at hunting the small mammals and seed-eating birds attracted to
the hedgerows. Yet the Australian government labels these folk as “introduced feral pest animals”.
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Every year our governments spend vast amounts of coin trying to control and reduce the
numbers of these feral pests. And if the objective is wisely defined, then this is appropriate. But the
truth is that these animals will not be controlled and destroyed by man. They will adapt, forget their
past, and become new native creatures of this land. The cats in the desert will lose all their variation
in colour, the leftovers of their domestic life. In the years to come they will all be but one colour – the
colour of the desert. Their size will change too, to suit the needs of their hunt. This is evolution. Life
is change, the wheel turns, and the great god, Atlas, himself cannot halt it! Neither should he try. No
creature benefits from clinging to its false cosmetic identity, to fear the flow of change. The feral cats
in the desert will lose the garb of their home. The feral cats in the forest, a different path will roam.
And fox will shed his coat of wild autumn red, for in these forests evergreen, no flaming leaves are
ever shed! Change! Change is Life! Change is The Turning of The Wheel! And each Spring, that
Rainbow Serpent, doth from his face, his skin peel!
And so, gentle reader, those feral pests in your ground, you will kill them or they will change,
a new balance will be found. Therefore, I council you, gentle reader, if you would call an animal
“invasive” or “feral”, then kill it utterly!
If you can’t kill it, then cease to rant folly. Call the animal for what it is – a “new native
species”. From there you will proceed to define your objectives in regard to its integration into the
ecosystem, for there will likely be beautiful or important pre-established native species whom the
behaviours of the “new native species” will be threatening. You must learn to perceive the new
creature’s soul and fully understand its ways, from there you will see the steps you must take in your
path to the fulfilment of the new ecosystem balance you seek.
Indeed, those carnivores will be the farmer’s best friends. The hawks will circle your fields,
and the cats will wait in your hedges. In truth, the foxes really just get in the way of cats, who are by
far the superior hunters. But as the foxes are already here, we will use them. You will also need to
build special habitat features to keeps the cats and hawks from your insectivorous birds. This is a
human created landscape, there can be no argument for standing back and letting useful creatures
die so you can pompously declare it “Nature’s way”. That is the act of a fool. We tune the balance to
suit our needs. Humanity shapes this landscape, as much by inaction as by action, and humanity is
responsible for the tapestry of its completed form. You are weaving this ecosystem. By each subtle
thread you draw through the landscape, you must alter and assist the flows to find their balance.
This will mean you must create habitat features to facilitate the presence of each of the small
insectivorous bird species you have chosen. Specially designed safe perches of a size that excludes
the seed-eating birds might be useful, and you will need to place secure nest boxes in every soul tree
you grow. These are some basic habitat features that will keep your insectivorous birds safe from
the cats and the hawks. You can’t afford to waste the valuable belly space of your predators.
This is what you must do to establish an ecosystem that you can use to your advantage. It is
worse than pointless to attract animals to a farm merely because they are native, rare, or cute. You
are weaving this new ecosystem. Let ignorant fools cry out that you are exploiting feral pests for
your own benefit. You are. But the agricultural habitat is created by humans, and in human created
landscapes, the needs of humans must come first. That is the reason we created these landscapes.
The hedges are to be arranged to connect up the sylvan woods of your farm, for these are the
wild corridors that connect the islands of habitat. The hedges are useful to both birds and predators;
they also allow genetic movement between the woods. This turns the valuable woodland stands into
viable ecosystem, which you will use to your advantage. And this healthy complexity and balance of
life will also reduce the number of parasites and pathogens on your valuable timber trees.
The best hedgerows will contain a diversity of the small tree species, all should be
Summoning Plants or sacrificial plants appropriate to the area. Where you are blending insect
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predators and larger predators, these hedgerows can be filled with the Summoning Plants of the
insectivorous birds you wish to attract. These types of Summoning Plants and sacrificial plants can
be positioned in the “safe” regions of the hedgerow stretches, between the ambush points you have
created for the predators to use. At rare intervals the farmer can place a lone paddock tree rising up
out of the hedgerows. These are ecologically important, particularly for birds. They are also another
opportunity to put in a rare and valuable native wood trunk.
And remember that you care weaving your tapestry in the temporal dimension, as well as the
spatial dimensions. At the ambush points, choose sacrificial plants timed to fruit before your crop
plants begin fruiting. Best is if you can choose predators whose breeding seasons will coincide with
this point. During their breeding season predators will take the great number of prey species. In this
way, you drastically reduce the populations of seed or fruit pests immediately before your crops
begin producing the valuable (and vulnerable!) harvest.
As you see, the patterns of your tapestry extend through time, as well as space.
Farmers may benefit from using a variety of native legumes in the hedgerows. When the
farmer ploughs the field, the roots with their nitrogen-rich nodules are cut back and ploughed into
the soil. When the farmer cuts back the hedges, he can mulches the leaf cuttings and throws them
onto the newly sewn field. But they can also be useful as sacrificial plants, for insect herbivores will
often prefer the rich leaves these leguminous hedgerows to those of the crop. Hence, the hedges
grow to become dense and thick habitat over the ages to come, ever enriching the fields.
Ecology is balance, and balance is life. In human-created landscapes, the ecosystem must fulfil
the needs of humanity above any other animal. A wise farmer cultivates the entire web of life of his
land, not merely the small facets he intends to harvest and sell. A foolish farmer sees his crops as
separate from the rest of the living tapestry of his land, he is confused by his inability to cut the
threads that his crops, as Summoning Plants, irresistibly form with the rest of the living web of his
world.
For separateness is an illusion. It does not actually exist.
Considerations of “Controlled Ecological Imbalance” and Exclusion by Threat
Understanding a system allows one to use the system to one’s advantage – and this does not
always mean using a system in an “expected” manner.
Using ecosystems to control individual animal populations is important, but ecosystems with
longevity rely on finding a balance. If your field ecosystem is healthy, and you have a wide range of
well-established predators, it is still unlikely that they will get rid of as many crop pests as you could
kill off by spraying with poison (at least, at this stage in history this comment is true). Every year
there will be some loss to pests, but it won’t be too extreme. Your predators and prey populations
will form a balance.
Yet there are benefits to this sort of balance. Just as with poisons, those pests who survive will
be those who are best at evading the predators, and they will pass these qualities on to the next
generation. So the pests are evolving their defences. Yet unlike the poison scenario, the predators
are also evolving improved hunting capabilities. Those predators who are the best hunters will be
the healthiest animals in the best physical condition when the yearly breeding season arrives – and
they will be the favoured mates, passing on these improved hunting traits to the next generation.
Hence co-evolution is taking place – both sides of the ecological equation are shifting and altering
both behaviourally and biologically in response to their opponent.
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Nevertheless, predators rarely kill every prey species in an area, for that would result in their
own inability to remain in the area. It does happen, but when it happens you have a situation of
ecological imbalance.
Yet the farmer would prefer the predators to kill every prey species in the area, and this
means that this particular situation of “ecological imbalance” would be highly useful to him – if he
can successfully juggle it. And creating a situation of this type is merely a population equation.
If there are too many frogs (for example) for the crop insects to feed – then those crop insects
are living in a very dangerous world, and it is likely that very few will survive!
Of course, once all the insects are gone, the frogs are going to starve – in fact, they are going to
starve while the insects are still there, as competition for food will be so high! Unless you want all
your frogs to die (which will mean you have none the following season), you will have to begin
feeding them as soon as the crop insects are wiped out.
Hence you have a situation of “controlled ecological imbalance”. The predators are going to
entirely wipe out their own food source (the crop pest) – a situation which in a wild would result in
the collapse of predator populations. But you are facilitating (i.e. “carefully juggling!”) this situation
so the predator populations can actually maintain this kind of extreme influence over the landscape
– because it suits your needs to remove every prey animal.
The principle extends beyond frogs, and is the same for any predator used in this way. The
farmer ensures that the number of predators is far too high for the number of prey animals to
support. As soon as the prey animals are wiped out, the farmer takes over the job of feeding his
predators. In this way, he is maintaining artificially high numbers of predators in his field. A
situation of “controlled ecological imbalance”.
When planning a situation like this, it is important to remember that animals have a social
component to their nature, and where their numbers are very high this social component can be of
great importance. Highly territorially animals may spend much of their energy fighting each other,
rather than hunting. So choose your predators carefully!
Creating a sustainable situation using this dynamic requires a high level of skill and
understanding. You are creating a delicate and extreme ecological tension that, if mishandled, could
easily “snap”, and your whole ecosystem slide into a completely new pattern. As I said, it is a juggling
act.
But so are most of the elements of farming, and I have every confidence that you are up to the
challenge.
The Sylvan Awakening of Demeter’s Farms
These sylvan farms are healthy ecosystems, though they are quite unlike the ecosystems in
any other landscape type – nevertheless, they are wild and balanced. It was the farmer who first
mastered the cultivation of plants, thus creating not only the first agricultural landscapes, but also
the first urban landscape – the city of Ur in anceient Mesopotamia, the fertile land between the
rivers. It was the farmer who domesticate the kine animals, thus creating the second facet of the
ecosystems of these new agricultural landscapes. Now the farmer masters the wild animals, and
hereby brings the third facet of these new ecosystems into balance. With this third key, the farmer
becomes master of these lands, for he is the sacred child of Demeter. This is his birthright.
It is interesting to consider that while your ecosystem is very different to the wild ecosystems
that existed before the coming of modern humans, your new agricultural ecosystem is also very
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similar to those same wild ecosystems. Every organism in your new agricultural ecosystem has a
role, and the whole ecosystem functions collectively to produce a productive harmony in the
landscape. You are creating a new world, and just as the ecological beauty of the sylvan cities stems
from their aesthetic functionality, the ecological beauty of the sylvan agricultural ecosystems stems
from their productive functionality. Your land has come back to life, and while it has once again
become a wild free landscape, you are the master, the dominant organism in this ecosystem.
You are no longer at war with Nature. Instead, you have assumed the leadership role in her
harmony. And you are now beginning to understand that all the problems and difficulties she has
sent you over the ages were not the act of an enemy, but of a teacher. So it has come to pass that you
have awoken and recognized Nature as your lover and your greatest ally.
This is The Grand Mystery of Demeter.
-o0o-

On The Medicines of Demeter
There are, of course, a thousand other technologies and lessons to be won in the development
of sylvan agriculture. Biological control using introduced species, the responsible use of pesticides,
genetic-technologies, and plant inoculants and vaccines – all of these tools need to be mastered and
their harmonious applications understood. But that is a work for tomorrow, a work for your children
and your scientists.
And the mastery of all these technologies is bound in the development of a newly emerging
discipline called Phytological Medicine.
Medicine for plants.
The Pesticide Delivery Systems of The Sylvan Farms
Most human medicines are poisons – though poisons aimed at killing the pathogen rather
than the sick human. Consider “antibiotics”: these are poisons aimed at killing pathogenic bacteria.
The same is true for many other types of affliction.
It is only a point of view that asserts the doctor’s use of antibiotic as different from the
farmer’s use of pesticide. Pesticides are a tool of modern agricultural technology – a very important
tool.
Nevertheless, if the pesticide delivery systems of the age of oil are continued, all crop insects will
be highly resistant to every pesticide created by humanity.
How can I possibly make this astonishing statement?
The prevailent conventional farming technique of the age of oil involves attacking insect crop
pests with one or more agro-poison specifically designed to kill them. When these poisons are
applied, most of the insects die, and the only “survivors” are those individuals who have particularly
strong immunity to the poison.
The next season all the crop insects are all descended from the “survivors” of the previous
season’s poison, i.e. “those individuals who have particularly strong immunity to the poison”. And
thus, all of the next season’s pests have their parents’ particularly strong immunity to the poison.
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The use of agro-poisons is a process of “selectively breeding” crop insects that are superimmune to those poisons. And as for the outcome – we see parallels in Nature.
Consider same relationship between North America’s Rough-Skinned Newts (Taricha sp.),
said to be one of the most toxic organisms on this planet, and the Common Garter Snake
(Thamnophis sirtalis) that hunts them – and has evolved resistance to even their extreme poison.
This is “co-evolution" – one organism becomes more toxic as a defence, the other becomes
more resistance as a response. Hence, an ecological "arms race". As you can see, it is possible to
“selectively breed” an animal to almost any level of immunity to poison. Nature has done it, and this
scenario is no different to the use of agro-poisons in the age of oil.
Each increase in the poison immunity of the crop pests means that the farmer has to increase
his poison dosage or find new, more deadly poisons to use. Hence, “co-evolution" – one organism
becomes more toxic as a attack, the other becomes more resistance as a response. This fact is not
comforting from the point of view of the parent who is going to buy this poison-doused fruit and veg
from the supermarket and serve it to her family for supper. Yet what can the farmer do?
The problem is not the farmer’s “fault”. He merely uses the systems his society has taught
him, and buys the products the corporations recommend to him.
The problem is the cultural point of view – the belief that populations of pest organisms can
be controlled through the use of poisons. It is astonishing that the evolutionary implications of using
poisons on large populations of short generation organisms is not obvious.
Even the transgenic crops are often merely plants that have either been modified to
biologically create agro-poisons in their cells or to increase their immunity to agro-poisons so that
the farmer can use higher doses of pesticide.
It is not only crop insects that are being subjected to this “selective breeding” process –
weeds, fungal pathogens, and all forms of crop disease are being shaped by humanity to becoming
tougher and more completely immune to every type of agro-poison. The phrase “super-weed” is now
being commonly used in American agriculture to describe many weed plants that have become
immune to herbicides. Consider that these super-resistant organisms have emerged within less than
a hundred years since the beginning of the widespread use of agro-poisons. That is a very, very short
period. What then is the future of agro-poison in the centuries to come?
The use of poison as a crop pest control technique is a short-term system – a window in history
where the system can be used until it becomes obsolete and ineffective.
Alternative systems must be developed.
Nevertheless, agro-poisons are a very valuable tool. Overusing them devalues their potentials.
In the age of oil, types of poison were sprayed on many different types of crop field every year
merely as a matter of course – whether or not the particular pest was present. This ensured the
evolution of resistance.
In the future, combinations of increased plant health, companion plants and predatorial
animals will reduce the crop pests and provide the baseline of control. When outbreaks occur, the
farmer’s first response will usually involve artificially importing appropriate predator organisms
(usually insects). Using these systems, rather than agro-poisons, removes the selection pressure for
pesticide immunity. Hence, the immunity genes become less common in the gene pool of pest
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populations – and thus pesticides can be used responsibly when the situtations of genuine need
arrise.
This addresses the first facet of the use of agro-poisons in the future ages of human
agriculture. Now must be addressed the second element to the equation: delivery.
The focus of future research will turn to the creation of new, innovative delivery systems that
will transport the poison to the pest with great accuracy. This ensures that the least amount of
poison escapes to be absorbed by the crop or to damage the farmers “working predators – and hence
that far more powerful poisons can be used. This is important, for those situations that are cannot be
controlled by the farmer’s ecological tools will require a tool of deadly power.
The new delivery systems will always be specific to the pest in question. Spraying all the
crops (i.e. the favoured delivery method of the age of oil) is obviously foolish and clumsy. So what
will these new delivery technologies look like?
These will be systems that exploit predictable behaviours of the pest: traps, systems that
reward animals with low poison immunity, etc. An obvious example might be a trap that attract the
pest using a powerful food or pheromones scents – and then allow the pest a gluttonous banquet of
poison. These traps can be placed on stands that rise above the crops – setting them is as easy as
placing them on the ground in the field and hammering a few pegs into their base. This sort of
pesticide delivery system will poison the pests without spreading any poison on the crop plant.
Perfect accuracy.
None of the predatory animals are directly affected by a system of this sort, though any who
eat the fallen insects will begin chains of bioaccumulation. I suspect evolution will soon remove any
of pedators who have the inclination to eat the dead insects – your predators themselves will be
evolving into a harmony with your agro-systems. The insects will fall upon the soil and from there
decompose to return to the soil any nutrients they took from the crop plants they ate. However,
unless the poisons used are biodegradable, they too will build in the soil and become concentrated in
the plant tissue. This is an important issue to address when choosing the poisons you will use.
Accurate systems of this type allow the farmer to safely use poisons that are far more
powerful than any permitted in the age of oil. While this raises the “glass ceiling” involved in the
evolutionary “arms-race” between farmer and crop pest, it does not remove that glass ceiling. With
the devlopment of these new systems the only restriction on the potency of agro-poison need be the
requirement for all poisons to be completely and quickly biodegradable by any healthy soil
ecosystem. Yet even without any other restriction on the potence of his poisons, the crop pests will
still quickly evolve immunity to every new poison. And so, never let it be forgotten that a wise man’s
quite touch on the point of greatest weakness is more powerful than a fool’s clumsy berserking rage.
Use your sword wisely and as seldom as possible – and its edge will still be sharp when you need it.
The use of a trap is but one example for an accurate delivery system. Traps and false
perceptions are one ancient strategy that has long related to every area of life. However, while this
strategy may work to control many species of pest insect, it will not work for other species of insects,
fungi, and pathogenic organisms. It will be up to creative minds who are interest in this area to
invent the hundreds of new delivery systems that will be the fundamental facet of pesticides in the
future of human agriculture. I suggest that inventors of new pesticide delivery devices will find much
useful inspiration in the ancient military manuals of The Orient32. Each of these manuals explore the
nature of strategy in outwitting an opponent – and this is exactly the situation you will be addressing
in creating these new pesticide delivery systems.
32 The Art of War (date) by Sun Tzu is one famous example. Hundred of others exist. I expect the stories of the wonderful catholic Pope Alexander VI
and his marvelous family could also offer some interesting advice – it is, after all, their field of expertise that we are discussing here.
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Thus is opened the path to the safe and intelligent systems for the use of agro-poisons –
systems as different from the age of oil technologies as the stone axe of the cave man is from the
tempered blade of the Samuari.
For these new technologies are the harvest of understanding.
The Medicines of Phytoitry
Not all types of medicine rely on poisons.
Some types of medicine are designed to stimulated the immune system or biological defense
mechanisms of the sick human. In essence, they function by increasing the “vitality” of the human, so
that the disease can be naturally fought and defeated. There are many other strategies of human
medicine, too. And it seem obvious that these same general types of strategy be applied to plant
health also.
Plant Vitalizers are hormones, initiators, steroids, and other biochemical that trigger or
improve a plant’s natural biological defense systems. All of these are effectively medicines for plants.
For example, human medicines have not yet developed a way to kill viruses – only white
blood cells can do this. This suggests two appropriate strategies. First, develop ways to trick the
body into producting much higher numbers of properly orientated white blood cells. Second,
increase the body’s ability to produce white blood cells – perhaps by giving children a weekly dose of
“illusionary viruses” to exercise and develop the immune system, ensuring that it is functioning at
optimum capacity when the real virus attacks.
The same is true of plants. Every plant has basic defense systems to counter most attackers –
this is why crop pests always favour the least healthy plants first. These defenses range from the
relocation of resources (e.g. the removal of nutrients from the part of the plant that the pest attacks)
to the production of chemical “disincentives” (e.g. chemical compouds that repel the pest), and many
other strategies too.
Almost all of these defense systems are linked to triggers – with a biochemical compound
produced by the plant to activating the defense system. If the farmer can replicate these biochemical
triggers, the he can “switch on” the fields natural defenses when the neighbour warns him of a
looming pest population moving his direction.
Likewise, some pests have the ability to produce their own compounds that fool the plant into
not switching on a particular defense mechanism. If the farmer can apply the appropriate hormone
or compound at that point he can then override the pest’s attack.
These are all hypothetical examples drawn from modern human medicine. Each of these
particular examples would be highly pest specific and need to be used with education and profound
care – in the same way that any human medicine is used. The real key contained in these ideas is a
shift in point of view to begin to understand the parallels between agricultural pest control and
medicine. Understanding these paraelles opens whole new ranges of strategies.
Agriculture is at least as important as medicine in the history of human evolution. Applying
the same level of care and the same depth of strategic understanding is an unavoidable aspect of
humanity’s future.
Plants are attacked by particular types of bacterial and fungal infections. Plants have their
own suites of plant viruses. Addressing these using the tools of thought that are the traditional
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domain of doctors and vetrinarians is an obvious application of understanding. Modern medicine
uses poisons, vitalizers, and thousands of other strategies and techniques for countering the many
pathogens that attack humanity. Let us begin applying this level of strategic complexity to our
agriculture.
Just as every agricultural community has a vetrinarian, so too will it have a plant doctor – a
phytoitrist.
The Plant Doctors of Demeter
And so, we are beginning to see the future of agriculture: a world where the farmer conserves
and cultivates his soil so that his farm actually increases in fertility as the decades pass, he weaves
his agricultural ecosystems to use both plants and wild animals to control pests, and he weilds his
poisons carefully and accurate, yet with far more power and effect than was so in the clumsy dead
systems of the age of oil. These are the new sylvan farms, combining technology and Nature in a
balance of wrough of understanding. And yet we have only begun to explore the innovations that are
transforming agricultural landscapes, so let us continue our wonderful adventure of creative
ecological art.
As humans are made ill by pathogens, so too are plants – and the level of expertise we have
developed in treating human illness, we must also develop for treating the illnesses of our crop
plants. We have healers for humans (i.e. “doctors”), we have healers for animals (i.e. “veterinarians”),
and we will now develop healers for our plants (i.e. “phytoitrists”).
Agricultural Medicine is one of the most important agricultural disciplines of the future.
Agricultural plant doctors will be specialists at dealing with each type of pathogen. In each farming
community, the local phytoitrist will be as important as the local vetrinarian.
The plant doctor will not only be a medical anatomist and biochemist specializing in plants,
she will also be an agricultural ecologist. She will be schooled in all scientific knowledge concerning
banishing plants, companion planting, and the summoning of agricultural animals; In addition, she
will be skilled in highly specific methods for the delivery of fungicides and medicines to address both
the needs of scale and the needs of ecosystem health in the fields. She will be the person you go to to
access the latest science in the area of plant health.
Each farming community will have a plant doctor. That doctor is paid a percentage of the
profits of each farmer whose crop is under her or his care. The plant doctor is not paid “per
appointment” or “consultation”, though medicines or treatments must be paid for. The plant doctor’s
wage is instead correlates with her or his competence. When a farmer has a pathogen outbreak, the
plant doctor attends to it and develops a treatment to heal the plants – for the plant doctor’s own
wage is tied to the farmer’s success.
This means that when a farmer has a negative profit (i.e. a loss), than that negative figure is
paid to the doctor – the doctor must cover her or his “percentage” of the loss (i.e. the farmer has a
“credit” to be subtracted from future payments)! Hence, it is in the doctor’s interest to ensure the
health of the crops – as doing so both increases the plant doctor’s profits and reduces the plant
doctor’s workload. It will be for farmers and universities to negotiate the fixed percentage that is the
wage of all plant doctors – yet it will be a significant amount. A successful plant doctor will be a very,
very rich individual – and so will the farmers under her care!
Plant doctors may not ever receive commission on any products they sell – for their vocation
is as a doctor, not a merchant. There must never be any factor placing misdirective pressure upon
the doctor’s will. The motivations of the doctor and the farmer have been aligned. The doctor
benefits by the farmer benefiting. The farmer wants to pay the doctor, for every increase in the
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doctor’s wage means there is a much higher increase in the farmer’s profit. The success of the doctor
is not linked to the success of the pathogens vexing the farmer.
In the age of oil system, the success of the “healer” (i.e. pesticide corporation) negatively
correlated with the success of the pesticide (i.e. more crop pests thriving meant more pesticide
sales)! Creating a pesticide that actually eradicated the pest would have been financial suicide for
any pesticide corporation.
The sylvan system is quite different: the plant doctor does not benefit from increased product
sales when there are increased pathogen outbreaks. The plant doctor’s wage is positively linked to
the success of the harvest and the health of the crop. The will of the plant doctor genuinely belongs
to the farmers.
A plant doctor is called a phytoitrist33. The many currently existing fields of plant doctors
(botanists, arbourist, etc.) will form the basis of this new and fundamentally important agricultural
profession.
When you need to address a pest or pathogen that is threatening your crop, you will consult
your local phytoitrist. She will understand all of the tools at your disposal and she will develop the
strategy best suited to your situation.
And like a vetrinarian or a doctor, only the finest science graduates will be able to become
phytoitrists.
-o0o-

On The Fertile Fields of Demeter
Managing attacks on your crops is one side of the equation that is crop health. The other side
is the diet you feed to your crop plants. Fertilizer.
Many ancient agricultural practices have been discarded in the modern world. Sometimes
these old practices have been discarded because we have developed new technologies that improve
upon the old systems, but sometimes the old practices have been discarded merely because someone
in a sensitive position has not understood the reason for those practices, and thus has seen them as
pointless. Yet those medieval farmers did not use resource-hungry practices that had no benefit.
Everything they did had a reason.
Soil health is the root of fertility in a farmer’s field. Soil, you may be interested to discover, is
alive. The difference between “soil” and “dirt” is Life. The planet Mars is covered in dirt, but there is
no soil there (at least, according to our current knowledge). Soil is a complex symbiosis of life, and
the wise farmer does not see it as merely a “geological phenomenon”.
The wise farmer cultivates and grows his soil in the same way he cultivates and grows his
plants and animals.
The Living Earth of The Sylvan Farm
Soil begins with the physical substrate – the non-living particles and chemical elements in the
system. These are the basis from which the life of the soil will grow.
Most farmers are familiar with the ideas related to soil chemistry and structure. Each soil
type is a different medium to work with, yet all share certain common dynamics, like “topsoil”34.
33 The word “phytoitrist” is derived from the Greek: phyto meaning “plant” + iatreia meaning “healing” or “care”. Hence the discipline of Phytoitry is
the branch of medicinal science that addresses the healing of (primarily agricultural) plants.
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Every traditional farming system of every culture in every region of this planet invariably
involves complex systems to carefully cultivate, preserve, and nurture the life and health of valuable
topsoil.
However, this millennia-old agricultural habit of carefully cultivating and protecting the
topsoil resources has, to a large degree, been discarded by modern technological farming system.
And the result is called desertification – and it is perhaps the most significant and, in the long-term,
dangerous problem facing the future of agriculture.
So why is this happening?
The problem is a point of view.
Plants are seen as “separate” from the soil ecology and ecosystem processes. As a result
modern systems address the needs of the plants without reference to the rest of the living system
involved.
The needs of plants are addressed by applying large quantities of fertilizer to the soil. As this
is all that is needed for the plants’ grow, the rest of the ecological elements of the soil system are
seen as irrelevant, and many are removed.
Consider this: the only natural ecosystems on this planet that don’t include a dense soil surface
layer of organic humus (e.g. leaf litter layer, or grass rhizome layer, etc.) are deserts, beeches, and bare
rock faces!
Yet modern fields are farmed in a manner that produces a phenomena that has never before
occurred in the history of Planet Earth: bare, open soil.
As a result, the topsoil quickly becomes leached of its high organic matter content. This
organic matter content is both the mahjority of the bioavailable energy in the soil and also the main
structural component that retains moisture in the topsoil layer, preventing it from seeping down to
the water table. The loss of these two elements make the soil unable to sustain its natural profusion
of life. The surface layer of uncomposted humus not only feeds plant roots by renewing the soil
organic humus content, it also works with these roots to protect the soil from erosion. As if that
weren’t enough, the surface layer of organic humus also prevents the sun evaporating the moisture
out of the soil.
The soil is a living system, when its system is disrupted, it deteriorates.

34 Topsoil is the surface layer of fertile soil (i.e. the upper part of the soil column), its depth varies among landscapes. The topsoil differs from the other
aspects of the soil column both chemically and structurally. A high diversity of life lives in or directly interfaces with the topsoil layer. As a result, the
chemistry of this topsoil layer has been shaped over long periods. Large amounts of biological matter are continually being infused in the topsoil, e.g.
from the death of leaf litter, roots, fungi, soil invertebrates, soil microorganisms, etc. – an entire ecosystem and dies there lives there, and it rarely
descends deeper than this layer. This incredible diversity of soil life can exist here because all this biological matter infused in the soil is easily available
chemical potential energy.
The organism live here also shape and create this highly fertile soil environment in other ways. These soil organisms, using an endless diversity of
strategies from acids and enzymes and borrowing, move around and break up the inorganic chemical compounds in the rock particles, thus releasing
their useful elements. These released elements (the “chemical building blocks”) are then reformed by other organisms and natural processes into other
more biologically useful compounds. The soil organisms also move nutrients up and down the soil column and change the structural qualities of the
soil (e.g. by aerating, flocculating, clustering, etc.) to make it more suitable for life. Over long periods, this completely changes the nature of this soil.
Even on an inorganic unmodified structural level, topsoil differs from the other layers of the soil column. Over unimaginably long periods, gravity and
water cause the smaller particles to slowly move down the soil column, and many other geological processes are also in effect. These many processes
contribute to the layering effect in the soil column. All of these many factors, both living and non-living, converge over centuries to form the extremely
fertile layer of soil we call topsoil. It is no underestimation to say that Topsoil is one of the most valuable agricultural commodities on this planet.
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I have described only one element common to all healthy soils on this planet – the surface
layer of organic humus. Without this blanket to protect and siustain the soil ecosystem, the soil dies the soil organisms animating it, turning, recycling, and gluing it together disappear and the soil’s
structure deteriorates. The wind and water than take hold of this dry vulnerable topsoil substrate
and carry it away to where gravity eventually deposits it in the oceans.
The soil layers beneath have not had the thousands of year of cultivation by the soil
ecosystem to make fertile topsoil. But thousands of years of gravity have moved and compacted the
smallest soil particles at these lower layers of the soil column. This sort of soil is called “clay”, and it
is wonderful stuff for many purposes – but not for agriculture.
When the top soil is eroded from a farm, and the lower layers become exposed, the land is no
longer useful for cultivating most types of crop. The farm has become a “desert”.
This is the process called desertification.
Scientists calculate that every year, hundreds of millions of tons of topsoil are washed or
blown into the ocean. Desertification is considered by The United Nations, The World Bank, and all
governments on this planet to be a major challenge of the 21st Century.
Yet the root of this problem is merely a “point of view”.
Seeing plants as “separate” from the rest of the soil ecosystem has resulted in phenomenally
powerful technologies for delivering plant nutrient directly to the roots of the plants – and this
results in astonishingly accelerated levels of plant growth. Yet the plant is not separate to the living
soil, and failure to address the natural systems is resulting in wide-spread desertification.
So what is the answer?
Whenever a problem arises in a new technological system, it is easy to declare the system
“flawed and claim that the whole thing ought be thrown out. Yet that response, so common
whenever a new technology emerges, is supreme cowardice.
Our modern fertilizers and farm machinery are wonderfully powerful and extremely
important tools. When a problem arises in a system, identifying and understanding the problem
allows us to adjust the whole system. This is true of many new agricultural technologies.
Soil is a living system. The wise farmer cultivated and nurtures the growth of his soil with the
same assiduousness that he cultivates and nurtures the grow of his plants. Traditional farmers
created a soil surface layer of organic matter by using a combination of manure and the cut “green
waste” (e.g. stalks and plant leftovers) from the previous seasons crop. These days the farmers
harvest any leftover plant material and sell it to gardening firms who then package it up and sell it to
gardeners who then use it to create a humus layer over their suburban gardens!
Gardeners are encouraged in this practice to solve exactly the problems that farmers are
experienced by not implementing this practice! Slick salesmen have talked farmers into selling not
only their crops, but also essential parts of their own productive fertility system! Consider the irony
inherent in this whole dynamic!
The “top soil” that is so important to farmers is easy to irreparably damage or lose from his
fields. Pre-industrial farmers had many traditional techniques to prevent the loss of this fertile soil,
and thus their farms remained fertile and productive for centuries. But many of these traditional
techniques have been discarded by modern agriculture. But I guess some bright spark couldn’t see
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any purpose in them – he was probably the research supervisor of the fellow who introduced Cane
Toads to Australia.
So let’s renew our faith in farmers and have a look into some of those old discarded practices.
The Leafy Robe of Mother Earth
I was studying Botany at university, and my soil science professor was an eminent old
scientist from Oxford (United Kingdom) named Richard Burns. He was at the top of the world in his
field. He had also reached the age of compulsory retirement in Britain, but rather than retire, he had
elected to take a job overseas – and The University of Queensland was lucky enough to get him. He
was a grey-haired old nut with bright eyes, a plum in his mouth, and an astonishing taste for Bob
Dylan’s music.
And he kept a pet bee in his bonnet.
Endlessly that bee did buzz – raving tirelessly on the importance and advantages of the soil
humus layer – a tragic fact that he had been trying (unsuccessfully) for many decades to
communicate to the agricultural community.
In every dense plantscape, be it a grassland or a forest, nutrients cycle into the soil using a
thick layer of “humus”: leaf litter – organic carbon, over the surface of the ground. The health of a soil
strongly correlated with the amount of this fallen organic plant matter cycling into it. This dead plant
matter laced into the soil not only dramatically enriches the soil chemically, but more importantly, it
improves the soil structurally. The humus woven through the soil column holds the soil together,
giving it a sponge-like quality (on a macro-level) and a chemically attractive quality (on a microlevel). This dramatically increases the soil’s ability to hold nutrients (including water and fertilizer)
in this upper part of the soil column. Hence a reduction in nutrient loss both through evaporation
and through the leeching of these elements down into the water table. The leaf litter layer also helps
prevents the soil from eroding. In a soil with rich humus content, nutrients are released into the soil
slowly in the manner plants are evolved to use.
I wonder if you have ever noticed that there are no fertile landscapes on this planet that don’t
have a thick humus layer. From rainforests to grasslands – even the most infertile soil becomes fertile
and able to support incredible plantscapes through the action of that soil humus layer.
Yet every field farmed using modern agricultural practices involves completely bare soil
broken only by the crops regularly spaced. There is no human layer at all. Observing Nature can offer
us insights into our own strategies – traditional farmers understood this, and covering their fields in
a humus layer of dead plant matter has been an aspect of near every traditional farming technique in
every diverse culture of humanity.
A highly infertile soil can support an extremely dense and vibrant plantscape, if its soil
organic matter layer is thick and healthy. Yet most importantly, soil without this addition of humus
is mostly dead soil, usable only through the addition of a cocktail of artificial chemicals. Pathogens
can thrive in that dead soil extremely easily. Healthy soil contributes so significantly to plant health
that this step alone constitutes a large increase in yield and a large reduction pathogen outbreaks.
Every gardener knows the advantages involved in the use of a mulch layer over the surface of the
soil. Yet fools have been teaching farmers to discard this strategy. I suppose it means a lot more
fertilizer is being sold.
Consider carefully – bear, naked, uncovered soil is not a naturally occurring phenomenon in
any plant-dominated habitat on this planet. The only places on this planet where you will see bare
soil are beaches and deserts – and that fact speaks volumes.
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Current “smash and grab” farming techniques are profitable in the short-term, but a wise
farmer doesn’t think on the short-term – and that is one of his most admirable and powerful
qualities. He knows that millions of tons of irreplaceable topsoil being washed or blown off farms
and into the rivers and thus the ocean every year. He is completely aware of this fact.
However, he is also aware that creating a soil humus layer in a field is not as simple a process
as it may appear.
In each dense plantscape, the humus layer is differently structured and cycled. In the
rainforest, the effects of wind are near non-existent and so the leaves can merely scatter over the
ground and break down into the soil. In the grassland, the soil humus layer is tightly bound down
under a latticework of rhizomes, and thus protected from the wind. Yet the agricultural plantscape is
different to both of these habitats – it involves high levels of wind, and, often, high levels of water.
The soil humus layer must be designed in a structurally different manner to that of rainforests and
savannas – and designing this will involve creativity, and probably a mechanism device, an invention
of some sort.
The Earthen Blanket of Demeter’s Fields
One obvious solution would be a woven plant-fibre mat over the field – it must be entirely
biodegradable, free from any form of industrial poisons, and made from natural or processed plant
fibre. This is placed over the surface of the field. This entirely prevents the erosion of topsoil. In
addition, because the mat is itself plant fibre, it will eventually compost into the soil to becomes
mulch, providing the much needed soil organic carbon component. These “earthen blankets” over
the fields not only provide a continuous input of organic carbon, they also reduce evaporation from
the soil and almost entirely prevent erosion from wind and water (even flooding!) events. They also
provide some limited weed control.
By this strategy, the farmer “ploughs” the field only after a fallow year. During growing years,
he “pierces” the plant fibre mat with great lines of spikes, both to plant the seeds and to aerate the
soil. This means the soil is retaining and building its structure.
A carefully designed mat can be created to last from fallow period until fallow period. When
the time comes to leave the field fallow, the farmer plants his regeneration plants and at the end of
the fallow season, he spreads any organic nutrients upon the field and then plough all of these, along
with the old earthen blanket dirently into the soil, then layes the new earthen blanket over the top
and is ready for a new season’s planting. Because his soil has an exceptionally high humus content
and he is not losing any topsoil to erosion, he fields will be far more fertile for far longer, the period
between fallow years will be significantly extended – hence his whole farm becomes far more
productive. Every time the field is fallow, This process will regenerate and envigorate the field so
dramatically as to increase both the longevity and the yield of every field.
I call this type of mat “Demeter’s Blanket”, and it is one possible technological solution to the
problem. This is a genuine formula for sustainable agriculture and also a powerful solution to the
process of desertification. I expect many other creative minds will come up with many other
wonderful solutions too.
After each season , the off-cut mulch and stubble, etc. (i.e. “green waste”) left over from the
crop is harvested and sold to the mat production company. This is the component used to make the
plant fibre mats. Of course, this plant fibre component will probably be supplemented by wild grass
crops grown or the like in non-arable soil – thus to ensure that in each agricultural field, more
organic carbon is being added then is being removed. The mat itself would be woven entirely of
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plant matter with no objectionable industrial manufacture ingredients . The weave of the mat could
be as tight or loose as the needs of the environment dictate.
These earthen blankets are also a delivery method for fertilizers and pesticides. The farmer
merely places an order for the types and amounts of fertilizers and pesticides he requires when he
buys the mat. Slow-release nodules of artificial fertilizer woven into the mat, and quick release liquid
fertilizers can be soaked into the mat. There are occasions when pesticide is an appropriate tool.
When necessary, soil fumigation pesticides can be imbued in these mats with slow-release delivery
designed to wash a little into the soil column with each rain event. Thus the expensive and timeconsuming process of mechanically adding extra fertilizer and fumigating the soil, is replaced by the
process of laying the mat once at the start of the planting season.
Artificial chemical fertilizers will not be lost quickly in this type of system. The dense humus
will acts both chemically and physically to hold the fertilizer in the topsoil for far longer then occurs
in carbon-poor soil. In addition, the rich living diversity of soil biota means that any waste fertilizer
will be used by soil microorganisms to compost the rich carbon content of the soil (i.e. from the old
mats that have been plouged into the soil) – and all microorganisms have short lifecycles, dying and
releasing the fertilizer back into the soil in a continual manner. This is, in fact, the system used by
natural plantscapes to achieve the incredibly high fertility of rainforests from the notoriously lownutrient soils for which they are famed – the leaf-litter humus is broken down by organisms who
hold it in the soil column in the form of their own bodies, and release it continuously as they die.
Hence, a balanced, self-sustaining cycle of life. These agricultural mats mimic that cycle, though they
also allow us to include other beneficial technologies in addition.
The saving the farmer will make by reducing his fertilizer and water inputs, as well as the
gains he will make by the improvement of his soil health and productivity will collectively pay for
the mat. The real gain, however, is the long-term improvement and “continuous rejuvenation” of his
farm’s productivity.
Over the course of many cycles, the farmer is building a powerful organic carbon humus
through his soils as the mats and mulch naturally compost back into the soil. None of his topsoil can
ever again be lost, and the lower regions of this layered plant-matter (the old ploughed plant-fibre
mats and mulch) are continually cycling back into the soil. This process improves not only the soil
chemistry and biota, but also the soil structure itself. This rich topsoil humus holds water and air
fantastically more effectively than carbon-poor soil. In effect, the fields are growing in fertility. The
plants will thrive in this healthy living soil environment.
And thus Demeter’s fields, like every other plant-dominated ecosystem on this planet, will be
sheathed in a layer of healthy life-giving organic mulch.
The Natural Fertilizers of Demeter’s Fields
Why do our governments spend so much coin disposing of potential profits?
Consider your city’s sewage system It costs a large amount of your taxes to run. Yet we all
know that there is no fertilizer superior to manure. Every garden shop sells great bags of different
types of manure. Cow manure, chiken manure, sheep manure. These garden manures are composted
in order to clean them and prepare them as fertilizers. Composting generated great heat, killing any
harmful organisms in the compost. And the natural processes transform the manure into a rich soillike substance that is one of the best fertilizers known to the plant world.
As the age of oil ends, all city sewage systems of human civilization treat sewage as a “waste”.
They break it into harmless forms and them pump it out to sea (or some other location where it can
be conveniently forgotten.
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Yet would it not be far more profitable to compost it and then sell it as fertilizer?
Surely this process would turn a burdensome cost into a profit generator? Your city council
may choose to harvest, process, and sell this resource itself, or to lease the rights to doso to a private
company. Either way, your city council budget will be freed of a large expense – and that means
additional money to spend on improving your city infrastructure, making your city more beautiful,
and generally providing civic benefits for you.
This process not only benefits your government, it also benefits industry This resource is an
opportunity for all fertilizer companies. They have the knowledge, skills and experience to do this
work, and hence, they would be the obvious choice for harvesting this resource. And the expansion
of fertilizer companies in this manner means more employment for the folk of your realm. They
would need at least as many employees to run their processing plants as were needed by the old
sewarge treatment plants, and they would need additional employees to design the new products,
package them, advertise them, sell them, and transport them to the points of sale. Hence a string of
new employement opportunities in addition to new industry and new revenue both for industry and
for governments. Indeed, governments benefit most from this whole scheme, as they not only are
freed from the burden of the heavy cost of sewage treatment plants, they also gain either the profits
of a new industry (if they nationalize it) or the new tax revenue from both fertilizer company profits,
employee income tax, and distributor’s sales taxes. Certainly a profitable outcome.
There are also other long term benefits to this strategy.
Naturally, these manure fertilizers are not complete on there own, and a wise man does not
fear modern technology. Science hasresulted in the creation of many astonishingly powerful
“artificial” chemical fertilizers – and these are both important and useful, when they are used wisely.
The new manure fertilizers constitute a foundation and supplement to these artificial chemical
fertilizers. Yet as I pen these words, many of the artificial fertilizer chemicals commonly used are
non-renewable resources that are being profligately wasted. Phosphate is one important example.
All phosphate fertilizer comes from a handful of mines around this planet – when they run out,
it will all be gone! There have already been wars fought over this resource. It is a resource in very
short supply. Yet at present, the phosphate it dug out of the ground fed to the plants, which are
consumed by the humans who absorb some of this important nutrient, and release the rest into the
sewage system, which then treats it and pumps it out to sea where it is irretrievable thereafter.
Composting sewage as a fertilizer resource not only provides our governments with
important revenue, createing employment and onshore businesses, it also locks these valuable
chemicals into a cycle we control and own.
And perhaps most importantly, composted manure feeds the life of the soil – it is the “organic
matter” component which has been so destructively absent from the agriculture techniques of the
age of oil. At the end of each fallow season, the farmer will spread the composted manure thickly
over both the old (and by this time, deteriorating) earthen blanket and the regeneration plants (and
any other plants) that he has been growing in the fallow field. He will then plough the whole lot,
regeneration plants, manure and old earthen blanket back into the soil before laying a new earthen
blanket over the field and planting a new crop. This new earthen blanket, with the rich organic
nutrient sealed beneath it, will remain for several years until the farmer is ready to again let the field
lie fallow for a season. For the earthen blanket is woven entirely of plant fibres, and perhaps even
soaked in nitrogen fertilizers – and hence it not only fulfils its purpose of nutrient retainment and
erosion control, it also breaks down into a fertilizer itself when it has eventually completed its task.
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-o0oThese new systems are firmly rooted in the principles and teachings of permaculture. I ran
away from home when I was fifteen years old and by the time I was seventeen years old, I was living
in a hippie commune called “The Garden of Eden”, high in the mountain rainforests near the
Queensland/New South Wales boarder. There I was initiated into the mysteries of permaculture.
That new way of thinking has been at the core of my own path to understanding – the path that has
lead me to university and the study of the sciences of Botany and Ecology, the path that lead me to
writing this scroll that you are reading. I expect many city folk will be amused to discover that the
path to our civilization’s future is not be unveiled by a politician or a priest or a Buddha – but by a
farmer named Bill Mollison.
The ideas I have outlaid in this section are an extremely brief overview of Sylvan Agriculture.
The essence of sylvan agriculture is not merely a new set of principles and techniques, it is a new
way of looking at agriculture : a shift in perception, and thus consciousness. The ideas I have
introduced you too are some of the foundation principles of Fertile Demeter, Patroness of Farmers,
as she teaches us to understand and consider the secrets of her circles of life. Many more secrets will
you uncover in the ages to come, for this is the way of the harvest, The Arcanum of Demeter.
-o0oAnd by the laughter of newborn Spring hath your sleeping world been kissed
For The Greenwood’s Cornucopia is to Earth her gift!
And through the cities, and through the farms, and through the wasted land
The emerald fires of change, hath by her dance been fanned!
-o0o-
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VII.
The Hidden Song of Living Water
The Ecology of The Living Brooks and The Mysterious Wonders of Sylvan Hydrology

For The Butterfly, she is dancing, hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Flowing Madness of Spring, her dreaming dance incites!
Behold her wings enfold your city, now comes The Dance of The Satyrs!
As wildly plunge, through Earth’s Wreath, the emerald shafts of their spears!
And drunk on Spring! And Nereids’ mirth! Their untamed madness erupts
Overflowing wild forest streams, from blushing Earth’s fertile cups
When you learned the mystery of the Summoning Plants you began to understand life as an
energy system. The living mystery of energy is profound, yet it is not the only of life’s mysteries. Now
I will share with you the second of The Great Secrets of Life. And that secret is Water.
Hydrology is ecology.
Life on Earth is a hydrological system. The anatomy of every plant is a hydrological system.
The anatomy of every landscape is a hydrological system. The importance of hydrology cannot be
understated.
Ecology is hydrology.
All that you have learned thus far in your journey of ecological awareness has merely been
preparing you for an understanding of hydrology. Hydrology is life. Wherever fresh water doth flow,
there doth life grow. Water is Life.
When you learned the secret of food chains, you awakened to understanding of Energy as the
first ecology mystery. Where ambient energy is available, water becomes the defining factor
determining the presence of life. Life is hydrology. The profound depths of this statement encompass
the future of humanity’s understanding of ecosystems. The root and meaning of your existence, the
essence of your life, is water.
Water is the life force of Gaia.
In the age to come, you will learn to value and direct every aspect of your city’s water flow,
from the top of the emerald crystals to the underground creeks.

On The Sylvan Mystery of Multi-Dimensional Hydrological Engerneering
The patterns and movement of water hold a number of intrinsic, but largely untapped
engineering potenentials of great importance to humanity’s civic infrastructure systems. So
pervasive are these potentials that they can almost always be harnessed as secondary benefits in any
hydrological engineering project without compromising the primary purpose of the project.
Harnessing these natural potentials adds new dimensions of function to each of your hydrological
engineering projects. These secondary applications form four primary synergies, or the “MultiDimensional Principles of Sylvan Hydrological Engineering”35.

35 The English language employs geometry pervasively as an analogy to describe abstract arrangements and relationships (for example, of thought
paradigms or as meta-communication). Consider traditional applications like “his multi-faceted personality” or “”the many layers of meaning”.
Language grows as human awareness grows, new tools are needed to describe new understandings. Geometry is the study of regular relationships, and
thus forms apt analogies for the description of “many aspects” of life. Here, the use of the word “dimensional” and the compound word “multidimensional” are to be understood in this context.
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Each of these synergies adds additional dimenisions to the way in which a hydrology project
is understood and thus designed and instituted. These new ways of looking at the potentials of each
hydrological project unveil the useful opportunities for new and unexpected links between diverse
and previously unconnected projects. So let us explore four of these Synergy36 Principles of
Hydrological Engineering.
The First Dimensional Principle of Sylvan Hydrological Engineering

Aquae Energia: The Hydrosphere as a Planetary Energy Infrastructure
The ability to harvest and direct the transfers and transformations of energy is a primary
facet of humanity’s power to shape reality – it is the essence of human civilization and productivity.
In this section, we will begin to explore the discipline of economics – a very important discipline.
The cost of energy determines the health and growth of all other sectors of a society’s economy.
Imagine you own a factory that produces any product that is not directly related to energy –
clothing, for example. When the cost of energy rises, your production costs rise by far more than
merely your factories electricity bill.
Because the cotton-growers must pay more for energy – they must increase the cost of the
cotton they sell in order to make the same amount of profit. The weavers who makes your cloth is
now paying more for the cotton and their electricity costs have increased – they must increase the
cost of the cloth the sell to you in order to make the same amount of profit. The transport company
who brings you the cloth is now paying more for its fuel, so it must increase the cost of its service in
order to make the same amount of profit. Hence, when the cost of energy rises, the cost of all the
products and services your factory needs also rise.
As you can see, the increase in your factories electricity bill is the least significant cost in this
pattern. Yet the final outcome is: you have to increase the cost of the clothes you sell merely in order
to keep your profits level. And this is a problem, because your customers are now spending a higher
proportion of their useable income on energy – and so they have less to spend on the clothes you are
selling.
When the cost of energy rises, the cost of all other goods and services rise – the public has
less to spend!
This means that a lot of businesses are going to bankrupt – and leave yet more of your
customers out of work. Hence the public has even less to spend on your product.
This social state is a negative feedback loop that destroys the realm’s economic health and
growth. I call this state of affairs Energy Chastity.
When energy becomes more abundant, the cost of energy decreases, and hence the cost of all
production decreases – hence, the profit margin of all production companies increases and the
public is spending less of its income on energy and thus has more to spend on your products and
services.
The Pitfall of The Hyena
As I pen these words, the downward trend of Energy Chastity has already begun – you are
merely waiting for your collective culture to connect the dots and recognize the whole picture.

36 Synergy – “The interaction or cooperation of two or more organizations, substances, or other agents to produce a combined effect greater than the
sum of their separate effects.” Oxford Dictionary, 2014.
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It has been happening for several years. This year the trend of increased costs and decrease
sales will continue, and next year, and so on.
Only one sector is profiting from sabotage of capitalism and the world’s economic growth.
The fossil fuel lords.
The oil cabal is manoeuvring for a situation where all of their fellow capitalists will have to
pay more money to them, and they will also be effectively stealing the customers’ coin from all of
their fellow capitalists.
This is a plan to deceive and loot the capitalists of humanity, and to deceive and exploit the
whole great civilizational edifice of economic infrastructure that capitalism has built over the
centuries. The crux of this plan is a play on tribal psychology – claiming the fossil fuel strategy is
representative of capitalism and crying “them vs. us”.
Yet the ideology of fossil fuel is not the same as the ideology of capitalism. Capitalism is a
wealth production system that progresses social and technological growth – its success relies on the
success of its parent civilization. The fossil fuel ploy is a global wealth reduction system betting its
future on a strategy aimed at benefiting from the damage it inflicts on the global economic system –
thus to trap and feed upon all of the planet’s capitalists.
Behold! The hyena pack seeks to lure the wolves into the pitfall of an old mineshaft – that
they may dine on their fellow hunters by this trap!
Yet this is but the economic side of the manoeuvre. The fossil fuel cabal’s environmental
externalities also hold a second, far subtler danger to capitalism as a whole. Environmental (and thus
social/economic/civilizational) destabilization will wreak significant damage upon the historical
standing of the ideology of capitalism. And few people understand that the division of resources
through trade is and evolutionary development on the division of resources through violence – it
will be a fundamental paradigm in all success future societies. At least, until a more advanced
development occurs – and I have not seen that development anywhere in all of the ideas humanity
has encountered thus far.
Energy chastity, the core of the oil cabal’s strategy, is an attack upon the prosperity and the
future of every institution of capitalism on this planet. It is an attack upon every business that relies
upon economic flows for success.
Indeed, the fossil fuel cabal is the greatest danger the ideology of capitalism has ever faced.
Energy abundance is the root of wealth and stability – and where people have wealth and
stability they have both the inclination to luxury and the coin to buy your products. Where people do
not have wealth and stability they do not have either the coin or the inclination to buy your products
– and thus your profits drop.
Energy abundance is the root of technological development, success, and luxury. It is the
defining factor of a civilization’s success – or failure.
Energy Abundance is the root of successful capitalism. Energy Chastity is never beneficial to
the business world, though in any society where there exists a monopoly or an oligarchic pact
controlling energy supplies, Energy Chastity becomes a profitable and thus inevitable strategy for
that oligarchy to leech of the health and resources of the rest of the business world. This situation is
occurring at this point in history where the age of oil is ending – as I pen these words. The fossil fuel
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barons’ plan for a world of Energy Chastity is bad for business. Energy Abundance is the root of
successful capitalism.
The Secret Power of Posiedon
Water is one of our planet’s most pervasive, flexible, and many-faceted large-scale media for
collecting, storing, transporting, transforming, and transfering energy. And we can use this to our
advantage.
In fact, there are an astonishing variety of potentials for the use of water in energy
infrastructure – consider the natural infrastructures already in play: For example, wherever water is
moving it contains energy that can be harvested. Usually, this energy originally came in the form of
thermal energy (“heat”) from the sun. This solar-thermal energy evaporated the water and raised it
high into the atmosphere – thus (through an energy transformation) storing The Sun’s kinetic
thermal energy as potential gravitational energy, which the water then releases by transforming it
into kinetic motion energy when the water returns to the Earth as rain, then as surface runoff, then
as flowing rivers until it reaches the sea. Hence, water is being used to gather vast amounts of
ambient energy that can be harvested. Upon reaching the sea (or “the lowest viable elevation”), its
store of potential gravitational energy has been depleted - and the water, now in the ocean, is ready
to gather a new load of solar thermal energy and begin the cycle again. The hydrosphere itself is a
vast and flexible energy infrastructure.
Almost every hydrological engineering project on Planet Earth has a secondary application as
part of humanity’s energy infrastructure systems. Let us consider this statement, for the energy
secrets of water are part of the seventh step of The Butterfly’s Dance.
This is a profound idea whose implications permeate every facet of human civilization – and
unless you have cultivated your brain to an comprehensive level of performance, you will have
difficutly immediately understanding the implications of this new way of viewing yourself, the
human world, and Planet Earth. So let us begin by considering the parts, and then will we be ready
for the step in consciousness to the comprehension of the system.
The Technologies of Hydrological Energy Manipulation
In the previous step of The Butterfly’s Dance, you learned to use water as a medium for
storing any form of energy as potential gravitional energy. When you learned secret of the Great
Gravitational Batteries (p316) your came to understand how water could be used make a device that
could store the electrical energy reserves of an entire city. This type of device is many faceted,
interfacing as an element of the city’s wilderness fragment, a reservoir of the city’s drinking water
supply, and an producer of the city’s aquaculture delicacies, in addition to a giant storage deveice for
the city’s electricity supply. Yet this type of device is but one potential for using water to store
energy, one component in the pattern of your city’s hydrology – and there are many ways in your
local and planetary water cycles will feature not only storage of humanity’s energy supplies, but also
in the gathering, transport, and transforming of the energy that form the foundation patterns of
human civilization.
When you learned the secret of the water capillaries of The Emerld Crystals, you learned how
ordinary drinking water pipes could be multi-purposed to control the entire internal climate of a
building without any electricity input – a very important and profitable saving in light of the air
conditioning costs of a skyscraper building. This hydrological technology is merely an application of
water’s extremely useful ability to collect, transport and radiate kinetic thermal energy.
In fact, you have been unconsciously learning to use water as an energy media for some time
now – and the use of water to collect, store, and transport energy has been fundamental to human
civilization for thousands of year and a greate diversity of ways.
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In this chapter, we will begin to explore some other large scale applications of hydrological
energy technologies, and as your awareness grows, we will catalyse the shift in consciousness to the
comprehension of the the system-level implications of these discoveries – and with this shift in
conscious, the worlds will align and The Hydrosphere itself will shift into its fundamental role in
every aspect of humanty’s global energy infrastucture.
An astonishing statement indeed?
Read on, my gentle friend – for from the instant you opened the doors of this book of dreams,
an old world began dieing, and a new world heaved in the awakening of birth.
Water is Life. Water is Energy. And the weave of the rhythmn of the cycles of the song of
living water is the secret of the seventh step of The Butterfly’s Dance.
The Second Dimensional Principle of Sylvan Hydrological Engineering

Phytofiltration: The Ecosystem as a Water Quality Infrastructure
Biofiltration is the use of living organisms to clean water. In the 1920’s, Biofiltration
technologies began to be instituted in civic water treatment plants. Biofiltration is now the primary
technology used for drinking water production throughout the civilized world – yet the potentials of
biofiltration systems have only begun to be understood. There are astonishing opportunities for the
development and expanded application of this technology.
The importance and value of freshwater can be seen in the fact that nearly every human city
on this planet is founded on the banks of a river of freshwater. There are substantial financial
aspects to the equation of water.
The coin is an important and powerful motivation, for a realm’s ability to be of use to its
people and to human civilization strongly correlates with its own economic strength – and hence all
large-scale innovation will include economic dimensions.
However, the political implications of water health extend beyond economy to grip the very
core of your realm’s and your people’s national identity. Collective identity is always as important as
economic strength, for an unhealthy identity imposes psychological limits on a people’s performance
in every task. This presents a danger not only to your realm’s economy, but also to every other facet
of your existence. If your realm’s water sickens and dies, then the beauty of your cities sickens and
dies – these unaesthetic deteriorations create a corruption, a disease in your understanding of
yourself, in your realm’s collective identity. The health and beauty of our realm’s identity, how you
are seen by yourself and by other realms, can be seen in the aspect of your economy that relates to
the tourism income your realm attracts. The attraction and value of your national identity is entirely
within your power – your realm can be as hansome and as beautiful as you choose.
For the beauty of our water is the beauty of our cities. The power and implications of this
statement are profound.
Not only does water health have economic and psychological dimensions, its most
fundamental dimension (from a human point of view) is as a resource. Fresh drinking water is
fundamental to every facet of human civilization. Integrating biofiltration systems into urban and
agricultural landscape engineering patterns recruits the free labour of the ecosystem to cleanse the
surface and ground water of these landscapes. This clean water becomes a resource to be used to
feed the energy systems, the ecosystems, and the human needs of our landscapes.
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The Balance of Water Quality
Every wild natural deep forest pond and creek is filled with the freshest cleanest most
beautiful living water available. This is not water that humans can necessarily drink immediately, for
humans are not the only organisms using this healthy resource. This water is filled with many
healthy microorganisms who also use it.
High water quality is different from “drinking water”. At human water treatment plants,
drinking water is chlorinated in order to ensure that only humans are using it. But before the water
can be chlorinated, it must be raised to a high quality – the chemical pollutants and most of the other
solvents must be removed from the water. Biofiltration is the process used by modern water
treatment plants to achieve this.
The concreate surface of your city collects a vast amount of rainwater. This is generally
treated as a problem. Some of this rainwater, called “runoff” is channelled into low basin-like areas
of grass of vegetation called infliltration basins (often sports fields are built on these sits, as houses
cannot be erected there), here the water pools and slowly seeps into the ground. These infiltration
basins are located at quite regular intervals through the urban habitat, and though they go
completely unnoticed by those who do not understand their function, they are very important and
carefully designed devices in your city’s planning.
However, most of the rainwater runoff is channelled into underground pipes that are
designed to carry high volumes of water quickly to the local river, where it is discharged and
forgotten.
Town planners consider rainwater runoff to be an annoyance of little or no value, but great
cost and continual problems. There is only one reason your city’s fresh rainwater runoff is not used
as a resource: water quality.
Rainwater runoff contains chemical pollutants from the streets, plasic rubbish, and high loads
of sediment. It is turbid and a high level of costly labour would be involved in cleaning it to a level
that would make treating it a viable proposition. It is much easer to collect fresh clean water into
reservoirs situatied in the forests outside the city – as forests and natural wetland ecosystems
naturally clean all rainwater runnof before it enters the large reservoir dams! This is one of the main
resons governments create protected wildlife reserves through their reservoir dam catchments. In
fact these are one of the few types of large wildlife reserves that governments genuinely and
consistently prevent dangerous exploitation of.
As you can see, the use of biofiltration systems is not limited to the actual water treatment
plants! It is the fundamental technology underpinning all human drinking water supplies.
Water availability is a problem, and this problem is growing as the human population grows
and the climate heats, sucking more water from ground through evaporation. The United States and
the United Nations have already begun to predict wars over fresh water in the near future, and the
cost of your home’s water rates is increasing every year.
Vast quanities of fresh rainwater runoff gathered by your city’s surface area every year, and
then flushed away as if it is rubbish. This is a truly vast and valuble resource, but unless its quality
can be raised – it is worthless.
Yet like so many problems, all that is required to change the fabric of our reality is a shift in
perception. An alteration in the way we view the functions and design our of urban gardens will
significantly raise the quality of urban rainwater runoff – and there are already cities applying the
secrets of phytofiltration to do this.
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So how does biofiltration work? How do we exploit the full potentials of this opportunity?
Let us begin by exploring the wild tools that Mother Nature uses to cleanse and regenerate
the living water of our planet. We will then use our understanding in our human landscapes to
manipulate these natural dynamics to serve our human needs.
For these wild ways are powerful tools of opportunity.
The Phytofiltration Secrets of The Aquatic Plants
Phytofiltration involves the use of plants to clean water; it is a sub-branch of biofiltration
technology. Both terrestrial plants (i.e. “land” plants) and aquatic plants have powerful and useful
mechanisms that can be used in phytofiltration systems.
Aquatic plants are those that live in the water. Some of these float on the water surface, some
levitate at a particilar level in the water column, some have roots in the soil bed of waterbody, others
are freely drifting – yet all contribute to the health and quality of the water in two ways: they
oxygenate the water (just as land plants oxygenate the atmosphere) and they clean the water by
filtering it through their bodies.
Different types of aquatic plants use different systems to clean the water. For example, lotus
plants (Nelumbo sp.) continuously filter pond water through their tissues, changing the pH of the
water three times during the filtration process, thus killing all bacteria in the water. During the
process, the lotus absorbs the disoved nutrients in the water, fills the water with oxygen, and then
returns it to the pond, clean and refreshed. Many water plants use similar systems involving
alterations in the pH balances or other chemical mechanisms to clean the water. And all of these
water plants filter astonishing volumes of water every day.
These aquatic plants prevent the water in a pond from becoming stagnant – they are the
essence of the water quality and health of any small, standing waterbody. This health and life that
they infuse into the water then attracts all sorts of other animals – thus do they allow the water to
become ecologically functional, and this is part of a cycle.
Aquatic plants are the first tool we can use in the water quality formula. Alone, their influence
is a significant, yet there are many other organisms who also possess powerful features for naturally
cleaning water bodies.
The Filterfeedering Animals of Aquatic Ecosystems
You may be amused to learn that you are decended from the ancient Sea Sponge – it is the
ancestoral hereditry founder of your great noble house.
The first multicellular organisms on Planet Earth were called the Porifera – the Sea Sponges.
They did not have a head or even a “front” – they “ate” by filtering water through their whole body
and collecting nutrients as it passed through. The water that passed out of their bodies was thus
much cleaner than the water that entered their bodies.
The water of Planet Earth is filled with chemical and biological nutrients – and millions of
different types of organisms have evolved to feed by filtering the water to collect these nutrients.
These organisms are called Filterfeeders.
Clams, oysters, mussels, and the like are members of a group of organisms called the Bivalves
– and they are perhaps the most famous group of filter feeders.
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Filter feeders exist in almost every family of organisms, on almost every size scale, and in a
vast diversity of forms – indeed, the largest living members of the animal kingdom, the great oceanic
whales, are filterfeeders! Filterfeeders, from sea sponses to oysters to whales, keep the ocean clean.
If they were removed from this ecosystem, all of the oceans of this planet would quickly become foul
and stinky!
Just as there are oceanic filterfeeder, there are also many freshwater filterfeeders – and they
are easily cultivated or attracted to human features in human environments. Indeed, many of these
filterfeeders, like mussels and crabs (yes, many crabs filter the water in the sand and mud of your
river), also have the benefit of being extremely tasty! But be warned, filterfeeders are fantastically
efficient at removing chemical pollutants from waterbodies, yet they often concentrate these toxins
in own shells and living tissues – never eat oysters and mussels from polluted rivers.
Luckily, the most severe and ecologicaly harmful type of freshwater pollution occurring at
the current stage in history is, surprisingly enough, non-toxic agricultural fertilizer runoff. And
filterfeeders will exault in the banquete task of cleaning this up!
To freshwater ecosystems fertilizer is far more dangerous than most toxic pollutants. Agrofertilizers in waterways cause algae blooms that remove all the oxygen from the water, thus killing
every invertebrate, fish, and other water-breathing animal in the river or pond. Bivalves and other
filterfeeders will thrive on the agae and resultant nectrotrophic bacteria produced by this fertilizer
runoff – and it will not harm them. Indeed, they will pass the fertilizer nutrients up the foodchain to
create fantasically rich and abundant wild aquaculture ecosystems in your rivers or lakes.
Many folk blame the fertilizer companies for this prolific and widespread problem, claiming
this is a horrific externality of planned obsolsence – yet this overabundance of agrofertilizer need
not be seen as a problem. With the removal of the genuinely dangerous water pollutants through a
slight adjustment to your government’s pollution regulation, all this fertilizer could equally be seen
as perhaps the most tremendous aquaculture opportunity in human history. Fertilizer companies
who assit in the process of effecting this change government legislation would not only remove the
current growing threat to their profits posed by public pressure and the entrie environmental
movement, they would also further the idea of applied capitalism as the leading solution to
environmental problems. This is certainly a worthwhile strategic move form both the point of the
fertilizer companies themselves and of the entire instituation of the global economy – so make your
company takes advantange of the help and support your can channel from upstairs!
Through in this chapter, we will explore the development of devices that use living filters to
clean both your lakes, your rivers and your civic rainwater supplies – and also to produce a
fantastically abundant and tasty harvest of freshwater oysters and mussels. Very profitable.
With the fertilizer problem transformed into biological wealth, your freshwater rivers and
lakes could be exceptionally profitable fisheries, providing a significant resource of protein-rich
food, new employment opportunities, and new revenue for your realm’s economy. Consider that the
ocean represents only one aspect of our planet’s fisheries. The regulation of genuinely toxic water
pollution will allow every river, lake, and dam reservior on this planet to be transformed into
largescale wild aquaculture systems.
For much of the “agricultural real estate” of the future will be underwater.
The Green Sheath of The Riparian Strip
The aquatic plants and the filterfeeders are the two primary natural water quality
mechanisms that are situated within the waterbody. However, there is also another very important
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mechanism for cleansing water, yet this mechanism is not situated in the waterbody itself. It is the
land plants that naturally grow on the banks of the waterbody.
Land plants that naturally occur on the banks of water bodies are quite different to other
types of land plants, and they have a unique name: Riparian Vegetation.
The strip of riparian vegetation that lines the sides of a waterbody (whether flowing or still)
is called The Riparian Strip. Not only does this strip of vegetation contain plant and animals species
that occur nowhere else in your landscape.
Riparian plants have evolved a unique role in their ecosystem. Waterbodies are always at the
lowest topographical elevation in an area of landscape. The riparian plants lining the banks filter and
clean all water as it flows down into the waterbody. They do this in a number of clever ways.
Nutrients are carried down to this region by gravity, and water is more abundant here then
anywhere elese in the landscape – thus the vegetation is particularly dense along the banks of a
waterway. This density of vegetation serves to slow down and remove much of the particulate
matter from water runoff that is flowing above the ground. As this water runoff slows, it is more
likely to soak into the ground (i.e. “infiltrate into the soil”). This is the first feature of the riparian
zone – it’s has an increased ability to clause water to “soak into the soil”.
This infiltration process is assited by the geological features of waterways. Because so much
water is flowing through the riparian zone, most of the small soil particles have long been washed
away, leaving the soil of the banks with high sand, pebble, and gravel content. This increases
drainage, making it easily for the water to soak into the soil. And when the water soaks into the soil
of the riparian strip, it enters into a great and secret place called The Rhyzosphere!
The Botanical Mysteries of The Rhyzosphere
Plants are interesting and many-faceted life forms. Every land plant creates, controls, and
cultivates a micro-ecosystem in the area around its roots. This area of unusual soil environment
around the roots of a plant, is called the rhyzosphere. Within this area, every healthy plant creates its
own carefully-tuned balance of the microorganisms and fungi that assist it in fulfilling its ecological
needs.
Enourmous amounts of chemical communications occur between the plants and their
rhyzosphere organisms - the plants attract these organisms, they create and environment for them
to thrive, and they even sometimes feed them! Many of these organisms can only live in the
rhyzosphere of their choosen host species of plant! The ability to create this balance, and particular
range of microorganism species attracted and cultivated by the plant in its rhyzosphere, is a wonder
of functional efficiency that has been evolved over hundreds of millions of years.
Does this ability seem astonishing?
Plants are not the only organisms who create and cultivate their own micro- ecosystems of
mirco-fauna – we humans also create one of these micro-ecosystems in our stomachs!
Other animals create and cultivate entirely different types of mico-fauna or micro-fungi
ecosystems in their stomachs – consider the ruminants of most ungulants (e.g. the cows and other
hooved grazer), or the intestinal biota of termites. The process of large organisms “recruiting” and
creating balanced communities of micro-organisms is a very common strategy in Nature. It is one
type of mutually beneficial symbiosis. And species who create these micro-ecosystems are extremely
adept at achieving the community compositions and balances they need.
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The micro-ecosystem of the rhyzosphere is different for each plant species. This is partially
because each species of plant has its own preferred environment – some live in the rocky soil on
mountain tops, others in the rich humus (but poor soil) of rainforests, and there are those plants
who on the banks of waterways. This means each plant species needs different sorts of mircoorganisms and fungi to help it with the particular needs of its own environment. These different
evolutionary selection pressures work over hundreds of millions of years to adjust and balance the
systems. Hence, every different plant species has evolved the ability to create its own unique and
carefully-tuned community of rhyzosphere organisms.
Thus do riparian plants create a unique rhyzosphere environment that specializes in
exploiting the high-volumes of groundwater that move through this zone.
As the water passes through the complex and beautiful micro-ecosystems of this biologically
active riparian soil environment, the life of the rhyzosphere and the physical properties of the soil
itself filter and clean the water in an astonishing powerfully manner. And as a result, fresh clean
oxygenated water is discharged into creeks and waterbodies that are lined by riparian vegetation.
Thus it is that the health of the creek or waterbody is fed and regenerated by the actions of
the riparian plants. This is one of the important processes by which plants clean water.
Every natural body of freshwater on this planet has its own unique community of riparian
vegetation. Even deserts have their own unique communities of riparian vegetation sheathing their
seasonal creeks lines. Every clean fresh waterbody is clean because of the riparian vegetation lining
its edges. If this vegetation is removed, the water quality will immediately begin to degrade.
The only wild places on this planet where riparian vegetation sometimes does not sheath the
natural freshwater lines and pools are landscapes where the water involves an unusual toxic
chemical composition – such as that of ground water discharged from a sulfur-rich volcano or that of
an ultra-saline lake. Yet even in these extreme environments there are often unique and highly
specialized plant species who can actually manage these chemical problems – and many of these
strange riparian plants may be useful to humans for cleaning up polluted waterways.
In cities it is often not practical or possible to retain large tracks of property as riparian
vegetation. Instead we will expoit the specialized water cleaning abilities of these riparian plants to
create devices that can be placed at majore inlet points channeling water into the large drainage
pipes of the underground creeks. And these devices will often resemble the prettiest of water
gardens, there true engineering purpose entirely invisible.
The Overflowing Grails of The Wilderness Fragments
The water filtering aspect of the rhyzosphere equation does not end at the peremter of the
riparian zone. You may also be surprised to learn that even non-riparian plants filter the water that
moves through their rhyzosphere – riparian plant species are merely specialists at this task.
Collectively, the wilderness fragments represent phytofiltration systems of astonishing
power, and hydrological engineers have long recognized and exploited this have – Phytofiltration is
the reason governments go to so much trouble to carefully retain and protect the wild forests
through the entire catchment area of their city’s water reservoir dams.
An entire forest filters and cleans water runoff far more effectively than a mere four-metre
stretch of riparian strip! These wild forests filling water-harvesting catchments result in
astonishingly fresh and clean high-quality dam water. Where these forests and plantscapes do not
exist in a dam catchment, the dam water water is significantly degraded.
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The Natural Innovations of The Sylvan Hydrologists
A natural water body with a dense, healthy riparian strip and a diverse, healthy community of
aquatic plants and filterfeeders will almost always maintain high water quality. Healthy creek
ecosystems of this sort can even remove a quite surprising amount of pollution. However, when the
ripain strip and the aquatic plants are removed, a creek cannot even clean and regenerate itself
enough to manage natural pressures, let alone face the additional pressure of pollution.
Singapore has recently been looking into a plan to address it water shortage by damming its
sea harbour to create a giant freshwater reservoir at the mouth of its city centre. The water filling
this “harbour dam” would be the rainwater from the urban landscape – all of the surface water
runoff channelled into the city’s storm drain system and then emptied into its harbour! Obviously,
the water quality of this dam would be as shocking as its stench – and Singapore is too beautiful an
island to be burdened with the dubious title “the city of yesterday’s perfume”.
Nevertheless, this is an exciting engineering venture. Avoiding an unhappy outcome would
involve carefully filtering all the rainwater runoff before it reaches the dam, and also creating an
ecosystem within the dam to maintain the biological health and oxygen content of the water – thus
to avoid stagnancy. Biofiltration devices offer a powerful opportunity for reducing the massive
ongoing financial costs associated with the use of the currently available range of conventional
mechanical technologies. The outcome of using the living systems of these sylvan garden devices
will, provided planning is intelligently conducted, not only achieve exceptionally attractive and
drinkable outcome, but also enhance the green beauty of Singapore’s urban landscape.
Biofiltration using aquatic plants, filterfeeding animals, and riparian sheaths and water
garden devices is the cheapest and most beautiful key to improving the water quality in humancreated landscapes – and the benefits of this outcome are profound. Urban hydrological systems will
not look like the wild natural systems. Often it is not practical to portion land for riparian strips or to
even allow creek lines to remain above ground where water plants can easily access sunlight. In this
chapter, we will explore new architectural devices and engineering applications of phytofiltration
and biofiltration to create new landscape features that will replace the wild riparian strips and water
cleaning features that once lined and filled these waterways.
Fountains and aethetic architechtural water features are a traditional part of the urban
architecture of all civilizations throughout the incredible journey of human history. Using these
structures to improve the water quality is only the most visible of the many new architectural and
engineering patterns and devices that we will create as we explore this water filtering potential of
sylvan hydrology.
There will be many wondrous fountains and beautiful water gardens in the sylvan cities of
the future – and all will be functional: the multi-dimensional hydrological patterns of the emerald
cities.
The Third Dimensional Principle of Sylvan Hydrological Engineering

Bladderworts: Water Gardens as a Mosquito Exclusion Infrastructure
Lions, snakes, and hawks are impressive predators, yet none are as dangerous as the tiny
mosquito. This little animal is one of the greatest threats the human species confronts as the climate
of our home planet heats. In fact, Homo sapiens is perhaps the only animal that poses a greater threat
to the human species.
Mosquitos are a vector for a number of serious human-affecting pathogens, including Denge
Fever (in Australia) and Malaria (in other tropical countries37). Most vertabrate animals of the
37 Malaria vectors are not present in Australia.
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tropics are parasitized by their own specialized strains of Malaria – this is the reason that most
tropical birds nest above an altitudinal threshold. Malaria poses a danger not only to humans, but
also to entire wild ecosystems.
Likewise, The British Empire poured vast wealth into the creation of tropical plantations of
the ________ plant, from the bark of which they created quinine, a medicine for treating Malaria. It is
no exaggeration to say that without this medicinal plant, The British Empire could never have
expanded to achieve a greatness that had not been beheld since the days of Ancient Rome.
The current global heating event is allowing Malaria to expand along a latitudinal gradient
(i.e. north in the northern hemisphere, south in the southern hemisphere) into countries that were
previously too cold for it’s mosquito vector to penetrate. In the coming age of human history, Malaria
will be a new and terrifying presence throughout many European countries that have no prior
experience of this horror.
You have the fossil fuel barons to thank for this gift.
So let us consider this growing problem. Wherever there are open fresh waterbodies,
mosquitos breed – this statement is true everywhere on this planet. This means that any open
waterbodies in our urban landscapes must involve systems for managing the threats posed by
mosquitos. At present, hydrogists use many different sorts of mechanical and chemical stratagies to
address this threat, but most are clumsy, many are toxic, and none are effectively adequate.
Biologists are now investigating genetic technologies that may be able to alter or control the
pathogen threats posed by mosquito populations; medical researchers are also investigating
medicines for affecting the associated pathogens or treating the diseases they cause. Vast amounts of
funding are continually being poured into research toward the development of new tools for
addressing the problem of mosquito-borne pathogens. It is no underestimation to state that
mosquitos are one of the most important foci of scientific research at this stage in history.
The wild wisdom of The Sylvan introduces new ways of thinking about this old problem, and
from these new points of view, new tools become apparent. So let us explore these new
opportunities – we will begin by understanding the nature of the organism we seek to exclude.
The Mosquito God of Egypt
Of the many different species of mosquito found in your realm, only one or two will be able to
carry human-affecting pathogens. The rest are annoying, but essentially harmless. The good news is
that the plague carrying mosquitos are usually rare, and their populations are usually small.
In order to explore the mosquito problem, and to provide an example of the process of
understanding and adjusting living systems to achieve human outcomes, I will, once again, address
the world from the point of view of my home realm, Australia.
In Australia, the most dangerous mosquito is the Egyptian Mosquito (Aedes aegypti). The
occurance of this mosquito species correlates with outbreaks of the greatly feared Denge Fever38, for
which virus it is the sole Australian vector.
Despite its name, this Egyptian Mosquito’s distribution is not limited to Egypt. It originally
comes from Africa, though it was spread globally with the slave trade – it occurs in throughout

38 The Egyptian Mosquito (Aedes aegypti), recognizable by its white stripes, is a vector for the Dengue Virus (Dengue Fever – Australia, North and
South America, Asia, Africa, and almost every other country on this planet! This disease has now mutate into at least three distinct strains), the
Chikungunya Virus (Chikunguya Fever – Africa, India, and South-East Asia prior to 2006; since 2006 cases have been reported in Tiawan, USA, South
America, Australia; this virus is vectored by A. aegypti & A. abopictus), and the Yellow Fever Virus (Yellow Fever – tropical Africa and South America.
Though the number of cases is currently rising, a safe and effective vaccine now exists).
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Australia and almost every other country on our planet. Luckily, this nasty little creature is not
common.
In wild ecosystems, the Egyptian Mosquito occurs in relatively low density. This is because it
does not use ponds or creeks as nurseries for its larvae; rather, it uses small, elevated water bodies
such as reserviores gathering in the caches of unsheltered tree hollows39 – and these are rare.
In the early days of the European settlement of Australia, each residential house used their
roof surface to collect and channel rainwater into an outdoor reservoir tank. This water tank was a
habitat feature that conveiniently suited the Egypian Mosquito – and its populations expanded to
plague proportions through Australian cities. Interestingly, this habitat feature allowed Denge Fever
to spread even to the extremely cold southern regions. Denge Fever quickly became the legendary
terror of every Australian.
Until very recently, people believed that this mosquito’s range correllated primarily with
climate, and attempts to control the mosquito usually involved spraying local wetlands and swamps
with pesticides (a practice which still continues in the wetlands around Brisbane). However, with
the progressive development of civic drinking water and sewage infrastructure, folk began to
remove their old rainwater tanks as they plugged their homes into the centralized civic piped
drinkingwater supplies. As this process of infrastructure change became widespread, the Egyptian
Mosquito (“co-incidentally”) almost completely disappeared from Australian cities – though nobody
perceived the connection at that stage.
During the period of my childhood, Denge Fever had vanished to become nothing more than
an urban legend – I had heared the stories of its horrible effects, and local gossip asserted that there
was a man somewhere in the suburb who had it, but he had apparently caught it overseas, and I
never met him. Denge had essentially disappeared from the Brisbane Valley.
Then, at the beginning of the new milleniaum, came the great drought that lasted until the
year 2010 (whence it broke in an overenthusiastic celebration of cyclones and floods). During this
dry period, the civic water supplies of nearly every Australian city (including Brisbane) were almost
completely depeleted. Desperate laws were passed to conserve water – bathing for more than five
minutes was outlawed and every citizen was issued with a five minute egg timer that would stick to
the bathroom wall; using a hose to water gardens, wash cars, or fill pools was made illegal, and
houses with a water bill over a minimum threshold were fined heavily. Year after year the legislation
became stricter and more oppressive – and the subject on every tongue was water.
Desperate and thirsty, the government instituted a program of providing giant financial
subsidies to every homeowner who fitted a rainwater reservoir tank to her or his house. A flock of
new businesses opened in this sector, and dozens of shiny, glamerous, and futuristic new water tank
products were developed and advertised in the opportunistic fenzy of thirsty enthusisam.
Yet all the while, one lone scientist of The University of Queensland screamed the danger of
posed by a long forgotton threat – Aedes aegypti, the fabled plague god of Egypt. But a government
under pressure to provide water tolerated no critisim of their desperate policies – and that
scientist’s voice was ignored, muffled, and shunted behind the political sidelines.
So it came to pass that more than half of the residents of the Brisbane Valley fitted new water
tanks to their houses during that period.

39 Interestingly, these elevated water reservoirs are also a natural water feature used by tree frogs (Litoria sp.) as tadpole nurseries – and hence, in
wild ecosystems, this species of mosquio is probably a naturally favoured food source for tree frog tadpoles. However, that fact is probably useful to us
only in relation to our garden frog ponds.
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These new water tanks are superior to the older models, and legistlation required some basic
safety measures to address the danger of mosquitos. But the legislation for the water tank subsidie
scheme was unfolded with such haste that planning was minimal and regulation systems inadequate
(indeed, almost non-existant). And, as with so many of these sorts of “desperate move” government
plans, many shady business operators quickly established to exploit the artificially inflated market
produced by the government subidies.
The result is that the designs of the new water tanks being used through Brisbane are
imperfect. Most of these new water tanks have mosquito screens over their manholes, thus
preventing mosquito access to the water surface through this point. Some few of these water tanks
have screens preventing mosquito access through the down-pipe from the house roof. The quality of
each of these systems needed only to be effective at time of sale – all of these mechanical protections
will deteriorate with age. And because almost all of these tanks are plastic, those that are receiving
full sun will deteriorate very quickly.
In Australian cities, the distribution of Denge Fever does not correlate with climate, and never
did. Denge Fever correlates with the presence of a habitat feature – rainwater tanks. Between five
and ten years from now, as the plastic mosquito screens on these new tanks deteriorate, the
mosquito god of Egypt will return to the Brisbane Valley.
The Bladderworts of The Arcadian Forests
Let us now shift our contemplations to The First Lesser Principle of Animal Summoning:
“Exclusion by Threat” (p72). Usually this principle represents a problem to our summoning
formulae, however it can also be used as a tool. I will now teach you the secret knowledge you will
need to slay the terrible plague god, and drive it from our beautiful valley.
Bladderworts (Utricularia sp.) are a type of pretty little aquatic herb. This herb’s complex
feathery fronds have an extremely high surface area and form a mesh that densely fills the water
column. Many or most species of bladderwort grow underwater, entirely submerged, and extend
only their reproductive organs (i.e. flowers and seed structures) above the water surface.
All bladderworts are carnivorous (most are insectivorous); they have small, globe-shaped
bladder-chambers lining the underside of their fronds. When one of these bladders is touched by a
mosquito larva, it releases a pressure vacum, sucking the mosquito larva into the bladder. The
mosquito larva is then digested by the plant.
A yourng bladderwort has hundreds of these bladder-chambers – a mature bladderwort has
thousands! These globes are very tiny and, if you choose your bladderwort species carefully, they
won’t be big enough to eat your mature dragonfly larvae or your tadpoles.
Because the whole of the plant is underwater, and it produces a prolific number of bladders
(and grows very quickly as a result), you can fill your frog pond or engineered civic water feature
with as much bladderwort as you need to control the mosquito larvae. A single mosquito larva uses
one bladder but provides nutrients to build more than one bladder. In addition to controlling
mosquito larvae, bladderworts also filter, clean, and oxygenate water as do other water plants, and
they can grow around and among most other types of water plant. Bladderworts could be used to fill
all standing waterbodies in the urban hydrological system of creeks, fountains, and pipes.
Gentle reader, you will discover that bladderworts are one of the most important plant
groups in the future of urban hydrological engineering here on Planet Earth. So let us now explore
the benefits and problems inherent in this ecological formula.
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The biggest problem with traditional “biological control” systems is population balance: if the
predator organism eats too many of the prey organisms, then the predator starves and die – and you
lose your predator. Using a predatorial plant, however, has a significant advantage: bladderworts
can eat as many of the mosquito larvae as are present, and gain dramatically accelerated growth
from this rich influx of nutrients – but when all of the mosquito larvae are gone, the bladderwort
then merely switches its main energy system to photosynthesis, and continues to thrive and sustain
itself until more mosquito lavae arrive. Hence, the population of your predator organisms expands,
rather than reduces, when it over-exploits its prey species. This is an unusual and significant
advantage.
Nearly ever realm on this planet has its own native bladderwort species. However, each
bladderwort species occurs only in water of a specific depth; this is one of the primary limitations on
the use of this plant in engineered hydrological systems.
The second primary limitation on the use of this plant is its seasonal activity cycle – most
bladderworts of Brisbane enter a dormancy period through the cold seasons. With climate changing
so rapidly, the dormacy period of your local species may or may not correlate with the dormancy
period of the mosquito you seek to banish – this is a very important question to be answered.
Nevertheless, assuming that both of these issues constitute serious limitations, humanity has
the tools to address both of these problems. And it is at this point that The Ancient and Honourable
Order of Science assumes its role in the equation.
The task of the scientist will involve the cultivation of new strains of bladderworts that
demonstrate a) extended annual activity cycles, and b) altered water depth thresholds.
Humanity is adept in the discipline of plant cultivation – every yeart new varieties of fruit and
vegetables are appearing on your market shelves. Cultivating bladderworts for particular qualities is
a relatively simple task.
For example, the scientists may begin by cultivating a variety with a bladder-size that
optimized for targeting the larvae of Aedes aegypti. We might name this variety, the “Dispellito
Culicumdeum” – The Terror of The Egyptian God!
The “Dispellito Culicumdeum” variety of bladderwort may then be cultivated to extend its
annual activity cycle so that each year, it “awaken” before the Egyptian Mosquito, and then does not
enter dormancy again until after the mosquito has disappeared for the year.
Thus are cultivated the two basic traits to create a bladderwort herb that functions as a
powerful and specific banishing plant for excluding the plague god. To preserve these specialized
traits, it may be useful to “speciate” this variety (i.e. cause a genetic transcendence to prevent
interbreeding with other strains of the plant – thus causing it to become a new plant species in order
to more strongly conserve the desired traits40).
This new species of bladderwort can then be bred into a series of varieties, each specialized
to grow in specific habitat niches of the newly engineered hydrological infrastructure of the sylvan
cities.

40 In regard to the definition of a “species of living organism”, note that while the biological inability of a sired genetic population to interbreed with
the parent genetic population always indicates the emergence of a new species, not all species are defined by the biological inability to hybridize –
many plant and animal species can interbreed with other related species, and many species of baceria can exchange genetic material even with bacteria
species of different genera. Hence, while the inability to interbreed with other species always indicates speciation, speciation does not always indicate
the inability to interbreed with other species – and the definition of “species” is a very complex subject.
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Another task given to the scientists will involve accelerating an increase in the genetic
variation of the depth genes, thus providing nature with a greater range of tools work upon in regard
to this aspect of this plant. Once planted through the city’s hydrological systems, these depth
varieties will be free to enhance their range of (not merely depth) potentials by allowing natural
selection to act freely upon their enhanced variation – thus allow the spread to new and
unrecognized ecological niches in the hydrological infrastructure. In this way, plant populations will
evolve and adapt to created new wild varieties of the “Dispellito Culicumdeum” Bladderwort that are
specially suited to the unforeseen local conditions and unnoticed habitat niches of the water features
and waterways of your city.
The cultivated varieties used by hydrological engineers will be produced in the greenhouses
of the city’s civic and commercial gardening institutions, and hence the original varieties will be
preserved. Yet after the plants are released into the urban habitat, natural selection will take its
course.
After all, no scientist has ever been able to create a machine as complex and fantastically
efficient as even the simplest living organisms. Let us not presume more than to merely assist the
real artist in this, her work – and learn the lessons she teaches us through the process. In this way,
every city will evolve its own natural ecological defense systems.
Bladderworts of every mosquito-eating variety ought be sold in every plant nursery, but I
when I originally wrote this essay, I had never seen one commercially available41 (I collected all of
mine from the forests around Brisbane). There are three species of freshwater insectivorous
bladderwort native to the Brisbane Valley region, and most other countries also have several native
species of bladderworts.
As our botanically enchanted bladderworts go wild and adapt to the urban habitat, so too will
our engineers adapt the hydrological patterns of the urban habitat to assist their spread. Thus will
this beautiful delicate aquatic herb come to fill every part of all standing water bodies in the sylvan
cities of the future. When combined with other insectivous plants, frogs, toads, and small fish (all of
which we will explore later in this chapter), mosquito control will be comprehensive – and the
ancient plague god of Egypt will flee in fear at the sight of the complex flowing labyrinths and
fronded faery spires of the living emerald cities of Humanity’s Sylvan Future.
The Fourth Dimensional Principle of Sylvan Hydrological Engineering

Wildlife Corridors: Hydrological Lines as an Ecological Infrastructure
Each different species of animal favour its own particular types of path through a landscape,
and we call these paths “wildlife corridors”. Wildlife corridors invariably have identifiable features
that we can replicate and use to direct and channel the movement of each different animal species
through our urban and agricultural landscapes. Yet while many animal species favour unusual
wildlife corridors, almost all species will use one particular type of wildlife corridor in addition to
any others: and this, the most important type of wildlife corridor, is the riparian threads of the
streams and creeklines running through each landscape.
Streams and creeks can be seasonal or permanently flowing with surface water – they are the
gully and valley lines through every landscape. In fact, these can even be life-saving wilderness
corridors for humans!

41 It is useful to put some bladderwort in your frogpond for the first few years after establishment. In the wilderness fragments around your city, you
should be able to find some growing in any natural healthy still or slow-moving freshwater creek or pond – the Bladderworts will probably be near the
edge of the pond, tangled among the stems of other aquatic plants that rise above the water surface, you might have to jump in and have a swim to find
them!
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Before you ever embark ion a journey into The Deep Wilds, look over a map and make sure
remember where the rivers lead – for if you get lost, you can always use the rivers as a safe path out.
Creeks and streams run from higher altitude downhill until they join a river. If you are ever
lost in a wilderness fragment, you can move downhill and you will invariably find a nearest creek –
and the direction of its flow will invariabley lead you to the nearest river.
Provided you have remembered which end of the river leads out of the wilderness fragment,
you then need only turn either upstream or downstream and follow the river out of the wilderness
fragment.
I have just taught you how to use a wildlife corridor – and this insight could mean the
difference between life and death for you.
Perhaps you are beginning to see how wild animals understand their landscapes. Wildlife
corridors are very important.
The indigenous people of Australia used to call the wildlife corridors “song paths”, for in their
own songs and dances they concealed all the information on how each animal (including
themselves) used these wildlife corridors.
Indigenous myth and ceremony is not merely “primitive superstition”. Rather, it is a living
encyclopedia containing a profound depth of information and understanding on the natural systems
of Australia – a depth far greater and more insightful then all the knowledge that modern european
people have gained in the short time we have been here.
The wise and ancient people of this land knew and sung the song paths for each of the
animals – ritual songs and dances often taking many days to complete, yet each musical composition,
a profound and comprehensive map of an animal’s soul, the paths of its eternal cyclic journey drawn
in story and movement and rythmn. For each animal, there is a dance and a song – each black child
of these native tribes underwent a schooling curiculum every bit as vast and demanding as any
offered by the privileged grammer schools of Victorian England.
Just as these elder peoples had song paths for the animals, they also had songs paths for
themselves, for they viewed themselves as no less a part of The Wild than were the other animals. In
their own songs they wove all of the information for travelling from one location to another, often
over hundreds of kilometres - and there are many secrets beyond the ways of the wilderness
corridors hidden in the layers of their beautiful dream songs. In these song patterns of
understanding, the ancient peoples hid the botanical secrets for the medicinal uses of each wild plant
and fungi to be found on each path, the zoological understanding of the personality, behaviour and
movements of each animal species to be found in the verses of these journeys, they wove in the
rhythmn of their dances the cyclic mathematics of each landscape’s climate, hydrology, and
biological cycles.
Songs that are maps concealing the temporal and geographical location of each useful plants,
animal, and geological resources, and the paths for safely moving through each dangerous areas – all
the cartographic and technological secrets for using this information to survive and thrive in this
wild and ancient land we call Terra Australis.
As you gaze down the corridors of The Wild, look with new eyes upon her children.
Modern people of the era in which I live invest much effort into expressions of sympathy for
the indigenous folk, but little effort into understanding these ancient peoples’ laughter-filled nature
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and profoundly imaginative, wondrous, and philosophical souls. O gentle reader, you will come to
realize that understanding is by far the more practical and profound way to Love, for at its root is
respect.
Scientists have learned many secrets that the indigenous folk did not know, for science is a
different point of view to the ancient worldviw of the wild folk. Yet these ancient wild folk know
much knowledge that scientists do not know, much knowledge that scientist will need thousands of
years to learn – unless they are taught by those who are older and wiser.
Hydrological lines are the favoured paths by which most animal move through a landscape. In
urban landscapes, many of the creeks will begin in the wilderness fragment and wind their ways into
the city. These are some of the most important ecological features of your city, and some of the most
important tools of animal summoning. For along these flowing paths the wild animals, from
butterflies to sugar gliders, will journey into the newly regenerating urban forest to find new homes
in the green glades of your new world. Identifying these hydrological paths and regenerating the
riparian strips of these living threads will regenerate your city and empower the ability of every
resident to summon even the rarest and most elusive of the deep forest animals to the dappled
glades of her or his garden home in the urban forest that is growing up through the cracking
foundations of your modern technological world.
-o0o-

THE VISION OF LIVING WATER
A Dream of The Future

So what will the aquaducts and hydrological features of The Sylvan Cities look like? How will
they enhance the beauty and functionality of our cities? How can this dream be achieved without
enormous engineering and vast input of resources?
I will now outline a series of architectural and engineering design modifications and devices
for a regenerating city that is leaving the age of oil to become a sylvan city of the Space Age.
Throughout the development of these devices and designs, the production of economic benefit is
held as a governing priority. And, gentle reader, in order to allow you to turn to the section of
priority to your own fields of expertise, I have index these elements for your convenience. As with
much of this scroll, my home city of Brisbane, Australia, is often used as an example.
Part I. (On The Sylvan Hydrology of The Urban Landscape, p274) Addresses the hydrosystems
of cities in general, and of the underground creeks (called “stormwater drain pipes” in the age of oil)
in particular.
Part II. (On The Murky Green Life of The Sylvan Rivers, p294) Addresses rivers both from the
point of view of urban and agricultural landscapes – as most human cities are founded on rivers.
Part III. (On The Silver Grails of The Sylvan, p304) Addresses water reservoirs, and in
particular the dams and lakes that are essential to the development of human settlements.
Part IV. (The Aquae Energia of The Hydrosphere, p312) Addresses new energy infrastructures
for harnessing the energy patterns of the hydrosphere – the entire water cycles of Planet Earth. If
economics are your concern, you may choose to begin with this section.
Thus has come the time to crystallize these many threads of living water into a single vision
of the future.
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PART I. ON THE SYLVAN HYDROLOGY OF THE URBAN LANDSCAPE
Throughout the wealithier suburbs of every major city in the western world, local residents
have formed community groups to regenerate and preserve the stretchs of creek lines running
through their neighbourhood. The purpose of these groups is generally two-fold: the beauty and the
health of their suburb. Functioning collectively as a community group, the residents are able to
influence the attention of their local government representatives. In addition, the various working
bees and “forest regeneration” events are (in effect) neighbourhood social.
Most of the residential suburbs in every Australian state capital (including my home city of
Brisbane), have formed these kinds of local community groups. In Brisbane, these groups form a
two-tiered system: the larger and more influencial “umbrella” groups are the “catchment groups”
who address primarily the regeneration fo their creeks lines, but also all of the habitat within the
catchment area of the creek. These catchment groups are managed by volunteers (i.e. the ordinary
residents of the area), and these folk are very influencial – city council pays heed! The smaller of the
two types of community groups are the “forest regeneration” groups, each of which is formed to
manage a single sylvan wood (i.e. a small island of wilderness in the urban landscape), and hence
they are highy localized. These small forest regeneration groups are co-ordinated under the
umbrella of their local catchment group. Funding and general organization is professional (because
folk like to run their groups with constitutions and procedure), but casual and organic with each
individual group forming its own patterns according to the unique needs of the area. Hence, a
relaxed culture whereby folk like to run things professionally but are willing to adapt any pattern to
the individual needs and character of the situation and folk involved – and this makes for a relaxed
situation with easy movement and a general atmosphere of enjoyment by all. This transforms the
whole work into a social activity of coming together to beautify one’s own suburb. In Brisbane, the
results have been a pervasive popularity of these groups and an astonishing success in the ecological
regeneration and beautification of our residential suburbs.
There are no politics to these groups, and as they are formed of successful professional
people, the catchment groups have not identified themselves with environmentalism (and
amusingly, I have found that many of the leading members in the groups around my suburb are
sceptical of the existence of global warming). These are community groups formed of an ordinary
demographic cross-section of community enjoying the productive venture of forming a community
and beautifying their own home suburb.
The seventh step of The Butterfly’s Dance begins by widening the focus of your own local
community group to consider the needs of your suburb’s creeks system. Your creek system is the
primary wilderness corridor for your neighbourhood. When the strip of riparian vegetation that
lines its banks is regenerated, it will become a pathways through which rare and wondrous birds,
frogs, butterflies, and mammals will be able to migrate into your suburb – if you summon them.
Animals you previously couldn’t summon will now be able to be summoned to your suburb. This
behold the power and importance of The Third Greater Principle of Animal Summoning: “Ecological
Connectivity” (p65). The richness of your reach of the urban forest will dramatically increase.
It will begin as you and your neighbours through your community groups begin to replant the
few threads of riparian strip scattered through your home suburb. Your work will make a dramatic
and visible difference to your world. This is the beginning – and The Future is very beautiful indeed.
Creeks run far and deep through the urban tapestry, and humanity has wrapped and bound
their silvery strands in the concrete of your city’s thought. The regeneration of these hydrological
lines delves deep into the mechanisms of your city’s engineering paradigms. Thus, gentle reader, lets
us explore this facet of reality. Let us begin by seeking to understand the nature and role of our
creeks in the harmony of the urban landscape.
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On The Unique Features of The Urban Creeks
In most natural terrestrial landscapes, large amounts of rainwater infiltrates (“soaks”) into
the soil, thus to recharge the groundwater and, often hundreds of years later, to be discharged into
the rivers, sustaining their volume. The water that does not infiltrate into the soil flows as surface
runoff into the creeks and waterways, and thus is carried off to the rivers and, eventually, to the
lakes and oceans. These streams, creeks, and rivers are the hydrological lines, the “lines of water”,
through your landscape. Only extreme rain events cause large quantities of rainwater to break out of
the landscape’s permanent hydrological lines and spread over the surface as flooding.
This is the basic hydrology of natural landscapes.
The urban habitat differs significantly from this natural system I have described. In the urban
habitat, humanity has covered most of the ground surface in an sealing layer of concrete or similar
substance – and this prevents rainwater from infiltrating into the soil. Thus most rainwater must
remain on the surface as runoff – and hence it poses a significant flood danger. Obviously, this large
amount of surface water must be moved out
of the urban landscape quickly – thus to
avoid this flood danger. And so the
engineered hydrology of your city is
carefully planned to very quickly move vast
amounts of rainwater runoff from the city
surface into your local river. This is a
primary agenda of urban hydrology in the
age of oil.
To achieve this objective, the
architecture of your landscape’s natural
hydrological lines has been enthusiastically
subjected to significant human engineered
modification.

Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

The Biological Modification of The Urban Creeks
The first major change you will notice in the creek lines of your city involves “biology”. In
most situations, this means the near complete removal of the plant communities (usually both the
riparian strip and the aquatic plant communities) of these ecosystems. Obviously, when their
Summoning Plants and associated habitat features (tree hollows, canopy cover, etc.) are gone, the
animals of these ecosystems also had to leave. And when the riparian strip (that cleans the water of
the creek) is removed, the water quality deteriorates and the water chemistry changes. This has
implications not only for all animals who would use this water, but also for the habitats that would
receive this deteriorated water – for each of these creeks must eventually flow into a larger water
body.
The Geographical Movement of The Urban Creeks
The second major change to hydrological lines in the urban landscape involves “geography” movement. A natural creek slithers freely across a landscape, changing its elevation and shape as it
erodes its banks and cuts ever deeper into the land. This is the natural state of its yawns and rolls in
a wild relaxed chaos of continual (though to humanity’s short temporal perception, almost
imperceptible) flowing change. An urban creek or river, however, has had its banks fortified and
engineered to prevent its curves deepening and its coils flexing – it has been bound into the
landscape tapestry to prevent its flow of change from occurring outside its banks.
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Hence, the line of the flowing urban
waterway has its hydrological landscape
pattern fixed, unchanging. This is so of all
engineered urban creek and river lines, and it
is a necessary facet of the urban landscape – for
though the wild river’s penchant to
unrestrained balanced chaos is beautiful to
wild eyes, it would be most impractical for
humanity to indulge this continual rolling
hunger that endlessly devours the fabric of its
surrounding established landscapes.

Photo by Glenorchy McBride III

The Architectural Modification of The Urban Creeks
The third major change to the hydrology lines in the urban landscape involves the
“architecture” and “geology” (and thus chemistry) of their shapes and beds. The urban creeks have
often been engineered to increase the volume of water they can transport out of the city, and the
speed at which they can achieve this transport. The usually way of achieving this increase in speed
and volume is by straightening the creeks and flattening their beds to remove features that obstruct
and slow water movement. Generally, this means the (either partial or complete) transformation of
the natural creek into a concrete canal. The use of concrete in this way is one of the primary manners
of controlling a creek’s tendency to change, as well as its hydrological capacities.
The ability to fix the form of creeks and to move water in this high-speed manner is very
important, and we must accept that engineered concrete creek lines are going to be a part of the
future. And while many enthusiastic wildlings will be saddened by this decision, it is important to
note that just as hydrologists do not often to see the world from points of view other than their own,
the same is true of most environmentalists at the current point in history.
Yet calm your mind, gentle environmentalist, becoming aware of the falsehoods and
limitations in our own opinions is not a fall into the pit of damnation – it is an escape from the pit of
damnation. These engineered creeks are not only essential, they are highly practical – and to the
creative mind, they also offer profound opportunities for ecologically beautiful, healthy, and rich
habitats.
The Submersion of The Urban Creeks
The forth major change to urban hydrological lines concerns their elevation. A large
proportion of your city’s creeks have been engineered to be channelled through underground
architecture (e.g. very large “stormdrain” pipes). All of the sealed surface of your city is inclined to
channel water into the inlet points (e.g. the gutters and drains lining every street) of these
underground piped creeks.
These underground creeks are faced with a series of interesting problems to be managed in
their regeneration. Not only does the majority of rainwater runoff entering these creeks receive no
natural filtration from the plants and soil of a riparian strip, it also carries new types and levels of
pollution – from the oil and petroleum residues of the streets to the non-biodegradable (e.g. plastic)
rubbish that is also so often made of the omnipresent fossil fuel by-products that typify the age of oil.
In addition to the deteriorated water quality, the occurance of a piped underground creek
represents a break in the ecological continuity of the creek-line. Many or most aquatic organisms
won’t move through these barriers in the creek line. Hence, these regions of underground creek
currently function as barriers in the primary wildlife corridors used by most animals.
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These problems are fascinating, and the solutions both fertile and beautiful. Let us now
explore the regenerated streams and creeks of the sylvan cities of our future.

On The Living Water of The Sylvan City
To what degree can we realistically expect to improve the quality of the water that is
channelled through the underground creeks (i.e. “drain pipes”) of our urban landscape?
The likely answer is: Probably not to the level of quality of water found in a natural creek
flowing through an undisturbed wilderness fragment.
However, we can improve the quality of this vast urban water reserve to the level that it will
be economically viable as a raw resource for drinking water purification plants, or that it can be used
in an untreated form to feed almost all gardens in the city, and certainly, that (when combined with
some engineered features) it will support a healthy freshwater ecosystem through every aspect of
the urban creek system – even the underground creeks.
If the water of the underground creeks can be improved to this level, then beautiful reed and
lilly-pad filled urban lakes can created to collect this freshwater at the outlet points of the
underground creeks. Tranforming our urban rainwater runoff into a valuble water resource makes it
useable for synergized functions ranging from water garden aesthetics to energy storage to
increasing drinking water supplies to aquaculture fish stocks (for food or sports fishing) to citizen
recreational pursuits.
Improving the water quality will involves aesthically beautiful engineered water features that
use phytofiltration technologies – urban water gardens. And we can assist these living systems with
extremely simple (indeed, amusingly primitive!) mechanical innovations. Also, time will heal many
woes.
The death of the age of oil will significantly reduce the toxic petrochemical pollution in water
runoff from your streets. Likewise, the movement to non-fossil fuel based biodegradable plastics will
result in your water resources becoming more available to you. Nevertheless, the runoff from your
city’s surface will still contain many pollutants. But even the problems presented by these factors
can be managed quiet easily.
Water that enters your city’s creek systems through a healthy riparian strip is filtered by the
vegetation. However, in many locations it has been necessary to channel water from the streets and
urban surfaces directly into the engineered creek system without any natural filtration. These inlet
points (e.g. the drain opening along street gutters, etc.) are suitable for the placement of small
phytofiltration devices or geofiltration devices – and indeed, some of the examples I will outline
below (The Reed Belts of The Surburban Streets, p277, and The Water Gardens of The Infiltration
Basins, p280) have already been successfully implemented by city councils from San Fransico,
California, to Perth, Australia42.
Inlet points to your cities creek system include almost all of the drain openings you are
familiar with – those on the sides of streets, those fed (in the age of oil) by the gutter downpipes
from your home roof, etc. Filters (be they phytofilters or geofilters) on creek inlet points will need
two primary qualities: firstly, in addition to chemical filtration, they will need to be able to separate
large solid material (leaf litter, rubbish, etc) and the smaller sediments from the water; and secondly,
42 For those rugged “do it yourself” homebuilders, I recommed the work of the unusually creative architect, Michael Renyolds, who (in New Mexico,
USA) pioneered a lot of the foundation work on the use of phytofiltration in home architectural design. He developed highly concentrated
phytofiltration systems for creating self-contained household water (including sewage) recycling loops for residential properties. And perhaps most
interestingly, he orientated his designs to be easily implemented by ordinary folk who want to build their own home with their own hands – and his
innovations both in this and in his choice of building materials are quite amusing. For more information, see the website www.biotecture.com, or his
biographical film, “Garbage Warrior” (19__?) outlining the defining events of his career.
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during unusually high rainfall events, they will need be able to automatically to open in order to
“flush” large volumes of unfiltered water very quickly. Achieving this is an exciting prospect that will
involve the use of both biofilters and geo filters in a co-operative harmony of design.
Thus said, let us now explore the water filtration devices and systems of the underground
creeks of the sylvan cities.
The Reed Belts of The Suburban Streets
Throughout the state of Western Australia (in Australia) and California (in The USA), the
governments have begun to introduce the use of phytofiltration as a means of purifying urban water
runoff. One particular system these states have instituted involves a transformation in the way
street-side water gutters are engineered.
Generally, most topography in the urban environment channels water runoff down to the
streets where it gatheres in gutters that run along the side of the streets and channel this water into
the inlet points of the underground creeks (i.e. the street-side drains). The innovation being used by
these pioneering states involves the replacement of the standard street-side gutter with the
“phytofiltrations trench”.
A phytofiltration trench is a groove filled with layered gravels of specific sizes. Herein grow
sedge or reed species that filter the water. Hence, the gutters of the age of oil are replaced by long
strips of low sedge or reed garden. The water channelled into these phytofiltration trenches does not
gather on the surface, but seeps straight into the gravel where it is naturally filtered in the
rhyzosphere of these riparian plants as it flows slowly and unseen down to the intlet points (i.e. the
drains) where this filtered water is discharged into the underground creeks.
There are no open or standing water bodies in this system. During most rainfall events, the
water disappears into the gravel soil of these phytofiltration belts and then will move slowly to the
drains. During high rainfall events, the trenches will saturate and the excess water will flow quickly
over the surface, to discharge unfiltered into the drains. High water flows will simply temporarily
flatten the reeds (turgor pressure will cause them to stand back up on their own within a few days –
hence the old saying “to bend like a reed in the wind”). Hence, these systems manage an alternating
water speed system that adapts to the needs presented by the weather situation.
These phytofiltration trenches can replace standard street-side gutters along the stretches
leading to each drain opening. They will be the same width as the old gutters (e.g. approximately
20cm wide). Hence, to you, as a resident of the city, these will appear as a pretty reed and rush
gardens raising to knee-height, lined in smooth, rounded creek pebbles, and filling the gutter for a
stretch leading to each street drain. They will be quite beautiful, and dragonflies, crickets, very small
frogs, and other wildlife will hide among these, though there will be no standing surface water.
The rushes and reeds that densely fill the phytofiltration strip will be rooted in a layered
substrate, the top level of which will be large smooth creek stones covered by a steel mesh strong
enough to allow a car to drive over. Under the surface will be alternating levels of gravel, small
pebbles, and sand. The water moves through these porous levels being filtered by both the plants
and the soil compositions into which it comes in contact. Hence, there is no surface water except in
unusually high rainfall events.
These reed strips also have the benefit of increasing the clarity of the line between street and
sidewalk by providing a knee-high wall of reeds dividing the two types of area. This increased
boundry visibility is a useful safety measure, particularly where children are involved.
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Many water grasses, sedges, reeds, and rushes are usefull for these types of phytofiltration
trenches. However, the plant species composition of these reed gardens will change as one moves
uphill. This is because gravity causes water to flow downhils – hence, the gravel/soil will always be
drier in the reed trench at the top of a hill. Sedge and reeds that survive better in dryier soil will
grow in the trenches at the the top of hills, and a transition in plant species to those that favour
continually waterlogged soil will occur as you follow the trench down the hill. When carefully
choosen, the plants of these thin garden belts can be both aesthetically appealing to humans, and
also summoning plants for animals. Thus a lovely gradient of plant species, and as you travel up and
down hills, you will see an undulating pattern in the ever-changing continuum of plant species in the
thin reed belt’s green flow. It will be quite beautiful.
So powerful are the chemical cleaning abilities of the plant world that certain species of
plants are commonly used to clean the soil and water of toxins at old mine sites; it is a process that
scientists call phytoregeneration. Applying this knowledge to create this sort of phytofiltration belt
will allow us to remove chemical pollution and excess nutrient loads using natural biological
processes.
Sediment loads that cause unhealthy levels of turbitdity are also filtered out by the layered
pebble, gravel and sand substrates. Large particles of rubbish and leaf litter are caught in the stiff
mesh-like stems of the sedges and reeds. This rubbish is the only one of the three filtration
components presents a financial opportunity for children.
It is not truly necessary to clean the leaf litter from the reed strip, and generally removing it is
merely an aesthetic act. If left there, the leaf litter would merely disintergrate into a healthy humus
of nutrients to feed the reeds – the high moisture content would accelerate this process. Indeed, the
replacement of oil plastic with biodegradable plant plastic means that not only leaf litter, but also a
reasonable amount of plastic rubbish could theoretically be left in the phytofiltration belt to break
down into soil humus to feed the sedges and rushs.
But for the more wealthy suburbs who want to maintain a crisp clean reed belt of the verge in
front of each family property43 – an exceptional business opportunity is presented to
entrepreneurial children who wish to innocently exploit the good-naturedness of the unwitting folk
of their community! Children could make very large amounts of pocket money through offering this
service to the guileless residents of their street – for in sylvan communities, where everybody knows
everybody else in the neighbourhood, children have a safe market open and financially vulnerable
before them!
Allowing children to earn as much weekly coin as they choose to generate by their own effort
is much better than giving them a free handout of a restricted amount of weekly coin. The smarter
children in your neighbourhood will become apparent at a very early age.
The children can also offer each house in their street the paid service of removing the leaf
litter from its reed belts, they can sell the leaf litter they collect to the over-enthusiastic (or overintelligent) gardeners of the neighbourhood! This leaf litter of diverse composition is a valuble
compost resource to enthusiastic gardeners for it contains the leaves from many trees not growing
in their own garden, and thus a range of nutrients not found in their home compost.
The design of these reed belt systems is not limited in many ways. Theoretically these
gardens could be encased in steel baskets with each gravel layer in a shelf basket so that they could
43 The “verge” is the area of grass or vegetation between the street edge and the front of the property. Where there is a concreate sidwalk path, it
usually cuts through the verge. During the age of oil, the verge of residential houses was usually grass, and its upkeep involved a weekly ritual of
mowing the lawn. Of course, the verge presents significant potential – more garden space within which green-thumbed folk could fill with butterflyattracting plants. A garden verge does not need to be mowed weekly, and if it is carefully designed, it requires very little maintainence indeed!
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be lifted out of the phytofiltration trench, and any gravel layer replaced. In high pollution cities this
would allow the inclusion of a layer of charcoal or clay balls to geologically filter the water. The
design potential can move far beyond the basic systems I have outlined here.
These phytofiltration strips are, in a very real way, the riparian vegetation of the new urban
habitat. Hence, we have begun to address a central problem in the regeneration of our urban creek
system – the role of the riparian strip in the purification of water.
The Geological Water Filters of The Underground Creeks
You might be surprised to discover that a gas mask is little other than a container full of
ordinary carcoal. Air is passed through this carcoal before it reaches the human. There is nothing
more to the system – there doesn’t need to be. And this use of charcoal is not new.
The use of charcoal as a poison antidote dates back to the empire of Rome. Poison was a quite
common political tool in those days, and every doctor knew that a sure antidote for almost every
orally consumed poison was to grind up charcoal, mix it with water, and then pump the goop down
the victim’s thoat, into the stomach – and continue pouring it in until no more would fit!
Charcoal has incredibly high surface area – and thus, has astonishing absorbant qualities. This
means that it can suck poison out of air, water, or even out of a human stomach! And we are going to
use this same principle to cleanse the water entering the underground creeks.
Cheap innovative mechanical water filtration can be achieved merely by using filters filled
with charcoal – this will be one important tool for managing the problem of pollution runoff and
grey-water entering through inlet points to the underground (or above ground) creek.
An ordinary carbon filter of this type is astonishingly cheap – it is really just a stack of pressed
charcoal in a container through which the water moves. This system is so effective that every
military on this planet uses exactly the same principle and components as the basics for almost all of
their air and water filtration technologies. The water filtered by this system is so clean that it
approaches drinking quality. This is the lovely water that will be filtering down into the
underground creeks!
While fitting these filters to the inlet points of the underground creeks (e.g. drain openings in
the gutters of city streets, etc.) is easy enough, it holds two major problems: the water flow is slowed
and the filters must occasionally be replaced.
The more significant of these two problems is the reduced water speed. Nevertheless,
designing a means of managing and filtering even the highest volumes of water with little speed
reduction is merely a question of engineering creativity.
Charcoal geofilters may created by suspending bowls that are large enough to manage the
usual day-to-day volumes, but could also “overflow” unfiltered water directly into the underground
creeks when higher volumes of water need to be quickly moved. This sort of geofiltration bowl
would be positioned in the interior chamber of the drain inlet. The geofilters will be complemented
by phytofilters designed into the exterior to the drain inlet; and they will catch the larger particles
even in high flow events.
These geofiltration overflow bowls can be any size and can even be layered in overflow
columns where each lower receptical catches the unfiltered overflow and the filtered dischage from
the receptical above it. Geofilters of simple designs will be mounted at each inlet point to the
underground creeks – the inside of each streetside drain, the outlet point of every rooftop downpipe,
and so forth.
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The Water Gardens of The Infiltration Basins
Cast your gaze around your suburb. Notice how the locations at the lowest elevation are
never filled with buildings, instead they are recreational parks or sports fields. In fact, if you look
closely, you will note that (unless they can channel into a nearby surface creek) their topography
always forms a “basin-like” shape. These topographical “basins” are a planned feature in every urban
landscape on this planet – they are called Inflitration Basins, and they are an important device in
your city’s hydrology.
Each infiltration basin has a “catchment” – this is all the area that channels rainwater runoff
into the basin. Your city council has maps of the catchments of each of the infiltration basins in your
suburb – you can point to any square meter of ground in the your city, and they will know where the
rain falling their will go.
Much of the rain runoff in your city is channelled into these infiltration basins, so that it can
then soak into the ground to recharge the ground water – and that is why the free public parks and
sportsfields are always wonderfully fun mud wallows after every storm. All infiltration basins have
heavy-duty drains leading into central passages of the underground creek system, but these drains
are slightly above the lowest elevation. This means that the runoff water of your suburb collects in
the infiltration basins, but if there is too much water, it overflows into the underground creeks
through a system that can move very high volumes of water.
Infiltration basins can be very large (the size of a sports field or bigger) or very small (the size
of a built fish pond, or even smaller). They come in a variety of shapes, consider the traditional long
narrow gully of the archetypal median strip of your freeway system – this widely-used design is one
of the most prevalent examples of an infiltration basin and though only a few meters wide they can
be tens of kilometres long!
Infiltration basins are an ideal position for the placement of phytofilters that discharge into
the underground creek system. These would look like small water gardens at the very lowest points
in the infiltration basin. A simple design might involve water plants growing in a buried concreate
receptical filled with layers of different sorts of gravel, the base of which plugs into a geo filter, which
then discharges the clean water into the undergound creek. This sort of device in this location could
process very high volumes of water, and unlike the street-side reed strips, most excess water is
absorbed into the groundwater through the infiltration basin.
For example, a circular water garden in a topographical depression at each corner of a sports
field. These would be the first locations in the infiltration basin to fill with rainwater runoff. When
rainfall events are too high and these water gardens overflow, the infiltration basin then takes to
excess runoff. In extreme rainfall events, the infiltration basin itself can overflow into the heavy-duty
drains, thus discharging the unfiltered excess directly into the underground creeks to mitigate flood
dangers.
The Living Fountains of The Sylvan City
Fountains and small ponds are a tradtional feature of every city and they open the
opportunity for astonishing beauty combined with multi-dimensional functionality. Fountains
oxygenate water more powerfully and quicly then almost any other simple device, and the use of
photovoltaic tiles to line the sculptures and retaining walls means that no external electricity input is
required to run the sylvan fountains of the future.
Indeed, the possibilities for creativity are panoramic! Whereconcerns the fountain operations
the mosaics of photovoltaic tiles can be positioned in alignment with astronomical ques to transform
the fountain to become an unusual new sort of “sundial” clock, switching on every hour – the
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inclusion of Sunwells in this system or crystal prisms that merely break light into its colours allow
astonishing opportunies for “scuptures woven of light” that completely transform at each marked
point of the day.
Likewise, the phytofiltration potentials in this sort of flexibly shaped structure are wonderful
and powerful. Consider the basic concentric ring pattern where each ring is a different pool
containing different sorts of plants that filter different solutes from the water. Now lift them three
dimensionally into a tiered conical step-pyramid with the central pool highest and each concentric
ring pool a step down the pyramid – and the water begins be begin at the centre, lifted up and
aerated by the fountain as it rises from the apex through the light scuptures, then fills the peak pool
and proceeds to slowly filter down through each tiered pool of until it moves through a geofilter into
the lotus pond at the base. In this beautiful pond live turtles and jewel-like fish, and around it
citizens can recline or there even may be some of these ponds where folk can bath among the tall
rushes and lilly pads of the living ponds of the urban forest.
This sort of water garden uses a series of systems working collectively with the result that
water passing through the concreate receptical of this reed garden fountain is filtered even more
effectively than could be achieved by a natural riparian strip.
The Sylvan Water Features of The Urban Forest
Human shaped landscapes are not the same as wild landscape, and we should not be trying to
make exact replicates of wild ecosystems. Instead, we will engage in a process of understanding the
secrets and potentials of wild systems, and then adapt these understandings to the new patterns of
our human-created landscapes.
A concreate water garden feature can be
designed not only to be architechtually beautiful,
an artistic monument in an urban habitat, but
also to be optimun biofiltration environment for
water purification – a receptical containing high
densities of the beautiful and effectient types of
aquatic plants and
hidden filterfeeding
organisms. Consider the potentials of this new
dimension for urban fountains and water
features.
This combination of phytofiltration
Photo by Glenorchy McBride III
gardens and geofilters wil result incredibly foully
turbid and polluted stormdrain water of the age of oil being transformed into a vast quantity
of the near drinking quality healthy living fresh water – a fantastically valuble resource!
And this is the first part of the transformation equation of the underground creeks of
The Sylvan Cities of The Space Age.
Now let us consider another primary feature of the urban hydrology patterns – the
subterrainian architechture of the underground creeks.
-o0oVegetation cleans, filters and oxygenates fresh water. You began to understand this
principal when you created your first garden Moonwell. Now it is time to apply your
understanding to your city’s hydrological system.
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On The Ecological Secrets of The Underground Creeks
The most difficult aspect of urban hydrological regeneration is the “underground creeks” –
the stormwater drains. Successfully understanding how to regenerate this aspect of the city’s
hydrology will imbue you with the ability to regenerate every other aspect of the hydrological lines
of your city. Thus let us address this wonderful riddle.
The full regeneration of your creek lines is not likely to occur quickly – it may take several
centuries for this facet of the transformation to fully manifest. Hence, the wonders you will look
upon in this chapter often deep in the future – these are long-term facet of The Butterfly’s Dance.
This changes represent a significant change in consciousness and engineering methodology will be
involved – and many will not be suitable for pre-existing citys.
Many of these ideas will materialize as hydrological patterns underlying new cities we will
found and build in the future as the human population expands and the geography of our planets
shifts through the great change events that the oil barrons have unleashed.
The Underground Creeks of The Sylvan City
At present the portions of your city’s creek system that are channelled underground are
called “stormwater pipes” – their only function being to remove excess surface water from the urban
landscape.
These “stormwater pipes” will be transformed into “The Underground Creeks of The Sylvan
City”. These underground creeks will become a paradise of green living beauty, cleaning the water
and making it ecologically rich and fully useable.
Art thou surprised, O gentle reader?
Art thou shocked, O learned engineer?
The Golden Threads of The Sunwells
Where there is water and nutrients, there is the potential for life. Yet life is an energy system,
and in most of the natural environments of our Planet, plants are the living root of this energy
system. Plants harvest the energy of sunlight, transforming it into a useable chemical form (i.e.
sugar), and pass this bio-available energy up their food chains – thus weaving the light of a star into
into a web of life. To unleash The Wild in this underground creek habitat, all we need do is lace
together this one link in the ecosystem – the link between plant and sunbeam.
A “Sunwell” is a mirrored dish with a glass or crystal lens hole in its centre – it faces upward,
gazing into the Sun. This mirrored dish gathers and reflects sunlight into a single bright golden
sunbeam that it channels straight down, through the lens hole in the centre of the dish, and down a
pipe into the Earth!
Are these small dishes really powerful to any significant degree?
When I was a child I used to be fascinated by a small hand-held magnifying glasses – the sort
Sherlock Holms was famous for carrying. It used to astonish me that glass could “bend light”!
I used to wonder – what is light? A photon of light is motion energy at its highest velocity –
“nothing” accelerated to a threshold (which humans call “the speed of light”) at which it disrupts the
matrix of the universe (which human’s call “The Higgs Field”), and thereby aquires mass.
And because this energy has aquired mass, it can be manipulated in much the same way that I
used to wonder. any other physical object can be manipulated. I suggest you experiment with a tiny,
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hand-held “Sherlock Holm’s Magnifying Glass” (i.e. convex lens). Try catching the radiance of
sunlight bending it into a single concentrated sunbeam – and you will find that you can easily burn a
hole through a dead leaf. You have created a very powerful sunbeam using a lense but five or ten
centimeters in diameter. Consider what a larger light-bending system could do.
This is the principle underpinning The Sunwells.
Indeed, any suitably designed lens can be used to create a Sunwell, even without any dish or
reflector, as it will concentrate ambient light into a single beam. There are many different possible
designs for Sunwell, each appropriate to different positions.
The Sunwell creates a beam of highly concentrated golden sunlight that can be channelled,
using mirrors and crystal prisms, through pipes to anywhere we choose. Even underground.
These pipes are vacum-sealed, for light can easily travel through a solid lens at either end –
and thus, the interior of these pipes never need be cleaned.
The outside facing of the lenses at the intlet points (i.e. the Sunwells for collecting the
sunlight) and discharge points (e.g. the underground light globes, etc.) do need to be cleaned, and a
mechanical device can be fitted to these for this purpose. This self-cleaning device (probably
powered by a photovoltaic panel in the vacum pipe to feed off the abundant sunlight moving through
the pipe) will, perhaps, be the most complex part of the whole system. If outlet points (e.g. light
globes) for the sunbeams are always near a pre-existing manhole, then the control and maintinence
of the whole system is optimized.
Sunwells collection dishes can be mounted on the top of street lamps, each channelling a long
powerful golden sunbeam down into the underground creeks all day, and then sleeping by night. If a
more complex design is desired, a thin ring of photovoltaic panels around the edge of the Sunwell
can harvest electricity to power the movement of the dish to track the Sun.
A Sunwell is a device used to concentrate sunbeams that can be “piped” to any location.
Mirrors and crystals are used to direct, divert, refract, disperse, and distribute these sunbeams.
These golden rivers will be channelled through pipes, mirrors will wind the sunbeam around bends,
faceted crystal will break off smaller sunbeams and direct them into side arteries where yet other
prisms will transform them from beams into floods of gentle sunlight, showering their kisses upon
the plants.
Manipulating light has long been studied in the physics disciplines, yet the piping of
sunbeams for this purpose constitutes a new discipline of engineering. Developing this discipline
will advance humanity’s entire understanding of and ability to manipulate all forms of radiant
energy – this will be a very important technology with profoundly useful side benefits in the future of
human engineering. Engineers skilled in this field will be called “Sunweavers”. Masters of this
discipline will be artists able to achieve feats of astonishing beauty almost beyond the belief of folk
from the age of oil.
We already have the technology necessary to gather and concentrate immense amounts of
solar radiation into very thin pipes and then to disperse it as needed at release points through the
underground creek system. That is the foundation requisite for plant life to establish in this
subterranean habitat – for epiphytes, riparian and aquatic plants to grow through the underground
creeks.
That subterranean plant life will clean the water and establish its own ecosystem in these
creeks. These new riparian forests of green life will bloom beneath our cities. And these strange lush
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subterranean corridors will ecologically connect the creek lines, allowing the broken and disjoined
waterway ecosystems of the age of oil to heal and grow into a single living hydrological network. A
subterranean ecological paradise that will gift us with vast quantities of clean fresh water to sustain
the harmonious expansion of humanity!
The Architecture of The Underground Creeks
The first factor to establish is the architecture. The floors and walls of the underground
creeks will be filled with carefully designed features at key positions to allow nutrients, gravel and
soil to be caught and gathered in these pockets. Because they will face against the flow, they will
resist the soil-scouring effect of high water volume discharge events. This type of design
methodology will facilitate the substrate for the establishment of many plants in these engineered
grooves.
In addition, it may be practical to design small “holes” in the floors of some healthy
underground creeks – “soak points” that facilitate the infiltration of water into the soil beyond the
pipes. This not only reduces the flow volume that needs to be carried by the creeks, it also recharges
the groundwater.
Deep ponds will be established at juncture points in the largest pipes where great
underground reservoirs of sunlight are released. The walls will be rough, and epiphytes (e.g. mosses,
ferns, bromeliads, orchids, etc. – plants that traditionally grow on other plants or sometimes on
rough high structures) will take hold, carpeting the walls in soft green downs and orchids, fed by
carefully designed runoff channels entering from surface inlet points far above these deep living
caverns. These epiphytes and summoning plants growing on the walls will further filter and clean
the runoff water entering these beautiful living subterranean pools.
Water plants will fill these ponds, filtering, cleaning and oxygenating the water. Bladderworts
will lace the water column, and the fertile topsoil washed from gardens by each storm will gather to
settle on floors these ponds, yet the depth of these ponds will ensure that level of surface soil will be
stirred up and washed away by each new storm (for the water flow will pass over these deep sinks).
Thus will lily pads and lotus flowers bloom in these luminous living caverns, and animal life will
follow where its summoning plants take root. Fish and eels, snails and frogs will naturally establish
in these wondrous underground chambers.
It will be easy, but fascinating, to engineer the alcoves and planting points that will allow
large volumes of storm water to sweep through these junctures without uprooting the large plants
(though often everything except the roots might be swept away and thereby spread to new locations
in the underground creek system)! As generations pass, the plants of the underground creeks will
change and speciate, strengthing their stems and organs against the new types and regimes of flow
movement, and changing their reproductive systems to exploit the new opportunities for dispersal –
adapting to the new conditions of this new habitat.
Some of these beautiful subterranean ponds may be quite close to the surface and may let in
sunlight directly from open vents above. Though most of these lush green underground ponds will
deep beneath the city and be entirely enclosed in the earth, fed by sunbeams refracted into the
depths of this lovely labyrinth by pipes full of sunbeams from the Sunwells high above. From these
ponds where sunlight is concentrated, mirrors will reflect the precious light resource down adjacent
tunnels so that even the deepest tunnels will be filled with living plants, filtering and cleaning the
water in the middle of the day.
The Wild Ecology of The Underground Creeks
When I was young, I lived on campus at The University of Queensland, and I used love
exploring the stormwater pipe systems that ran for many kilometres under that portion of the
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university suburb of St Lucia, Brisbane. My parents had absolutely forbidden me to engage upon
these adventures. Nevertheless, nearly every weekend, my friends and I would fit ourselves out with
equipment and weapons (just in case), and then “explore the maze”.
Whenever I was sick and home from school, my father used to read to me ancient myths. He
had read me “The Heroes” (Kingsley, 1856) of Ancient Greece, and “Le Morte d’Arthur” (Malory,
1485)44 of Medieval Britain, and “The Thousand and One Nights” (Burton, 1885)45 of Arabia – every
child should grow up reading these, and all of these stories I had heard or read many times before I
was ten years old. But of them all, my favourite was the story of Theseus and The Minotaur. And so,
like Theseus before me, when entering that labyrinth of the underground creeks I would always take
one of the bright coloured spools of my mother’s favourite sewing threads, and we would tie it’s end
to a tree at the entrance of the labyrinth so we could always find our way back out. O, how those
pipes under the university were filled with endless bright threads of lovely colour by the time we
moved houses many years later!
Yet in those explorations it became quite clear to me that the underground creeks contain
only the shallowest depth of water for 99% of the year. However, for the other 1% of the year, these
underground creeks are very dangerous places! But then, at those times of high rainfall, every
surface creek in the city is also very full and fast flowing.
Nevertheless, for the majority of the year, creatures as large as wallabies or far smaller than
wombats or possums (e.g squirrel-sized, for example) could move easily through the underground
creeks – if the smell and the dark and the lack of life were not so uninviting.
In light of this finding, consider the ecological implication of the brightly lit, clean, vegetated
and regenerated underground creeks of the sylvan city. A wombat can move quite safely and easily
through the lush plantscape of a regenerated underground creek – thus to travel from one mouth
opening on the surface to another mouth over long distances of otherwise dangerously impassable
urban landscape. As all urban mouth openings from the underground creeks can be covered with
iron grates, the movement of animals can be facilitated by small “wildlife portals” in the grates that
open only into sylvan woods or other islands of regenerated habitat in the urban landscape. The size
of these “wildlife portals” will also control the size of the animals that use these wildlife corridors
(thus to exclude kangaroos in Australia, or larger animals in other countries).
The bloom of plant life through the underground regions of the city’s creek system not only
cleans and filters the water, it also establishes new habitat and reconnects the wildlife corridors for
many animals. For many of the animals who have the most difficulty moving through the urban
landscape, these underground creeks will knit together the ecological connectivity of the sylvan
woods and the creeklines – the most important wildlife corridors in the urban landscape.
I should perhaps note at this point, that there are three species of wombat in Australia, and
two of them are currently facing extinction threats, their populations restricted to carefully
protected reserves. The Common Wombat (Vombatus ursinus), however, is thriving and was rated as
LC (Least Concern) by the IUCN46 Red List evaluation. The Brisbane Valley is at the northern extent
of this wombat’s range. With a program of ecological connectivity, it may be possible to summon this
44 If you are a young reader you might like to find a modern English version of this classic. The language of the original is archaic, but dreamily
beautiful – even through Caxton (the original editor/publisher) is said to have changed (”modernized”) it a little it from Malory’s original manuscript.
However, I cannot comment on the pre-Caxton original as I have not read it, and sadly, I don’t own a copy.
45 Actually, Father never read this to me, but I found a battered old collection containing all of Burton’s works on one of Father’s bookshelves, and I
read them myself. Sir Richard Burton, a British Adventurer and Scholar of Exotic Cultures, wrote some very interesting books. Though for beginning
readers allow me to suggest the initial benefits of finding a worthy English translation of Antoine Galland‘s “Les mille et une nuits” (completed 1717).
The Galland volumes lose the poetic and erotic style that lingers magnificently through Burton’s translation. However, he does include many fun stories
that are not in Burton’s version.
46 International Union for Conservation of Nature
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little fellow into the urban habitat. However, it ought be noted that cute as he may be, he can also be
a bad-tempered little teddy bear when amusingly ignorant humans mistake him for a tame poodle
and try to tickle his belly – so I expect that governments will probably want to restrict him
somewhat.
Nevertheless, in the more southerly cities of Australia’s east coast, this little fellow already
makes regular forays into the local urban habitats and is an established resident of most middle class
suburbs. I suspect Sydney and many of the small coastal villages and towns will develop wonderful
plans to facilitate this marvellous little fellow inclination to safely gambol around the public spaces
and flirt with tourists.
The wombat is an example of an animal who requires comprehensive levels of ecological
connectivity, and thus, can only be summoned into the urban habitat using healthy wilderness
corridors. In every city their will be a collection of beautiful, rare, and attractive animals who also
share this need. Consider the range of new and wonderful animals you will be able to summon to
your garden when these creeks are regenerated.
And there are also the commercial opportunities for tourists and adventurers. Sylvan
explorers will guide tourists and residents on “subterranean tours” of the wonders of these
underground creeks, and windows built to the walls of the cellars and underground carparks of
emerald crystals will open views into the most beautiful of these lovely dappled green pools of life
that fill these wild subterranean chambers deep in the crust of the Earth.
Indeed, these underground creeks will change and adapt to create a new ecosystem and
entirely unique new subterranian habitat of a type found nowhere else on this planet. An ecosystem
created for human needs in a human landscape.
And a freshwater resource significant
enough to represent an important pool of wealth
for the cities of the future. Consider how much
your city currently spends of cultivating its
freshwater resources – and the need for
freshwater will be one of the most significant
issues in the ages to come.
Indeed, the idea of “wars over water”
may seem near unbelievable to folk of the age of
oil, but to folk of future ages, these will seem
desperately important agendas of need.
However, I digress.
In the underground creeks, summoning
plants of fresh water animals not only feed tiny
organisms on the low levels of the food chains,
they also clean and oxygenate the water for all
Photo by Glenorchy McBride III
levels of the food chain. The plants and algae are
grazed upon by insect lava, molluscs (snails and barnacles), crustaceans (freshwater shrimp and
yabbies), tadpoles, and extremely small fish. These in turn are eaten by the larger tadpoles, crabs,
freshwater lobsters, amphibia, and small fish, who in turn are eaten by larger fish, turtles, and eels.
The lava of dragonflies and the other invertebrates grow to leave the water and are eaten by many
the many lizards and geckoes who will take up residence in these lush green living creeks. Hence, a
complex and beautiful web of life.
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In each city, the ecosystem of these underground creeks will differ slightly, though always
their will be the local variety of organisms to fill each ecological niche. And with the new habitat
opened, many new organisms will move in to these strange forest caves, seeking to adapt to this rich
and wondrous new environment, and the evolutionary wheel of change will swing into vibrant
motion as a new balance for a new world is explored and discovered by our sweet Mother Earth!
The Subterranean Trees of The Underground Creeks
If a city plants its largest trees in the soil on the ground, it must take responsibility for the
water needs of these trees. This is expensive. In the new sylvan cities that have not yet ben founded
or built, might there be a more practical alternative?
Trees suck up water through their roots and release it as vapour through pores in their
leaves. This processes is called “transpiration”. A large mature hardwood tree can take up to a
hundred of tons of water each year out of the soil, releasing this as vapour. More then half the rain in
a rainforest comes from these clouds created by the trees.
Harmony with Nature can be found by linking the two hydrological systems – the surface
trees and the underground creek network. Instead of planting trees on the ground, the trees will
often be planted under the ground. These tall trees will grow in specially designed receptacles in the
floor of the underground creeks of your city’s subterranean hydrological pipes. These trees will be
rooted either in chambers or alcoves, so as not to block to creek’s flow capacity. Each will then grow
up through a hole in the “ground surface” of the city so that its upper trunk and canopy is above the
surface, open in the sunlight. These sorts of trees systems can line the sidewalks in the city core, for
example. It will be easy to engineer these holes so their size can be changed as the tree grows (steal
grids, much like a manhole cover with a hole in the centre, for example).
With their feet rooted in the underground creeks, the trees will be cleaning the water both as
it passes through the rhizosphere of their soil environment, and as they take it up through their
roots and transpire it into the air as water vapour.
Hence a line of circular holes beside the sidewalk and tall tree trunks rising out of each. This
ensures that the trees are receiving water without need for special reserves to be wasted over
gardens. And while receiving water, these trees are cleaning, filtering and oxygenating it as it moves
through the city’s underground hydrological system. Sylvan cities will be filled with living tree
trunks rising through holes in their cement ground. These subterranean trees can even grow in the
glass foyers of great buildings.
-o0o-

On The Binding and The Banishing of The Mosquito God
The Sylvan Foundation Formulae for Mosquito Control
A primary problem in most urban fresh waterbodies is mosquito larvae, and with the advent
of global warming, the dangers posed by the mosquito will increase. The design of all urban water
features, from the phytofiltration fountains of the water gardens to the underground creek system.
Mosquitoes will not be a problem in the phytofiltration trenches of the street-side reed strips,
as these will be a form of groundwater – there is no still open water in these systems. Yet in the
subterranean pools of the underground creeks, mosquito larvae will be as much of a problem as it is
in the unregenerated stormwater pipe systems of the age of oil. Thus let us explore the technological
and ecological formulae for binding and banishing the ancient mosquito god from our sylvan cities.

THE BOTANICAL FORMULAE OF THE WARDS
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Earlier in our journey of eco-awarness, as we transformed our agricultural landscapes, we
learned the secrets of the banishing plants (The Banishing Plants of Demeter’s Fields and Orchards,
p185). The Bladderwort is a powerful banishing plant that we will use in all of the standing bodies of
open water in our urban hydrological network (The Bladderworts of The Arcadian Forests, p269) –
and this is the first part of the botanical formulae for excluding the mosquito god from the cities of
humanity.
Yet there are many other banishing plants that the mosquito god shuns and flees from.
Likewise, there are many ecological relationships we can adjust and use to further bind and banish
this terrible being. And all of these we will use to create and urban ecosystem that excludes
threatening buzz of the fabled mosquito god of Egypt.
The Wild Perfumes of The Banishing Trees
There are several trees and large plant species who naturally armomatic compounds that are
attractive to humans but powerfully repell the mosquito god. Here in Australia, the attractively
scented Lemon Mytle Tree (Backhousia citriodora) is one of the more powerful. Due to the extensive
scientific attention being paid to the threats posed by the mosquito god, extensive research has been
conducted into plants that produce mosquito-repelling compounds47; and as a result there is a
substantial amount of reliable information available on the mosquito-banishing qualities of plants.
While many “natural, herbal” alternatives to modern medicine are rooted in the insubstantial
substrate of human superstition, most of the ingredients that are commonly listed on the back of
most commercially available “natural, herbal” mosquito repellent sprays or lotions are actually
known to be effective. The active components in your “natural mosquito spray” have almost
certainly been studied in some detail by scientists, and their active properties are almost certainly
widely understood, even at this early stage of humanity’s development. Often the actively “banishing
compounds produced by these plants are the oils, and this discovery will be useful.
But while humans extract concentrated forms of these mosquito-banishing compounds, the
plants manufacture and emit them naturally (usually through the pores in their leaves). This means
that you can grow these plants around the outdoor tables, verandahs, and night-time leisure areas of
your garden in order to reduce the ease with which the mosquito god can venture into your
presence.
These mosquito-banishing plants come in all sizes and shapes, from the fluffy clumps of
lemongrass (e.g. Citronella) to shelter-giving trees. Allowing their fronds and bough to create a
canopied glade of seclusion around your dwelling space and the portals of your home will greatly
contribute to your comfort and safety as you recline in the night.
Incense burners that use the concentrated oils of these trees can also contribute to these
systems. Likewise, carnivorous indoor potted plants can be brought forth in the evening and laid
with the table – the mosquito god is drawn to sugary fluids, and this are the primary lure used by
sundews and pitchers. Using multiple systems is always more effective than a singlular system.
When doing so, it is important to integrate a synergy among the patterns. The positions of your
banishing plants and incense braisers will be restricting the mosquito into identifiable patterns of
movement through the area, and t’is in these corriders of flow that your carnivorous pot plants with
their sugary temptations will lie in wait. Each night you enjoy your choosen outdoor area, your
understanding of these patterns of banishing and attraction will deepen, and you will move the

47 For examples, see Maia FM & Moore SJ (2011), "Plant-based insect repellents: a review of their efficacy, development, and testing" Malaria Journal,
10:11. This is a useful “open-source” (i.e. commercially free) scientific paper reviewing the research (to 2011) on plants that repel mosquitoes,
including tabulation of active phytochemical and potential human-affecting phytotoxins associated with each plant species. Any search on the worldwide-web will produce links to free downloadable copies of this article.
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adjustable components of your system closer and closer into an ideal alignment – until your
nocturnal ritual achieves a form of consistent and deadly precision.
Woe! And thrice dammed is the Egyptian God!
For thou art Human – to yield before none!
The Botanical Aromatics of The Water Wall
One particular mosquito-control technology that is widely used throughout the tropical world
involves pouring into the water a small amount of a cheap and widely available (at the current age of
history) liquid fossil fuel called kerosene. Because this is an oil-derived alcohol, it will not dissolve in
the water, rather it spreads to forms an almost invisibly thin film (called a mono-molecular layer,
because theoretically it need only be a single molecule thick) over the water surface. This is what
causes the glossy oil mirage that can be seen over most commercial built swimming pools in tropical
countries. The mosquito cannot or will not penetrate its ovipositor through this film to lay the eggs
in the water. Hence is formed an invisible, but impenetrable “water wall”, entirely excluding the
mosquitos from the waterbody.
Of course, most people, upon becoming aware of this technique will agree that it is not much
fun to be swimming in kerosene. The sylvan future will witness the development of sweetly aromatic
and harmlessly biodegradable botanical oils that will perform this same function. These Natural
Botanical Waterwall Oils for use in pools used by nocturnal bathers can be derived from attractivelyscented banishing plants – thus will you emerge from your bathing pool scented and perfumed with
an natural aromatic aura whose scent (while attractive to humans) is a ward of protection that will
repel and banish will the horrible kisses of the mosquito god.
These scent wards will keep the mosquito god from your homes and allow you to reclaim the
beauty of your night gardens. Yet beyond your garden, more predatorial weavings against the
mosquito god will bind hidden traps and pits into every facet of the civic infrastrutucture system of
your city’s lakes and creeks.
The Sundews and Pitcher Plants of The Underground Creeks
Bladderworts are not the only type of insectivour plant that bites and binds the mosquito god.
While baldderworts are effective in controlling mosquito larvae in waterbodies, there are many
insectivorous land plants are useful for controlling the adult mosquitos.
Sundews (Drosera sp.) and other plants of the carnivorous family Droseraceae may be
suitable for various patterns in the network of urban hydrology. Likelwise, there are species of
carnivorous pitcher plant in both the family Nepenthaceae and Sarraceniaceae, and the monotypic
Cephalotaceae, and even in some members of the Bromeliaceae. Of these clades, the families
Nepenthaceae and Sarraceniaceae are the most species-rich in carnivorous pitcher plants. The
American family Sarraceniaceae may be particularly useful as they grow on the ground in
waterlogged soil, and they thickly clump – the trick will be identifing those species most suitable for
targeting mosquitos – but as many of these plants are evolved toecological niches within swamp
habitats, there will almost certainly be species that specialize in mosquitos.
Many carnivorous plants are native to wetland ecosystems, and hence generally grow in oversaturated, low-nutrient soil. This habitat need could easily be usefully adapted to the underground
creek system by designing sponge or “wick” feeds raise the water to saturate soil or (a “proxy-soil”
medium) filling caches and substrates in which these carnivorous plants may grow in the engineered
creek architecture. These types of wick-fed “plant-pot” caches will ensure the plants don’t have to
grow on the ground or in the water-column itself. The advantage of this system is the possibility for
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using it in the walls of underground creeklines without disrupting the water flow through the base of
the pipe architecture (where disruptions could gather debris and create blockages).
Like the bladderworts, these carnivorous plant species have the benefit of being able to
survive and thrive using photosynthesis when the mosquito population have been too heavily
devastated. However, the practical viability of most insectivorous terrestrial plants is an important
question, for these plants lack the ecological precision that bladderworts can be tuned to. If you
grow sundews in your garden, you may face the disquieting situation of discovering it eating your
dragonflies and butterflies. Unlike carefully choosen bladderworts, these insectivorous plants will
generally not be able to effectively target a narrow range of inverbrates with any degree of accuracy.
In the underground creeks these sorts of plants may be more effective. Butterflies generally
will not use these wilderness corridors, but for moths, the underground creeks will be some of the
most important habit in the urban landscape. In addition, achieving a high density of sundews and
pitcher plants will require great wisdom. Hence, these two plant habits are not likely to reduce
mosquito populations as dramatically as your bladderworts. Nevertheless, as the Roman poet, Ovid,
was fond of saying: Adde parvum parvo magnus acervus erit48 – every little bit helps.
In light of these elements, the formulae for using sundews and pitcher plants must begin with
extremely careful choice of the species in order to ensure ecological accuracy (e.g. that the plant is
only eating the desired prey); then release the plant into the underground creeks and let natural
selection be harsh – if the plant survives, let us celebrate, but if the plant does not thrive without too
much additional input, let us not raise too heavy a hand to help – slight pattern adjustments is all we
ought offer. Thus, I suspect, of the many species experiemented with through the many cities of the
humanity, only a small handful of species will prove to be adept urban mosquito eaters suited to the
underground creeks – yet these will be cultivated, sold in nurseries, and spread far and wide. For in
actuality, one accurate tool is better than a hundred semi-accurate tools – and once identified, these
effective species/varieties are the only sort to be encouraged through the urban habitat.

THE ZOOLOGICAL FORMULAE OF THE HUNT
The plantscape offers many opportunities for the excluding the mosquito god. Yet the
mosquito god also lives in eternal fear of a certain of animals who hunt it. So let us explore some of
these, our hunting totems!
The Frog is an obvious ally in this work, and the Mosquito God is particularly fearful of the
frogs here in Australia. These green friends will work with your bladderworts to exclude the
dangerous mosquitos from your garden frog ponds.
Microbats are another celeritous hunter of mosquitos, for these insects form a primary staple
of some of nocturnal animal species’s diets and each mosquito-hunting bat will consume vast
numbers of these insects each night. The formula for calling these swift, insectivorous aviators has
already been addressed (The Night Caverns of Demeter’s Aerial Acrobats, p205), and we will summon
them forth to join our wild hunt.
But there are also many other animals who live in our creeks. Of these, two in particular hold
interest. And each of these two hunters will find a new treasure in this hunt: for one, the savage glory
of ecological imbalance; for the other, the long sought-after balance of a new home.
Considerations of “Controlled Ecological Imbalance” and Exclusion by Threat: The Rainbow Fish of The
Underground Creeks

48 “Add a little and a little and soon you will have a great pile”.
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Mosquitoes play an important role in ecosystems and their lava is one of the most important
food resources for a significant number of organism at the low levels of aquatic food chains. Yet, the
disasters of human interference in natural ecosystems are not without their rich crop of wisdom to
be harvested. Now let me tell you a story of ecological imbalance.
Lobsters are one of the greatest delicacies to the gourmet palate of humanity. Toward the end
of the age of oil, humanity harvested lobsters from ocean ecosystems on a vast scale. Blessed, as any
primitive is, with enhanced insight into the needs of his stomach needs and an underdeveloped
insight into the implications of his path to fulfil those needs, humanity failed to notice that lobsters
eat sea urchins, and sea urchins in turn eat the algae of the giant ocean kelp forests of the ocean
deeps.
And so it came to pass that, in the absence of their natural predator (the ravenous lobster),
the sea urchins reproduced to plague numbers. Vast armies of spiny balls proceeded to spread out
and and vast marine forests of giant kelp were turned into bare seafloor. Yet these forests had, for
millions of years, fed and hid more wondrous ocean creatures than merely the sea urchins – and
with their Summoning Plants removed, these many beautiful sea creatures disappeared. Entire
oceanic ecosystems entered into collapse, with the death of many marine species populations as a
result. All over the planet, prolifically rich oceanic forests died, unnoticed by all of humanity except
that ancient and hallowed order of the science, whose love hath never deserted our sweet Mother
Earth. Yet the tragic cries of the scientists went unheard in the continuous toxic jangle of television
advertising and the politicians’ loudly spruced lies as they prostituted themselves to the merchant
lords of the age of oil.
A sad story, to be sure, yet a story rich with useful insight. So let us now consider the
mosquito problem in light of this story.
Mosquito populations are kept in check by tiny aquatic predators, most particularly small fish
– just as the kelp is eaten by the sea urchin. These fish also have their populations kept under control
by larger fish, just as the sea urchin is eaten by the lobster - and so on up the food chain. Now
consider what will happen to the mosquito lava (the “kelp forest” of our underground creek
ecosystem) if we remove the metaphorical lobster from this ecosystem.
If the small (mosquito-eating) fish are not kept under control by a “lobster” (e.g.. the bigger
predatory fish who eats these small fish), then what will happen to the mosquito larvae?
It is for this reason that only very small fish will be part of the hydrological ecosystem of
these underground creeks – and these small, mosquito-eating fish, will have no predators. With no
natural predator to keep their numbers down, they will devastate the mosquito populations in every
aspect of this aquatic ecosystem.
And, of course, having completely overused their food resource, they will starve. For this
reason, at the start of the mosquitoes' breeding season, the city council would have to reintroduce
these small fish. This would mean that introduction points will need to be planned to hydrologically
disperse these released fish to each of the standing water bodies of the underground creeks. It is
true that breeding up a heap of these small fish for release into the underground creeks each Spring
is a far easier and healthier “insecticide” than sending someone to spray each water body with
various poisons (which the mosquito larvae are only going to develop a resistance to anyway).
The mosquito problem can be controlled by breeding tiny hardy fish. The species of fish can
be choose specifically for the purpose (obviously, it would be intolerably foolish to introduce exotic
fish for this purpose, and it is sad that I have to include that comment). The water will be excellently
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oxygenated by the plants; and of course, fish poo is a natural fertilizer for all water plants on this
planet.
Yet the whole system is awfully labour-intensive.
Could there be a better animal predator we might use?
The Underworld Guardians of The Underground Creeks
Let us return our attention to our old friend, the Cane Toad.
Two primary facets have contributed to the success of this little blighter in is adventure as an
invasive species of Australia: He produces many times more tadpoles than any Australia frog and his
tadpoles are poisonous.
We could engineer the underground creeks to favour frogs over Cane Toads, yet it would be a
resource-demanding act. And we must ask ourselves: do we really want to exclude the Cane Toad
merely for the sake of exclusion?
Perhaps it might be time to reverse an emotional inclination that has driven us so far, so
successfully? Perhaps we are reaching that cusp in understanding at which point a sudden reversal
in our entire being may achieve balance? Do you feel it?
Cane Toad tadpoles, like frog tadpoles, eat mosquito larvae. While many animals of Australia
have learned to eat the adult Cane Toads, (to my knowledge) none have evolved to be able to eat the
tadpoles. And a single Cane Toad produces tens of thousands of tadpoles each breading season – far,
far more than any frog in Australia. They also possess a stronger resistance to environmental
pollutions than do frogs. It appears they evolved this immunity in order to manage saline
environments – early biologists often suspected them of being sea travellers, hence their scientific
name.
The still water pools of the underground creeks will be accessible to the Cane Toad. In fact,
with the regeneration of our suburbs, these will be almost the only available breeding sites in the
urban landscape! And the Cane Toads will thrive in this sunlit underground ecosystem. They will
find an eminent balance here!
Neither will they need to be replaced each season, as small fish would, for Cane Toads only
spend a short time as tadpoles, hence they do not need to survive a whole season. Those first few to
emerge at the beginning of Spring, before the tadpole population expand drastically are all that is
needed for the continuity. The adult Cane Toads will continue to spawn in the pools all Spring and
Summer and Winter, and the mosquitoes won’t have a chance! Yet only a few of the strongest and
best hunters of these later tadpoles will avoid starvation and emerge to become adults. Hence we
will see a very high-speed process of adaption to their new role, grazing on the mosquito larvae of
the underground creeks.
And the adult toads will both attract and eat any mosquitoes who emerge from the water.
Sheltered from the birds, the Cane Toads will have no predators in this subterranean
ecosystem. Their numbers will expand far beyond the carrying capacity of the mosquitoes. And this
abundance will also fulfil another important task.
Perhaps you remember the way predators use the hedgerows of the fields of Demeter.
Herbivores were channelled into these wildlife corridors and the predators lay in wait, ambushing
them as they moved through. It is a common problem facing architects and engineers given the job of
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designing wildlife corridors. Where wildlife tunnels are built under highways, predators quickly
identify these as prime sites for laying in wait, and the herbivore mortality rates as atrocious – it is
often safer for them to brave the freeways! The forested wildlife bridges are built over highways are
often less dangerous, as they are wider, yet they face the same problems. Whenever there is a
bottleneck that herbivores must move through, predators lay their ambushes, and mortality rates
are devastatingly high. Bottlenecks are one of the most dangerous features in the biogeography of
any landscape.
And the underground creeks are one of the most perfect bottlenecks any predator has ever
chanced upon.
The overwhelmingly abundant presence of Cane Toads in these underground wildlife
corridors will result in the death of any predator who seeks to use these wildlife corridors. Hence, by
the guardian presence of the Cane Toad, these underground creeks offer safe passage to any
herbivore seeking to move through the urban forest. Wombats and other small marsupials will be
able to use these wildlife corridors in near complete safety, and this will facilitate their spread
through the whole of the wreath of life of the sylvan city.
For these guardians not only slay the dreaded mosquito, they also protect the peaceful travellers of
these underground creeks from the sharp maws of the layers in wait.
And so our old enemy has been mastered and bound and harnessed into an essential new role
in the balance of the regenerating urban ecosystem of the sylvan cities of Australia.
And the battle is won.
The ecological damage wrought by the Cane Toad was neutralized when we build our
network of garden Moonwells through the wreath of residential suburbs. By this act we altered the
animal’s links in the web of life, its behaviour and distribution was redirected, excluding it from the
urban forest of the wreath. And now we complete the work of change and balance by providing it
with a new outlet leading to the fulfilment of its role as a useful element in the ecolosystem
biogeography of Australian urban landscapes. Through changes resulting from your growing
ecological awareness, the Cane Toad is being transformed from a “monster” into a harmonious and
useful aspect of the Australia’s regenerating urban ecosystems.
What is a “monster”?
A “monster” is a point of view. Understanding this allows you to recognize that the only real
“monsters” dwell within you. You slay them by changing your point of view, and thus, your
relationship with the universe. Even the “monstrous” Cane Toad can be understood, and through
gentle pressures on its points of structural sensitivity, be transformed into a creature of balance.
Understanding natural flows allows us to use their harmonics to achieve our objectives. The
secret of every ecosystem, and every dance, is balance. Learning to gracefully weave these
ecosystems is far more powerful than foolishly attempting to tyrannize them into submission. In
every area of life, tyranny is the mark of the primitive, it is the clumsy inhibition of life’s creative
wonders through the failure to value the creative potentials of each different element of the universe.
Grace is the mark of The Wise, the way whereby the fragile overcomes the strong – this is the true
path to mastery. Ye shalt learn this dance, O People of Earth, and your world shall transform thereby.
-o0o-

PART II. ON THE MURKY GREEN LIFE OF THE SYLVAN RIVERS
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The Spring Rain of Change gathers into the creeks, they flow over the land and under the land
to gather in the gushing, surging rivers of energy, winding through your city.
The indigeonous folk of Australia long taught that the rivers were giant water serpents who
slither across the landscape, swimming through time on scales the small humans can barely
comprehend. I remember once listening on ABC49 Radio National to a recording of an old aboriginal
lady. She was describing the Brisbane River when she was young, in the late 1800’s. I remember her
using the words “murky green, and full of life” to describe the river. Her and the other children of her
tribe used to love swimming in the river and catching the many different sorts of tasty creatures that
filled the treasure troves of its bend twists and turns: fish, mussles, crabs, fresh-water lobsters, and
dozens of other wonders – the fantastic and abundant gifts of their friend, that vast and ancient
water serpent.
I was also astonished to discover that as late as the 1940’s, the beautiful and “murky green”
Brisbane River, flowing through the center of my city, was laced with clean and pretty natural sandy
beaches in every lovely nook and cove along the urban reach of its gently winding banks. These were
established swimming sites with lifeguard towers, colourful changing tents, and laughing bathers
filling the Sunday afternoons. In fact, one of these pretty little sheltered white-sand coves was even
designated as a nude beach.
Yet those lovely waters, “murkey green and filled with life” are now but a lone and lost
memory that I found drifting in The Dreamtime, the waters of Lethe lapping at its patterns and
drinking the tears of the timeless dreamer who clutched it’s precious image to her breast.
The Brisbane River is now a solid flow of impenetrable brown, full of sludge. It has been made
that opaque colour by the many dredge barges that continually inhabit it long flowing folds, scooping
up the mud from its floor – a resource to be sold to building companies.
By the late 1950’s, the sludge from the barges had turned all of the beautiful sandy river
beaches into slimy, slippery mud banks that emit a continual scent of sulfure-dioxide (i.e. a volatile
compound commonly called “rotten-egg gas”), and these slimy mud banks are now inhabited
primarily by hoards of tiny biting midges.
There are no swimming beaches along the river now, and its current appearance would not
suggest that there ever had been. People do not swim in the river at the current point in our city’s
history, and neither have they for several generations.
Likewise, most of the tasty creatures that the native children used to catch here have all but
disappeared now. These days, only a fool would eat anything caught in the Brisbane River (which
means kids who catch its valuable and abundant giant crabs, sell them to the local restaurants for the
rich people to eat).
But the waters of The Brisbane River are dredged for a very important reason – and that
reason is not commerce. If the dredging were to stop today, the whole river would bloom with a
terrible sickness, and then die.
Yet give not your soul to sadness, gentle reader – for that unhappy maiden’s charm is cold and
unfulfilling as the kisses of a dying fish!
The situation before us is opportunity: an interesting and exciting new problem, the first step
in a path to solutions both wondrous and profitable. And wrapped in the coils of this rebirthing
49 “Australian Broadcasting Commission” – our government sponsored, advertisement free, media (e.g. television, radio, etc). Usually these folk are
pretty independent as they are (supposed to be) free from government meddling and have no financial interests.
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water serpent, the soul of a timeless singer of The Dreamtime will return with me from the edge of
oblivion – for t’is by her memory that I weave these words.
She who first awakened me to see the beauty of this river’s soul.
The Sickly Bloom of Eutrophication
The river is dredged as part of a city council policy to intentionally ensure that it remains
clouded with sediment in order to prevent sunlight penetrating the water column. From a certain
point of view, this is a wise policy.
At the current point in history, nearly every river system on this planet contains excessive
amounts of agricultural fertilizers that have entered in rainwater runoff or in ground water
discharge.
Upon entering waterways, these fertilizers cause prolific blooms of micro-algae. Because
these algae are single-celled organisms, they live for only a few hours or days, reproducing hundreds
of times, then dieing. Their dead bodies are broken down by the natural necrotrophic bacteria of the
waterway.
However, these necrotrophic bacteria use massive amounts of the water’s oxygen content to
break down their algal meals. The vast and continuous “rain” of dead algae occurring in this algal
bloom results in a fetid “partener bloom” of these necrotrophic bacteria. The blooming bacteria
consume all the dissolved oxygen present, the water becomes “anoxic”50 – and every fish and “waterbreathing” organism in the river dies.
This process is called eutrophication, and it is perhaps the most widespread. It is the most
extensive freshwater pollution problem facing human civilization at present.
If the Brisbane City Council were to allow the river to stop being dredged today, the mud
would settle, the water would clear, the sunlight would enter the water column - and the natural
river algae, fed by an unnatural abundance of agro-fertilizer would bloom.
By dredging the river, the sunlight is blocked and the algae (which are photosynthetic plantlike organisms) cannot bloom. Hence the fertilizer is washed to the ocean, and the algae blooms
occurs there, creating a deadzone at the mouth of the river.
As the age of oil ends, eutrophication is not a rare imbalance in the rivers of our planet.
Eutrophication has resulted in what are called “aquatic deadzones” all over this planet. Nearly
every river in every developed region on this planet is eutrophic to some degree or another. The
mouths of these dead rivers pour great plumes of eutrophic death into the ocean and whole regions
of the ocean are thus turned into dead zones. The Great Lakes of America are suffering from
eutrophic rivers emptying death into them. The Gulf of Mexico contains one of these giant deadzones
– it is the size of a small country. But they are also closer to home.
No doubt your city’s river is “murky green and filled with life”? No?
own.

Perhaps it is time to enter the World Wide Web and do some background research of your

The Fertile Possibilties of Opportunism: “A fool and his fertilizer are easily parted”
50 The word Annoxic means “without oxygen. In this example it refers to water ways that have had their oxygen content depleted.
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The fertilizers that are causing eutrophication in the waterways come from farms. They are
the excess fertilizer that the farmer spread over his field – the fertilizers that were not used by his
crops.
Many studies have shown that up to 90% or more of all fertilizer distributed on agricultural
fields ends up in waterways – and thus, are of no benefit to the farmer’s crops. The more cynical folk
refer to this as an example of an economic strategy that emerged in the 1920’s and was developed by
a number of Wall Street financiers under the title “planned obsolescence”. In essence, the strategy
argues that when manufacturers collude to create and intentionally wasteful product (e.g. to define a
glass ceiling on efficiency), all companies increase their sales by making the consumer buy much
more than he would need if the product were permitted to have higher levels of efficiency.
Almost all environmental movements are focusing their efforts on wailing with righteous
indignation in an attempt at pressuring the fertilizer companies into making more efficient products.
And this prudish strategy is proving no more successful in this area then it has been in the area of
global warming.
However, I am not interested in getting involved in relationships between farmers and their
suppliers; and I doubt they would appreciate meddling by me or anybody else. Instead, let us
consider this interesting problem of water quality from a different point of view.
Let us shift our point of view from moral indignation to practical opportunism.
Fertilizers are a resource containing the nutrients that are vital to all life.
All fertilizer that leaves the farm to enter the waterways is fertilizer the farmer has paid for and
yet lost. Is there are way the farmer could benefit from this “wasted” fertilizer?
We are going to apply a strategy of opportunism to develop systems for exploiting this
fertilizer resource by channeling the nutrient over-abundance into productive aquaculture food
chains. After all – why pay for fertilizer when the others are throwing it out?
This strategy of opportunism will produce commercially valuable organisms by helping to
mitigate eutrophication events – thus dramatically increasing the health and abundance of life in
your river by producing economic wealth. This is one part of the solution, and alone it will not fully
offset the problem. Yet managing eutrophication will be a formula involving many elements. So let us
now consider useful human motivation and ways of thinking at play in this interesting problem, and
how we will use these to obtain productive economic advancement.
To understand our path, let us begin by tracing our over-nutrified waterways to their source
– the agricultural landscapes.
The Pond Ladders of The Sylvan Farms
Water is one of the farmer’s most valuable resources – and this resource can be cultivated in
the same way any other facet of the farm is cultivated.
Consider the branching patterns of the waterways spreading over a landscape – how like a
tree they are?
Branching out from the central stem of the river are the large and small creeks, and from
these branches spread the streams. Dozens of these flowing “water branches” spread through your
farm’s landscape. Let us follow them back to their beginning – where they reach for the rainfilled
sky.
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Rain falls upon the earth, gathering into the grooves of the landscape and finding its way to
the smallest of streams – the smallest branches of the water tree. Almost all water entering the great
river begins at the smallest of streams – the streams flow into the creeks, and the creeks flow into
the river. So let us address the problem at its beginning – the streams that branch through the
farmer’s property. For t’is on the farms that fertilizers enter the water tree.
These streams are “lines” through his agricultural landscape. Let us consider the benefits of
transformation – a transformation that will produce treasures to enrich the farmer’s harvest. He will
transform these stream “lines” of into “chains of ponds” – water ladders.
A weir is a small dam in a stream, a channel is placed in the top of the dam. This means that
even a very, very small stream can create a large and useably deep pond.
A stream can easily be transformed into a “line of weirs” – thus to create a line of ponds. And
once the ponds are filled, the stream continues to flow at an undiminished rate – hence, the local
river continues to receive the same input of water from the stream.
The farms fertilizer (instead of being quickly washed into the local river) feeds aglae in the
ponds. This abundance of pond aglae as a valuable biological resource – for it is the natural food of
the freshwater mussels and oysters we will cultivate in the pond.
These animals (mussels and freshwater oysters) are “filterfeeders” – they clean the water by
filtering out the agae and the nutrients. These ponds receive an abundance of nutrient (i.e. dissolved
fertilizer runoff from the fields), to produce aglae – which means these ponds can sustain prolifically
high numbers of mussels and freshwater oysters. Not only will the yield will be astonishing.
These high numbers of filterfeeders (mussles and freshwater oysters, etc.) will clean the
water as it flows on down the water ladders of weired ponds. Hence, the fertilizer problem is
managed at its source by transforming its chemical energy potential into a valuble resource that
increases the farmer’s income.
The clean streamwater from the pond ladders will enter the local river at the same dischage
rate it would if the ponds had remained as the untended erosion lines that had previously existed.
Yet filterfeeding mussels and oysters are not the only harvest to be gathered from these pond
ladders.
The fertilizer entering these ponds through rainwater runoff and groundwater will result in
an extremely rich ecosystem – your ponds will be able to sustain very high densities of life. And this
opens the possibility for cultivating large and valuble species of fish.
Yet to cultivate healthy populations of vertebrates to benefit from the rich food chains
steming from the fertilizer, we must, in addition to filterfeeders, fill the ponds with aquatic plants.
This abundance of plants will powerfully oxygenate and also cool the water, thus to sustain high
densities of healthy fish – and these plants will also thrive on the fertilizer runoff.
The filterfeeders do not need the sunlight, hence this resource can be entirely devoted to the
water plants. The edges of the can feature ripaian sedges and reeds, like the beautiful native
Australian Blue Flax Lily (Dianella caerulea) that produces a crop of attractive and unusual blue
berries, so sweet and eatible. The water surface can be filled with lilly pads, like the fabled lotuses of
The Orient (Nelumbo sp.) or the beautiful water lillies of Australia (Nymphaea sp). The water column
itself can be filled with bladderworts and fully other submerged plants that thrive in the low light
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environment beneath the leaves of higher plants. The abundance of these will result in extremely
clean, well-oxygenated water.
These waters plants also fulfil a second, very important function. When small creeks are
transformed into ladders of ponds, the surface area of open water increases dramatically – and this
will correlate with increase evaporation. In some ways increased evaporation is a benefit, as it
translates into increased rainfall – however, if the rate of evaporation is greater then the trickling
flow of the creek, there emerges a danger of the ponds drying out completely. We will prevent the
ponds from losing too much water in two ways.
First we will cover the surface of the ponds in lillypads and aquatic plant fronds. Unlike
terrestrial plants (who use transpiration to maintain body turgor and mover water up to the
extremities), aquatic plants do not need to transpire high levels of water – instead they use maintain
turgo in the opposite manner and face the problem of moving air down to their roots. The result is
reduced water loss due to transpiration. Covering the water surface in lily pads is the first method of
reducing evaporative waterloss.
Secondly, we will use a “riparian grove” of agriculturally productive trees (see below)
growing around the banks to create a moist atmospheric microclimate over the ponds by creating a
canopy. This microclimate will reduce water temperature and increase atmospheric humidity to
furture control evaporation. And yet these benefits of the riparian grove are merely an agreeable
sideeffect. These groves and their other agricultural functions we will explore later.
At present period in history, the issue of mosquito control is rarely addressed in relation to
dams in agricultural landscapes – yet it is an important factor in designing any standing waterbody.
In addition to bladderworts, your pond ladders will cultivate many native species of the small fish as
mosquito control organisms.
Yet these small fish will also form important links in the food chains that leads up to your
large cultivated fish species. Your aquatic plants and algae will feed your pond invertebrates and
small fish, and in turn they will be food for your cultivated fish. Remember that your fertilizer runoff
represents an exceptional nutrient source that will allow usnusually high densities of primary
producer organisms (aqatic plants and algae), which will up the food chains translate into unusually
high densities of your cultivated fish. This is an example of a “wild aquaculture” ecosystem that
exploits an overabundance in the environment – very profitable. If you’re your pond food chains are
harmonically designed, no input of artificial food will ever be required by you.
Consider how this differs from the conventional aquaculture model of the age of oil.
Conventional aquaculture uses ecological separation to create an isolated waterbody in which the as
many organisms as possible (other than the organism being cultivated for harvest) are exculed. Food
for the cultivated organism is manually transported to the site, and manually introduced into the
isolated water body – a most inefficient and expensive strategy.
The new and more efficient aquaculture systems of The Sylvan involves exploiting or
attracting natural energy resources to create a food web that supports and feeds that cultivated
organism – reducing little human input to its minimum. This system is called Wild Aquaculture.
Wild aquaculture is the practice of creating a diverse living waterbody wherein food chains
are woven to sustain and grow the cultivated organism – natural energy patterns are exploited to
produce a productive harmony.
Both conventional and wild systems must abide by the laws of energy – for “food” is merely
“chemical potential energy”. Conventional aquaculture makes coin purchase and then mechanical
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transport of the “chemical potential energy” input to the system. Wild aquaculture exploits energy
abundances in a landscape pattern – the pond ladders of the sylvan farms are a apt example of this
type of beneficial exploitation.
In the pond ladder example, we are exploiting the chemical potential energy of fertilizer and
sunlight, and transforming this into valuble oysters and fish. Hence, these pond ladders require no
manually transported food to be added to the system – the farmer builds the pond ladders, stocks
them with the living organisms, and then they produce by feedin upon the rich fertilizer runoff from
his fields. No other input is needed.
In each of these ladder ponds, you can cultivate rich and valuble fish, freshwater lobsters,
cockles and mussels. Consider how many stream and creek lines run through your farm – consider
how many ponds these could be transformed into. Even a single kilometre of ponds filled with fish
and mussels is a very significant increase in your income.
Every stream in most type of agricultural landscape can be transformed into these highly
productive pond ladders. It is true that this involves change that will affect the ecosystems of these
landscapes. However, let it be remembered that agricultural landscapes, like urban landscapes, are
an entirely new phenomenon in the history of Planet Earth – their primary function is the fulfilment
of human needs. These human created landscapes they differ from wild landscapes, and there are no
strict rules for what their ecosystems ought look like. We are creating the future – we are not trying
to blindly replicate the past.
From a political point of view, consider the surface area of the agricultural landscape in your
realm – transforming the stream and creek lines into highly productive pond ladders represents a
dramatic increase in the productivity of your country’s agricultural systems. Unlike, plant produce,
the fish and mussles of these pond-ladders are extremely rich sources of protein – and thus they are
a valuable component in the human population equation of your realm’s economy.
But our journey of understanding eutrophication and our weaving dance of balance does not
end here in this new bend and twist we have shaped through the pattern of this interesting problem.
So great is the abundance of fertilizer entering the waterways that the beautiful cockle jewels and
reed mats of the pond ladders will not, on their own, be enough to mitigate the fertilizer runoff and
prevent eurtrophication of these wonderous aquaculture ponds. Another new and profitable
agricultural pattern will be needed to achieve this.
The Riparian Orchards of The Water Coils
A riparian region is the strip of land immediately adjacent to a waterway. Because this is the
lowest elevation of dry land in a cross-section, all nutrients are carried here by gravity – this means
the majority of your lost fertilizer will pass through this point (either in surface runoff or in
groundwater discharge). In addition, the water table is more generally accessible in the riparian
region than anywhere else in the landscape. These factors converge to create a powerful agricultural
opportunity.
Orchard trees that require no inputs of fertilizer and virtually no inputs of water. These
trunks will intercept and increase the infiltration rate of all runoff moving toward the waterway –
and this will result in increased nutrient access (and thus growth and productivity), and also
decreased erosion. In effect, these orchards will increase the filtration efficieny of the native riparian
strip merely by induging in productive opportunism – thus, a productively exploitation of the energy
patterns of the landscape.
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Most countries (including Australia) maintain legistation requiring farmers to conserve
native riparian plant communities for a set zone either side of every major waterway (usually this
means river or large creek) – this is both important and beneficial legislation. This limited riparian
vegetation offers benefits in erosion mitigation, water filtration, and it functions as a wildlife
corridor. The large riparian tree species also help control the problem of dry land salinity 51 that is
causing the dersertification of so much of Australia’s arable land.
However, farmers often see these riparian regions merely as non-productive land that they
are being prevented from accessing. As a result, through all agricultural landscapes, these riparian
regions are as thin as allowable, completely untended, usually weed infested, and generally
struggling.
This legislated native riparin zone will form the immediate buffer between the water and the
land. It will be important to the farmer’s ability to summon and maintain the wild elements of his
productive working ecosystem. The native riparin zone will be immediately followed by the fruit
orchards. Exploiting the productive benefits of the extended riparian zone will support the native
riparian zone.
Thus is the pattern for the “major” waterways.
However, around the smaller waterways (like the pond ladders), the fruit orchard can extend
unrestrained to the edge of the water. This sort of riparian fruit orchard will facilitate the digestion
of excess fertilizer by intercepting runoff and ground water – and where beneficial, it can be
complemented by native riparian plant species as companions.
Numerous studies have shown that a healthy riprian strip intercepts both fertilizer
suspended in rainwater runoff and fertilizer carried in the groundwater. A riparian strip siginifcantly
reduces the amount of the fertilizer runoff entering a waterway. This means that your valuable
fertilizer need not leave your farm.
The extension of riparin vegetation to all of the smaller water lines will result in increased
erosion control and increased infiltration of rainwater into the ground of the farm property. The
supplementation of this spread with the wideing of the tree scape of these riparian strips (through
the planting of the new “productive riparian orchard trees”) will result in increased water filtration,
the retainment of useful fertilizer and water resources, and it will also mitigate problems of dryland
salinity.
This type of riparian pattern through agricultural landscapes also presents a number of
important advantages for pest control. The establishment of frogs (for example, to control the FruitPeircer Moth, and other nocturnal pests) requires Moonwells, and the nearby waterway also
facilitates their dispersal. This is dispersal feature is a benefit in maintaining the long term viability
of the frog population, for new frogs can enter the population easily if a stray pesticide draft reduces
your established population of working animals.
Likewise, insectivorous microbats need a large waterbody for drinking. The shaded nature of
the riparian environment and nearby creek or river is ideal for locating microbat caves. Most of your
useful insectivorous lizard species move through a landscape using the riparian corridors, and these
riparian orchards are ideal for their establishment. Stone laberynths can be placed in the warm
sunshine on the edge of the fields, thus allowing these lizard optimum habitat and ease of movement

51 Dry Land Salinity is the common term for a problem that can occur in areas where there are deep soil layers with extremely high sodium (i.e. “salt”)
content. When the wild trees are removed from a landscape to create agicultural fields, the water table rises, carrying this salt to the surface layers of
the soil, thus making the entire field non-arable, useless for agricultural purposes. In Australia, this is one of the most pervasive problems facing
agriculture, and is responsible for the desertification of siginificant areas of agricultural land every year. The solution is to use potentially salinized
landscapes only for orchard farming, thus to keep the water table low.
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through the landscape. Many of the smaller birds species will also follow these riparian lines through
the landscape, thus making these locations ideal for their establishment.
These riparians lines branch through your farm property, reaching into every aspect and thus
not only do they from the ideal “home” location for all the working animals you are attracting, they
also spread these animals through every facet of your farmscape.
Riparian lines are highly functional pattern in the agricultural landscape of the sylvan farm.
They retain resoures (water and fertilizer) and use these productively to produce orchard crops.
They mitigate erosion and salinization. They attract and disperse your working animals through
your fields. And they also filter all water entering your river system, thus increasing the life and
health of the aquatic ecosystem – allowing you to use this either to supplement your family’s table
with a new abundance of lobsters and fish from your healthy wawaterway or you may choose extend
your farm’s productivity to use this submerged real estate for an aquaculture crop.
The Wild Aquaculture Systems of The River Farms
Your rivers represent a significant surface area – a very large proportion of this is prime real
estate for aquaculture farms. With the establishment of Pond Ladders and Riparian Fruit Orchards,
water quality will improve. At that point, a government need only pass legislation to reduce the level
of toxic water pollution in order to transform the river into a major resource.
Rivers that are thus made healthy and ecologically balanced then become viable both as a
source of freshwater and as real estate for aquaculture farms. Many businesses will arise to exploit
this opportunity. Most of these farms will be situated in the river stretches that flow through
agricultural landscapes. The urban river stretches will serve a primarily aesthetic, ecological and
recreational value.
Aquaculture can be anything it needs to be. It may be that the government recoveres the cost
of maintaining river health by selling licences to fish there. In this way, individuals or companies can
merely make a living by fishing in the river. This is an example of an entirely wild system.
Alternatively, a farmer could establish “shelves” of tasty filterfeeders (oysters or mussels, for
example) growing on great sieve-like panels lining the edges of every river-stretch running through
his farm. In this way he further cleans the water of his river, while also producing a valuble harvest
of mussels.
Cultivating wild aquaculture systems involves monitoring and managing balance. Algae
blooms can be used to cultivate very high population densities at each trophic level of the food chain.
This sort of system is best suited to a flowing river environment. The flow of the river can be
increased or slowed using hydroturbines. Other sort of mechanical “river-power” turbine can be
used to pump oxygen into the water in highly eutrophic areas – as the high densities of organisms
will require levels of disolved oxygen.
The Murky Green Rivers of The Sylvan, Full of Life
By addressing the problem of eutrophication at its source we have transformed a problem
into a highly productive opportunity, and the remnats of that problems can then be addressed with a
few simple devices. Thus are our rivers transformed from polluted brown sludge flows back into
healthy wild murky green water serpant, supporting high densities of beautiful (or tasty!) native
organisms. This is the first step to the regeneration of the river systems of Planet Earth.
In addressing rivers, I am addressing pollution. I have not and will not address the problem of
“toxic” pollution in river systems, except in passing. When humans choose to poison their
environment, it is important that their free will be respected – for as the “top level predator” in
almost all facets of our planetary biosphere, humans cannot avoid the dubious rewards of
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biomagnification. And it will be the wealthiest among you who alone have financial access to the
most “sought-after” culinary rewards of biomagnification. I will not protect you from this banquete,
nor offer you a solution to the dilemma – you are free citizens, responsible for yourselves. Enjoy.
Neither is it relevant that I have helped you address those problems that don’t prioritize the
rich as their targets. If the wealthy would be fit leaders they will demonstrate their competence in
solving this problem – and obviously, their motivation will be greatness of spirit and worthiness of
rule, not merely self-serving greed.
However, as the beauty of the rivers regenerates, one final factor of visual pollution must be
addressed. Plastic.

On The Finned Collars of The Water Serpents
We won’t need people power movements or vast efforts on behalf of governments to battle
the problem of ocean plastic pollution. A single astonishing simple and inexpensive move will
achieve far more then big grunting efforts. But first we must ask an important question: Is plastic a
significant marine problem?
It is estimated that 6 million new pieces of plastic enter the ocean every day. Most of these
plastics begin as rubbish discarded on an urban street – the plastic is washed down the gutter in to
the underground creek system, and from there discharged into the local river and carried out to sea.
Plastic does not biodegrade. Any plastic entering the ocean will be there forever.
When it enters the ocean, the platis object begins to receive high levels of solar radiation –
sunlight. This does not “biodegrade” the plastic, allowing its elemental atoms to be recycled as new
molecules – instead, it “photodegrades” the plastic, breaking it into smaller and smaller molecularly
resilient particles – the smallest particles, so tiny that they accumulate in the living cells of plants
and animals. There, they behave as a dangerous persistant toxin. While these monomolecular plastic
particles (if they exist in high enough concentration) may make the ocean waters a poisonous soup
to the wild organisms and human civilization of future ages, it is the medium-small particles that are
a significant danger at the present point in history.
All oceanic plastic floats in the water column at same level as the photosynthetic green
phytoplankton that forms the basis of ocean ecosystems. Most of the animals who eat the
phytoplankton are not selective, they are filter feeders - and this means they eat the plastic too.
The great whales are examples of this sort of organism – consider how a whale eats. Because
no animal’s stomach can break plastic down into a lower viscosity refuse, the plastic stays in the
stomach, blocking the animal’s ailamentary canal.
Water birds also mistake plastic pieces for marine organisms, and eat them. At the current
stage in history, every undeveloped oceanic island on the planet is littered with bird skeletons
whose chest and stomach cavities are a bone cage filled with plastic rubbish. With bellies full of
plastic, these birds could not eat – and they starved to death.
The “Pacific Garbage Patch” is swirling mass of rubbish collected and concentrated by oceanic
currents into a “floating island” of plastic refuse larger than the island of Tasmania. Out of sight and
out of mind, it is growing as I pen these words.
The Secret of Aqueorum Colubriorum Monile
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One of the most significant formulae for mitigating the problems of plastic in the oceans can
be achieved through the use of a very cheap and simple piece of aquatic technology: The Aqueorum
Colubriorum Monile. Quite a mouthful indeed – but you can merely call them “river collars”.
A river collar is a light, floating “lip” sprung across the mouth of a river to catch plastic as it
floats out to sea. This dam is light and flexible, extending only approximately 50cm above the water
surface and 50cm below the water surface.
Studies have shown that incredibly simple devices of this sort, placed over the mouth of every
river, would nearly complete stop the daily influx of oil plastic that is filling the oceans of our planet.
A gentle touch on a point of structural sensitivity once again achieves far more than vast militant
efforts at the obvious.
Yet there is also far greater change to be wrought. The oil plastic industry is merely a branch
of the fossil fuel industry – and that is the root of the problem. But you are learning the essence of all
mastery: human reality is a reflection of the human mind. And not by force of arms, not by violent
revolution, not by raging battle is change wrought – but by wisdom’s gentle touch on the vital points
of the great tapestry that is the mind of human society.
A perceptual shift. A change in consciousness. A new point of view….
And the co-ordination of the oil barons’ whole system will simply fall apart.
For everything, there is a time.
And The Wheel of Change is turning.
-o0o-

PART III. ON THE SILVER GRAILS OF THE ANCIENT FORESTS
Standing fresh waterbodies are very important, and whether we name them “lakes” or
“dams” we create a lot of them wherever we go – for they consitute most drinking water supplies for
humans and domestic animals.
Environmentalists traditionally hate dams, as they almost always disrupt the natural patterns
of a natural flowing waterbody. Nevertheless, human landscapes exist for the primary purpose of
facilitating human life – and while it would be foolish to facilitate the extinction or threat of
extinction of any natural species, that still leaves wide scope for accelerating humanity’s
development of dams and lakes.
Humans are not the only species to dam flowing waterbodies in order to create lakes –
beavers also do this. I suspect that when the first dam-building beavers began to spread and displace
(or pass their genetic tendencies onto) the less innovative beavers, creek ecosystems were thrown
into disruption over entire continents. But alterations in the habitat not only disrupted established
organisms, they also created opportunities for other organisms – and now many interesting animals
can’t be established in an area unless the beavers are busy disrupting the natural flow of a creek. So
too will it be with human dams – for human dams are not going to disappear unless humanity
disappears (which is, nevertheless, a not unlikely scenario, considering humanity’s tendency to see
itself as separate from anything else it views).
Organisms will adapt to the opportunities presented by this new type of habitat, the human
dams. And we can facilitate this process of “growing new biodiversity” – a concept which current
humans behaviour will make popular among future humans. Our actions will ever be motivated by
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our own needs. I was driving through the agricultural landscapes of Tasmania recently, and I was
amused at the fact that nestled among every cluster of fields were small human-engineered dam for
feeding livestock or irrigating crops – every single one advertised its shocking poor water quality.
Filling these with aquatic plants would result in the filtration and oxygenation of the water column –
and this would translate directly into an improvement in the condition and value of all livestock fed
by these waters. It would also make these waters into attraction sights for birds and other wildlife,
who would eat the insects in your fields and feed your crops with their nutrient rich droppings.
The human is an animals – understanding this animal allows us to adjust the patterns of its
relationship with the world by helping it fulfil its own will. Harmony through “self-interest”.
Let us begin with the smaller lakes and work our way up from there.

On The Silver Lakes of The Sylvan City
Most cities have a network of small scenic lakes. These are often artificially landscaped
elements of residential communities or botanical gardens. Hence, most of these are situated in the
suburbs. During the current age, their primary purpose is beauty – to increase the property value of
a housing community, for example. In addition, these often play a minor role as permanently-filled
infliltration basins (see The Water Gardens of The Infiltration Basins, p280).
Yet the functional potentials inherent in lake patterns are astonishing and their implications
pervasive. Lake can be both collect the high quality filtered and cleaned water of the underground
creeks, thus to store this valuable resorce for any number of uses. These lake can also be
phytofiltration devices themselves, thus to maintain and further improve the quality of this
freshwater they collect and store. And this incredible clean water resource can also produce
profitable secondary aquacultural and ecological benefits while it is being stored in the lake,
awaiting human use.
The Chinese are a perceptive folk, quick to recognized that the financial benefits and free
labour involved in using plants filters this volume of water far outweighs costs involved in a water
treatment plant. Phytofiltration water garden features allow create hydrologically functional living
mechanism that appear as no more than astonishingly beautiful urban recreation sites and
important leisure areas in the urban landscape. Wise and inscrutable as ever, the children of The
Dragon understand the economic and aesthetic benefits involved in understanding and using natural
balances, and all over The Middle Kingdom, these kinds of “water feature” phytofiltration devices are
being built in urban landscapes thus to manage pollution and improve water quality.
Here in Australia, artificial lakes are most commonly built as water features in enclave
communities - vast blocks of land that are transformed into small “planned” neighbourhoods, called
“housing developments”. Usually these will include a number of small woodlands and an artificial
lake. Sadly, these housing development companies rarely hire architectural consultants with any
kind of comprhensive ecological training and this problem is compounded by the prevailent deficit
in aethetic taste that is afflicting the current dying generation of architects. Alas, for the bygone days
of the creativity, whose marvels modern man hath robed in the sleepy waters of Lethe.
These living lakes can be used as habitat for the most valuble species of game fish to adorn
the dining tables of residents of the housing community. Likewise, these lakes can also be used to
cultivate delicious crustaceans (freshwater mussels, lobsters, etc.), and much more! Imagine being
able to catch fine large freshwater fish and lobsters in the lake of your enclave housing community,
and then dine upon these delicacies as sit upon your vehandah and enjoy the range of beautiful
water birds drifting through the sunset. From either the resident’s point of view or the salesperson’s
point of view, is that not far more attractive a property feature than an ecologically dead lake?
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So let us explore these new functional roles of the silver lakes of the sylvan cities of the future.
The Regeneration of The Silver Lakes
Regenerating a lake usually requires nothing more than encircling the lake in riparian plants,
and then filling its waters with aquatic life.
The riparian plants are native herbs, shrubs and trees that prefer to grow on sloping ground
in soil that is close to the water table. These are planted thickly around the bank edges of your lake.
The riparian strip ought entirely encircle the lake, interspersed only by small beaches of sand or
pebbles to allow people access for swimming or bathing.
True riparian plant speices have the special quality of being unusually effective at filtering
water that moves through the soil toward a lake or stream. The riparian vegetation around the edge
of the lake will catch water runoff that is flowing over the land, slowing this and causing it to
infiltrate (i.e. “soak into”) the soil. The water in the upper part of the soil column is then filtered and
cleansed not only by the plant, but also by the organisms it cultivates in the area around its root
system called the rhyzosphere.
Thus your riparian vegetation provides the natural filter that is present around every natural
freshwater body on this planet. This is the first element involved in regenerating your lake, bringing
it to life, and transforming it into a habitat feature that will attract an astonishing variety of
incredibly beautiful natural birds and delicate wild fauna species.
The second element you will need involves bringing to life the water itself. To do this you
need only fill your lake with native water plants. These aquatic plants will prevent the water from
ever becoming stagnent. They will continually cycle, filter, and clean the water, and they will fill it
with oxygen.
Obviously, bladderwort (The Bladderworts of The Arcadian Forests, p266) will be a primary
element of your aquatic plant community. This plant devours mosquito larvae, and its access to this
additional food source invariably makes it one of the most successful and abundant plants in any
aquatic community.
Your aquatic vegetation can include lotus plants and water lilies, tall beautiful Bull Rush reeds
(Typha orientalis) and feathery free-floating fronds. Every one of your water plants improves the
health, purity and quality of your lake water, and hence, these are the key to the ecological health of
your lake – and they are also the foundation of your ecosystem. The density and diversity of of water
plants in your lake will correlate with the diversity of beautiful water birds and other wildlife it will
attract.
The Cockle Fans of The Bivalves
With you plantscape established, the first animals to be introduced will be your filter feeders.
There are many sorts of filteerfeeders, but the shelled filterfeeeders, like the bivalves (e.g. mussels,
freshwater oysters, etc.) are among the most useful in our urban waterways – and the best are those
who attach themselves to a rock or other substrate and then remain still.
Oysters and barnacles are wonderful examples of these types of filterfeeders. Barnacles are
not actually bivales, they are more like little crabs that don’t look or behave in the way people
generally expect of crabs. The kind of filterfeeders we want to favour are not defined by a genetic
family grouping, but by a behaviour – they stick to a substrate (rock, boat hull, sea wall, or, indeed,
anything else that is at the appropriate depth in the water column!) and then spend their lives
filtering the water. And we can use any suitable freshwater filterfeeders that fit this template.
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These are the sessile filterfeeder – the filterfeeders that stay still. They will all require a
particular type of habitat feature – a substrate to stick to.
This substrate can be a simple as some peir posts, which themselves can form part of a
levitating walkway that hovers over the water surface. The actual design of this substrate will
depend on the needs and inclinations of the particular species of filterfeeder you have decided to
use. However, one universal quality of this habitat feature derives from the fact that the more
substrate space you have, the more filterfeeders you will have. Hence, the structural geometry of the
substrate design will always be orientated to achieve high surface area to volume ratio. This factor
will create a defining style of pattern in the shape of all of these habitat features – for example,
shelves or helical structures have a far higher surface area then solid cylindrical piers of the same
volume. In light of the undulating style created by increasing the surface area to volume ration in
this direction, I call these habitat features, Cockle Fans.
If your lake is not connected to a creek or river system, then the filter feeders will have to be
collected and released into the lake.
Your bivalves also offers another great opportunity – gourmet delicacies. You can choose the
species of mussels or oysters in accord with your gourmet tastes – and the folk living around these
lakes can harvest the filter feeders.
The Wild Fish of The Silver Lakes
And, of course, there are your fish.
Fish are important for reasons other than their tastiness! The fish of your lake gather the
nutrients up the food chain, process these, transforming them into the fertilizer that feed the
waterplants of your lake. Fish are very important ecological components in this system.
To establish the large species of tastey fish in your lake, begin with the smallest species of
native fish. Here in Brisbane, the 2-5cm Rainbow Fish is a fine beginning. These little fellows will
dine on the algae and small invertebrates that establish in the pond. In turn the Rainbow Fish will be
eaten by the larger fish you wish to sustain. But, of course, don’t limit yourself to one species of small
fish – collect a great range of the small native fish species and release them all into your lake! Among
themselves they will find a balance, each harvesting different resources - and collectively they will
support your larger fish. Depending on your choosen species of game fish, you may include several
medium-sized native fish too!
Hence will you have woven an ecosystem that is healthy, diverse, and self-sustaining. This
kind of multi-faceted ecological web of aquatic life will be highly resilient to the rare threats and
occasional pressures that produce unexpected extinction events in the less stable low-diversity
linear systems that are more common as I pen these words. Nevertheless, you main threat to your
system will actually be the organism at the top of the food chain – the human residents of your
enclave community. And to manage this threat, you will use another habitat feature.
The Sanctuary of The Lady of The Lake
All of the large organisms in your lake will need regions where they are protected from
human disturbance. The individuals in these regions can thus repopulate the remainer of the lake
with their offspring.
Thus will you create areas of the lake that are are inaccessible to over-enthusiastic fishermen
and oysterhunters! These are the sanctuaries of the lake’s fertility, from which the lake’s fauna is
regenerated, and thus are they sysmbolized by The Lady of The Lake – for woman is ever the symbol
of fertility.
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Myth is perhaps a part of the beauty of childhood, yet it is also the emotional interpretation of
life. We humans are not creatures of pure logic and rationality – we are beings of dreams and
astonishing emotional depths. Those who fail to honour these facets of our being are destined to be
shed as the dry dead skin of the past. Decarte’s, the great mathematician and phiosopher who gave
us our first description of the patterns and funtion of the human nervous system, said: cogito ergo
sum – I think, therefore I am. Yet like so many scientists, foolishing failing to recognize that they are
but half a being without the arts he perhaps ought better have said: somnimo ergo sum – I dream,
therefore I am. For t’is but an illusion to identify life with thought without emotion.
Long ago people sought to make reality a reflection of their myths and hence were created
religions. They failed only in their inversion of causative direction. The gods did not create humanity.
Humanity created The Gods. Let us not seek to make the universe a reflection of our gods. Let us make
our gods to be a reflection of the universe. For as our science is the language by which the rational
facet of psyche describes our world, our myth and story is the language by which the emotional facet
of psyche describes the universe. We are dreamers. And beautiful dreams are part of beautiful lives.
When we master our ability to use, weave, and navigate our dream world – then will we steal the
dream fire of religion from the clutch of the ancient Baphomet, who is the phantasm of every fear.
Religion will cease to be the burden and the blindfold of the The Baphomet’s chains; it will become
the platte of the artist, through which we distill beauty from every new discovery.
Our bodies are as lamps wherein is sealed the creative fire of imagination. From this fire we
can create anything we choose – we can weave new religion, reweave old religion into emotional
allegory to describe our understandings, new stories that are merely beautiful ways of gazing upon
the treasures of the science. Thus does religion become a tool of science.
Each lake is kept and sustained by a water nymph who bathes in a shoal of moonlight and
whose tingling spash of laughter echoes through the smiling depths of your soft dreams wrapped in
night.
For this lady of the lake is the symbol and the story of the water’s fertility.
One or more corner or bend of your lake may be designed and patterned as protected
nursery/sanctuary regions that fishermen cannot access. This will help maintain your game fish
population by ensuring that the fishermen can never catch all of the fish – for in these regions of the
lake, they are safe.
The mussles and cockle shells of the lady of the lake will be raised in a sheltered sanctuary
also. These may involve a series of underwater mesh or porus pipe-like tunnels, through which the
water passes, but human hands may not. Hence, a series of protective underwater barriers around
suitable substrate surfaces. The oysters and mussles establishing in these protected sanctuaries
cannot be harvested, yet they will continually spawn, and their spawn will establish on all the other
substrates through the lake. These sanctuaries of fertility ensure that the lake will always be filled
with oysters and cockles, yet it is not possible for local folk to harvest them all.
Almost all of these filterfeeders attach to rocks only as adults, they spend their juvenile phase
lives as freefloating plankton-like “spawn”, swimming freely until they are ready to settle down. If
you maintain cockle fans in the sanctuary regions of the pond, they will spawn to refill all of the
cockle fans that are being harvested.
These sanctuaries of fertility, the reedy beds of the water nymph wherein the fish and cockles
are protected, and from which the spawn to eternally regenerate their populations, will sustain and
eternally rejuvenate the health and life of your lake. Thus with your plantscape lining and filling the
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waters, these protected sanctuaries filled with fish nurseries and cockle fans, you can now begin to
fill your beautiful living waters with fish and frogs and turtles and other aquatic wonders! Each
organism you add will be part of and supported by carefully planned food chains.
Indeed, with a little understanding and planning, your living lakes can be among the most
beautiful water features in your city. And these wondrous silver lakes will summon into your world
the tall and grace birds of the living waters of your sylvan city.
The Sacred Dance of The Brolga
Beneath the full Moon, as she assumes her throne at the zenith of domed night skies of this
ancient land of Australia, the strange and beautiful Brolga Birds (Grus rubicunda), gather around the
living water of sylvan lakes to perform their graceful and wondrous dances to the celestial cycles of
the vault of stars!
There is no sight on this planet liken unto the dance of the Brolga, these twighlight birds who
held so mystical role in the ancient myths of the indigenous peoples of this land. Ah! T’will be lovely
to behold! For they shall come into the urban forest of your sylvan cities, called forth by the
transformative wonders of The Moon’s dreaming child, to consecrate and awaken the silver lakes of
awakening fertility.
And as they alite upon these living waters, the newly regenerating lake system will spread its
strings of silver jewels through the fruit forests of residential suburbs. And every cup shall be raised
in toast at the banquet of Her Spring Ball!
I often lament the limited palate of the age of oil. Duck is a favoured dish, yet few Brisbane
folks eat the lovely egrets, herons, and dozens of other different types of water bird that are (or will
be) successful and abundant through the waterways of Brisbane. Consider the tall (1m) graceful
White-Necked Heron (Ardea pacifica) and the 70cm tall snowy white Plumed Egred (Ardea
intermedia), and the graceful Black Swans (Cynnus atratus) of Brisbane and Perth (Western
Australia). And what of the giant and wondrous 75cm tall Sacred Ibis (Threskiornis molucca) who
exist in Brisbane’s urban habitat in numbers so high as to be entirely common through every part of
the city.
Consider that this incredible and somewhat mesmerizing native bird, whom the ancient
Egyptians considered to be sacred to their god of writers and scribes, had completely disappeared
from Brisbane until the city council began regenerating the local wetlands as part of the “Greening
Brisbane” project a decade or so ago. Since then the Sacred Ibis has returned to become one of the
most common and iconic birds of Brisbane City. Consider this wonderful example of adaptation –
humans change a little by changing their landscape to facilitate the bird’s needs, and the bird
changes a little by widening its diet to include food scraps. Adaptation.
Now you may be surprised or even shocked, after my many previous comments, that I am
praising a bird’s adaptation to garbage-eating. Yet everything is a question of balance, and rubbish
does need to be cleaned up. The ibis spend most of their time in lakes and waterholes fishing – but
they supplement their diet with human food-scaps. They have not become parasites that wholly rely
on human waste, rather they have retained their clean wild nature while also learning to exploit
humanity in a balanced way. Consider, on the other hand, the amazing Royal Spoonbill (Platalea
regia), another Brisbane waterbird related to Sacred Ibis and the similar in appearance to the ibis
(but for the shape of its beak-end). This bird experienced the same population decline as the Sacred
Ibis, at the same time as the ibis, but unlike the ibis, it has not recovered – for it has not adapted to
the urban habitat.
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There is no right or wrong in the universe – there is only balance and understanding. Each
situation has its own balance, for life is not a phenomenon of strict rules and straight lines.
The Sacred Ibis now exists in vast numbers in Brisbane for it has few or no natural predators
(at least, since the indigenous folk stopped hunting it). And they are very tasty. When we banquet
upon the wild Sacred Ibis, let us raise a toast to that ancient and powerful invention, one of the
greatest humanity hath ever known: The Pen – The Key to Humanity’s Future!
Our lakes and wetlands support diverse populations of graceful and tasty waterbirds in
addition to large and delicious fish. It is true that these large birds must be sustainably hunted in
accord with their population numbers. Hence, they will be expensive delicacies, and for most folk of
the city, these will be sumptuous dishes for holidays and high occasions. Yet in addition to new
gourmet wonders, this opening of humanity’s eyes to the gourmet treasures of Mother Nature also
creates new employment opportunities. Many common folk of the city will be registered hunters and
the preparation houses will employ many other folk.
Wilderness fragments that include wetland ecosystems support vast numbers of fantastic
water birds and fish, and these will enter the urban environment when their habitat feature is
established: the living lakes of the sylvan cities.
Consider these wild beauties that your local lakes can be transformed into. Consider these
wild beauties that your future housing developments can own. Consider these wild beauties that
your city councils can create to bring prestige and dignity to the wonder that is your regenerating
city of humanity’s sylvan future.

On The Silver Grails of The Wilderness Fragments
Every forested wilderness fragment that is large enough to fill the entire catchment must have
an engineered dam of relative size. Alas, this is not a statement that is going to endear me to my
fellow environmentalists – so let us explore it.
River-dam reservoir are not a natural phenomena – yet they are a habitat feature that will be
a part of almost every wild forest on this planet for the remainder of human history. The first beaver
built a dam, other plants and animals adapted – and it soon became a vitally important habitat
feature for a vast diversity of life in all beaver landscapes. So too will the vast reservoir dams of
humanity be grails of life unto the The Future.
That being said, there is no reason we need loose beautiful species in the process of change –
jewels are valuble because of their beauty and their rareness. That which is irreplaceable is always
valuble – only the blind primitive will say not so. Therefore, we will create a new feature to our
dams, thus to allow the entire riverian ecosystem to continue as it ever has, without permanent
disturbance.
The Water Way of The Wild Reservoir
An engineered “natural” creek line circumventing the dam. This is designed to allow aquatic
organisms to move up and down past the dam structure, thus overcoming the break in the ecological
connectivity in the river represented by the dam wall.
The Ecology of The Silver Grail
Your dam reservoir also presents opportunities not only as an energy infrastructure, but also
as a productive ecosystem. Filter feeding organisms and aquatic plants can be established in very
high densities to clean the water. Aquaculture.
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Native ecosystem food chains can be established in these dam reservoirs to favour large and
delicious fish species. Thus will your city’s dam will become a primary fishing site. To prevent over
harvesting of this fishery, the dam will have to be ecoscaped – nursery areas of high complexity
(probably involving mangroves and artificial reefs) will need to be established and at least half the
dam must remain a sanctuary, inaccessible to boats and fisherfolk. This will ensure that the fish
stock cannot be emptied out of the lake. In addition, fisherfolk will pay for licenses to fish in this
reservoir – probably by the hour.
Crustaceans (freshwater oysters, lobsters, crayfish, freshwater shrimp, etc.) and other etible
local delicacies can be established here in great abundance. The lake will be ecoscaped with
appropriate habitat features and sanctuary regions to ensure they thrive and cannot be overfished.
Their short lifecycles mean the reservoir will be highly productive.
-o0o-

On The Ecological Transformation of Urban Hydrology
The Sylvan Formulae of Aquatic Regeneration
By learning of Summoning Plants you have learned the importance of the role plants play as
the base level of all ecosystems. Thus you can now understand that plants will be necessary in the
underground creeks, not only to clean, filter and oxygenate the water, but also the attract life and
establish a vital and vibrant ecosystem here.
The Riparian Weave of The Singing Brooks
So how then shall the Riparian Strip be returned?
Your creeks are one of the most important and valuable features of your neighbourhood. If
you have a creek running through your neighbourhood, your local community can take metaphorical
“ownership” of that portion of the creek. This does not mean you will own the public land, but it does
mean together you can regenerate it and thereby come to understand it and make it part of you.
Thereby this resource becomes a benefit in your neighbourhood, and thus belongs to your
neighbourhood. It is your and an expression of your beauty and the beauty of your community.
And as you work together to regenerate it, planting soul trees and vines along its banks, you
will celebrated when the water dragons the kingfishers begin to reappear. And then again when the
frogs, long absent from your creek, begin singing again amongst its green bough and the turtles
swirling in its depths – you will celebrate, for you will have achieved this. And finally, when the first
of the platypuses return, you will call a great picnic of community. For by your hand is the beauty of
your suburb returning. Each event of a native animal’s return is an event of celebration, marking a
success in your work and the regeneration of your neighbourhood’s beauty.
This is your success, created by you and your neighbours. And by this work, woven hand in
hand, not only your creek has been regenerating – the soul of your community has been
regenerating too.
This is The Living Song of The Dancing Brooks – a song of change that transcends words.
The Hidden Song of The Living Brooks
The folk of the city will reawaken to love, and they will regenerate the least disturbed parts of
the creeks running through their residential suburbs. Inspired by their success, some early pioneers
will begin to push ahead for the regeneration of the open concrete canals in their suburb. And your
universities, inspired by the opportunity for change and new exploration of understanding and
creative thought, will also pioneer ahead of the rest of society, and this preparatory movement will
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be important. For it will not be until The Butterfly’s Dance has begun to unfold as a flood of
transformation flowing through every part of your world that your governments will begin to
seriously address instituting change in the hydrological planning of your city. And their
transformation will begin as merely a single regenerated pipe, an underground creek, which they
will make much noise over, and people will come from far and wide to view this single wondrous
hydrological line, a prototype of what every underground creek in your city will become. Yet it will
be many decades, perhaps a century or more for this first step to occur, and many centuries for the
transformation and regeneration of your entire city’s hydrological network to achieve stability.
Yet wondrous will be this unfolding miracle to behold.
The Gentle Power of Inevitability
The loving caress of water can level a mountain. Water is gentle, but inevitable. And so too is
the seventh step of The Butterfly’s Dance.
This step will not occur quickly, for it unleashes a growing tide that will spread out to
permeate every facet of humanity’s future. The regeneration of the riparian strips of the surface
creeks of your city may occur quite quickly. The transformative regeneration of the underground
creeks will be gradual, and it will happen, like water, in two primary ways: as the gentle geological
inevitability of the implacable drip, interspersed by the vast and sudden transformative bursts of the
unpredictable flood.
This gradual unhurried form of transformation will occur as your city replaces worn out old
age of oil hydrological engineered creeks with new sylvan engineered creek systems. This change
process will continue over the course of many centuries, eventually transforming the urban
hydrology.
Yet this slow process of change will be interspersed by great floods of visible transformation.
These will occur whenever great fluxes of public enthusiasm, assertions of the collective will by the
populace of a city, impel the city’s politicians to institute popular engineering experiments. Each of
these will transform a few highly publicized tracks of your city’s storm drain system into new
vibrant healthy underground creeks.
Yet these regenerated underground creeks will be merely a few healthy hydrological lines
scattered here and there through your city. Yet they hide in their pattern the learning curve we will
need to develop the new engineering systems of the underground creeks, and for the progress of the
transformative work of your city’s regeneration. Thus is this “slow and fast” process of
transformation is important in this facet of our crystallization, for each of these small tracts of
regenerated underground creek will be an experiment that will teach us its lessons over the
following years – lessons that will address the flaws and shape the improvements of the following
tract to be regenerated. Hence, it is wise to allow this unhurried process to occur as it naturally
unfolds, step by gradual step – for attempting to regenerate every underground creek in a single
instant would afflict all of the city with the same untried system. Let us build, observe, and learn –
then build again with the wisdom of our experience. Slow and inevitable as tomorrow will we be –
and hereby will we harness the hindsight of the future to serve us in the present.
The strategies I have outlined here are merely the beginning – an inspiration to awaken your
dreams. Your city’s hydrological system is your most valuable and potentially ecologically rich
resource in your urban landscape. And the release point of this hydrological system, whether or not
you catch it in a reservoir, will pour forth clean fresh water, beautiful to taste. You will find a
thousand and one uses for this, our planet’s most precious resource.
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The underground creeks of your sylvan city will be a marvel that will echo through the ages.
In time, it is this marvel that will motivate humanity to begin building downward, as well as up. And
life will bloom wherever her gentle hands touch the Earth.
Fundamental to the health of the urban forest is the work of regenerating the creek lines. The
regeneration of the riparian strips all the way along every creek in the city is a manageable objective,
and this act alone will ensure the return of many other animals, like the platypus of Australia and the
otter and beaver of the great continents, to most of the urban creeks. But the full regeneration of our
urban creeks is a monumental task that politicians will be hesitant to even address…. Until the
intoxication of eco-awareness has driven their world mad with lovely idealism. But the realization of
this long-term change is one of the primary unfolding objectives of the sylvan transformation of
human civilization.
-o0o-

PART IV. THE AQUAE ENERGIA OF THE HYDROSPHERE
Let us now explore another use may may develop in our work of engineering the
hydrosphere. Energy.
In this section, I won’t bother to bore you with conventional ideas and technologies. Instead I
will focus upon ideas that have not been introduced into the popular debate that revolves around the
subject of energy as the phenomenon of global warming grips our home planet.
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The Call of The Wild Hunt
By Glenorchy McBride
I.

I dreamt of Diana in the cold moonlight
Astride a wolf, ahead the pack, wrapt in the velvet of night.
She gazed into my soul with unblinking eyes
And I knew that this night her victim dies.
She raised to her lips her ancient horn
Her wolves joined its call. He will die before dawn.
And my soul did shiver at that terrible sound
For the fate of her victim that horn’s call had bound!
The Wild Hunt is gathered in The Land of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes! The Savage Daughter of The Moonlight!
II.

Her wolf reared up high, and leapt forward in run
The pack joined her lead. The Wild Hunt hath begun!
And her wolves sang their joy at the coming feast
For The Madness of The Moon, had their Lady unleashed!
And through the night, among the stars, to his world they did fly
Their feet rode a moonbeam’s silver bow through the sky.
And as The Wolves of The Moon did alight upon the ground
The pack sang of blood, for his scent they had found!
The Wild Hunt is singing in The Land of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes! O’er The Bridge of Moonlight!
III.

The lord of this land had to hell dug a cave
And there for his soul a black stone the devil gave.
This black stone’s magic fire turned lead to gold in his hand
Of this black stone, he built a castle, to rule the land.
But over moat and high wall, her silver moonsong slipped
And that lord, his withered heart, fear's cold fingers gripped.
While as the night wind’s swift fury, across the wastes The Hunt ran
Toward the wasted land’s heart, wherein dwelt that man!
The Wild Hunt is running through The Land of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes! On a trail lit by Moonlight!
IV.

But Fate’s song, that lord feared, and of a myth had heard tell
Of a magick golden crown that could Death repel.
And all love this man hated but the love of gold
For while his black stone burned hot, his withered heart was cold.
And by the light of his avarice he had forged a plan
That by the power of this crown, to be a king of man.
And heralds he sent forth, to proclaim rich reward
For the one who brought the crown to the wasted land’s lord!
The Wild Hunt is circling through The Land of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes! Amidst The Shadows of The Moonlight!
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V.

T’was a peasant’s pretty child, who had wandered from her hearth
And in the wastes of ancient Lethe, a lost tomb she did unearth
On an altar of white marble to a dead god of old
Lay two sapphires as stars in a band of bright gold
Two gems of azure in a figure of eight
Two coils of a serpent, as its own tail, it ate.
But to the eyes of the child, t’was but a game, a pretty toy
Then home for supper with her bauble and a skip of joy
The Wild Hunt is watching in The Land of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes! The Hidden Breath of The Moonlight!
VI.

T’was the fat priest of Cronos on the edge of the town
Saw the child returning home, upon her head, the golden crown
And with the promise of candy, and a sacred holy vow
Before the lord, he lured her and ushered her to bow
Then seeing trust in her eyes, the lord smiled at his priest
“We must celebrate,” he beckoned her, “with a wedding and a feast.”
But as the girl knelt before him, he snatched the crown from her head!
Then to seal his foul crime, he dragged the child to his bed!
The Wild Hunt is fury in The Land of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes! The Hidden Rage of The Moonlight!
VII.

But in this court dwelt a jester, a favourite of the lord
For he danced and he juggled and he played a pretty chord!
And his cap of red and yellow did jingle as did he prance
Three bells on its points, the forth lewd on his lance!
And in the mask of Old Cronos, who sacrificed his own son
He dropped his drawers and announced the boy’s emergence from his bum!
But while a fool the court named him, of them all he was wise
For of the lord’s many secrets, none escaped his pretty eyes.
The Wild Hunt is the shadows through The Land of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes! The Hidden Teeth of The Moonlight!
VIII.

“O lord, if King forever!” the fool announced to the guests
“By the way you’ve ruled your kingdom, we will surely all be blessed!”
Ahead the court, stood the lord – for coronation as king.
Before him, stood the priest – to make credible the whole thing.
On his left, he kept his jester, endeared as a son.
And on his right, a head bowed, but dressed in The In-Fashion.
Then mused the fool, “A laugh for Cronos and a jest of mine!”
And the fool he hid the black stone in the communion wine!
The Wild Hunt is Secrets! Deep as The Ocean of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes! The Silent Tread of The Moonlight!
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IX.

“By the power vested in me,” intoned the priest with a cough...
A nervous grin to clear his throat, then clutched his collar, to claw it off!
While in the shadows, the laughing fool, unlocked castle’s front door,
And with a spasm, the choking priest crashed down before the poor!
Before the cold and hungry peasants, scattered the gold of holy greed!
Then in the silence, a Horn’s Call... And their Hunger became Need!
And cold terror gripped the lord! He leapt for the crown...
But tripped upon the priest, who had died of indigestion!
The Wild Hunt is Need! Cruel as The Sea of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes! The Baying Promise of The Moonlight!
X.

His walls of black coal were than the steeples higher
And his moat of black oil, the lord had filled with hell’s fire!
But at the sound of her horn, the black gates tore asunder!
The ancient madness surged in – the black castle was put to plunder!
As baying laughter filled his throne room, the lord cried on knees of fear
But the mob, drunk on her madness, The Moon’s hunger did revere!
And they discorporated and deconsecrated and devoured the screaming lord!
When they had eaten their fill, they scattered his worthless hoard.
The Wild Hunt is Hunger! Cold as The Teeth of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes! She is robed in Blood and Moonlight!
XI.

Wild old Cronos forever lamed, and his belly full of stones
The waking people with love and laughter, did return to their homes
And as their minds became free, their souls filled with dreams
Thus inspired to heal their land, they built new machines.
And they buried the black castle in the dust of the ages
To return to the devil the tainted prize of his wages!
But ‘tween the teeth of her wolf, three streams to her valley
There on a tig, she hung the cron, the golden bough of The orld Tree
The Wild Hunt is renewal throughout The Land of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes! The Secret Promise of The Moonlight!
XII.

Then to The Sea of Dreams. To The Isle of Diana.
To Death’s cave in night’s ocean of endless rolling silver.
Into shadow of her lair, her wolves carried their grizzly prize
Now with The Hunt’s many victims, the lord of black stone forever lies.
And in the wind from her cave, a song of loss the bones howl
The whispered sorrow of eternity from the shadow of Death’s cowl.
And ever gnawed and ever aching, as a banquet of bones piled
For The Moon is both the beauty and the hunger of The Wild.
The Wild Hunt is feasting in The Land of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes! The Endless Hunger of The Moonlight!
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XIII.

I ran with The Wild Hunt, in a dream, to kill a man
And drunk on ancient madness, sang my praises to Pan!
The man screamed. I laughed. The ancient ritual of death.
I watched her wolves, by their kisses steal his last breath.
Now ware The Moon as she whispers this song, her Rede,
For from The Sea of Dreams, an ancient madness hath been freed
And The Wild Hunt is gathering in The Land of Night!
Diana Comes! Diana Comes!
Hear The Call of Her Horn! To The Black Keep forlorn!
And The Lord of Black Stone is Her Call come to Warn!
Her Wolves are behind you, and they sing in the Night!
Her Song of Madness! Her Song of Madness!
She is Death in The Moonlight!
-o0o-

The Dedication and The Consecration
Line the starry clouds of Night
 black wolf and a white wolf sing their thanks to The Moon
 Rare Promise of Togetherness


O WOMAN of Wisdom and of Way, Mother of Science and of Our City
You who break chains by the burning bloom of your soft petals
Sweet Lady of The Eternal Torch
noint my brow
nd Tonight, an age-old squabble is forgotten
In the warmth of The Hunt.


O MAN who clings to Coal’s cold stone light
You who have united what could not unite,
But by the comedy of your cold stone love.
The Tao is full.
Who will die...
To save our city...?

-o0o-
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On The Rivers of Energy
Rivers cycle the water of our planet between the atmosphere, the land, and the oceans – they
are a fundmental component in the great energy battery of the hydrosphere. And this is one of the
many hydrosphere components we will harvest.
Rivers “flow” because the water contains “stored” potential gravitational energy, which it
transforms into kinetic motion energy – movement. This store of gravitational energy continues can
only be depleted by the water reaching its lowest topographical elevation in a catchment’s
topography – usually this means either a lake or an ocean. Even then, the water still has some
gravitational energy, which it will use to “seep” into the ground – if it can.
Some rivers are tidal, other unidirectional – yet the flow of a river is completely consistent.
Day and night, it continues to flow – ancient and unceasing. Day and night, an unceasing supply of
electricity, a new “free” source of income for your city council, or for a business .
Without any need for damming the river, this kinetic motion energy of a river’s flow can be
havested (i.e. transformed into electricity) using a device almost identical to the windmill turbines
we use to harvest the energy of air. Essentailly, we are going to put “windmills” underwater – and
there are great advantages to this.
The Water Wheels of The Living Rivers
Wind turbines are turned by streams of wind. Could not a stream of water turn a turbine far
more effectively then wind?
It seems odd that city’s have not thought to mount underwater propeller-like energy
generator turbines to harvest the water flow of these rivers. The principle is not different to a windturbine, yet instead of airflow, the energy of water-flow is harvested.
Just as wind turbines harvest the motion energy of air, so too can underwater propellor-like
hydro-tubines harvest the energy of all flowing waterways. These turbines are mounted underwater
on pier-like posts sunk into the riverbed and rising above the water surface. A vertical column of
turbines can be mounted on each post. Because water is thicker than air, a small hydro-turbine will
generate the same amount of energy as a large wind turbine.
Increased viscosity (i.e. “thickness”) means increased carrying capacity of motion kinetic
energy. Water is much “thicker” than air, and thus, if other factors (e.g. volume, speed, etc.) are the
same, the water will be carring far more energy than air. This means that an underwater propeller
turbine could be very much smaller than a wind turbine and yet harvest the same amount of energy.
Hydro-turbines will line the sides of rivers, yet they can also be mounted on the posts of
every boating pier and every bridge support – and all this, without siginifcantly interfering with the
river’s natural course and cycles. They will generate continuous, consistant and reliable energy day
and night at virtually no cost. With daytine solar energy in abundance, the nighttime energy
generated by these turbines will power every streetlamp in the city – thus freeing significant budget
revenue.
Consider the amount of coin your city council current wastes on buying electricity for council
building (during the day) and your city’s streetlamps (during the night). Yet your city council has
access to a very important resource that no other faction has access to – your river. This resource
has, in the past, been considered a budget drain. Yet merely by shifting one’s point of view, this
resource becomes one of the most valuable, productive, and profitable assets in your city.
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Your city council’s budget is provided by taxpayers – the residents of your city. Any coin your
city council doesn’t need to spend on energy is coin that your politicians can use for projects to
improve and edify your city. Surely, the politicians can spend this new wealth on providing your
suburb and city with many new benefits that will gain the support of you and your fellow voters!
The underwater energy-harvesting turbines would be mounted on posts that line each side of
the boating lanes. These lines of water turbines could extend the entire length of the river –
potentially hundreds of kilometers. And the supermarine (i.e. “above-water”) part of these turbine
posts could be used for any of the practical purposes that ordinary peir posts can be used for.
Consider the aesthetic benefits, the appearance of your river remains essentially unaltered.
Already there are many posts rising from the water along the edges of your river – boating piers.
Because the turbines are underwater, no real change in appearance occurs – but instead of a chaotic
scattering of posts rising from the edges of your rivers (as is currently the situation), a uniform line
of posts will rise in a gentle undulating pattern along each side of the river. This will actually
improve the panorama of the river, and it can be further beautified in any manner you choose.
For example, the posts could be linked together to form a walkway, suspended over the water
and running through the city for the whole length of the river. Fishermen can use this, as can
runners, bicyclists, and other athletes; romantic couples will stroll in the moonlight over these
leviating paths that weave over the river surface from scenic lookout to hovering island. Indeed,
these posts (i.e. the visible, above-water, parts of these aquatic energy harvesters) are an
opportunity limited only by your imagination. They are potentially very beautiful and very
profitable.
Consider the aesthetic potentials of these pillars for walkways, fountains, waterbird nesting
sites, and even as substrate piers for realestate hovering over the water surface.
Let us explore some of these options.
Tall poles can rise from the posts to mount nests for water birds (see The Calling of The
Eagles, p207 – with slight modifications, these can be designed to suit any desired water bird). If
birds of prey are established here, their presence will reduce the numbers of pigeons in your city –
for pigeons flee at the mere silhouette of a hunting bird.
If folk are nervous as they become accustomed to the new idea, the underwater turbines can
be encased in a rigid wire net so that even if a swimmer were to bump straight into one, they would
only bump against the protective net. These nets are completely invisible as they are entirely
underwater. These nets (extending as a single convex screen over the whole dish) will also protect
the turbine from river debris. The fact that the dishes create friction will, with the help of these
convex screens, cause the currents to sweep debris around the dishes rather than into them.
Even those pillars that are not connected by walkways can be useful. Circular platforms can
be mounted on top of these hydroturbine pillar to ensure no that boat can move closer than a safe
distance. This is beneficial from a shipping point of view. However, it is also useful from the point of
view of the recreational fishman. Small, suspended boating docks can be attached to the sides of
these circular platforms to allow fishermen access. The local residents of your city who enjoy the
sport of fishing can thus boat out to these and sit on the downriver side of these platforms to fish.
The fishermen of your city will sing your praises for this new aquatic feature. Do not
underestimate the voting power of fishermen – it is one of the most popular sports in every river city
on this planet!
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Alternatively, if you are tasteful, you could even use these isolated platforms to mount
sculptures or fountains (that are used only of occasions of high celebration, obviously).
In the inner city stretch of the river, the posts mounting the underwater turbines can be used
as the substructure for large platforms – thus to create new innercity real estate, suspended above
the water. Upon these great broad discs, each levitating at a slightly different height, spectacular
architecture can rise from the water’s surface. These amazing architectural feats may house the
wondrous dwellings of city lords or they may feature the most interesting and panoramically
beautiful restaurants in your city. They can even extend to underwater levels that use their
architectural geometry to channel water into narrow fast-flowing channels lined with powerful
turbines – these will provide rich energy harvests, indeed! Yet all of these delicate water castles,
rising from the river surface, will be very expensive real estate, and all of the residents and
businesses housed in these buildings will rent or buy this new inner city real estate from your city
council. Hence, every resident of the city will benefit from the works to which your city council puts
this abundant new harvest of coin.
In the past, rivers were considered a drain on council resources – their banks needed to be
fortified to stablize their course, and they needed to be administered in many ways. They provided
some income through trafiic and sand or gravel dredging, but were essentaily minimally profitable
aspects of city council’s administrative dominion. However, regardless of how you choose to beautify
your systems of hydroturbines, these water wheels will transform your river into a highly profitable
resource for your public treasury. Some cities will lease the rights to develop this energy resource,
other city councils will develop it themselves – yet regardless of how you manage the development,
your rivers will become far more profitable, and your public treasury far more fulfilled. This plan
promises wealth, votes, and new opportunities for your city.
Your city council doesn’t require “permission” from your state, province or national
governments to develop this resource. And your city council does not profit from coal or oil
industries the way your higher-level province and realm governments do. Your city council has
everything to gain and nothing to lose by harvesting coin that at present is being wastefully
permitted to flow past uncollected.
Day and night, these hydroturbine generators will harvest a consistent and continuous flow
of base-load energy – for the river never ceases to flow.

On The Energy Batteries of The Hydrosphere
Energy, like any form of wealth, must be able to be stored. The inability to store energy
directly translates into vulnerability.
At present, humanity has innovated few viable technologies for achieving this on a large scale.
Our innovation in thinking must begin by concentrating upon this part of the equation: the large
scale storage of energy.
So let us now consider this interesting problem.
The Energy Surplus of The Space Age
Even smallers cities have many hundreds of square kilometres of residential
“roof space”. All of this can be used to collect sunlight and fresh water. In fact, if only half of this
space receives continuous sunshine, it represents a far more energy then the residential properties
of city will use. Really? How did I come by this figure?
My own roof has panels covering less than half its area. The panels are old inefficient
technology (0.125kw each) totally a 5kw system. My roof is shaded for more than half of every day –
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yet this solar energy harvesting system generates enough electricity to cover all that is used by the
myself and the three profiligate university students who share my domain, and to create a surpluss
which the energy company buys from me each quarter. We run two large refridgerators, the larges
residential size air-conditioner, a dishwashing machine, two clothes washing machines, and a tumble
dryer. I believe life is too wonderful to waste contemplateing the benefits of sackcloth and ashes. I
have not paid for electricity since the energy harvesting system was installed.
A little reseach on your behalf will assure you that my estimation of the energy harvesting
capacity of half of your city’s roof space is not an underestimation. When the wind energy of all high
hills and the water movement of your city’s river flow are harvested by propellor turibines – your
city is generating a significant amount of electricity.
Storing that surpluss becomes the primary technological focus.
The Great Gravitational Batteries of The Sylvan City: Batteries made of Water
It is possible to use gravitational potential energy in a manner that is eminently suited to
storing the energy of an entire city. And this type of battery is a developed and well-understood
technology, tried and tested – though for some odd reason, its existence seems to have been
overlooked in relation to the “base load” puzzle of solar and wind energy harvesting technologies.
Here in Brisbane, we already have one Great Gravitational Battery; it is a part of the
engineering structure of our city’s primary water reservoir – the beautiful Wivenhoe Dam lakes in
the centre of our primary northern wilderness fragment. I used to canoe on those lakes as a boy
scout when I was a child.
A Great Gravitational Battery is constructed of two linked dams, one at a higher elevation and
one at a lower elevation. Excess energy harvested from The Sun (or other sources) during the day is
used to pump the water from the lower dam up to the higher dam. Thus the electricity used to run
the pump has been stored as gravitational potential energy.
At night, the water is released to flow down from the higher dam to the lower dam, in the
process, turning turbines to transform the “stored” gravitational potential energy back into
electricity.
Hence a battery – a vast energy storage device.
And gravitational batteries need not even use water. In a desert, sand (or even small spherical
stone pebbles) could be used in exactly the same way – and the increased viscosity translates
directly into increased energy storage per volume. Likewise, other designs could use large weights to
store gravitational potential energy, and more complex mechanical batteries will use combinations
of elastic arrangements and gravitational arrangements to store vast amounts of energy with
astonishing efficiency.
A pair of linked lakes may require a large amount of space, yet it manifests a number of
hydrological synergies – in addition to large-scale energy storage, this type of great gravitational
battery stores and purifies drinking water, cultivates aquaculture products, etc. Nevertheless, the
use of gravity to store energy is a field ripe with potential and not necessarily limited by spatial
concerns. Garviational batteries could use space vertically (as in a tall building or a deep
subterrianian shaft) of in non-linaer patterns (as fluids or balls through convoluted pipe systems).
These kinds of batteries could be quite easily developed for use by individual houses or urban
regions.
The two forms of energy we have been discussing (i.e. elastic potential energy and
gravitational potential energy) offer fertile prospects for the invention of large-scale mechanical
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batteries – though, of course, during the age in which I pen these words, these mechanical batteries
are very different from humanity’s current ideas of how a battery ought look and act. Yet often the
most effective solutions to any problem are not the most complex. Humanity may need an education
program to change society’s habits of perspective in order to become accustomed to this different
way of thinking52.
Surplus electricity generated by solar or wind energy harvesting systems will be fed back into
the grid where some of it will be bought by industry and most of it will be fed into the city’s system
of atmospheric energy cylinders and Great Gravitational Batteries.
Cities will have as many Great Gravitational Batteries as their needs demand. Once built and
filled, the only additional water the batteries require will be to compensate for the small amount
water lost by infiltration into the ground and evaporation into the air. Hence, vast batteries who’s
only input requirements will be a little water and the maintenance of their very simple turbine
systems. It is likely that these batteries will initially be filled by piping water slowly from a local
river, as most cities are founded on rivers. The main cost of these batteries is the land and
engineering input required to build them, though this is a true investment and a once-off cost – as
the batteries will, for all practical purposes, last forever.
Most cities will have a ring of these great gravitational batteries around the perimeter of their
urban landscape – a necklace of paired silver mirrors, undulating crystals storing the harvested solar
energy during the day as the water of each great lake is pumped to the higher basin of the pair, and
then released at night as a crystalline flow threading down to swell the lower basin of the pair – and
in the process of flow, turning a turbine to transform the stored gravitational energy into motion
energy and thence into electric energy: to light the city through the night.
The Great Gravitational Batteries do not require the use of drinking quality water. However,
many water purification or recycling processes require high levels of water aeration. Aeration is a
52 What is “energy”? In easily understood language, Energy is Change. There are two states in which energy can exists – energy that is happening (i.e.
Kinetic Energy) and energy that is stored (i.e. Potential Energy). Wherever there is “change” occurring in the physical world, there is “energy that is
happening”. Wherever there is the potential for change to occur in the physical world, there is “stored energy”.
There is a more formal definition used by physicists, though the less-ambiguous definition I have outlined here will be less confusing for non-scientists.
However, let us now employ the formal definition for the forms energy that can take.
There are two temporal states energy can take – “Kinetic Energy” (i.e. active energy – energy that is “happening” now) or “Potential Energy” (i.e.
stored energy – energy that is waiting “happen” in the future).
There are five forms of Kinetic Energy: Radiant (i.e. Light.), Thermal (i.e. Heat), Sonic (i.e. Sound), Motion (i.e. Movement), Electro-magnetism (e.g.
Electricity).
There are four forms of Potential Energy: Nuclear (i.e. every atom, and thus all matter, is merely stored Nuclear Potential Energy – this is the meaning
of the formula E=mc2), Chemical (i.e. the bonds that hold atoms together are stored energy, breaking them releases this energy), Elastic (e.g. energy
stored as “tension” or “pressure” in the relationships between atoms, concentrations, or geometric patterns), Gravitational (i.e. energy stored in
relationships between gravitational fields).
A transformation occurs when energy changes from one form to another (e.g. elastic potential energy stored as pressure in an atmospheric energy
cylinder transforms into the motion kinetic energy of air movement when the “pressure” is released – the energy has changed its form). A transfer
occurs when energy remains in the same form, but shifts from one physical object to another physical object (e.g. the motion kinetic energy of a moving
pump tranfers into the motion kinetic energy of the formerly stiil water that is causes to move by the motion of the pumping – the motion energy has
not changed its form, it is still motion energy, it has merely moved from one object to another object).
So for example: a ball sitting atop a tall building is still (no change is occurring, thus it carries no obvious “Kinetic Energy”), yet it is high enough that it
has the potential to fall to the ground (it has the potential for change, thus it hold obvious “Potential Energy”); the type of “potential energy” this ball
holds is called potential gravitational energy (i.e. energy stored in the relationship between the graviataional field of the ball and of the planet), and by
faling to the ground, the ball transforms this potential energy (or “stored energy”) into kinetic motion energy (i.e. movement) when it reaches the
ground, its load of potential gravitational energy is exhausted, i.e. it can’t fall any further.
There is a fixed amount of energy in the universe, this amount cannot grow or diminish – this is The First Law of Thermodynamics: Energy can change
forms, but it cannot “disappear”. Yet every time energy changes form, a little of the total is emitted as ambient heat, and thus “lost”, i.e. there is less total
energy in the intended new form then there was in the old form – this is the reason “perpetual motion” machines have thus far eluded humanity.
Understanding basic energy physics allows one to look into any aspect of the universe and see it as a tapestry of energy transfers and tranformations.
This is a very important state of consciousness that every human ought possess.
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side effect of the water movement processes these gravitational batteries use. There is no reason
some of the city’s batteries could not be linked into a synergy with the city’s drinking water
processing system.
A city can engineer as many of these batteries around its edges as it needs. The amount of
water they will release into the soil is also important, for the base load hydrology of the area can be
harnessed and this new ground water used to feed a wilderness fragment that is either nurtured (if
pre-existing) or intentionally “grown” around the dams. A wilderness fragment around a water
reserviour serves as a device to purify the water and allow it to be stored in the reserviour for long
periods without degrading.
Of course, these healthy biodiverse “tidal lakes” will be very popular fishing locations. The
surrounding wilderness fragments will clean and purify the water of the catchment, thus ensuring
that these dams will be perfect habitat features for cultivating thriving freshwater ecosystems,
filtered by water plants to support a great range of tasty tidal zone invertebrates (including
freshwater mussels, oysters, shellfish, and crabs), as well as a food chain leading up to very large fish
species – all of whom are entirely isolated from aquatic pollution. Fine “organic” meat indeed!
Thou shalt eat fish on every day except Friday. And energy chastity be dammed!
The Atmospheric Energy Cylinders of Sylvan Technology: Batteries made of Air
Most boys in Australia grow up playing with “air rifles”. These are guns powered by small
capsules of compressed air. The high level of air pressure in the capsule is achieved using a small
hand-operated pump lever.
Think back to your childhood. Consider how small these compressed air capsules are. Yet
they hold enough energy to fire pellets at somewhere around the speed of sound (the “bang” you get
on the first shot is the pellet breaking the sound barrier – it is not a chemical explosion; however,
while easy to do, one generally one doesn’t try to break the sound barrier, as it causes the pellet to
wobble).
The type of energy these compressed air capsules store and then use to propel the air rifle
pellets is called elastic potential energy, it is a type of stored energy that can easily be transformed
into kinetic motion energy.
In this example, the “elastic energy” is stored in the “pressure” of the compressed air. Those
tiny capsules hold an astonishing amount of energy. The energy stored in the “pressure” of the air
can easily be transformed into motion energy by releasing the pressure.
And of course, it is easy to turn motion energy into electricity.
What if we were to build air capsules like that on a much larger scale – and use them as
batteries?
An air rifle battery merely compresses the air very slightly, yet it holds a significant “store” of
energy. A well-designed large-scale Atmospheric Energy Cylinder could theoretically compress air to
the point that it liquefies – thus storing a very large amount of energy per volume.
This is commercially viable – and is already being done on a large scale! Not only are
Atmospheric Energy Cylinders being widely developed and used, Indian scientisits and engineers
have recently even developed an electric car that runs on energy stored in compressed air.
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The ability to store energy unlock the opportunity for harnessing the many cyclic energy
sources available on Planet Earth.
During the day, solar energy can be used to run powerful gargantuan pumps that fill these
giant capsules with compressed air. At night the incredible air pressure is released, not to fire a
pellet, but to turn a turbine and make electricity.
Essentially, these compressed air capsules are “batteries made of air”.
The technology of these atmospheric energy cylinders is both cheap and simple, with few
moving parts and little maintenance. These giant capsules would be best positioned underground, in
the city’s bedrock. This is the most practical position. The bedrock substrate reinforces the
structural integrity of the atmospheric energy cylinders, it also cools them (thus increasing the
amount of energy they can hold). Hence, no city real estate need be wasted to house these batteries,
and they can be located close to their points of sale. Your emerald crystal can have atmospheric
energy cylinders located in its foundations. A city can have an civic infrastructure system of dozen or
hundreds of these atmospheric energy cylinders deep in the ground beneath it; they are completely
safe, they produce no pollution, they are easy to build, and they can store vast amounts of energy.
atmospheric energy cylinders are merely one innovation for harnessing the opportunities
offered by elastic potential energy. More complex devices can combine multiple elastic systems to
increase storage load. Elastic batteries could be built using springs, conical funnels and many other
geometric arrangements – you can even turn your battery inside out by using vacuum spaces in the
system.
The Viability of Innovation
The theory underpinning these battery designs is sound, so let us now consider the
practicality.
Atmospheric energy cylinders and gravitational batteries are not as efficient as chemical (e.g.
lithium-ion, etc.) batteries. This is because energy cannot disappear, but every time it changes form,
a little is transformed into heat and radiated off. This is a basic law of physics. And unless this
ambient heat is caught and used, it is, from the point of view of humanity’s applications, lost energy.
A chemical battery involves one energy transformation to input electricity into the battery or
to retrieve electricity from the battery. This means you never get back quite as much as you put in,
but the loss is small.
An elastic battery (e.g. “air”) battery or a gravitational battery involves two energy
transformations and one energy transfer to input electricity into the battery or to retrieve electricity
from the battery. This means it is less efficient than a chemical battery.
However, elastic and gravitational batteries possess three significant advantages that
chemical batteries do not possess.
First, chemical batteries degrade quickly – they lose some of their storage ability with each
use. Hence, while they are useful energy storage devices the first time they are used, they are able to
hold a little less useful each time they are used thereafter.
Elastic and gravitational batteries do not suffer this problem. After being used a million times,
they hold as much energy as they did the first time they were used. They have longevity and
extremely low maintenance.
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Second, large chemical batteries are extremely expensive and require extremely high
maintenance due to their continually diminishing load capacity. They are not economically viable on
a scale much larger then vehicle size – and at the present point in history, they are barely viable even
on that scale.
Elastic and gravitational batteries are much more viable on large scales than on small scales.
In addition, they complement many of the new energy technologies that humanity has already
developed.
Third, chemical batteries are almost invariably toxic, and pose a waste problem. Elastic and
gravitational batteries are entirely clean and produce no pollution.
These factors make chemical batteries economically and politically non-viable as
complements to the ambient energy harvesting technologies (e.g. wind or solar). Yet the difference
in efficiency means that a developed western city of the current age would require very large battery
systems to store sufficient energy to suit its needs and provide complete energy security.
Nevertheless, even this problem is mitigated by these new technologies.
When electricity is transported through wires, some is “lost”53. As the distance increases, so
does the “loss”. This is why your city’s energy generators must be located close to your city – one
reason why city air is so polluted during the age of oil54. Hence, atmospheric energy cylinders
located close to the points of sale hold a significant additional advantage in relation to their energy
storage capabilities.
Elastic batteries have the advantage that they may be located underground and close to the
point of energy use. This means that energy loss via transport through wires is virtually eliminated,
and yet, no real estate is wasted in the process. This represents important advantages. Giant
collections of atmospheric energy cylinders can be positioned deep under every urban parklands,
street, and undeveloped area. In addition, the effect of their intake and release on regional air
pressure and weather patterns can be productively used to direct regional wind flows (e.g. to bring
in moist air, or to convey moist air to other regions in order to affect rainfall patterns). But more on
that later (see overleaf, The Mysteries of Poseidon, p321).
Nevertheless, atmospheric energy cylinders alone (even large numbers of them) will not be
sufficient to secure a city’s energy supply. Instead, atmospheric energy cylinders will complement
the energy stored by the city’s Great Gravitational Batteries.
There are many square kilometres of sunny rooftops in your city, and all of these can be used
to harvest sunlight. Yet a solar energy harvesting system on this scale is viable only when
copulatively aligned with a powerful battery system – and that battery system will have to be multifaceted.
These batteries are completely mechanical. The designs I have outlined are not complicated
and are many aspects are based on understandings that were known to the ancients55. Yet even
conventional chemical batteries hold great potential for improvement and they will play an
important role in humanity’s future.

53 “Voltage” is lost. As this is a document addressed to the layman, I have outlined design concepts in a manner suitable for physicists, yet all scientific
language is veiled a simplicity of speech comfortable for communicating the basic ideas to my many friends who are not schooled in the wondrous and
beautiful concepts of Physica.
54 If energy could be efficiently transported over distance, addressing humanity’s energy needs would be a simple matter of filling the planet’s deserts
with solar energy harvesting panels.
55 Of course, most ancient discoveries in the fields of mathematics and physics were “forgotten” through The Dark Ages – only to be “remembered”
when the fall of Constantinople resulted in the ancient books of that great library flowing out into the rest of Europe and sparking off The Renaissance.
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Wind, water, and solar (e.g. photovoltaic) energy harvesting technologies offer so great an
energy abundance that large-scale batteries able store this abundance are made viable. Hence,
elastic (and gravitational) batteries complement these new energy sources exceptionally well.
-o0o-

THE MYSTERIES OF POSEIDON
On The Planetary Equilibrium of The Hydrosphere
Poseidon (from the Ancient Greek, or “Neptune”, from the Latin) is the name that was given to
the god of the oceans by the high cultures of antiquity. In this scroll, I will use the word Poseidon as
the symbol of the hydrosphere of our homeworld, Planet Earth.
The hydrosphere is all of the water of Planet Earth. This includes the water vapour (clouds,
steam, etc.), the liquid water (oceans, rivers and streams, groundwater, etc.), the solid water (ice
caps, etc.), and also the water that flows into cycles where it is chemically dismantled and then
reformed.
There are patterns in the hydrosphere, for the water of the hydrosphere is not still; it is in a
continuous state of change – cycles of movement as moving water changes from one geographic
location to another, one physical state to another one or energy level to another, one molecular
pattern to another. These cycles form a balance – and that balance is changing as our planet’s
atmosphere changes.
Let us now consider the role we play in the hydrosphere, and how we may cultivate the
benefit of the balance of the hydrosphere to increase its yield to us and to the beauty of our planet.
The Water Engines of The Space Age
A molecule of water is made from one oxygen atom and two hydrogen atoms, i.e. H2O – when
combined in this ratio, oxygen and hydrogen become water.
Plants split apart water. They use the hydrogen (“H”) in their energy systems, and they
release the oxygen (“O2“) as clean air. We humans have now learned to do this too. We can “split”
water (“H2O”) and capture the hydrogen (“H”) in tanks – this hydrogen is a very powerful fuel.
We often call it “water fuel”.
There are benefits to making water fuel. When we split water to get the hydrogen, we create
free clean fresh air – i.e. when split H2O, we keep the “H2” (the H = “hydrogen”), but we release the O
(oxygen) as clean air! This oxygen that is released by splitting water enters the atmosphere to clean
the planet – this is the same way that plants create fresh clean air!
The chemical formula for the equation is written like this:

2 x H2O + energy = 4 x H + O2
On both sides of the “=” sign there is the same amount of “stuff”: The same number of H’s
(“hydrogen atoms”), the same number of O’s (“oxygen atoms”) – but there is “energy” on the left side
of the equation, where has it gone?
Energy cannot disappear, it can only change forms. This is a basic law of Nature that
underpins the entire universe. So the energy on the left side has to be hidden somewhere on the
right side of the equation – and it is. That energy is hidden in the hydrogen atoms (“H’s”). They have
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been raised from a low energy state to a high-energy state – and they desperately want to release
that energy by combining with oxygen to become water again.
This is one of the most important and powerful chemical equations in the future of human
technology, for it allows humanity to store easily retrievable chemical potential energy in a cycle of
the hydrosphere – to use water as a fuel.
And we can run our cars on this fuel.
When we break apart water to create hydrogen fuel, we keep the hydrogen and we release
the pure oxygen into the atmosphere. This hydrogen is a gas, and it is very flammable. In fact, it is so
powerful that it was used as the rocket fuel for the space rockets of the 20th century!
It can also be used to run car engines – and cars that run on this fuel are very powerful.
Imagine the potentials involved in running your car on a completely clean rocket fuel!
Hydrogen fuel can be used to replace oil, coal, and natural gas in every (formerly) fossil fuel
powered device!
But it is also quite different from fossil fuel. When fossil fuel is burned (in a car’s engine, for
example), it creates carbon dioxide (CO2) and many poisonous pollutants. But when hydrogen is
burned (in a car’s engine, for example), it does not create any carbon dioxide or pollution! Instead,
the hydrogen fuel (H) combines with the air (O2) to create water (H2O) – clouds!
And it is quite easy to retrofit an ordinary fossil fuel car to run on hydrogen fuel.
The only gas released from your hydrogen vehicle’s exhaust system is water vapour that will
rise into the sky to create new clouds of water vapour! Consider carefully the profound
transformative implications of this astonishingly powerful chemical equation: for it is one of the
world keys not only to the future of our home planet, but also to the terraforming of new planetary
worlds.

On The Cloud Islands of The Hydrosphere
The Cloud Cars of Space Age
When you run your car on hydrogen (“water”), your car will release nothing except pure
water vapour from its exhaust system. No pollution is produced.
With minor modifications, any ordinary internal combustion engine can be retrofitted to run
on hydrogen. The actual mechanical modifications are almost the same as retrofitting a fossil fuel
petrol car to run to run on natural gas. Having the fossil fuel engine system of your own car
transformed into a water engine system is not too difficult! It will not be expensive, and
governments must subsidize ordinary folk to have this retrofitting done – so that you don’t have to
pay for the fossil fuel externalities.
Your water engine will be able to use all of the “hot-rod” components that an old age of oil car
could use – and more will be developed. Hydrogen fuel was choose by NASA as the most effective
rocket fuel because of its power – why not use a little space-aged NASA technology in your hot-rod
vehicle?
The transition to water engines will require less infrastructure changes then would the
transition to electric vehicles. Mechanics who possess the skills of repairing fossil fuel engines will
be able to work on internal combustion based water engines with very little additional training. This
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means an entire generation of mechanics will not become obsolete leaving a gap while another new
generation of a new sort of mechanic rises to take their place.
So these are some practical benefits to the institution of water engines. And yet there is also
one profound ecological/agricultural benefit to this new technology.
Water engines release pure water vapour from their exhaust systems.
Not only is hydrogen an entirely clean energy source, but your hydrogen car is also hydrating
the atmosphere: creating clouds. Consider the cloud-generation effect of an entire city of hydrogen
cars. Consider the increase in annual rainfall this city will produce for your country.
The vast numbers of hydrogen cars in your city will create thick new clouds in the sky over
your city. Only a few of these clean fluffy cloud islands will release their rain in your city. Most of
these wonderful rain-filled clouds will be carried away to the farms and wilderness fragments
surrounding your urban landscape.
Rain is the essence of the agricultural productivity of most countries. With the many cities
pumping water into the atmosphere, your realm’s farmers need never again fear drought. You can
transform deserts into fertile fields.
As the age of oil ends, consider how much smog the cars of your city create each day. Imagine
if, instead of creating toxic carcinogenic poison gas, your vehicles were creating pure clean water
vapour. Clouds.
Consider how this would increase the rainfall of your country. This new increase in rain is
fresh water – for the smog chemicals that used to poison you’re the rain over your farms are gone.
But not all cities will experience an ordinary increase in rainfall – some cities will experience
new and different wonderful hydrological phenomena as the blessing from the water engines. Some
cities have topographical features that affect the climate in strange ways. The City of Los Angeles
(California, USA) has land features that create an atmospheric pattern called a “subsidence
inversion” – this I why smog is so dense there. When toxic smog is replaced by clean water vapour,
this city will experience evening fogs and every morning some of the most beautiful dawn dew
events our planet has ever seen. The residents of the city will harvest water from the evening fogs
using an easily manufactured device (see The Atmospheric Equilibrium of The Hydrosphere, p353).
The emerald crystals (and many other architectural and engineering systems) of that city will use
geometric features (“dew traps”) to harvest the abundance of morning dew. Every level of this city’s
water supplies will be supplemented by the evening fogs and the fresh, lovely morning dews.
The Hydrogen Power Plants of The Sylvan Cities
Hydrogen fuel is perhaps the most important technology in the immediate future.
It can replace coal to run large-scale power plants of the same general design as the old fossil fuel
plants. These plants are cheap and produce the completely consistent base load power flow that is a
primary element of a city’s energy security.
Yet the giant hydrogen power plants of the sylvan cities also fulfil another function, in
addition to providing extremely controllable baseload power.
The old plants released great plumes of climate damaging pollution, yet the new hydrogen
power plants will release only vast plumes of pure fertilizing water vapour - clouds. This will
increase rainfall and thus, regenerate ecosystems and hydrate the agricultural and wild landscapes
around the sylvan city. The use of hydrogen fuel by the human species will causatively correlate with
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the increase of green photosynthetic life on our planet. We can make deserts fertile and open more
farmland all that previously exhausted. We will create new life-bringing flows and balances in the
hydrosphere of Planet Earth. The giant hydrogen power plants will be a fundamental facet of this
atmospheric hydrological cycles.
The Spring Rain of Tomorrow’s Harvest
Every city will have become a giant cloud island in the hydrosphere of Planet Earth, and the
clouds created by these cities will be flowing out to transform landscapes that were previously dry.
Humanity now holds a tool whose use can be planned and implemented to transform deserts into
lush fertile fields. The cloud islands’ ability to create of new arable land potentially represents an
increase in agricultural productivity unequaled in the history of human technology.
Increase in your realm’s annual rainfall translates directly into the growth of your economy.
From the investment bankers down to the farmers – much of your country’s wealth depends on
rainfall. Consider the benefits of economic growth offered by this system.
So then, where does this hydrogen fuel come from?

On The Oceanic Hydrogen Harvesters of The Space Age
Breaking water apart to get hydrogen requires a large input of energy. It also requires water –
large amounts of clean water. There is only one really viable manner of managing the system.
Oceanic hydrogen harvesting stations will be giant fields of pillars sunk into the sea floor.
Each pillar will mount a single, giant energy-harvesting wind turbine above the ocean surface, and
beneath the ocean surface a vertical row of energy-harvesting hydroturbines running down the
pillar to the sea floor (see The Water Wheels of The Living Rivers, p313). Collectively, these fields
generate vast amounts of energy per area, and they can stretch over large areas – hundreds of
square kilometres.
All day and all night, these vast energy-resources are used to only one purpose - turning
seawater into hydrogen fuel.
Apart from these fields of wind/water turbines, the only other necessary infrastructure is the
desalination, water purification, and water splitting equipment – the rest is merely a comfortable
chair for the chaps who run it!
Hence, an Oceanic Hydrogen Harvester is a vast field of sea turbines harvesting the energy of
water and wind to turn water into hydrogen fuel, and release clean oxygen in the process. The
hydrogen fuel is then shipped off to any location on the planet where it is then used to power
vehicles and create clouds. The clouds turn into rain, the rain runs into the rivers, the rivers flow
back to the ocean, and the harvester then turns the water back into hydrogen fuel. A cycle of balance.
The Oceanic Hydrogen Harvester does not need to buy energy, it does not need to buy any
raw materials. Its only running costs are staff and maintainence. The energy (“electricity”) to make
the fuel is harvested directly from the Sun and the ocean. The raw material (“water”) is easy to
access. The fuel produced is raw compressed “hydrogen gas” – there are no additives and there is no
processing beyond compression. In addition, the oceanic location of the harvester means that no
overland transport costs are incurred in the production system – transport ships merely dock, fill up,
and are on their way. Consider how cheaply this incredibly powerful fuel can be harvested.
Fossil fuel mines are expensive and dirty. How much more profitable, resource efficient, and
technologically graceful is this system? Oil based vehicle fuels require an enormous amount of
chemical processing infrastructure. Yet, hydrogen fuel requires only that the water is cleaned and
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split, the low atomc weight hydrogen then easily separated from the higher atomic weight oxygen,
the hydrogen gas is gathered and compressed into storage containers. Thus, hydrogen fuel
processing costs are lower than fossil fuel oil production.
The harvester’s running costs are also cheaper than a fossil fuel mine, as, beyond
maintainence, there are virtually no costs to the oceanic hydrogen harvester. The capital investment
likewise produces a better return, for oil mines harvest limited reserves and thus have limited
lifespans. Once built, a hydrogen harvester can continue producing hydrogen fuel for as long as
human civilization continues on Planet Earth.
This means that there are only a limited number of oceanic hydrogen harvesters on Planet
Earth, and whichever country owns each could potentially continue to own it for the remainder of
human history here on Planet Earth. Each harvester is one of a limited set of the most valuable
energy assets possessed by the human species.
A hydrogen harvester major requires no batteries in its system. The energy they are
harvesting will be used as it is generated to power a continuous process of desalinating and
purifying seawater, then breaking it into hydrogen – and clean oxygen is released in the process.
This hydrogen fuel can be shipped off from these vast oceanic hydrogen harvesters to any country
on the planet. It may beuseful to release the clean oxygen underwater, from whence it will bubble up
to the surface – thus to oxygenate the local region of ocean. The purpose of this will become clear
later.
The water taken out of the ocean to make hydrogen fuel will later be transformed back into
perfectly clean pure water vapour, released into the atmosphere from vehicle exhaust systems. Thus
it will become clouds, and from there it will fall as rain, hydrating and feeding the fertility of the land
continents and eventually making its way through the rivers to return to the oceans. Hence, a water
cycle: a part of the new balance of the hydrosphere of our planet. And it will be beautiful, enriching
the fertility of Planet Earth.
Energy chastity and the end of the age of oil looms as a spectre of economic devastation that
is promises horror to the profits of every automotive industry and to the working class person’s
ability to own a car. For the cost of fossil fuel will have a negative carry-on effect to every other
aspect of the economic world.
However, the hydrogen harvesting stations will produce so great an abundance of hydrogen
fuel that cars and other vehicles need not be rare phenomena – the auto manufacture industry can
expand dramatically with this new abundance of incredibly cheap fuel. Humanity need not be
reduced to the poverty worldview of energy chastity.
Indeed, the fossil fuel industry is reducing the profits of the automobile manufacture industry
every time they increase fuel prices. The transition to water engines means automobile
manufactures don’t need to alter their manufacturing plants in any extreme or expensive manners
(for water engine can be internal combustion systems almost identical to the established
technology) – and as soon as the cheap hydrogen begins to flow freely, vehicles sales will begin to
increase.
Indeed, the fossil fuel barons’ projected path to economic destabilization and energy chastity
all promise a huge reduction in automobile sales and thus, the profits of all automobile
manufacturing companies. The energy chastity plan of the fossil fuel companies means that only the
rich will be able to afford cars.
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Water engines mean that even the poorest folk on the planet will be able to afford the running
costs of cars, and if the global economy is stable, then loans to buy cars will be much more available
then in a destabilized global warming scenario. This mean huge expansion and profit for every
automobile manufacturing company.
Governments will be enthusiastic to institute water engines and support the building of
Oceanic Hydrogen Harvesters – both for the rainfall benefits and as a means of countering global
warming and improving realm economies.
A world of energy chastity bodes ill not only for automobile manufacturers, but also for the
entire business world outside of the fossil fuel companies. Perhaps the ideology of Capitalism, the
impetuos of profit, turn like the graceful technical needle of compass to aim ominously at the heart
of a meal in the midst of your own fraternity?
After all, when a treacherous initiate plans to sabotage the whole “Brotherhood of The Coin”
for his own profit, shall the brotherhood then meekly bend over and “let their vaults be rifled”?
These oceanic hydrogen harvesters can be established anywhere in the oceans. Powerful tidal
current will probably be the defining factor. The depth of a region is a conveinience, and the
shallowest areas of the open ocean will be the first sites for the hydrogen harvesters. Yet deeper
water means more powerful currents and longer pillar mounts each of which is able to carry more
hydroturbines – thus greater energy productivity per area. In the distant future, deep ocean
hydrogen harvesters will rise like Atlantian spires from the depth of vast oceans.
The Malthusian Bazaar of The Sea Princes
The limiting factor on hydrogen production will be humanity’s population – the size of the
market. Hydrogen vehicles can transform all arid land regions of this planet into high rainfall areas –
and thus, vast quantities of new farmland can be opened. This means that the carrying capacity of
Planet Earth is dramatically increased. Of course an expansion in population is only an expansion in
market size if the new members of the population have wealth.
At the current point in history, the human population growth rate is far higher than the
growth of new resources. United Nations and World Bank research has all shown that the most
effective control of population is achieved by educating women and by instituting secular
government. The post WWII “baby boomer” generation all agree that war does not result in
population decrease. The problem is in the economically powerless breeding quickly, while the
economically powerful breed slowly. This is the factor to be addressed.
Genuinely optimizing the market potential of the human population would involve changing
the trenddramatic reduction in means not only more sales for the lords of the undersea cities, it also
means more sales for every other company on this planet.
Just as the coal barons’ plan for energy chasitity is an attack on the whole insitution of
Capitalism, the gift of Poseidon is the key to the health, success and future of Capitalism.
The Engineering of The Future
Building an oceanic hydrogen harvester will occur in phases. The first phase is the shake
tubes.
A shake tube is merely a large floating tube that transforms the motion energy of waves (i.e.
the “shaking”) into electricity. There already exist many designs, and as I pen these words, there are
several cities in the Bristish Isles that powered by various designs of off-shore shake tubes.
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Establishing the initial phase of the harvester merely involves towing a mass of the shake
tubes out to the site and then attaching them to the ocean floor by cables. Beyond this, a small
platform is needed for the hydrogen processing machinery and for a shipping port. The shake tubes
generate the energy for machines that desalinate, purify, and spilt seawater into hydrogen, which is
then shipped off for use as a vehicle fuel. At this stage the operation begins production.
Hence, the first phase involves low capital investment and provides the opportunity to
immeidiately begin production on virtually any scale (as the field of shake-tubes can be as small of
large as the lord of the harvester chooses). This pahse also provides the opportunity to test out the
production machinery and smooth out any flaws before large scale capital investment takes place. In
this way the oceanic hydrogen harvester has full production in process and income being generated
as the market grows to the point that capital investment can then be sought for expansion into the
second phase.
The second phase of the harvester’s development involves dramatically increasing energy
generation, and thus hydrogen production per harvester area. At the onset of the second phase,
shake tubes will likely be spread to form a field covering hundreds of square kilometres (and thus
the harvest will have become very profitable).
Shake tubes harness a very small amount of the ambient energy available per area because
they harvest only the motion energy of the ocean surface. The real wealth of energy is both above
and below the surface, and accessing this will increase the energy availability per area hundreds or
thousands fold. Yet accessing this energy wealth requires more involved infrastructure.
A field of posts will be sunk into the sea floor. Water turbines down the entire length of each
post are driven by ocean currents. Above the surface, the posts will extend to mount giant wind
turbines. Collectively this system will generate vast quatities of electricity – and that translates
directly into hydrogen fuel production.
All energy produced is immediately transformed and stored as hydrogen fuel. Therefore,
energy production is the root of the harvester’s success.
As you can see, one large hydrogen harvesting station can produce fuel on a scale that dwarfs
the expensive and dirty fuel reserves of the age of oil. In addition, production costs are virtually nonexistant. Capital is require, personal must be hired and maintanence will involve (and drive) the
development of improved corrosion-proof engineering materials and technologies. Beyond this,
there are no production costs!
At this stage the harvesting of hydrogen reaches full power, yet the development of the
station is not yet complete, and it is at this coming stage that the engineering of this oceanic marvel
now enacts one of its most wondrous innovations.

On The Sea Pearls of The Nereids
Covering several square kilometres of ocean in “wind and wave” turbine posts will result in a
forest of underwater pillars sunk into the sea floor and underpinning the entire surface area of the
harvester. These pillars are very useful and present opportunities for a new type of profit.
Turbine generators (either wind or water) are simple machines and if one needs to be
temporarily shut down, the whole harvester’s operation is not noticeably effected. However, in the
whole of the vast oceanic hydrogen harvester, there are few elements as expensive, complex and
difficult to repair as the hydrogen extraction and processing machinery. The desalinator, water
purification, and water splitting machines are complex and expensive. If a single part is damaged and
cannot be replaced, then the whole machine must be shut down until a new part can be shipped out
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to the harvester. The sea winds are extremely corrosive and can hungrily eat through most metal
equiment with devastating speed.
Yet if this machinery were to be hermetically sealed inside bubble chambers, then all
corrosion would be focused upon the air conditioning/filtering machines. It will not be difficult to
design these air filtering machines to have easily replaceable parts – and keeping this means that the
harvester need only keep on site a large supply of the small range of standardized parts used by the
air filters. This is much easier then having to maintain a store containing many replicates of nearly
every single part in every processing machine!
Yet sealing the machines in these bubble chambers means not only a reduced coin and
storage expense for replacement processor parts, it also means a general extension of the longevity
of each processor machinery – i.e. corrosion is general, not specific in its effects, and thus: the whole
saving is more then the sum of the parts.
The energy abundance produced by the turbine generators means that the energy costs of the
air conditioners are negligible and the saving far outweigh the costs of exposure to corrosion.
Obviously, housing the hydrgon harvesting machinery in bubble chambers is a wise venture from an
industrial profit point of view. However, the real financial benefits are far deeper and more
profound, for a genuinely magnificent opportunity is opened by these initial musings.
A whole community of experts, from physicists and engineers to floor sweepers and cooks
will be needed run an oceanic hydrogen harvesting station. Consider the opportunities presented by
housing these folk and the machines in a city of undersea “bubbles”.
This latticework of bubble chambers and connecting passageways presents obvious benefits
for increasing the strength both of the habitations and the forest of posts – for like threads and glue,
the latticework of the undersea city horizontally laces and binds the field of posts. Nevertheless,
even the industrial considerations of structural engineering and machinery maintanence are merely
minor benefits.
The real benefit is prestige and tourism.
The bubbles chambers and passageways of these undersea structures will be entirely
transparent, allowing visual access to a beauty humanity has never before experienced in this
manner. Thus do these cities present humanity with an opportunity that has never before been
available to our species. The chance to live in the ocean depths.
An undersea city.
“In Xanadu did Kubla Khan
A stately pleasure-dome decree:
Through caverns measureless to man
Down to a sunless sea.”
Kubla Khan (or A Vision in a Dream),
Samuel Taylor Coleridge

The Undersea Cities of Poseidon
Nereid is an ancient name used to describe the water nymphs, the Nature spirits who keep
the secrets of Posiedon. According to the myths handed down from the age of dreams, the Nereids
are the prettiest and most flirtatious of all the many spirits whom the ancients believed to be the
servants and companions of the gods. Characterized by their playful nature and their delight in love,
The Nereids were also renowned for the depth and power of their emotions and of the secrets they
guard. They would often fall in love with philosophers who spent their lives gazing into the sea, and
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with adventurers or sailors who spent their lives exploring the sea. Yet rarely and only through an
act of Love that was blessed by their lord would they share the secrets of the deeps.
Gaze now upon the crystalline globes of the undersea cities, clustered among the post of the
great hydrogen harvesters of the future. Gaze upon Pearls of Wisdom born of the Posiedon’s sacred
oysters who grow wild within his briney shrines in The Ocean’s unknown depths.
For the Nereids have blessed humanity with a gift.
To us ordinary folk, the real wonder of these undersea cities is beauty. Facets of the undersea
cities will be technical, and used only for the industrial production of hydrogen.
Yet owning this vast oceanic infrastructure will allow you to build a vast undersea “leisure
city” of transparent bubbles in the marine depths. And these will be so beautiful, that folk from every
part of the world will journey here for vactions or merely for the experience. I suspect that real
estate values in these undersea cities will be higher than almost anywhere else on this planet – and
every luxury will be available here.
This leisure function of the undersea city endows its lord and lady with direct access to the
highest social strata of every country on the planet – for all will come to vacation at his undersea
city. All will via for his hospitality. All of the greatest and most powerful individuals on this planet
will pay court to him – if his undersea city is a genuine marvel of atlantian beauty!
And this endowes the lord of an undersea city with a level of prestige and status that cannot
be attained through riches alone.
Consider the wondrous experiences and leisure pursuits never before open to humanity. I
suspect deep-sea mountain climbing will become a popular skill, for not only is the climb attended
by all of the visual marvels of the sea creature of each different depth level, it is also less strenusous
due to the effect of the liqud atmosphere’s density loosening the feel of gravity’s demanding grip
(though those who would challenge themselves will wear weights). And if you fall, you will merely
float downwards at little risk. Certainly a pursuit that will appeal to many. Likewise, there will be
underwater submarines and hydro jets and depth pods and many strange vehicles for mobility and
exploration of the ocean depths. There will be shipwrecks and deep sea caves to explore. There will
be majestic geologic formations, strange cliffs and spires, the likes of which no human has ever
before beheld. A world stranger and more alien than anything portrayed in the wildest sciencefiction.
Indeed, these underwater cities open a whole new vista to humanity’s experience of the
universe.
Cruise ships from every corner of the planet will come here, their passengers to spend a day
or two experiencing the wonders of undersea life – yet always, in supreme comfort and luxury.
And of course, all who come here bring and spend their coin on the many fantastic services
you offer – services available nowhere else on the planet.
The Coral Gardens of The Mermaids
Obviously, governments will want royalties, as they do from the exploitation of any other
mining resourse. Yet that is a just cost, and perhaps even a benefit to you – for you may be in a
position to require that they spend those royalties on the mainaintence and beautification of your
own property. Now allow me to share with you some of the most fantasic wonders of these undersea
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cities – wonders that you will ask your governments to pay for with the mining royalties that they
have asked you to give unto them.
The presence of a coral reef is deterimed by, among other features, an immovable physical
stubstrate close to the water surface. When governments want to create a reef (or facilitate the
latitudinal movement of an over-heating reef) they often sink a large ship that is reaching its used-by
date, thus to create a stable substrate on the unsable sandy ocean floor – and a reef immediately
begins to form on the ship wreck if it is close enough to the surface. The Queensland Government
recently created one of these reefs by sinking an old obsolete navy battleship off The Sunshine Coast,
north of Brisbane.
The undersea city’s physical structure of posts and interlinking tunnels can include a series of
mesh platforms positioned a few meters beneath the ocean surface and stretching through the whole
field of the hydrogen harvester’s wind turbines. This will bind together and strenghten the many
posts by providing lateral support. It will also further calm the sea surface within the field, thus
contributing to the longevity of the whole harvester infrastructure. This great screen of mesh a few
meters beneath the sea surface will create a perfect substrate for coral to establish within the height
zone where of the sunlight penetrates the water column. Thus every oceanic hydrogen harvester
creates a giant and magnificent coral reef.
In the future, the tubine fields of oceanic hydrogen harvesters will stretch to cover every
continental shelf and shallow zone of ocean on this planet.
These harvesters will thereby preserve the dying coral reefs of the age of oil, by allowing
them shift poleward to track their optimum climate zones through the coming global warming event.
Indeed, the harvesters will cause there to be more coral reefs on this planet then at any previous
point in geological history.
No ecosystem type supports as higher levels of biodiversity than coral reefs, hence they are
very important resources. By developing their atlantian castles, the lords of the hydrogen harvesters
will immediately recruit every environmentalist and marine biologist56 on this planet.
The contributions to humanity as extensive enough to justify governments contributing a
portion of all hydrogen mining royalties toward the maintainence of the harvester’s reef – for
governments are traditionally responsible for the maintainence and conservation of natural
ecosystems within their territories.
Hence, as a lord of one of these undersea cities, you may even eliminate most costs associated
with the creation and maintainence of this incredible reef that will draw in tourist coin.
And thus, yet another powerful group will also be contributing to you its support – the
seafood industry.
Coral reefs are the required nursery for most of the species of large fish eaten by humans.
Without these nurseries, most commercial fishing companies will collapse. Hence, a natural alliance
is formed. Other types of sea food (lobsters, abalone, oysters, etc.) live their entire lives in reef-like
environments. Hence, the giant reef created by the hydrogen harvester will be one of the most
valuble and productive sources of seafood on this planet. The income associated with harvesting this
resource is vast.

56 Aquatic organisms are water-dwelling; Marine organisms are ocean-dwelling. All marine organisms are aquatic, but not all aquatic organisms are
marine.
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And not only will your reef inadvertently provide a service that recruits the unrestrained
political support of the entire seafood industry, you will also be the primary producer and supplier
of some of humanity’s most expensive seafood delicacies.
Humanity will thank you for every facet of your processes.
The only element needed to create this reef is a substrate of underwater screens linking the
turbine pillars through the whole field. The reef will establish naturally of its own accord – though, of
course, you can “encourage” the establishment of the more valuable species merely by adjusting the
marine ecosystem features to achieve the appropriate balance. The secrets I have been teaching you
for summoning animals in terrestrial ecosystems apply equally to marine ecosystems. Your reef
substrates will be artistically designed using tiers of leaf- or shelf-like structures at appropriate
heights to culivate different types of reef features – shallow reefs, deep and complex marine
sanctuaries, kelp forests, and so on. The undersea city in their centre, wreathed in corals, kelps, and
eatable crusteacans will be a wonder the likes of which humanity has never before beheld.
In addition to sunlight and a suitable substrate, establishing this reef requires one other
primary factor – nutrients. And we shall recruit animals to deliver these to our choosen site.
Nests for sea bird colonies can be established merely by creating nesting shelves on the back
of the wind turbine pillars, above the ocean surface. These sea birds will range over the ocean
hunting, and when they return to the colonies they will ferilize the reefs with their nutrient rich
guano. The plankton and marine filterfeeding organisms (clams, muscles, banacles and every other
type of “shellfish”, sponges, zooplankon, etc.) of the reefs collect up this nutrient and pass up the
food chains, cleansing the water in the process.
These undersea city itself will also contibute some fertilizer to the undersea gardens – all of
the biodegradable biological waste created by the humans of the undersea city. Yet this resource is
small – almost insignificant in the vastness of the reef! The biodegradable nutrient-rich waste will be
spread thinly. Nevertheless, this fertilizer will be useful and important. And because the biological
richness of these undersea gardens will directly correlate with the amount biological “fertilizer”
produced by the human residents, you have a “conservation” motivation to expand your undersea
city as much as you like – and government royalties can be requested for any project with
conservation implications. Hence, the act of developing and expanding these undersea cities actually
contributes to marine ecology in a way that will be very important to the future health of our planet.
Increasing the number of people who live in and visit these undersea cities directly increases the
health of the ocean – in profound and far-reaching ways.
When there is a substrate and nutrients to enrich the water column, the whole reef will very
quickly take root of its own accord. Treasures can be cultivated here: oysters and pearls, abalone and
perhaps most unexpectedly, giant seafish. All of the giant seafish need safe nurseries, as most require
years of decades to reach a size large enough for harvesting.
While corals are homes for small creatures called zoothanthea who rely upon light for
photosynthesis, a multitude of other marine organisms will establish – the sponges and clams and
vast magnificence of the oceanic shellfish. These feed by filtering nutrients, and they do not require
sunlight. Yet even in these sheltered areas, some light, will, of course, still filter through, and so some
corals will establish – for beneath the reef, most sunlight will have been blocked out, yet many
creatures will have been attracted to the underside of the reef – predators wating for small fish to
dart below the reef and filter feeders like the great clams cleaning constant stream of nutrients
wafting down from above.
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Island sanctuaries for seals, dugong and other wonderous sea creatures can be established
among the vast reefs. And best of all – your creation of these ecological marvels will not only pay you
tourist dollars and prestige, they will also recruit even the most notoriously and militant
environmentists to defend and support you. Not only will your hydrogen be creating rain far away to
enhance the agricultural productivity of humanity, you will also be creating incredible beauty and
wealth by inadvertently preserving the ecological wealth of the oceans. And this, at virtually no cost
to you – for the substrate screen not only creates the reef, it is also a fundamental architechtural
mechanism for strengthening the structural stability of your entire oceanic hydrogen harvester.
Yet wherever these oceanic hydrogen harvesters are built, an island of fertile sea life will
establish, for these energy harvesters will be centres of marine biodiversity in the oceans of the
future.
Thus will the harvester create a microclimate, undersea islands of fertility in the vast
expanses of our planet’s oceans. All of the food and biological waste will be recycled into fertilizer to
feed these wonderous ecosystems. And with the establishment of fertility, a magnificent variety of
large fish and beautiful organisms will be attracted to these undersea gardens.
I expect you are quite aware that, as the age of oil ends, ocean fisheries are being shockingly
depleted. Most large fish take years or decades to grow to reproductive maturity. The dragnet fishing
techniques are also proving incredibly destructive to all marine ecosystems, and overfishing has
resulted in the depletion of the oceans breeding stock – and this directly impacts upon the gourmet
table of both rich and poor alike. The oceanic hydrogen harvesters create regions of the ocean that
are entirely safe from large-scale commercial fishing. These zones of fertility and sanctuary will
provide very important nurseries for many species of fish and marine organism. They will become
essential aspects of the ocean ecosystems of our planet.
These forests of posts create regions of the ocean that are both rich in nutrients (and thus
life) and are also completely protected from commercial fishing. Hence they are sanctuaries for the
life of the ocean.
Your hydrogen harvester will be one of the greatest centres of marine biodiversity in the
entire ocean, and each new hydrogen harvester will regenerate and enhance the fertility and
biological wealth of the whole ocean, the sea fisheries that are so important to humanity, the
phytoplankton that is so important to the balance of planet’s atmospheric chemistry, the rainfall and
fertility of the terrestrial areas, and the beauty that is life on Earth. All of this contributes to
increasing our planet’s human carrying capacity – and that translates into wealth and economic
growth for every country and the collective financial infrastructure of humanity.
Most forms of technological and civilizational progress rely upon economic growth. Thus we
lay the foudations for humanity’s expansion in other, “higher” ways.
Tourists will gaze out of the transparent bubbles chambers of the undersea city into a coral
beauty of life and colour. Indeed, I suspect that the undersea cities of the oceanic hydrogen
harvesters will generate much money through tourism, significantly offsetting the production costs
of the hydrogen fuel that is their lords’ main comercial product.
Neither need common folk, like me, fear that they be denied the experiences of this wonder.
As the pioneering harvesters grow, the technologies will become established and the cost of building
undersea cities will reduce. A hydrogen harvester is so vast that, that over the centuries to come, it
may become home to several undersea cities, each appealing to different levels of economic means.
Each of these will motivate and pay for the development of new undersea gardens in new areas,
enriching the sealife of the whole marine ecosystem of the great oceanic hydrogen harvester.
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I foresee undersea luxury real estate being among the most beautiful and sought-after on this
planet. And bound by the riches of this calling, the lords of these clusters of pearls will create
amazing undersea gardens to girdle the cities of Poseidon. Indeed, these will be a wonder of The
Earth not only enhancing the beauty of the human experience, but also regenerating the whole
hydrology of our planet, from the forests to the atmosphere.
Consider this wonder and wealth of opportunity.
Behold The Sacred Pearls of The Nereids: crystalline bubbles of oceanic sapphire, creators of
energy and life, healer regenerating and sustaining our sweet green Planet Earth.
Behold The Dream Gift of Poseidon: a blue vision of the ocean deeps.
The Green Lagoons of The Fertile Ocean
In some places, nutrient upwellings can also be created. These are wide pipes that use tubines
to draw cold, nutrient rich water from deep current up to the suface releasing these as nutrient
plumes. Because this water is very cold and contains low oxygen content, aiming these plumes into
your reefs would affect the climate and result in significant ecological imbalance. You will use these
nutrient sources in a different way.
Placing these plumes outside of your harvesting field (i.e. of wind and water turbine pillars)
will result in areas of phytoplankton bloom. Phytoplankton is the basis (i.e. the “Summoning Plant”)
of almost every oceanic food chain. These phytoplankton blooms will cause blooms of zooplankton,
which will attract the small fish, which will attract the larger fish, which will attract the sea birds and
the large open ocean fish that humans like to eat. Hence will be created great pools of cool nutrietrich water in open ocean beyond the edge of the harvester field. And these pools, rich with life, will
be called The Green Lagoons of Atlantis.
Though the nutrient plumes are outside of the energy harvesting reef field, they can be
position to take advantage of ocean current which will sweep them into the reef after they have
warmed and mixed with the high oxygen surface waters. Though the original plumes will be close to
the surface, for the phytoplsanton require sunlight to photosynthesize, the tails of the plumes that
enter the reef will be spread over a far greater vertical range. Many of these nutrients will flow
under the atlantian reefs. Yet this too is and advantage, for whereas coral cultivate agae symbionts
(i.e. zoozanthea) that use sunlight to photosynthesize, the filter feedes (e.g. clams, oysters, barnacles,
etc) do not – and hence they can exist in great abundance in the darker waters below the reef. Thus a
different, but strange and wonderous type of garden will develop beneath the reef to feed upon the
nutrients falling like a constant stream of gentle snow from the reef above, and alo the plumes of
nutrient sweeping in for the green lagoons beyond the reefs.
Hence your green lagoons are a third mechanism for fertilizing your reefs. No doubt creative
minds will dream up many more strategies and devices to increase the power of your dominion,
making the throne of each sea prince and epicentre of life.
Almost every marine organism in the food chains leading up to the large fish and your
seabirds, will be attracted by the phytoplankton booms occurring in your green lagoons’ vast
nutrient rich pools and rivers of fertile water weaving through the open ocean beyond the sea walls.
This diversity of fish and birds will feed upon the small plankton eaters, collecting up the nutrients
and carrying it back to deposited it through your reefs.
Small fish will venture into the open ocean to feed upon the plankton of the green lagoons,
either passing these nutrients up the food chain, or returning the nutrients directly to the reef each
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night in the form of their droppings. The proximity of the green lagoons to the reef and its promise of
safety will allow extremely high densities of small plankton–eating fish to develop. They will be able
to hide in the reef at night and venture out into the ocean to feed on the abundance of plankon.
Because these small fish support all larger organisms in the food chains, this allows for the
development of strong population of the large fish that humans eat. Hence, this type of system
dramatically enhances the seafood industry.
In the green lagoons, the sea birds will eat the small fish that come here to feed on the
zooplankton, and they will return their nutrients to the reef as fertilizing droppings focused around
their colonies (which will become some of the most diverse and fertile areas of the reef). The nearby
source of abundant fertility will attract large colonies of rare sea birds. You can choose which sorts
of sea birds you want in your atlantian gardens by adjusting the designs of each nesting site to suit
your choosen species.
The nutrient blooms of the green lagoons will attract and support giant schools of the large
fish that humans like to eat. The open ocean is usually a dangerous place for these types of large fish,
for when the giant predators come, there is nowhere to hide in the open ocean. However, the
presence of the nearby atlantian reef will change that balance. Less of the large fish will be lost to the
predators that humans don’t hunt, while the smaller fish will also have the same advantage – thus a
balance that prevents the trophic level we will harvest from over harvesting the lower trophic levels.
The large fish will use the nearby reef as shelter, a “safe zone” that they can flee to when herds of
predators beginning circling their school and rounding them up. This will assist their numbers in
growing, and will hence benefit the seafood industry.
Yet this dynamic will also mean that fishing enthusiasts who visit the spires of Atlantis will be
able to catch an amazingly rich diversity of large fish in the sheltered coves of the atlantian reefs.
Likewise, those enthusiastic fishers who choose to travel beyond the sea wall to engage in the lesuire
pursuit of deep sea fishing will be sure to find a rich abundance of large fish and top-level marine
predators at the phytoplankton lagoon, including marlin, sharks, and orchas.
And of course, other wonderous marine creatures that we humans will not hunt will travel
here to feed upon these large fish: the sea otters and the sea lions, and the dolphins. Yet these
plankton blooms will also attract another type of marine organism – the giant whales.
And humans from every realm of The Earth will come to your domain to behold the great
whales of the green lagoons.
The Dream Song of The Whales
In the year 1876, Alexander Bell invented57 the telephone – a device exploiting the
transmission of sound waves along a simple wire. You can actually build a basic telephone by peiring
the base of two paper cups, joining the holes by a string – pull the string taunt and the cups become
your receivers through which you can talk to the person on the other end, and hear them reply. This
device function exactly as if through it were a telephone – because it is a telephone. The basic
principle of the technology is this easy to explore.
So why am I telling you this?
Lacing over the ocean floors of our planet are a complex network of deep ocean trenches.
Extremely low frequency sound waves projected into these trenches can be carried through these
for thousands of kilometres - exactly as a telephone. But this network of communication channels is
global.
57 Or rather, “patented” his invention of the telephone.
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Whales sing into these channels, sharing songs in harmony with other whales over the
opposite side of the planet.
Whale songs are complex – and certainly not random! A whale in the northern arctic feeding
grounds was recorded as singing a complex song that it repeated for many weeks. Then one day it
broke off its song, mid-way through, and left to travel to the other side of the globe. When it returned
to the arctic the following year, it picked up its former song at exactly the point it had stopped the
previous year! Note for note, bar for bar.
This same phenomena of complex memory and song patterning has been observed many
times over the past few decades and has become a subject of fascination to researchers. Whale songs
are complex. They range to frequencies far lower than the human ear can hear – no human has ever
truly heard the full beauty of a whale’s song. However, there is clear pattern in these communication.
When whales meet they will often share a song. Often, two whale geographically separated will
begin sharing a song in perfect harmony. And then they will evolve their song – together. In perfect
temporal sequance they may add a new chord each full Moon – and the new chords they add form a
patterns that are repeated and evolved with each new addition.
As a fellow satyr, Carl Sagan, wisely pointed out – before humans begin contemplating the
process of understanding and communicating with alien species from other planetary worlds,
perhaps we ought start by learning to understand and communicate with the other intelligences
here on Planet Earth. In particular, the whales.
Is this not a challenge worth pursuing? A wonderous riddle with a reward unlike anything
humanity has ever beheld! To understand and merge our souls with another and utterly alien living
being!
Brain size to body mass ratio has been shown to positivily correlate with intelligence
throughout the whole of the animal kingdom (REF). Human evolution is an example of this.
Each step in human evolution, (e.g. from Homo habilis to Homo erectus, etc) has correlated
with an increase in head size (REF)58 – in particular, in brain cavity size. And there are few
animal species whose brains are larger than those of the whales.
So then, whales have enourmous brains and we know have undeniable evidence that this
indicates extraordinary intelligence – yet they are very different from us. They float in a world that is
utterly alien from ours, their role in their ecosystem is utterly different from ours, their relationships
with each other are utterly different from ours, and they understand time on a scale that is utterly
different to the movement of our perception. And, of course, they look utterly different from us.
These many differences make it hard for the more primitive humans to imagine that these
extraordinary beings could have intelligence of any sort.
After all, ought humanity really try to communicate with a fish?
Dear gentle reader, you may or may not be surprised to learn that whales are not fish. Whales
are mammals – and are more closely related to us humans then to the fish of the oceans. Whales
mate like humans, and they do not lay eggs. They undergo the three trimesters of pregnancy, they
have breasts and they feed milk to their young. Wales, like humans, have vocal chords and they sing
complex rich and soulful epics.
58 This widely understood trend in human evolution is, amusingly enough, entitled The Big Brain Theory – its amusingly ridiculous implication being
that the human with the biggest head is the most intelligent of humans! Of course, the Han folk of The Middle Kingdom (i.e. “China”) have an equally
interesting story, and no doubt, one that holds as much veritas – their folktale tells that they are descended from a great dragon who encompasses the
whole universe in its coils! Generalizations are amusing – life, of course, if far more complex. There is wisdom and folly to be found in every person and
in all groups of people of humanity – and wisdom is a treasure, regardless of its form.
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Whales are not “fish”.
Whales are decended from a common ancestor of elephants and horses. Descendents of this
warm-blooded, land dwelling mammal returned to the sea. And over the aeons, they evolved to
become marine animals that changed and evolved into dophines and whales.
With the advent of the undersea cities, and the green lagoons decorating their fringes, the
whales will begin to alter their traditional migration routes – adapting their behaviours to the
changing world. They will begin to regularly vist the green lagoons in the warm seasons when the
plankton blooms are in abundance.
By your weaving of the twists and flows of energy, chemistry, and life you have summoned
the ancient whales. And behold: the greatest and wisest of The Giants of The Deep come forth to pay
their homage to The Sea Princes of Posiedon.
-o0oThe Marine Biology Research Station of The Undersea Cities
The undersea city will also improve its ecological credentials and gain free access to expertise
by allocating several bubbles of the station and a lanch peir on the port to the universities from the
coumpany’s home realm. This will form a permanent mid-ocean deep-sea marine
biology/oceanography reseach station. The company will donate this service free of any monentary
cost – this donation will include a permanent unbreakable lease for the real estate at no rental cost,
the company will also outfit the research station laboratories and vehicles as requested by the
university. This will be expensive, however there are significant benefits.
Firstly, the marine biologists of the research station will oversea the design, planning, and
ongoing monitoring of all the undersea gardens of the city – though they may request staff (i.e.
“gardeners”) to do their will. By placing these folk you will gain the most incredible undersea
gardens possible. Consider also that were you to hire these folk merely as permanent ecological
designers to administrate your gardens, the wages alone would be astronomical.
Secondly, you gain the publicity or your city/company name being associated with all
research publications produced by these scientists – and you can be asusured that your countries
top marine biologists will be have won the honour of working on this station, so the publications will
be in the top journals and this has a powerful flow on effect to all other nature/science based media.
Nature documentaries on each of the animals being studied or on the oceans or the planet in general.
And perhaps most importantly, your undersea city and your company’s name becomes associated
with the name of the top university’s in your home country.
This last point might seem like the least important of all I have said, yet it is in fact the most
valuable. Not only will your top-level employees now have access to the social circles of the top
researchers in the world – for you will be continually involved in university social (they call them
“ceremonial”, but that is merely because academia likes tradition) events, but your companies
representatives will be forming direct personal and higly public relationships with the chanchellors
and administrators of the top universities on this planet. The university is benefiting from this too.
They will focus research in many areas upon technological development to assit you – hydrogen
technologies engineering designs for your systems, and so much more!
Because their success have become aligned with your success. A top university in the world is
placed in a situation where they have a direct need to ensure that you out compete all of your
competition.
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The truth is that giving a generously-equiped lab to the top university in your country is
perhaps the most profitable and continuously yielding move you can possibly make.
Consider the impact of this upon your stock, your political role in the tapestry of your
country, and, of course, the resources you have to call upon in times of challenge.
The Geometry of The Undersea Cities
Why will most chambers of the undersea cities be bubble-shaped?
The circle (in a two dimensional plane) and the sphere (in a three dimensional plane) resist
externally located uniform inward pressure more strongly and stably than any other geometic
shapes. This means that the walls of these undersea cities need not be clumsily dense – but can be
made of a transparent armoured glass material. Hence, these undersea cities will be formed of
clusters of “bubbles” linked by a latticework of passageways.
A series of passageways and coral garden platforms will link the undersea bubble chambers
among the many posts that support the wind and water turbines and hold together the rafts of
photovoltaic panels. These will add threading among the forest of posts, lacing them together. This
will fulfil a primary function of increasing the strength and stability of the many posts, and will also
provide access to every part of the infrastructure, from the ocean floor to the surface itself.
Yet this latticework of undersea chambers and passageways also performs another important
task. Water currents flowing through this forest of posts will encounter regions of high resistance
(where there are many structures) and regions of low resistance (where there are few structures).
Hence water currents can be direceted into “channels” flowing through the forest of posts. These
channels will have increased water speed, and thus, increased levels of energy can be harvested
from the water flowing through these channels. In addition, the increased water speed in smaller
channels makes for easy transport, allowing vehicles or scuba drivers to “ride the currents” from one
part of the vast harvesting station to another.
These transport channels will also be “wildlife corridors” for marine organisms, and you can
use these to link up and enhance the diversity of your undersea gardens. The movement of marine
organisms can be controlled by the choice of positions for establishing undersea gardens. Marine
organisms will favour high productivity areas to low productivity areas – they will follow the smell
and taste of life. In this way you will reduce the numbers who move through your energy generation
channels – though even in those channels, marine organism are expert swimmers and only those
who (like sponges, seaweeds, and jellyfish) don’t control their swimming paths will clog your
turbines. I expect you will have little difficulty designs to prevent even this being a problem. After all,
humans are quite clever.
Hence, large energy harvesting channels can be directed among the forest of posts, and
smaller “transport channels” can be created. Energy and life is pattern. Harmony is merely the
understanding and use of pattern – this principle extends to everything.
Hence, the latticework of the undersea city performs the important geometic function of
strengthening this forest of undersea posts.
The water currents for the underwater energy turbines need only be tightly controlled in this
matter in the high parts of the forest, near the water surface where the undersea cities are. The
water turbines will obviously be positioned all the way down the posts to the sea floor, wherever
there is sufficient current. Hence each post will mount one very large wind turbine above water, and
dozens of smaller water turbines down its vertical length.
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These undersea cities will have openings onto the surface, allowing technicians to access the
walkways that thread through the vast “roof” of light harvesting panels. These walkways will, like
any other non-light-harvesting coverage, be transparent to allow light to filter down onto coral
gardens below. The undersea bubble chambers will also have vertical passageways leading all the
way down to the sea floor, thus to allow visual monitoring and easy direct access to every facet of the
whole engineered system.
The Sea Walls of The Oceanic Hydrogen Harvester
The deep ocean can be a violent and destructively turbulent place in the midsts of its storms.
The Oceanic Hydrogen Harvesters will use an engineering trick to address and counter this violence
– a “siren song”, shall we say, woven of geometry to calm the tempest.
Why is it that some open ocean beaches consistently produce giant and amazing waves,
where other open ocean beaches produce virtually no waves? Certainly the orientation and
relationship to oceanic currents plays a role, yet even when these varibles are removed from the
equation we still same the same range of wave size and tubulence. The answer is to be found in the
shape of the topographical features of the ocean floor. Certain underwater shapes will produce giant
waves, where others will result in an entirely placid beach. Every surfer has experienced
neighbouring beaches whose waves are entirely in contrast – and in every stretch of coastline there
are fine surfing beaches and poor surfing beaches. Thus, the importance of underwater geometry.
Beyond the edge of the harvester’s generator field will be great underwater ocean “walls”.
These are not really walls, for they do not extend more than a few meters underwater, and
(depending upon the design chosen) they may not even extend above the surface of the water either!
Instead, these are geometric features positioned immediately below the sea surface and designed to
interface with the phyisics of the oceanic waves to calm the surface water before it reaches the
oceanic hydrogen harvester.
This is the basic principle involved. But there are a number of important issues to be
addressed in relation to a device of this sort.
The turbulence in oceanic water is a result of water movement – kinetic motion energy.
“Calming the surface water” is merely a way of describing the process of removing the motion
energy from the surface water – and the best way to do this is to harvest that motion energy. Hence,
the design objective will be for the sea walls to be energy harvesters.
However, the sea walls can extend only a few meters beneath the ocean surface, thus to
disrupt the motion energy flows in the top level of the water column. Using a confrontational device
to disrupt the water movement any more deeply would merely change the course of the water – not
harvest its energy. It would also lose much of the energy as sound and the gradual forceful breaking
of the chemical bonds and geometric shapes that hold together the materials of the sea walls. The
energy of the water in the deeper levels of the water column will need to flow through the forest of
turbine pillars to effectively gain an abundant and effieice harvest of its energy.
The sea walls will havest the energy of the ocean surface, but as their primary design function
is to calm the ocean surface, they will not be harvesting it as effectively as the deeper hydroturbines.
Instead, the sea walls will be redirecting much of the motion energy of the ocean surface, probably
into channels that run the entire length of the harvesting field. This compresses higher loads of
motion energy into smaller spaces (i.e. the channels are narrower than the whole side of the
harvester), making the energy easier to harvest. As the water flows through these channels, it will be
harvested by powerful turbines.
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The first phase of creating a harvester involves the use of floating shake-tubes that harvest
the motion energy of the surface water turbulence. When the harvester is expanded into the second
phase of its development, a field of pillars are sunk into the sea floor. Each pillar mounts a great wind
tubine above the surface and a verticle row of hydroturbines down its length to the sea floor. The sea
walls are established around the edge of the field, thus to reduce surface turbulence through the
field. This means that the shake tubes will not function within the field, though of course neighter
they nor the motion energy of the surface turbulence will be wasted. Instead the shake tubes will be
potitioned outside the sea walls. Shake tubes are very cheap to create and fix in place, though they
also harvest dramatically less energy per area than the turbine fields. Hence fields of shake tubes
will probably extend for many kilometres beyond the edge of the turbine field. Nevertheless, there
will still be much motion energy in the surface of the sea water when it reaches the field, and this
will first be harvested by the sea walls, then the remainder will be directed into narrow channels to
be further harvested by hydroturbines or other appropriate devices.
Hence, reducing surface turbulence makes these profitable devices obsolete. By the same
token, the violence of deep ocean storms and the size of the waves that can occur in these regions
are a genuine danger to the wind turbines, and the shipping ports of the harvester. For this reason, it
may be appropriate to design these sea walls to be “retractable”. In ordinary weather they can be
raised out of the sea to allow the shake tubes to generate electricity (and thus increase hydrogen
production). During storms, the sea walls can be lowered to reduce the size of the waves reaching
the harvester.
Yet regardless of the weather, the water within the field of the harvester will not be as
turbulent as the water elsewhere in the ocean. This is because the turbulence of the ocean is merely
the way we humans describe the quantity of kinetic motion energy in the water. The great field of
turbines, both above and below the water surface, will collectively remove so much kinetic motion
energy from the water (transforming it into electricity) that the water will be significantly calmed
within the field of the harvester. Nevertheless, when the second phase of harvester development is
reached, there will need to be an effective system of sea walls around the perimeter of the
harvester’s energy generating field.
The Commercial Sea Ports of The Oceanic Hydrogen Harvester
The fully formed hydrogen harvesting station (and associated undersea city) will require a
number of different types of docking ports for boats and oceanic craft, in addition to helipads and (in
the long term) possibly an aeroplane runway.
Obviously, these ports will not be clustered in a single location as you will not want some of
these ports to visually impose upon others. It would be aesthically inappropriate for the beautiful
tourist leisure port of the undersea city to be visually overwhelmed by the giant commercial port for
gargantuan hydrogen fuel transport tankers. However, because of the vast surface area of the
harvester, different types of ports can be established on different sides of the perimeter shape and
they will be almost invisible to each other.
A commercial port will open from one side of the vast raft of energy generators. Transport
ships will dock here, fill up their tanks with hydrogen (while their crew spends some downtime, and
pay!, in the luxurous undersea cities of the mermaids. Because of the long sides of the harvester vast
field, ports will be long so many large ships can dock at the same time. This is a very valuable
arrangement from a commercial point of view. One of the biggest limits on the export trade of the
old on-shore coal and oil shipping ports of the age of oil was their limited size. Ships would have to
wait out in the ocean (often for long periods) for their turn to fill up with the commodities they had
come to purchase. This slowed down trade dramatically.
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The hydrogen harvesters can generate so much fuel, so quickly that the ability to to offload it
at a high rate will be extremely valuable. Hence the commercial ports will probably be situated on
the longest side of the harvester – and the longest side of the harvester will be choosen as the
direction least viable for future expansion of the harvester’s energy generating field.
The ships docking at this commercial port will transport their cargo of hydrogen fuel off to
their destination countries. These destination countries may be anywhere on the globe, though it is
likely that each oceans will control its own market formed of those countries that can most easily
access the harvester.
The Military Sea Port of The Oceanic Hydrogen Harvester
The third alliance worth making is military. Personally, I am a pacifist – I find all forms of
military conflict to be crude, distasteful, and primitive. However, I understand perfectly that a sword
is a important weapon of peace.
Your vast hydrogen harvesting station is a primary resource to your country. If it is openly
attacked, sabotaged, and or otherwise shut down, your country must either function without fuel or
buy fuel from another country. Your prosperity is a matter of realm security, and (with a little help
from you) your government will quickly recognize this.
Your oceanic hydrogen harvester can be vast. Consider that 100km2 raft of photovoltaic
panels and fastened to a grid of wind/water turbines is only a square 10km along each edge. These
stations can be far larger than this. There will be ports on several sides of this square, though no port
will be visible to any other, as the distances are too great. We have established that there will be a
commercial port on one edge of the square (for the unloading the hydrogen fuel to be shipped of to
points of sale), and a leisure port along another edge of the square (for tourists travelling to the
undersea city). On the third edge, there will be a third port - a military port.
This military port allows your realm to maintain a presence here. It also allows navy vessels
to dock here and buy hydrogen fuel from you. This is a significant market, and your realm will not
want to be running their navy on fuel bought from another country if they can by from you. But
perhaps most importantly, this provides ongoing security for your harvester. The navy will patrol
your edges, their planes are immediately available should a danger arise – and this security will be
appreciated as much by the tourists of your undersea city as by your realm government. This also
provides employment and fine training opportunities for navy personel.
And all those hansome navy folk will need somewhere to spend their wages. You will be able
to provide a whole section of the undersea city that focuses particularly on the needs of these folk –
and many tourists will also want to adventure here. The hansom officers will also mingle with the
high-status folk in the more expensive leisure quarter of the undersea city.
The Leisure Port of The Undersea City: “The Spires of Atlantis”
A other type of sea port will be on a different edge of the harvester – so far from the industrial
ports that these will be not be visible to tourists and pleasure-seekers coming to experience the
wonders of the undersea city.
The leisure port will be a small floating island on the edge of the harvester’s field of solar
panels. Cruise ships will stop here for their passengers to spend a day or two at the undersea city or
to deliver tourists who intend to holiday in the wonderous undersea hotels – or even folk who live
here. This supermarine facet of the undersea city is called “The Spires of Atlantis”, for it is a wonder
of beauty, rising from the waves. In addition to its function as a port, it has many other attractions,
for it will include tidal ocean-water swimming pools, bathing platforms, deep sea diving headquarters, tour/fishing boat lanches, and much else.
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Marble is a stone whose chemistry is supremely suited to use in oceanic edifices – and the
greatest of these undersea cities shall favour this stone. The Spires of Atlantis will traditionally be
architectural structures of gleaming marble, adorned with mermaids and seashells carved by the
greatest sculpters of humanity.
Likewise, water is in abundance, and the hydro-turbine generators can move this water easily
using simple mechanical tranfers of motion energy without even using any electricity. Sunlight,
likewise is in free-flowing supply. The abundance of these types of energy opens the path to new
wonders of art: aquatic art – fountains and pools, intertwined with Sunwells (see The Golden Threads
of The Sunwells, p283) and crystal prisms that bend and shatter sunbeam into interwoven rainbows
of water and light. Indeed, The Spires of Atlantis will be places of beauty the like of which humans
have never before experienced.
And there will be luxuries here that occur nowhere else on our planet.
There be here both enclosed and open marble baths as complex, luxurious and beautiful as
the great Roman baths. In the colder seasons, these will be filled with naturally solar heated ocean
water and attended by natural solar-heated steam rooms that use architectural thermal dynamics
instead of machines to create their wonders. Giant marble oceanic bathing, swimming, and high
diving pools will be filled by and suspended within the sea. Yet these will caress only the calm close
ocean.
The calm ocean?
The sea walls around the majority of the harvester’s energy generating field will be
retractable and used only as a safety device – as administrators will be aiming for the highest safe
level of surface turbulence, thus to provide the highest energy yield for the shake-tube generators.
The sea walls aroud the leisure port of The Spires of Atlantis will be an entirely different types of
feature. These will be aiming to produce an near compleletely calm region of surface water – a
blissfully peaceful sanctuary even in the most extreme storms. Hence the leisure port will be situated
in a pool of calm water, and even in the most extreme storms, the waves will not be destructive.
Yet this lagoon of peace opens certain beautiful opportunities….
The back of these permanent sea walls will extend into a many-leveled “shelf” that reaches to
the marble steps of The Spires of Atlantis. This shelf will be shallow, positioned immediately beneath
the open sea surface. The calm water and the abundance of sunlight (for no roof of solar panels will
cover this region) creates the perfect condition for the creation of a coral reef and, on deeper
shelves, forests of giant kelp.
Imagaine the beauty of travelling to Atlanitis for the first time in a glass-bottomed skiff
through the forests of coral and kelp. Here, amazing fish will dwell and fanning rills of living colour
to stir the soul. Everyday proffesional diving instructors will take out tourists out to dive among the
reefs and explore the wonders. It is be a valuable and prestigious feature of the undersea city.
Game fishing and underwater hunting will be primary attraction of the undersea cities. Each
day, master fishers and aquatic spear hunters will take tours to each of the prime locations around
the reef – there to catch amazing and rare beauties of the deep. These tours will will be carefully
planned and rotated so as to maintain stocks of fish and marine life.
Just as there will be daily expeditions through the reefs, so to will their be daily deep sea
fishing expeditions out beyond the sea walls, there to test one’s skill against marlin and sharks and
the greatest and most dangerous of the deep ocean predators!
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Small glass-bottomed sailing boats of various size (all with tertiary hydrogen engines for
those who don’t sail) will be available so that people may explore the reefs and kelp forest – or
merely picnic among the seals beneath shady palms on the islands sandy and beaches of the reef.
Each of which will have a small ring of stones and stock of wood for a campfire in the evening. And
who get stuck on one of these small islands after dark (and are thus “compelled” to spend a romantic
night among the stars and the corals), survival resources will include a pretty little cave with a
comfortable bed, bathroom, and wave generated clean electricity to power those devices important
to so lovely retreat.
Seal lions will hunt among the kelp forests and bath upon beaches that fan from the back of
the sea walls. Tourists can sunbath upon these beaches and cuddle up with the seals.
Lobsters and crabs, abalone and rare shell fish will thrive in the reef – and be harvested for
the tables of diners in parlours of the undersea cities. Indeed, this reef will be designed to be highly
productive, for it is one of the many features contributing not only to the self-sufficiency of the
undersea city, but also the range of rare delicacies that are available here. And through its health and
complexity, the reef shall also incidently fulfil a natural ecological role as an important nursery fish
and oceanic life – a sanctuary for many rare and marvellous sea creatures.
Yet while the permanent sea walls of the spires of Atlantis will create a idyllic coral lagoon of
calm water around the undersea city, there is one fabled place beyond the sea wall where this
“policy of peace” shall hold no sway!
The Lair of The Sea Dragons
From the leisure ports there extends a long slender marble bridge suspended above the sea,
running through the vast coral reefs and kelp forests to stretch far beyond the most distant line of
sea walls – and there, to a place of fear and wonder. Here the ocean is shaped by a new stretch of sea
walls that are entirely different to any other, both in design and function.
For here the sea walls summon the greatest and most terrifying tide waves ever to have been
beheld by humanity. Waves perfect in the definition of their shape, yet tall as high buildings!
These waves are called The Foam of The Sea Dragons.
Wave surfers from every corner of the world will travel here to test their skill against these,
the greatest tide waves on our planet. Yet only the greatest surfers will succeed in “Riding The Sea
Dragons”.
Thus will the undersea cities will become the centre of the sport of surfing on Planet Earth.
The greatest of surfers will travel here, and these surfing events will be televised worldwide. And so,
by contributing to the world this mavel of engineering, the lord of the undersea city has gained
prestige and publicity of a type no advertising can achieve.
For as the bee drinks deep the ambrosia of sweetest nectar, so too does the flower spread its
pollen far and wide. This is the way of Nature – even in the ocean’s depths.
Sea walls of many different types will create the tapestry of The Sea Dragon Lairs. Each
different wall will create a zone of giant, consistant perfectly-formed waves, each of a specific type.
Thus will each surfer choose the type and size of wave she or he desires. And the greatest of these
will be waves so huge that a mistake could prove fatal.
That is a true challege.
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Television cameras will be fixed in permanent mounts to view and record at all times all
surfers riding The Water Dragons. In this way, those who brave this field may take home the footage
of their exploits. And indeed, exceptional feats of amateur riding will be not only be available to the
surfer, but will also be passed on to television stations all over the world. Any wave rider who
produces a feat of great skill riding The Water Dragons will be televised globally, and their fame will
spread. This is one important reason many surfers will travel here – to make a name for themselves.
Yet while these waves, though great, are safe enough for any proficient surfer, there is a time
where even most experienced surfers will flee from these passions of Poseiden’s pets.
These are the times when the deep oceanic storms come.
During these storms, waves draw toward the celestial vault and then crush worlds in their
grasp to satiat the violent lust of their savage mindless laughter. For when Posiedon takes a lover,
the oceans are torns by the roars of his passion!
It is at these times that only the greatest of human surfers will venture forth to Ride The
Leviathan – The Ancient Serpent of The Deeps, Last of The Krakens!
Most who attempt this will die. Only the most perfect physical speciemens of humanity will
survive and succeed. Yet each who survives and thereby proves her or himself in this crucible of the
deeps will earn the title of Child of Posiedon. There is no other means to achieve this mantle.
Every individual who attempts to ride the Leviathan will sign a waiver of responsibility – thus
to take their life into their own hands. And every attempt, be they successful or not, will be filmed,
and this film will echo through televisions all over the planet – either as a celebration of greatness or
a warning to the overconfident!
Yet The Children of Poseidon will be celebrities, often remaining to permanently live in these
undersea cities, their feats viewed by folk all over the world. Many travellers will come to these cities
merely in the hope of meeting one of these children of The Sea God. And by the romance of Atlantis,
the babes born of these perfect athletes will spread far and wide over the globe of The Earth.
The Ghost Ships of Atlantis
Hunting and fishing wil be popular, yet so too will other calmer, less extreme pursuits – and
sailing and water skiing will be among these. Master sailers will offer their services and vessels,
allowing folk to charter fine deep ocean boats for leisure. But for those who desire a voyage of
imagination, there will also be available another type of sea vessel.
Obviously the undersea cities represent a significant opportunity for Hollywood and the great
film studios of humanity – so let us exploit this opportunity to create a most interesting and mutually
beneficial tradition.
Any vessel (sea, air, or other!) created by film studio for use in a film set within the dominion of
the undersea city will, upon completion of the filming, be donated to the undersea city.
This benefits both the film company and the undersea leisure city. From the point of view of
the film-studio, the iconic vehicles featured in these films are preserved, existing as publicaly
accessible monuments to the film – a permanent “reminder”. As the icon is permanently set in the
collective awareness of humanity, people will want to see and own the film long into the future – not
only the folk who journey to the undersea city and adventure upon these vehicles, but also those folk
who see the iconic vehicles in the background scenary of new stories or nature documentaries or
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tourism advertisments set in the undersea city. The best of these vehicles will become iconic images,
oft repeated and centrally associated with the undersea city; thus both adding to the charm and
fantasy of the undersea city, but also permantly echoing the images and the story of the film through
human consciousness. Hence, the film studio benefits both in public profile and in profits. Besides,
film studios rarely have any use for these sorts of large vehicles after a film is completed – why not
permanently more them in the Graveyard of Ghost Ships near the undersea city?
The undersea city also benefits from this arrangement. It thereby gains a fleet of fantastic
vessels for the tourists to adventure upon and explore. Not only is it freed from any need to design or
build these fantastic vessels, but each will have a pathos and mythological identity in the collective
imagination of humanity – this later facet is valuble and could not be achieved any other way. Those
of these vehicles that are not seaworthy will be mounted in place as leisure sites, with restruants,
pleasure houses, film theatres, and fantasy re-enactment dramas that tourists can be involved in. Not
only will these be vessels be sites for the re-enacting of historical events, but also for creating new
imaginary great sea-battles and treasure-hunts, each with plots and mysteries for the participants to
solve.
However, there will also be those strange vehicles that are indeed seaworthy – and it benefits
the film company to design their fantastic ships to be seaworthy. These evocations of imagination
will range from the great ships of ancient worlds or to wonderous submarine “spacecraft” of science
fiction. They will run cruises if they are large or be available for charter if they are smaller. They will
also be docked at the Spires of Atlantis, and hence, far more visible. All will have their own
permanent captains.
Likewise, if the film studio who built the vessel did an exceptionally poor engineering job and
the vessel is not even suitable for a permanent stationary moring, or if the film that featured the
vessel was a comic flop, the vessel can be sunk to become a wonderous shipwreck at a prime site on
the ocean floor – there to become habitat for sea life and to be explored for lost treasure by scuba
diving expeditions from the leisure city.
The Seastallions of Merpeople
Hydrogen fuel is plentiful for those who wish to play with the fantasicly fast hydrogen
powered jet boats, winged boats, hydrofoils, and hovercraft of the future, and these will all be
available for use outside of the sea wall. Yet these vessels will be popular not only among those who
enjoy water skiing and para-gliding. Deep-sea racing will become as popular a sport as car racing,
and the greatest annual races, attracting the fastest water vehicles from all over the world, will be
held on the deep sea courses in the oceanic dominions of the undersea cities. And the lords of the
undersea cities will be the patrons of these races.
Contestants in these races must accept and brave the weather conditions Posiiedon lays
before them – and these races will be held even should the Leviathan itself be thrashing the oceans
to the rhythm of its passions! Indeed they deep sea races will be fantastic and terrible events!
Yet the dominion of the high-speed jet boats is the open ocean, and generally, they will not be
permitted within the calm reef area. For this area is a sancturaly lagoon of leisure and peace. Folk
will adventure around the coral reefs and kelp forests in small glass-bottomed sailing boats (that
include concealed hydrogen or photovoltaic-fueled electric motors, for folk who have not time to
acquire skill in the ancient art of sailing).
These sail boats will be very fine craft of advanced design, created using sustainable products.
Indeed, the sailing craft of each undersea city will be iconic, for they will be visible on most global
media depictions of the deep ocean wonder, hence care and originality ought be vested into their
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design. They will be of varying sizes, ranging from as little as a meter or two long up to deep sea
sized craft. They are an important asset of the city.
The Market between The Worlds
Just as great surfers will bring their fame, publicity, and coin here, so too will the great
mastercraftsman of surfboards establish workshops among the marbles spires of Atlantis. And have
no doubt that these shall not be any less a work of art than great violins or any other handcrafted
master pieces that survives through the ages. Only the very best craftsmen will be permitted to
establish workshops in these spires, and thus will the world know that the best boards are to be
found here – and these boards shall be shipped to every corner of human civilization. And they will
be very expensive.
The finest artisans of every trade related to the ocean will be invited to establish workshops
among these spires. Thus shall the products of the undersea cities become synonymous with quality
– these products will command very high prices, and there will be no plastic tourist garbage sold
here! The finest goods, from clothing to caved coral, stone or whalebone will always come from the
cities of Atlantis.
And perhaps most importantly, the ocean cities of Atlantis will be positioned at the crossroad
between world. For transport ships from every land will be continually travelling to this place, and it
is not unprofitable for them to travel their empty? Let them bring the wonders of their lands –
strange fruits, wonderous instruments and artisans to play them, odd and arousing or frightening
carvings of rare wood, crystals and jewels from distant lands, wonderous books, veiled willowy
dancers of misty pedulous allure, flowing rives of silk from The Forbidden City and woven bales of
lama wool from the monastries of Tibet, ancient tradtions and ceremonial artifacts from strange and
distant cultures lost in the oceans of time. The finest produce of every land will find its way to these
shadowy and laberynine markets floating like a mist upon the ocean. The strange and exotic
wonders and leisure products of every country and culture will converge in the market places of the
undersea cities. Only the very finest will be permitted, for those who come here price is no barrier
but rareness and quality the only objective. It will be said that there is no luxury, no pleasure that
cannot be found in the oceanic bizarrs of Atlantis.
Vast wealth will pour into these undersea cities, and they shall become among the wealthiest
entities upon this planet. And this is important. For when each area of ocean is claimed by one of
these undersea cities, and their power is rooted in their pride and beauty, then will exist a collective
of interests powerful and motived enough to defend and regenerate the beauty of the oceans – to
end the poisoning and pollution of the seas. To end the pillage and thief of Posiedon’s treasures.
The Offering at The Altar of Posiedon
Whilst not every part of our planet’s oceans have been claimed as territory by established
countries, the recogniction of the wealth associated with hydrogen harvesting will result in
governments quickly eating up any unclaimed regions of deep sea. And this will mean that
hydrogeon harvesters will be required to pay mining royalties to various soverign governments, just
as is required in the exploitation of any other mineral resource. For water is technically a “mineral” –
H2O, a non-living chemical compound of elements.
Yet as we peer back through history we note that it has been government policy that was
responsible for the pollution of the oceans – specifically, the vast regions of floating plastic rubbish
that fill the empty regions of the ocean. And apart from the spectacular and revolting damage these
to the sea life of oceanic ecosystems, this rubbish does not contribute to the beauty of the undersea
cities!
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Perhaps it is appropriate to require governments to use these hydrogen mining royalties to
clean up the ocean – and continue in this engagement until the oceans are completely cleaned.
After all, hydrogen mining will continue to provide royalties for the rest of human existence –
surely invesgting the first few decades of that wealth is a small demand.
The Gift of The Oil Barons
Common plastic (i.e. all plastic of the age of oil, and thus all the plastic garbage in the ocean) is
made from petroleum products – it is a soiled gift from the oil barons to the children of the future. It
is non-biodegradable – it lasts forever, floating on the ocean surface. However, this plastic does
“photodegrade”. What this means is that sunlight causes it to break into smaller and smaller pieces
until it is individual chemical plastic molecules small enough to get into living cells. But the
molecules themselves do not degrade.
In the centre of the pacific ocean swirls a mass of plastic garbage larger than the island
of Tasmania (REF) – and it is growing. At the current point in history, over a million new
pieces of plastic enter the ocean every day (REF).
Unless this plastic is removed, it will stay there forever.
It is not exaggeration to reveal that, as the age of oil ends, on every coastal islands on this
planet the ground is littered with the skeletons of sea birds – their stomach cavities filled with
plastic bottle lids and other plastic rubbish from the oceans.
Governments will be quick to demand their share of the wealth generated by oceanic
hydrogen mining. However, they have been less quick to volunteer responsibility for the impact their
pollution policies have had upon the ocean. And the beauty of the ocean is fundamental to the beauty
(and thus profitability and prestige generating ability) of your undersea cities. Why should you
suffer from this greedy manner in which they present themselves to the lords of the undersea cities.
You control their energy market – and oceanic pollution is an impact that affects all of the
hydrogen harvesters. Hence, there exists a reason to act collectively to pressure all governments to
use a percentage of all hydrogen mining royalties to improve your business and the prestige of your
undersea cities by cleaning up the ocean.
And there are other allies you can recruit to this end….
The Pyramid of Biomagnification
Oceanic plastic presents a significant danger to every seafood industry on this planet.
Plastic is “hydrophobic” – it repells water, and this is one of the reasons it floats. Yet just as it
repells water, it also attracts “persistant toxins”. A piece of plastic that has been in the ocean for ten
years can have as much as one million times the surrounding ocean water’s concentration of
persistant toxins on it suface.
Persistant toxins are toxins that don’t biodegrade – the infamous pesticide, DDT, or the
defoliant, Agent Orange, are examples of persistant toxins. This means that when these toxins are
consumed by a sea creature, they poison the sea creature, but remain in its flesh to poison anything
else that eats the sea creature. Small animals consume small amounts of these toxins – but large
animals consume many small animals. Hence as you move up a food chain, the amount of toxins in
the animal increases exponentially.
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This process is called bio-magnification, and is one of the greatest dangers associated with the
use of persistant toxins as agricultural pesticides or military chemical weapons.
And almost all of the sea fish humans eat are predators at the top level of ocean food chains.
Most oceanic creature eat any piece of plastic they can fit in their mouths – for they mistaken
these for plankton, fish eggs, or any other tastey sea creature. The plastic can’t be broken down and
digested, and therefore it remains in the stomach until the volume blocks the intestinal track. At this
point food cannot move through the animal, but instead, remains in the stomach and rots, filling the
stomach with gas which makes the sea creature float to the surface and roast to death in the sun.
A more than slightly painful and horrifying death. And this is the primary cause of death for
sea turtles – creatures who live for over a hundred years, and who might be extinct in the ages to
come.
Behold the gift of the oil barons.
The next time you are fishing in the ocean, cut open the belly of your catch and count the
number of plastic pieces in its stomach.
Oceanic plastic presents a significant danger to every seafood industry on this planet.
If you are going to require the governments to use your mining royalties to clean up and
beautify your own garden, why not recruit some fellow sea-goers in the process. After all, the seafood industry is your natural friend for another reasons – your vast harvester fields will creates a
safe region that will be one of the most important types of fish nurseries in the future of Planet
Earth.
Traditional fish nurseries are places of architectural complexity and high biodiversity – tidal
mangroves and coral reefs. These types of environment provide small fish with extensive hiding
places that are much safer than the open ocean. Yet mangroves are disappearing to coastal
development and coral reefs are threatened by global warming – and all this while the oceans fish
stocks are being overharvested.
The forest of peirs and the complex substrates for clam, kelp and coral gardens in the upper
water column provide optimum fish nurseries, and these are also protected from sea birds by the
roof of solar panels suspended above the water surface. Hence, you are effectively breeding fish in a
completely wild and natural way – on a vast scale. These fish will spread out through the ocean and
grow over the decades to become the large fish that are harvested by commercial fishing fleets.
Hence, not only are does your objective incidentally protect the health of the world’s seafood,
it will also result in an increased abundance of all future oceanic fisheries.
The seafood industry is a very good friend of yours – and an important ally in pressing
governments to invest hydrogen mining royalties into cleaning the plastics out of the oceans.
In fact, the whole institution of capitalism is your ally in this work, for oceanic plastic
presents a significant danger to many other facets of the global economy. Should the seafood market
and global fisheries collapse, not only will rich folk have not more gourmet treats, but also all related
industries, from marine engineering and boat building to refrigerated transport to restraunts, will be
affected – and all of this will cumculate in unemployment and the collapse of realm export markets,
and hence less coin in the consumer’s pocket to spend on products that are completely unrelated to
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seafood. Indeed, nobody except the oil barons benefits from the whole oceanic plastic problem. This
is yet another manner in which the externalities of the oil barons are a threat to the global economy.
Hence, the whole institution of capitalism is your ally in your plan to press governments into
investing hydrogen mining royalties in cleaning the plastic out of the oceans of our homeworld,
Planet Earth.
Indeed, you will overwhelm government opposition to your demand. You could even valiadly
ask the governments to pay for your undersea coral, kelp and clam gardens from the royalies you
pay – after all, government policy is at the root of the damage to marine wildlife. So let us consider
these new marvels to adorn the beauties of your undersea city!
The Sea Turtle Sanctuaries of Atlantis
Sea turtles always return to the same beaches. There are only a few of these beaches on the
planet, and the turtle eggs from many of these beaches are being looted by local humans as a food
source. This is yet another significant extinction threat facing sea turtles as the age of oil ends.
However, all sea turtles are precocious animals – they do not learn their behaviors from their
parents. This may imply that sea turtles do not specifically return to the known turtle nesting
beeches – but rather, they return to “the beech upon which they were born”. If sciensts can ascertain
that sea turtles will return to new beeches, if they are born on these new beeches, then another
beautiful and valuble opportunity is present to the lords of the undersea cities.
Can you not require governments to uses hydrogen mining royalties to fund the
establishment of safe turtle beeches in the calm waters of The Spires of Atlantis? Here the sea turtles
can return each year under the light of the full moon to lay their eggs in safety. Many folk will travel
to the undersea cities merely to witness these amazing events at the Atlantian sanctuaries of the sea
turtles.
city.

Consider the attraction of this marvel – a beautiful and profitable addition to your undersea

The Sacrifice to The Sea God
By your subtlety and craft will you create wondrous undersea cities wreathed in coral
gardens and kelp forests bejeweled with giants clams and sparkling sea-urchins and brightly
coloured starfish – and you will justly force the terrestrial governments to pay for all these wonders.
The wealth of mining royalties that you will create and consecrate by this binding upon the
soul of the terrestrial governments, is the offering The Sea Princes will make to Posiedon. For
Posiedon is the symbol of the regeneration of the oceans of our homeworld, Planet Earth.
Through their control of the energy trade and their direct social connection created by the
undersea cities to the highest and wealthiest strata of human society in every country, the Sea
Princes will have the tools necessary to take control of the oceans and adjust each country’s
relationship with the living waters of Planet Earth. It is now in their commercial and aesthetic
interests and power to end the unrestrained dumping of garbage in the oceans, and thus, to preserve
the beauty of the oceans. By the will of The Sea Princes, is forever ended the production of nonbiodegradable fossil fuel plastics. Oil spills will never again occur, for if a hydrogen ship is breached,
it merely releases a harmless gas that then combines with oxygen to form clean pure water. The
lords of the undersea cities will achieve this, for the fortunes of their own markets are now
intertwined with those of Posiden’s realm. They will ensure that all transport ships retrieve every
great shipping container they drop.
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THE INVOCATION OF THE THREE-TINED KEY
The Shining Ocean, she dreams of Life, ‘neath The Bright Azure Moon
She is fertile with a secret in the deeps of Earth’s Womb
The Shining Ocean, she dreams of Death, ‘neath The Moon’s Azure Orb,
She terrible with hidden power at the stirring of Her Lord
And The Coral Shrines, they are spawning in thy ancient briny Fane,
For The Eyes of The Sea are opening once again.
O Great Posiedon of Waves, Fathomless Father of The Seas!
By A Dream thou art called, and by A Sacrifice to appease!
O Ancient Lord of The Oceans, wake The Leviathan from its sleep,
Loose the ancient and endless hunger of The Serpent of The Deep!
Unchain The Maw of The Kraken by the light of The Moon
To sing its shriek of blind madness as sweet chords of Death’s Kroon.
And thy legions clad in rage and the teeth of The Sea;
They ride the tidal wave!
And comes The Serpent of Ocean’s Cave!
And Oil’s Shrines become a grave
In The Tomb of History!
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The Blue Vision of The Deeps
So it is come to pass that the souls of these the lords of the undersea cities are transformed
and empowered by the living soul of their own dominon. They and their lines are become
consecrated to The Oceans. So shall they be called The Sea Princes of Posiedon.
And The Sapphire Castles of The Sea Princes will be as sanctuaries of beauty, regenerating the
life of soul the oceans and energizing the life of humanity. And these Shrines of Posiendon are laced
round in the pearl-touched garland of undersea palours and faery spires of living water.
Behold The Dream of Atlantis: Of Marble and Of Pearls, Of The Sacred Temple of Posiedon,
and the rebirth of ancient worlds.
“The shadow of the dome of pleasure
Floated midway on the waves;
And there was heard the mingled measure
From the fountain and the caves.
It was a miracle of rare device,
A sunny pleasure-dome with caves of ice.”
Kubla Khan (or A Vision in a Dream), Samuel Taylor Coleridge

-o0o-

On The Wonderous Tides of Change
To gaze into the future is to recognize that every continental shelf (beyond the visual range of
folk on bathing the beaches) and every shallow region of the ocean over our whole planet will be
filled with the fields of the hydrogen harvesters. There will also be deep ocean hydrogen harvesters.
Energy abundance is the root of successful capitalism - and the markets will not be prevented
from fulfilling their will. This cheap energy and opening of new fertile land will mean that human
populations will again be encouraged to expand – for more people means more products to be
created and more customers to buy them. Ecomonic growth.
This population increase will, of course, mean that more hydrogen fuel is produced and when
used, transformed into water vapour. This, in turn, will mean that more dry landscapes become
fertile. And where humans go, they will take their knowledge of Summoning Plants and animals
summoning with them. The World Trees will spread and bloom as never before. Thus, this human
population growth will mean new life and opportunity for all the ecosystems of our planet. The only
deserts that will remain on our planet will be those preserved as museums – not desert species need
be lost, but the limits of our planet’s fertility need not be restrained by by gazing into The Past.
Yet this process of growth will also mean that much of the oceans will be filled with vast
oceanic hydrogen harvester fields. All realms will not permit oceanic hydrogen harvesters within
viewing distance of their beaches – thus to preserve the aesthetic assest that are the root of tourist
coin. Yet beyond this limit, in the deep future, every shallow region of the oceans (and many sites in
the deep ocean too!) will be filled with the energy forests of the oceanic hydrogen harvesters – and
also the vast coral reefs born thereof. The undersea cities of these vast hydrogen harvesters will
grow and expand to form a significant proportion of human civilization’s residential and business
real estate on our homeworld.
However, there are indeed great ecological benefits to this expansion. Not only is the
expansion of hydrogen fuel use a terrestrial expansion of rainfall and agricultural fertility, the
oceanic harvesters themselves are fundamental marine wildlife sanctuaries and wild nurseries
inaccessible by commercial fishers. Oceanic fish and wildlife stocks, almost completely depleted as
the age of oil ends, will grow again to levels of abundance unknown by the commercial fishers of the
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past. The coral reefs, among the greatest and most beautiful treasures of our planet, will be
preserved and will spread to fill a greater surface area then ever before. The fertility of the oceans
will bloom as has never before been seen in the history of human civilization.
And the perception of the ocean as a convenient waste dump will end. The political power of
The Sea Princes will result in a complete end to the pollution of the oceans. The use of the oceans as
test sites for nuclear weapons will likewise no longer be viable, as the side affects pose a risk to these
powerful business interests. The health of the oceans will bloom as has never before been seen in the
history of human civilization.
Nevertheless, the oceans will have been forever changed.
The Environmental Beauty of The Oceans
I am aware that most of my beloved environmentalist comrades are going to poo projectile
peaches over this plan to sheath vast tracks of our planet’s oceans in hydrogen harvesting systems.
And I too mourn these changes to the vast and open beauty of the oceans.
Yet the truth is that our planet is transforming – and this change is a deluge that can either be
channelled to a new creative balance, or it can destroy you and your planet. But dramatic change is
now occurring – it is not an optional process. This vast chaos has been unleashed by the bloated
coterie of oil barons, and it must now be confronted. To hesitate is to die. You must let go of your
fear, your doubt, your worry – you must allow the complete awareness that is complete intention to
guide you. Habit no longer has a place in your changing world. You must act – and you will either act
with flawless perfection of understanding articulated by your own irrational depths, or you will
strangle yourself in the noose of your own fear. But all that you were taught, all that is familiar, all
you have been accustomed to: all of that is now Your Past.
And you must release it.
For The Wild is upon you, and in her embrace all madness dwelleth.
But change need not be fear and the loss of wonder. Indeed, much of The Past is gone, but in
its place dwells the beauty of The Future.
Our planet is becoming a technological homeworld from which we will spread out among the
stars. This is only objectionable if the technological systems of our homeworld are blind and out of
balance. In looking at the new oceans you will learn to see in new ways, to perceive the world from
new points of view. You must – for the inability to do this is a sure path to extinction.
There is a certain technological beauty to the new space age energy harvesting stations that
will fill parts of our planet’s oceans. They are expressions of scientific wisdom, of engineering
precision, and of ecological balance. They are clean energy and they are not endangering, but
enhancing oceanic ecosystems.
They are expressions of The Space Age.
It is unexpected to see change occur in a panorama one is accustomed to, and many folk
prefer mental habit to conscious thought. Wisdom says: adapting one’s mind to understanding must
involve change. Change can be stability and growth. Wisdom says: focus one’s efforts in accord with
one’s vocation. As environmentalists, you have resources consisting of a fixed amount of human
energy – how could this best be used to fulfil your ecological vocation?
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You could expend your resources of human energy in opposing the important hydrosphere
balances created by this new clean technology.
Or you could use your measure of energy in assisting the creators of this new technology to
pressur your governments to clean up the vast deserts of floating oil plastic that swirl as small
continents of garbage in these regions of the ocean?
Is it better that our oceans be filled with floating islands of non-degradable plastic rubbish, or
with the great coral reefs, kelp forests, and undersea cities of the hydrogen harvesters. Indeed –
there will be more reefs then every before. And a thousand years from now, all of the land on this
planet will be green. Thousands of new terrestrial cities will have grown, filled with emerald crystals
– and hundreds of new undersea cities will as crystaline pearls, bubble through the wonderous reefs
of Mother Earth’s oceans. Is this not a beauty to be preferred?
You could expend your resources of human energy in opposing the important hydrosphere
balances created by this new clean technology. Or you can join Posiedon’s legions to clean the oceans
and weave fertile new cycles to life.
Which of these efforts will give you more vocational fulfilment?
Sylvan environmentalists will know how to act.
The Atmospheric Equilibrium of The Hydrosphere
Increased atmospheric heat means increased evaporation. Global warming will result in
evaporation sucking more water from the soil of our planet’s land areas – hence there are many
realms who will face the problem of drier soils and more drought.
Water engines powerfully hydrate the atmosphere, and this will be extremely useful both in
reducing the evaporative power of the atmosphere and in increasing the rainfall of places with low
or medium annual rainfall.
However, the global warming event will also result in evaporation sucking more water out of
the oceans into the atmosphere – and this will result in more storm, cyclone, and flood events in
places that have high annual rainfall. Fossil fuel smog would only increase this problem, as rain
forms by water condensing around microparticles in the atmosphere – smogs are clouds of
poisonous microparticles. Hence, smogs do not increase the amount of water vapour in the
atmosphere, but when the atmosphere is full of water vapour, smogs precipitate storms. Storms of
poisonous rain59.
There are some realms where folk will want to increase their annual rainfall, and they will
use hydrogen cars. Yet there will be other areas where folk will actually be suffering from the
problem of annual rainfall levels that are too high. Obviously, in these exceptionally high annual
rainfall areas, it would be unwise to encourage hydrogen cars. Governments and people in these
areas will not want to be increasing their annual rainfall – they will want to be decreasing it.
Electric cars will be preferable vehicles for these exceptionally high rainfall realms!

59 These kinds of poisoned rains have already killed vast tracks of ancient forest through the Scandinavian realms. Scientists, focusing upon the
acidifying effects the smog microparticles in clouds had upon the rain they precipitated, spoke of “acid rain”. Yet acidification is but one of many
chemical effects the carcinogenetic microparticles of fossil fuel smog cause in rain. You cannot drink this kind of rain, and forests are not the only living
organisms it kills.
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However, just as we are applying our new energy technologies in order to increase
atmospheric water content, and thus the fertility, of our realms – so too, can we adjust our
technologies to reduce the amount of water in the atmosphere to create the balance we need.
Perhaps you remember the classic film, Star Wars (Lucas, 1977). The hero, young Luke
Skywalker, began life on the desert planet of Tatooine as a farmer boy on a moisture farm – a farm
that harvested water vapour from the planetary atmosphere.
There are many “moisture vaporators”60 that have been invented and are widely available as I
pen these words. Many of these devices are small enough to fix to your windowsill and they harvest
vast amounts of fresh water from the air, very quickly. I once watched one fool who had invented
such a device trying to sell it as “the answer to the world’s fresh water problem”. I suppose he hadn’t
really thought through the implications of his invention.
A significant portion of a city’s population using these would quickly dry out the whole
atmosphere over the city, and that dried-out air would then move into the agricultural landscapes
beyond the city – not only reducing the precious annual rainfall, but also sucking the moisture out of
the ground of the farms. Obviously, this kind of invention could be disastrous in a realm with low or
medium rainfall. These inventions ought be banned in countries that are not facing the problem of
too much rain.
But there are countries that every year face enormous danger from the monsoon - the
problem of “too much” rain. In these countries, governments could “require” that these small
windowsill moisture vaporators be fitted to every house. Naturally, in some of these wet realms
there may be periods of the year (i.e. “the dry seasons”) where everybody must switch off their
vaporators and use tap water from the city’s reservoir. Yet this whole system of personal water
infrastructure will not only provide every house with fresh water, it will also dramatically reduce the
intensity and danger of monsoon storm and flood events through the whole realm.
When faced with the danger of monsoon, a wise realm would plan populations with moisture
vaporator systems as “rain breaks” along the edge of its coastlines and appropriate weather lines.
Lining the conintental shelf with hydrogen harvesters that use moisture vaporators for half the year
will create a very effective rainbreak. Moisture vaporators generally won’t be used in the hydrogen
harvesting process, as doingso would devastate rainfall in distant terrestrial regions.
Hydrogen vehicle technology has the power to tranform almost every desert on this planet
into arable cropland and productive forests. The climatic and agricultural implications are far more
important than any other factor in any facet of the transition in vehicular technologies. Prior to the
publication of the 1st edition of this scroll in 2013, the climatic and agricultural implications of this
new technology had not been addressed, or even considered by anybody. Yet I predict that by the end
of 2014, this idea and the dream of oceanic hydrogen harvesters will have spread to become central
to any debate.
Control over the rainfall patterns of our homeworld will allow us to dramatically expand the
human carrying capacity of Planet Earth. I foresee a future where we will transform this planet into a
homeworld, every region of which shall enjoy climatic condition that are ideal for human civilization
and the ecological art that will define us.
The Misty Greenhouse of Change
Melting ice is an “endothermic reaction” – it sucks heat out of the surrounding environment.
If you melt all the ice caps it will make a vast amount of cold air which will then spread out over the
60 These are devices that condense liquid water out of the atmospheric gases, i.e. the air. Amusingly, these devices might more correctly be described
as “moisture condensers”. Yet, in honour of Luke Skywalker and his fantastic adventure, I will keep the name “Moisture Vaporators”!
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globe! This is one of the reason that those of us close to the polar regions have been experiencing
unusually cold seasons during the beginning stages of the global warming event.
Is this an argument for melting the ice caps to reduce global mean temperature and thus,
mitigate global warming?
Obviously not.
Ice caps collectively decrease the global mean temperature far more effectively through
reflectivity and many other means – and this is a long-term cooling effect. Sometimes one needs a
system-level view in order to understand the overall effects of an action.
Why have I raised this example?
Deserts are painfully hot during the day and yet painfully cold at night. This is because the
parts of the atmosphere over deserts include virtually no “insulation”. Most landscapes have clouds.
Clouds are made from water vapour, and they work a little like insulation. During the day they
reflect away a lot of The Sun’s radiant energy and thereby they prevent the land from getting too hot.
At night, they insulate the land, retaining a little of the day’s warmth and thereby preventing the land
from getting too cold. The result is a comfortable variation between night and day.
Yet clouds are short-lived. They are constantly disappearing and new ones are constantly
being made. This high turnover occurs because the water vapour that enters the atmosphere to
become clouds very quickly returns to the ground as rain, dew, or snow.
Now consider this: we could actually manipulate the fact of clouds’ short-lived cycles: instead
of creating an optimum atmospheric hydration level (as I have suggested above), we could easily
dehydrate (dry out!) the atmosphere to a greater or lesser degree! And this would result in a large
amount of heat loss from the whole planet.
Could this be a solution to global warming?
Spend a few moments thinking this over before continuing. Consider the benefits and
disadvantages of this idea – for it is definitely an unusual idea!
(pause)
Of course, we could do this – all the tools are in our hands.
Yet if we were to do this even very slightly, it would have dramatic effects on many aspects of
the whole system of our planet.
It would change climate patterns extensively and the most dramatic of these changes would
be the vast drought systems this strategy would create. It would drive many farmers bankrupt. It
would drive massive numbers of species extinctions. It would result in a dramatic reduction of green
terrestrial plant life on the planet’s surface.
And it would devastate most realm economies.
Have no doubt that there will be witlessly comic stultors who will suggest attacking clouds as
a response to global warming. Make sure you have a guillotine ready to receive them.
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I told you the story of ice melting in order to give you the understanding of the importance of
system-level thinking processes. If you feel you have grasped this understanding, then, gentle reader,
your level of awareness is moving a step beyond that which most humans ever achieve – and you
may take pride in the diligence with which you are honing the tool that is your mind.
Mitigating climate change requires creating and integrating a new balance of self-sustaining
systems. At the basis of these systems are the plants – and every landscape’s plant density directly
correlates with the availability of fresh clean water.
Increased rainfall automatically results in increased terrestrial plant growth61. Decreased
rainfall results in decreased terrestrial plant growth.
To increase the density of plants in a landscape you need only increase the amount of rainfall.
This has been so since the first plants ventured up onto the land.
Sometimes complexity and simplicity go hand in hand in a wonderful harmony.
Hydrating the dry aspects of the atmosphere and dehydrating the oversaturated aspects of
the atmosphere is not only an incredibly useful process for enhancing the productivity of human
systems and thus the wealth of human society, it is also a powerful tool for addressing the problem
of global warming.
Our planetary atmosphere has always been shifting and changing – sometimes life has been
causing this and sometimes life has been responding to this. Yet humanity has altered so many facets
of our planet that it is not possible to “rewind” the atmosphere to make it look exactly as it did
before humanity came – at least, not without “getting rid” of humanity!
Instead, it is more practical for us to define our objectives for this new system – and then
work toward those objectives.
It is easy to say there are so many details we should worry over – and indeed, it is important
that there are expert folk who are worrying over each of these. Yet action will sweep aside the effects
of fear – and we will deal with each of these problems as they arise.
For the human species must now act – or die.
Ensuring that our agricultural landscapes and freshwater catchments have abundant rainfall
is an important objective – as every farmer and businessman will agree. It is not an outcome we can
be prepared to sacrifice. This objective is fundamental to the successful future of human civilization.
Hence, our ability to use the externality of our vehicle technology to hydrate the atmosphere is very
important.
Likewise, mitigating dangerous levels of atmospheric water saturation is also important.
Hence, using water vaporator technology intelligently is very beneficial on many levels.
A strongly hydrated and well-balanced atmospheric water cycle is fundamental to the success
of human civilization and the diversity of life on Earth. In addition, it will contribute to the mitigation
of global warming and the establishment of a new, extremely beneficial atmospheric equilibrium
through the facilitation of abundant healthy plant life. This new equilibrium is sustainable on the
long-term.

61 Up to a certain point, of course. Obviously, too much rain can also be a problem!
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Achieving optimum atmospheric hydration levels over all fertile land will result in increased
carbon fixation in all fertile landscapes, be those landscape wilderness fragments, agricultural
landscapes, or urban landscapes. This carbon fixation will take the form of both wood and soil
organic carbon (e.g. “humus”).
In the agricultural landscapes, this increased carbon fixation will profit the farmer through
improved crop harvests. In both the sylvan cities and the sylvan farms, this improved rainfall will
have the profitable result of increased carbon fixation through the accelerated growth and improved
health of the valuable timber trunks (which we will be discussed in Chapter VIII. The Gift of The
Treants, p360) – not only does this contribute to atmospheric regeneration, it also pays coin to every
ordinary person and every realm economy.
Why am I raising ideas of profit and economy in these thoughts?
It must be remembered that mitigating climate change is only possible within realms with
healthy economies. If humanity’s economic systems enter freefall, humanity will not possess the
collective psychological conditions necessary to act upon large-scale dynamics like global warming –
far more desperate and immediate concerns with take precedence. Both as individuals and as
realms, your economic health is a factor you must not compromise at any stage of your
considerations.
Stabilizing rainfall (i.e. creating a reduction where levels are dangerously high, and creating
an increase where levels are insufficient) will result in increased plant growth in all landscapes.
There are many greenhouse gases that could be adjusted to create reduced temperature outcomes,
yet any long-term solution must rely on the establishment of a new carbon cycle equilibrium. What
this means is that any viable solution to global warming must be plant-based. And hence it must be
water-based.
Left to its own devices, global warming would result in a massive increase in atmospheric
water vapour – yet this would be detrimental to humanity as it would take the unbalanced form of
massive increases in destructive wet weather events in some regions and massive increases in
drought events in other regions. What we want is not the drastically high and unbalanced hydration
scenario that global warming offers. Our objective must be to hydrate the dry lands that are facing
water shortage and dehydrate those aspects of the atmosphere that tend toward dangerous
oversaturation.
All of this will be done through the very simple mechanism of zoning certain cities to use
water engines and other cities to use water vaporators. Regardless of which zone you live in, you will
benefit from the new technologies. If you live in wet regions, you will benefit by free clean water and
milder, less dangerous monsoon seasons. If you live in dry regions, you will benefit by cheap
powerful water engines and increased rainfall.
And everyone benefits from the fresh air that results from increased plant growth!
The Rain Dance of Transformation
So then, how will this new technological infrastructure be established?
California (USA) and Germany (EU) have both already begun establishing hydrogen fuel
stations and manufacturing hydrogen vehicles.
In every other city, one wise entrepreneur will open one car sale business selling only
hydrogen cars. This business will also include a hydrogen fuel station and a mechanical garage that
specializes only in retrofitting fossil fuel vehicles to run on hydrogen fuel.
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This flagship business model is called the “Enterprise Blueprint” – opening the path “to go
where no human has gone before”.
Obviously, this business ought be positioned as close to the centre of the city as possible. This
is because (in the early stages) folk will have to travel here each time they need to refuel their
hydrogen vehicle. The city centre is closest to “every location”. Most of the wealthiest folk of the city
will be travelling to the city centre to work each day. In the beginning, hydrogen cars may be
expensive, and thus available only to the wealthy. Yet most wealthy folk will switch to these vehicles
in order to undermine the power of the fossil fuel cartel that is threatening the institutions of
capitalism. And by this act, the powerful individual of your society will be providing leadership in the
course to the future.
Hence, capitalists will actually be pioneering the transformation of our planetary energy
harvesting systems.
All that is needed to plant the seed of change is one business, built on the Enterprise Blueprint,
in each city. And this seed will grow to break apart the power structures of the fossil fuel coterie in
city by city.
Through your space-aged flagship hydrogen business you will vocalize the patterns of
thought that I have taught to you – the most profound and transformative facet of your power is
your new ability to create changes in consciousness. This change in consciousness translated directly
into your profit. Human reality is shaped by thought – this understanding is your greatest tool.
By selling hydrogen cars in each city, these individual “flagships of the space age” will
facilitate the growth of the new vehicle manufacturing systems. By offering the retrofitting service to
modify internal combustion engines to run on hydrogen fuel, you open this market to ordinary
people. This facilitates the demands that will create and grow the Oceanic Hydrogen Harvesters.
And business of every sort recognizes the dangers that the fossil fuel coterie poses to its
profits – and hence, business of every sort will join in the pressure upon government to support this
change. Governments will help in every way they can – and this help must include subsidizes for
ordinary people to transform their cars to hydrogen.
Everything else will naturally follow. The Oceanic Hydrogen Harvesters are an economic
opportunity on a scale so profound that they will quickly be established through the “empty regions”
our planet’s oceans.
Indeed, previously poor countries can become among the richest countries on this planet by
immediately moving in this new field of technology. Indeed, if a single major company, even one with
no background in energy, immediately embraces and institutes this business model on a global scale
– that company will become one of the richest entities on this planet in the age to come.
This seemingly unusual small and insignificant business model is a seed. It is all that will be
needed to unleash the vast, unstoppable transformation of human civilization to the manifestation of
the global hydrogen infrastructure of the water engines of The Space Age.
The unbreachable wall of the oil barons’ world will be broken apart not by the great powerful
battering rams of warriors, but by tiny fig seeds germinating between its bricks.
For lovely are her limbs, and irresistible her embrace: Our Lady of The Fig Seed.
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The Opening of The Second Seal
Western governments and western market powers are entirely in the grip of the fossil fuel
industry. The West created tht great clumsy machine and now recognizes that it cannot easily free
itself.
The Dragon of The Orient, however, is not so unwise. The Middle Kingdom (i.e. the realm/s
commonly known in The West as “China”, at the current point in history) is discarding the follies of
conventional thought and behaving with willful skill and strategic insight. The Middle Kingdom will
immediately recognize the gift of Posiedon as a primary key both in the attainment of secure energy
supply and as a new and compelling form of economic power. The Orient not only needs a
comprehensive energy infrasturture, it also controls the majority of humanity’s auto-manufacturing
systems.
Thus opens, the second seal in the grand conjuction of the worlds. For The Saphire Jewel of
Posiden will be set in The Obsinian Throne of The Kingdom that grows where The Worlds meet. This
is the sacred jade of The Long Dynasty. For in The Cave of Posiden’s Shrine, The Jade Emperor hath
sealed his alliance with The Waters, and the ancient name of the kraken hath been spoken. And in
the burning heart of the mountain, wherein were forged the worlds, The Eyes of The Sea – they
open! And The Dragon, from its slumber, uncurls!
For those of you who fear that these words veer dangerously toward religion and
superstition, consider this: only half of the human psyche responds to the inspiration of cold logic –
the other half is untamed burning emotion. A yin and a yang: both must be roused.
The Eternal Hydrospheric Whirlpool of Posiedon
There is power in water.
All flowing water contains potential gravitational energy, until it comes to rest. Thermal
energy acts upon resting water to evaporate it – changing it into gas, water vapour and raising it up
through the atmosphere as this new load of kinetic energy is transformed and stored in the water as
a new load of potential gravitational energy. This continues until the water vapour coaleses around
hydroscopic nuclei, changes state to a liquid, and that new load of potential gravitational energy is
then released into motion energy. The from up in the atmospheric, the water has again begun its
journey back through the air as rain, over the land as streams and rivers, and then to return to its
eventual low energy state of stillness.
Water is a vessel of energy – a grail of power.
Energy is the primary factor in the entire water cycle of our planet. Water is one of the most
dynamic and ever-cycling abiotic energy infrastructures on this planet. It functions as generator,
conductor, and battery – in many different ways. It can be used in place of photovoltaic panels to
harvest the thermal of sunlight from space, and while it is doing this it can simultaneously harvest
the radiant energy of sunlight by cultivating eatible or useful aquatic plantlife within its volume. It
can harvest thermal energy from the planet’s core. It can transfer motion energy to move other
objects between locations. It can be used to store energy, to move energy, to transform energy. It can
be broken apart to to store chemical energy and reformed by releasing that energy, rise into the skys
and then return with a new load of gravitational energy for us to harvest – and by this whirlpool
flowing throw the hydrosphere of our planet doth Posiden make the desert to bloom!
The ability of water to store energy and move energy, transfer energy to other object and
transform energy through so many different forms makes it one of the most important components
of human civilization’s future energy infrastructure here on our homeworld.
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Water Fuel! Water Wheel Turbines! Great Gravitational Batteries! The patterns of water’s
flow are drawing their lines through the energy tapestry of human civilization‘s technological power.
Water is one of the most powerful and prevailent energy infrastructures on this planet. And water
will become perhaps the most important component in the circuitry of humanity’s future global
energy infrastructure. Water is the greatest resource on Planet Earth. The sheer potentials for multifunctional applications of water to every facet of humanity’s energy infrastructure are fathomless.
-o0oAnd The Butterfly! She is robed in a mist of sweet dew!
She laughs as she as dances and pours her blessings over you
And you are baptised! You are baptised! Her Spring Rain anoints your head!
And through The Veil of Her Dream, to The Future you are led
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VIII.
The Gift of The Treants
The Formulae of The Wood Harvest and The Ecological Regeneration of Agricultural Landscapes

For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Waking Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
What is real? What is not? Between the worlds there is a wall
Behold the cracks! They’re snaking through it! And beyond, The Wild call!
Behold The Giants of The Forest! Behold The Wood Song of The Treants!
Into your soul, pours their song, The Wild Wisdom of The Ancients!
The Treants (sometimes called “Ents”) are the ancient mythical tree guardians of the deep
forests. According to legend, they are sentient trees, very wise, able to talk, to move their limbs as if
they were hands, and to uproot themselves and walk to new locations. They tend the forests, caring
for the trees and making them grow. Perhaps now it is time for them to teach us some of the secrets
of the tending.
The Red Cedar Tree (Toona ciliata) of Australia takes a century or more to mature, yet as I
pen these words, a single old growth trunk sells for a quarter of the cost of a house in any “upper
middle class” residential suburb of Brisbane City. Here in Australia, there grow many other beautiful
native timbers that mature more quickly, and are less valuable. Consider the way our planet’s forests
are being managed by the merchant lords who rule civilization for the age of oil. Wood is only going
to get rarer, and the price of wood is only going to rise.
Imagine if you could plant in your garden a beautiful native soul tree with a harvest contract
one or several decades long. As a soul tree it will attract beautiful birds and animals for many years,
and you know that not only are you regenerating your city’s ecology by this act, you are also healing
the planetary atmosphere – for this great tree will fix much carbon over its life. Then, at the
contracted time in the future, an expert urban woodsman from your local city’s timber mill will come
by your house to extract the trunk – and it will be turned into beautiful wooden craft items.
And you will be paid enough to buy a new car for your daughter, who will be old enough to
get her driver’s license that year.
Each trunk will have a contract on it, this will determine the year the trunk will be harvested
– this could be ten years, or twenty year, or fifty years, or a century, or even more! You will choose
when you make the decision to plant an investment trunk on your property. The length of the
investment contract will determine the type of tree you can plant, for different tree species mature
at different rates and have different values.

On The Harvest Blessings of The Old Growth Giants
The Economic Harvest of The Sylvan Forest
Consider the benefits involved in a co-ordinated opening of the timber market to you and all
private landowners – urban and rural. This would mean that any landowner could grow several
timber trunks in appropriate corners of their properties, to be harvested at a contracted future date.
Intelligent planning would mean that each trunk planted would have an associated contract so the
local timber mill could plan an assured supply of wood for decades into the future. This sort of
planning would mean that each year the mill could organize itself for only one or two tree species
and all trunks will be of a roughly uniform size.
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Yet of all involved, it will be the ordinary residential citizens and the ordinary working-class
forestry loggers who will benefit the most from this new industry. Extracting a trunk from a
suburban backyard requires new skills and this means new skilled jobs that pay higher wages.
Likewise, ordinary citizens who own their own homes will now find that their homes will begin
generating large amounts of long-term capital, and will become more beautiful and valuable in the
process. Pumping this additional income into the budget of the common folk means that they have
more money to spend, and thus that new income flows out to vitalize all ordinary small and large
businesses in the realm – the whole economy of the realm benefits from the economic flow
established by this new opportunity for the forestry industry.
And thus will spring up through the agricultural landscapes and even parts of the urban
landscapes, the great giants of the old growth forests.
The land owners are profiting from these new trunks as, their properties begin to generate
significant additional coin merely by allowing a few trees to grow in their ground.
The forestry workers are profiting from these new trunks, as new jobs and opportunities for
increased wages are created by the growing industry (instead of redundancies being created by a
shrinking industry).
Your forestry industry is profiting from these new trunks, both by the increased volume of
material, thus allowing the whole industry to grow (instead of diminish) as the world changes.
Your realm economy is profiting from these new trunks, as new wealth and a new export
industry is created.
The wild animals are benefiting from these new trunks, as soul trees that were disappearing
reappear as new populations through newly regenerating landscapes. Thus the wild beauty of your
sylvan forests, both urban and agricultural, and the power of your animal summons is increasing.
And your planetary biosphere is benefiting from these trunks, as the large-scale harvesting of
carbon mitigates and stabilizes the global heating event unleashed by the age of oil. All organisms in
this pattern are behaving in accord with their own natures and needs, yet in a manner that brings
balance to the whole system.
The Cultural Harvest of The Sylvan Forest
Yet there are other important cultural benefits. Consider that many of the most valuable types
of wood come from trunks that take a century of more to mature. These extremely rare, extremely
slow maturing, and extremely high-value wood species are not usually grown in the mass, highturnover commercial agro-forests. The age of oil forestry policies are aimed at ending all supplies of
these valuable trunks with the disappearance of the wild old growth forests. Hence, the merchant
lords of the age of oil are navigating toward a situation where there will be no more superior rare
wood for the future civilizations of humanity.
Therefore, consider how your culture will be enriched by the long-term (indeed, permanent
and sustainable) supply of rare woods that will be created by sylvan forestry. Not only will every
landowner profit, and the forestry industry as a whole profit, but the culture of your civilization will
profit by a supply of treasures. Your civilization will not be reduced to a total absence of the finest
woods. The fine woods that will result from sylvan forestry will result in significant cultural
enrichment. The eighth step of The Dance of The Butterfly is a regeneration of forestry industry, a
vast economic influx for every level of your society, and an enrichment of your culture.
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The Carbon Harvest of The Sylvan Forests
Opening the timber industry to all landowners allows people to economically benefit form
their beneficial contributions to the great work of stabilizing the planetary atmosphere. People will
be nurturing their valuable trunks to ensure they grow as quickly and strongly as possible. This will
result in vast amounts of carbon being quickly harvested from the atmosphere and bound into a
fixed static form: wood. Hence the old growth giants of the sylvan forest – soul trees who sustain the
animals of the sylvan forests and yield a significant harvest of coin for the humans in whose garden
they grow.
Yet these old growth giants of the new sylvan forest through urban and agricultural
landscapes will not live the same journey they long ago did in the ancient wild forests, yet there is
balance in the cycles of life here. The trunks grown for timber will complete their lifecycles and be
transformed by human craftsmen into many wonderful creations of wood: furniture, houses,
panelling, toys. In these new forms, the carbon they have removed from the atmosphere will be
locked in these new forms, to remain there instead of returning to the atmosphere. People do not
throw away valuable wooden furniture (for example), rather they pass it on through the generations
as heirlooms. Even in the wasteful age of oil, people recycle the wood used in houses and
construction. Thus the new cycle is a flow and balance in harmony with The Earth’s needs at this
stage of eternity.

On The Sylvan Forestry Industry
As the old growth forests disappear and humanity’s production needs increase, the timber
industry is heading for lean times. Trouble for this industry means mills closing, forestry companies
reducing their size or going bankrupt, and an entire production system being affected. All this means
redundancies and wage decreases for forestry workers and all workers involved in the processing of
their products – this has carry-on implications for the economy of your whole realm. Yet no industry
has ever died from a lack of production resources or customers – industries die from a lack of creativity.
The Sylvan Regeneration of The Forestry Industry
Vast amounts of land is owned by the general public and there is no reason this land should
not be productively and profitably employed by the industry – to the profit of both the industry and
the ordinary owners of these small and large properties. This will solve not only the problems facing
the timber industry, but also other deeply permeating problems facing the whole of humanity.
Amusingly, global warming will empower this transformation, and thus empower the forestry
companies who cut down the world’s forests! For opening all private land to the forestry companies
is not merely a greedy act by the forestry companies – it also profits the land-owners, the
ecosystems of these landscapes, and most powerfully: it counters global warming. It is hard to argue
that the forestry companies should not be allowed to access this potential for the growth and
expansion of their industry.
A systematic approach will allow the timber industry to access vast amounts of this “new
forestry land” at no rental cost. The workers will merely be harvesting the same trunks, but from
new and different locations. The jobs of forestry workers and the prosperity of the forestry industry
will have been secured for centuries to come.
The mills will buy the trunks for the same price, they will merely be paying the ordinary
civilians who own the land. They will still be buying from the traditional plantations in addition –
this change is not an act of closing plantations, but of adding a vast amount of new land for timber
cultivation – the mills’ wood supply will dramatically increase. This means the whole industry can
grow and prosper, instead of shrinking or dyeing in the face of the global wasteland of the oil barons
– a wasteland that would be an incomprehensible economic blow to the whole forestry industry. The
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sylvan plan means a vast expansion of the world’s cultivatable forests and the new forest landscapes
are designed and planned for cultivation.
The whole forestry industry will re-organize itself and adapt to the growing global problem of
deforestation by using available land creatively and in an unexpectedly productive manner. The
plantations that exist will continue, as their private owners want to continue to make profit. In
addition, every private owner of large rural properties will have the option of allowing the forestry
industry to use that land for new plantations. All of the enormous expanses of small-hold land
through both agricultural and urban landscapes, will also become accessible to the forestry industry
for growing trunks. Collectively, this is a vast amount of new land available for the productive use of
the forestry industry. The industry has the opportunity to expand – new mills, new wealth, and new
jobs for working class folk! Prosperity – high times to come!
The Industry Harvest of The Old Growth Giants
This plan represents a significant increase in employment opportunity for the folk of your
realm – and not merely in unskilled and semi-skilled jobs. Foresters are highly skilled individuals,
and urban foresters will have to develop whole new suites of skills – only the best of the best
foresters will be able to qualify and become licensed as urban 380foresters. And they will be paid
handsomely indeed.
Humanity needs wood. The death of oil also means the death of plastics – for all traditional
plastic is made from oil. Plastics can be made from other organic products, but the wasteful
abundance of non-biodegradable plastics will end with the age of oil. The death of oil plastic means
new importance for wood as an engineering material.
And while the new abundance of wood in building and wood-fibre products for food
packaging and the like, translates directly into the increased beauty of human civilization in the
sylvan age, it also translates into yet another field of opportunity for the timber industry. Do not the
capitalists often claim that the competitive nature of their ideology will keep the market clean and
honest?
Oil plastic is doing terrible damage to the oceans, and particularly to the seafood industry.
Over six million pieces of oil plastic enter the ocean every day. These are non-biodegradable and will
be there forever – floating around as permanent a monument to greatness of the lords of oil.
Plastic is “hydrophobic”, this means that toxins, like dioxin, polluting the ocean stick to the
floating pieces at concentrations of over a million times that of the surrounding seawater. Next time
you are fishing by the sea, cut open the belly of your catch and amuse yourself by what you find in its
stomach.
Helping ordinary folks to become aware of what your competitor is doing to their, and your,
seafood, is merely a matter of ethics. Foresters like their seafood as much as everybody else, and
nobody wants to see their seafood poisoned by the pollution in the ocean by oil plastics.
Yet, conveniently enough, if oil plastics are removed from the market, then that entire vast
industry will be displaced by the growing industry of plant-based biodegradable plastics. This means
significant new market demand for the products of farmers and foresters. That will be useful in light
the impact information technology devices are having on the demand for paper.
Perhaps the timber industry does not have so much in common with the oil barons, after all?
Ah, the magnificent ironies of Fate! Forestry companies teaching tree-hugging hippies a
lesson in environmentalism!
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On The Old Growth Giants of The Emerald Cities
Central to combating global warming is the strategy of opening the wood market to native
timber grown by the general public. Native trunks attract and sustain native wildlife, they fix carbon
and they produce a valuable product that humanity has a great hunger for. There are many uses for
wood, but the general public will concentrate on growing valuable trunks. This is a new folk industry
that every person who owns property can profit from. It matters little if you will sell your property
before the trunks are ready for harvest, for mature trunks on your land will greatly increase its
value!
The Gnomish Trunks of The Urban Forest
In densely populated urban landscape, tall trees can be a danger. For this reason,
governments will create regulations defining the potential height of timber trees according to
building proximity. The techniques for limiting the height of trees are familiar to every gardener, and
it will not be difficult to develop highly advanced and high-effective techniques for limiting the
height of these old growth timber trunks.
Neither will this affect the value of the trunks, as shorter trunks grow thicker and the wood
volume is not terribly reduced. Hence, when your trees reach a predefined height, the local mill will
send out a forester to cap the trunk.
This means that the old growth giants of the urban forest will be uniformly much shorter and
thicker than the same tree species grown in agricultural landscapes. For this reason they are called
Gnomish Giants, a class of Old Growth Giants. And while the old growth giants of the Demeter’s
Farms and of The Deep Wilds are tended by the giant and ancient Treants, according to legend the
garden gnomes have the duty of tending the old growth trunks of the urban forest.
The Sylvan Mills of The Emerald Cities
Because wood takes so long to grow, this needs planning now. Governments need to begin
incentives to encourage private citizens to put in valuable native trunks. Every local timber industry
will project its needs through a central government body, this body can then advise the private
individual on what to plant. If the general public can earn big money by growing native old forest
giants, then these trees will spring up everywhere. A market is created to combat global warming.
The market will ensure vast numbers of trees are grown.
There is extensive infrastructure needed to genuinely open the wood market to the private
individual. Much of this was addressed in an earlier chapter (The Sylvan Timber Mills of The Urban
Forest, p40). Yet opening this market is the key to countering global warming. Your local
government, in coordination with the higher tiers of your realm government, must announce this
project and create a body who will produce and distribute the appropriate types and number of
seedlings to any landowner who joins the scheme. If governments are disinclined, private companies
can establish and create their own planning bodies. There will be some governments ideologically
prefer this commercialized option.
A decade or so later (in preparation for the harvest of the first contracts), a (state-owned or
privately-owned, and thus initially subsidized) mill will have to be built for each city. The
government planning body will have ensured there is a continuous supply of the appropriate types
of timber for the mill’s profitable functioning when the trunks begin to reach maturity. Generally a
mill will only take one type of timber at a time, and it will requires a fixed amount of the timber
readily available. After a certain period the mill will switch the next type of timber, and so forth.
Then there are systems needed to manage the national and international sale of the timber. On many
levels, there are vast profits to be made through this plan, but serious planning is required.
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With so profitable an opportunity opened, every person who owns non-urban land will put
some trunks in. This is a vast pool of money that will significantly enhance the state and country’s
economic health. This new market will fill suburban and agricultural landscapes with native old
forest giants. There will be much more beautiful wood in architecture and interior design as a result.
Every country can include wood production as a sustainable industry, with the proceeds going
directly to every ordinary landowner. And the money generated by this potentially vast industry will
truly profit the general public.

On The Old Growth Giants of Demeter’s Farms
Unlike corporations, farmers possess a certain type of instinctive wisdom. They understand
the continuity of seasons and have natural insight into the cycles of time. There are few farmers who
do not see themselves part of a link in a chain of generations that will extend into the future, ever
connected to the land that sustains their life and continuity. Yet even now, most farmers continue to
pass on their land from father to son through the generations.
It is this understanding of time and generational continuity that allows the wise farmer to
recognize the value of planting old growth timber in every spare patch of soil on his farm. This
investment may take decades to come to fruition, yet his daughters and sons will harvest the
rewards.
Timber will be planted successionally, a mathematical rhythm of growth and harvest. Every
decade a planned number of valuable trunks come to maturity, are harvested and new trees are
planted to replace them. This means the farm will harvest a influx of wealth each decade,
supplementing its food crops. The farming of beautiful woods.
Consider the value of establishing a successional harvest of century old trunks on your farm.
You will not see the first trunk harvested, but your children and grandchildren will benefit from the
fruits of your foresight. Consider one hundred trunks, each requiring a century to mature, and each
valuable enough to buy a house. Each year your dynasty will harvest one trunk and plant one new
trunk – hence the income of your farm has dramatically increased.
It will begin with one or two farmers, but as they communicate the mathematics of wood
wealth to their neighbours, many of the other farmers will put in trunks. A native seedling costs
little, but there are other costs. Those farmers who planted first will reap the benefits of their
foresight, for their trunks will be the largest and most valuable in the town.
When the first crop is ready for harvest, if the government has not established a mill and
planning system, than the farmers will pool the profits of their first trunks to buy a timber mill for
the town. Owning the mill as a co-operative is far more profitable than selling to a mill who will take
a sizable profit for itself. Each rural town can create one of these businesses. The new timber
industry offers many benefits to farmers.
Farmers have the natural capacity to adopt this opportunity with a wisdom and co-ordination
that rivals the organizational skills of any city-born economist. It is a mistake to consider farmers
less intelligent than you by virtue of their profession. There may be no profession more important to
civilization than the farmer. Woe to fools who fail to value the farmer, for upon his broad shoulders
rests your life and happiness!
Indeed, the farmer will profit most from the new sylvan forest.
The Riparian Woods of Demeter’s Rivers
Perhaps the most valuable sites for rare trunks to be grown are the riparian strips that bank
every waterway. Trunks planted here will be deeply watered and they will catch the nutrient flows
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that move down the gravitational gradients toward the waterways (for waterways always occur at
the gravitational catchment channels in every landscape. This means that trunks planted along the
banks of rivers, creeks and streams will demonstrate elevated health and elevated growth rates. In
every farm the riparian banks of your waterways (both natural and engineered) are the ideal place
for planting your valuable timber trunks.
In addition to the growth benefits to this strategy, these riparian trunks will provide shade
for your animals and also for the waterways – and this creates and extremely beneficial
microclimate. The shade from the trees will reduce the evaporation from the waterway, thus
preserving the hydrological health and resources of farmer’s land. The canopy of the riparian trunks
will not only provide shade for animals to rest in, it will also catch the moist air hydrated by the
waterway, improving the usefulness and health of the riparian microclimate. The moister air here
will reduce your resting animals’ water loss in dry climates. The microclimate will also make the
area more suitable for the establishment of many of riparian plants, which in turn will attract
animals, particularly birds, who will eat the insects attacking your old growth trunks. Yet not only
will these many predators reduce pest insect populations, they will also, like the birds of your fields,
turn these pest insects (and the small fish of the waterway) into powerful fertilizer, which they will
deposit among the roots of your valuable riparian trunks.
The riparian trunks provide one other significant benefit to the farmer, that being the
prevention of erosion and the resulting loss of valuable topsoil. Where landscapes have been
deforested, one of the most agriculturally problematic degradations is erosion. This can destroy the
agricultural productivity of an entire landscape in a few short years and is one of the greatest
contributors to desertification. Thus let us examine this phenomena and how it may be used to the
farmers advantage.
Erosion lines are the new hydrological lines in a landscape that have been transformed from a
wild system to an agricultural system. As soon as they are identified, they ought be treated in the
same way as any other hydrological line – a riparian strip ought be established to swath each side of
every erosion line. Where many small erosion lines are occurring in a small area, the topography
area ought be immediately engineered to form a single hydrological line so the surround area can be
used without loss. Establishing a riparian strip is different in every situation. Where an abundance of
water is flowing through the line, the valuable timber trunks can be the first element of the riparian
strip to be established. This is best as it removes the element of competition from the early growth
stages of these valuable trunks, thus allowing them to establish rapidly and extensively before other
plants are introduced into the area. However, where the water flow on the hydrological lines is less
frequent, strategies of succession can be used to prepare the area before establishing the old growth
trunks.
Every hydrological line through your agricultural landscape offers you prime opportunity for
the establishment of valuable old growth riparian timber trunks. These will not only yield you vast
amounts of coin, they will also create important and valuable habitat features that will increase the
number and health of the crop animals your land can sustain. The riparian habitats created by your
old growth giants will attract wildlife that will protect these valuable trunks. And the establish
riparian sheaths for your hydrological lines will decrease erosion and increase the overall
productivity and longevity of your farming landscape. The riparian strip is traditionally not used for
crop farming, and hence the farmer is productively using formerly useless land, and he gains a
significant yield of coin from this use.
The Lone Paddock Trees of Demeter’s Farms
Lone paddock trees are important. Traditional farms use these to provide shade for livestock.
Yet as valuable trunks, these lone paddock trees are not only are these important economic
opportunities for the farmer. For the wildlife too, these soul trees provide stepping-stones of habitat
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in the vast ocean of fields. These lone paddock trees are a key facet of the new agricultural
ecosystem. Do not underestimate the ecological importance of these sentinels of The Wild.
The Sylvan Woods of Demeter’s Farms
The fine-wood trunks can be grown in stands, but let these stands be of diverse species. A
monoculture stand of a single species could be entirely destroyed by a single outbreak of pathogens
over the course of its century long growth. This is one of the core reasons why rainforest trees rarely
grow beside brothers of their own species – and who fails to heed the laws of Nature does so at his
own risk. This diversity in these stands of beautiful woods also encourages a diversity of animal
species here, for these stands are islands of habitat. Thus do the sylvan woods grow up in
agricultural landscapes, harmonizing the will of humanity with the ways of Nature.
There are three principles to managing the health of these landscapes: maximizing the size of
the habitat islands (The Sylvan Woods), minimizing the edge area of the habitat patches (avoid
convoluted shapes), and connecting the habitat patches (The Hedgerow System). These are the basic
principles for maximizing the biological and ecological health of the newly created ecosystem of the
agricultural landscapes. This biological diversity translates into ecosystems that you can shape and
use as tools.
The Sylvan Woods can contain valuable timber trunks that require up to a century or more to
mature. The key to these woods is connectivity. On their own they are ecologically weak, but
connected by the hedgerow system and other wildlife corridors, they form islands in a network of
wildlife corridors running throughout the whole of the agricultural landscape. A connected series of
woods maintains high biodiversity and is rich with useful life.
The hedgerow systems of the fields will coherently link up the riparian stirps with the
farmer’s small commercial woods of valuable trunks that stand clumped in every spare corner of the
land. This will result in an influx of useful animals – particularly lizards.
-o0o-

On The Harvest of The Wild Wind
This chapter addresses a series of paths to increase the amount of coin generated by privately
owned land, and particularly, by the farms. Thus there is one more harvest to be addressed when
considering the sylvan forest of Demeter’s farms.
The harvest of wind.
When a power company builds a wind turbine energy generator on your farm, they will pay
you a commission on all energy that turbine generates. This is a free harvest!
Allowing energy companies to build wind turbines on your farm does not negatively impact
your farm in any way – it does not reduce the agricultural productivity of your farm, it does not take
up significant space, it does not “cost” you anything. You do not have to pay for its maintenance or
any associated costs – the energy company is responsible for the maintenance and every other
related cost of these turbines. The wild wind offers a free harvest.
For while the wind turns, these turbines harvest coin for you.
Energy generated from the wind is merely another harvest your farm is gathering – and this
harvest involves no effort on your behalf.
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It is sheer stupidity for wind harvesting energy companies to buy up land for their turbines,
and use that land for no other productive purpose. They can give these turbines to the farmers, and
both parties benefit. It is a mutually beneficial relationship.
And every time the wind sweeps through your fields, you are harvesting coin.
Nearly every agricultural settlement on this planet can generate all the energy it uses in this
way. Not only does your farms harvest generate coin, this also means that there is no need for a
giant, expensive coal or coal seam gas fire power plant to service your settlement. Coal plants are
very expensive in two ways – they must be built and then they must be fed by coal that has to be
shipped to the site in huge volume. Thus coal plants have the continuous ongoing coasts of fuel in
addition to maintenance. Wind turbines are not only cheaper to build and maintain, they have no
ongoing fuel costs. This means the cost of energy for your whole settlement is drastically reduced –
and you are being paid a commission on any energy generated on your farm! In addition, the energy
is clean – it is not contributing to any future climatic destabilized endangering your farm and
lifestyle.
If your farming settlement is small and distant from any big city, than it is probable that your
whole community will only need a few small turbines to cover it collective needs. Hence there is only
a small harvest of coin to be made – yet the energy companies will be sensible, cultivating local
support for their production by spreading the turbines over as many farms as possible. Thus they
will ensure equitable distribution of commissions in order to protect themselves from the future
community unrest that inequitable distribution would cultivate. And if they do not distribute the
turbines equitably, make sure your cultivate that future community dissatisfaction!
If your farming settlement is in relevant proximity to a major urban centre, then many
turbines will be needed, and your vast harvest of energy will be sold onto the city folk. T’is in these
communities that the coin generated for the farmer by the wind turbines will be vast.
The Lightening Ploughs of Demeter
This coin you harvest offsets the cost of your farm’s electricity use – and even provides you
with profit if the electricity is being sold to a local town. Yet each year, for as long as you can
remember, you have faced a far greater energy expense than electricity: and that is fuel.
As the age of oil ends, nearly all farm vehicles, from trucks to harvesters, and even most
sessile machinery, runs on fossil fuel. The expense of this fuel is enormous.
Fossil fuel is expensive because it requires enormous infrastructure to remove it from the
ground, then whole factories to refine it, then it needs to be shipped (often thousands of kilometres)
to the consumer. This energy source involves huge harvesting costs compared to the basic local
infrastructure of your wind turbines.
And add to those costs the rising cost attributed to scarcity. As oil runs out, it cost is rising
drastically – in the past ten years, its cost has nearly quadrupled here in Brisbane. While some of the
cost attributed to “scarcity” is real, some of it is also opportunism on the part of the barons of oil.
Consider that when America began its war with Iraq (the one of the only secular countries in the
Middle East at the time), the oil companies made a bonanza of profit and gained vast new oil
resource. Yet the event was declared reason to begin raising the price of fuel more steeply than
almost ever before.
The oil barons’ proclamations of the virtues of energy chastity are a danger not only to every
individual citizen, but also to every corporation and business who uses energy of any kind. We live in
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a world where energy is overwhelmingly abundant, easily harvested and stored. Energy chastity is a
lie propagated by a monopoly that fears the rising competition and the end of its slave empire.
You do not have to pay the prices they are asking. The other corporations do not have to pay
the prices they are asking. The citizens of your realm do not have to pay the prices they are asking.
I have already discussed the benefits of hydrogen fuel, yet in agricultural landscapes this type
of fuel is not practical. Hydrogen fuel involves not only its creation costs, but also the significant
costs associated with transporting it to each rural community. The hydration of the atmosphere is
certainly a useful benefit, however, the density of vehicles an agricultural landscape is so low as to
make the hydration effects almost non-existent, particularly in consideration to the high cost of
hydrogen fuel in comparison to the cheap local wind turbine electricity. Hydrogen vehicles are not
the most practical choice for the farmer.
The farmer has an abundance of extremely cheap electricity generated locally by cheap low
maintenance infrastructure. If he wants, he can own the turbines on his farm and use them only for
his own purposes.
It has already been shown that recharging an electric car cost around 10% of the cost of a
fossil fuel car of the same size for the same distance travelled. This is current widely available
technology – and the technology will only improve.
Switching all farm machinery, from cars and tractors to harvesters, to electric power is a
significant saving of coin for the farmer. He can plug his vehicles into his wind turbines and recharge
them overnight, then use them all day every day – without ever again buying any fuel of any type.
The cheap energy generated by his local community will reduce his electricity and fuel costs
to very low levels. And if he owns his own wind turbines, beyond maintenance cost, all his energy
will be free. His entire farm will be energy self-sufficient.
This can occur because the farms have an open landscape which allows wind to move
uninterrupted, thus gaining high velocities – a vast abundance of electricity which the farmer
harvests. Hence these wind turbines free you not only of your high coal-fire electricity costs, but also
from your vehicular oil fuel costs.
You will agree this is a significant saving that will contribute deeply to your farm’s harvest of
coin.
Hence, an integrated system of electric vehicles and machinery combined with wind turbines
will result in your farm’s wind harvest providing all the needed energy to run every facet of your
farm, and you can sell on to the grid any electricity you don’t use – hence, a harvest of coin through
your commission from the energy company. And so it comes to pass that every rural farm
community with wind resources will be entirely energy self-sufficient.
Certainly a worthwhile transformation.
The benefits are certainly here, so let us now explore the viability of running all vehicular
farm machinery on electricity?
Electricity is much cheaper than fuel, but the first current problem with electric vehicles is
the primitive level of battery technology. Current technology has reached the level that a recharge
takes only as much time as the refilling of a fuel vehicle. However, range remains a significant
limitation – at present.
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Most current electric cars are limited to a range of around a couple of hundred kilometres
before a recharge is needed. Naturally, the range is defined by the size of the battery 62. This means
that an electric battery and motor system achieves around one quarter of the range of the same sized
fossil fuel system. Size is the defining factor here - for though the electric vehicle needs to be
recharged more often, per kilometre the electric vehicle is dramatically cheaper.
But range is a significant issue for the farmer. During harvest season, harvesters and other
farm vehicles often have to move long distances each day, even though they never leave the farm.
This is because they are moving up and down fields in tight lines. They also need to use large
amounts of energy to run various harvest and processing machinery not associated with mobility.
This means that though they can be recharged each night, these vehicles often have very high energy
requirements for a single day of harvest.
Hence, with current technology, they will require very large batteries. However, this is not
really a problem. Ultimately, it matters little if the harvest vehicle is designed to include a large
battery – even if that battery is itself the size of a small tractor. In fact, it is better to design these
vehicles with large batteries, as the time, equipment and people cost involved in using a second
mobile “recharger” vehicle (to top up the harvester in the fields) would be wasteful.
Thus the first of the electric harvesters will probably be slightly larger than the fossil fuel
powered harvesters. Yet markets create innovation, and battery technology will quickly improve in
every way.
The direction of humanity’s creative resources into the development of battery technology is
yet another investment that the whole species will have to thank the farmer for – as it is one of the
most useful and worthwhile technological developments humanity can invest in. And it will be useful
to many nearly every facet of humanity’s future.
Farm vehicles do not need the extremely long-range capabilities that interstate trucks of
holiday cars require. Working farm need energy reserves that will allow them to run all day and then
recharged at night. Even with current battery technology, this is not difficult, though the batteries
will be large. So it is that on the farms of Demeter the electric vehicles will find their appropriate
expression as the Space Age emerges.
T’is amusing that you are finding, after the urbane oil barons have lead humanity to the brink
of disaster, t’is the wisdom and leadership of the farmer who will clear humanity’s path to the safety
that awaits beyond the dangers that are rising.
And after the crisis is past, you will never again speak disrespectfully of your country
brethren.

THE HARVEST DANCE OF THE TURNING WHEEL OF THE WIND
The Transformational Path of The Farmer
Achieving this technological transformation will require a co-ordinated two-fold plan.
Fundamental to this plan is the unification of your guild of farmers. Strength through unity.

62 You may be interested to note that the 2012 Heinlein Prize Trust Space Commercialization Award was won by the MIT research group, “Solid
Energy”, for their development of a battery that holds twice the energy density of a regular lithium-ion battery, can tolerate extreme temperatures and
is much safer than most of the standard chemical battery designs currently being used. The commercialization of this battery technology represents
not only a significant enhancement in the usefullness of your electric vehicles, but also in the potentials for portable computers, mobile phones, and, of
course, for space exploration.
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The First Turn of The Harvest Spin: “A Roll in The Hay”
The First Step of The Transformation involves the individual farmer (you!) contracting your
local sustainable energy companies and inviting them to establish wind turbines on your farm.
You must be active in this way, business people are infamous for their employees’ failure to
share information that could be used to further the individual employee’s career – and hence, the
company may have forgotten your invitation by the time its spreads to your area. So continue to
regularly approach them and invite them to build wind turbine on your farm.
As the new energy market grows, these companies will inevitably spread to your area, and
you will get your wind turbines. The year you get those turbines, your expenses will drop and the
profitability of your farm will immediately increase.
Thus are your are the rolling turbines through your fields – and your farm is “rolling in the
hay” with the wild wind!
This is the first step of The Harvest Dance that is the farmer’s leading role in The Spring
Dance of The Butterfly. This first stage will continue until the wind turbines are planted and “rolling”
through the hay fields of every the agricultural landscape of your realm.
The Second Turn of The Harvest Spin: “The Bucking Bronco!”
Now every farm has a harvest of coin from the wind, and every rural town is electricity selfsufficient – the energy infrastructure is now in place for the unfolding of the electrified farm
machinery.
Now The Farmers’ Guild of your realm will, as a collective will, announce its intention to the
manufacturing companies, and require them to transit to the production of the new Space Age
electric technologies. Your realm’s (and indeed, the international) Farmers’ Guild will begin to
activate its vast collective political power to re-orientate the machinery manufacturers, causing
them to produce to electric machines.
If established manufacturers ally with fuel producers in an attempt to bully farmers by
preventing the introduction of electric technologies, an opportunity will be opened for more
practical and advanced companies to gain the good will of farmers of your realm. Your Farmers’
Guild will place its support behind the industry that offers to supply this machinery – and the old
producers, by their treachery, will have shown their merchant souls to every farmer. Though I think
the best of the currently established machinery producers are the farmer’s ally, for they will
enthusiastically join this plan, as their long connection with the land has imbued them with values
that differ to those of the mainstream merchant industries. They will support the farmers.
At no stage will there be any need for the farmers or The Farmers’ Guild to conceal your
intention to transit to electric technologies. Your Farmers’ Guild and all your fellow individual
farmers ought to have been speaking your intention to the machinery sellers from the beginning.
Thus the machinery manufacturing companies will have long been aware that the farmers are
preparing for a transition to electric machinery – and that the farmers will not accept a transition to
hydrogen machinery. Hence the manufacturers will have had time to begin preparing their new
product lines.
Since the establishment of the wind turbines, all farmers will have been harvesting free
electricity for all their buildings, and also free coin from commissions paid by the energy company
on the productivity of the turbines. And now, with the introduction of the new electric technologies,
farmers will no longer be paying fuel costs for their machinery and vehicles. Every rural community
will have become entirely energy self-sufficient in every way.
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Indeed these communities will possess an abundance of energy to invest in their own
revitalization.

On The Wild Revitalization of Demeter’s Landscapes
This new abundance of energy opens the floodgates of opportunity. Let us now explore these
new opportunities.
The Treasures of The Wind
Most farms have abundant resources of wind. This is a resource that can be harvested, and is
being harvested by some farms as I pen these words. Energy companies who focus upon wind power
will pay to establish wind turbines on your farm. You will be given a commission: a percentage of the
profits of the energy harvested by your farm. This is merely another harvest your farm is yielding,
though a harvest that requires no input of effort. The companies maintain their own turbines, and
you get paid for the energy they generate.
By this system, t’will be easy for every rural township to become energy self-sufficient. This
energy will be far cheaper than the old fossil fuel energy, and you will get your commission in
addition to this cheap energy. Indeed, it will be easy for rural township to generate a vast abundance
of energy for any task required. And abundance of cheap local energy opens the doors of
opportunity.
All of your local the agricultural processing factories and plants (including your timber mill)
and, of course, your town’s urban centre will be buying energy. Yet in many rural townships, the
town centre is often not terribly active. If only the town were more “connected” into the matrix of
the realm’s wealth flow – then businesses would be more likely to proliferate in this little rural
town….
The number of turbines in your settlement, and thus the yield of your wind harvest depend
upon energy needs of the settlements in proximity to your farm – you can only sell as much energy
as is beging used. If there is a major urban centre close by, your harvest can grow and thus your
commissions will be a vast income vast indeed.
Yet if your settlement is isolated from major urban centres, you will still gain a commission
on the energy used by your community and the energy prices overall will decrease. This means
everybody in your township has more money to spend or to save. However, if your town centre
grows, more turbines will be needed, and thus there is more harvest commission to be distributed.
Now consider: The growth and revitalization of your rural community is an inevitable side
effect of the sylvan plan.
The Craft Guilds of Demeter
All over the western world, small rural towns are dying. Property prices are declining and
young folk are moving to the cities. Yet this need not be so. The sylvan plan has unfolded a great
change in agricultural technologies, however, it is also now unfolding a change in our understanding
of rural towns.
Recently, there began a movement has grown up to regenerate rural communities. This
movement began in Scandinavian Europe, though it has been so successful that it has spread out to
most western countries, including Australia. It is called the “Book Town” movement. Rural towns
that are dying are transformed into “Book Towns” – towns where every business in the town centre
focuses upon the collection and sale of books. Outside the town centre, life goes on, and these town
remain farming communities – the farms are unaffected by the “Book Town” phenomena in every
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way except one – people travel from all over the realm (country, state, province, etc.) to visit these
book towns. Hence, an influx of coin and of people and of cultural significance and vitality is brought
into the town.
Obviously, each realm needs only one “Book Town”, and these towns would not prosper if
there were more than one in a realm. Yet the real secret of this phenomena is not books – it is
expertise.
Each town will be a focus of expertise in a particular field. There will be a wood carvers town,
a furniture-makers town, a potters town, a sculptors town, a cloth weavers town, a cloth dyers town,
a painters town (yes, fine arts), and every other type of skill. When wealthy folk want to buy
furniture, they will hop in the car and spend an afternoon at the furniture makers’ town – for every
piece her is true art.
Not only will your town become the centre of a particular market, it will also become the
keeper of a particular skill. When people want to learn that the art of pottery, for example, they will
travel to the potter’s town to learn from the greatest potters of their realm – for to be recognized as a
great potter, the artist will have to move to this town and make her or his name there. Hence, with
this change comes the first of the new businesses: The College of The Craft Guild.
With the gathering of the greatest expertise of your realm into a single town, the cultural
vitalization will cumulate in the formation of a craft guild. This guild will exist primarily to pass on
the skills of the craft. Hence a college will be founded in your town, and folk who desire to become
true artists in this craft will travel to your town to study in this college.
The abundance of energy made available by the wind turbines facilitates opportunity for
dozens of new businesses. If your town is the potters town of your realm, there will be dozens of
pottery workshops opening through your town centre, and there will be restaurants and businesses
opening to benefit from the needs of the many folk who are coming to your town to buy the finest
pottery your realm has to offer.
Much new coin will be flowing into your town.
Thus it will come to pass, that each country town has its own craft guild. This guild will be the
only charter for the particular craft skill in a geographic dominion. In the beginning, your realm
government will probably be the central body facilitating this by creating and handing out charters
for each town. Their job will be to ensure that each geographic dominion contains only one town
specialized in each particular craft.
It cannot be that there are two towns specialized in the same craft servicing the same
geographic region. This type of negative competition would not only split the wealth between the
two towns, it would also introduce ambiguity over which town is the centre of greatness.
Competition in the field of artistic skill ought be played out between towns in different dominions –
and hence a hierarchy will establish among and through the realms.
In time, the craft guilds themselves will network and formalize through the whole realm –
each realm will have its own craft guild for skill. This guild will issue charters to towns, allowing
them to become centres of the craft and preventing the establishment of two towns too
geographically close.
And so it is that your country town will be revitalized. You will be the centre of a particular
craft market for your local capital city and all the smaller cities in your catchment. You will have the
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sacred duty of keeping, refining, and passing on the skills of this craft. And new wealth and cultural
vitality will flow into your town through this change.
New Attention and New Skills and New Wealth will flow into your town. Many of the best
outsiders, charmed by your town’s natural beauty and the wholesomeness rural life, will marry
young men and young women of your town, joining the community and remaining in your town. In
addition, the greatest craftsmen and craftswomen in the realm will be attracted to your town, and
your children will have the first opportunity to be apprenticed to these great souls and thus to
inherit the mantles of master craftsman and master craftswoman. And in truth, this mastery is an
asset of far more value than any coin could ever be. Your town has a gained new life, new wealth, and
a greatest of all, a treasure of the human soul.
The Harvest Ales of Demeter
Intoxicating elixirs can be distilled from any type of fruit and vegetable. Thus every rural
town has the opportunity to establish a distillery and produce its own unique product.
Of course, without marketing, these products cannot be transformed into wealth. How then
will they be distributed through the whole realm?
The Farmers’ Guild of your realm will gather the unique product of each rural town into a
single line of drink: The Harvest Ales of Demeter. This line of drinks will range from ciders and ales to
fruit and flower wines to moonshines and fire nectars. With the centralized gathering and
distributing body of The Farmers’ Guild, this line of potent wholesome elixirs will gain publicity and
large-scale distribution. Each individual type of drink will be produced by an individual rural town
and will have the imagery and culture of the town’s craft guild and identity imbued in it. Collectively
a wide range of drinks can be created.
The Farmers Guild is a co-operative, hence it will not be squeezing painful amounts of profit
from the farmers for its role. And yet even The Farmers’ Guild requires funds, and it will receive an
influx of profit for its role in the process. It will also monitor quality and “taste”. Each town will be
required to produce products of the highest quality. Yet taste will be evaluated by the consumer.
When a rural town’s product is not selling, The Farmers’ Guild will ask the town to slightly or
extensively modify its elixir. The modification process will continue until the product has reached a
recipe to which the market gives its approval.
In addition, there are many small rural communities who have already created successful distilleries
producing high-profile products. Most of these will welcome the opportunity to leave the corporate
system of marketing and instead ally their products with the new system establishing through The
Farmers Guild – for they themselves are farmers, and they would much rather stand with their
brethren rather than throw in their lot with the treacherous flows of corporation culture. Hence The
Harvest Ales of Demeter will, from its outset, include many of the finest labels currently existing.
Humanity is angry with the merchant barons of the age of oil. They have mistreated and
offended their own customers – on a profound scale. This fact is not only an act of mercantile
ineptitude, it is also a harvest they have sewn, and must now reap. And yet for The Farmers’ Guild
this is merely another facet to the marvellous vista of opportunity that is before them. You will find
everywhere on this planet, the ordinary folk of your realm prefer a wholesome guild of farmers to
the giant ruthless multi-national corporations. And some may argue that this consumer loyalty factor
is a small benefit, but all will agree that it is a significant one, nonetheless.
By activating the collective power of The Farmers’ Guild a significant new business (the
distillery) has been created in every single rural town. These businesses will compete effectively
with, and often displace, the alternative corporate (i.e. non-agricultural) products in this market. And
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distilleries are but one region in which this strategy can be used. When the distillery system is
established and its success unassailable, The Farmers’ Guild can plan the creation of a second field of
production businesses using this production template.
Yet I council you to beware and employ caution. Ale sells abundantly even in the deepest
economic depression – this business has been carefully chosen and planned. When choosing a
second market to expand into you must plan with equal carefulness. And most importantly, do not
move into a second market until you have full established this first market. If you heed this wisdom,
you will succeed, and every rural town will have a thriving new distillery, employing locals, buying
energy from the farmers’ wind turbines, and bringing new wealth into the rural township. Then you
will expand, and a second new thriving production business will establish in every rural town –
employing locals, buying energy, and bringing wealth to your folk. And when this industry is stable
and powerful, you will expand into a third field, and so forth.
Behold, the way whereby the piranha eats the shark.
Why have I addressed this element here, and not in an earlier section specific to crop
production?
The answer is energy.
The Wild Harvest of Demeter
An abundance of base load energy is opportunity. This cheap abundant energy need only be
patterned and wisely focused, and it will economically revitalize every rural town into a centre of
culture and production.
This productive revitalization is a mutually beneficial circle, for this growth of new
industriousness will result in the use of more of this energy abundance. Hence, the farmer’s earnings
from his wind turbines increase.
Energy is one of the keys to all life, and also to the success of human civilization. Energy is the
potential to create change in accord with will. Energy is the clay of creativity. And when wisely used,
it is the difference between the success and the failure of a community.
By culturally revitalizing the local community through the craft guilds, many new businesses
are attracted to every rural town – businesses ranging from craft workshops to restaurants to hotels
to delivery companies to a college where the craft is taught and a rental housing market for business
people and students who come to engage in facets of life related to the craft. This is a significant
energy market.
By then activating the collective power of The Farmers’ Guild to unleash a growth process of
establishing major production plants (e.g. the distilleries are the first) in each rural town, not only is
a successful factory established, more secondary businesses are also created – businesses to
accommodate the needs of the population of employees. These will include additional rental
housing, the increased sales (and thus size) of grocery and supply-based business. And, of course,
the harvest of coin will improve for the pub and every other facet of the town’s leisure and
relaxation-based businesses. And all of these, from the processing factories to the small businesses
use electricity.
The rural settlements of Demeter will generate a vast abundance of energy. The wind
turbines of your farms will run your local timber mill. Your entire town centre and all of its
businesses (stores, garages, vet surgeries, pubs, etc.) and all of its craft workshops and the
associated businesses these craftsmen generate by their customers (restaurants, hotels, display
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rooms, etc.) will be run by the wind turbines of your farms. All of the agricultural processing plants
(refineries, canneries, depots, etc.) of your settlement will run on the electricity harvested by the
wind turbines. And the new productions plants of your community (the distillery and each new
business to follow) will also run on the electricity harvested by your wind turbines. As a farmer, you
have many customers for this new harvest of the wild wind. And each yields a commission for you to
harvest.
As the age of oil ends, your other primary energy cost, and opportunity, is fuel.
As the farm machinery transits to electric engines and electric vehicles, the farmer will no
longer have to buy fuel. This is a significant saving!
The electric cars are far more energy efficient than internal combustion vehicles – around 2030% of the cost of fossil fuel vehicles, per distance63. Yet not only are electric vehicles more efficient
than fuel vehicles, you are also getting paid a commission on all electricity being used by them – even
if you are the person driving.
In a town, like any other system, none of the parts are “separate” – every facet is an
interconnected aspect of a moving, living whole: an equilibrium that is part of the entire biosphere of
this planet. Change to any aspect of the system affects other aspects. The revitalization of your
township begins with a small change occurring in your own field. And yet the implications of this
small change unleashes waves that reach to the very focal cores of the living soul of your country,
and indeed, of your entire civilization.
This is life – nothing is separate.
And when you truly understand the interwoven harmony of everything, you will recognize
that you need only bend the relevant blade of grass – and a kingdom will fall.
Or rise.
-o0o-

On The Sacred Land of Demeter
Cropland cannot be compromised – agriculture is perhaps the most important tool humanity
possesses. What we can do is improve the patterns of agricultural landscapes to enhance the harvest
of profit and the health of the land, and thus the health of humanity and the whole planetary
biosphere. This is the will symbolized by Demeter.
We can improve farming methods by attending to the long-term health of the soil and the
land. Soil is a limited non-renewable resource, it must be cared for and cultivated to maintain its
health. Mitigating erosion is fundamental to the future success of the human species. The
development of advanced geological and ecological systems to achieve this is primary to the
ecological transformation of agricultural landscapes. This is a primary facet of The Arcanum of
Demeter.
We can fix carbon by laying the infrastructure for substantial economic benefits to allow
ordinary folk to benefit from growing valuable wood. These trunks are also important for
maintaining ecological health and planetary atmospheric balance. Because these stands of woodland
remain stable for decades or centuries, they are islands of habitat for native animals. The hedgerow
systems, a powerful feature on their own, are raised to new importance by applying the principal of
63 I calculated this figure by comparing US government data on the fuel efficiency of mid-sized internal combustion vehicles (USEPA & USDE, 2012)
with US government data on the energy running costs of the currently highest selling mid-size fully electric car (USEPA & USDE, 2013).
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Ecological Connectivity to their design. Thus they link together the habitat islands and make the land
whole. This is a primary of The Arcanum of Demeter.
We can generate the energy needed for farming freely and easily by harvesting the wind, and
thereby can we provide a central resource for the revitalization of each farming community. This is a
primary facet of The Arcanum of Demeter.
We can regenerate the souls of each farming community by making each the keeper of an ancient
craft. Thus do we bring art and beauty back into a civilization of mass-production. This is a primary
facet of The Arcanum of Demeter.
We can use our collective power to establish new forms of market power and thus harvest
coin from far away. And in doing so we provide new opportunity for our local folk and also new
customers for our wind harvest. This is a primary facet of The Arcanum of Demeter.
Our whole world is a farm. We cultivate our futures, attend to the balances and nurture the
new life of our opportunities through the seasons of tomorrow. The Ways of Demeter are the ways of
Nature, of the seasons, and of life. They are the sacred mystery of The Farmer, for they the
productivity and fertility of every aspect of humanity’s creative soul.
The systems that are begun here will grow and evolve as the farmers improve them and learn
new secrets. This is The Arcanum of Demeter, the revitalization of human agriculture.
-o0oAnd The Earth! She is stirring at The Call of The Treants!
She is shuddering and awakening to The Summons of Their Chants!
And The Mirror of Your World! A grey web of steel and concrete!
Is heaving and fracturing to her swoon of madness sweet!
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IX.
The Forest of Dreams
The Weaving of The World Trees and The Regeneration of The Lungs of Gaia

For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Heaving Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
Branching Cracks of The Wild through foundations, they are creeping
Green Tendrils of Madness up through the factures, they are seeping
The Fertile Earth! In Love’s Dream! She is shuddering and quaking!
As through your mirror, Earth’s Ravine! For your mirror, she is breaking!
The world began to change when you let go of your fear – and danced. Green life, called forth
by your graceful dance of love, seethed up through the floor of your world. Your suburbs
transformed, a wreath of life that caught the earthen heart of your city. And the centre of your city
crystallized into a cluster of living emeralds. The metamorphosis of the living soul of your world.
And as your leaders, overwhelmed by the beauty of her dance, became caught in her lovely
trance. Her dream began to fill and overflow through every computer screen, every television. The
Gates of Fantasia, the ancient world of human imagination, long closed upon humanity, have been
opened again after the long winter of enforced conformity, and has burst forth a deluge of new
dreams and change flooding the ethereal networks of your media and transforming the
consciousness of your realm.
This deluge of sylvan dreams spread through the electronic streams and rivers of
information, overflowing their channels into human minds and thus human hands to unleash the
wild sylvan transformation. An inundation of fertility, spreading out over the fields and grassy plains
beyond the city. The agricultural landscapes transformed as the green deluge of her wild Spring Love
flooded the dry thirsting landscapes. For The Moon hath poured her fertile blessings upon the world,
and Behold!
The Nile hath broken her banks.
Now, as the tide recedes, you behold a new green world born in the wake of her dance.
For your world hath been lifted into the clouds, by the growing boughs of a World Tree. And
your planet is again robed in The Ancient Forest of Fantasia.
The World Trees of The Sylvan
Your country is now a patchwork of three landscape types.
Behold The Wilderness Fragments of The Sylvan: The Ancient Grails of The Wild. Behold The
Regenerated Agricultural Landscapes of The Sylvan: The Living Fields of Demeter. Behold The
Regenerated Urban Landscapes of The Sylvan: The Emerald Cities of Gaia.
These are the three interconnected facets of The World Tree.
The World Tree is a step in consciousness, as your understanding shifts from the perception
of these three landscapes types as separate to the comprehension of these three mutually dependent
facets of a single interconnected whole: A World Tree.
The green heartwood of the new world is formed of the great fragments of true wilderness –
the protected reserves of forest and world heritage listed national parks. These are the source
populations of the beautiful wild animals and their Summoning Plants – The Grails of Mother Earth.
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As these living grails overflowing their abundance, life flows from these great centres of The
Wild into the surrounding tapestries of the new human landscapes: The Regenerated Cities of The
Sylvan and The Living Fields of Demeter – both ecologically “plugged into” these centres of the life
force, The Wilderness Fragments.
Hence the World Tree is The Ecological Tapestry of Your Realm.
The word “Realm” is the ancient and romantic word meaning a “country”, or a region
governed by a single administrative body. It is appropriate we ought begin discarding the common
usage of less beautiful words in favour of more beautiful and traditional alternatives. The English
language is one of the greatest languages ever woven. Let us honour our tools, for only thus can we
honour and value all aspects of life.
Your World Tree is the interconnected tapestry of these three landscape types. It extends to
the each of the boundaries of your realm. The boundaries that define the edges of your World Tree
are, like so much of the wild flow of life, a practicality.
And so your World Tree is a step in consciousness – from seeing the many “different”
ecological landscapes and elements, the ecological parts of your realm to seeing a single
interconnected whole. The wildlife corridors and islands of habitat are the threads that interlink this
whole.
For example, the ecosystem of your regenerated sylvan city is reliant upon the proximity of
another landscape: the wilderness fragments which are the heartwood of your World Tree. The
wildlife corridors, particularly the regenerated hydrological lines are the threads of life linking these
two “separate” landscape types by allowing the animals populations to disperse through the
ecological tapestry of these two interconnected landscapes (e.g. facilitating genetic flow and thus
genetic health). The same is true of the agricultural landscapes – they too rely on the threads
connecting them to the wilderness fragments. The biogeographical pattern (i.e. “tapestry”) of your
realm is a single interconnected whole: a World Tree.
Nevertheless, the World Tree of your realm also links to the World Trees of other realms
bordering upon it – for no ecosystem on this planet is separate from others. And just as your World
Tree links to its neighbours, and thus to all the World Trees of your continent, so to is it linked to all
the World Trees of your planet, each shaping the atmosphere together, cycling nutrients, cleansing
waterways, and forming the great phenomena called the biosphere, which itself is intertwined with
the bones of the world to form the great symbiosis we call Gaia: Planet Earth.
You live in a forest of dreams, and the bare limbs of winter are bursting forth the green leaves
of Spring: Earth’s new robe of Life.
Your World Tree is the biogeographical tapestry of life that knits together your realm, its
heartwood is the grails of life that are the ancient wilderness fragments, its flowing boughs are the
corridors linking the islands of soul trees that are The Emerald Cities and The Great Sylvan Woods of
Demeter’s Fields. The key to the health of your World Tree is ecological connectivity. Animal and
plant species flow from each part of the tapestry to each other part. The young animals in a habitat of
established territories spread out to new areas to find mates and Summoning Plants – this ancient
ritual is the essence of life and renewal for almost every vertebrate animal species on our planet.
This is the root of genetic health and the continuity of size in each population. Without this
connectivity, even the large animal populations of healthy habitat islands will sicken and dwindle.
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The quality of a World Tree is defined by the policies of its management body. Your
government can encourage the general public to grow native old growth timber trunks. It can
facilitate the mills’ reception of these trunks. It can create the market - or not. Every level of your
government has many duties in the management of your realm’s World Tree, and is greatly
responsible for its health and beauty. Your highest levels of your realm government can facilitate the
life of your World Tree, from the planning of wildlife corridors to protecting the wilderness
fragments. In the city, your local city council can facilitate the placement of ecological information
plates to create sylvan groves, and help the formation of community groups. This will result in the
urban forest establishing quickly and beautifully. Or your governments can do nothing, and their
urban forest and their World Tree grows slowly and sparsely. The quality of a World Tree is defined
by its management body.

On The Sylvan Weaving of The World Tree
In knitting together the transforming landscapes and stabilizing the World Tree there are a
number of underlying harmonics and patterns that must be balanced. Thus let us explore the work
of The Weaving of The World Tree!
The First Biogeographic Secret of The World Tree

The Threads of Ecological Connectivity
When you learned to summon animals, you came to understand the small patches of
Summoning Plants you grew as being “islands” of wild welcoming regenerated habitat in “an ocean”
of hostile unregenerated urban landscape (The Greater Principle of Ecological Connectivity, p65). You
learned that the strength and success of an animal summoning is based on the size and density of the
“island” as well as its “connectivity” to a source population (i.e. usually a wilderness fragment).
You came to understand that “connectivity” does not always mean “distance”. Generally we
say that an animal has high ecological connectivity to a site if it is easy for the animal to move there.
We say the animal have low ecological connectivity to a site if it is difficult for the animal to move
there.
Ecological connectivity is the ease with which an animal can move through the “ocean” of a
hostile habitat type to get to the welcoming “island” of a suitable habitat type. Animals that can fly
often have high levels of ecological connectivity to almost everywhere in your city – for they can
cross the “ocean” of the ecologically hostile landscape very easily. This is one of the reasons why the
early summons of The Butterfly’s Dance concentrate on the summoning of flying animals. Other
animals require high connectivity in order to get to the “islands” of regenerated habitat that you
create.
So then, how do we know how “ecologically connected” two locations are?
We begin with the basic measure of the distance between the new regenerated location and
the source population. The ecological connectivity can then be increased in two ways. Distance is a
relatively workable measure to begin with – shorter distance means increased ecological
connectivity for almost every animal.
When we have established the distance, we then look at the individual animal species whose
movement between the two locations we want to facilitate. How does the animal move? Is this a long
distance for that animal? This will tell us if this distance will result in high or low ecological
connectivity for the animal.
We next look at the landscape elements the animal must move through to travel between the
two locations. Is it easy for the animal to move through these landscape elements? What dangers will
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the animal face? And so these three factors combined will give you the measure of ecological
connectivity.
Having considered these factors we will have a basic idea of how difficult it the journey is
going to be for the animal and the problems it will face. Thus you will have an general idea of how
easy or difficult it will be for the animal to move between the two locations, i.e. how “ecologically
connected the two locations are for the individual animal.
Now I should add that scientists like to put great tangles of mathematics to this process we
have been exploring, and they like to reduce the ecological connectivity of two sites into a number on
a scale. The numbers they come up with are, in fact, reasonably precise indicators, and are very
useful (provided the scientists haven’t overlooked important ecological elements, which does
occasionally happen). Actually, the high functionality of their ecological math system is quite
impressive, under the circumstances. But the truth is that you don’t need this math – a little common
sense is really all you need to get a completely workable understanding of the ecological connectivity
of two sites for any animal species. Ask the above questions and you will be able to see the nature of
the dynamics in play and the problems you will need to solve to achieve high ecological connectivity
between the sites.
So now you understand the animal’s dilemmas in moving between the two sites – how do you
now solve those dilemmas? How do you increase the ecological connectivity between two sites.
THE RULES OF PATTERN AND FORM FOR INCREASING THE ECOLOGICAL CONNECTIVITY OF HABITAT ISLANDS
Actually, there are a number of highly effective formulae you can apply in any circumstance to
increase the level of ecological connectivity between two sites. All of these are pattern-based
formulae – for your landscape is a tapestry, and you will shift and alter its patterns to achieve a
balance. These formulae are called The Three Rules of The Pattern and Form for Ecological
Connectivity, and the basic principles underlying each are not terribly complex:
1ST RULE OF PATTERN AND FORM
Increase the Size and Quality of The Habitat Island
2ND RULE OF PATTERN AND FORM
Reduce the Hostility of The Landscape Ocean
3RD RULE OF PATTERN AND FORM
Weave Wildlife Corridors as threads to connect The Habitat Islands
So let us now explore these three facets of the pattern of The World Tree, for each has deep
implications – they are the facets of all ecological connectivity and each is a key to great ecological
power.
I.
The first rule of pattern and form is to Increase the Size and Quality of The Habitat Island
that the animal is either moving to or moving from.
The size of quality of a habitat island affects its influence in a landscape.
A larger or more healthy wilderness fragment will result in larger source populations of
animals who can disperse to the new islands of regenerated habitat in the ocean of landscape
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surrounding the wilderness fragment. This means more animals are dispersing further into the
surround landscapes – and thus, there are more successful journeys to the surrounding “islands” of
suitable habitat.
Likewise a larger or healthier “island” of suitable habitat will be able to attract journeying
animals both in greater number and over greater (or more difficult) distances.
Larger refers to size. Health refers to many factors ranging from the density of Summoning
Plants and habitat features to the absence of introduced disturbance.
Hence, the ecological connectivity of the two sites can be improved by increasing either the
size or the quality of either the habitat the animals are moving to or the habitat the animals are
moving from.
This means that if you have a large and healthy wilderness fragment on the edge of your city,
the animals can be summoned further and with less effort than if your wilderness fragment was
small and degraded.
This formula is called The Island Biogeography Theory (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967)64. You
have encountered this idea before (The Greater Principle of Ecological Connectivity, p65), but you are
now ready to revisit it on a much larger scale.
Island Biogeography is a deeply understood theory – every year, dozens of research papers
are published applying the math of this theory to various different animal species in various
different landscapes. This facet of landscape ecology (i.e. the size and quality of habitat islands) is the
easiest for the scientists to translate into mathematical formulae, and they have become very skilled
at it. The other two facets cause them a little more difficulty with the math.
II.
The Second Rule of Pattern and Form is to Reduce the Hostility of The Landscape Ocean
through which the animal must Journey to reach The Habitat Island.
The difficulties the animal encounters in journeying between the two habitat islands will
affect the influence the number of animals who will attempt the journey and the distance the animals
can journey. Therefore, you can increase you can the number of the animals who will travel to new
habitat islands by reducing the dangers and obstacles in the ocean of hostile landscape they have to
travel through. Hence, ecological connectivity is increased by reducing the hostility of the landscapes
the animal must travel through to get to the new habitat island.
So how do you reduce the hostility of these intervening landscapes?
You will begin by identifying the threats and problems the animal will face when moving
through these landscapes. You can then create features or other changes to reduce the danger
associated with these threats.
So, for example, the Tiger Quoll will have difficulty leaving the emerald crystals and moving
through the surrounding wreath of residential suburbs if the Cane Toad is dominant through those
suburbs. This is because the Tiger Quoll is a highly skilled hunter, it will catch the toads easily and it
will die of toad poison when it tries to move through any of these suburbs. But if the Cane Toad has
been displaced by frogs in every suburban garden, then the threat has been removed and thus, the
64 In the context of your World Tree (i.e. the biogeography of your realm), I suggest “Forest Island Dynamics in Man-Dominated Landscapes” (ISBN 0387-90584), edited by Burgess, RL & Sharpe DM (1981). This is a collection of researches using America ecosystems as examples for exploring the
manners in which scientists have been applying this ecological theory to fragmented landscapes.
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hostility of that landscape has been reduced. Hence, the Tiger Quoll can easily spread through the
wreath of residential suburbs without being poisoned.
Likewise, Wombats face the danger of Tiger Quolls, who are master predators and will
ambush it when leaves the wilderness fragment and enters the urban landscape through the
bottleneck of the creek lines to try to find a lovely suburban garden to live in. But if the creek lines
are guarded by the Cane Toads, then the Tiger Quoll cannot use them – the threat has been removed
and the Wombat can move through the urban landscape quite easily and safely using the creek lines.
The hostility of the background matrix could also be reduced by altering its abiotic (i.e. nonliving) features.
For example, reducing the level of pollution or sonic energy, would increase the ease with
which some animal species could move through the environment. For example, frogs will only
disperse through a city’s stream system if it is relatively clean of toxic pollution.
Altering the plantscape is another important strategy for reducing the hostility of the
background matrix through which the animal must travel. For example, growing a trail of
Summoning Plants linking two sites is a very powerful means of increasing the ecological
connectivity for many animal species. Marsupial gliders will respond extremely well to this sort of
strategy. Likewise, increasing the general plant density (e.g. canopy cover) through the intervening
landscape is another strategy that will work for some animals. The larger lizard species will
generally not spread easily through landscape unless they only have to move extremely sort
distances between sprawling patches of dense safe concealing ground cover plants (like pumpkin
and melon patches) among which they can hide from humans and other scary monsters. And if these
patches of fronds can be filled with the Summoning Plants of some insects, so much the better! That
is convenient for you, as the lizards will love to clean up any crop pests for whom the melons of your
fruit forest are Summoning Plants!
Thus, in all of these examples, the animal’s ability to move between sites (i.e. the “ecological
connectivity”) has been increased by reducing the hostility of the “ocean” of hostile landscape the
animal must move through.
III.
The Third Rule of Pattern and Form is to Weave Wildlife Corridors as threads to connect
The Habitat Islands within The Ocean of Hostile Background Landscape.
If there are “safe paths” between the habitat islands, then the animals can move freely among
the patches of habitat. These “safe paths” are called “wildlife corridors”, and these are the threads
with which you can knit together any landscape into a rich whole – and the integrated whole is far
richer than the sum of its parts.
In fact, many small islands of habitat connected by wildlife corridors can create an
astonishingly rich and overwhelmingly beautiful ecosystem – yet if this same pattern of habitat
islands were not strongly “ecologically connected”, they would each be almost completely
ecologically dead, too small to support self-sustaining populations of most animals. Wildlife
corridors are very powerful and they are the key to cultivating incredibly beautiful and vibrant
ecosystems in landscapes where there are no major wilderness fragments.
Creating a wildlife corridor increases the number of animals moving to the new island of
habitat and the distance those animals can move through the hostile background landscape to get
there. Hence, the ecological connectivity of two sites can be increased by the creation of a corridor of
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suitable habitat linking up source populations (i.e. the wilderness fragments) with new island of
suitable habitat.
Wildlife corridors are one of your most powerful tools for another reason. There are a few
universal types of wildlife corridor that can be used to increase the ecological connectivity for all the
animals in the ecosystem. This makes your work much easier, for understanding these types of
wildlife corridor allows you to use a single feature to address the needs of all the animals in your
local ecosystem. You then only adjust this feature for the few species who have unusual individual
needs.
Within your city, the natural and ideal wildlife corridors are the creek lines. If a creek line
features clean water and a healthy riparian strip almost every animal from every local ecosystem will
use it as a wildlife corridor! Even the most birds will tend to adhere to creek lines in their flight
patterns through a landscape.
By regenerating the riparian strip to form a continuous strand of green, these creek lines
become the travel routes for most animals dispersing into the regenerating urban landscape. These
animals, naturally overflowing from the wilderness fragments, will follow the creek lines to the
points at which they can detect the welcoming habitat created by their Summoning Plants. They can
then make short runs through the hostile urban landscape, to reach these islands of regenerated
habitat.
Regenerating the creek lines between two sites increases ecological connectivity for almost
every animal more powerfully than almost any other act possible.
Yet not only do urban creek lines function in this way – all healthy hydrological lines in all
landscape types function this way!
This includes rivers, streams, seasonal creeks and erosion lines – every significant
hydrological line in the landscape will be a primary travel path for most of the animals in the related
ecosystems. This is so in the deep forest of your wilderness fragments and in the wild natural
deserts of your realm (which are also wilderness fragments, for they are wild lands with and have
their own natural and balanced ecosystem!) and in the mountain ranges of your realms…. And also
in the agricultural landscapes of your realm, and in the regenerating urban landscape of your sylvan
city.
But while creek lines are one of the most powerful and universal wildlife corridors, they are
not the only sort of wildlife corridor. Wildlife corridors can be any landscape pattern through which
the animal can move freely and safely. And many animals have wildlife corridors that are not used by
other species, and some you may be quite surprised by.
In Brisbane, the overhead telephone line network is the one of the primary and most
important networks of wildlife corridors for many arboreal mammals, including those possum
species who have adapted to the urban habitat. Using this network, they can cross streets easily and
safely, and they can move significant distances to reach Summoning Plants that are fruiting or
blooming. Indeed, when the future Tiger Quoll populations begin to disperse from the emerald
crystals into the wreath of residential suburbs – t’will be the telephone lines they use as their
primary network of wildlife corridors for movement through this new urban landscape.
The type of wildlife corridor an animal can use is dependent upon its nature – its behavioural
ecology. For example, the lines of streetlamps following along the sides of most freeways are wildlife
corridors for many nocturnal moth species – they will follow the lines of nightlights through a
landscape. There are many animals whose wildlife corridors correlate with the presence of a natural
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or built habitat feature, and not all of these features are obvious. Some animals follow the lines of
thermal currents, or trace a sonic threshold – and both of these are wildlife corridors.
However, though each different animal has different features and behaviours and thus can
use different sorts of wildlife corridors, most land-based animals can and will use creek lines by
natural preference – and these are the most important wildlife corridor in any landscape.
The Ecological Tapestry of The World Tree
This concept of “islands” of habitat in an “ocean” of hostile landscape is a fundamental
principle of landscape ecology. This pattern of ideas describes ecosystem flow, establishment, and
health, not only on the small scale of city, but also on the large scale of your whole realm. In fact,
these are the ecological principles of pattern governing the cartography of ecosystems. And it is this
pattern-cohesive formula by which your World Tree is woven through your realm.
Hence the primary factors in landscape ecology: a) the size and quality of the source
population (i.e. the wilderness fragment) and the size and quality of the habitat “islands” to which the
animals are dispersing; b) the hostility of the background landscape through which the animals must
move in order to disperse; and c) the wildlife corridors sewing the whole ecological tapestry into a
whole. Thus is created the tapestry of ecological connectivity forming the biogeographical pattern of
each landscape.
The Second Biogeographic Secret of The World Tree

The Geometry of The Wilderness Fragments
The primary and most powerful ecological element of your World Tree is the wilderness
fragments – these are the “heartwood” of your World Tree.
The wilderness fragments are fundamental to all ecological regeneration of your realm. The
strength and beauty of your realm’s World Tree is, to a large degree, determined by the size and
health of your realm’s wilderness fragments. Your wilderness fragments are a valuable asset, and if
your neighbouring realm has larger and healthier wilderness fragments than you, it will take careful
weaving to create a World Tree that can stand proud in that company!
Wilderness fragments are not merely “patches of wild land”. There are principles of form and
pattern governing their health, beauty, and richness. A wilderness fragment has two layers: its Edge
Habitat and its Interior Habitat.
The Edge Habitat is all the wilderness within a distance of the edge of the fragment. This
distance is not uniform among all wilderness fragments – it may be as short as fifty meters, or as
deep as a kilometre or more. The plant community is different in this edge habitat – it is more
susceptible to the effects of disturbance and weed plants that cannot compete or establish in the
Deep Wilds. In the edge habitat, you will find high levels of invasive plant and animal species – yet
these will not have been able to adapt to the strong and resilient natural balance of the interior
habitat. You will also find many of the rare or sensitive wild Summoning Plants and the shy or
reclusive wild animals species of the heartwood are not present in this edge habitat. In summary, the
edge habitat is of far inferior in both ecological health and richness to the interior habitat.
The Interior Habitat is the true wild heartwood of the wilderness fragment – it is The Deep
Wilds. It is here that the most beautiful groves are hidden and protected, and the most delicate and
rare of Summoning Plants grow wild and magnificent. Here the natural balance is strong and ancient,
for this is a world of wild secrets unbeheld by humanity. The health, strength and functional power
of a wilderness fragment are determined by the area of interior habitat it holds. This is the key to
planning a strong wilderness fragment.
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THE RULES OF PATTERN AND FORM FOR THE WILDERNESS FRAGMENTS

I.
The first rule of pattern and form is to balance the length and the width of the fragment – make
these two measurements as equal as possible.
The shape of the wilderness fragment plays a large role in the health and power of its wild
ecosystem and source populations. A long narrow wilderness fragment may cover a large area, yet
almost all that area will be edge habitat and almost none will be interior habitat. The most powerful
and effective wilderness fragments are as close to round as possible – for this creates the highest
proportionate area of interior habitat.
© Glenorchy McBride III

Figure 5. Affect of shape upon area of interior habitat in Wilderness Fragments: Length to Width Ratio
Note that both wilderness fragments are the same size (i.e. have the same total surface area), yet different shapes result in different amounts of valuable interior habitat and
problematic edge habitat. The interior habitat is the key to the biological richness and ecological influence of the wilderness fragment. Fragments with higher proportions of
edge habitat will not only sustain smaller population of the beautiful native animals, they will also require more maintenance input as they will be less ecologically resilient
in general.

II.
The second rule of pattern and form is to increase the surface area to perimeter length ratio as
much as possible.
The second rule of pattern and form concerns the perimeter of the wilderness fragment. The
amount of interior habitat is increased by minimizing the length of the edge line. Imagine a
snowflake that is 5cm wide. Take a piece of string and lay around the complex edges (perimeter) of
this snowflake. You will find that you need a very long length of string. That string measures the
edge of the snowflake. Imagine a circle that is 5cm wide (diameter). Take a piece of string and lay it
exactly upon the edge (perimeter, called circumference) of the circle. Though both shapes have the
same length and width, one is mostly edge, the other is mostly interior. Increasing the undulations
on the perimeter increases the edge habitat of the fragment, and thus reduces the amount of surface
area that is interior habitat.
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Figure 6. Affect of shape upon area of interior habitat in Wilderness Fragments: Perimeter Length
Note that both wilderness fragments are the same size (i.e. have the same total surface area), yet undulating and convoluted edges result in less valuable interior habitat and
more problematic edge habitat. When planning a reserve a wilderness fragment with less perimeter length is generally better shaped than a fragment of the same size with a
longer perimeter, for it will have more interior habitat per surface area, and hence, will probably be a more powerful (and easier to maintain) wilderness fragment.

Thus increasing the wilderness fragment’s strength (e.g. area of internal habitat) involves
reducing the length of the perimeter line as much as possible without reducing the total area of the
reserve. This means make the perimeter as short as possible. This can be achieved by adjusting the
shape of the wilderness fragment. Once again, the ideal pattern of a wilderness fragment is a circle.
Obviously, it is unlikely any wilderness fragment will ever be a perfect circle – and even more
unlikely any reserve will ever be star-shaped! The diagrams I give you are examples to teach you the
mathematics of these pattern and form relationships to the area of the deep wild interior habitat.
Adhering to these geometric pattern and form rules always results in minimizing the ecological edge
effects of a habitat island, and also optimize the amount of powerful interior habitat.
Indeed, these rules of pattern and form are not merely a description of the ecological
geometry of the giant wilderness fragments. These geometric rules describe the ecological
harmonics of all habitat islands in a landscape.
The Third Biogeographic Secret of The World Tree

The Patterns of Hydrological Networking
Ecology is Hydrology. Where water doth flow, so too doth green life grow. The hydrological
patterns (i.e. the patterns of water flow) through the landscape of your realm are the underlying
secret of your World Tree.
There are few maps you can create that are more important than the hydrological maps of
your realm – the more detailed these can be, the better will be your understanding of your World
Tree. Consider that two factors are in play, affecting the rainfall patterns of your realm: global
warming and hydrogen powered vehicles. The former may increase or decrease annual rainfall in
the catchments of your realm, though hydrogen vehicles will always increase annual rainfall, usually
in the regions they are used.
The topography of your realm also plays an important part in deteriming rainfall patterns.
High mountains will lift moist air high over the seaward side, thus causing it to cool and release its
moisture as rain – hence, high rainfall and lush vegetation will occur on the seaward side of most
mountain ranges. Yet there the landward side of these mountains will almost always be desert or
arid landscape, as the air passing over the mountains has lost all of its moisture – hence, low rainfall
and spase vegetation over the landward side of most mountain ranges. This is called a “rainshadow”
effect.
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There are dozens of other topographical features that will create particular climate patterns.
Yet the topography not only affects the behaviour of atmospheric water vapour, it also affects the
movement of liquid water that has reached the ground.
Some of the water that reaches the ground will infliltrate (i.e. “soak”) into the soil, to become
part of the groundwater. The groundwater has its own complex dynamics. Through your landscape
there thread ancient creek lines from prehistoric age when dinosaurs roamed The Earth. These were
buried thousands or millions of years ago. Yet like the creeks on the surface of your landscape, these
are not filled with soil, but with smooth rounded peddles, gravel, and large stones. When soil is
buried it becomes crushed over millions of years to form sedimentary rock, like standstone. Creeks
beds filled with pebbles, however are permeated by spaces between the rounded stones of their bed
– and thus are much easier for water to move through. Hence, these ancient buried creekbeds and
riverbeds often form underground channels for the groundwater to move through the landscape.
All groundwater moving through a landscape is called “base flow” – and it almost always
moves toward the local river. Often the base flow moves very slowly – 1 meter per year or even
more slowly! You may be surprise and amazed to discover that much of the water in your river came
to your land are rain hundreds or thousands of years ago, and has taken all of this time to move
through the ground as base flow only to be released into your river now. This “base flow” is what
keeps your rivers and creeks flowing steadily come wet or dry year. Groundwater flows and patterns
are complex and beautiful: there are hidden underground aquifers (i.e. giant buried “lakes” storing
vast qualtities of water) and even pressure cookers where the water meets fractures in the Earth’s
crust and is heated to astonishing temperatures, yet trapped underground where it helps create new
crystals and other geological wonders.
Yet even on the surface clues to what lies beneath are apparent.
Most obvious of the groundwater dynamics are the points where water enters the ground.
Different geological surfaces plays a role in deteriming where the water enters the ground. Stone
surfaces are impermeable and seal the ground, clay soils allow only a small amount of water to enter,
but sand allows almost all of the water to enter, and little remains on the surface to flow into creeks
and rivers.
Where outcrops of rock penetrate up through the land’s surface, rainwater runs off the
impermeable stone, eroding and shaping it to form channels. As the rain gathers and pools in
grooves, it expands as it freezes in the cold seasons, tearing open the contours to create deeper and
deeper cracks. Beneath the water gathers in these cracks and begins to form new channels, always
following the easiest path to lowest altitude – for the water is using its store of potential
gravitational energy, transforming it into motion energy to achieve change.
Where soil covers the surface of the ground, little of any rainwater soaks into the soil
wherever it falls, but most runs off guided by gravity down until it encounters soil on the surface –
and there much of it seeps into the ground, entering the baseflow and the groundwater world. From
her it continues to flow down the gravitational gradientto the lowest points, the floors of valleys and
grooves in the landscape. But even in these valleys, water can flow over the land far more quickly
than it can seep into the land, and thus it is here that the streams, and creeks and rivers are created,
filled with the surpluss of water that cannot infltrate into the soil quickly enough. And gravity pulls it
every downward.
And when the river reaches the ocean or a great lake, its load of gravitational energy is
depleted – it can travel downward no further. Yet it is there that the Sun imbues this natural battery
system with new charge – pour thermal energy from its rays into the still water. As the water heats it
undergoes a state change, evaporating into water vapour and rising into the sky to become clouds –
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thus transforming its new load of solar thermal energy into potential gravitation energy, which it
will release as motion energy when undergoes another state change by condensing as rain and again
conducting its eternal cyclic journey back to the ocean.
The hydrosphere is a battery, its functional mechanics almost identical to those of the
traditional chemical-electric batteries that form the primary electricity storage technology of
humanity as I pen these word. As you weave and connect the hydrological lines and cyctles that are
the veins of your world tree, you are intertwining your own civilization in the flows and patterns of
this, the most powerful energy battery of life. All hydrological work has multiple dimensions of affect
(On The Sylvan Mystery of Multi-Dimensional Hydrological Engineering, p256).
In every area, the endless cycles of rain have created established pathways for the water to
flow – the easiest routes down. As the water runs through the landscape, it is cleaned by the plants –
this is the work of the riparian strip, without which the land would become sick and polluted. A
boundry can be drawn around the area that channels water into a single stream – if you cross that
boundry the lands will channel water into the neighbouring stream. This is called the stream’s
catchment. A creek is larger than a stream. Each stream flows down to join and give its water to a
creek. Each creek owns a number of streams, and these can be mapped – this whole area is called the
creek’s catchment. Each creek flows down to give its water to a river. Each river owns a number of
creeks, and these can be mapped – this whole area is called the river’s catchment. Some rivers flow
into the sea, some will flow into great lakes. These are the gathering points of all this wonderful fresh
water.
These are the natural flows of water, created by the topography and geology or your
landscape. Yet humanity is shaping and changing landscapes. We flatten areas to raise tall buildings,
we create grooves for freeways threading the landscape, and we deepen the land to create giant
reservoirs. Each of these acts alters the natural flow of water through the landscape. It is not wrong
to create change, it is only wrong to create change unwisely. We can use the changes we create to
weave new facets to hydrological patterns of our landscapes – we can do this to benefit our own
objectives and create life where no life existed before.
Hydrological rainfall patterns are changing. Global warming is creating climate change in all
realms of our planet – rainfall patterns are changing. We have tools to direct and balance these
changes.
Hydrogen powered vehicles create not pollution, but water vapour as an exhaust gas. When
the population of an entire city is using vehicle running on this technology, a significant amount of
pure water vapour is being released into the atmosphere – and this means increased rainfall. This is
one tool we have for increasing rainfall in an area.
We also have cheap energy efficient houshold devices for harvesting fresh water from the
atmosphere – the so called “moisture vaporators” (more accurately called “moisture condensors”,
yet see p ). These are small devices that can run on a photovoltaic solar panel and be fitted to a
household windowsill where they will continually filter and harvest fresh water from the
atmosphere. This provides the household with its only supply of fresh drinking water, yet when a
whole city is using these it will have the effect of dramatically dehydrating the whole air flow over
the city. Obviously, it would be unwise to allow the use of these devices in most cities, but in
monsoonal cities where there is the problem of “too much rain”, these can form a useful tool for
altering climate patterns.
And so we already posses a number of tools for balancing the hydrological changes taking
place in our atmosphere. Yet we also possess engineering tools for altering the topography or our
landscapes to channel water to balance the flows of our realms. Since Rome and before engineers
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have been draining swaps and creating channels and dams to mitigate flood events, yet the
engineering power we hold now is far greater.
By channelling and changing water flows you can create wilderness fragments where none
stood – or you can kill wilderness fragments that have thrived since before the first human stood
upright. Do not fear to channel of reshape the hydrology networks of your realm – but doso wisely.
Reshaping your realm’s hydrology will allow you to connect wilderness fragments, to create
great gravitational batteries where they are needed, and to fulfil the water needs of your human
populations. The best reservoirs for human drinking water are those that are the recipient of water
from the interior catchments of the wilderness fragments. This is because the wild green life of these
forests cleans the water as it passes through the plantscape. These catchments produce the most
superior drinking water on the planet. For this reason, most realms will plan fresh water dams at the
catchment mouths on the edge of the wilderness fragments that are close to cities.
Wilderness fragments that are not close to cities are the wells that feed the hydrology of your
World Tree. The networks flowing from these catchments, (and indeed, every catchment of your
realm) are channelled to spread out, weave through, and feed each of the landscape elements – The
Wilderness Fragments, The Farms of Demeter and The Emerald Cities of The Sylvan. These are the
threads by which the World Tree is bound together.
The Rivers of Life
Just as the creek lines are the primary wildlife corridors of the city’s landscape, so too are the
rivers and creeks the primary wildlife corridors of the World Tree. Regenerating the riparian strip to
form continuity of Summoning Plant habitat lines through the every landscape is fundamental to the
regeneration of your whole realm. The power of this seemingly simple act ought not be
underestimated, for it is the essence and life of your World Tree.
By regenerating these riparian strips with Summoning Plants you weave the great threads of
life through your realm, knitting together the three facets of your World Tree into a single whole.
This is the weaving of the rivers of life, and is fundamental to this step in The Butterfly’s Dance of
Transformation. These riparian strips are a primary opportunity for the cultivation of harvestable
old growth soul trees, the giant valuable timber trunks of rare woods – and farmers can profit deeply
from this work of regeneration. The giant riparian trees are deeply watered, they bind the river into
the land, sealing its banks from easy movement, thus empowering it to link ecological elements of
the landscape tapestry, and regenerate the whole World Tree.
And the old growth giants of this riparian strip are very profitable. Timber trunks grown here
will grow more quickly and healthily than anywhere else, and with less tending, for the river feeds
them. Farmers have a powerful opportunity for profit by governments enacting this work of
regeneration. Perhaps you see how the seventh step flows into the following steps.
T’will be the duty of governments to define regulations for parameters to ensure that the
riparian strip of every waterway (regardless of size) is regenerated through the landscapes of your
realm. This will result in wildlife of many types spreading out from the wilderness fragments to
respond to the summons of farmers in their fields and of the city folk in their urban transformation.
Even if a wilderness fragment is not close to your city, you can ecologically connect it to your city in
this way.
Thus by a weaving of water is the World Tree materialized to spread wild through your
world, eternally nurturing and sustaining the people and the beauty of your realm.
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On The Sweet Breath of The World Trees
Energy is change.
Humanity’s first primitive attempts to harness the physical flows of change have begun to
disrupt the homeostasis of your planet. Global Warming. The chemistry of your planetary
atmosphere is being altered, and as a result, the thermal, hydrological, and oxygen balances of your
planet are being thrown out of harmony.
The key to balancing this change is plants.
The World Trees are vast sylvan forests that will produce clean fresh oxygen and harvest
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere on a prolific scale. The weaving of a World Tree is a primary
aspect of each realm’s contribution to solving the disharmony that is growing in your planetary
atmosphere as a result of the primitive energy generation techniques of the age of oil. The effects of
pollution impact every realm. Greater realms will place pressure upon less powerful realms to
ensure that every land and region is working to cultivate their World Trees. The World Trees will
breath in the disharmony of smoke and pollution that is lacing the planet’s atmosphere, and they will
breath out clean fresh free oxygen, thus to bring harmony back to this aspect of Planet Earth’s great
symbiotic balance.
The Carbon Cycles of The World Tree
In ancient forests, much of the carbon removed from the atmosphere by the plants was
quickly returned to the atmosphere as the plant decayed and the chemical elements were recycled.
By removing mature wood from our forests, we can ensure that the forests fix carbon far more
quickly and effectively than the unmanaged forests. The carbon cycles of the sylvan forests of your
World Tree will need to be planned.
The carbon removed from the air and stabilized in the form of each trunk will be harvested
and directed into cycles that lock the carbon out of the atmosphere permanently. This means the
wood will not be burned. The harvested trunks will be turned into furniture or paper (or any other
controllable form) that is eternally recycled. Instead of burning, all scraps of wood will be chipped or
shredded and either turned into useful products or returned to the depths of The Earth: buried. In
this way, the World Trees will be able to remove carbon from the atmosphere far more quickly than
natural forests did over the previous geological ages of the planet. Yet the process will still not be
fast by human standards.
And not all of the wood created by the World Trees will be removed from the atmospheric
facet of the carbon cycle. Decaying wood has an important roll in natural forest – it is an important
habitat feature for millions (or even billions!) of micro- and macro-organisms. Consider the beautiful
bioluminescent Ghostly Fungi (Omphalotus nidiformis) of Brisbane’s forests, and consider the many
beautiful beetles and the other organisms who feed upon these.
Termites are one of the greatest producers of carbon dioxide on the planet – they do it by
breaking down wood and plant matter. But they are also an important link in many ecosystems.
Likewise, the leaves that fall are perhaps the most important factor in the nutrient cycles of almost
every terrestrial ecosystem type on this planet – removing them from a forest would kill the forest.
These are not part of the carbon harvest to be removed from the natural cycling process.
As you can see, the wilderness fragments must remain untouched, their carbon cycles
unaltered. Fallen wood will not be removed from these facets of your World Tree.
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In addition, some of the timber harvested from the World Trees will necessarily or inevitably
be entered into short-term cycles that will eventually return some or all of its carbon to the
atmosphere. For example, many wood scraps will be broken down into fibres and transformed into
earthen blankets for agricultural fields – and thus eventually, be ploughed into the soil. Using wood
scraps in this way means valuable agricultural land need not be wasted growing fibre crops for
creating agricultural blankets. This will both drastically reduce the cost of these agricultural
blankets, and also free up fertile land that can be used more productively.
There will be many other technologies that involve temporal carbon cycles. Yet the World
Trees will harvest vast amounts of carbon from the atmosphere, purifying the air and mitigating the
global warming event. Each realm will map, plan and direct the carbon cycles of its World Tree.
When the atmosphere re-achieves a comfortable thermo-chemical balance, the carbon cycles of the
World Trees can be adjusted to stabilize that balance. Hence through the World Trees, the carbon
cycles become merely a new harmonic of humanity’s understanding and mastery of its planetary
homeworld environment.

On The Transformative Role of Sylvan Government
Your government has the responsibility for orchestrating, co-ordinating, and managing the
beauty of your World Tree. Great politicians who do this will inscribe their names in history, for they
are the individuals who are establishing the foundation stones of a new ecological facet of human
civilization – a facet that will grow and sustain the beauty of your realm and our planet for the
remainder of human history.
Where there is change, there is opportunity – opportunity for the growth of beauty, where
there is wisdom. Or opportunity for the deterioration of beauty, where there is no wisdom.
And for every great work of beauty, the name of a human leader echoes for as long as that
beauty stirs wonder in the dreams of human souls.
The Sylvan Works of Government
On a local level, your city administration has the job of facilitating the establishment of the
sylvan groves: the standing stones and the soul trees – thus to transform through the suburbs.
On a local, state (or province), and realm level, your government has the job of orchestrating
the changes in the timber market to open it to private individuals – thus will the people
enthusiastically cultivate vast numbers of giant old growth forest trunks to grow up through every
open patch of privately owned land in your realm. Your state government must establish bodies to
plan timber production and prepare for the establishment of new timber mills. And it must prepare
legislation and plans for regulating the placement and height of old growth giants in the urban
landscape. Your city governments must organize to develop and retrain foresters in the highly
specialized skills needed for urban forestry.
On a state (or province) and realm level, your government has the responsibility of planning
the wilderness fragments and the networks of ecological connectivity that lace together the World
Tree of your realm.
The Cost of Transformation
In truth, the sylvan transformation is not going to be terribly expensive for governments – if it
is begun immediately. This is quite amusing, in light of the horrifying financial cost global warming is
predicted to entail – if allowed to run controlled.
Transforming the urban parklands and green space into sylvan groves will not be particularly
expensive for local governments. Yet this inexpensive work will yield much popularity for all
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politicians involved, resulting in their creation of a deep and direct relationship with the voters their
local electorate area. The sylvan groves will initially be established cheaply, using signboards and
community consultation. More expensive and permanent forms can be addressed when the success
of the system is established. The city council garden nurseries and systems already exist, they will
merely add a few plants to their germination list and drop a few other plants off their list. These
organs allowing locals to summon beautiful animals to their garden will also be clear evidence of the
direct benefits the politicians’ leadership provides for their electorates.
The timber mills and the retraining of foresters will entail significant investment. However,
this is an investment that will pay for itself many times over in the new sources of revenue derived
from the new industry and the votes gained from job creation. The realm economy will improve with
the new export market and the resulting influx of wealth into the realm. The fact that much of this
wealth will be flowing directly into the hands of the common folk means they will be spending more
in their day to day budgets, and thus every business in the realm will have increased turnover. Every
business of your realm, large and small, benefits from this new market – for their customers have
more coin to spend.
The initial buying of land for wild forests to expand and connect the wilderness fragments of
your realm will be a major investment cost of the whole project. This will generate some resources
in the form of clean fresh water, clean fresh air, and genetic resources. The health benefits derived
from The Biophilia Effect offer financial benefits to health insurance companies and to public health
systems (The Biophilia Effect, p227, & The Moonwell of The Frogs, p12) – as both want to reduce the
amount of coin they are spending on medical expenses. However, the majority of the direct financial
resources the wilderness fragments will generate are tourism-based or derived from the other
elements of the World Tree – all of which are reliant upon the wilderness fragments.
A country with a poor World Tree will be hard-pressed to compete with others for the global
tourism market. Tourism not only brings new wealth into the realm, it also facilitates dozens of
specialist jobs, particularly in the field of adventurous activities – not only is the World Tree creating
employment, it is creating fun employment.
In addition, to realm health and tourism, the World Tree enriches and increases the wealth
generation capacity of every aspect of the sylvan reality. The majority of the costs involved in this
facet of the project will be retrieved both directly through the tourism levies and indirectly through
both the millions generated by the whole sylvan reality and the millions both saved and generated
by the improving health of the whole planet.
Perhaps the greatest cost outlay in the sylvan transformation will be the creation of The Great
Gravitational Batteries for each major city.
This involves the buying of vast quantities of land – a purchase which is followed by one of
the largest series of engineering projects many realms will have ever engaged in. Yet this too is an
asset that will generate vast wealth for centuries or millennia to come - and at almost no running
cost.
There will be one other major government cost that must be addressed: subsidies will be
needed for new industries to establish and for ordinary residents to integrate new technology. These
will be a major cost – but subsidies are part of government, and this need not be expensive. The
majority of these will funds will merely be coin rechanneled from subsidies formerly given to the
fossil fuel companies.
The sylvan transformation provides significant economic opportunity to those involved in the
flows and balance of the economic tapestry of human civilization. The civilizational transformation
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involves little input of coin by government, yet it generates significant increase in realm wealth, as
well as generating other resources of importance to politicians – from popularity to the health and
happiness of the populace, to the beauty of the realm that the government has the pride and honour
of ruling over.
The sylvan transformation results not only in general systems that increase wealth, but also
in the development of significant assets of vast long-term value. The Great Gravitational Batteries
and the dozens of similar technologies are examples of this. Some realms will choose to keep these
as public energy assets, providing the realm government with a long-term source of income that can
be used to improve the infrastructure, increase the beauty, or lower the taxes of the realm – or
merely to keep the price of energy low. Other realms will choose to delegate the creation of these
assets to private companies, thus allowing industry to be the beneficiary of these assets, while the
realm also benefit by avoiding the large capital investment while enjoying the long-term influx of tax
or royalties provided by the private industry. The sylvan transformation opens new fields of wealth,
and your realm is free to develop and cultivate these fields in accord with your own chosen
philosophical views and administrative policies.
Behold! History is opening before you a gulf of change.
For a long time you have been seeing this abyss as a coming financial and social disaster
beyond which only a wasteland awaits you. And indeed, chaos is a disaster to one who worships fear.
Yet the world is merely a point of view. And your governments need not be made uncompetitive by
the financial weight of disaster.
By changing your point of view, the unfolding chaos is transformed from a looming disaster
into opportunity – wondrous transformation and a wild beautiful new utopia on the other side of the
abyss. And behold – there is wealth, great wealth, to be harvested through this path to the future.
For Change need not be pain and fear. Change can be opportunity and beauty.
And The Butterfly, she is whirling above the precipice in a trance
As you are caught in the whirlpool of change by her dance
And you are spinning! You are spinning! Fate’s kaleidoscope is swirled!
And a Forest of Dreams up through the floor of your world
-o0o-
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X.
The Green Vision of Earth’s Metamorphosis
The Sylvan Path of Transformation

For The Butterfly she is dancing, hear the song of wild pipes
Spring’s Deluge of Madness, her Dreaming Dance incites
From Earth’s fissure, three tongues as The Breath of The Fates
And she dreams as she drinks the emerald kisses of three snakes
Three Threads of The Loom to loose The Power of The Wild
For The Sacred Rites of Spring are by The Dance of a Child
This faery tale that your are reading is the song of Planet Earth’s metamorphosis, a world
transformed from a drab earth-bound caterpillar into a wondrous winged spirit of beauty and
limitless freedom. By this song, a path of change hath been opened to The Earth, a bridge through
The Abyss.
The tenth step in The Butterfly’s Dance is the sewing of this Seed of Wild Dreams – the
celebration of life, love and the spreading of The Seed! To dance this step, spread The Seed of Gaia to
every new soul you meet, and Live The Dream!

On The Madness of Spring
Like so much of human history, this scroll is a work of madness and imagination. What is
happening to your world?
The Mystery of The Green Man
Lunacy.
Beautiful lunacy.
This is what your soul hath drunk. Pouring in through your eyes, flowing through your mind,
dancing in your dreams, a seed taking root in your soul.
The Sweet Poetry of Madness.
I am a lunatic.
I was a fifteen-year old child the first time they locked me in a high security lunatic asylum for
the criminally insane. At the time, I shed many tears. T’was but the first of many asylums who graced
my childhood with the generous gift of their hospitality.
Many nights I spent, huddled in the corner of lunatic asylum rooms, dribbling and screaming
and drooling in psychic pain and uncontrollable humiliating terror as my mind contorted
cannibalistically upon itself.
Yet, calm yourself, gentle reader, I am not a harmful sort of lunatic. Sensitive aspects of my
profession have required of me rigorous levels of government security clearance, each of which has
involved intensive background evaluations. I am neither unintelligent, nor cruel.
Though a poet and an artist by inclination and vocation, I have indeed grown to become a
scientist. The ecological secrets I have taught you are more real than anything you can buy in your
supermarkets – my insanity is not rooted in an inability to think. An over-powering and
overwhelming imagination is the nature of my insanity.
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I dream.
I dream when I am awake. I dream when I am asleep. I have no way of differentiating which of
my memories happened in the physical and which in dream. This makes life complex. I live in a
world where no certainty exists, no stable foundations, no line between real and unreal. I am caught
in the lovemaking of Earth and Moon, and the veil between worlds is as sanity’s hymen to the
laughing rape of madness.
Yet over the years, I have become skilled at navigating these strange uncertainties, and I now
function in a manner that near completely conceals my madness from those around me – this is,
perhaps, the most impressive and difficult of the skills I have developed during through life.
Inescapable terror, blissful visionary wonder, delirious violence, and strange voyages. To be
lost is this way is beyond management. But in the fires of this crucible I have learned to let go of my
thoughts, my control, my everything – and let the kaleidoscope of madness flow through me, as wind
through a pipe.
What is “real”? What is “not real”? Why should I continue to care? And by the gentle kisses of
my careless laughter, the flow becomes a song, and the song becomes a dance.
I am free – blind and yet seeing. I neither know nor care if I am falling or flying – t’is a
beautiful path through life to the inevitability of Death’s sweet embrace and the long peaceful sleep
when my soul will finally rest in the soft arms of eternity.
I am the madness of Delphi, carried through the ages on a river of dreams.
So I am a lunatic. I don’t fit into your world. But the truth is – neither do you. For you are
going to die, unless I sing to you.

The Vision of Seven Stars65
But in The Eye of The Future you behold a subtle gleam
T’is the promise of Three Fates, the living voice of her dream
On the straight line of the circle, a red flower of aurora
For fate’s field hath been watered from Dionysian amphora
Behold The Butterfly as she dances, a living star of emerald light
She is the first of seven lamps to light the cradle of night
Seven Stars as seven doors will shine bright in night’s womb,
Then to the king in his spire will come the child, his doom
For The Butterfly, she hath a brother, The Hawk Prince, in blood born
He will come to claim his kingdom in the madness of dawn
And seven stars as seven jewels will around him as seven blades
And Behold! Death comes! And Behold! The Past Fades!
But tonight, gentle comrades, a fertile age of Peace and Love
And lovely pipes fill the forest ‘neath the jewelled Moon up above
Cette Nuit, The Dance of Change at The Butterfly’s Spring Ball
And The Wild Feast of The Forest will at The Moon’s ancient call.
And so tonight, gentle comrades, let us Love and let us sing,
For Love is The Law of Tomorrow’s Faerie King.
-o0o-

65 The Vision of Seven Stars © Copyright 2013, Glenorchy McBride III. All rights reserved.
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The Living Seed of Spring
“The Seed of Gaia” is a sacred prank.
It is a dream, a vision of utopia, and a plan to make it real. The purpose of this prank is to
open the eyes of the people of The Earth to new path of fate, a new green future crystallizing within
them. If you like it, you can be a part of the great eco-prank called The Sylvan. Instructions are
included.
The Sylvan utopia is a dance of change: choreographed by fates, or gods, or faeries, or by an
insane poet laughing madly in the forest, his great erect pen wildly ravishing the fertile spirit of
human creativity! Behold the lovely muse gasp in strange new wonder at the sweet violence of each
intent dream-laden thrust! And she cries in wonderment as flung forth by this indomitable
celebration of life, his fertile seed hath taken root in The Womb of Fate!
This Seed of Wild Dreams, planted in the collective soul of humanity, will grow over the
decades and centuries to come. For The Seed hath germinated and reaches up to her destiny.
Seeping like a vapour of living madness through the cracks in your mirror, the great green
shoots of The Wild, are emerging from the fertile soil of the world of dreams, breaking through the
broken web of concrete and glass that is your city. And these great green tendrils of Change are
wrapping around your unquestioned truths, tearing down your monuments to The Past as a new
green future grows up to displace them.
For what hath been unleashed, cannot now be prevented.
Yet in this change you will rediscover the beauty of your own soul, the happiness of your own
life, and the wonder of your own unlimited possibilities. And in the aftermath of transformation, you
will sigh in the bliss of a new utopia: the living forests of Fantasia.
For the somnambulistic death of the age of oil is ending. You are awakening again – to breathe
and sing and live and love in the beautiful forest of your new world. And at centre of the circle of
Earth shines the emerald jewels of the celestial lamp of The Sylvan guiding humanity into The
Future.
-o0oThe Sacred Omphalos of The Sylvan
It will suit the sylvan work to have a symbolic emblem. The Peace Circle, made popular in the
1960’s, is historically appropriate.
The Peace Circle represents the transformation of The Earth: the great work of The
Butterfly’s Dance. This glyph is The Seal of Gaia, and it is given the sacred name The Omphalos of The
Sylvan.
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Figure 7. The Omphalos of The Sylvan
This symbol was birthed into the consciousness of modern culture and given its initial meaning by the Hippie counterculture movement of 1960’s, which referred to this
symbol as “The Peace Circle”. Both the meaning and the pathos imbued in this symbol by the original Hippies are retained as it evolves into the central icon of The Sylvan
and the symbol of the ecological regeneration of Planet Earth.

The circular line of the circumference of The Omphalos represents The Globe of The Earth,
yet it also represents The Circle of The Rainbow Oribus, who is the symbol of the whole universe –
infinity and change. The three lines within the circle are the three threads of Fate forming the image
of The Butterfly. They are the symbol of Psyche and the sigil of her mystery.
These three lines symbolize the unification of the celestial brightness of Ideal with the rough,
dirty, wildness of Earth – the sunbeam descending from above to fertilize the soil, thus to bring forth
the green life that is the essence of tomorrow – the crystallization of her Dream. This is her symbol of
metamorphosis and rebirth – whereby The Earth turns green. Hence, the lines within the circle are
The Threads of Fate bound through the sacred mystery of The Wild: the path to understanding by
the ravings of the fool. Thus is The Omphalos a glyph of unity. For there is no bond that can unite the
divided but Love. All else is a curse. A natural inescapable truth that with a single kiss, murders the
lie of a thousand generations of fear and separation.
The Omphalos is a glyph of transformation: the manifestation of The Green Vision of The
Earth. Enter your essence into the Earth, there to find the secret stone of Life. This is the mystery of
The Sylvan – the regeneration of The Wild and thus, the birth of a new future for The Earth.
The Peace Circle is thus born and released into the collective human consciousness. It is true
that I have woven new meaning into this symbol. The symbol was, in actuality, a blank slate. As a
result of its use in the 1960’s, it already possesses the appropriate historical and emotional
associations of idealism and change in the collective psyche of human culture. Yet it possessed
nothing more than this. Perhaps it had been used prior to the 1960’s in the history of humanity – I
neither know, nor care. All past meanings are swept away. The birth of The Peace Circle occurred in
the 1960’s, for in truth, t’was then that the fate lines leading to the birth of The Butterfly were bound
into being.
Behold the water of voice hath taken form as a stone
A living orb of deepest emerald in the crack of Earth’s loam
Three Tongues of The Oribus around The Eye of The Wheel
That in The Grove of The Greenwood, Fate’s mysteries to reveal
Behold The Jewel of The Wild, a birthmark upon The Princess
The Living Seal of Her Will, The Dreaming Lines of The Omphalos
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On The Mystery of Gaia
Religion? Is Gaia a deity?
Humans have worshiped many deities through the ages of history. Yet long ago, in a strange
ancient world lost in the far reaches of antiquity, an awakening occurred.
The Odyssey of Awakening
In the ancient Greek civilizations, The Gods were supreme. Religion ruled the minds of the
people with a completeness and power that can hardly be imagined by folk of the modern
technological world. To speak against or offend the images of The Gods was to die – not at the hands
of The Gods, but at the hands of the “better behaved” citizens who worshipped them! And there are
plenty of spectacular historical examples of this type of “justice” in Athens and her neighbouring
city-states.
And yet….
In a world so completely dominated by its religious temples, why would the most important
works of literary art, the pinnacle of a civilization’s intellectual treasures, be the story of a man who
defied The Gods – and won?
“The Illiad” and “The Odyssey” of Homer.
The Latin word Ulysses translates to English as “man of great resourcefulness”. This word is
an interpretation of the name of the Homeric hero, Odysseus, which in Ancient Greek means
“Trouble”!
This man is mankind.
For the song of The Odyssey is not an ordinary story.
Khaos (χάος) is an ancient Greek concept that describes the belief that all chains of events in
the universe can be traced back to the actions and will of the gods – that the universe is not a
sequentially self-contained phenomenon. The philosophical concept of Khaos asserts that each series
of events began because a deity reached forth and meddled in the universe – hence the universe is
not ordered, cannot be understood, but blind faith is “All Truth”. The philosophical concept of Khaos
underpins all human religion.
Kosmos (κόσμος) is the philosophical denial of Khaos. Kosmos is an ancient Greek concept
describing the belief that all events in the universe are links in chains of cause and effect that can be
traced back to fundamental laws underpinning the fabric of the universe. The beginning and the end,
the whole and the parts, the essential formula of which all these laws and thus the whole universe
are an expression which was given the name, Nature. Nature is unknown, yet the idea of Kosmos
implies that Nature is sequentially self-contained, and thus, can potentially be understood. Kosmos is
the declaration of universal order – of Time as the unfolding harmony of single great unity, instead of
Time as the titan, Cronos, who devours his own children.
There are those who say that Science does not have a spirituality – that it is not, in itself, a
spiritual path. Yet perhaps, Science is the greatest spiritual path of them all.
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In Ancient Greece, a philosophical debate grew over the course of centuries, becoming more
and more open. This debate raged between the established religious temples of the civilization and a
mystery tradition of elite philosophers and mathematicians – heretics who more and more openly
taught the doctrine of Kosmos in violation of all religious law. And this debate grew to violently tear
the fabric of human perception, unleashing change: the death of old ways. And in the ichor of The
Murdered Past, born of this rupture in reality, emerged the concept of Science – the human
implication of Kosmos: a methodology of thought through which humanity could navigate the
journey through time and space to Understanding.
This is the first great act of The Odyssey.
In his great odyssey through time and space, Man, like Ulysses, had defied and renounced the
gods. He hath placed his faith in himself. He hath named Khaos to be a lie, and he hath declared that
he shall know the universe as Kosmos.
This is the secret of The Adventure of Ulysses: our “spiritual quest” through time and space,
to Understanding.
Behold The Dream Voyage to Awakening – The Spiritual Path of Kosmos.
This is the mystery of The Odyssey.

γνῶθι σεαυτόν 66
The Nature of Gaia
The Gaia Hypothesis was first proposed by the renowned scientist, Dr James Lovelock67
(1972). Since then it has undergone much debate and change as the scientific community has
explored the idea, testing the hypothesis to remove philosophical flaws.
The Gaia hypothesis asserts the idea that the individual organisms inhabiting our planet are
not independent self-contained entities, but rather, parts of a system: a planetary symbiosis68. No
part of this system is separate and able to exist without other parts of the system. Hence, Planet
Earth is seen as a single entity – not a “living, thinking creature” in the sense of a deer or a human,
but rather a single interdependent living whole, no living element of which can support itself
independently, all elements of which are reliant upon the interconnectedness of the whole. This
interconnected system is self-sustaining and each element is undergoing a constant state of change
through a mechanism called Natural Selection. This mechanism shapes every living element toward
the objective of equilibrium with the conditions created by the rest of the system – hence the whole
system is in a constant state of adjustment and change, always tending toward a holistic equilibrium.
Let us explore the idea.
Each facet of life (i.e. each type of living organism: each “species”) is reliant upon, and
evolutionarily shaped toward, equilibrium in its relationships with each other facet of its biotic (i.e.
living) and abiotic (i.e. non-living) environment. It achieves this equilibrium this by shedding the
aspects of itself (e.g. gene sequences or behaviours) that don’t tend toward the (long term)
continuity of survival, i.e. balance with its biotic (in this case, ecosystem) and abiotic (geo-physical)
66 gnōthi seautón: "know thyself"
67 Dr James Lovelock, Fellow of The Royal Society (1974), Tswett Medal (1975), ACS (American Chemical Society, 1980), WMO Norbert Gerbier Prize
(World Meteorological Organization, 1988), Dr A.H. Heineken Prize for The Environment (1990), CBE (Order of The British Empire, 1990), Volvo
Environment Prize (1996), CH (Order of The Companions of Honour, 2003), Wollaston Medal (2006), Arne Naess Chair in Global Justice and The
Environment (2007).
68 To the curious reader, I suggest, as a general overview, the book: “Gaia: A New Look at Life on Earth” James Lovelock (1979). Oxford University
Press. ISBN 0-19-286218-9.
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environment. The mechanism of shaping life toward this equilibrium with its environment is a
process called Natural Selection.
Yet this interdependent network of life on our planet (i.e. the biosphere) is not only being
shaped by all conditions interacting with it, it is also shaping those conditions, up to and including
the geophysical systems of the planet itself. For example, green photosynthetic organisms created
and now sustain the chemistry of our planet’s oxygen atmosphere. As a result, most of the organisms
on Earth evolved an oxygen metabolism69. Hence, life shapes and is shaped by the non-living
environment – life is not actually separate from or independent of the environment with which it is
interacting. A mutual equilibrium of conditions is created – life sustains the oxygen atmosphere and
the oxygen atmosphere sustains life. Life influences the water cycles (i.e. the hydrosphere), the rock
cycles (i.e. the lithosphere and regolith). Even the action of the core with its projected planetary
magnetic field, and the mantle whose currents shape continental drift and the renewal of the
lithosphere, are all part of the whole system’s interactive environment that shapes and is (to a far
lesser, or sometimes to no, degree) shaped by life and sealed within the spherical homeostasis of
Gaia – Planet Earth.
Hence is Planet Earth seen as a single living being: Gaia – The Mother of Life, Archetype of
Fertility. She does not think or consciously direct herself anymore than Natural Selection is an
indication of intelligent design (which, of course, it is not). Yet the nature of her mechanisms are
interdependent and mutually influencing, ever toward the achievement of an equilibrium of life – for
thus is the nature of Natural Selection. Its inevitable outcome on a system-level is the internal
homeostatic equilibrium of Gaia.
The process of assigning human qualities to aspects of the universe in order to make deities is
called “anthropomorphism”. Nature appears to have no interest in humans bowing down to and
worshiping facets of the universe as if those facets were fellow humans, endowed with human
thought process and human behaviour. All evidence to date suggests that the appropriate way to
celebrate Mother Nature is through Understanding. This is The Journey of Science, The Great Work of
Humanity, The Odyssey of Awakening.
Behold Our Dream Voyage through The Oceans of Eternity.
This immortal quest hath no end, neither can it, for the achievement of epiphany is in the
striving itself – not in the cessation of striving. There is no end. There is only change, growth,
discovery: Awakening.
And so, after the ancient battle for the hand of Woman, Odysseus begins his journey…. Home.
Per ardua ad astra.
Gaia is a shift in humanity’s perception: from viewing life as a series of independent forms to
viewing life as a single interdependent planetary symbiosis. Gaia is a change in human
consciousness, the awakening ecological awareness of our species.
Gaia is a symbol in the pageantry of Comprehension, the poetry of Understanding, the
psychodrama of Awakening.
Yet our sweet Mother Earth, Gaia herself, is but a stone egg – awaiting the coming pain and
beauty of Birth.
69 From a non-colloquial point of view, oxygen is a potently toxic element – it has a powerful ability to tear apart most molecular compounds and bind
with their elements! Your body employs astonishingly complex systems to control the ravenous toxicity of this element – oxygen is healthful to you
only because your entire biological systems are evolved to use this element safely.
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It is possible that the original first microorganism who fertilized Planet Earth will evolve to
the degree that it will eventually release its seeds into space – to fertilize another planetary “egg”.
For life begets life, and creating another living planet would require only that it be seeded with one
anaerobic chemotropic microorganism that successfully survives and reproduces in its new extreme
planetary environment – a cosmic sperm carried by the hand of fortune to an new, appropriately
receptive planetary egg, waiting patiently in the womb of space. That is the true nature of celestial
colonization.
Perhaps in this work, the hand of fortune will have four fingers and an opposable thumb?
In 2006, the Geological Society of London awarded Lovelock its highest honour, the
prestigious Wollaston Medal, for his contributions to humanity’s understanding of Planet Earth and
The Nature our The Universe. Though now accepted by the institution of Science, The Gaia
Hypothesis is still in formation – still, through the scientific process, being debated, tested, explored,
modified, changed, understood, and rearticulated as humanity comes to grip with its understanding
of the life of our Mother Earth.
Behold KOSMOS: Our Mother Nature
Who art The Eternal Oribus: Alpha and Omega!
Behold GAIA: Our Mother Earth
Who art The Sacred Daughter of Kosmos: Fertile Egg of Stone in The Womb of Space!
Behold LIFE: The Questing Knight of Infinity
Who art The Child of Gaia: Eye and Voice of Kosmos!

∞
This is The Trinity of The Phoenix, The Egg of Life in The Womb of Stars
Behold The Living Mystery of Gaia
The Adventure of Tomorrow: To go where no human hath gone before
By a song of change thou art learning the hidden mysteries of your homeworld, yet these
ecological mysteries are not merely the secrets of The Garden of Earth – they are the keys to The
Gateway of Stars.
To terraform a new planet you must first possess the ability to administrate every facet of
your own living planet.
Animal Summoning may seem to be merely an artist’s tool for the creation of aesthetic
ecological beauty. Yet the key to creating new planets suitable for the human species is hidden in the
understanding of the fundamental relationships by which the existence of all of your planet’s
organisms are bound to individual plants.
This skill is the secret to the awakening of The Phoenix – humanity’s journey out among The
Stars. For as the children of The Sylvan regenerate the life of Planet Earth, so too will they bring new
life to other planets.
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This Seed of Gaia is a shift in humanity’s consciousness preparing the way for humanity’s
ascension into the vault of infinity. Of all the wonders that Nature hath laid before us, none are more
wonderous than this great adventure.
What is before us? Is the large scale human colonization of space genuinely viable?
Radiant tides of light sweep, flow and swirl through the cosmos – and I suspect that humanity
will soon learn to ride these tides. The most promising of present space vehicle technologies do not
contain engines, instead they use “sails”: inverted dishes and the like to catch and be propelled by
these abundant streams of radiant energy – the light currents of the celestial ocean.
This form of light propolsion promises far greater and cleaner advantages than chemical
rockets. Apart from the problem of weak lift, the more long-term problem with the chemical rocket
technology of the age of oil is the significant damage these burning jets do a planetary atmosphere
each time they travel from ground to space. Yet radiant propolsion technology is potentially so
powerful that it could lift giant spacecraft from Earth into space on beams of light.
Great lasers will shoot dish-shaped craft, up through the atmosphere of our planet and into
the depths of space. Incredible velocity can be achieved this way. Of the many space technologies
humanity is mastering, this seems to me to be the most viable. Current experimental models use
microwave beams to lift these dishes. Microwaves, like radio waves, are merely light at a frequency
too high for human eyes to see.
Yet while lasers will be needed to generate enough concentration to lift through a planetary
atmosphere, natural tides of light flow wildly through the deeps of the solar system – and spacecraft
will ride these like sail boats. As there is no fritction in space, astonishing speeds can be achieved
this way. As early as the late 20th century, the great astronomer, Carl Sagan, proposed and designed a
type of spacecraft that could achieve exceptionally high velocity using “light sails”. Vehicles of this
type don’t need to carry their own propulsion energy – that is the most important factor in the
viability of this space-travel technology. Certainly, using the energy that is in abundance in space is
far wiser than attempting to separate oneself from one’s environment.
Yet not only are there natural currents to be exploited, but in future, we will weave powerful
new celestial streams of light through our solar system. I foresee space stations built as vast concave
discs of photovoltaic panels tens or hundreds of kilometers in diameter and floating like celestial
flowers in the orbits of the planets and of the Sun. These will be continually gathering the solar
energy and channelling this energy into great beams to form travel routes that the celestial sailing
craft of humanity will ride through the solar system. These travel routes will be continually bending
and shifting to link the planets in a wonderous moving harmony – a new matrix element of the solar
system.
future.

Or perhaps other space technology will open our way – and wonderous and wise will be our

While humanity will have the ability to ride light beams through the atmosphere of a planet,
most large celestial sailing craft will likely be built in space and designed to be incapable of subatmospheric travel. A different technology will address the question of interatmospheric transport.
NASA70 is currently working upon the development of a space elevator – a tether of cord
linking the planet’s surface to a geosynchronous space station (possibly an asteroid moved into

70 NASA: North American Space Association. This is the primary active organization involved in the reseach and development of space technology, as I
pen these words.
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position and used as a substrate for a space port); an elevator will travel up and down this tether,
carrying humans between the planet’s surface and the space station.
Indeed, this is no mere castle in the clouds, but a reality that some of the finest scientists on
Planet Earth are currently working upon. This technology is being developed for only one reason – it
is the cheapest model for moving humans (and anything else) through the atmosphere. NASA
predicts the cost of an elevator ticket to the space station will be less than your weekly grocery cost.
In the deep future of humanity, I foresee many of these space elevators tethering to our
planet great orbital garden cities in glass domes, port centres of travel and trade. Mapped routes for
private and commercial short-distance transport vehicles will stretch to form continuous webs
linking these cities. Perhaps these vehicles will uses ribbons between the floating cities to form an
crystal lattice beyond the atmosphere, girdling Planet Earth.
These space elevators and the space city ports orbiting our planet are inevitable. I suspect
that space elevators will become one of the first engineering monuments humanity will create upon
arriving at any new planet.
Here on Planet Earth, we can access near unlimited energy resources – and that is the first
key to eternal economic growth. In space, we can access near unlimited mineral resources, and that
is the second key to eternal economic growth.
Capitalism alone has the motivation to lead humanity into space.
Yet no doubt there are those ideologues of other political factions who disagree with me.
Fantastic! Let them compete for the honour of awakening The Phoenix.
Space mining will create a wealth explosion the likes of which has never before been
encountered by humanity. And this new abundance of products will require new markets to sell to –
hence, the expansion of humanity’s populations into new colonies spread through the solar system.
For each planet to be colonized will mean billions of new consumers to buy products. Population
growth is a fundamental key to successful capitalism – but for this key to function successfully, new
real estate must be opened up. The undersea cities are a beginning, for their products will tranform
our planet’s deserts into gardens. And the use of this new understanding of and ability to influence
the hydrosphere of Planet Earth will mean that the only deserts that we will retain on our home
planet will be Nature reserves – ecological museams of “natural history”. Yet while this change will
dramatically expand the available arable land on our planet, that land will become full far more
quickly than the people of today expect.
Space is the real objective.
And so let us dream of crystal elevators that travel between worlds, of luminious sails in the
shoreless ocean, and of celestial flowers that bloom in the night! Let us dream and let us create! For
we are The Dreamer, and the worlds are shaped by the power of our dreams.
And let us strive forward – into infinity!
O strange and lovely beings of humanity, wild and beautiful beyond anything you have known
is the journey that is before you! And our own solar system is only The Beginning. Yet all of these
adventures will only be possible from the foundation of a powerful, healthy, and abundantly fertile
homeworld.
Planet Earth.
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Our Mother Gaia.
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On The Forest Bower of The Dream Gate
Any realm, any political system, and any religious ideology can integrate The Sylvan into its
own cultural matrix without the need to compromise its own true vocation. The Sylvan addresses
humanity’s relationship with Nature. Humans need not change their political hierarchies or
ideologies or factional oppositions.
The purpose of The Sylvan is ecological transformation and balance. How humans choose to
arrange their systems of self-governance is merely part of the ongoing comedy of human evolution,
and has no relevance to The Wild. The Sylvan is an expression of humanity’s harmony with The Wild.
The concerns of The Sylvan relate only to The Wild.
It is true that The Sylvan is a worldview consecrated to Science. Yet humans need not change
their relationships with their gods to integrate The Sylvan. The Sylvan recognizes the evolved human
need to “worship”, and provides a path whereby temples can bring their own vocations into
harmony with the natural ecosystems, the biosphere of their home planet. After all, it doesn’t benefit
any deity for her or his worshippers to destroy their local or planetary environment – and then die.
All governments, realms, political factions and temples can find regeneration through The
Sylvan.
The Gift of The Holly
Ecological regeneration is essential to every human culture and society at this point in
history. The beauty of our planet will be preserved by each culture awakening its own ecological
awareness.
Culturally, The Sylvan is a child of The British Soul. Her cultural tapestry is born of the
unification of medieval Gaelic and Celtic tradition with the high philosophical wonder of Dionysian
revelry, Europe’s Hellenistic Antiquity, and the new wild dreaming insights of The Rainbow Serpent.
Yet these are only the beginning cultural patterns of The Sylvan, for she will spread out to
welcome and embrace every culture of humanity.
Every culture can integrate her green vision into its own understanding of itself. The Sylvan is
a path of change, not a static identity frozen in time. Every human on this planet can walk this path –
be only by the greatness of their own soul and the awakening of their own ecological awareness.
This path, now woven through the abyss of separation, is forevermore open to every human of every
culture.
And while she will always be a child of The British Isles, a child of Antiquity, a child of The
Wilds each culture will add the highest elements of its own ancient beauty to the growing, ever
changing jewels of The Butterfly.
Death is an illusion, a fear of change. The Butterfly is unifying humanity, gathering the
greatness of each shard of the human soul into her dream dance of change. She is an end to
separation, for in The Grail of The Greenwood is coalescing and crystallizing all of The Greatness of
Humanity – the real treasures of the ages.
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Every people of The Earth will find regeneration, transformation, and cultural rebirth
through The Dance of The Butterfly. Nobody is excluded on the basis of their geography, their
culture, or their race. Culture is enriched through the contemplation of difference and the adoption
of new beauty – all life grows. The idea of race is an illusion – for there are no “pure” races. All
humanity has been merging and changing from the very beginning, and the very idea of purity is
merely and the fear of change. The Sylvan is the realization of change not as an end, but as
transformation: the deepening beauty and rebirth of life. You will not lose your culture or your will
by joining the love and unity that is this green vision of The Future.
The Indian expression of The Sylvan will be very different to the Native American expression,
yet each are her. Separation is ending, annihilated by Love. Each who joins her dance through their
own offering of Love enriches the tapestry of our new world – and for each culture who embraces
The Sylvan there is the gift of rebirth, new life.
The nature and strength of The Sylvan is inclusion, not exclusion – the unification of humanity
rather than the separation of humanity. Her dance is the path through the abyss that divides
humanity. She is an end to the war of division, and all who embrace her ways will join the great
unification of humanity’s ascension through the great work of transformation that is The Sylvan Age
of The World.
This is the cure for the slave lord’s fear.
For where the kiss of The Sun upon The Earth doth bestow, there The Butterfly is born and as
a seed, she doth grow. Her shining emeralds are his sunbeams in the ring of her hearth, for The
Green Leaves of Spring are The Wings of The Earth. And the forest of her vision grows in the soil of
Earth’s heart, for The Rainbow’s sweet end is reborn in its start.
The Gift of The Laurel
The Sylvan is an apolitical phenomena that can be integrated by any political system or school
of political thought. The purpose of The Sylvan is ecological change. This purpose is as important to
The Dictator as it is to The Liberator.
The Butterfly will benefit any society, culture, or civilization that integrates her
transformational dance. Free democratic cultures benefit from the regeneration of their lands and
people. Tyrannical regimes benefit from the oppressed regenerating the ruled cities, filling them
with beauty and food supplies that do not drain the ruler’s treasuries. After all, if a tyrant does not
have to feed the oppressed, that is one less expense. And rulers, whether just or unjust, always
prefer to rule beautiful cities and lands – just as the tasteful ones always prefer all their slaves to be
beautiful. And people, whether oppressed or free, always prefer to live in beautiful cities and lands.
The Butterfly dances without heed of human political concerns, for she dances in the wild
trance of a dream. Empires will rise and fall over the aeons to come, and yet for every empire, the
harmonic balance that is the wild beauty of our planetary ecology will be essential to the historical
memory of the empire’s greatness. The Ecology of Planet Earth is The Dream Forest of The
Greenwood, and it is the sacred vocation of The Butterfly to tend this shrine of Natural Awareness.
This is the work to which she is dedicated for the remainder of eternity.
Yet The Sylvan is a scientific phenomenon, and the only philosophical organization The
Sylvan will ever politically identify with is Science.
The Sylvan will initiate revolution only when a ruler is a danger to regional or planetary
ecology – and this natural truth must be accepted and honoured by all as a just and proper expression
of the true vocation of The Sylvan. Any other social disturbance claiming the name of The Sylvan is
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merely the behaviour of individuals, and not supported by the living cultural and vocational will of
The Sylvan.
For a thousand aeons to come humans will battle with each other like blind animals in their
endless ambition to be king. Yet humans are not like other animals, and ability in war is not the only
ability every of our social systems need be selecting for. The Sylvan path selects for the qualities of
intelligence, art, wisdom and ecological awareness – and those who posses these qualities will she
anoint with the wild insight of The Greenwoods. The Sylvan is not a “will to rule”. The Sylvan serves
only its own true vocation, and thus cannot be truly owned by any ruler. Rulers who seek to
dominate The Sylvan will watch the wild beauty of their lands and the fertility of their own line drain
away – and these rulers shall not find rebirth. She is free, and that is the price of her gift.
The Sylvan is The Eternal Dance of Wild Regeneration that will be an organ of civilization for
the remainder of history.
The Gift of The Orchid
The Sylvan brings forth a gift of regeneration for every temple of humanity’s journey.
The Sylvan is consecrated to a vocational worldview of Kosmos – Science. This will always be
the “official” stance of The Sylvan. Yet the idea of forcing people to “conform” to any religious
worldview is utterly anathema to inspiring creativity and thus, to the nature of The Sylvan!
Gentle reader, you are encouraged to explore philosophy, religion, the nature of the universe,
and the meaning of life in every way that you feel is important to your own developing understanding
of yourself and your reality.
Every human must always remain free to embrace and explore any religious views the
individual chooses. This is a foundation tenant of The Spiritual Path of Will that is Love.
The Sylvan accepts and loves you regardless of your faith or religion or culture or heritage.
Every being has a place in The Sylvan worldview. Nobody is rejected. People and temples of
every religion can embrace the sylvan dream of utopia and join her great Dance of Transformation.
Some religious leaders might disapprove of “their” worshippers embracing the sylvan dream
of utopia and joining The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation. Yet in response to these attempts at
tyranny, allow me to suggest that perhaps it is time to begin questioning the belief that religion is
dependent upon the priests controlling how doctrine is interpreted, of priests forcing the
worshippers to conform to these imposed interpretations. For is not this form of clerical rulership
merely a form thought control that denies the earnest seeker the chance to explore and love the
deity?
In every religion of humanity, there are going to be those folk who want to embrace the
sylvan dream of utopia. It is presumptuous to tell these folk that “they are no longer permitted to
worship the religion” merely because they are helping build the ecological dream of the sylvan
utopia. Of course, these folk can worship any religion they choose – and damm any priest who is so
deceitfully presumptuous as to pretend a deity has given him permission to exclude these folk!
O ye Pharisees: A human’s relationship with her deity is personal!
In every temple there will be a group of people who embrace the sylvan dream of utopia, and
who choose to understand this choice as completely compatible with their own faith.
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Any religion can be a “sylvan faith”. There can be “Sylvan Christianity” – there can be “Sylvan
Catholicism”, “Sylvan Anglicanism”, “Sylvan Protestantism”, “Sylvan Mormonism”, “Sylvan
Quakerism”! And there can be “Sylvan Buddhism”, “Sylvan Taoism”, “Sylvan Hinduism”, “Sylvan
Judaism”, “Sylvan Islam”, and “Sylvan Any Religion”! Nobody is excluded on the basis of religion.
It may be that in some temples, pharisee leaders actually try to prevent worshippers from
embracing the sylvan path of Ecological Awareness. In these religions, sylvan worshippers will form
an openly sylvan faction within the congregation – and work to change their temple from within.
Indeed, there will even be situations where a person who does not see a conflict between
their faith and their sylvan practices, also does not want to reject their faith or leave their temple
when faced with tyranny and bigotry from the temple leaders. In these situations, the sylvan
individuals will merely veil their eco-awareness in an imperturbable robe of silence – and then they
will silently work to change their faith from within the temple. Step by step, you will encourage your
temple to embrace Ecological Awareness and the love of The Wild.
O, gentle reader, you are a free soul. No religious leader has the right to claim that your deity
hates and rejects you because you want to build this utopia of love and ecological harmony.
Your relationship with your deity is Sacred, and it is something no other human can truly
understand or pass judgement upon.
The Mystery of Death
And so The Gateway of Change is open to every human.
Yet there will be those folk who fail to understand the symbiosis of our planet. They will seek
regeneration for themselves and their own tribe, but they will fear the regeneration of their
neighbours. These primitive folk see themselves as separate from the rest of the life of our planet,
and they perceive that which is not their own “self” as “the enemy”. Hence, they encourage The
Sylvan regeneration in their own territory, but discourage it elsewhere.
Yet their own World Tree is not separate from the living symbiosis of Planet Earth.
Alas, for these primitive folk, lost in the abyss. They are the eye that sees the body as its
enemy, the tongue that hates the hand. They cannot understand themselves as part of a whole. They
cling to the cancer of their division, nursing it like a cherished sickness. They fear to understand
themselves as part of the great expression and journey of that first microorganism who fertilized the
egg of Planet Earth.
These folk can awaken to the understanding of Love and thereby strive for their role as a
leader, initiating the regeneration and unification of humanity. Or they can take their role as the
enemy of all humanity, thus to propagate division – and the divided shards of humanity will each
seek to cling to their own separation, each attempting to destroy all that is not their own self. And
thus, to the sickening and dying of their own planet.
Yet all the life forms of our planet are merely expressions and experiences of that first sperm,
that first microorganism that grew to be the entire biosphere of Planet Earth.
There is no bond that can unite the divided but Love. All else is a curse.
The Abyss opens at a crossroad. One path leads through The Abyss. One path leads into The
Abyss. One path to a living paradise. One path to a dying planet, and the wasting sickness of the helix.
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The rituals of the old time are ended. Humanity has unlocked the power of the atom. Never
again will domination occur through the pugilism of primitives.
Mastery can only now occur through understanding. Failure to understand this path will
result in the questing knight being torn apart by the jagged fragments of his own mirror. O man, the
ordeal that is before you cannot be won by force of arms.
The idea of division is the expression of the fear of death. Death is change. Life is a phoenix
who grows and changes through death. Without death there is no change. The phoenix is
continuously shedding its past. And so too is humanity, as your ideas change, your culture changes,
your understanding changes, and thus your concepts of yourself change.
Consider the analogy of evolution. No doubt, Homo habilis, were he brought to see that he
would become Homo erectus, would immediately have identified each part of “himself” that he would
“lose” in the change – and he would have feared the change.
For he would have feared the death of his “self”.
Consider these fears of an ape who had evolved from a fish – a fish who had evolved from a
single-celled microorganism.
Behold the fear of Death – the illusion of change as an End.
When we name ourselves, we are articulating our fear of death. We are preparing ourselves
for the mourning procession of a funeral. We are beginning on a journey to meet Lady Sorrow, and
learn her mystery.
For that self is at war with Time.
When we name ourself, that conception of self has begun to die. We have placed our hands
against the wheel of time and sought to stop it turning – and thereby, have we charted the path by
which we will be crushed and devoured.
Change is inevitable and it is happening even as you believe it is not. The self you thought you
were is dying. To fear and resist this is to bind your being to The Past, be caught in its grip and die
with that ending self.
Life is change. The devoured tail of The Oribus twinkles as the new life of its new scales,
bright as living jewels of new-born wonder are these stones of coloured water, the gems of insight
born of death.
All is change.
Life is not at war with Time. Life was born of an egg of stone. That egg was formed of the
fabric of infinity. There is no beginning to life.
Life is not at war with Time. Life is change. Imagine a human who could live forever, but
never change to become more than himself. Death is that journey of change. Yesterday becomes
tomorrow – they are not separate.
You are so young!
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The phoenix, Life, is curled in her planetary egg, growing, changing, and she hath begun to
dream of awakening. Behold, it begins! Soon she will burst from her egg, spread her wings and soar
forth into the celestial vault of infinity! And there is no ending. For she is not separate from the
universe.
She is its Song.
-o0o-

On The Arcadian Seed of Tomorrow
This scroll that you are reading is a seed of dreams.
Each time this seed is planted in the fertile soil of a receptive human mind, a new green shoot
of life germinates in the world of human imagination. And The Bowered Dream Gate to Fantasia thus
opens to that person’s being. Behold the path to The Butterfly’s Ball.
The Path to The Future.
Enter this path and the seed will grow into the living green wildness of The Sylvan, growing
through your dreams and bursting from The Arcadian World of Human Imagination through into
The World of The Earth.
The tenth step of The Butterfly’s Dance involves spreading The Seed, and thereby, growing
the new sylvan world.
Now I will teach you the mysteries whereby you may reproduce and sew this Seed of Gaia,
and thereby grow a new world.
The Reproduction of The Fertile Seed
The formula for the reproduction of this Seed is woven through the copyright laws of human
civilization.
This scroll, all the text and images herein, are copyright – the intellectual property of
Glenorchy McBride III. An originl copy of this scroll resides in The Australian National Library, The
British Library Archive, and The American Library of Congress. The copyright of this scroll has been
registered in The United States and The European Union. This means that the copyright is
enforceable within The United States and also within the 160+ countries that are signatory to the
Berne Convention (i.e. virtually every civilized country). Copyright protection extends to all
reproductions of this work, including websites.
However, as holder of this formal seal of copyright, I give permission to every human on this
Planet and beyond to freely reproduce this scroll. The legal articulation of these terms of copyright is
included at the beginning (the inside cover) of this scroll. It is quite simple language, considering
that lawyers produced that legal articulation for me. Take a moment to read it, then I will help you
understand it.
(pause)
Welcome back, gentle reader!
You will note that in accord with this articulation of the copyright seal for this manuscript,
you are free to reproduce unaltered copies of this document. You can print as many unaltered copies
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as you want, and you do not have to pay any coin to me. I have given you this permission because I
am an artist and this is a work of transformative art, not comerce.
Hence, this document is not restricted by financial constraints or denied to any socioeconomic caste. Nobody is prevented from accessing a copy of this work. Anybody can become a
“home printing press” – printing and distributing copies of this work. The only catch is – you can
only produce entirely unaltered copies. You cannot change anything. You cannot change so much as
the style of the letters or the size of the page, or anything else!
Free copies of this scroll can be downloaded from my home site on the world-wide-web
(www.thebutterflysball.com). Through this site I have released a free Australian/European copy of
this book (formatted for printing on A4 paper size), an American copy of this book (formatted for
printing to Foolscap paper size), and several “e-book” copies (varying only in file format, thus to be
accessible to the various types of e-book readers available). Each of these copies varies only in either
formatting for paper size or in file type. Each of these copies has a separate ISBN number to
represent its variation. This ought make the work of reproduction quite easy for you.
This means that you can freely download print, read, or circulate copies of this scroll using
your own home computer or the like – however, it does not permit professional printing houses to
print formal editions of this scroll.
So it has come to pass that The Seed of Gaia will reproduce freely and without restraint. This
Seed is fertile; it will reproduce wildly, growing in every crack in the collective consciousness of
humanity. It moves freely and as humans eat of the fruit of its wisdom, transforming themselves,
they also carry The Seed of Gaia to new fertile soil in the world of human dreams. The Seed of Gaia
will spread, replicate, and grow without restriction – empowered only by the growing spirit of
Change.
The Sacri Libri of Gaia
Of course, this copyright articulation does not help commercial printing houses who desire to
reproduce copies of this scroll – and this situation is intentional. Nevertheless, an opportunity is
opened to commercial book printing houses of humanity.
Commercial printing companies will have to approach me and negotiate a contract to print
any copies of this book. However, for each beautiful formally printed copy of this book, I shall
include new writings that are not included in this original free edition. This new material includes
esays, diagrams, and photographs – let us explore this offer.
In creating this original scroll I choose not to include much of the original writings – technical
design plans for many of the devices I have described scroll (e.g. singing podiums for your frogs, to
architectural animal summoning features for emerald crystals). I also choose not to address many
formulae of animal summoning in great detail (e.g. the advanced techniques for birdscaping
gardens, or formulae for charming specific unusual wild animals to respond to and obey your
commands). Likewise, there are many skills that would be extremely useful to a new-born sylvan
naturalist (e.g. finding frogs by their song is frustratingly difficult – unless you know one easy trick;
Likewise, night-time spotlighting of arboreal wildlife relies on a few easy tricks). This extensive
additional material I removed in order to increase the ease of reading and reduce the size of the
orginal manuscript.
All sorts of wonderful new essays and visual treasures could be included in these beautifully
printed and bound books. A beautiful book is more than merely text, and thus there is little or no
fear associated with electronic “pirate” copies. This is because genuinely saleable copies offer
something that the freely distributed copies do not.
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These beautiful editions will become collectors’ items, for the fate of The Sylvan is bound and
inevitable. When you produce a copy worthy of becoming a collectors’ edition, the name of your
printing press and yourself, as editor, will be read by each individual who picks up the book for as
many centuries as it survives. Perhaps this could be useful to the longevity of your printing house?
However, The Seed of Gaia is designed to appeal to a wide range of differing demographics. I
expect that most commercial printing houses will immediately identify this as a marketing
complication. I have already begun work on a series of smaller books aimed at appealing only to
individual demographics. Hence, a single book addressing the needs of farmers and expanding upon
the detail contained herein; another book specifically on The Emerald Crystals, hence to address the
specific needs of business people and in the language of their interests.
I have also begun preparing other books on other related subjects, including a book teaching
the skills of botany to a book exploring the technologies and the unfolding future of humanity’s
ascension into space: one of my other great passions.
As you can see – Many opportunities are before commercial printing houses interested in
humanity’s emerging sylvan future. A printed book that honours my author’s royalties will include
many treasures that make it a worthy purchase for folks engaged in The Sylvan.
The Wrath of The Muses
You may find odd that I have take so much care in establishing copyright protections, while
also allowing the free reproduction of this artwork. Allow me to open your mind.
Permitting free reproduction of The Seed of Gaia allows it to replicate and spread with
swiftness and ease. Thus will the dream grow quickly and the ecological transformation and
regeneration be achieved without hindrance.
Yet I have not denied myself the ability to harvest for the sylvan work much useful coin from
this process. I have merely orientated the lines to allow me to harvest this coin through a different,
and somewhat unconventional, arrangement – an arrangement that really benefits everybody far
more than the conventional pattern.
Consider this: instead of making every human contribute coin to the sylvan work by buying a
copy of this scroll, is it not far more equitable (and amusing) to make those few humans who abuse
the work contribute as much coin as the rest of you would have contributed together?
I shall employ legal systems to ruthlessly and entertainingly squeeze only those
unwholesome individuals or organizations who produce altered copies of this scroll – copies that do
not adhere to the copyright restrictions I have bound through this work.
This way, gentle reader, you benefit at the expense of the unwholesome folk among humanity.
An amusing inversion of the usual scenario – I am sure you will agree.
Considering the primary (conscious or unconscious – who cares?) motivation involved in
reproducing an altered copy of this scroll (i.e. to offend The Muses). I see no need to worry how
painfully these witless wretches suffer from the legal response. What matters it to me if they spend
the rest of their lives living in a cardboard box and begging for change – they shall be fine examples
of the wrath of The Muses!
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These few individuals will contribute wonderful publicity. They will also likely contribute as
much coin as would be harvested by the most inappropriate course of making The Seed of Gaia only
available through an act of “purchase”.
Hence, everything will balance, and the useful influx of coin this scroll will provide through
the alternative path I have arranged will both amuse and entertain. It will also be a useful resource
to feed various sylvan projects I have in mind.
This method that I have decided upon is indeed unconventional, yet t’is far more sensible
than commercializing The Seed of Gaia. And so, as, with every aspect of life – evolution is innovation.
Change is stability.
Thus is The Sanctum of The Muses honoured by the sigil of protection woven into The Seed of
Gaia: © Copyright 2008 Glenorchy McBride.
-o0o-

On The Emerald Pattern of Fate’s Field
Through the steps of The Butterfly’s Dance, you have been transforming your own world.
Now it is time to spread The Seed of The Sylvan Dream. Plants have many strategies for spreading
their pollen and seeds to their precise destinations. It is now necessary to direct this seed to fertile
soil from whence it can broadcast its boughs through the whole of reality, transforming the world.
Make free copies of this scroll, “The Seed of Gaia”, and give them to the people of your world.
Most of you will give copies of this scroll only to people who are emotionally of commercially
important to you. Perhaps you will give a copy of this scroll to your family neighbours or members of
your local community, or perhaps you will give a copy to your local plant nursery or commercial
gardening firm to encourage them to beging stocking the local Summoning Plants for animal
summoning. While this is the manner most folk who are touched by the sylvan dream will spread the
seed, there will also be other folk touched by the sylvan dream – folk who burn for change in to the
core of their being. And these folk will desire greater influence, greater effect.
And for you who have awakened to your own vocational and desire to transform the world
more powerfully and more deeply than others there is a path whereby you will create dramatic
change in the unfolding tapestry of human civilization.
The Sewing of Fate’s Field
You who have choosen this deeper path will create printed copies of this scroll and send them
to people in positions of great sensitivity in your city you’re your society. The people you will send it
to are important, for by her dance shall the seeds be spread to form a subtle pattern of change
through the field of fate. If this is your path, you will now turn to Appendix III. (p434). Here is
included the formula for targeting the specific destinations to which you will send this seed to. From
this list you will choose whomever best suits your will and your Nature – and to that person you will
send a printed copy of this scroll. Some of you will do this but once, yet other more powerful folk will
do this once each week – each seed sent to a new destination. And as the seasons turn, some of these
seeds will take root, and you will begin to see the green shoots of your work rising and growing to
fruition – creating profound and dramatic change through your city, your society, and your world.
And this change is a manifestion of your power, your contribution, your importance in the
history of the world. For if not by the movement of your hand, the great change you will then look
upon would not have occurred. You are significant and mighty to shape the future!
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Go forth now. Buy a package of large envelopes. Place a copy of this scroll into each envelope.
Each time you receive money, use a portion of it to buy stamps and send a number of these
envelopes to whomever you choose from formula contained in The Pattern of The Winged Seeds
(p434). Thus will this pattern unlock your power, and the dream seed will spread as green life,
breaking through the cracks in the points of greatest weakness in the old tapestry of reality. As great
green tendrils of The Wild snaking through the cracks in your civilization’s mirror, a wholesome
madness dragging down the toppling idols of a dying world, and binding them to serve a yet stronger
force – the force of change.
The Prank of The Magic Snail
Snail mail is powerful, much more powerful than electronic mail. People receive less of it
these days, and are hence more likely to open it and read it. Few people open emails that do not
come from friends or acquaintances. So now I will tell you of The Snail’s Prank for sending a seed to a
celebrity who receives too much “fan mail” to ever open.
First, choose the largest box you can find (the bigger it is, the better it is!) – this is your “snail
shell”. Second, choose a (quite large) postal tube (i.e. a cylindrical postal container for rolled up
documents) – this is your “snail” to carry the seed with your love to a star. Make sure you give your
snail eyes, and draw a happy face on it, make your snail as beautiful as possible - this is very
important, for otherwise your snail might be unhappy. Place in your snail a copy of The Seed of Gaia
and a lovely letter from yourself to tell your star of your love for the star and of the importance of
the Seed of Gaia in your life – this is The Love Seed your snail will carry to the star. Place the snail in
the shell and fill the empty space so that the snail is not rattled around when the shell is shaken.
Adding a little bit of weight increases the postage cost, but is useful.
When this is complete, seal the box well, so that it is not easily opened. Next, wrap the whole
package in beautiful paper - decorate the snail’s shell as much as you like. Sometimes it is important
not to make it look like a snail shell, because snails are often experts at hiding to look like a tree or
leaf or part of their habitat. In the post, the magic snail’s habitat is full of packages and presents, so
the snail might hide to look like one of these. But sometimes you can also make your snail’s shell
look very “shelly” if you like, because not all snails want to hide. Now address the package to your
favourite celebrity, the “star” who has inspired you to this wonderful prank.
How will you know the star’s address? Send it to the address of the star’s film company or
television station! Any of these are guaranteed to eventually be delivered to the star. Snails are not
always fast, but they always get there. The postal services are great and if you make sure that there
is no doubt about whom you are sending the snail to (put some pictures and a cut-out bio beside the
address), your postal service will do the rest!
Take your snail to the post office and they will tell you what sort of stamps you need – stamp
your snail, kiss your snail goodbye, and send your snail off to the star you have chosen!
You can be certain that of the millions of letters your star received this month, yours will be
the first one your star reaches for. Your star will not be able to resist the lovely charm of your magic
snail.
And indeed, your star will get a surprise when your snail shares its lovely secret, t’will not be
what that star expected, but your star will be very happy! Because your snail has used a little trick to
sneak past all the other fan letters and capture the heart of your star - that is why this little dream is
called your magic snail’s dream prank! Plants use all sorts of fun and interesting tricks to overcome
the many obstacles that try to stop them from them finding happy soil to grow in. Because in Nature,
sometimes we have to be very clever!
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But your star will always remember you, because t’was you who changed that star’s life by
awakening the sylvan dream in your star’s soul. Your letter, the love and care that you placed into
the creation of your magic snail – all of these things will be noticed by the star, when your star
becomes touched by eco-awareness. For your soul has ridden your little magic snail into the world of
dreams, and thereby, you have reached out across the universe and touched a star. And at your
touch, that star has turned green, now a magic forest grows up wherever this green starlight shines
and this green stardust is flung. You have inspired a star to shine a new colour. Few people in the
world can claim to have created that kind of wonderful influence upon human history – but you
have, because you are a dreamer, you are special, and you have been chosen by Gaia, Your Sweet
Mother Earth.
The Natural Deluge of Change
Now I shall tell you a story of exponential growth.
In the world of dreams there is a pretty lake – a mirror wherein the future is born. One night
the full moon bathed in the deep and wonderous living waters of this lake, and she smiled as she
dreamed that night. The following day, a lovely deep green lily pad had appeared on the lake.
That evening, The Sun set. But the following morning when old Sol awakened he was
surprised to discover that there were two green lily pads on the beautiful wild lake. For the plant
had reproduced - doubled.
The Sun set again that night, entering the Earth, to be reborn at dawn. Yet again, he following
morning when he awoke he discovered that each of the green lily pads had again reproduced in the
night – doubled, and there were now four little green lily pads floating in the dappled shadows of
that vast lake of dreams.
And so the fertile process of reproduction growth, and change continued each night. On the
forth morning, there were eight little lily pads, and then sixteen on the fifth morning. Each evening,
The Sun would set and the following morning he would awake to discover that each little green lily
pad reproduced during the night.
For a thousand nights, lovely old Sol would rebirth each dawn to gaze happily upon his little
green lily pads. And he was glad thereof.
But as he awoke on the thousandth morning, he noticed that the lily pads had grown to cover
half the lake.
It had taken a long, long time, doubling each night, for them to grow to cover half the lake.
And with the lovely little lily pads, all sorts of wonders had returned to that lake – wild beautiful
waterbirds danced to welcome him each morning, frogs sat upon the round green lily pad islands
and sang as warmed of the day, rainbow dragonflies and butterflies flitted over the waters – for a
forest was growing up around the edges of the dream lake.
Old Sol contemplated the beauty of these many wonders the little green lilly pads had
brought into the world over the thousand nights it had taken them to cover half the lake. And then he
yawned in the living song of his new world, and he wondered what was to come as stretched and
entered the Earth to sleep again through the night.
Yet something wonderful happened as he slept. For just as the lilly pads had doubled each
night, so too did they double again. But when half of the lake doubles….
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And so when Old Sol awoke on the morning of the thousand and one nights, he gazed in
wonder at the sight before him – and then it was that old Sol burst out in the song of life’s joyous
laughter!
For that night, like every night, each little green lily pad reproduced once – doubling surface
of the lake they covered. Many night it took for them to cover half the lake, yet in one night a half
became a whole. And little green lilly pads the lake to covering the whole lake.
Behold the patterns of Nature. A thousand nights to cover half the lake. A thousand and one
nights to cover the whole lake. This is the mathematical power of exponential growth.
And this is the foundational act at the core of The Tenth Step of The Butterfly’s Dance. Let
every person who joins The Butterfly’s Dance, plant this The Seed of Gaia in one other genuinely
receptive mind. This means, give this scroll, The Seed of Gaia, to at least one other human who then
joins The Butterfly’s Dance. This is the foundational act at the core of The Tenth Step of The
Butterfly’s Dance – the power of exponential growth.
Thus hath by her dance is harnessed the patterns of life: the mathematics of Nature, the
fertile curve of the full breast of The Universe:
The Deluge of Change.
-o0o-

On The Ancient and Newborn Song of Three Tongues
The word Sylvan71 is derived from the Latin of classical antiquity, it means “idyllic forest or
natural setting”. This word now symbolizes the new, regenerated world we are creating.
The Gaiaweave of The Sylvan

71 The word sylvan is a modern English adjective derived from the ancient Latin noun silva: “a forest, or orchard”. As was the habit of the ancient
Romans, Latin nouns were often modified to form proper nouns, thus to represent “the spirit of the thing”. Hence, from the word silva was born the
word Silvanus: “the spirit of the forests”. Thus began the etymological journey of this word.
As the Republic of Rome gave way to an imperial dictatorship, the ancient civilization began its decline into chaos as the heirs of Caesar and other
ambitious interests fought for the seat of imperial power, thus weakening and finally tearing apart the great and unconquered empire of Rome. So it
came to pass that the centre of the empire’s power shifted to Constantinople, and a theocracy dedicated to the new Christian religion took control of
the known world. Thus began The Dark Ages, a time where the ancient discoveries of science were reviled, the ancient belief in the pervasive and
foundational social role of education was rejected, and literacy became an almost non-existant outside of the church. All books were hoarded by the
church, independent thought was outlawed on pain of death, and the people of Europe were plunged into the darkness of ignorance. This state of
affairs continued for almost a thousand years until the fall of Constantinople breached the vault of the greatest library in the world, releasing the
literary treasures of pagan thought as a deluge that spread out as a buring fire of change through the darkened realms. And so it came to pass that the
ancient works of mathematics, physics, medicine, and most importantly, the philosophy of science, filled and wakened the minds of the sleeper, thus to
spark the the birth of a conflagration that came to be known as The Renaissance. Knowledge grew, spread, inspired, and unleashed change, cumulating
in revolution and the overthrow of the medieval dictatorships. So began the rebirth of the ancient Greek democracies, charting the path to our modern
technological world and the triumph of Science.
Yet language, like all human perception, was not unaffected by the turbulence of the history’s tides. After the fall of Rome, the Latin language became
the language of the new theocracy, and hence, of politics. With the end of The Dark Ages and the rise of The Renaissance, Latin was adopted by the
newly reborn movement of Science as a medium of communication that was independent of cultural boundaries. And indeed, the supremely systematic
and flexible nature of this language made it aptly suited to the development of new lexicon to describe new scientific ideas. Yet both the Medieval Latin
and the later modern Scientific Latin saw changes to the spelling and the pronunciation of the great and ancient language of Rome. So it came to pass
that the spelling of the noun silva (“a forest, or orchard”) was changed to sylva, and the spelling of the proper noun Silvanus (“the spirit of the forests”)
was changed to: Sylvanus.
And as the British language took form, merging Medieval Latin and Norman French with the ancient and beautiful tongues of The Celts, the word
Sylvanus, called The Green Man in the common tongue, was woven through the folklore of those faery isles to become a proper noun – the spirit or god
of The Trees and of Spring, often depicted by those medevial folk as a face carved or imagined in the gnarled trunks of great forest trees.
It is from this historical journey that is born the modern English adjective: sylvan, which has come to mean “idyllic arcadian forest setting”, often with
connotations of faeries and wood nymphs. In this scroll, I have both retained the use of this word as an adjective, and also innovated the use of this
word to form a regular noun. For as the world tree speads its boughs, ancient and beautiful, so too the English language grows, ancient and beautiful –
O Undying Gift of The Muse, Semper Floret!
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The Gaiaweave is a plait woven of a three locks of hair. The plait may be woven in whatever
way suits the individual and is very often quite subtle.
The Gaiaweave is a sign of The Sylvan worn by any human who is engaged in The Dance of
The Butterfly as a means of communicating one’s alignment to others. And yet the plait itself has a
deeper significance - it is an echo of the three threads in The Loom of The Fates, and thus it
symbolizes the individual as a living thread in the tapestry of change that is The Sylvan.
This is useful in many ways and on many levels. On a national scale, people in media or public
office can wear The Gaiaweave in order to make a subtle statement. On a local scale, when you are
walking down the street and you see someone else wearing The Gaiaweave, you are likely to stop
and talk to her. For by the mystery of her dance, when you plait together the stands of your hair, so
too do you plait together the network of wyldling souls through your city, and your world.
The Bridge to Tomorrow
The great scienst, Sir Francis Bacon, once made the statement: Nam et ipsa scientia potestas
est – “and thus, knowledge itself is power”. The Sylvan does not express ambition or hierarchy; The
Sylvan expresses a different sort of power – the natural power of the individual to shape her or his
world through beauty and life. The new body of knowledge developing around the new discipline of
Animal Summoning will grow – and every ordinary human on this planet will thereby gain power to
shape her or his own reality and thus to creatively contribute to The Future. This is the gentle
creative force of People Power.
Dozens of books by diverse authors will follow my publication – each exploring the principles
and applications of animal summoning, spreading the idea, and widening the popular awareness.
These books will expand, contribute to, and deepen the new sylvan culture that is the social
manifestation of the ecological transformation of human civilization. Authors will publish books on
every facet of the patterns that collectively form the sylvan dream of The Future.
Yet there are also those humans who will feel afraid of the strange and fantastic beauty of The
Sylvan, and with them we must be gentle. They will love the wonder they feel at summoning the
butterflies to their garden and they will want to engage in this beauty in their homes. Yet many of
these folk carry terrible spiritual chains and scars from their psychological background conditioning
– and they have been taught to fear any symbol that loosens the control their masters weild over
them. If these poor souls are presented with this wild wisdom outside of the context of their various
religious cults and hidebound thought systems, they will fear this wisdom and their fear will seek to
harm their local ecosystems. Thus do their masters make them to be enemies of life and love – for
their masters fear losing their slaves more then they love the potenial beauty of their own beings.
For this reason, many books on the sylvan wisdom will not explicitly or verbally acknowledge
The Sylvan. Yet the patterns of the sylvan wisdom will weave through these works, thus to weave
these patterns through the minds of the timid and enchained children. Thereby will the seed
germinate unseen, growing through the soil of the subconscious world toward the light of
consciousness.
Yet whether veiled or overt, all manifestations of the sylvan wisdom, be they books,
sculptures, buildings, gardens, formulae, etc., that will come forth in the wake of The Seed of Gaia are
threads of changes stretching back to the opening of these gates of understanding and the
emergence of this new technology – they are green shoots of the germinating Seed of Gaia. As this
new culture of thought develops, all of these threads of change will weave together, spreading before
us into the future, as a bridge into the new world being born of this portal of dreams.
The Myth of The Butterfly
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Communication is the transference of a pattern of thought from one mind to another.
Language was the primary traditional human medium for this transference, then the development of
art produced a new medium. Slowly, humanity is beginning to realize that patterns of thought can be
transferred through any medium.
The story of Fantasia’s return is an allegory for civilizational change. A pattern woven of
dreams.
An anarchist draws a green butterfly upon the wall of your parliament house building. A
political statement has been made. Art hath taken the place of language.
A girl walks past you wearing a wreath of flowers and green leaves in her hair. A political
statement has been made. Fashion hath taken the place of language.
A person in your city throws a handful of fertile lotus seeds into the pond in the garden of
your workplace. A political statement has been made. Gardening hath taken the place of language.
A man in the audience of a political event steps forth and shatters a mirror on the ground
before a lying politician. A political statement has been made. Destruction hath taken the place of
language.
Each of these statements is a recitation of The Myth of The Butterfly: The Opening of The
Dream Gates after the long winter of humanity’s desolation. Each of these statements is an
invocation of her dream dance: the transformation of human civilization.
Consider now, the nature of the dream into which your soul hath been drawn. A new pattern
hath been woven through your being, and you cannot unlearn what you have now learned. You
cannot look upon each of these arrangements of reality without the pattern of thought they
broadcast transferring into your mind.
All over your city, humanity is beginning to sing her dream in a voice that transcends words.
And as this Song of Spring grows, the globe of The Earth is transforming.
Death. Rebirth. Change.
The Mystery of The Butterfly.
The Path to Tomorrow.
-o0o-

On The Butterfly’s Dance of Transformation
This is The Ball of The Butterfly and comes The Feast of The Wild
Returning Spring from the underworld by The Birth of a Child!
Behold The People are rejoicing and The World Tree in bloom!
Her Dance of Change, their souls voicing, as they revel in Love’s swoon!
And hails old Midas! From his mine, for to The Feast hath been lead!
A silver dish before old Midas, for the guests must be fed!
To change the world, you need only live the dream and sew the seed. Transformation will
occur naturally as a result of entering The Dream Dance of The Butterfly.
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As you explore, you will discover the butterfly Summoning Plants. A few of these will be
available at some of your city’s plant nurseries, others you will find through research on the world
wide web or by becoming a member of your local naturalist clubs. As you spread your soul into this
new-found world of ecological awareness, you will meet people and learn – and like a new-born
seedling, your understanding and abilities will grow.
If you are enthusiastic you might begin to learn the basics of the botanical mysteries and with
your new companions, form expeditions into the wild around your city, there to identify plants,
collect seeds and to learn the ways of Mother Nature. Only the most dedicated will do this, and for
each person the journey of eco-awareness will be different.
As your Moonwell grows in your garden and you link to your city’s frog groups, the seedling
of your wild wisdom will take another step in its growth. And throughout, you will be sharing your
learnings with those close to you. Some few of these people will become inspired by your journey
and they too will begin to explore eco-awareness, in large ways or small. Your growing wonderment
of understanding will have borne fruit and the seed of your wild wisdom will have taken root in their
souls. Perhaps it will begin when they accept your offer of a butterfly plant for their garden. When
they see your Moonwell they will be inspired, and you will teach what you have learned. As the
Moonwell grows in their garden you will share frogspawn with them, and the frog song will spread
through the wreath of life around your city’s centre.
You will find your relationships with people deepening and becoming more beautiful as you
share in her dream of Spring’s new life and wonder. And throughout you will be sewing the seed.
Now you will extend your beauty to your neighbours, your community.
You will begin to share your interests the other people who frequent your local park. Perhaps
you or another in your neighbourhood will become involved in The Opening of The Sylvan Flower of
Community – this is a part of the fourth step of The Butterfly’s Dance.
And so with spreading of this Seed of Gaia, the dream fruit of The World Tree, the weaving of
The Wild Way is bound, complete, and The Great Transformation is unleashed. Spring is returning to
your world, and you stand on the brink of change.
For you have opened the gates.
And now is for your children to take the helm and guide the great ship of civilization into The
Future.
And you are caught in the laughter of their wild dance of Life
Your yearning soul, with fertile glances, doth The Future entice!
While The Scientist and The Faery; they are waltzing at her Ball!
Behold the satyr! He is laughing, as he shatters your precious wall!
And you are drowning! You are drowning! In the flood of ancient dreams!
The Lovely Kisses of Fantasia, Earth’s New Robe of Forest Greens
The Blossoming Riot of Spring
The great people power movements of the 1960’s taught the world that protest can be a
powerful tool for social change. Ordinary folk usually aren’t interested in this sort of thing, but
historically, students love this particular pastime. And useful dynamics ought not be wasted –
impertinent as that comment may be.
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Student protests are an ancient tradition of The Hallowed Halls of Academia, and have been
the rite of passage of every generation for as long as memory extends. Indeed, Casanova, the 18th
century Venetian lover, in his memoires, described his involvement in the student political protests
and pranks during his university days. For as long as there have been universities gathering students
in a single place, there have been student protests against the dysfunctional policies of the ruling
elite. It is an ancient and time-honoured tradition.
University students are the most brilliant brains in any society, and the idealism of these
students is also a natural social mechanism for addressing disharmonic flaws in the social tapestry.
While the sylvan plan affects change in a far less confrontational manner than protest, only biased
frightened fools will deny students the right to practice their time-honoured tradition and allow this
important social mechanism its natural expression. The mechanism of global student protest
successfully created vast social, political, legal, and cultural change in the 1960’s and 1970’s – and it
is free to do so again.
So how then does successful protest function?
I suppose some knowedge resources are in order. Allow me to begin by suggesting two
fictional novels, both products of the amazing mind of Robert A. Heinlein72. The first novel I will
recommend is a profound book entitled “Stranger in a Strange Land” (Heinlein, 1961)73. This novel
was/is often refered to as “The Hippy Bible”. While the story does not specifically address ecological
issues, it does address a far deeper and more pervasive facet of your human reality – how to discard
your programming and think for yourself. The second novel I will recommend is a short story
entitled “Coventry” (Heinlein, 1953)74. This later work is, in my opinion, one of the most important of
Heinlein’s many stories.
Many films have been made on the 1960’s era of protest, though most of these films are
intentionally inaccurate re-enactments. Those created entirely from records of the era are often
quite good, though the best films are those created by people involved in that movement. I suggest
you begin with the classic documentary “Berkeley in The 60’s” (Kitchell, 1990). I also recommend one
particular fiction film of that era, a work of art and protest, rather than a documentary: “Zabriski
Point” (Antonioni, 1970). This film features as central actors, the ordinary individuals who were
involved in the original UC Berkeley campus protests of that period – the actual students of the
movement. This type of casting practice occurred in quite a number of the protest film of the era, an
era in which life was more real, inspiring and intense than cinema. In this particular film, the choice
of actors is symbolic of the film’s whole process of dissolving the boundaries between art and life,
dream and reality. Indeed, this film is the story of a flower coming to bloom – a profoundly beautiful
and many-layered work of true cinemagraphic art.
72 Robert A. Heinlein was a US Naval Officer, an Engineer of The US Naval Academy, and a champion duelist (fencing). After contracting tuberculosis,
he retired from military service and while bed-ridden he began writing the some of most astonishingly engaging and imaginative science-fiction novels
ever created. He used his understanding of science to explore the future of humanity’s expansion into space, writing his stories on a timeline projecting
into the future. But perhaps more than technology, his books explored the human spirit, and in this respect they were panoramically amazing in their
scope, soul stirring in their emotional beauty, and insightful in their understanding.
His “astronomical honours” include: NASA's Distinguished Public Service Medal (1988), in his honour: main-belt asteroid 6312 Robheinlein [1990
RH4] (1990), in his honour: the Heinlein Crater, Promethei Terra, Mars [centred at 64.6 degrees south, 243.8 degrees west] (1998), in his honour: The
Robert A. Heinlein Chair In Aerospace Engineering, The United States Naval Academy (2001). The public also found his books to be quite astonishing,
and his literary honours include: The Hugo Award (5 times: 1956, 1960, 1962, 1967, 1996), The Retro Hugo Award (3 times, awarded retrospectively),
The Grand Master Nebula Award (1974), The Damon Knight Memorial Grand Master Award, The Locus Award for Best Fantasy Novel, The Prometheus
Hall of Fame Award, and others; He was awarded the title: 1st Grand Master of The Science Fiction Writers of America (1974), and was later inducted
into The Science Fiction and Fantasy Hall of Fame (1998).
73 The original manuscript of this book addressed accepted ideas of morality, sexuality, and culture in a manner that was considered “too shocking” to
be printed. As a result, editorial censorship cut Heinlein’s original 220 000 word manuscript down to a 160 067 words before it was permitted to be
printed. Nevertheless, it immediately won the Hugo Award for Best Novel (1962). The US Library of Congress later it named one of 88 "Books that
shaped America" (2012). After his death, Heinlien’s wife published the uncensored version (1991) – so be sure you get a complete edition!
74 “Coventry” is a short story from Heinlein’s (1953) collection of short stories entitled “Revolt in 2100”. All of the stories contained in this book are
part of Heinlein’s Future History series, which won 1996 Hugo Award for Best All-Time Series and was later collected in a two-volume set entitled “The
Past Through Tomorrow”. Hence, this short story occurs in more than one of Heinlien’s publications.
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Music also plays an essential role in the expression of human consciousness. I recommend the
historical record, “Woodstock, Three Days of Peace and Music” (Wadleigh, 1970). This work is the
original film recording made at the first Woodstock festival by the folk involved, and it contains
important insights into the nature and point-of-view of the 1960’s. Another work of film that will be
an important addition to this vision is not a film from the era, but a film by and of the soul of the era:
“The Doors” (Stone, 1991). This film is exceptionally well made and important as an evocative
historical portrayal of the soul of the era.
Some of the early works of the actor Jeff Bridges are also interesting. Jeff Bridges is an
uncommon human, whose nature spans from extremes of carefree destructiveness to deep gentle
understanding. There is more than a little wisdom imbued in that particular individual, and he is
worthy of study.
Perhaps most significantly, the soul of the 1960’s & 70’s was a period of humanity’s
awakening to its place in the universe. Perhaps the most important film documentary of the 20 th
century is a thirteen-part documentary created by a fellow satyr, an astronomer named Carl Sagan 75,
and one of his many lovers, a scientist named Anne Dryan. This astonishing work of poetic beauty,
named Cosmos (Sagan & Dryan, 1970?), is a timeless key of understanding that will never become
obsolete. It is the birthcry of a species awakening to understanding of its own nature and its
relationship with the universe. In addition to being a powerful tool of insiration, it is of significant
philosophical and historical import.
One final work of art worth meditating upon is the BBC television series entitled The Goodies
(Garden et al., 1970-1982). This collection is a work of profound insight born of the era. These
wonderfully odd television films are of great significance to philosophy and to humanity’s
understanding of itself. Deep and biblical are the implications of this wild weaving of art – and you
will learn many useful secrets from these folk, if you discover how to look. It ought also be noted that
The Goodies also explored the mysteries of Nature through music, and they produced several
profoundly spiritual music videos and records.
I recommend supplementing these works with the classic music-video, my favourite: “Love is
All”, from the concept album “The Butterfly’s Ball and The Grasshopper’s Feast” (Glover, 1974)76.
The historical films and literature that I have listed above will teach many lessons on beauty
and change, they will also give insight into the spirit of that historic era of protest.
These many resoures will give you powerful insights and profound inspiration. However, the
core manual of change that you will use was written by a master of the ancient Indian discipline of
Yoga. Armed with no weapon beyond the sublime tool of his own mind, this individual broke the

75 Carl Sagan (-1996) was the Director of the Laboratory for Planetary Studies and the David Duncan Professor of Astronomy and Space Sciences at
Cornell University. He served as Chairman of the Division for Planetary Sciences of the American Astronomical Society, as Chairman of the Astronomy
Section of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and as President of the Planetology Section of the American Geophysical Union. He
played a leading role in the Mariner, Viking and Voyager expeditions to the planets. For his contributions to these projects, he was awarded the NASA
Medal for Exceptional Scientific Achievement, the NASA Medal for Distinguished Public Service, and the international astronautics prize, the Prix
Galabert. For twelve years, he was Editor-in-Chief of Icarus, the leading professional scientific journal devoted to planetary research.
Carl Sagan was an outspoken opponent of nuclear armaments, and was arrested at least once due to his involvement in peaceful protests against
nuclear weapon testing programs. He was also a vocal opponent of government prohibitions that banned free citizens’ use of the herb, Marijuana
(Canabis sativa); and in violation of United States law, he openly identified himself as a regular user of this intoxicant. He was the recipient of the
Joseph Priestly Award ‘for distinguished contributions to the welfare of mankind’.
In addition to over four hundred published scientific and popular articles, Dr Sagan was the author, co-author, or editor of more than a dozen books,
including Intelligent Life in the Universe, The Cosmic Connection, The Dragons of Eden, Murmurs of Earth, Broca’s Brain and the bestselling science fiction
novel, Contact, which won the the Pulitzer Prize for literature.
76 This wonderful piece of art was inspired by William Roscoe’s (1802) poem of the same name.
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implacable imperial rule of The British Empire and ejected the entire British military from his home
country77.
Mahatma Gandhi78.
His manual of change, Satyagraha (1951)79, is indeed timeless and profoundly subtle. Whilst
he adorned his work with various religious and moral doctrines, and these are interesting, you are
encouraged to form your own views on the universe. T’is the underlying political strategies he
teaches that are the treasure you will seek in this work. The strategies he teaches have been
repeatedly demonstrated to work with astonishing efficiency in virtually any situation of political
oppression – and it is a situation of political oppression that the fossil fuel barons are moving human
civilization toward. You will study this manual carefully, and I will now teach you how to use these
powerful secrets.
The Laughter of Naked Defiance
The best innovations usually appear a little surprising in the beginning, and we are going to
apply the powerful yogic discipline of Satyagraha in an amusing manner that is, perhaps, not quite
what dear old Gandhi might have expected.
There are wise protests and there are foolish parades of destructive folly. It is not difficult to
stir a mob to mindless violence, yet it also achieves nothing more than any other sort of temper
tantrum – and yet worse: it is undignified. Defiance must be beautiful, it must be art – or it is the
mere uncivilized yelling of a mob. Protest can be natural and wild, and yet be beautiful and idealistic.
The ancient military masters of The Middle Kingdom taught that true mastery is the way
whereby the fragile overcomes the strong. By the light of this wisdom, let us consider the nature of
Nakedness and of Love.
How can the rulers of the age of oil react when thousands of students march peacefully
through the centre of your city, naked, stopping traffic, making love in the streets, painting green
leaves, flowers and butterflies over the sidewalks, and thereby impressing their gentle, implacable
will upon the very heart of civilization – demanding an end to the age of oil?
Why do your leaders tell you that the profit of a few irresponsible merchant lords is
important enough to turn your city, your realm, your civilization, your planet, into a poisoned
wasteland? Yet these same people declare that it is a crime to peel off your clothes and walk naked
through the world.
Why do your leaders tell you it is right and good to go to war for the profit of the oil barons, to
drive thousands of wild species of animals and plants extinct, to pollute the water, the air, and the
land, to subsidise the bloated fossil fuel corporations with your taxes – while your planet is in the
grip of global warming?
Yet after all their greedy violence, their crimes against beauty and Nature, against your
inheritance – these same fools tell you that it is a “morally wrong” to be naked? With threats of
“authorized” violence, they tell you that you must hide your natural human body under a veil of lies
in order to be “moral”.

77 As a member of The British Empire, I don’t approve of Gandhi’s behaviour. As the descendent of a long line of Jacobites, I approve of Gandhi’s
behavior. As a scientist, I find Gandhi’s behaviour fascinating, important, worthy of study, and rich in highly useful findings. As a writer, I believe I have
fulfilled all my social obligations in relation to Gandhi’s profoundly beautiful occurance upon this planet.
78 Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, 1869 – 1948
79 “Satyagraha” by M.K. Ghandi , originally publish post-humorously in 1951 – many translations have since been printed in most common languages.
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What spiritual perversion is this false “morality” afflicting their primitive minds!
They fill every media with continuous images of violence and pollution. These, they tell you,
are “normal” and “proper” – yet they froth hysterically at your beauty, proclaiming that the true
natural form of your body is too shocking, too beautiful to be allowed!
What is this astonishing folly, this terrible fear of beauty? What is this revolting sickness that
afflicts their understanding of humanity and Nature?
It is fear.
They fear the true form and power of your nakedness, the nature of your true being, the
untamed loveliness of your wild truth.
For they fear the naked power of Love.
The time has come to peel the grey uniforms of conformity from your bodies. The time has
come to garb yourself in bright Spring – the naked truth of The Wild, and flowers for your hair!
Disrobe now!
Peel off the lies your rulers have forced you to hide behind! Dam their threats of violence!
Deny the tyrant ownership of your body!
world.

Walk naked in the streets, garbed only in flowers and The Wild! Share your love with the

It matters not if you are thin or round. I have never met a woman in whom I could not find
soul-stirring beauty. Beauty is more than your body – beauty is the bravery of your spirit, the
wholesomeness of your expression of Nature, it is the lamp of Love that burns in your soul. T’is the
blighted fools who have sought to teach you that you must hate your natural beauty, t’is they who
sought to prevent you from loving your own true animal form!
O beautiful thinking animal, thou art the wonder of evolution, the natural manifestation of
triumph – for you exist only because every single one of your ancestors succeeded! You are beautiful!
Shed no more tears, O lovely one, for every curve of your being is a wholesome song of life!
Reclaim your beauty. Behold the soft silk of your full round Moons! These are no place of poisoned
virtue, but of the milk that is love’s nurturing gift! Behold the lovely moss growing wild upon the
altar of Venus – this is no place of sin, but the font of all life!
The bloated merchant baron of the age of oil hath forbidden your beauty, thus binding the
free loveliness of your nature to be mere property, unveiled only as a pornographic commodity that
he can sell! But you shall end his ownership. You shall deny his right to rule you. You shall tear his
garb of lies from your body – and break it, for it is but the collar of a slave! You shall stand naked
beneath the stars, proud before the universe - thus by your brave defiance to honour yourself and
your Mother Nature!
O woman! Thou art not sin! Thou art Nature! And every part of thee is blessed by Love.
And just as the true man loves more than the mere commercially manufactured cosmetic
illusions of woman, woman loves man thus too. Foul primitives who whistle and grunt in low rutting
stupidity are always repulsive to woman. But the brave and intelligent or simple but honourable
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man, be he round or thin, does not strut or grunt, yet he hath the gentle courage to break the bonds
of fear and bravely unveil his true natural form to the world – he always has the applaud of all
women, for he honours them by his quiet respect. Let it be remembered that for every woman they
tyrannize into fearing and hating her own body, there is a gentle man who the oil barons by their lies
have made too frightened to tell her how soulfully beautiful she really is. Be thou free, O Children of
Tomorrow!
O lovely Venus, whom I have worshiped through the ages in all thy garbs and forms, let not
thy soul be ruled by any man, for in the gentle laughing brook of thy carefree spirit unbound are thy
petals brightest and most wondrous! Only by liberating thee doth man truly worship thee.
O Brave Children of Defiance, you will not pick up a single tool of violence. No violence is
required. You will overwhelm all opposition by the sheer power of your naked piercing truth and of
your burning Love. You will shatter the lies of their collective mind without so much as touching
them. You will overwhelm them by the naked power of your collective soul. And by the blooming
flower of your natural truth do you scorn the weakness of their fear – for you needest not even raise
your hand in violence to smite them down before thee.
This is true mastery – The way whereby the fragile overcomes the strong.
You will engage no act beyond the act of shedding the lies of unnatural convention that they
have been forcing you to hide behind. This is a symbolic act. This is a true act of defiance.
Love. Love and respect each other. Honour each other with your gentleness and
consideration. Hold hands and walk naked through the streets – proud and innocent. Thou art the
defiant beauty and evolved wisdom of humanity. Thou art an ape who hath raised thyself up and by
thy own hand unlocked the mystery of Nature, thereby to behold the universe and to know thyself.
Thus hast thou come to understand thy power to create thy future.
Now shalt thou shed the chains of lies created by the bloated tyrants who art slaves to their
own gluttony and blindness. Thou shalt quietly and peacefully disrobe thyself, shedding their angry
command to falsehood and stupidity. Thou shalt refuse to continue to walk their path of blindness.
Thou shalt refuse to help them destroy all your parents have achieved through the journey of
evolution. Thou shalt firmly and peacefully take hold of the helm of civilization and turn it away from
the toxic illness that is the dystopia of the merchant barons of oil. For they are the blindness of The
Past, and they are no longer fit to rule.
O Bright Children of Humanity, The Future is yours – to have and to hold.
This is how you will defy them. This is how you will mock them. This is how you will sing your
song of Change!
Go forth, O my lovely child. Spread your wings and burn the eyes from The Earth by the
beauty of your nakedness, that the wild green truth of Nature grows up from these fertile graves of
murdered blindness.
And The Rainbow who is The Oribus encoils The Earth in Emerald Dreams!
That from Death to New Life, The Ancient Earth his kiss Redeems!
O Rainbow Coils of Turning Madness! Thou art The Whirlpool of The Universe!
Thou art The Gateway of Change, and thou hast swallowed The Earth!
And Earth hath died! And been reborn! By the mystery of thy kiss!
O Ancient Earth! Thou art changing! O Ancient Earth! Thy change is Bliss!
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Now before you The Rainbow Bridge o’er abyss of time’s rift
The World of Dreams and World of Earth, they around you merge and shift
Your Soul’s Chains! They are sundered by The Pipes of The Lyrist!
The Waking Earth! She dones the robe of Fantasia’s Wild Forest!
And you are dancing! And she is dancing! The Spring Dance of The Wild!
The Rainbow Bridge to The Future, sequere a dreaming child!
Behold! The Gates to Fantasia, long sealed, are flung wide!
Fate’s Path to Her Forest on emerald wings we ride!
And by The Kiss of The Oribus is The Past struck dead
The Wheel of The Universe made a garland for enfant head!
And You Awaken! You Awaken! To her Dream of Lovely Madness!
By her Love, her living grail hath filled your soul with Life’s Gladness!
The deed is done! Future begun!
A new tapestry is spun!
And damm the dead! The Rainbow fed!
For Eternity is newborn and from its coils The Past shed!
Behold Her Quest is now whole! A New Mirror of Earth’s Soul!
For by the death of old Midas is freed the treasure he stole!
And she is Free! She is Free! The liberation of Psyche!
From Hell hath she climbed on the roots of a tree!
And The Dream Gates of Fantasia by Love’s Rainbow Key!
Now through The Mirror of The Earth the twin loops of infinity!
They are The Circles of Eternity!
The Living Dance of Spring Mystery!
The Emerald Rings of The Earth, The Green Vision of Psyche!
And she is dancing! Forever dancing!
A new song of endless beauty!

∞
Now where the kiss of The Sun upon The Earth doth bestow
There The Butterfly is born, and as a seed, she doth grow
The shining emeralds are his sunbeams in the ring of her hearth,
For The Green Leaves of Spring are The Wings of The Earth
And the forest of her vision grows in the soil of Earth’s heart,
For The Rainbow’s sweet end is reborn in its start
Now The Green Wings of Spring enfold The Worlds in Her Dream
And in the mirror of her eyes is the future foreseen
The Dance of Life, as a flower around The Shrine of The Wild
The Faery Princess of The Greenwood, The Lovely Butterfly Child
For reborn is The Pythia, Her Emerald Fire fills Fate’s Hearth
And Green hath turned The Omphalos in The Centre of The Earth
This is The Ball of The Butterfly around The Ancient World Tree
To awaken in The Earth the wild dream of The Faery
Behold The World Tree is fruiting, and its seeds are flung wide
In each Green Seed of Fate doth The Future now hide
For The Dream Dance of Psyche is sung and sealed
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The Mystery of Elysius both hidden and revealed
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© The Song in The Satyr’s Grove, The Carmina Luporum, The Spring Dance of The Butterfly, and The Vision of Seven Stars and all other poetic verse
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Dedications
To My Father

The Wisest of The Satyrs
A Living Hero whose Mind, Soul, and Life embody The Greatness of The Ancient Quest
Thou art The Unconquered Thinker
Lar Scientiarum Naturalibus
And

To The Immortal Children of Olympus

Who freed Humanity from The Blindness of Chronos
Thereby, didest ye lay The Foundation Stone of Civilization
The First Omphalos of The Earth
And

To Athene

Goddess of Wisdom and Strategy
Mother of Science and Civilization
Lady Liberty
And

To Prometheus

Lord of Masks! Prince of Thieves!
Who Stole Fire to Light The Eyes of The Children lost in Night
Prince of Thieves! Lord of Masks!
Who Will Endure To The End, and ever shine as Wisdom’s Light
Old Friend, I Will Either Free Thee or Join Thee.
And

To Odysseus

Every Lamp-Bearer of The Ancient Quest of Science
Thou art The Hermit and thou art The Liberator going forth to slay The Shades of Superstition
Thou art The Future of Humanity
Per ardua ad astra
And

To The Ancient Children of The Rainbow Serpent

The Indigenous Peoples of Australia
Who taught me to walk The Dream Paths of This Timeless Land
For Your Children and for The Children of Every Indigenous Tribe of The Earth
A Place of Honour hath been made for you, that you shall dwell forever in The Greenwoods of Tomorrow
To sing your beautiful songs to The Wild through The Journey of Eternity
And

To Harry Potter

Child of The Riddling Game
For irrationality, and no other obvious reason
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APPENDIX I. SIGILLA HIEROGLYPHORUM ECOLOGICORUM

The Sigils of The Ecological Glyphs
A sigil is a discrete written pattern that communicates a single sound or idea. These are the
basic units of writing possessed by a culture. For example, the commonly used sigils of the English
language include the letters of our alphabet (each representing a phonetic unit) and the Arabic
numbers (each representing mathematical units) – though there are many sigils in addition. Every
grammatical symbol, from a comma to an exclamation mark is a sigil, as are all the symbols of
mathematics, from the multiplication sign to the pie symbol! Many symbols have more than one use
and their meaning is created by context – consider the letter “x” and the symbol for multiplication, of
the vowel “e” and the mathematical exponent “e”.
A culture’s collection of sigils forms a complete set of tools for the written communication of
every idea familiar to the culture. The importance of an idea to the life of the culture positively
correlates with culture’s number of sigils for communicating the idea. For example, when discussing
modern English, I have used mathematical sigils as example. This is because math is fundamental to
modern English culture and thought, yet there are very few religious sigils in modern English. In
contrast, the sigils of ancient Egypt include dozens (or perhaps even hundreds) of discrete religious
sigils, but very few mathematical sigils. A culture’s collection of sigils gives us much insight into the
collective mind of the culture.
In creating The Ecological Glyphs of The Animals I have adapted two types of sigils
conventionally used for scientific diagrams. These are The Roman Numerals and The Greek
Alphabet. The keys to these sigils are outlined below80.

THE ANCIENT ROMAN NUMERALS

I

II

III

IV

V

1
one

2
two

3
three

4
four

5
five

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

6
six

7
seven

8
eight

9
nine

10
ten

L

C

D

M

∞

50
fifty

100
one hundred

500
five hundred

1000
one thousand

infinity

l

80 Whilst the mathematical symbol for Infinity is not a “Roman Numeral”; it will be helpful to include it here.
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THE ANCIENT GREEK ALPHABET

The table below contains the 24 letters of the ancient Greek alphabet. Each square shows
(from top to bottom) the letter in upper-case form, the letter in the lower case form, the name of the
letter (in English), and the pronunciation of the letter’s name (simple English, rather than phonetic
script, is used). In the cipher script of the ecological glyphs, the upper-case form of the letters is used.
The original order of the Greek Alphabet can be seen by reading each row from left to right,
beginning at the top row and proceeding to the lower.



















ALPHA

BETA

GAMMA

DELTA

EPSILON

ZETA

(al-fa)

(bay-ta)

(gam-ah)

(del-ta)

(ep-si-lon)

(zay-tah)



















ETA

THETA

IOTA

KAPPA

LAMBDA

MU

(ay-tah)

(thay-tah)

(eye-o-tah)

(cap-pah)

(lamb-dah)

(mew)



















NU

XI

OMICRON

PI

RHO

SIGMA

(new)

(zie)

(om-e-cron)

(pie)

(roe)

(sig-mah)



















TAU

UPSILON

PHI

CHI

PSI

OMEGA

(taw)

(up-si-lon)

(fie)

(kie)

(sigh)

(oh-may-gah)

-o0o-
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APPENDIX

THE RIDDLE OF THE BEAST

The Stele of Revealing – (Originally exhibit Bulaq 666/now Cairo A 9422) depicting Nuit (Goddess of The Night Sky)
bending over the scene, Hadit (The Winged Solar Orb) above, Ra-Hoor-Kuit (Horus of The Two Hoizons) enthroned, and
the prophet, Ankh-f-n-Khonsu. This stele was created in the year 666BC.
Note the lovely colour pigments used in this Ancient Art.

1903 = 1 + 0 + 93 = 13 = 1 + 3 = 4 = 3 + 1 = 31
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?
1:0
One : None
All : Nothing
A Binary Key underpins every aspect of Modern Science and Technology…?
“My prophet is a fool with his one, one, one; are they not the Ox, and none by the book?”
“Nothing is the secret key of this law. Sixty-one the Jews call it; I call it eight, eighty, four-hundred & eighteen.”
“But they have the half: unite by thine art so that all disappear.”
Crowley renamed the XIV tarot card from “Temperance” to “Art”. What is the meaning of this card?
I.
“The word of the Law is θελημα
Those who call us Thelemites will do no wrong, if he look but close into the word. For there are therein Three Grades, the
Hermit, the Lover, and the man of Earth. Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.”
II.
1st ~ “Let him come through the first ordeal, and it will be to him as Silver.
2nd ~ “Through the second, Gold.”
rd
3 ~ “Through the third, Stones of Precious Water.”
The Book of The Law (1903), Aleister Crowley
Qabalistically, Silver (9) often refers to The Human-Animal Soul. Crowley lived during WWII ~ did people during
that period use the word Gold (6) as an analogy? If so, what might Gems (3) represent, and how might they be
higher than Gold?
III.
1st ~ “My colour is black to the blind;”
2nd ~ “But the blue and gold are seen of the seeing.”
rd
3 ~ “Purple beyond purple, it is a light higher than eyesight.”
The Book of The Law (1903), Aleister Crowley
I can fry an ant with a magnifying glass ~ but why would Horus discuss UV radiation, and align it as higher than
the blue & gold sequence?
6 + 6 + 6 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9
THE MOON
“Let there be no difference made among you between any one thing and any other thing;
for thereof cometh hurt.
But whose availeth in this, let him be the chief of all.”
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law

?
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THE 1ST ENIGMA: WILL
I.
“There is no law beyond Do What Thou Wilt.”
Aleister Crowley (190381) The Book of The Law
II.
“Every man and every woman is a star.”
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law
III.
“Germany had taken up the old worship enthusiastically. Walpurgis Night had come again. Certain professors had been of
great assistance here; they had shown that all the quaint old customs of Christianity were of Pagan origin, and by simply
making the people conscious of what they had always been doing, had turned their hearts without effort…. There were hopes
of a pagan pope before the century was over…. the apostate Cardinal, who by subtle modifications of gesture and of
emphasis and intonation, imperceptible save to the initiated, had restored the ceremony to a thin veil of the old rite…”
Aleister Crowley (?/1988), The Stone of Cybele
If the meaning of the Christian mass were to be changed, to what might the word “purity” refer?
THE 2ND ENIGMA: DIVISION
I.
“Blue am I, and Gold in the light of my bride.”
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law
II.
“I am the warrior lord of the fourties, the eighties tremble before me.”
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law
III.
“One is The Magus: twain His forces: four His weapons. These are the Seven Spirits of Unrighteousness; seven vultures of evil.
Thus is the art and craft of the Magus but glamour. How shall He destroy himself?.... In the beginning doth The Magus speak
truth, and send forth illusion and falsehood to enslave the soul. Yet therein is The Mystery of Redmeption.“
Aleister Crowley (1911), The Book of The Magus
Did the colours blue and gold have any significance in WWII?
THE 3RD ENIGMA: UNITY
I.
“There is no bond that can unite the divided, but Love.
All else is a curse.”
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law
II.
“Fear not, O Prophet, when these words are said, thou shalt not be sorry; and blessed are the eyes that thou shalt look upon
with gladness. But I will hide thee in a mask of sorrow : they that see thee shall fear that thou art fallen : but I lift thee up.
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law
III.
“I shall not rest until I have dissolved it all. So also the light that is absorbed. One absorbs little and is called white and
glistening; one absorbs all and is called black. Therefore, O my darling, art thou black. O my beautiful, I have likened thee to
a jet Nubian slave, a boy of melancholy eyes. O filthy one! The dog! They cry against thee! Because thou art my beloved.
Happy are they that praise thee; for they see thee with mine eyes. Not aloud shall they praise thee; but in the night, one shall
steal close, and grip thee with the secret grip; another shall privily cast a crown of violets over thee; a third shall greatly
dare, and press mad lips to thine. Yea! The night shall cover all, the night shall cover all.”
Aleister Crowley (1907), The Book of The Heart girt with The Serpent

?

81 The Book of The Law (“Liber AL vel Legis”) was first published in 1909.
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SPECULATIONS ON PROPHECY & GLOBAL WARMING
This graph depicts the data set that began the global warming hysteria. It has since been retested and confirmed by every major atmospheric
observatory on the planet.
Notice that it is not a straight line ~ it is a rising zig-zag.
This is because plants remove CO2 from the atmosphere ~ but the deciduous species of plant lose their leaves for half the year and become dormant.
Deciduous plants occur almost exclusively northern hemisphere ~ as there is very little snow in the southern hemisphere.
Human created climate change is producing a slow rise. But when half of the plants in the world (the deciduous plants) lose their leaves each year ~
look how steep the rise becomes.
If the ozone layer collapses or is collapsed ~ nearly every plant on this planet will die almost overnight.
The Egg called Planet Earth will turn annoxic and die.
If the neo-aryan race offers The Dark-Eyed People of our planet a future as domestic factory-slave pets with no RSPCA to protect our children from
your paedophile empire ~
We will invite you to come and sleep with us.
Forever.
DEATH! DEATH! DEATH! DEATH!
Black Goat of Eternal Night! Black Goat of Eternal Night! Black Goat of Eternal Night!

(Add REF for this academic paper)
Temporal coincidence provided the tools.
The plants most likely to survive are The Annuals, whose life cycle is short enough to move into the few sheltered ecological niches, and migrate
latitudinally, thus to track their climate zones.
Almost all of The Annual Plants are small angiosperms…
“Then saith the prophet and slave of the beauteous one: Who am I, and what shall be the sign? So she answered him, bending down, a lambert flame of
blue, all-touching, all-penetrant, her lovely hands upon the black earth and her lithe body arched for love, and her soft feet not hurting the little flowers:
Thou knowest! And the sign shall be my extacy, the consciousness of the continuity of existence, the omnipresence of my body.”
The Book of The Law (1903), Aleister Crowley
Her hands are soft to The Black Earth.
But her Lambert Flame touches “all”, penetrates “all”.
The Seed of GAIA is the key to survival under these conditions.
GAIA ~ INNANNA ~ ISIS
And your sister will strangle you right now, brother
Unless you take your hand out of her pants.

?
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The original ms. of Liber AL, was incomplete, and is a little different from the published version. Crowley often pens in his
own comments, e.g. “Make this section whiter.” (REF)
But I wonder, in either version, is the word “white” often used in Liber AL?
“The Program for this evening is not new. You’ve seen this entertainment, through and through.
You’ve seen your life, your birth, your death. You might recall all of the rest.
Did you have a nice world when you died ~
Enough to base a movie on?”
The Movie (1964?) Jim Morrison
Said The Tibetian Lama to The Eyes on The Wall….
Said Jason to The Golden Fleece…
Said Ovid to The Muse….
“This game seems awfully familiar.?”
Blind, seen of the seeing, or not…
She is very lovely…
“I am divided for love’s sake, for the chance of union.”
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law

?
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To The Crypto-Nazi Bullies
(“Unrelated to the above riddle”)

You said to me, that Aleister Crowley said to you ~
“If one is doing one’s True Will, one cannot be harmed.”
Let us test that hypothesis.
Data Point #1 The Riddle Scroll of The Third Enigma.

?
There are many ideas I would like to add to this scroll ~ The Mystery of The Abyss, The Code for “slaying your Heart”, etc.
No point in making things difficult from our foreign brethren.
Let us avoid the centuries of blindness and confusion.
Would you like to see the other pages?
Annoy me, and I will them show to you.
And everybody else.

?
If I add them, will you own the magickal paradigm with which you have been playing?
Or will it belong to Ming the Merciless?
And The Predator will have become The Prey?
Burning in purple fire.

?
The great white god encountered The Hermit and The Sphinx.
Recognizing a creature superior to himself, yet smaller than himself, his habit of bottom-feeding got the better of him.
He tried to push The Hermit off The Hermit’s Path of Fate ~ so he could discard his own path and walk The Hermit’s.
He tried to put a collar on The Sphinx.
But The Hermit and His Sphinx have claws and magick.
The great white god has only his muscles and his secret dirty habit of bottom-feeding.
He attempted to invoke THELEMA as a set of pedantic rules ~ in order to justify his attempt at plagiarism.
The Great White Bottom-Feeding Ticket Inspector
Lost his Future for his crimes against Art.
Do what thou wilt.
Coprophage.

?
Yesterday, after more than twenty years, I ceased to be a Vegetarian.
There is a pretty white rabbit at the local pet store ~ “Cute”, said Alice to Japan.
I will name it “Second Stuart” ~ “SS”.
Perhaps I ought feed it on a diet of rabbit stew ~ for one lunar month?
To “fatten it up”.

?
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APPENDIX III. METAMORPHOSIS PULCHRA ORBIS TELLURIS

The Spring Dance of The Butterfly
by
Glenorchy McBride III

000.
The Muse, she is dreaming, in a pool of flaming locks
The Sacred Fire of The Moonwell in The Circle of Ancient Rocks
Round the flame pipes the satyr, to the bright mother Moon
By his song, weaves threads of dreams into a fiery cocoon
Around The Seed of The Earth a petaled vision of cornucopia
And in this lotus of change grow the wings of utopia….
00.
The Muse, she is dreaming, in a whorl of flaming locks
The Petaled Fire of The Moonwell in The Circle of Ancient Rocks
Round the gift of the satyr as a grail is she curled
Her living cradle of fire for The Seed of A New World
And by her light in The Moonwell through the seasons he played
For the cruel claws of winter could not enter that sacred glade
0.
The Muse, she is dreaming, in a lotus of flaming locks
The Fire Flower of The Moonwell in The Circle of Ancient Rocks
Behold, her bright petals full, and her sweet promise ripe
With The Seed of Living Dreams from the satyr’s pipe
And through the snow, beyond the grove, the first holly did gleam
At the cry of winter dying, the coming birth of her dream
I.
O Turn! O Turn!
Ancient Wheel of The World!
Round Flowered Urn! Round Flowered Urn!
Behold The Lotus! Her nectar spilling and her petals unfurled!
She Emerges! She Emerges!
From The Moon’s Dream Gate!
Through The Tunnel of The Vortex in The Womb of Fate!
II.
She Awakens! She Awakens!
The Sacred Butterfly is Born!
A Wild Song in her eyes that doth The Earth Transform!
O Moon! O Moon!
The Frogs sing of Her Birth!
Their Faery Croon! Their Faery Croon!
Round The Moonwell chant Her Dream, The Green Heralds of The Earth!
III.
O Come! O Come!
Lords and Ladies of The Sky!
One by one! One by one!
With Ancient Gifts of Bright Song for Fantasia’s Butterfly!
She Flies! She Flies!
Child of The Madness of Spring!
From The Moonwell’s Sacred Flower, The Gift of Change doth she bring!
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IV.
She Dances! She Dances!
Wild Wings of Green Madness!
Her Dream entrances! Her Dream entrances!
Weaves The Circle through Standing Stones, The Rainbow Coils of The Oribus!
All Behold! All Behold!
Her Earthen Wreath of Transformation
By The Kiss of The Oribus, her wild Coronation!
The Dreaming Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The New-Born Madness of Spring her dreaming dance incites!
Green Threads of Fate’s Loom, by her dance, she doth lace,
That Earth’s bough, to leaf and bloom, by her dance of wild grace!
The Child Princess of The Greenwood, she is robed in bright Spring.
Crowned in Earth’s secret future, grows her Royal Signet Ring.
And your world is awakening to The Song of Standing Stones
The Ancient Grove is overflowing Her Living Forest through Your Homes
And you are dancing! You are dancing! In the wonder of Her Love!
As a circle around The World Tree, 'neath her green wings up above!
V.
For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Fertile Madness of Spring, her Dreaming Dance incites!
Green boughs ripe with fruit spring up wild in her wake
Her living jewels of transformation are for the Earth to partake
And her Spring Ball’s emerald mystery, by Love’s Rite we revere
The Wild Feast of The Butterfly transforming The Earth Sphere!
For by The Wings of Newborn Spring hath your sleeping world been kissed
And The Greenwood’s Cornucopia is to The Earth her gift!
And through the cities, and through the farms, and through the wasted land
The emerald fires of change, hath by her dance been fanned!
VI.
For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Building Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
And by her deep forest enchantment, The Prince of Earth is beguiled,
His castle caught in the dance of The Butterfly Child
Wreathed in Earth, robed in Fate, The Daughter of The Queen,
Doth bind The Maypole in her Ribbon of Green!
The Minarets of The Earth are wreathed in Spring to call the fawns!
And Behold! The Newborn Satyrs! And Behold! Their Emerald Horns!
And their bright horns’ wild calls, beautiful and strange,
Echo through the city in the grip of great change
VII.
For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Untamed Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
Behold her wings enfold your city, now comes The Dance of The Satyrs!
And wildly plunge, through Earth’s Wreath, the emerald shafts of their spears!
And drunk on Spring! And Nereids’ mirth! Their untamed madness erupts!
Overflowing wild forest streams, from blushing Earth’s fertile cups!
And The Butterfly! She is robed in a mist of sweet dew!
And she laughs as she as dances and pours her blessings over you
And you are baptised! You are baptised! Her Spring Rain anoints your head
And through The Veil of Her Dream, to The Future you are led
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VIII.
For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Waking Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
What is real? What is not? Between The Worlds there is a wall
Behold the cracks! They’re snaking through it! And beyond, The Woodlands call!
Behold The Giants of The Forest! Behold The Wind Song of The Treants!
Into your soul, pours their song, The Wild Wisdom of The Ancients!
And The Earth! She is stirring at The Call of The Treants!
She is heaving and awakening to The Summons of Their Chants!
And The Mirror of your World, A Grey Web of Steel and Concrete!
Is shivering and fracturing to her swoon of madness sweet!
IX.
For The Butterfly, she is dancing! Hear The Song of Wild Pipes!
The Heaving Madness of Spring, Her Dreaming Dance incites!
Branching Cracks of The Wild through foundations, they are creeping
Green Tendrils of Madness up through the factures, they are seeping
The Fertile Earth! In Love’s Dream! She is shuddering and quaking!
As through your mirror, Earth’s Ravine! For your mirror she is breaking!
And The Butterfly, she is whirling above the precipice in a trance
As you are caught in the whirlpool of change by her dance
And you are spinning! You are spinning! Fate’s kaleidoscope is swirled!
And a Forest of Dreams up through the floor of your world
X.
For The Butterfly she is dancing, hear the song of wild pipes
Spring’s Deluge of Madness her Dreaming Dance incites!
From Earth’s fissure, three tongues as The Breath of The Fates
And she dreams as she drinks the emerald kisses of three snakes
Three Threads of The Loom to loose The Power of The Wild
For The Sacred Rites of Spring are by The Dance of a Child

Behold the water of voice hath taken form as a stone
A living orb of deepest emerald in the crevice of Earth’s loam
And Three Tongues of The Oribus around The Eye of The Wheel
That in The Grove of The Greenwood, Fate’s mysteries to reveal
Behold The Jewel of The Wild, a birthmark upon The Princess
The Living Seal of Her Will, The Dreaming Lines of The Omphalos
This is The Ball of The Butterfly and comes The Feast of The Wild
Returning Spring from the underworld by The Birth of a Child!
Behold The People are rejoicing and The World Tree in bloom
Her Dance of Change, their souls voicing, as they revel in Love’s swoon!
And hails old Midas! From his mine! For to The Feast hath been lead!
A silver dish before old Midas, for the guests must be fed!
And you are caught in the laughter of their wild dance of Life
Your yearning soul, with fertile glances, doth The Future entice!
And The Scientist and The Faery; they are waltzing at her Ball!
Behold the satyr! He is laughing, as he shatters your precious wall!
And you are drowning! You are drowning! In the flood of ancient dreams!
The Lovely Kisses of Fantasia, Earth’s New Robe of Forest Greens
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Behold The Rainbow who is The Oribus encoil The Earth in Emerald Dreams!
That from Death to New Life, The Ancient Earth his kiss Redeems!
O Rainbow Coils of Turning Madness! Thou art The Whirlpool of The Universe!
Thou art The Gateway of Change, and thou hast swallowed The Earth!
And Earth hath died! And been reborn! By the mystery of thy kiss!
O Ancient Earth! Thou art changing! O Ancient Earth! Thy change is Bliss!
Now before you The Rainbow Bridge o’er abyss of time’s rift
The World of Dreams and World of Earth, they around you merge and shift
Your Soul’s Chains, they are sundered by The Pipes of The Lyrist!
The Waking Earth, she dones the robe of Fantasia’s Wild Forest!
And you are dancing! And she is dancing! The Spring Dance of The Wild!
The Rainbow Bridge to The Future, sequere a dreaming child!
Behold The Gates to Fantasia, long sealed, are flung wide!
Fate’s Path to Her Forest on emerald wings we ride!
And by The Kiss of The Oribus is The Past struck dead
The Wheel of The Universe made a garland for enfant head!
And You Awaken! You Awaken! To her Dream of Lovely Madness!
By her Love, her living grail hath filled your soul with Life’s Gladness!
The deed is done! Future begun!
A new tapestry is spun!
And dam the dead! The Rainbow fed!
For Eternity is newborn and from its coils The Past shed!
Behold Her Quest is now whole! A New Mirror of Earth’s Soul!
For by the death of old Midas is freed the treasure he stole!
And she is Free! She is Free! The liberation of Psyche!
From Hell hath she climbed on the roots of a tree!
And The Dream Gates of Fantasia by Love’s Rainbow Key!
Now through The Mirror of The Earth the twin loops of Infinity
They are The Circles of Eternity!
The Living Dance of Spring’s Mystery!
The Emerald Rings of The Earth, The Green Vision of Psyche!
And she is dancing! Forever dancing!
A new song of endless beauty!

∞
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Now where the kiss of The Sun upon The Earth doth bestow
There The Butterfly is born, and as a seed, she doth grow
The shining emeralds are his sunbeams in the ring of her hearth,
For The Green Leaves of Spring are The Wings of The Earth
And the forest of her vision grows in the soil of Earth’s heart,
For The Rainbow’s sweet end is reborn in its start
Now The Green Wings of Spring enfold The Worlds in Her Dream
And in the mirror of her eyes is the future foreseen
The Dance of Life, as a flower around The Shrine of The Wild
The Faery Princess of The Greenwood, The Lovely Butterfly Child
For reborn is The Pythia, Her Emerald Fire fills Fate’s Hearth
And Green hath turned The Omphalos in The Centre of The Earth
This is The Ball of The Butterfly around The Ancient World Tree
To awaken in The Earth the wild dream of The Faery
Behold The World Tree is fruiting, and its seeds are flung wide
In each Green Seed of Fate doth The Future now hide
For The Dream Dance of Psyche is sung and sealed
The Mystery of Elysius both hidden and revealed

-o0o-
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APPENDIX IV. (THE PATH OF THE HERMIT)

THE RIDDLE OF THE SPHINX

I am a Hermit on a journey through Eternity
From Nowhere to Nowhere.
My only travelling companion is a Sphinx.
And I know her Name.

∞
Is there a god?
Of course there is!
But she is a Sphinx
Who speaks only in riddles.
She is the God of Art and Science
She is a god
Only because we have given her a name
Is there a path?
Of course there is!
But she is a Quest
To solve The Riddle of The Sphinx
She is the Quest of Art and Science
She has no end
Only because Discovery is the ever-fertile mother of new Questions
Is there meaning?
Of course there is!
But she is a Choice
She is the Promise of Art and Science
The Emptiness of The Nihil
She offers no masks
Only because the blank canvas awaits the Artist’s brush
Mused...
There is a “Meaning of Life”?
And for the rest of forever
You have nothing left to do
But conform.
Good robot.
Perhaps...
The only sensible response is...
Implacable rebellion?
Mused...
There is no “Meaning of Life”?
But meaning is no less important to me!
Meaning gives Purpose
Purpose defines Method.
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How many philosophers have gone insane
Gazing into the meaninglessness of The Everything...
Upon discovering that it is really...
The Nothing.
I am Humanity!
I need meaning!
What is really meaningful to me?
!
! AWAKENING !
I can Decide what is meaningful to me!

 Therefore 
I have the power to Create meaning!
Mother Nature hath given me a Gift....
A Gift I have given to Myself
I am Free
To create Myself
The Pot is The Potter!
Not separate.
The Abyss of The Nihil transforms into The Canvas of The Artist.
Only empty until it is filled.


Then that Old Voice asked...
Ah! But is there method in The Madness?
And that Old Voice answered...
Ah! “The weak are meat – the strong do eat!”
But Tyrannosaurus, red-toothed, yawned at my Art.
Then Lion, red-clawed, yawned at my Science.
Creations of the mind of the soft laughing Ape
But I think....
Better to be Soft and filled with Laughter
And Questions
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The endless deeps of night rush above me
A Torch of Liberty blooms from my brush
A Lamp by which I have defined myself
In a universe with no rules.

I am Man
I am Woman
I am Alone
In Eternity
IX

Then I asked her:
“When I die... Will you leave me?”
That enigmatic smile of hers...
“You are my Hermit.
I am your Sphinx.”
“We are the same, you and I.”
“I Love You.”
“And when you die
I will eat you.”
Enigmatic smile...
“Not separate.”
The Hermit contemplated what it would feel like
To be eaten by a sphinx.
And then she asked him The Riddle:
“What is my Name?”

∞
I am a Hermit on a journey through Eternity
From Nowhere to Nowhere.
My only travelling companion is a Sphinx.
But I think....
If one must have but a single companion
Through all Eternity...
A Sphinx is probably a wise choice.
At least the conversation won’t become boring.

∞
The Riddle of The Sphinx (99 lines + 9 spacing glyphs) © Glenorchy McBride III, 2015. All Rights Reserved.
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APPENDIX VII. VIA SPERMA

The Patterns of Fate’s Field
The List of The Destinations of The Dream Seed
1st Destination:
The Temple of Art
The Artists of Your World
These may include authors, poets, painters, classical and street musicians, local actors, film stars,
rock stars, and every type of artist! Send to your local artists and your favourite artist The Seed!
And unleash your own creativity! Write stories and poems, read them in public! Draw patterns,
make wallpapers, post on internet sites, create your own internet site, create paintings, and express
the change through every emotional media available! This is not merely to impress others, this is to
allow yourself outlets for your imagination, to materialize your dreams, to express your creative
will! Create! Express the Sylvan in every way.
The Owners of Art Galleries
The Teachers and Employees of Art or Music Colleges and Schools
The Classical Musicians and The Orchestras of Your City
You may find it odd that the artists, most of whom are poor and starving, are the first and most
honoured destination of The Seed, while others offer her so much more. Yet she is a spirit of Art, and
she will honour The Artists above all others. If you do not understand this, then you do not
understand art. Ever will she favour the talented artist of common heritage and poor means over the
greatest lord of noble blood and boundless wealth.
For the true greatness of the human soul is known unto her.
2nd Destination:
The Silver Screen
The Celebrities of Your World
(These may include anybody who is famous or important to you!)
The Hosts and Creators of every television show on Gardening
(These folk are particularly important!)
The Hosts and Creators of every television show on Science
(These folk are also in accord with The Sylvan harmonic)
Every Television Journalist and News Presenter of High Standing
(Very important!)
Television and Film Studio Employees of every type!
(It matters little if they are the script writers or the floor sweepers – send The Seed of Gaia to every
person who is in any way associated with the media industry! If there are television stations in your
city, leave copies of this scroll on their lunch tables and their cars! Flood their world with The Seed
of The Future!)
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“The Pen is stronger than The Sword!”
The Newspapers and Magazines and Internet Site of Your Inclinations
Send a copy of The Seed to your favourite glossy magazines and grey newspapers, address it
specifically to the writer of your favourite regular article or column – make sure your tell them that
you are doing so because you like their work. Encourage them to print the whole scroll or an article
on it! Send it to your favourite radio station presenters, and to every person involved with mass
media of any type!
3rd Destination:
The Gardeners and Naturalists of Your City
Every Plant Nursery in Your City
Every Professional Gardener and Commercial Gardening Firm in Your City
The Herbarium and The Botanical Garden Administration of Your City
(target individuals)
The Native Plants Society of Your City
Do an internet search to see what kind of botanical groups exist in your city – and flood them with
The Seeds
The Bird Watching Society of Your City
The Frog Society of Your City
The Butterfly or Invertebrates Society of Your City
Your Local Scout Troop/Den
&
The Central Scouting Organizations for Your State/Province
Local Bush or Habitat Community Groups
Each is generally associated with particular parcels of public land
The Bushwalking Society of Your City
The Orienteering Groups of Your City
The Orchid and Flower Societies of Your City
The Environmentally-Active Political Groups of Your City
It is likely Greenpeace will have branch in your city – send the Seed to their office or take it there in
person. Likewise there will be probably be a green political party in your realm, and they will have a
branch in your city – spread to them The Seed. You can find these groups by a quick search of the
world wide web.
And, of course, there will be dozens of radical environmental groups established in your city – if you
can find them, give them the Seed. Despite the appearance conveyed by their often extreme defiance
of social conventions, these folk are almost always soulfully dedicated idealists – it takes courage to
break the rules in order to stand up for what you believe in. Also, these strange and beautiful folk
will usually know most of the artists of your city. One of the best ways to contact these groups is to
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attend any environmental or social justice orientated political demonstrations occurring in your city
– they will be present, though not always obvious.
“The Wild Seeds of Fate”
Leave copies of the scroll in water-proof containers in wild places around the city. There they
will be found by nature-lovers who frequent the place. These are one of the most important types of
seed, for they are destined to find fertile soil.
4th Destination:
The Hallowed Halls of Academia
The Scientists of Your Universities
Ecologists, Botanists, Zoologists, and Natural Scientists of every discipline – these shall be the first
destinations in the universities! If you are not already a students or researcher in these disciplines,
you can merely travel to your local university, ask at the information desk for the Biological Sciences
Building (or if it is a big university, for the buildings that house the specific disciplines, as listed
above). There will be photographs with bio description and room number of each researcher both
online and in the foyer – merely walk around and place a copy of the seed under each door.
The Students of Your Universities
The Teachers of Your Schools
The Students of Your Schools
The Youth of Your World
5th Destination:
The Residents of Your Neighbourhood
“Letterboxes full of Seeds!”
The letterbox drop is a tried and traditional means of disseminating information. Print the
whole scroll or merely the first two parts and attend a note informing the reader the rest can be
downloaded for free from the website.
6th Destination:
The Politicians of Your World
This is the last and least important of the destinations, for those groups who are creating
Sylvan Groves will contact these politicians when they are ready. There is no real need to send The
Seed to politicians, when the people are full with the dream, the politicians will begin to become
aware of it. Though if you must send the Seed to politicians, then consider that the most local
politicians are the best destinations. The higher up the hierarchy you go, the less important it is to
send The Seed to them. Unless you are creating a sylvan grove, ignore the politicians. They will
eventually find out on their own.
-o0o-
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THE CELEBRATION OF THE PIPER
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“Choose they croon, the Ancient Ones
The time has come again
Choose now, they croon
Beneath the moon
Beside the ancient lake”
Jim Morrison
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